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The RCA 1800 series of CMOS LSI products-microprocessors, memories, and 
peripheral support circuits-are used in many widely diverse applications covering 
a broad range of end markets. This series may be used, in some cases in combination 
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advantages of the 1800-series family. This information serves as a useful design 
guide to the system designer in determining the required hardware and software for 
his microcomputer-based design. 
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ICAN-6315 

COS/MOS Interfacing Simplified 

by D. Blandford and A. Bishop 

COS/MaS with its wide range of operating supply voltages, 
low input current, and low power consumption, interfaces 
easily with many electronic devices. In addition, COS/MaS 
circuitry can easily be added to a system and can often be 
operated from the existing power supply. Examples of practical 
circuits for a wide variety of interfacing situations are given in 
this Note; design constraints are included in each case. 

Note that the C04000 Series type numbers are followed by 
a suffix lettet, A or B, which specifi~s the maximum operating 
voltage for the device:'A,3 to IS volts; B,3 to 18 volts. The 
outputs of all B-type devices are buffered and have the same 
output drive current and equal source and sink capabilities. 
Table I shows, some characteristics of B-type devices. 

TTl COS/MOS 

5.0 v 
LOGIC I 

INPUT 
VIHIMINI 3,5 v 

VOHIMINI INDETER-
2.4V MINATE 

REGION 
VILIMAXI L5 v 

~l~~~ 
LOGIC 0 

0.4 V INPUT 

OV ---- OV 

LOGIC 0 
OUTPUT 

92C$-2.5265 

Fig. 1-TTL to COS/MOS voltage levels. 

Table I - Output Drive Current-B-Type Devices 

Output BD, BK, BF, BH 
Drive Symbol VDD Vo -55°C +250 C 

Current Volt Volt Min. Min. 

Sink IDN 
5 0.4 0.5 0.4 

10 0.5 1.1 0.9 

5 4.6 -0.5 -0.4 
Source IDP 5 2.5 -2.0 -1.6 

10 9.5 -1.1 -0.9 

COS/MOS to TIL 

In interfacing TTL with COS/MaS with a common power 
supply of between 4.5 and 5.5 volts, the guaranteed active
pull-up TTL output voltage of 2.4 volts is lower than the 
minimum COS/MaS input voltage required to guarantee 
switching, 3.5 volts, Fig. 1. This djfference is overcome by the 
use of an external resistor, RX in Fig. 2, which is also the re
sistor to be used for open-collector-output TTL at a VDD of 
5 volts. The minimum value of RX is fixed by the maximum 
sink current, e.g., 1.6 milliamperes for 74-series TTL, its 
maximum value by 10H, the off leakage of the output sink 
transistor. As shown in Table II, the values of RX between 
1.5 and 4.7 kilohms are suitable for all the TTL families under 
worst-case conditions. The COS/MaS input impedance is 

8 

+ 125°C 
Min. 

0.3 
0.65 

-0.3 
-1.15 
-0.65 

BE 
-400C +250 C +850 C +25OC Units 

Min. Min. Min. Typ. 

0.45 0.4 0.36 0.8 mA 
1.0 0.9 0.75 1..8 mA 

-0.45 -0.4 -0.36 -0.8 mA 
-1.8 -1.6 -1.3 -3.2 mA 
-1.0 -0.9 -0.75 -1.8 lilA 

4,5 TO 5.5 V 

92CS~24634 

Fig. 2-TTL to COS/MOS interface. 



Table II-Values of RX for TTL-COS/MOS Interface 

Characteristic 74 74H 74L 74LS 74S 

RX min. (ohms) 390 270 1.5k 820 270 
RX max. (kilohms) 4.7 4.7 27 12 4.7 

essentially ~capacitive", which means that many COS/MOS inputs 
may be driven by a single TTL output. The actual number 
depends on the frequency of operation. 

In the COS/MOS to TTL interface, Fig. 3, the requirement 
is to sink sufficient current in the low output state at a maxi· 
mum output voltage of 0.4 volt. Table III gives the current 

ICAN-6315 

To gain improvements in speed and noise immunity in a 
system using a COS/MOS supply voltage greater than +5 volts, 
high-voltage open-collector TTL circuits such as the 7416, 
7417 or 7426 may be 'used, as shown in Fig. 4. The value of 
the pull-up resistor RX will depend on the actual value of 
VDD; at 10 volts, 39 kilohms would be suitable. 

COS/MOS to HNIL 

The wide operating-voltage range and low power con
sumption of COS/MOS circuitry enables it to operate from the 
HNIL power supply. Most CD4000A circuits will drive the 
HNIL input directly; for example, in Fig. 5, the CD4081B 
output sinks the required 1.4 milliamperes at an output voltage 

Table III-Minimum Current-Sinking Capability of COS/MOS Devices 

COS/MOS Sink Current (rnA at 2SoC 
Type Description Vo = 0.4 Volt, VDD = 5 Volt) 

Ceramic Plastic 

CD4000A Dual 3-Input NOR Gate Plus Inverter 0.4 0.3 
CD400lA Quad 2-lnput NOR Gate 0.4 0.3 
CD4002A Dual 4-lnput NOR Gate 0.4 0.3 
CD4007A Dual Complementary Pair Plus Inverter 0.6 0.3 
CD4009A/49A Inverting Hex Buffer 
CD40l0A/50A Non-Inverting Hex Buffer 
CD401lA Quad 2-lnput NAND Gate 
CD4012A Dual 4-lnput NAND Gate 
CD4041A Quad True/Complement Buffer 
CD4031A 64-Stage Static Shift Register 
CD4048A Expandable 8-Input Gate 
CD4XXXB Any B-Type Device Output 

4.5 TO 5.5 V 

92CS -25252 

Fig. 3-COS/MOS to TTL interface. 

sinking capability of some CD4000-series devices. Note that 
all B-Iypc devices have the same standard output drive and are 
capable of sinking two low-power TTL load~, worst case. For 
the higher power types of TTL, the CD4049A and CD4050A 
buffers may be used. Table IV shows the minimum and typical 
fanoul for each TTL family. The buffer takes its power from 
the 5 -vol I TTL supply and has an additional advantage in that 
it can accept input voltage swings of 5 to IS volts from the 
precedill~ COS/MOS system. 

Table IV-Fanout of CD4049A and CD4050A Buffers to TTL 

TTL Family 
Buffer Fanout 74 74H 74L 74LS 74S 

Minimum 
Typical 

I 
3 

1 
2 

14 
28 

7 
14 

1 
2 

3.0 3.0 
3.0 3.0 
0.2 0.1 
0.1 0.05 
0.4 0.2 
1.3 1.3 
1.6 1.6 
0.4 0.4 

+5 V +5 TO +15 v 

92CS·24636 

Fig. 4- TTL to COS/MOS at a V DD greater than 5 volts. 

+12V 

Fig. 5-COS/MOS to HNIL to COSIMOS interface. 
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typically less than 0.5 volt. The HNIL output.voltage levels. 
0.8 volt and 10 volts. enable it to interface directly with the 
COS/MOS input with good noise immunity. 

COS/MOS to DTl 

The COS/MOS to DTL interface requires a buffer, such as 
the CD4049A shown in Fig. 6, to sink the DTL input current 
of 1.5 milliamperes at 0.4 volt. Fanout to DTL circuits depends 
on the sink-current capability of the COS/MOS buffer used. 
For the CD4049A and CD40S0A, typical fanout is 3. 

The DTL to COS/MOS interface requires no special con
sideration because the internal pull·up resistor in DTL circuits 
and the extremely low input current of COS/MOS circuits 
ensures·a high logic level almost equal to the power-supply 
voltage. 

+5 V 

92CS' 24647 

Fig. 6-COS/MOS to OTL to COS/MOS interface. 

COSIMOS to 10k ECl 

COS/MOS and 10k ECL are not normally interfaced, but 
they can be readily by using the 10124 and 10125 devices 
which are intended for conversion between ECL and TTL. This 
interface requires that the COS/MOS device be operated at a 
S-volt VDD, as shown in Fig. 7. Where greater speed is 
required of the COS/MOS system, it can be operated with 
V DD at the ECL ground and V SS at -12 volts. In the latter 
case, a IN914 diode clamps the COS/MOS output to VEE as 
shown in Fig. 8. At supply voltages greater than 6 volts, a 
COS/MOS buffer should not be used, as over-dissipation will 
occur in the buffer. 

+5V 

Vee 

10 kEel 
SYSTEM 

92CS-24638 

Fig. 7-10k EeL to COS/MOSand COS/MOS to 10k·ECL interface. 
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-5.2 V 

~d':- 24639 

Fig. 8-COS/MOS at 12 volts to 10k·ECL interface. 

COS/MOS to NMOS 

The increasing use of n-channel MOS memories means that 
interfaces between COS/MOS and NMOS are now common. 
In a system of lk memories, such as the type 2102. which 
employ peripheral COS/MOS circuitry for address. read/write. 
chip select and data handling, the COS/MOS circuitry can be 
supplied from the S-volt power supply of the memory. Inputs 
to the memory are then COS/MOS compatible, and direct 
interface is permitted. The data output requires only a single 
pull-up resistor, RX. as shown in Fig. 9, to ensure an 
acceptable high-state output voltage. 

OV 

COS/MOS 
SYSTEM 

+5 V o V 

Voo 

I====~ AO TO A7 
(TVPE 2102) 

1-----+101 

1-----i R/W 

1-----+lCE 

I*--_--i DO 

92CS-24640 

+5 v 

Fig. 9-0irect interface between COS/MOS and 
a1k memory, type 2102. 

A 4k-bit. dynamic, n-channel RAM, such as the 2107 A. 
has +12-volt and -S-volt supplies as well as the +S-volt VCC 
supply. as shown in Fig. 10. The COS/MOS peripheral cir
cuitry in this system is probably best operated from the + 12-
volt supply. ensuring good speed characteristics and noise 
immunity. The S-volt input signals to the memory are pro
vided by CD40S0A buffers powered by the S-volt VCC 
supply. The 12-volt-swing chip-enable signal is directly com
patible with the 12-volt COS/MOS system. The data output 
uses a single transistor to generate the required 12-volt logic 
swing; memories added to provide' an increase in word 
capacity arewire-OR'ed at the data output pin of the memory. 



+,y 
+12 V -5 V 

OY 

OV 

VDD Vee VSS VEE 

12-VOLT 
COS/MOS 
SYSTEM 

CD4050A 
BUFFERS 

FROM 12 V 
TO 5 V 

n-CHANNEL 
DYNAMIC RAM 

12107Al 

r-----------------~CE DO 

68 k 

9ZCS· 24641 

Fig. to-COS/MOS to n·channel dynamic' RAM interface. 

COS/MOS to PMOS 

Silicon-gate PMOS static shift registers operating from 
+5-volt and - I 2-volt supplies are directly compatible with a 
COS/MaS system operating from the +5-volt supply with 
VSS at zero volts. The only additional component required 
is a clamp diode to VSS on the data output, as shown in Fig. 
II, because the unloaded PMOS output voltage will go 
negative in the low output state. 

Ov +5 V -12 V 

Voo 

COS/MOS 
SYSTEM 

\----------+ INI 

f---------_ IN2 

f---------_ RECIRCULATE 

\-------~ .pIN 

1+---.-----....., OUT I 

~--\-_.--~OUT2 

IN914 IN914 

92C:S~24642 

Fig. tt-COSIMOS to PMOS static·shift·regist"r interface. 

COSIMOS to Industrial and Power-Control Circuits 

Industrial control systems employ greater logic swings 
than IC logic systems, such as COS/MaS, to achieve high 
noise immunity and to enable them to operate from readily 
available high-voltage supplies and to interface with electro
mechanical equipment. 

Fig. 12 shows II simple, resistive-divider circuit used to 
interface a system with a 24-volt logic swing to COS/MOS; 
the circuit could readily be modified for even higher voltage 
swings. The capacitor filter enhances the excellent noise 

ICAN-6315 

INDUSTRIAL 
CONTROL-
24 VOLT 
LOGIC 

SYSTEM 

24 VOLT 
LOGIC 
SWING 

150 k 

+IOV 
COS/MOS SUPPLY 

92CS·24&43 

Fig. t2-lndustrial control to COSIMOS inttlrfacB. 

immunity of the COS/MaS logic, and the two clamp diodes 
ensure that the input signal voltage is between VOO and 
VSS' An alternative circuit using a zener diode is shown in 
Fig. 13. 

INDUSTRIAL 
CONTROL 
SYSTEM 

Vz = VDD 

Fig. t3-Zener diode industrial control interface. 

A single-transistor level-converter interfaces a COS/MaS 
device to 'an industrial control system, as shown in Fig. 14. 
The transistor is driven directly from the COS/MaS device 
output (Fig. 23 describes the method of calculating the 
val ues of the resistors needed in Fig. 14). 

+24 V 

INDUSTRIAL 
CONTROL 

24-VOLT LOGIC 
SYSTEM 

Fig. 14-COSIMOS to Inutrial-control inttlrfllCe. 

The slow pulse edges typically found in an industrial 
control system can be speeded up in the COS/MaS system by 
a Schmitt-trigger circuit, the CD4093B, Fig. 15(a). At a 
VOO of 5 volts, VH is typically 0.6 volt, Fig. IS(b). 

• 
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=TID-
1/4C04093B 

(al COS/MOS SCHMITT-TRIGGER 
VOO 

Voo 

Voo 

~N&'b~M (bl WAVEFORMS 

(OTHER INPUT 
AT VOO) '----,y",.S-S---'-' 92C5-24646 

Fig. 15-(a) COS/MOS Schmitt-trigger, (b) typical waveforms 
for Schmitt· trigger. 

A high-power coil, such as the solenoid of a printer 
hammer, which requires about I ampere at 70 volts, may be 
driven from a COS/MaS system by using a Darlington 
transistor as shown in Fig. 16. A typical value of VBE for a 
type 2N6385 transistor is 1.5 volts at a collector current of 
1 ampere and a minimum gain of 1000, so that the output 
source transistor of the CD4073B has to supply 1.5 milli
amperes. The value of resistor R is chosen so that VDS is 
sufficient to guarantee this output current. Suitable values 
of R for use with a B-type device are given in Fig. 16 for a 
VDD of 5,10, and 15 volts. 

Yoo R 
5 V I k 
10 V 4.7k 
15V 8.2k 

+y 

II HAMMER 
SOLENOID 

IA 

--l 
I 
I 

12N6385 

I 
I 

= 
92CS-24648 

Fig. 16-COS/MOSsystem driving a printer-hammer solenoid 
with the aid of a Darlington transistor. 

Power-control SCR's and triacs may also be driven 
directly by COS/MaS outputs. A serisitive-gate SCR, such as 
the 106BI, may be controlled directly by a COS/MaS gate, 
such as the CD4069B, and thus be able to control directly 
2.5 amperes at reverse voltages up to 600 volts, as shown in 
Fig. 17. 

10 

Voo 100 V 

10681 

92C5-24649 

Fig. 17-COS/MOS directly driving a sensitive-gate SCR. 

SCR's and triacs with gate currents in the milliampere 
region may be controlled by a buffer, such as the CD4049A. 
This buffer could, in turn, be controlled by a COS/MOS 
system or, as in Fig. 18, by an opto-coupler to provide 
greater isolation. 

HIGH
VOLTAGE 

LOGIC 

R 

r---
I 
I 

TIL III 

+12 v v+ 

92C5- 24650 

Fig. 18-High-voltage logic to COS/MOS driving an SCR. 

SCR 

In cases where a single-gate output source or sink current 
proves insufficient, it is possible to parallel the inputs and 
outputs of gates on the same chip, as in Fig. 19. Gates not on 

the same chip and buffer circuits should not be operated in 
parallel as over-dissipation may result. 

92C5-24651 

Fig. 19-Paralfeling inputs and outputs. 



Interfacing Op-Amps to COS/MOS 

COS/MaS circuits may be connected directly to the out
put of an op-amp operating between the normal ±15-volt 
supply rails, as in Fig. 20, provided clamp diodes to VDD and 
VSS are used to ensure that the COS/MaS input voltage does 
not go outside the range VSS to VDD. Resistor R3 limits the 
op-amp output current should the op-amp output voltage tend 
toward the negative rail. 

R2 +IOV 

92C5-24652 

Fig. 20-Split·rail op-amp to COS/MOS interface. 

Fig. 21 shows a CA 741-type op-amp operated between 
VDD and VSS with a resistive divider on the non-inverting 
op-amp input. 

+10 V 

22 k 

92CS-24653 

Fig. 21-lnrerface of op-amp and COS/MOS with common supplV rail. 

COS/MOS Driving Displays 

Digital systems now employ a great variety of digital 
displays, so that their interface to COS/MaS is a common 
requirement. 

COS/MOS TO LED'S 

LED's may be driven directly from a COS/MaS buffer, 
such as the CD4050A shown in Fig. 22,at a drive current of 15 
milliamperes if a power supply of approximately to volts is 
available. 

Seven·segment LED displays connected in either common 
anode or common cathode configurations may be driven at 
supply voltages as low as +5 volts by the seven-transistor 
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Fig. 22-COS/MOS buffer driving an LEO. 

arrays CA30S1 and CA30S2. Fig. 23 shows one of the seven 
transistors of the CA30S1 with an LED load. The figure also 
shows the method of calculating Rb and Rc. The base drive 
current available depends on the CD4000A Series device used 
and the values of VDD and V DS. As shown in Fig. 24, the base 
drive cun'ent increases with both VDD and VDS. Fig. 25 
shows one of the seven transistors of the CA30S2 driving a 
common-cathode LED. The method of calculating the value of 
emitter resistor Re is also shown in Fig. 2S. 

VSS =0 VOLT 

VOOIMINl - vOSIMAX1- vBEIMAXl 

Rb ~ Ie IMAX1'IlIMINl 

VCC - VLEO - VCEISATl 
Rc = -"':"'-"':r""L:"'E-O ..::.:::=:'-' 

92CS-24655 

Fig. 23-COS/MOS driving a transistor that has an LED load. 
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Fig. 24-CD4001A-tvpical p-channel drain characteristics. 
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Vee 
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ILEO 
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Fig. 25-COSIMOS driving a transistor with a common-cathode
connected LEO load. 

COS/MOS TO LCD 

Seven-segment liquid-crystal displays may be driven directly 
by COS/MOS circuits CD4054A, CD4055A or CD4056A, as 
shown in Fig. 26. These circuits contain the internal level
shifting circuitry needed to convert the typically 5-volt input 
logic-level swing to the 30-volt peak ac signal required to 
drive the dynamic-scattering LCD. 

12 

5-VOLT 
LOGIC 
SWINGS 

5V 

OV -10 V 

92CS- 24657 

LIQUID 
CRYSTAL 
DIGIT 

Fig_ 26-Using the C04055A to drive a liquid crystal. 

COSIMOS TO GAS-DISCHARGE DISPLAY 

The popular seven-segment gas-~jscharge display requires 
a cathode drive current that varies from segment to segment. 
Manufacturers supply drivers which are COS/MOS compatible 
at their inputs so that they can interface a COS/MOS system 10 

the gas-discharge display without additional circuitry. 

REFERENCE 

I. "COS/MOS Digital Integrated Circuits", RCA OAT ABOOK 
Series SSD-203B, 1975. 
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An Introduction to Microprocessors and 
the RCA COSMAC COSIMOS Microprocessor 
by H. Tweddle 

The advent of LSI technology has not as 
yet brought about the revolution in digital 
circuit design of which it is, in principle, 
capable. An LSI circuit, in comparison to its 
hardwired SSI/MSI equivalent, is more re
liable, more compact, and less expensive; 
however it is less expensive only in high 
volume, and because of its complexity it 
tends to be a specialized device with a limited 
range of applications. As a result of these 
two factors, LSI has rarely been suitable for 
standard parts and has found outlets mainly 
in the custom parts area, which is only 
economically viable for a large-volume user. 

The problem, then, is to produce an LSI 
circuit which is versatile enough to be made 
available economically as a standard part. 
One solution would be to design it with 
logic elements separately accessible to the 
user, to be wired in whatever way suited a 
particular application, but this would result 
in an impractical pin count. So another 
approach is taken, that of an LSI circuit 
whose function is defined by the state of a 
number of control inputs. This approach has 
the added advantage that the control inputs 
need not necessarily be hardwired to a partic
ular function, but may be set by other devices 
when the system is actually in operation. 

ADDRESS BUS 

Program Data 

Memory Memory 

-- --
(ROMI (RAMI 

CLOCK 

II III 

Consider, as an example, the CD4057 
COS/MaS 4-bit arithmetic logic unit. I It has 
four "function select" inputs on which four 
bits (the instruction) may be placed to select 
one of sixteen different arithmetic and logical 
functions. By supplying it with a series of 
instructions (which might be described as an 
elementary program), it can be made to 
perform more complex functions, such as 
multiplication and division. 

A microprocessor takes this idea several 
stages further in that, as well as performing 
arithmetic and logical functions, it can 
address memory, input, output, and store 
data, and make program branch decisions. 
This Ndte is an introduction to the funda
mentals of microprocessors and to the specific 
capabilities of the RCA COSMAC micro-
processor. 

AN ELEMENTARY 
MICROPROCESSOR SYSTEM 

Fig. I shows a generalized block diagram 
of a microprocessor together with the three 
additional functions usually required in a 
system: program memory, data memory and 
I/O electronics. It is instructive to divide the 
microprocessor itself into three main areas: 
the arithmetic and logic unit (ALU), the 
registers and the control logic. 

CONTROL 

r ~ l MICROPROCESSOR 

Program ctr. Accumulator ----- f-----

~ Control 110 

REGISTERS • A.L.U. 
Logic Logic 

P ----
Instruction 

: Internal r Bus t 

DATA BUS 

92CS-26BIO 

Fig. 7 -An elementary microprocessor system. 
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The Arithmetic and Logic Unit 

The ALU, shown in Fig. 2, performs 
arithmetic and logical functions on words 
presented to it via the internal data. bus. This 
bus comprises a number of lines (usually 4,8, 
12, or 16) on which data words may be 
placed. The word length upon which the ALU 
operates is an important characteristic of a 
microprocessor: a longer word, by allowing 
more data to be processed at one time, 
provides potentially higher speed but results 
in a more complex, and thus more expensive, 
machine. The number of different ALU 
functions avaihible to the user is again a 
characteristic of a particular microprocessor. 

Associated with the ALU is the accumu
lator, which is a register for temporary 
storage of operands and results of ALU 
operations. Some microprocessor architec
tures employ several accumulators; in the 
simplest case, however, one operand is loaded 

Holds 
Overflow ...... 

Holds 1 st Operand 
or Result 

Control 

Operand 

ALU 

into the accumulator and the other is pre
sented on the data bus, while the result 
appears in the accumulator, overwriting the 
flr~t operand. An overflow of theaccumu· 
lator sets a flip· flop called a flag. There may 
be a number of other flags, both to indicate 
overflow or underflow of registers and to 
show certain internal· and external-state 
information. 
Registers 

A microprocessor stores memory addresses 
and data in a number of registers, as shown 
in Table I. One register holds the current 
program counter, which addresses a location 
in program memory. A group of registers is 
usually provided for temporary data storage; 
these registers are referred to as scratchpad 
memory. In most applications, some addi· 
tional read/write data memory is required; 
this memory is addressed by a register con· 
taining the data pointer. 

Loads or Stores 
Accumulator 

92CS·26808 

Fig. 2-The arithmetic and logic unit, the AL U. 

Table I - Typical Microprocessor Register Usage 

PROGRAM COUNTER 

DATA POINTER 

STACK POINTER 

DMAPOINTER 

(INTERNAL) STACK 

SCRATCHPAD 

Addresses current instruction 
in program memory 

Addresses current location of 
interest in data memory 

Addresses next vacant location 
in external stack 

Addresses location in data 
memory for DMA transfer 

LIFO data/address storage 
Random access data/address 
storage 
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A register block may also be set aside as 
a "stack", which provides last-in first-out 
storage of return addresses and data. A stack 
is needed when the program includes sub
routines. A limited stack size, however, limits 
the subroutine nesting capability of a micro
processor. A more versatile approach is to 
forma stack in external memory, in locations 
addressed by the stack pointer. 

The word length of the address registers 
is important as it defines the number of 
memory locations that may be directly 
addressed. The word length of the data 
registers is usually defined by the word 
length of the machine. 

The Control Logic 

The control logic is responsible for de
fining the operation of the ALU, data 
movements within the microprocessor and 
data transfer to and from external devices. It 
also provides control signals to help external 
logic to interface with the microprocessor, 
and can be instructed to change the program 
counter, and thus the microprocessor opera
tion sequence, in response to the state of 
control inputs, flags or internal registers. The 
control logic derives its timing from one or 
more clock inputs; its function is defined by 
the instruction, a word presented to it from 
program memory and stored in the instruction 
register. 

Program Execution 

Conditional branch instructions test the 
state of a particular register or flag and 
implement the branch if the required con
dition is met. If the condition is not met, the 
microprocessor continues with the next in
struction in the main program. In this way, 
the microprocessor may be made to respond 
differently to different external or internal 
conditions. 

Memory Requirements 

Several different types of semiconductor 
memories are commonly used with micro
processors, as shown in Table II. Data memory 
is written into in the course of a program; 
therefore, it is implemented in a random 
access memory (RAM), a read/write mem
ory that is volatile (Le., it loses its data when 
the power supply is removed). Program 
memory, on the other hand, must usually be 
non-volatile and is not altered during normal 
microprocessor operation, so that program 
storage, in a production system, is normally 
a read-only memory (ROM). However, if the 
application allows or requires reloading of 
the program, the program may be stored in 
a RAM. This memory may also be used 
during initial development of a system, where 
frequent program changes are required. 
Another possible form of program storage is 
the programmable ROM (PROM), which 
may be used in prototype systems or iJ) 
small-quantity production systems where a 
mask-programmed ROM is not economical. 
It may be found convenient in a prototype 
system to use an erasable PROM (EPROM) 
for program storage since, although non
volatile, an EPROM may be reprogrammed 
as the system is modified. 

The sequence of operations that the 
microprocessor is required to perform is 
stored as a string of instructions, called a 
program, in the program memory. The first 
of these instructions is addressed by the 
program counter and fetched into the in: 
struction register. The control logic then 
acts upon this instruction to execute the Input/Output 
operation it specifies. The program counter The input/output2, or I/O, portion of the 
is then incremented, the next instruction is microprocessor provides information as words 
fetched, and another ,.fetch-and-execute se- on the data bus with additional controls 
quence is carried out. In this way, the micro- available separately: The I/O electronics is 
processor steps through the instructions to responsible for interfacing these signals with 
perform the task defined in the program. whatever input/output devices the system 

Certain instructions, usually called branch uses. Broadly, the functions of the I/O elec-
instructions, change the program counter to tronics include synchronization of data trans-
a location other than the immediately sub- fer, selection and activation of one of a 
sequent one, allowing program jumps and the number of I/O devices, and the formatting 
use of subroutines. Subroutines are frequently of data so that it is compatible with the 
used groups of instructions, which may be device selected. The functions available on 
stored away from the main program stream the control lines have a marked effect on the 
and called into use whenever needed by the complexity of the I/O electronics. The I/O 
main program. They help conserve memory electronics may also be required to do logic-
space, since a subroutine which may be used level conversion as part of the interfacing 
several times in the course of a program function if this facility is not provided 
need be stored only once. within the microprocessor itself. 

Table II - Types of Memory Commonly Used with Microprocessors 

RAM Random Access Memory Volatile Data storage, and program 
storage in some applications 

ROM Read Only Memory Non-Volatile Program storage in production 
systems 

PROM Programmable ROM Program storage in small quantity 
production and prototypes 

EPROM Erasable PROM 

15 
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An I/O data transfer may be initiated 
either by the microprocessor In the course of 
Its program execution (programmed mode 
I/O), or by one of the I/O devices. ·In the 
latter case, the I/O device requests an inter
rupt by raising the interrupt input of the 
microprocessor. .The current program exe· 
cution is then halted, data and addresses 
required for eventual resumption of the 
program are stored in the stack as for a 
normal subroutine, and the microprocessor 
starts performing the interrupt service rou
tine defmed by the user. The ~nterrupt service 
routine first establishes which I/O device has 
requested the interrupt and then performs 
the appropriate instructions to deal with the 
request. 

The input or output of data may also be 
performed directly between the I/O device 
and data memory; this mode is called direct 
memory access (DMA). DMA may be ex
ternally or internally controlled. In the first 
case, raising the DMA request pin causes the 
microprocessor, after completing its current 
instruction, to detach itself from the data 
and address buses. The I/O device is then 
permitted to communicate with. data memory 
at a speed limited only by the access time of 
the meinory, rather than by the cycle time 
of the microprocessor. This form of DMA 
can be made very fast by using fast memory, 
but in this form the I/O electronics is required 
to provide address and control as well as data 
inputs to the memory,. thereby increasing 
interface complexity. In the second form of 
DMA, the microprocessor itself provides 
address and control signals in response to a 
DMA request; the I/O electronics -need only 
present the data to the I/O bus. This second 
form is the more convenient form of DMA, 
and is considerably faster than a standard 
programmed or Interrupt mode I/O. However, 
the speed of data transfer is a function of the 
cycle time of the microprocessor, and there
fore no advantage is gained from using a very 
fast memory. 

SOFTWARE 
The preceding text has established broadly. 

what a microprocessor is and what it can do. 

Its assQCiated software3 (its instructions and 
their manipulation) and software support 
(the computer assistance which may be 
called upon to assist in software handling) 
must now be considered. 

Hexldeei"'" Code 
An instruction word as understood by the 

microprocessor is, of course, composed of a 
number of binary digits or bits, which can 
only take one of the two values 0 or I. 
However, it would be very laborious for the 
user to write his programs in this form, so a 
shorthand notation is used. 

Decimal, or base 10, notation is not a 
convenient form of shorthand for binary 
numbers since 10 is not an integral power of 
2 and hence conversion from decimal to 

binary notation is awkward. A more practical 
shorthand is hexadecimal, or base 16; nota
tion, which uses the 16 symbols 0 to 9 and A 
to F to represent the binary numbers 0000 
to 1111. An eight-bit instruction is therefore 
represented by two hexadecimal or hex 
digits, which is considerably more 'Convenient. 
Conversion from binary to hex notation is 
straightforward and involves direct translation 
of each block of four bits into a hex digit, as 
shown in. Table III. The only points to re
member are that the division into blocks 
must start from the "least significant" end 
of the binary number, and that leading zeros 
must be added to fill up the "most significant" 
block if necessary. Conversion from hex to 
binary is simply a reversal of this process. 
For example, hex 2A represents binary 
101010. 

Table III - Binary /Octal/Decimal/Hex 
Conversion Table 

Binary Octal Decimal Hex 

0000 0 0 0 
0001 I I I 
0010 2 2 2 
0011 3 3 3 

0100 4 4 4 
0101 5 5 5 
0110 6 6 6 
0111 7 7 7 

1000 10 8 8 
1001 11 9 9 
1010 12 10 A 
1011 13 11 B 
1100 14 12 C 
1101 15 13 0 
1110 16 14 E 
1111 17 15 F 

Assembly Language 

Although hex notation is convenient 
for converting instructions to binary code 
for the microprocessor, it is not very easy for 
the user to read. For this reason an assembly 
language is used in which instructions are 
represented by mnemonic names which bear 
some relation to the instruction in plain 
English and which can, therefore, be read 
easily. In addition, it is convenient to label 
branch destinations with mnemonic names 
as an alternative to keeping track of the 
actual addresses of such destinations in pro
gram memory (which may change as the pro
gram is modified and instructions are inserted 
or deleted). It should be noted that assembly
language instructions bear a one-to-one cor
respondence to machine-code instructions, 
so the designer still has close control of his 
instruction usage, and is, therefore, in a 
position to optimize his program for mini· 
mum program storage space and execution 
time. Conversion to machine code, or as
sembly, may be done on a computer using a 
program called an assembler.The assembler is 



usually accessible through computer time
share companies as one of a microprocessor 
manufacturer's software support programs. 

On assembly, certain diagnostic messages 
will be output indicating "grammatical" 
errors in the program. For instance, a branch 
to a non-existent label will be objected to by 
the assembler. Any changes to the program 
may be made by using another program 
resident in the computer, the editor. 

Higher-Level Languages 

It is sometimes convenient to write pro
grams in a higher-level language (e.g., PL/M), 
in which case a support program called a 
compiler is required to convert the high-level 
instructions to machine code. One high-level 
instruction gives rise to a number of machine
code instructions on compilation: this feature 
distinguishes it from an assembly language 
instruction. The many-for-one transformation 
means that the programmer is no longer in 
direct control of his machine code and can
not easily optimize his program for minimum 
storage space and execution time. However, 
higher-level languages are useful since they 
represent a quick and convenient way of 
writing microprocessor programs. A well
written compiler will minimize the inefficien
cy of the many-for-one transformation. 

lal 

Programming By Hand 

Keep Written Record 
of Procedures/Labels 
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Simulation 

Once a grammatically correct program 
has been written, it is necessary to ascertain 
whether it performs the desired function. 
For this purpose, a simulated version of the 
microprocessor may be set up within the host 
computer by calling the simulator program. 
The simulated machine is put through its 
paces by applying inputs and observing out
puts on the keyboard of the host computer. 

Debugging 

If the program run on the simulated 
machine has bugs (Le., errors) it is necessary 
to trace the exact nature of these bugs in 
order to make the appropriate modifications 
to the program. A program called the debug
ger facilitates this process by allowing the 
designer to observe or alter registers, memory 
locations, and flags in the simulated machine. 
After removal of a bug by use of the editor, 
the simulator is called back and the simulate/ 
debug/edit sequence continues until program 
operation is satisfactory. 

Fig. 3 compares the method of pro
gramming by hand with that of using soft
ware support programs. 

(b) 

Programming Using Software 
Support Programs 

Computer Assembles 
Programs/Labels 

92CS-26809 

Fig. 3-Two ways of writing a program. 
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HARDWARE 

The program produced as previously de
scribed must now be put through its paces in a 
real system, and for two main reasons it may 
still contain bugs. First, the simulated machine 
does not, of course, operate in real time, so 
that certain timing problems may not be 
apparent at the simulation stage. Second, the 
simulation does not include the I/O devices 
and their associated electronics, and therefore 
these too must be che.cked out in actual 
hardware. 

Part of the applications backup provided 
for microprocessors is the hardware support 
kit. This kit contains the bare essentials of a 
microprocessor system including the micro
processor itself, some memory, and some 
interface and control electronics. It is in
tended as an aid to prototyping micropro
cessor designs. The designer builds his proto
type system using this kit as a basis, and can 
therefore prove its operation before em
barking upon his production design. The kit 
may then be reused to prototype the next 
system. 

. To further aid interfacing and memory 
expansion, standard cards implementing com
monly used functions may be made available 
for use in the proto typing systems; support 
chips provide similar support for production 
systems. 

COSMAC 

The first commercially available RCA 
microprocessor, COSMAC, is, at the time of 
writing, a two:chip machine consisting of the 
CDPI80lU microprocessor control IC and 
the CDPl80lR microprocessor re.gister IC. 
The COSMAC microprocessor is described 
in detail elsewhere4,J,b, but it is instructive 
to draw attention to some of its main 
features here. 

TIMING 
STATE 
CODE 

MREAD M-ADDRESS 
MWRITE 0-7 

2 

(8) 

DMA 
IN/OUT 

INTERRUPT FLAGS 

R SELECT (4) 

Technology 
The COSMAC microprocessor makes use 

of COS/MOS devices, with their wel1-known 
advantages of low power consumption, high 
noise immunity and wide power supply 
tolerance. Only one clock input is required, 
and all registers employ static memory cel1s, 
so that there is no minimum clock frequency. 
Therefore, the user can choose slow-speed 
operation for ultra-low power consumption 
or implementation of inexpensive slow mem
ory. The clock may, in fact, be stopped at 
any time without any loss of information, 
which is a useful feature for synchronization 
with other system components. 

The COSMAC microprocessor operates 
over the full military temperature range 
(-55 to 125°C) and can be run from a single 
power supply anywhere in the range of 4 to 
12 volts. It can also supply the output buffers 
independently of the main supply voltage if 
required, making external logic level conver
sion unnecessary. 

Architecture 
The COSMAC microprocessor is an eight

bit machine: its I/O bus has eight lines and 
the ALU acts upon eight-bit words. The 
architecture7, shown in Fig. 4, is based on 
a 16-word by 16-bit register matrix that can 
be used to store multiple program count~rs, 
data pointers, etc. This register matrix can 
also be used as scratch-pad memory because 
the high- and low-order eight bits of each 
register may be accessed separately by means 
of the data bus. This register-based architec
ture is extremely flexible; the designer is 
allowed free choice of the way in which he 
uses the registers to suit his particular appli
cation. The 16-bit program counters and 
data pointers allow direct addreSSing of up to 
64K bytes of memory. 

CLOCK 
CLEAR 
LOAD 

8-BIT BUS 

VDD 

VCC 

VSS 

Fig. 4-Architecture of the COSMAC microprocessor. 92CS-26557 
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Instruction Set 

The instruction set is a simple but powerful 
one and, again, flexible. It contains ALU, 
branch, register transfer, memory transfer, 
interrupt handling, and I/O instructions. 
Each instruction is eight bits long and has 
the same instruction cycle time (Le., two 
machine cycles, or 16 clock periods). This 
uriiformity of format and speed is significant 
in making the COSMAC microprocessor easy 
to use, especially in real· time applications. 
The total number of instructions recognized 
by the microprocessor is 208, but this total 
subdivides into 59 easily understood generic 
instructions. 

Input/Output Structure 

The cost of the microprocessor itself is, 
of course, only a small part of the total sys
tem cost; memory, input, output, power 
supply, system control, and programming 
costs are ail major considerations. The ad· 
vantages of the COSMAC microprocessor in 
some of these areas have already been 
described. The I/O structure especially has 
been evolved with a view to minimizing 
system cost and complexity, as shown in 
Fig. S. 

In addition to the eight-bit bidirectional 
data bus, there are four external flags (Le., 
inputs which may be tested by branch in· 
structions) and a four-bit I/O command bus 
which is set by the programmer as part of 
each I/O instruction. Two timing-pulse out· 
puts further aid interface design. 

There is an interrupt request line and two 
lines to request DMA input and output. The 
COSMAC microprocessor provides its own 
addressing for DMA transfers ("on·chip 
DMA"), again reducing I/O interface com
plexity. The built-in program load facility 

RAM/ROM 
65536 
BYTES 
MAX. MWRITE 

COS MAC 

N (4) 
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takes advantage of this on-chip DMA capa· 
bility, allowing loading of a program starting 
at memory location number I by simply 
setting the "load" input; no external ad
dressing is required to load a program. 

Software Development Package 

Although the register-based architecture 
makes machine-code programming p~rticu· 
larly easy, software support programslS are 
available on timeshare or on tape for running 
on an in-house computer to speed up program 
development. These programs include an 
assembler, a simulator, and a debugger, as 
shown in Fig. 6. At the time of writing, a 
compiler is in preparation. 

A batch assembler for use on an IBM 
360/370 is also available. A "stand·alone" 
editor/assembler will fulfill the needs of 
those users who do not wish to depend upon 
either in-house or timeshare computing. 

COSMAC Microkit 

The COSMAC microkit9 is a prototyping 
system for the development of systems based 
on the COSMAC microprocessor. A teletype 
or similar terminal can be attached to the 
microkit to form an elementary but complete 
microcomputer system. Physically, the micro
kit comprises a 19·inch rack·mountable card 
nest with power supply and basic controls 
with a COSMAC CPU, control and interface 
circuitry, 512 bytes of PROM containing 
utility programs, and 1,000 bytes of RAM 
into which the user can load his own pro· 
grams. Spare positions are provided into 
which the user can plug cards carrying extra 
memory, I/O electronics, or whatever cir
cuitry is required to build his prototype 
system. Another function of the microkit 
will be as a vehicle for the "stand-alone" 
software support described above. 

" ~ " I/O ----~I --- --_ .. 
STATE CODE (2) 

TIMING a MSC. 
DEPENDING ON 
SYSTEM 

TIMING (2) 
CONTROL 

DMAIINT. (3) CKTS 

FLAGS (4) 
110 

DEVICES 

DATA BUS (8) 

92CS-26554 

Fig. 5-System block diagram of the COSMAC microprocessor. 
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92CS-26555 

Fig. 6-Software support system for the COSMAC microprocessor. 
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APPLICATIONS 

The range of applications of the micro
processor is extremely wide and includes 
most data-handling and control applications, 
where it provides an attractive alternative 
not only to hardwired logic, but also to 
custom LSI and in some cases minicomputers. 
Such applications include instrumentation, 
computer peripherals, automobile electronics, 
process and traffic control, home entertain-
ment lO , and educational and business sys
tems. 

The COSMAC microprocessor finds appli
cations in areas where microprocessors using 
other technologies may not be suitable. 
For example, its low power consumption and 
wide power-supply tolerance reduce power
supply costs and allow its use in battery
operated systems or systems with standby 
battery supplies. The wide operating-temper
ature range opens up applications in the 
military field and in automotive and harsh 
industrial environments, where high noise 
immunity is an added advantage. In addition, 
since the COSMAC microprocessor has been 
specifically designed to reduce system c~st 
and complexity, it promises to be economIc
ally viable in a very wide spectrum of appli-
cations. CONCLUSION 

This Note has discussed some of the 
characteristics of microprocessors with the 
intention of providing a basic introduction 
and definition of terms; a more detailed 
treatment of the subject may be found in 
references 11 through 14. A very brief 
description of the COSMAC microprocess~r 
has been provided. It is suggested that thIS 
machine, because of its unusually simple and 
symmetrical architecture, provides an ideal 
introduction to microprocessors as well as, 

for both economic and technical reasons, 
representing new and interesting aspects of 
microprocessor technology. 
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Guide to Better Handling and Operation 
of CMOS Integrated Circuits 

by J. Flood and H. L. Pujol 

This Note recommends specific handling 
and operating practices that minimize the 
probability of damage to CMOS integrated 
circuits in the manufacturing operation and 
the field environmen t. 

A description of various gate·oxide net
works that protect against electrostatic dis
charge in both A-series and B-series RCA 
COS/MOS product is provided. A practical 
explanation of the SCR latch-up mechanism 
and its associated failure mode is given. In 
addition, operating procedures that help pre
vent device malfunction are described. 

HANDLING CONSIDERATIONS 

All CMOS devices are susceptible to dam
age by the discharge of electrostatic energy 
between any two pins. The gate input is 
equivalent to a small, low-leakage capacitor 
(5 picofarads typical) in parallel with a very 
high resistance (1012 ohms typical). This 
extremely high input impedance lends itself 
readily to the buildup of electrostatic charges. 
Therefore, because the gate-oxide breakdown 
of a CMOS device is typically 80 volts, dam
age by high levels of electrostatic discharge 
can occur. 

To protect the gate oxide against high 
levels of electrostatic discharge, protective 
networks are implemented on all RCA CMOS 
(COS/MOS) devices, as described below. 

Standard Protection Networks 

Fig. I shows the standard protection net
work incorporated on all A-series devices 

INIO-~VVv-.-I 

OI=25V 
02=50V 

01 

f-_~--1l-o OUT 

* THESE DIODES ARE INHERENTLY PART OF THE 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS. 

92C$-27964 

Fig. 1 - Standard protection network. 

and some B-series devices. Input-diode 02 
is a distributed resistor-diode network that 
appears as two diodes to VOO. 

Improved Protection Network 

Fig. 2 shows the improved protection 
network incorporated on all new B-series 
devices as well as on all A-series, B-con
verted ty pes. 

01 R:l2~ V 
D2R150V 
R2«RI 

* THESE DIODES ARE INHERENTLY PART OF THE 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS. 

Fig.2 - Improved protection network. 

Other Protective Networks 

Fig. 3 shows the modified protective 
network for a C04049/40S0 buffer. The 
input diode to VOO is not incorporated so 
that the level-shifting function can occur. 

01 ==25V 
02=50V 

01 

*THESE DIODES ARE INHERENTLY PART OF THE 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS. 

Fig.3 - Modified protection network. 

Fig. 4 shows a transmission gate with the 
intrinsic diodes that protect against elec
trostatic discharge. 
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INIOUT 

DIODE BREAKDOWN 
DI= 2.5V 
D2_50V 

lGATE I 

"-SUB 
* 01 

* 02 
p-WELL 

OUTIIN 

* THESE DIODES ARE INHERENTLY PART OF THE 
MANUFACTURING PROCESS. 

92C5-21961 

Fig.4 - Transmission gate with intrinsic diodes that 
protect against electrostatic discharge. 

The protection networks described in this 
Note were characterized by using the equiv
alent body discharge network of Fig. 5. 
There are 12 possible combinations by which 
a device can be damaged. A discussion of 
the combinations is beyond the scope of 

22M 560 TO 
+u--vvv-« 
HIGH-

o-J\IIIV--oo Of VICE 

VOLTAGE 
SUPPLY 

1 "T~ 
CH-HUMAN BOOY CAPACITANCE TO GROUND 
Rs· BODY SOURCE RESISTANCE 

92C5-27968 

Fig.5 - Equivalent-body discharge network. 

this Note; however, Table I shows worst
case protection levels for the above networks. 
Additional protection can be obtained by 
adding external series resistors at device in
pu ts. The value of this resistance should be 
10 kilohms for gate inputs and 1 kilohm for 
transmission gate inputs, where applicable. 
In addition, zener diodes at the output pins 
can clamp the voltage at a safe level. The 
zener value should not exceed the absolute 
maximum rating of the part. 

On-chip protection networks are not used 
on transmission gates to maintain low on re
sistance. The 800-volt worst case capability 
is provided by the intrinsic diodes shown 
in Fig. 4. 

TABLE I - Worst-Case Capability of 
Protective Networks 

Protective Network 

Standard 
(inc. CD4049, CD4050) 

Improved 

Transmission Gate 

Gener!!1 Handling Rules 

Worst-Case 
Capability 

1 kV to 2 kV 

4kV 

<SOOV 

Table I indicates the typical, worst-case 
voltage levels that the above networks can 

withstand. Because every manufacturing en
vironment is different, levels above those 
shown in Table I should be anticipated and 
protected against by following the handling 
recommendations of Table I l. 

Basic protection starts with personnel and 
materials all at the same or ground potential. 

Dry weather (relative humidity less than 
30 percent) tends to multiply the accumu
lation of static charges on any surface. Con
versely, higher humidity levels (40 to 50 per
cent) tend to reduce the magnitude of the 
static voltage generated. In a low-humidity 
environment, the handling precautions listed 
above take on added importance and should 
be adhered to without exception. 

HANDLING OF UNMOUNTED CHIPS. 

In handling unmounted chips, differences 
in voltage potential should be avoided. A 
conductive carrier or a carrier having a con
ductive overlay should be used. Another 
important consideration is the sequence in 
which bonds are made; the VDn (device 
supply) connection should always be made 
before the VSS (ground) bond. 

HANDLING OF SUBASSEMBLY BOARDS 

After COS/MaS units have been mounted 
on circuit boards, proper handling precau· 
tions should still be observed. Until these 
subassemblies are inserted into a complete 
system in which the proper voltages are 
applied, the board is no more than an ex· 
tension of the leads of the device moun ted 
on the board. 

It is good practice to put conductive 
clips or conductive tape on the circuit-board 
terminals. This precaution prevents static 
charges from being transmitted through the 
board wiring to the devices mounted on it. 

AUTOMATIC HANDLING EQUIPMENT 

When automatic handling equipment is 
used, it may not always be possible to 
eliminate static electricity through ground
ing techniques alone. Automatic feed medl
anisms must be insulated from the devices 
under test at the point where the devices arc 
connected to the test set. The anvil transpor t 
portion of the automatic handling mechanism 
can generate very high levels of static elec· 
tricity as a result of the continuous flow of 
devices over and then separating from the 
anvil. Total control of these static voltages 
is critical because of the high throughpu ts 
associated with automatic handling. 

Fortunately, the resolution of this prob. 
lem is simple, practical, and inexpensive. 
Ionized-air blowers, which supply large vol
umes of ionized air to objects that are to he 
charge neutralized, are commercially avail
able from many supply sources. Field ex
perience with ionized-air techniques reveals 
this method to be extremely effective in 
eliminating static electricity when grounding 
techniques cannot be used. 
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TABLE II - General Handling Recommendations 

Handling equipment 
Metal Parts of Fixtures 

and Tools 
Handling Trays 
Soldering Irons 
Table Tops 
Transport Carts 
Manufacturing Operating 

Personnel 

General Handling of Devices 

Failure Mechanisms 

Electrical damage resulting from handling 
is usually caused by either of the two follow
ing failure mechanisms: 

I. Low-level static electricity (voltage of 
I kV to 4 kY). Input diode protec
tion may be overstressed and input 
leakage currents as high as I milli
ampere across diodes may cause a 
malfunction. 

2. High-level static electricity (voltages 
greater than 4 kY). Gate oxides may 
become short·circuited. Inputs to 
VDD or VSS terminals will be low· 
impedance inputs. 

The presence of these types of device 
malfunction can be detected by curve-tracer 
checks of the input protection diodes des
~ribed above. Diode degradation resulting 
from static electricity is observable in the 
low·reverse-breakdown characteristics shown 
on the curve tracer. On the other hand, 
damage resulting from high levels of static 
electricity are observed as a resistive short 
to VDD or VSS. 

Typical Manufacturing Area Procedure 
The example below illustrates all of the 

above recommendations for handling CMOS 
devices in a typical manufacturing environ
ment. Although existing protective networks 
offer a high level of protection against elec
trostatic discharge, this example emphasizes 
specific precautions that can help eliminate 
damage. 

Receiving Area 

Devices should not be removed from their 
conductive or antistatic carriers. If devices 
;Ire not received in conductive or antistatic 
packing material, they should be returned to 
the supplier. 

Incoming Inspection 

Physical - Parts should be counted without 
Ie lI10ving them from their con tainers. 

Should be 
conductive 

x 

x 

x 
X 

Should be grounded 
to common point 

X 

X 
X 

Utilize grounded, metal or conductive 
plastic wrist straps with I-megohm 
series resistor 
Utilize grounded, metal or conductive 
plastic wrist straps with I-megohm 
series resistor 

Storage - Devices should remain in carriers. 
Even a partial removal of IC's from a carrier 
should only be done by a grounded operator. 
Devices removed should be placed in a con· 
ductive tray. 
Electrical - All testing should be performed 
by a grounded operator. Devices should 
be reinserted in conductive carriers after 
completion of a test. 

PC Board Assembly 

It is desirable that PC boards have shorting 
bars installed prior to assembly (soldering). 
Where possible, CMOS IC's should be the 
last component installed on the PC board. 

Boards should be transported to the wave· 
solder area in conducfive carriers. Flux 
removal should be done with an acceptable 
solvent. Examples of specific, acceptable 
alcohols are isopropanol, methanol and spe
cial denatured alcohols such as SDAI, SDA30, 
SDA34 and SDA44. The removal of flux 
from non-hermetic and molded-plastic de
vices by means of soap and water in a dish
washer is NOT recommended as this pro
cedure will adversely affect the long-term 
life of the device. 

OPERATING CONSIDERATIONS 

Proper operating procedures are as im
portan t as proper handling techniques. A 
review of RCA COS/MaS A-series and B
series operating characteristics and ratings 
is given in Table III. 

Operating Voltage 
When devices are operated near the maxi

mum supply-voltage range, power-supply 
turn-on or turn-off transients, power-supply 
ripple or regulation, and ground noise should 
be suppressed; any of the above conditions 
must not cause (VDD - VSS) to exceed the 
absolute maximum rating. A good practice 
is to use a zener protection diode in parallel 
with the power bus. The zener value should 
be above the expected maximum regulation 
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TABLE III - Maximum Ratings of RCA COSIMOS Devices 
(Voltages referenced to Vss) 

DC Supply Voltage Range 

Recommended Operating 
Voltage 

DC I nput Voltage Range 

Dissipation per Package 

Device Dissipation per 
Output Transistor 

Storage Temperature 
Range 

Operating Temperature Range 

Ceramic Package Types 

Plastic Package Types 

Lead Temperature (during 
soldering) at a distance 
1/16 ± 1/32 inch (1.59 ± 
0.79 mm) from case for 
10 seconds max. 

excursion, but should not exceed the maxi
mum supply voltage. Fig. 6 illustrates a 
practical zener shunt circuit. A current
limiting resistor is included if the supply
current compliance is higher than the zener 
power-dissipation rating for a given zener 
voltage. The shunt capacitor value is chosen 
to supply required peak-curren t switching 
transient_so 

Fig. 6 - Zener·diode short circuit. 

Unused Inputs 

All unused input leads must be con
nected to either VSS or VDD, whichever 
is appropriate for the logic circuit involved. 
A floating input on a high-current type 
(such as theCD4009A,CD4010A, CD404IA, 
CD4049A, CD4050A) can result not only 
in faulty logic operation, but can cause the 
maximum power dissipation of 500 milli
wa tts to be exceeded; the result may be 
damage to the device. Another considera
tion with high-current devices is the need 
for a pull-up resistor between the inputs 
and VSS or VDD should there be any possi
bility that the device terminals may become 
temporarily open or unconnected (e.g., if 
the printed circuit .board driving the high
current types is removed from the chassis). 
A useful range of values for such resistors is 
from 0.2 to I megohm. 

Input Signals 
Signals should not be applied to the in

pu ts while the device power supply is off 

3 to 15 V (A Series); 3 to 20 V (B Series) 

3 to 12 V (A Series); 3 to 18 V (B Series) 

-0.5 to VDD + 0.5 V 

500mW 

100mW 

-65 to + 1500C 

-55 to + 1250 C 

-40 to +850 C 

unless the input current is limited to a 
steady-state value of typically less than 10 
milliamperes. Input-signal interfaces that are 
the allowable 0.5 volt above VDD or below 
VSS should be current-limited to typically 
10 milliamperes or less. 

Whenever the possibility of exceeding 
10 milliamperes of input current exists, 
a resistor in series with the input is recom
mended. The value of this resistor can be as 
high as 10 kilohms without affecting static 
electrical characteristics. However, speed 
will be reduced because of the added RC 
delay. Particular attention should be given 
to long input-signal lines where high induc
tance can increase the likelihood of large
signal pickup in noisy environments. In 
these cases, series resistance with shunt 
capacitance at the IC input terminals is 
recommended. The shunt capacitance should 
be made as large as possible consistent with 
the system speed requirements. 

Fan-Out - COS/MOS to COS/MOS 

All RCA COS/MOS devices have a de 
fan-out capability of greater than 50. The 
reduction in COS/MOS swit~hing speed 
caused by added capacitive loading should, 
however, be consistent with high-speed sys
tem design. The input capacitance is typ
ically 5 picofarads for most types; the 
CD4009 and CD4049 buffers have a typical 
input capacitance of IS picofarads. 

Maximum Clock Rise and Fall Time 

All COS/MOS clocked devices show maxi
mum clock rise- and fall-time ratings (nor
mally 5 to 15 microseconds). With longer 
rise or fall times, a device may not function 
properly. 



Parallel Clocking 

When two or more different CMOS de
vices use a common clock, the clock rise 
time must be kept at a value less than the 
sum of the propagation delay time, the 
output transHion time, and the setup time. 
Most flip-flop and shift-register types are 
included in this rule and are so no ted in the 
individual data sheets. 

Output Short Circuits 

Shorting of outputs to VSS or VOO can 
cause the device power dissipation to exceed 
the safe value of 500 miIliwatts. In general, 
outputs of these types can all be safely 
shorted when the device is operated with 
(VOO - VSS) ;;;. 5 volts, but the 500 milli
watt dissipation ratings may be exceeded 
at higher power-supply voltages. For cases 
in which a short-circuited load, such as the 
base of a p-n-p or n-p-n bipolar transistor, 
is directly driven, the device output charac
teristics given in the published data should 
be consulted to determine the requirements 
for safe operation below 500 miIliwatts. 
Note that a single output transistor short 
must be limited to 100 milliwatts. 

SCR Latch-Up . 
Operation above maximum ratings can 

force CMOS devices into a p-n-p-n SCR 
"latch-up" mechanism, which can be des
tructive. Any transients should be avoided 
and any large loads occurring during oper
ation near the maximum rating should be 
avoided. 

"Latch-up" is considered to be the cre
ation of a low-resistance path between the 
power supply and ground on a circuit during 
an electrical pulse; the path remains a low
resistance path after the pulse. In CMOS 
circuits, several parasitic bipolar transistors 
exist, as shown in Fig. 7_ The p-n-p transistor 

VERTICAL npn 
/1220 

92CS-i!&8!>2 

Fill. 7 - Parasitic bipolar transistors in CMOS circuits. 

is a wide-base lateral structure whose (3, 
normally less than 0_2, is a function of device 
geometry. The conditions for SCR turn-on 
are as follows: 

I. (3 n-p-n x (3 p-n-p ;;;. I 
(vert.) (lat.) 

2. The lateral p-n-p and vertical n-p-n 
base emitter junctions are forward 
biased. 

ICAN-6525 

3. The bias circuit that applies power to 
VOO and to the input must be capable 
of supplying current equal to the hold
ing current of potential SCR's. 

Fig. 8 shows the equivalent circuit for the 
SCR structure present in CMOS circuits. 

p-

Fig.8 - Equivalent circuit for the SCR structure 
present in CMOS circuits. 

Fig. 9 shows a curve of 100 as a function 
of Voo, which illustrates the effect of 
secondary breakdown and SCR latch-up. 

8 .... 

SCR 
TURN-ON 
CURRENT 

IIU, ----------------

92CS-26854 

Fig.9 - Curve illustrating effect of secondary 
breakdown and SCR latch-up. 

Table IV shows typical values of break
down voltage and sustaining voltage and 
current for RCA COS/MOS A-series and 
and B-series devices. The table shows that 
B-series devices are much harder to latch 
than A-series types because of the higher 
breakdown voltage. 

TABLE IV - Breakdown Voltage and Sus
taining Voltage and Current Values 

Characteristic A-Series B-Series 

VSKDNmin 17 V 25 V 

Vsus 15 V 22 V 

Isus Type-Dependent 50-100 rnA 
2-40 rnA 
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Use of CMOS ROM's CDP1831 and CDP1832 
With the RCA Microprocessor Evaluation 
Kit CDP18S020* 

The COP1800 family of microprocessor 
products includes two 4096-bit static 
CMOS mask-programmable read-only 
memories, the COP1831 and COP1832. 
Each is organized as !i12 8-bit words, but 
they differ in addressing structure. The 
COP18S020 Evaluation Kit is designed to 
accept the two ROM's in prewired loca
tions and will also accomodate expanded 
ROM systems in the User 1/0 area. The 
Evaluation Kit is provided with a factory
programmed COP1832 which contains the 
Utility Program UT4. 

This application note describes the 
operation and design of COP1831-and 
COP1832-based read-only memory 
systems in the COP18S020 Evaluation Kit. 

DESCRIPTION OF CDP1831 
FEATURES 

The CDP1831 interfaces directly with 
the COP1802 without additional com
ponents. The COP1831 responds to a 
16-bit address multiplexed on 8 address 
lines (MAO-MA7) 8 bits at a time. Fig. 1 

,---------------
TPA 

IIIAO-7 

MAO-7 

I 
I 
I 
I 

16-81T 
ADDRESS 

L _______ C~I~I ______ _ 

LEAST SIGNIFICANT 
ADDRESS BYTE 

TPA ____ ..... n ... ______ _ 
92CI-2:'062 

Fig. 1 . CDP1831 ROM address· 
line multiplexing. 

'Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; the Evaluation Kit. however. is no 
longer available. 
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shows how the address lines are 
multiplexed and latched to form the 16-bit 
address. The most significant address 
byte is latched internally by either a 
positive or negative (user mask program
mable) level of TPA. For compatibility 
with the COP1802, this level should be 
programmed negative, as also indicated 
in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 2 shows the internal allocation of 
the 16 address lines. The seven most 
significant address lines select one of 
128 512-byte sectors of the 64K 
microprocessor memory space. The sec
tor address is equivalent to a ROM select 
and is user-programmable for a specific 
CDP1831. The seven-bit ROM select code 
is "AN Oed" with the three chip selects 
(CS1, CS2, and MRD) to enable a given 
ROM. This signal is provided on an output 
pin (CEO) of the COP1831 to indicate 
when the ROM is enabled. The nine least 
significant address lines are decoded to 
select one of 512 bytes in the ROM (sec
tor). 

MAr,"~ ________ ~~ ________ ~MAO 

64K MEMORY 

92CS-28065 

Fig. 2 - Internal allocations of 
16 address lines. 



In summary, the CDP1831 responds to 
a 16-bit address; this address specifies 
one of 128 memory sectors, which is fixed 
for a given ROM, and one of 512 con· 
tiguous bytes within the specified ROM. 

There are three important features of 
the CDP1831 which result from this ad· 
dressing structure. First, it is directly 
compatible with the CDP1802 multiplexed 
address bus. The specific connections 
are shown in Fig. 3. Second, a ROM 

MA7 I 
MA6 2 

32 MA7 
31 MA6 

MAS :5 30 MAS 

MA44 29 MA4 
MA3 5 28 NA3 
MA2 6 27 MA2 
MAl 7 26 MAl 

MAO • 
25 MAO 

CDPI8l1 CL.OCK 293 34 TPi 
COPIBD2 

512·BYTE MRD I 7 MRD CPU 
ROM 

BUS7 17 8 BUS7 
BUSS 16 9 BUS6 
BUSS 15 10 BUSS 

BUS4 
,. 

II BUS4 

BUS! 
13 12 8US! 

SUS2 " 13 8US2 

BUSI '0 14 8USI 

auso 9 15 8USO 

CS' CS2 CEO 

T T ~ 

Fig. 3 . Interconnections of ROM CDP1831 
to microprocessor CDP1802. 

system of from 512 to 64K bytes can be 
configured which is directly compatible 
with the CDP1802 and requires no ad· 
dress decoding. This system is shown in 
Fig. 4. Third, when the ROM is selected, 

i.:" .. ------iii"'" , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , 
~-
" 
-

3 
2 , 

MAO-MA7 

COPtS31 
CLOCK 

ROM 

iiRo 

BUSO-BUS7 

l I 

ADDRESS 8US MAO-MA7 

TPA 
CDPI802 

CPU 

imi 

BUSO-BUS7 

J J DATA 8US 

~5~~l8fJ I:ZCR:~'S~NECTIONS ARE 

.2el-210n 

Fig. 4 • Multiple CDP1831 ROM system. 

the CEO output goes high and can be us
ed directly to disable a RAM system. A 
minimal system consisting of the 
CDP1802 CPU, CDP1824 32·byte RAM, 
and CDP1831 512-byte ROM is shown in 
Fig. 5. 
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r-- - -
ADDRESS BUS ADDRESS BUS 

TPA TPA 

CDPIS!! imi CDPIS24 imi CDPIB02 

cs ~-CEO 

1T DATA BUS ~ 
9ZCS-Z8010 

Fig. 5 . Minimal microprocessor memory 
system consisting of ROM CDP1831 
and RAM CDP1824. 

Reading data out of the CDP1831 
follows a standard procedure. The device 
is selected by clocking the proper sector 
address into the address latch. The tri
state output buffers are enabled by the 
proper combination of the three chip 
selects, CS1, CS2, and MRD. The Chip· 
select enable polarities are user mask 
programmable. Valid data will appear at 
the output within one access time (tAA) 
from the last address change. 

Operating conditions and static and 
dynamic characteristics for the CDP1831 
are given in the device data sheet. The 
CDP1831 is available in two versions. The 
CDP1831D has a recommended operating 
voltage range of 3 to 12 voits; the 
CDP1831CD has a recommended 
operating voltage range of 4 to 6 volts. 
Both versions are functionally identical 
and are supplied in 24·lead dual·in-line 
packages. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1831 IN 
EVALUATION KIT ROM SYSTEMS 

The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit has 
been prewired to accept the CDP1831 
ROM in position U1. Fig. 6 shows the U1 

--;;;?1------:!'r..:77 -vvDO;;;;I~ Vee 
MA6t-::==~2 '6 MAS\- :5 A5 
MA4 4 A4 
MA3 5 A3 
MA2 6 A2 
MAl 7 AI 
MAC B AD 
TPA 2 TPA 

Mlllif--_I9"'lMllli 

~~~=='~1: 
085 15 05 
DB4 14 D4 
DB! 13 D3 
D82 II D2 
OBI I 01 
D80 9 00 

-

COPIS!I 
(Ull 

CS'~ ~ 
CS2F- I ~R~~ 
CEOrF ~ SYSTEM 

Vss 

Fig. 6 . Pin connections for CDP1831 ROM 
in U1 location of Evaluation Kit. 

pin connections. The eight CDP1802 
memory address lines (MAO-MA7) and 
TPA are wired to the appropriate ROM 
pins. The CDP1831 data outputs are con-

27 
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nected directly to the data bus. The CS1 
and CS2 inputs are connected permanent
ly high, and the MRl5 input is connected 
to the CDP1802 MRD output. As a reMult, 
the ROM puts data on the bus when RD 
= O. The chip enable output CEO is con
nected to the E (pin 1 of U22) control input 
of the RAM system deCoder. When the 
ROM is addressed (enabled), the CEO out
put goes high and disables the RAM 
system. The CEO output can be used to 
disable the CDP1832 Utility Program flOM 
(U2) as shown in Fig. 7. Link 3 must be 

FROMU6 
PIN 10 TOUG 

PIN 5 

Fig. 7 - Use of CDP1831 CEO output to disable 
the CDP1832 ROM (U2) utility pro· 
gram. 

broken and the indicated gating inserted. 
The effect of the extra gating is to "OR" 
the CEO ..Q!,Jtput with the existing 
CDP1832 CS signal. These controls 
assure the ability to place the CDP1831 
sector address in any of the possible 128 
locations regardless of the RAM or ROM 
memory space allocation. Note that a 
pull-down resistor (R1 = 22KQ) is on the 
CEO line to assure proper operation of the 
RAM system when the CDP1831 ROM is 
removed. When the system operates with 
a ROM in the U1 location, this resistor 
may be removed. 

The CDP1831 VDD (pin 24) is connected 
to the Evaluation Kit VCC. This connec
tion permits maximum memory-system 
flexibility with or without the CDP1831. 

To use the U1 position for the CDP1831, 
the device is simply inserted in the loca
tion as indicated on the PC card. (Op
tionally, R1 can be removed). Proper 
operation can be verified by use of the 
?M[Starting Address)6[FF) command of 
UT4 to list the memory contents. This 
check assumes that the CDP1831 does 
not occupy location 800016 to 81 FF 16. 

Expanding the ROM System on the 
Evaluation Kit is especially easy. In the 
User 1/0 section of the PC card, the 
CDP1802 memory address bus, data bus, 
~,and TPA signals are provided on the 
left side. Multiple CDP1831's (up to 12) 
can be inserted in the pre-drilled locations 
arid interfaced to the address and data 
buses. Multiple CEO outputs can be com
bined with a standard AND gate to 

generate a ROM system CEO. Example 
devices for this function are the CD4081, 
CD4082, and CD4085. 

It should be noted that memory pattern 
generation and verification is possible in 
the CDP18S020 RAM system by using the 
write-protect and battery hold-up 
featlJres. Once a pattern has been 
verified, it can be permanently stored by 
the custom masking of one or more 
CDP1831 ROM's. 

DESCRIPTION OF CDP1832 
FEATURES 

The CDP1832, like the CDP1831, is a 
static 4096-bit mask-programmable 
COS/MOS read-only memory organized as 
512 8-bit words. It is conventionally 
organized, requirinJLnine address lines 
and a chip select OS to read one of 512 
8-bit words oil to a bidirectional data bus. 
Data is available within one access time 
(tAA) from the last address change. The 
chip-select control CS functions as an 
output disable. The CDP1832 is pin
compatible with the 2704 512-word x 8-bit 
erasable and electrically reprogrammable 
ROM. It can be directly inserted into a 
2704 socket without any PC board 
changes. Additional details on the 
CDP183212704 compatibility and design 
considerations can be found in the RCA 
Application Note entitled "Use of 
Erasable and Electrically Reprogram-
mabie ROM 2704 With RCA 
Microprocessor Evaluation Kit 
CDP18S020",ICAN-6540. 

A functional diagram of the CDP1832 is 
shown in Fig. 8. Operating conditions and 

A. 07 
A7 D. 
A. O~ 

A' ADDRESS 
512-9YTE 3-STATE 04 

A. DECODER STORAGE OUTPUT 03 
A3 ARRAY BUFFERS 02 
A. 01 
AI DO 
AD ENABLE 

Os 

Fig. 8 . Functional diagram of CDP1832 
512-word x 8-bit static read·only 
memory .. 

static and dynamic characteristics are 
given in the device data sheet. The 
CDP1832 is available in two versions. The 
CDP1832D has a recommended operating 
voltage range of 3 to 12 volts; the 
CDP1832CD has a recommended 
operating voltage range of 4 to 6 volts. 
Both versions are functlonaily identical 
and are supplied in 24-lead dual-In-line 
packages. 
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APPLICATION OF CDP1832IN 
EVALUATION KIT 

ROM SYSTEMS 

The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit has 
been prewired to accept the CDP1832 
ROM in position U2. Fig. 9 shows the U2 

TPA 
'A7 MA7 

MAS 2 A6 
MAS 3 A, 
MAO o A4 
MAl • A3 MA2 ~ A2 
MA' • A' 
MAO AD 

""S7 7 07 
aU56 , D6 
aUso 14 D' 
IIUS4 , DO 
au53 

11 05 
BUS2 IC D2 
BUS' • D' auso DO 

U9 U2 

Fig. 9 • Pin connections for CDP1832 ROM in 
U2 location of Evaluation Kit. 

pin connections. The basic Evaluation Kit 
is supplied with a CDP1832 factory
programmed with the Utility Program UT4. 
Because of the desire to have UT4 in the 
upper half of memory, the circuitry which 
interfaces with the CDP1832 in position 
U2 selects the ROM when either A15 

800016 or RUN U are true. The effect is as 
follows: When RUN U is activated, the 
ROM (UT4) is selected and the first 410ca
tions of the Utility Program initialize the 
most significant byte of the CDP180? pro
gram counter to 8016. By the time the 
RUN U pushbutton is released, A15 = 1, 
and the ROM continues to be selected. As 
shown in Fig. 9, gates U6A and U6B con
trol the CDP1832 chip select CS. U6A per· 
forms the logic for starting the Utility Pro
gram in 800016. U6B AND's the enable re
quest with MRD which assures that the 
ROM puts data on the data bus at the pro
per time. In addition, a UT4 RAM-select· 
input disables the ROM when UT4 writes. 
data in the CDP1824 Utility RAM. 

Because the CDP1832 is compatible 
with the 2704 EPROM, location U2 has 
been prewired for the necessary VBB and 
VDD voltages required by the 2704. These 
pin connections are available at the 
SYSTEM CONNECTOR (P1). The CDP1832 
does not require any connections to these 
pins; however, if they have been con
nected for 2704 operation they need not 
be disconnected for proper operation of 
the CDP1832. The CDP1832 VDD supply 
(pin 24) has been connected to the Evalua
tion Kit VCC. 

Expanded CDP1832 ROM-based 
memory systems are easily constructed 
in the User 1/0 section of the PC card. In 
addition to wiring ROM locations, ad
dress latch and decode functions must be 
provided. A sample 2K ROM system 
which can be constructed in the User 1/0 
section of the PC card is shown in Fig. 10 .. 

TPA 

.v---=~ ;;:;;----MAO-7 

;-----------jeUSO-7 

COPI8D2 

Fig. 10 - Sample 2K ROM system using 
CDP1832 ROM's. 
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Use of CMOS RAM CDP1824 with RCA 
Microprocessor Evaluation Kit CDP18S020· 

by J. R. Oberman 

The CDP1824, a 32-byte, static, silicon
gate CMOS, random-access memory, Is 
Intended for use In microprocessor 
systems requiring a minimal amount of 
writable storage. It Is directly compatible 
with the CDP1802 microprocessor, re
quiring no additional Interface com
ponents, and operates at maximum 
microprocessor speeds. In many systems 
the availability of memory In 32-byte in
crements will prove to be a cost-effective 
means of implementing working space or 
stack storage requirements. 

This note describes the CDP1824, its 
application in the CDP18S020 Evaluation 
Kit, and presents examples of how the 
CDP1824 can be combined with the 
CDP1831 ROM to form efficient ROM
RAM systems. 

DESCRIPTION OF CDP1824 FEATURES 

The CDP1824 is an 18-pin device con
sisting of five address inputs, an output 
disable control (MRD), a memory write 
controi (MWR), a chip-select control ~), 
eight common data Input-output ter
minals, and two voltage connections. The 
CDP1824 requires no precharge or clock 
signais for proper operation. The 
CDP1824 electrical characteristics are 
given in its data sheet. 
The five address inputs (MAO-MA4) are 

buffered and decoded to uniquely seiect 
one of 32 bytes. The eight Input-output 
data lines can Interface directly with the 
microprocessor bidirectional data bus. 
Operation Is determined by the state of 
the MWR and MFrn' terminals. These in
puts can also be driven directly from the 
CDP1802 microprocessor. When Mlm = 
0, the output drivers are enabled, and the 

'Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; the Evaluation Kit, however, is no 
longer available. 
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output data corresponds to the addressed 
byte. If MRD = 1 andMWA = 0, the con
tents of the data bus are stored at the ad
dressed location. A chlp-select input 
signal C§ Is required to enable the 
memory. Table I Indicates the operational 
modes of the RAM and Fig. 1 shows the 
functional block diagram. 

The RAM Is available In two functional
ly identical versions. The CDP1824D has a 
recommended operating voltage range of 
3 to 12 volts, the CDP1824CD a recom
mended operating voltage range of 4 to 6 
volts. Both devices operate over the full 
military temperature range of -55'C to 
+ 125 C, and both have the same 
dynamic characteristics. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1824IN 
EVALUATION KIT 

The CDP1824Is used In the CDP18S020 
Evaluation Kit by the Utility Program to 
provide CDP1802 register storage. This 
application of the RAM is useful In pro
gram debugging and Illustrates a cost
effective means of Implementing 
minimum storage requirements. 

The memory is automatically loaded by 
the Utility Program upon the Initiation of 
the RUN U control. Memory contents can 
be examined by use of the Utility Program 
U?M"command. TheCDP1824 is located 
at the memory addresses 8COO16 to 
8C1F16· 

In the Evaluation Kit the CDP1824 ad
dress, QAD, and MWR terminals are con
nected directly to the corresponding ter
minals of the CDP1802. The RAM input
output terminals are connected directly to 
the bidirectional data bus. The m input Is 
used to control the selection of the 
memory. 

Fig, 2 shows how the CDP1824 chip
select decoding is implemented. The 



Table I-CDP1824 RAM operational 
modes 

Function CS MRD MWR Data Pins Status 

Output: Hi(i1/ 
READ 0 0 X low Dependent 

on Dita 

WRITE 0 1 0 Input, Output 
Disabled 

Not 1 X X Output Disabled 
Selected Hi~· 
Standby 0 1 1 Impedance State 

Logte 1 ., HI!#! Logic 0 = Low X '" Don t Care 

MA4----, 
MA3 

MAl 

BUS BUS BUS BUS BUS aJS BUS BUS 
18543210 

F\JNC"T1OIW. DO_ ... 

Fig. 1 - Functional diagram of CDP1824 
32-word x 8-bit static COs/MOS 
random-access memory. 

~~====~~======~~~~====== 

Fig. 2 - Implementation of chip-select 
decoding for the CDP1824 RAM. 

eight higher-order address bits are 
latched in the CDP1852 (Location U8 in 
the Evaluation Kit) by TPA. The CD4555, a 
dual binary to 1 of 4 decoder, is used to 
decode address bit MA8 and MAg in one 
section and MA10 and MA11 In the other 
section. These decodes are used by the 
CDP1822S RAM system. However, the 
decode of MA11 and MA10isaiso used as 
part of the CDP1824 chip-select decode 
together with the MA15 output from the 
address latch. These two signals are com
bined in a NAND gate whose output is 
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connected to the OS terminal of the 
CDP1824. As a result, the CDP1824 will be 
selected whenever MA15-MA11-MA10 is 
true. 

The CDP1824 Is spaced 2560 memory 
locations above the end of the Utility Pro
gram. Therefore, If desired, addit!onal 
memory can be located at 820016 to 
8BFF16 without the need to inhibit the 
CDP1824. 

If It Is desired to locate additional 
memory above location 8C1F16, the 
CDP1824 must be Inhibited. Selection of 
the CDP1824 can be Inhibited by dis
abling the CD4555 decoder by applying a 
high voltage level to the enable terminal, 
pin 1 of the CD4555, whenever the add-on 
memory at location 8C2016 or above Is 
selected. 

For memory expansion above 81FF16, 
the CDP1832 Utility Program ROM Ooca
tion U2) must be Inhibited. Provisions 
have been made In the Evaluation Kit to 
facilitate the necessary logic changes; 
LINK "LK3" should be removed to discon
nect MA1Urom the NAND gate which 
forms the CS In.Q!,!! for the Utility Program 
ROM. Modified "CSloglc can be externally 
generated and applied to this point to ac
commodate additional memory. 

DESIGN OF CDP1824-BASED MEMORY 
SYSTEM 

Examples of ROM-RAM systems 
utilizing the CDP1824 RAM and CDP1831 
ROM are Illustrated in this section. If 
desired, these systems can be im
plemented in the User I/O area provided 
on the PC card. If necessary, the existing 
RAM's can easily be inhibited by con
necting the enable terminal, pin 15, of the 
CD4555 decoder to a high voltage level. 
These examples basical.!YJnvolve tech· 
niques for generating the""CS" command to 
the memory. Fig. 3 shows a minimum 

Fig. 3 - Minimum memory system utilizing 
RAM CDP1824 and ROM CDP1831. 

RAM-ROM system. The CDP1831 chip
enable output CEO signal is used to 
enable the CDP1824. If additional ROM's 
are used, CEO output signals should be 
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logically OR'ed and connected to the -rn3 
input of the RAM. RAM/ROM space may 
also be uniquely defined by the high-order 
address bit, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This 
technique Is the one used in the Evalua
tion Kit. 

fTp:;:-' 
r-----~--~----------~ I 

Fig. 4 • Multiple ROM/RAM 
memory system. 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I~~o~ 

Fig. 5 Illustrates a simple technique for 
Interconnecting several CDP1824's and 
CDP1831 ROM's. The COS/MOS 
CD4556B, a dual binary to 1 of 4 decoder, 
Is used to perfprm the necessary 
decoding. One section Is used to decode 
MA5 and MA6 address bits and to deter· 
mine which of a maximum of four 
CDP1824's is selected. The other section 
can have a maximum of three CDP1831 
R0t.Lsignals connected to Its Inputs A, B, 
and E. The output from the Co te!!!llnal Is 
connected to the enable input E of the 
RAM decode section. The 1 of 4 RAM 
decoder, therefore, will only be enabled If 
all three CEO signals are In the low state. 
This condition indicates that no ROM Is 
selected. Thus, by use of a single CD4556 
decoder, 1536 bytes of ROM and 128 
bytes can be uniquely decoded. 

L-.....!:l:::=-~_-l- MWR 

'--------_+_ MRD 

L.:========PBUSO-7 
92CM- 28071 

Fig. 5 . Technique for Interconnecting several 
CDP1824 RAM's and CDP1831 ROM's. 
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Use of the CDP1852 8·Bit 1/0 Port with RCA 
Microprocessor Evaluation Kit CDP18S020· 

by R.G. Ott 

The CDP1852 110 Port is a versatile cir
cuit permitting fully parallel data transfer 
between the 8-bit bus of the CDP1802 
microprocessor and an external device. 
The on-chip 8-bit data latch and the ser
vice request output signal of the CDP1852 
make it an excellent interface circuit for 
synchronous or asynchronous data 
transfers. The CDP1852 is mode program
mabie to function as either an input or an 
output port and can serve additional func
tions depending on the use of its control 
signals. This note describes several ap
plications of the CDP1852 110 Port and 
specifically explains its use in the 
CDP18S020 Evaluation KIt. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CDP1852 
FEATURES 

The CDP1852, when programmed as an 
Input port (mode = 0) or an output 
(mode = 1), will Interface directly with the 
CDP1802 microprocessor without addi
tional components. When the CDP1852 is 
used as an Input port, data are strobed In
to the 8-bit register by a high (1) level on 
the clock line. The high-to-Iow transition 
of the clock latches the data in the 
register and sets the SR service request 
output to O. The three-state output drivers 
are enabled by CS1-CS2 = 1, and the high
to-low transition of CS1-CS2 resets 
SR=1. 

When~the CDP1852 is used as an out
put port, data.!!!.. strobed into the 8-blt 
register when CS 1-CS2. CLOCK = 1. The 
data are available at the outputs at all 
times because the three-state output 
drivers are always enabled when the 
mode input = 1. The Service Request (SR) 
.I2..\!.!.!le Is generated at the tllrmination of 
CS1-CS2 = 1 and is present (high level) 
until the next high-to-Iow transition of the 
clock. 

"Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; the Evaluation Kit. however. is no 
longer available. 

A CLEAR control Is provided for reset
ting the port's register and n ~nput 
mode) or SR (output mode) signal. It Is Im
port ant to note that the polarities of ser
vice ~est (SAlSR) aQd chip select 1 
(CS1/CS1) change when the polarity of the 
mode input signal is changed. 

A functional block diagram of the 110 
port Is shown In Flg.1. For the electrical 
characteristics of the 110 Port Including 
loading and timing specifications, refer to 
the CDP1852 data sheet. 

"_"":--_---' 
mill'" CLOCK::lt' =r==;==~~ 

DID 

D17 

• 'OURITV OEI'£NOS ON IlOO£ 

Fig. 1 . Functional diagram of 
CDP1852 8-blt Input/Output 
Port. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1852 AS AN 
INPUT PORT, OUTPUT PORT, AND 

ADDRESS LATCH 
The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit uses the 

~OP1852 110 port in three different ap
plications: as an input port, as an output 
port, and as an address latch. In each of 
these applications, the CDP1852 is con
trolled by microprocessor signals. 

As an Input port the CDP1852 (location 
U51n the Evaluation Kit) Is used to latch 8 
bits of data from an external device. The 
Evaluation Kit Connections for this ap-
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plication and the associated timing 
diagram are given in Fig. 2. The mode in-

CLOCK ~'-_ ......... ______ _ 

OATA IN ~C==:::ruDOiEN'T!JC~AR!IE=== 
~----'~ ______ ~_~r 
CSI----'--------'--

CS2 _______ ,--~'_ 

Fig. 2 - Circuit diagram of CDP1852 
used as an input port with 
RCA Microprocessor Evaluation 
Kit CDP18S020 and associated 
timing diagram. 

put is tied low (mode = 0). When data are 
latched on the high-to-tow transition of 
the external clock, the m1service request 
Is set low (m!r = 0). This Signal can be con
;'ected either to the microprocessor EF3 
or INT inputs depending on the control 
program being used. An optional connec
tion is made via a jumper on the Evalua
tion Kit Board. When the microprocessor 
responds to a service request, the Input 
port is enabled by 'flFm' (connected to the 
CS1 input) which is normally high and will 
remain high. The decoded "S" output of 
the N bit decoder (connected to the CS2 
input) selects the I/O port. In a minimal 
system (up to three ports) it is possible to 
bypass the N bit decoder and connect an 
N line directly to CS2.After the data has 

been written Into memory, the service re
,quest iS,reset (SR = 1) on the trailing edge 
6f the Nline. The input port Is then ready 
to accept the next data byte from the ex
ternal device. 

An example of a simple system using 
the input port follows. Switches can be 
connected to the data inputs. These lines 
come from the following connector pins: 
017toPHO, OISto P1-11,015to P1-12, 014 
to P,1-13, 013 to P1-14, 012 to PH5, 011 to 
PHS, 010 to P1-17. The switches can be 
used to connect either ,a logic 1 (VOO 
voltage) or a logic 0 (ground) to the input 
port data inputs. A positive pulse for the 
clock can be generated by connecting a 
switch to connector P1-18. Once the data 
switches are set, the clock can be pulsed. 
Oataare transferr.ed to the input port, and 
the service request signal goes to ground 
(logic 0). 

Table I gives a machine-language 
routine for acknowledging a service re
quest when the SR line is connected to 
the EF3 input of the microprocessor. 
Verification that the correct byte was in
put Into memory can be obtained by using 
utility programlJT4 to read the memory 
location where the input byte was stored 
(In this case, location OF). To read the 
memory location, press the Reset and 
then the RUN U button on the Evaluation 
Kit. Typing a carriage on the terminal (for 
some terminals, a line feed is required) 
will then cause an asterisk (0) to be typed. 
The byte can be read out by typing ?MF 1 
and carriage return. Two hexa
decimal digits will be typed and can be 
checked against the input byte set with 
switches. 

As an output port, the COP1852 (loca
tion U4 in the Evaluation Kit) is used to 
latch 8 bits of data from the COP1802 
data bus for asynchronous transfer to an 
external device. The Evaluation Kit con
nections for this application arid the 
l!,ssociated timing diagram are given in 
Fig. 3. The mode input is tied high 

Table I Machine-language routine for acknowledging a service request_ 
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!M 
0000 
0000 
0002 

. 0003 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0009 
OooA 
OOOC 
OOOF 
OOOF 
0000 

, 
F80F; 
A5; 
FaOO; 
B5; 
E5; 
3E07; 
SE; 
3007; 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 WAIT: 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 STACK: 
0012 

ORG 00 
LOI #OF 
PLO R5 
LOI 00 
PHI R5 
SEX R5 
BN3 0 

INP S 
BR WAIT 
ORG 0 +3 
ORG' 
ENO 

.. PROGRAM STARTS AT M(OOOO) 

.. SET R5 TO POINT TO 

.. M(OOOF) 

.. SET X TO R5 

.. WAIT FOR EF3 = 1 

.. INPUT FROM INPUT PORT 

.. LOOP BACK TO WAIT 

.. LOCATION FOR STORING INPUT OATA 
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CLOCIC n "--ao---, r---\ r 
-.J 

DATA IN ) .. Lib ... tAl! 

SO '---

Fig. 3 - Circuit diagram of CDP1852 
used as an output port with 
RCA Microprocessor Evaluation 
Kit CDP18S020 and associated 
timing diagram. 

(mode = 1). To begin the sequence, the 
microprocessor executes an output in
struction. The output of the N bit decoder 
(connected to the .Q§tlnput) selects the 
c~put port. When MRD (connected to the 

1 Input) goes low, the output port Is 
enabled and data is latched on the trailing 
edge of TPB (connected to the clock In
put). On the trailing (high-to-Iow) edge of 
~·CS2. SR Is asserted (SR =1) and held 
valid until the trailing edge of the next 
TPB, which signals the external device 
that new data Is available. If it is 
necessary to extend the duration of this 
service request, an external latch must be 
provided. 

The previous example for use of an in· 
put port can be extended to use both the 
input and output ports. Instead of connec
ting switches to the input port data in· 
puts, the corresponding output port data 
outputs should be connected to the input 
port data inputs as follows: P1-9 to PH7, 
P1-8 to P1-16, P1-7 to PH5, P1·6 to P1-14, 
P1·5to P1-i3, P1-4to P1-12, P1-3to P1-11, 
P1-E to P1-10. The output port service re
quest signal can be used to clock the in
put port by connecting P1-E to P1-18. The 
input port service request line is con
nected to the microprocessor "EF3input. 

Table II gives a machine-lanQuage 
routine for outputting a data byte to the 
output port and then reading it back into 
memory (location F) from the input port. 
Verification that data output and input oc
curred correctly can be obtained by 
reading the byte which was output and 
the byte which was input from memory 
using UT4. To make this verification, 
press the Reset and then the RUN U but
ton on the Evaluation Kit. Typing a car
riage return on the Teletype (for some ter
minals, a line feed) will then cause an 
asterisk (*) to be typed. The original byte 
can then be read out by typing ?M2 1 and 
carriage return. The byte after data output 
and input can be read out by typing ?MF 1 
and carriage return. Correct connection 
and functioning of the CDP1852 I/O Ports 
are verified when both bytes are the same. 
For example, if location 02 contained 2B, 
then location OF will contain 2B when the 
transfer is complete. 

Note that the decode (decode "6") of 
the N bits used to select the input port is 
different from the decode (decode "5") 
used to select the output port. If the same 
decode is us~the input port SR signal 
will be reset (SR = 1) at the beginning of 
every cycle in which the output port is 
selected. The use of different N decodes 

T.bl. II - M.chln .... !"Igu.g. routln. for outputting a data byte to the output 
port .nd th.n r.~dlng It b.ck Into m.mory from the input port 

1M 
0000 
0000 
0001 
0002 
0003 
OOOS 
0006 
0008 
0009 
ooOA 
OOOC 
0000 
ooOF 
oooF 
0000 

, 
EO; 
65; 
FF; 
FBOF; 
AS; 
F800; 
85; 
ES; 
3EOA; 
6E; 
300A; 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
OOOS 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 WAIT: 
0011 
0012 
0013 STACK: 
0014 

ORG 00 
SEX RO 
OUT S 
,#FF 
LDI #F 
PLO R5 
LOI 00 
PHI RS 
SEX RS 
BN3 * 
INP 6 
BR WAIT 
ORG· 
END 

.. PROGRAM STARTS AT M(OOOO) 

.. SET X TO RO 

.. OUTPUT IMMEDIATE 

.. SET R5 TO POINT TO 

.. M(OOOF) 

.. SET XTO R5 

.. WAIT FOR EF3 = 1 

. .lNPUT DATA FROM INPUT PORT 

.. LOOP BACK TO WAIT 

.. LOCATION FOR STORING DATA 
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preventl!J9ss of data resulting from re
setting sR before it is acknowledged. 

As an address latch, the CDP1852 (loca
tion U8 in the Evaluation Kit) is used to 
latch the upper. byte of the 
microprocessor memory address in each 
machine cycle. The port is, therefore, 
always selected. TPA is used as the clock 
to latch the address byte, and the mode 
input is tied low (mode = 0). Fig. 4 shows 
the 110 Port connected for this applica, 
tion, together with its associated timing 
diagram. 

CLOCK~ 

ADDR·OUT====:::JXC===== 
Fig. 4 - Circuit diagram of CDP1852 

used as an address latch 
with RCA Microprocessor 
Evaluation Kit CDP18S020 
and associated timing 
diagram. 

OTHER APPLICATIONS OF 
THE CDP1852 

Additional applications of the CDP1852 
I/O Port Include its use as a tri-state buf
fer and as a bidirectional bus driver. 

Fig. 5 shows the CDP1852 connected 
as a non inverting , tri-state, 8-bit buffer. 

CTI'i"R 14 

00= HIGH 1 
IMPEDANCE =- 13 CS2 

II CLOCK 

CDPIB~2 

DO 
0-1 

Fig. 5 - Diagram showing use of 
CDP1852 as tri-state buffer. 

VDD 

With MODE = 0, CLOCK = 1, and CS1 = 1, 
Cs2 can pe used as a tri-state control. 
When Cs2 = 0, the output is a high Im
pedance' but when CS2 = 1, data out 
equals data in. If a high-impedance state 
is no~ required, the CS2 input can be tied 

high (CS2 = 1). The high drive capability of 
the CDP1852 makes It·- especially ap
propriate for this application. 

Fig. 6 shows two CDP1852's configured 
as a bidirectional data-bus driver. Both 
CDP1862's are connected as input ports. 
This configuration· is especially useful 
when the bus-oriented CDP1802 
microprocessor system is to be Interfac
ed with another bus-oriented device or 
system. 

BUS 

SERVICE REQuEST 

CLOCK 
CONTROL a SELECT LINES 

CDPJ852 COPI802 

110 PORT r----;=""':;;...-=--i CPU 

SR 
MODE 

CONTROL 
AND 
SELECT 
LINES 

Fig. 6 - Diagram showing use of two 
CDP1852's as a bidirectional 
data-bus driver. 

ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATIONS 
The CDP1852 is directly compatible 

with the. CDP1802 microprocessor. Cer
tain precautions, however, are necessary 
to assure correct operation. Clock rise 
and fall times should be less than 5 
microseconds. All input voltages (Vin) 
must be kept within VssE;inE;VDoand 
no input should be allowed to float. Care 
should be taken to avoid true signals at 
the unselected outputs of the N-bit 
decoder while the N-blts are switching 
because they may cause an erroneous 
service request or erroneous resetting of 
a service request. Erroneous...!.!§etting of 
an input port service request (SR) can also 
occur if the same N line or decode.of the 
N lines is used to select both an input 
port and an output port. If ~is con
nected to chip select 1, the input port will 
be selected and enabled briefly at the 
beginning of each cycle in which the out
put port is sel.ected. The reason this con
dition occurs is that MRD goes low to 
enable the output port 1-Yz CPU clock 
periods after the N lines are vali<Llf the 
l!!.Qut port is re<ll!!.sting service (sR = 0), 
sR will be reset (sR = 1) without servicing 
the request. This error is avoided by using 
different N lines or decodes of the N lines 
to select the Input and output ports. 
Another solution to this problem would be 
to clock both chip-select input signals 
with the trailing edge of the CDP1802 
microprocessor TPA signal. 
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Use of CMOS-SOS RAM CDP1822 With RCA 
Microprocessor Evaluation Kit CDP18S020* 

by J. R. Oberman 

The CDP1822 is a 256 x 4, CMOS·SOS, 
static, random·access memory. It can be 
used directly In CDP1802 microprocessor 
systems such as the CDP18S020 Evalua· 
tion Kit and requires no additional inter
face components. The CMOS-SOS 
technology has all the advantages of 
CMOS plus the high-speed, low-dynamic
power performance of SOS. 

The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit Is 
designed to accept 32 CDP1822 RAM's in 
prewlred locations forming 4K bytes of 
RAM storage. The Evaluation Kit is pro
vided with two CDP1822's, 256 bytes of 
RAM storage, and the necessary 
decoders to facilitate expansion, if 
desired, to 4K. 

This Application Note describes the 
CDP1822, its operation, and its applica
tion In the CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit. 

DESCRIPTION OF CDP1822 
FEATURES 

The CDP1822 is contained In a 22-lead 
dual-In-line package consisting of eight 
iWaLess Inputs, an output disable control, 
MRD, a memory write control, MWR", two 
chip-select controls, CS1, CS2, four data
Input and four data-output terminals, and 
two voltage connections. 

The eight address inputs, MAO-MA7, 
are buffered and decoded to uniquely 
select 1 of 256 four-bit words. The four 
data-output terminals are driven from 
three-state drivers enabled by the J.ilm) 

"Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; the Evaluation Kit, however, is no 
longer available. 

signal when the device is sl!!!!2led. Valid 
data appears at the output (MRD = 0) of 
the CDP1822 in one access time following 
the latest address change to a selected 
chip'. The output data is valid until either 
the MArl signal goes high or the device is 
deselected (~ = 1 or CS2 = 0). o~;ra
tion is determined by the state of the RD 
and MWFi lines. These inputs are driven 
directly from the CDP1802 
microprocessor. The operational modes 
are listed in Table I and a functional 
diagram of the memory is shown In Fig. 1. 
The CDP1822 requires no precharge or 
clocked signals for proper operation. 

The electrical characteristics of the 
CDP1822 are given In its data sheet. It 
should be noted that because the 
CDP1822 has a maximum recommended 
operation voltage of 10 volts, the Evalua
tion Kit VCC should be limited to 10 volts 
when it uses CDP1822 RAM's. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1822 IN 
EVALUATION KIT MEMORY SYSTEM 

The CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit is 
prewired for 4K bytes of CDP1822, 256 x 4 
RAM storage at locations (0000)16 
-(OFFF)16. The basic kit is supplied with 
two CDP1822's forming a 256-byte RAM. 
At maximum expansion it will contain 32 
CDP1822's. The necessary decoding logic 
for the 4K expansion is also included in 
the basic kit. Expansion is accomplished 
by adding additional CDP1822's at the 
prewired locations in 256-byte multiples 
(two CDP1822's at a time). To assure con
tiguous memory when additional devices 
are added, the CDP1822's should be 
placed in their designated locations in the 
Evaluation Kit (U24-U55) In numerical 
order on the printed circuit card. Fig. 2 
~s the memory Interconnections. The 
MRD, MWR, and eight address lines (MAO
MA7) are connected to all 32 RAM loca
tions and directly to the CDP1802 
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Table I . CDP1822 Operational Modes 

38 

256 X 4 
STORAGE 

Function 

READ 

WRITE 
(Output Disabled) 

WRITE 

Standby 

Logic 1 = High 

9'2CS-27595 

Fig, 1-Functional diagram of CDP1822 
256-word x 4-bit static COS/MaS 
silicon-on-sapphire random-access 
memory. 

microprocessor. In the CDP18S020, the 
four data·in and four data-out terminals of 
the CDP1822 are connected together and 
to the CDP1802 bidirectional data bus. 

Chip selection is determined.J;oc, en· 
abling the two chip-select inputs, CS1 and 
CS2, for each pair of CDP1822's. The chip 
selects are arranged in a 4 x 4 matrix. This 
arrangement provides unique selection of 
1 of 16 pairs of RAM's and requires only 
an eight-wire interconnect,as indicated in 
Fig. 2. Fig. 3 shows the address decode 
logic for the full RAM system. The I/O 
port, CDP1852 (U8) is used as an address 
latch for the higher-order address bits, 
MA8-MA15. The MA8-MA11 outputs from 
the latch are decoded by a CD4555B (U22) 
dual binary to 1 of 4 decoder. MA8-MA9 
are decoded in one section and MA10-
MA 11 in the other section of the decoder. 
The four outputs from the MA10-MA11 
decoder section are inverted and connect 
to the CS1 terminals of the RAM's; the 
other four outputs are connected to the 
CS2 terminals. Together, they form a 4 X 4 
selection matrix. Each section...s>f the 
decoder has a separate enable (E) input 
and must be enabled in order to select the 
RAM system. The enable input of the 
MA8-MA9 decoder is prewired to ground 
(continuously enabled) and intended for 

MWR CSl 

1 0 

0 0 

0 0 

X 1 

X X 

1 0 

Logic 0 = Low 

CS2 MRD Data Out 
DO 

1 0 Stor age State of 
Addressed Cell 

1 1 High-Impedance 

1 0 New Data In State 

X X High-Impedance 

0 X High-Impedance 

1 1 High-Impedance 

X = Don't Care 

MAS·MA9 

MAS·MJig 

MAS·MA9 

MAS·MA9 

MAIO·MAi! 

MAIO MAli 
MAIO· MAil 

MAIO· MAil 

Fig_ 2-lnterconnections of CDP1822 RAM 
with CDP1802 microprocessor in 
Evaluation Kit CDP18S020 system_ 

use for additional memory expansion. The 
enable input is connected to MA15. As a 
result, the RAM is inhibited for all address 
locations of (8000116 or above. This sim
ple technique is used for separating the 
Utility ROM and its support RAM from the 
RAM system. If a finer level of decoding is 
desired for an expanded RAM system, the 
second enable input can be used. The 
CDP1824 RAM Application Note 
ICAN-6537 discusses one application for 
this input. 

CDP1822 WRITE PROTECTION AND 
BATIERY HOLD·UP 

Memory write protection and provi
sions for standby power have been in
cluded in the design of the Evaluation Kit 
RAM system to permit ROM simulation. A 
write-Inhibit switch W~-1, -2, ;3, and -4) Is 
placed in the write ( R) line for each 1 K 
of RAM. The user manually sets the 
switches in any combination to inhibit a 
write signal from occurring in the pro
tected sections of memory and des
troying the information stored there. 

Because of the low current drain, bat
tery power may be substituted for VDD 
and VCC where non-volatile memory is 
desired. 



r 
I 

I 
I I 
L.. ________ J 

BUSO-7 

TO ALL DEVICES<=== MAO-MA7 
_MRD 

MA8·MA9 

5WI-4 MWii 

MA8 'MA9 

5WI-2 

Fig. 3-Address decode logic for full CDP1822 RAM system. 
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Register-Based Output Function for 
RCA COSMAC Microprocessors 
by N. P. Swales 

This Note describes a circuit for use with 
RCA COSMAC Microprocessors; the circuit 
provides the capability to output information 
from any of the 16 general· purpose scratch· 
pad registers contained within the CPU. This 
circuit is of particular interest to users con· 
strained to operating with memory systems 
containing only ROM, or to users wishing to 
transfer 16 bits of data with a single Output 
instruction. The information given and the 
terminology used are presented with the 
assumption that the reader is familiar with 
the COSMAC architecture and manuals'! 

Although other logic implementations of 
the functions described in this Note are 
realizable, the examples given employ the 
CDPI852 I/O Port. For further information 
on the CDP1852, the user should refer to the 
da ta shee t.2 

The circuit in this Note provides a mech
anism for transferring data from one of the 
16 general-purpose registers contained in the 
COSMAC CPU to an I/O device. The data is 
transferred to the I/O device via the Memory 
Address Bus from the CPU rather than via 
the Bidirectional Data Bus from the Memory 
System. 

One·Byte Transfer Configuration 
Fig. I shows a simple configuration de-

CDPleD2 

DECODER 
(I F NECESSARY) 

TPB 

signed to transfer the data contained in the 
low-order byte of one of the 16 CPU registers 
to a CDPI852 I/O port. The I/O port is con
figured in a manner similar to that described 
in the data sheet for the CDP1852; however, 
instead of connecting the Data In lines of the 
CDPI852 to the CPU Data Bus, they are 
connected to the CPU Address Bus. During 
the ext<cute cycle of the Output instruction 
which is to transfer the data to the I/O port, 
the contents of the CPU register specified by 
the X register (R(X» are transferred to the 
memory system via the Memory Address Bus 
(the most significant byte first followed by 
the least significant byte). At the time during 
which TPB occurs, the least significant byte 
of R(X) is available on the memory address 
bus lines and is therefore transferred into the 
I/O port. It should be noted that the output 
data contained in the CPU register is incre
mented by one, and that this operation 
causes a read from the memory system. 
However, the memory data byte resulting 
from this operation is ignored by the rest of 
the system. 

Two-Byte Transfer Configuration 

Fig. 2 shows a configuration similar to 
Fig. 1 which may be used to transfer both 

Fig. 7 - Circuit configuration for transferring 
data from the least significant byte 
of one of the CDP7S02's 76general
purpose registers to an I/O device. 
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bytes of one of the CPU's general-purpose 
registers to an I/O device _ TPA is used to 
transfer the high-order byte of the register 
into the CDPI85~ on the left, and TPB 
transfers the low-order byte into the CDP-
185~ on the right. In this configuration, care 
should be taken to meet the timing require
ments of the CDPI852 and the CDPI802 for 

DECODER 
IF NECESSARY 

HIGH -ORDER BYTE 

the transfer of the most significant byte of 
data. 

ADDRESS BUS 

References 

I. User Manual for the CDPI802 (,OSMA(, 
Microprocessor, MPM-20 I A. 

, (,DP1852 Series,8-Bit Input/Output Port; 
Preliminary Data Sheet. 

TO MEMORY 
SYSTEM 

LOWw ORDER BYTE 

92CM -28390 

Fig_ 2 - Circuit configuration for transferring 
the full contents (two bytes) of one 
of the CDP1802's 16 general-purpose 
registers to an I/O device. 
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Design of Clock Generators for Use with 
RCA COSMAC Microprocessor CDP1802 
by D. Hillman 

Clock signal generation for the CDPI ~02 
COSMAC Microprocessor is simple and 
straightforward. The CDPI X02 feat ures of 
static operation. single·phase dock input. and 
the on-chip oscillator amplifier make practical 
the use of a low-cost. highlY,stable. crystal
controlled oscillator as its dock generator. 
The design of external oscillators for this 
purpose. crystal or RC controlled. is equally 
straightforward and they reqUire only mini
mal circuitry. In addition to the oscillator 
amplifier. the CDPI802 incorporates all 
necessary start/stop logic on-chip. This appli
cation note describes clock generator designs 
suitable for various applications. 

Crystal Oscillator Design 
The basic oscillator circuit for the CDP-

1802 consists of the on-chip amplifier and an 
external feedback network as illustrated in 
Fig. I. For oscillation to occur. the rain of 

L PHAS~~~IFT j 

(GAIN=a) 

~- PHAS~8g~IFT--..l 
a .. .e 2:1 

Fig. 1 - Basic oscillator circuit. 

the amplifier (a) times the attenuation (13) of 
the feedback network must be greater than 
or equal to one. In addition. the total phase 
shift through the amplifier and feedback 
network must be equal to N times 360 d,e
grees. where N is an integer. Oscillations 
occur in any system in which the amplified 
signal is returned in phase to the amplifier 
after being attenuated less than it was 
originally amplified. 

The frequency stability of an oscillator is 
primarily dependent upon the phase-changing 
properties of the feedback network. Beca use 
of their high Q and inherent frequency stabi
lity, quartz crystals are commonly used in 
the feedback network. 

A parallel resonant oscillator circuit is 
shown in Fig. :. The phase angle for the type 

r- -- -- ------ - - - ---1 
~ FEEDBACK : 
: NETWORK I 

, 
I 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

IOMn: 
, 
I , 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

: ~C2 I 
L _______________ ..J 

r---------------, 
I OPTIONAL I 

voo : voo= Vee : 
I : 

BUFFERED : 
I CPU CLOCK I 

: (1/6 CD40698) i L ______________ ...l 

Fig. 2 - Parallel resonant oscillator circuit. 

of feedback network shown in this figure is 
extremely sensitive to a change in frequency. 
a condition necessary for stable oscillation. 
If the eqUivalent resistance of the crystal is in 
fact zero (infinite Q). a change in phase angle 
of the feedback circuit would not cause any 
change in oscillator frequency. Therefore. 
for an oscillator of highest stability. the Q of 
the crystal should be as high as possible. In 
general. Q increases with increasing frequency. 

The crystal load capacitance. Cl. is defined 
as the series sum of CI and C2. Higher 
values of crystal load capacitance generally 
improve frequency stability. but also increase 
power consumption. The choice of equivalent 
load capacitance (usually specified to the 
crystal suppliers) only fixes the series sum of 
the two capacitors C I and Cl. The value of 
the amplifier output capacitance CI should 
not be fixed. A trimmer should be connected 
in parallel with. or used in place of, a fixed 
output capacitor to permit compensation for 
variation in stray capacitance and circuit 
component values. 

The required capacitance range for the 
oscillator trimmer capacitor is determined by 
the variation in oscillation frequency with 
load capacitance. The total trimming range is 
mainly a function of the crystal character
istics. For a more detailed analysis, see 
Reference 4. 



Practical Oscillator Circuits 
The amplifier, feedback network, and 

crystal considerations discussed in the pre
ceding paragraphs can be combined for the 
design of a crystal-controlled oscillator for 
the CDP1802. The majority of micropro
cessor applications do not require the fre
quency of oscillation to be so exact as to re
quire oscillator trimming. An "untrimmed" 
crystal oscillator will be within J % of its 
specified crystal frequency. For most micro
processor applications the following simple 
guidelines can be used. 

J. The crystal should be connected 
between terminals I and 39 of the 
CDP1802. 

2. For crystal frequencies between 
100 kHz and 6.4 MHz, a 10- to 
22-megohm feedback resistor should 
be used in parallel with the crystal. 

3. Capacitors Cj and C2 are not re
quired but a value of between 20 
and 30 pF for each is recommended 
to improve stability. 

It should be noted that the on-chip oscil
lator and timing generator are capable of 
operating at frequencies higher than the 
microprocessor maximum operating fre
quency. For reliable operation, the crystal 
frequency must always be less than or equal 
to the maximum operating frequency speci
fied in the CDPI802 data sheet. 

A practical example, the CDPI8S020 
Evaluation Kit oscillator, consists of a 10-
megohm feedback resistor and a 2-MHz AT
cut crystal, both connected in parallel across 
terminals I and 39 of the CDP1802. (Crystal: 
Part No. X023303; CL=JS pF; Series MI; 
holder, series HC330; made by Turotel, Inc., 
13402 S. 71 Highway, Grandview, Missouri 
61l030.) Provisions for oscillator capacitors 
are made in the Evaluation Kit, but their use 
is not required. The increase in oscillator 
stability with respect to supply voltage that 
can be obtained by adding the capacitors is 
shown in Fig. 3. 

! CRYSTAL· 2 MHz, AT CUT 
:i AV-'VOLT 
i 7 Qc~-IOOK. TYPICALLY 

~ 6 

~ 5 
I 

~4 

10 15 20 
LOAD CAPACITANCE - PICOFARADS 

Fig. 3 - Stability of CDP1802 crystal 
oscillator as a function of load 
capacitance value. 
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The amplifier stability also depends upon 
the value of the resistor in the feedback net
work. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between 
the feedback resistor value and oscillator 
stability. The curve indicates that 10 me
gohms is an adequate value for the feedback 
resistor. 

~ CRYSTAL- 2 MHz. AT CUT :3 IN-I VOLT 

:' a-so-loa K TYPICALLY 

~ 
~ /1---"" 
~ 2 

I 
> 
~ 3 
<; 

~4 
~ 

II 

~ 5 

~ 
~ , .. . , ... 

0.01 QI I ~ 

FEEDBACK RESISTANCE - MEGOHMS 

Fig. 4 - Stability 0 f CDP1802 crystal 
oscillator as a function of 
feedback resistance value. 

External Clock Generators 

60 

For low-frequency applications (less than 
500 kHz) a cost-effective approach may be 
to use external RC-controlled oscillators. 
Three simple RC-controlled oscillators that 
may be used to clock the CDPI802 are shown 
in Fig. 5. When an external clock is used in 

rtf ~VTR) (VOO -VTRj 
T= -RC In 

n r (Voo + VOIOOE)2 

R C J U 

f-T-l 
(1/3 C04069B) 

(a) 

VOO 

10 nJ T·4.4RC 

f-T-\ 
(b) 

VOO 

.~D:f 
(1/4 C04093Bl (c) 92CS~28043 

Fig. 5 - Three simple RC-controlled oscillator 
circuits suitable for use as external 
clock for CDP1802 microprocessor 
(output connected to pin 1 through 
Evaluation Kit P2-W). 
(a) Inverter type oscillator 

(see References 5 and 6). 
(b) RC oscillator using digitallC 

CD4047 A (see References 5 
and 6). 

fc) Schmitt-trigger-type RC . 
oscillator (see CD40938 data 
sheet). 
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high·noise environments. a ~O· l~ __ }O-pF 
capacitor between terminal 39 (XT AL) of 
the CDPI ~O~ and ground may be used to 
increase the microprocessor noise immunity. 

The selection of the Rand C should be 
compatible with system requirements. The 
capacitor should be non-polarized and have 
low leakage. There is no upper limit fOl' 
either R or C values to maintain oscillation. 
However. C should be larger than the inherent 
stray c:lpacitance. R must be larger than the 
output impedance of the COS/MaS device. 
which is typically hundreds of ohms. In 
addition. with very large values of R, some 
short·term instability with respect to time 
may be noted. Based on these considerations 
recommended values for these coniponents 
are: 

C - greater than 100 pF. up to any 
pract ical value 

R· greater than 10 kilohms. but less 
than one megohm 

With large values of Rand c. the circuit 
in Fig. S(c) can be used. This circuit. because 
of its hysteresis, eliminates multiple out put 
pulses caused by noise on the input RC wave· 
form. For a more detailed analysis. see 
References 5 and 6. 

Clock Buffering 
In some applications it may be desirable 

to supply the CPU clock signal to other 
system components. In such cases the loading 
on the oscillator circuit should be minimized 
by buffering the dock through a COS/MaS 
inverter. as shown in Fig. 2. The loading 
presented by the inverter will be mainly 
capacitive. about 5 picofarads. and can 
usually be neglected in non-critical designs. 
The buffer should be located dose to the 
crystal in order to minimize stray capacitance. 

When the crystal mcillator.is being trim· 
med to its desired frequency, the buffered 
clock technique should also be used to pre
vent the oscillator from being loaded by the 
frequency counter. 

References 
I. CDPI80~ data sheet. 
1 CD4047 A data sheet. File No. (,23. 
3. CD4093B data sheet. File No. 836. 
4, "Timekeeping Advances Through COS/ 

MaS Technology", ICAN·6086. 
5. "Using the CD4047 A in COS/MaS Timing 

Applications", IC AN·6230. 
6. "Astable and Monostable Oscillators Using 

RC A. COS/MaS Digital Integrated Cir
cuits". ICAN·6~67. 

7. User Manual for the RCA CDPI802 
COSMAC Microprocessor. MPM·201. 
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Power-On Reset/Run Circuits for the 
RCA CDP1802 COSMAC Microprocessor 
by W. F. Clark 

This Note describes several circuits which 
enable a power·on reset/run capability for 
COSMAC microprocessor systems. It is 
assumed that the user is familiar with the 
hardware considerations for the CDP!802 
as explained in the User Manual for the 
CDPl802 COSMAC Microprocessor, MPM· 
201C. 

The power-on reset/run facility is usetul 
in systems which periodically incorporate a 
power-down phase during system operation. 
During this power-down phase, care should 
be taken to prevent signals from reaching 
any of the microprocessor inputs or outputs 
because these signals could be coupled 
through the substrate protection diodes to 
the VDD line and repower the system. 

Clock Input Considerations 
The waveforms in Fig.! show the be

havior of the supply lines and CLEAR line 
for resetting the microprocessor using two 
different modes of clock inputs, the on
chip crystal oscillator and an external clock 
source. The required reset pulse phasing is 
determined by the type of clock used in 
the system. When the on-chip oscillator is 
used, the delay in oscillator start-up depends 
on the loading on the CLOCK input. With 

5-picofarad decoupling capacitors on the 
CLOCK and XIAL lines, a delay of 10 
milliseconds is typical for oscillator start 
up at 250 C. To assure proper operation. 
the reset pulse should be active until the 
oscillator has stabilized. 

When an external clock is used, it should 
be gated with the power-on signal. The 
reset pulse should allow for the VDD, V CC 
time constant and can be terminated when 
the clock is in a valid state or, typically, 
20 microseconds following power-on. If 
the reset pulse terminates before the clock is 
running, internal registers I and N and the 
Q output will reset. Registers X, P, and 
R(O) will not reset, however, until the 
initialization cycle is completed. 

Typical Reset Circuits 

Some typical reset circuits are shown in 
Fig.2_ The basic one-shot circuit is shown in 
Fig.2(a)_ The circuit in Fig.2(b) permits 
manual reset and allows access to the LOAD 
mode. The circuits in Figs.2(c) and 2(d) 
eliminate feedback resistors by using the 
CD4093 Quad 2-lnput NAND Schmitt Trig
gers. Other variations of these circuits are 
possible following the above constraints. 

::j r-- IO 1" 

vcCVI ...... -----u.---- voo,vcc 
VSS 

VCC!,,------IO m5~ 

VSS 

Vcc ~ _ '" 15 m5 __ ---1.1 
VSS~!!--------'-

vccr-----vn n n n_ 
Vss~UUUl 

201'5 

XTAL 

CLEAR 

EXTERNAL 
CLOCK 

CLEAR 
vccFt u 

vss . 
ALL TIMES TYPICAL 

92CS-28803 

FiU_1 - Typical start-up waveforms. 
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Vec 

VCC 

Vee 

VCC 

R 

RS 

RL -100 kA TYP. 
RS'20 kA TYP. 

....... vv\,-..,.. .:>g=--=cC>"'-...... -CLEAR-N 

R 

R 

1/3 CD4D69 

Co) 

1/2 CD4093 

Ce) 

I CD4093 
Cd) 

CLEAR-N 

CLEAR-N 

CLEAR-N 

92CM-28804 

Fig.2 - Tvpical power-on reset/run circuits. IC 
supplV leads ere Vccand VSS or ground. 
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Interfacing Analog and Digital 
Displays with CMOS Integrated Circuits 

by J. E. Gillberg 

Many forms of displays are available for 
interfacing digital and analog infonnation 
from electronic circuits with the individual 
end user. The display choice generally 
takes into consideration not only technical 
feasibility but also visual impact and often 
aesthetic appeal. Until recently, the 
analog display, primarily motors (both 
synchronous and stepper) with gears, 
hands, or drums, has been the most widely 
used. At present, however, new 
developments are making the digital 
display the more dominant method. 

This Note describes some of the 
COS/MOS integrated circuits most 
suitable for interfacing the electronic 
circuit and the display. In the case of 
digital displays, it describes basic display 
operation to help simplify the equipment 
designer's task in selecting both the most 
appropriate display and the most suitable 
interfacing device. 

Analog Display Drivers 

Analog displays are usually driven from 
either a synchronous motor or a stepper 

motor. The synchronous motor receives an 
incoming signal at a frequency of ap
proximately 60 Hz and continuously 
rotates at that frequency. The stepper 
motor receives an incoming signal at about 
0.5 to 2 Hz and rotates only during the 
active pulse interval. The stepper motor 
gives the effect of a non-continuous 
movement of the motor or wheel. 

One of the major users of digital circuits 
with analog displays is the timekeeping 
market. This market has continued to use 
analog displays because of the many basic 
advantages of the familiar clock or watch 
face with moving hands. These ad
vantages include low cost, high reliability, 
simplified electronics, familiarity of 
display mode, and low current drain. 

A number of IC's are available for 
interfacing the electronic clock circuitry 
and the analog display. An excellent 
example is the CD4045, a COS/MOS 21-
Stage Counter. As shown in Fig. I, this 
device can be used, in timing applications 
not only to generate the crystal oscillator 
output, but also, because of its output 
current capability, to directly drive a 
stepper motor. Fig. 2 gives curves 
illustrating the current capabilities of the 
CD4045. 

XTAL =- 2.097152 MHz 

RF " 20 Mn TYP. 

CIN = 15 pF TYP 

COUT " 30 pF TYP 

fOUT '" I Hz 

92C$-29923 

Fig. 1 - CD4045, COS/MOS 21-stage counter, 
used to generate crystal oscillator output and to 
drive stepper motor. 
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DRAIN TO SOURCE YOLTAGE CYos1-V 

12 14 

ORAIN"TO-SOURCE VOLTAGE (VOS'-V 92($-2089&1'11 
ucs-toe'SI'II 

Fig. 2 - Typical output n-channel and p
channel drain characteristics of the CDtW45. 

One method of reducing the current 
drain of a stepper motor Is to terminate the 
incoming pulse at the precise moment the 
armature achieves enough momentum to 
rotate to the next position without any 
additional current. The Low-Voltage 
COS/MOS Analog Timepiece Circuit 
CD220l0E has the capability of detecting, 
as shown in Fig. 3, when no additional 
current is required by the motor. It 
operates as follows. At the beginning of 
the output pulse because the load is in
ductive no current will immediately flow 
tV = L di/dtl and the voltage at the 
output will be at ground, as shown in Fig. 
4 at to' Mter time, the current will begin 
to flow into the pull-down n-channel 
transistor of the CD220l0E. This current 

VDD VDD 

~E~T~c"T MOTOR 

r-'-----,/ 
r-~~~ ~4~-4 

CD220lOE 

- Vss 
92cS-2991$ 

Fig. 3 - CD22010E. a low-voltage COSIMOS 
analog timepiece circuit. used to detect status 
of Itepper motor current. 

U'O 'i '2? 
I I 
r I 
r I 
r r 
I ",,'I 

• I 
I I 

92CS-29922 

Fig. 4 - Nominal output pulse of stepper 
motor. 

flow raises the output voltage until the 
motor begins to rotate and cause a back 
electro-motive force thereby reducing the 
voltage at the output. Once the motor has 
achieved enough momentum to move on 
its own inertia, however, any added 
current again raises the output voltage. 
The time interval from tQ to t3 in Fig. 4 is 
the nominal output pulse. Time tl in
dicates the end of an internal activation 
period after which any rising edge on the 
output will trigger internal circuitry to 
terminate the pulse width, thus saving 
battery current. 

The battery-operated wall clock is one 
of the major areas for analog displays 
primarily because of the low-voltage 0.5 
to 3.0 V typicall and low-current t60 A 
typicall operation. A number of display 
interface circuits are available for this 
application. The most suitable depends 
upon the type motor and tlie voltage being 
used. Several of these circuits are 
illustrated in Fig. 5. In Fig. 5tcl, the 

(0) c::::-n MOTOR STANDARD BRIDGE CIRCUIT 

Ib) 

Ie) 

C02 201 OE uVDD 
ACTIVE PULL DOWN 

CD220llE 11 CAPACITIVE COUPLING 

92CS- 29921 

Fig. 5 • Typical motor interface circuits for 
analog watch or wall clock circuits. 
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capacitor CD increases the maximum 
pulse or spike current supplied to the 
motor. The value of this added capacitor 
is typically between 1 and 10 microfarads 
and is dependent upon the frequency of 
operation. 

Many integrated circuits are available 
from RCA that can be used to interface an 
analog high-current-drive display. Table I 
lists several of these devices. For technical 
data on these devices see the RCA IN
TEGRATED CIRCUITS DATABOOK 
SSD-250 or the technical data sheet for the 
specific device. 

Liquid Crystal Displays 

The most important advantage of the 
liquid crystal display is its very low power 
consumption, typically 50 microwiitts per 
character. The reason for this low power 
consumption is that the liquid crystal 
display does not generate or emit light, but 
controls reflected or transmitted light 
generated elsewhere. 

The liquid crystal display device 
consists of a layer of liquid crystal material 
sealed between two conductive-coated 
glass plates. The liquid crystals are fluids 

Table I - Analog-Display Driver and Couuter COS/MOS Integrated Circuits 

Type Family Package Volts Freq. Description 
Dev. No. 

Clocks 
CD22010E TA6656 8-DIP 

CD22011E TAI0294 8-DIP 

Auto Clocks 
CD22012E TA6489 14·DIP 

CD22013E TAI0176 8-DIP 

CD22014E TA6817 8-DIP 
CD22015E TAI0177 8-DIP 

Industrial Timers 
CD22017E 16-DIP 

Digital Display Systems 

With the development of MSI and LSI, 
digital displays emerged as an important 
method of information transfer and many 
new display systems appeared. The most 
popular or promising types of digital 
displays are listed in Table II along with a 
brief summary of their major advantages 
and disadvantages. In the following 
material each display system is discussed 
with the emphasis on adaptability to 
interfacing electronic circuitry. 

1.5 32 kHz 

1.5 4 MHz 

12 4MHz 

12 3 MHz 

12 4MHz 
12 2 MHz 

10 

Portescap stepping·motor drive, 
with pulse-width control (I Hz) 
SOS stepping-motor drive 
(2 Hz push-pull) 

Quartz analog auto clock 
(0.5 Hz push-puB) 
Quartz analog auto clock 
(64 Hz push-pull) 
Quartz analog clock (60 Hz) 
Quartz analog auto clock 
(30 Hz push-pull) 

Universal industrial timer 

having molecule alignment characteristics 
very similar to those of solid crystals. The 
alignment of the molecules can be changed 
by the application of an ac signal. This 
change in alignment can produce image 
patterns determined by the physical 
construction of the device. Electrical 
contact is made to the liquid crystal by 
means of a transparent conductor. 
Because the image pattern depends upon 
molecular alignment, the direction which 
light strikes the liquid crystal is very 
critical. As a result, light polarizers are 

Table II - Digital Display Technologies 

Type Advantage 

liqUid Crystal Low power, low voltage 

light-emitting diode Low cost, simple interface 

Gas discharge Easily read 

Disadvantage 

AC signal - difficult to multiplex 

High current, visibility 

High voltage 

Fluorescent 

Incandescent 

Low segment current, low cost High filament current/fragile 

Brightness, low cost High current 
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attached to the front and back to control 
whether the display is dark· on a light 
background or light on a dark 
background. Fig. 6 shows the sandwich
type construction and the arrows illustrate 
the molecular polarization of a liquid 
crystal material resulting from an ac field. 

There a~e two. basic types of LCD's: 
dynamic scattering devices and field-effect 

NO FJELD APPLIEO 

GLASS 

LIQUID CRYSTAL 

TRANSPARENT 
ELECTRODE 

ON GLASS 

POLARIZER 

ambient light is available. In applications 
where the ambient light is smaH, the 
transmissive display could be used with 
some form of back lighting. 

Liquid-crystal devices require an ac 
drive signal having no dc component. A dc 
component can cause an electrolysis 
plating action which can eventuaHy 
damage the display. For field-effect 

FIELD APPLIED 

92CS- 29920 

Fig. 6 - Basic operation of field-effect type 
liquid crystal device showing molecule 
alignment and major elements. 

devices. When an ac field is applied to a 
dynamic scattering liquid crystal, the 
molecules which are normally aligned, 
and hence transparent, are rearranged to 
scatter any available light. and the display 
becomes opaque. The field-effect type 
displays a visual change when the 
molecule alignment is rotated from one 
plane to another, as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
The field-effect liquid-crystal device has 
become the more popular display. 

Two kinds of liquid-crystal devices are 
available in either the dynamic-scattering 
or field-effect cateogry: reflective and 
transmissive. The only difference is that 
for the former, reflective material is added 
to the back of the display to reflect the 
light entering the front. This type is well
suited for applications where substantial 

SELECT 

BACK PLANE 

S£GMENT 

DIFFERENTIAL 
VOLTAGE 

displays, this drive signal may be from 2 to 
10 volts at 60 to 10,000 hertz; for dynamic
scattering devices, the signal may be from 
7 to 30 volts at 20 to 400 hertz. 

When a liquid-crystal segment is ac
tivated by a drive signal. the phase 
relation between it and the transparent 
electrode applied to the glass backplane is 
1800 and a visual display results. When no 
drive signal is applied to the segment, the 
backplane and segment are in phase and 
the visual display is off. 

The usual method of activating a 
segment is to apply a square wave which is 
out of phase with the square wave applied 
to the common backplane. As shown in 
Fig. 7, when the segment square wave is in 
phase with the back-plane square wave, 

92CS-29917 

Voo 
Vss 

Voo 
Vss 

Voo 
VSS 

Voo 
Vss 

-voo 

Fig. 7 - Timing diagram of liquid crystal 
element voltages showing how segments are 
activated by square waves to avoid damaging 
effects of a dc component. 
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the segment is not activated. By the use of 
a square wave for both the common 
(backplane) and the selected segment 
drive signal, the effective dc voltage across 
the display is always zero regardless of 
whether the display is activated or not. 

Liquid crystals offer the important 
advantages of requiring very little power 
and low voltage. Their disadvantages are: 

1. Because they need an ac signal for 
operation, multiplexing is difficult. 

2. They need good ambient light or 
back lighting. 

3. They have a limited operating 
temperature range: -20 to 60 or 
85°C. 

4. Their cost in relation to other 
displays is high. 

5. Their response time is slow: 100 to 
300 milliseconds. 

RCA offers several display drivers for 
liquid crystal devices: the CD4054, a 4-
segment display driver; the CD4055, a 
BCD-to-7-segment decoder/driver with 
"display frequency" output; and the 
CD4056, a BCD-to-7-segment 
decoder/driver with strobed-latch func
tion. These devices have level-shifting 
capability for interfacing low-voltage logic 
signals to higher-voltage display signals. 
In addition, a fun line of direct drive LCD 
watch chips is available. For specific 
technical data, consult the RCA 
COS/MOS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 
DATABOOK SSD-250 or the technical 
data sheet for the specific device. 

Light-Emitting Diodes 

The light-emitting diode (LEDI has also 
received wide acceptance as a digital 
display in the last several years because of 
its low-voltage operation; long life, ease of 
multiplexing, high reliability, and fast 
response time. An LED is a semicon
ductor diode composed of a p-n junction. 
In forward-biased operation, because of 
recombination of holes and electrons, the 

DIGIT COMMON ANODE 

..,-

diodes radiate a colored light in a narrow 
spectrum. LED displays are normally 
constructed of either gallium phosphide 
(GaP I or gallium arsenide phosphide 
(GaAsPl semiconductor material. Both 
types of LED displays have approximately 
equal advantages and disadvantages. The 
GaAsP type, however, is more prevalent 
for red displays. The forward drop is 
approximately 1.6 volts for GaAsP diodes 
and 2.1 volts for GaP diodes. Two con
figurations of LED are available: common 
anode (requiring sink current I and 
common cathode (requiring source 
current I. Fig. 8 illustrates both types of 
device. 

Any single LED segment is electrically 
the same as any conventional solid-state 
diode although the LED does have a 
slightly higher forward voltage drop. Once 
the forward voltage reaches approximately 
1.6 volts, the current which up to that 
point has been very small increases 
rapidly. A typical GaAsP LED needs 
approximately 5 to 30 milliamperes for a 
reasonable amount of brightness. If 
current continues to increase, the LED 
will reach a light saturation mode at 
approximately 100 to 150 milliamperes. At 
this point any increase in current will not 
increase the amount of light generated. 
Because the efficiency is greater for higher 
currents and the electrical and light output 
rise times are in nanoseconds, LED's are 
well suited for multiplexed or pulsed 
output drive. Pulsed output drive can also 
decrease the total amount of power 
required to achieve a given brightness by 
as much as 30 per cent. 

As an example, consider the design of a 
four-digit multiplexed LED display 
system to interface with a four-digit in
formation storage device. The LED needs 
an average of 6 milliamperes of current to 
achieve the desired brightness. Because 
there are four digits, the multiplexed 
signal requires a 25 per cent duty cycle. 
The peak current, therefore, must be 4 x 6 
milliamperes to achieve the 6-milliampere 

! 7- SEGMENT DRIVER I 

92CS -29916 

Fig. 8 - Common cathode and common anode 
light-emitting diode configurations. 
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average current. The CD4511 BCD-to
seven-segment latch decoder driver is 
designed with emitter-follower n-p-ri 
bipolar outputs and is therefore able to 
supply the ne~ed. peak current of 24 
milliamperes. The digit driver must be 
able to sink a peak current of 7 x 24 or 168 
milliamperes when all segments are turned 
on. Many available discrete or integrated 
bipolar devices can meet this requirement. 
Fig. 9 illustrates a suitable circuit. This 
circuit uses a CD4511, a BCD-to-7-
segment latch decoder driver; CD4052's, 
differential four-channel multiplexers; 
CD4094's, eight-stage shift-and-store bus 
registers; and CD4011 NAND gates. 

CD4011 

The multiplexing digit signal, which 
can also be used to clock a counter to 
control the CD4052, can be derived by use 
of a CD4017 as shown in Fig. 10. The 
CD4017 is a counter/divider having ten 
decoded outputs. The number of digits 
multiplexed can. be increased beyond four 
by taking the digit drive from a higher 
output on the CD4017. The output should 
be N + 1 where N equals the number of 
digits to be multiplexed. The CD4017 
must be interfaced to a bipolar driver to be 
able to sink or source the current needed 
by each digit (168 milliamperes). 

Fig. 11 shows a typical digit driving 

.------+--...,---0 STROBE 

MOST SIGNIFICANT 
OUTPUT 
ENABLE 

SEVEN-SEGMENT 
OUTPUT 

LEAST SIGNIFICANT 

92CS- 29915 

Fig. 9 - Interfacing of four-digit multiplexed 
LED display system with a four-digit in
formation storage device. 

~ ~)DIGIT 
2 ~ SEQUENCE 

3~ 
92CS-29914 

CLOCK ..IlI1.I1.rl.I1 

Fig. 10 - Use of CD4017, a counter/divider 
having ten decoded outputs, to provide the 
multiplexing digit signal. 
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Fig. 11 - Typical digit driving circuit and 
minimum output n-channel drain charac
teri,.ric used for calculating value of resVltor 
RI. 

circuit. The calculation of the value of 
resistor Rican be made as follows: 

Let {3 = the gain of the transistor 

> then {3Il = 168mA 

or I I ~ 168/{3 mA 

Once VDD is established, a given VDS 
can be taken from Fig. llb for current I l' 

Therefore, R 1 = (VDS - 0.7)/11 
kilohms 

Fig. 12 shows the segment and digit 
drive. Resistor Rf is necessary to avoid 
current "hogging' in the LED segments. 
The value of R2 is calculated from the 
I:urves in Fig. 13 showing output current 
all a function of output voltage for the 
CD4511B and from the information 
Kupplied with the LED. 

Let IS = peak current in segment 

VOUT = voltage out of the CD4511B 
from Fig. 13 at the VDD being 
used in the system 

V D = voltage across LED segment for 
required brightness 
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Fig. 12 - Segment and digit drive circuit for 
LED. 
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Fig. 13 - Typical voltage drop (V DD to outputl 
vs. output source current as a function of 
supply forthe CD4511. 

V CE = voltage across digit driver 
transistor 

Then, 
VDD- (VOUT +VD +VCE) 

R2= 
IS 

In this example 

VDD - (VOUT + VD + VCE) R2 - ___ .:...o;:..~_=-_....:::::.... 
24mA 

kilohms 

If the value chosen for R2 is too low, 
uneven segment lighting can occur. 
Resistor R2, therefore, should be as large 
as possible. 

One major drawback to the use of LED 
displays is that the contrast ratio of the 
display is very low in bright light. The 
easiest means of correction is to place an 
optical filter in front of the LED. This 
filter increases the contrast ratio of the 
LED display and makes it easier to read in 
any ambient light. 
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Gas-Discharge Displays 

Gas-discharge or cold-cathode displays 
are available in both seven-segment and 
one-of-ten decoded displays. The one-of
ten decoded displays operate by energizing 
one of a series of stacked cathodes each in 
the shape of the numeral to be displayed. 
This stacked arrangement causes some 
viewing problems because the different 
numbers appear to move in or out within 
the display. A CD4028 BCD-to-decimal 
decoder could be used for the one-of-ten
decoding necessary for this type of device. 
The seven-segment decoded gas-discharge 
displays operate in a very similar manner 
to the seven-segment LED displays 
mentioned earlier. 

One disadvantage of gas-discharge 
displays is the high potential needed to 
activate the display. Typically, a voltage 
between 80 and 200 volts is necessary to 
cause ionization of the enclosed gas. Once 
ionization takes place, the cathode glows a 
dull red or orange-like color. In 
multiplexing these devices, care must be 
taken to make sure that segments 
energized for one digit are completely 
deionized before the next digit is ac
tivated. 

For multiplexing gas-discharge 
displays, either the shunt or the series 
method can be used. See Fig. 14. The 
series method has the advantage of lower 
power dissipation, but it requires that the 
switching transistor have higher voltage 
and lower leakage than the shunt method 
requires. Fig. 15 illustrates the 
multiplexing of a one-of-ten gas-discharge 
display. Because of diode Dl, the 
oscillator using the CD4011 produces a 
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Fig. 14 - Basic series and shunt circuits for 
multiplexing gas-discharge displays. 

non-symmetrical output having an off 
period long enough to assure that all 
characters are deionized. 

Fluorescent Displays 

The fluorescent display, like the LED, 
is a seven-segment device. Its operation is 
similar to that of a vacuum tube. The 
major difference is that the anode of the 
display has a phosphorescent coating 
which when struck by an electron beam 
emits blue-green light. Because this light 
is of a very wide spectrum, it can be 
filtered with little loss of display 
brightness. A positive potential of about 15 
to 25 volts from anode to cathode is 
typically used to accelerate electrons 
emitted from the cathode. When the 
cathode is activated, the current flow is 
approximately 0.5 to 2 milliamperes 
depending upon the type of display. 

The potentials of the anode, grid, and 
filament are crucial in the operation of the 
fluorescent display. The potential of the 
filament in the fluorescent display must be 

v' 
HIGH VOLTAGE --+---,...,VV\r-, 

INFO:~~TION EI~o~ 'i~~' nmnlll ) '-H-f-H--f-f-H--'f----/ 

IO-BIT BUS IO-BIT BUS 

92CS-29911 

Fig. 15 - Series-type multiplexing of a one-of
ten gas-discharge display. 



directly related to both the grid and anode 
voltages because the filament is acting 
both as a heater and as the cathode of the 
display. The potential at which the 
electrons are emitted from the cathode or 
filament, therefore, is critical in deter
mining whether or not those electrons are 
accelerated toward the phosphor-coated 
anode. 

Advantages of fluorescent display 
systems include low power, low cost, ease 
of multiplexing, and ease of interfacing to 
integrated circuits. A disadvantage is that 
they are more fragile than many other 
forms of display because they require an 
evacuated envelope. 

A typical circuit for driving a 
fluorescent display is given in Fig. 16. The 
display segments are connected to the 
anodes of the display device and can be 
driven directly from any COS/MOS High
Voltage B-Series Integrated Circuit at 
about 20 volts. In many instances, 
however, the control logic for the in-
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Fig. 16 - Typical circuit for driving a 
fluorescent digital display. 
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formation being displayed is operating at a 
voltage lower than the 20-volt display 
supply. In these cases, the CD40109B 
Quad Low-to-High Voltage Level Shifter 
can be used to interface the device. 

In a multiplexed system, the grid or 
cathode of the fluorescent display device 
operates in a manner equivalent to the 
digit drive on LED devices. A typical grid 
voltage value necessary to activate the 
display is 10 volts. If a system is operating 
below 10 volts, it may be necessary to shift 
the voltage levels of both the segment and 
the digit information. 

In an unmultiplexed system, the grid 
voltage should always be enabled to allow 
the display of the seven-segment in
formation. An example of such a system is 
given in Fig_ 17. Because the grid voltage 
is constant and not at the control of the 
system, the only possible level shifting 
necessary would be for the segment 
display. 

BCD INPUTS 
I 

Voo =5 V 

92CM- 2fJ909 

Fig. 17 - Example of unmultiplexed system for 
driving a fluorescent display. 
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Unlike the LED display, the fluorescent 
display quite often needs .the level-shifting 
capability of a transistor~inductor flyback 
circuit to achieve the high potentials 
necessary for operation •. Fig. 18 gives 
three typical up-converter circuits. The 
circuit of Fig. 18~al is pulsed by VIN thus 
causing a current flow through L. This 
change in current caus.es an increase in the 
voltage across the inductor ~VL = L' 
dildtl. The amount of current Hpeak = 
VDD/R21 is inversely proportional to the 
value of R2' With R2 adjustable in value, 
the output voltage can be increased by 
lowering the value of R2 or decreased by 
raising its value. Capacitor C2 filters the 
voltage spikes caused by the input 
frequency, and diode DI keeps the 
capacitor charged while the voltage spike 
from L dil dt is low. 

01 

Your 

01 

Fig. 18~bl differs from Fig. 18~al in that 
it has a self-contained RCL oscillator and 
obtains its voltage increase by transformer 
action. The oscillator formed by Ro' C, 
and L drives the n-p-n bipolar devices 
forcing an ac signal across the transformer 
input windings. Because the turns ratio of 
the transformer from output to input is 
greater than one, there is an increase in 
output voltage. The transformer gives a 
more precise increase in voltage than the 
circuit in Fig. 18~al provides. Capacitor C 
and diodes D and DZ clamp the voltage 
VOUT to the breakdown voltage of DZ 
and filter and isolate C from discharging 
during the period of low output voltage 
from the transformer. 

Fig. 18~cl is similar to Fig. 18(bl in the 
transformer action, but its input is similar 
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F~~ .v~~~ :~6 Hz 
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(bl Transformer-type circuit with 
RCL oscillator providing drive. 
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(cl Transformer-type circuit with 
external drive. 
Fig. 18 - Typical up-converter circuits for 
fluorescent digital displays. 
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to that of Fig. 18(al in that it is driven by 
an external input. 

Circuits similar to those in Fig. 18 can 
be used to level-shift voltages for the gas
discharge type of display discussed 
previously. It is necessary, however, that 
the transformer, capacitors, transistors, 
and other components be rated· to 
withstand the 200-volt signals which may 
be necessary to operate the gas-discharge 
display and be capable of meeting the 
higher power requirements. 

Incandescent Displays 

One other display which has had wide 
acceptance is the incandescent display. Its 
low cost, high brightness, and ready 
availability have lead to considerable use 
of this display. Its disadvantages are its 
high power dissipation and the high 
amount of heat it generates. Typical 
power requirements are 1.5 to 5 volts at 8 
to 24 milliamperes. 

Incandescent displays are available in 
many sizes and colors. Multiplexing of the 
digits is easily accomplished by pulsing 
each segment for a given time period. The 
wattage for an incandescent lamp at the 
stated brightness remains constant 
regardless of duty cycle or waveform 
shape provided that the multiplexing rate 
is faster than the thermal time constant of 
the filament. When incandescent displays 
are multiplexed, an increase in the forcing 
voltage by an amount equal to the square 
root of the number of multiplexed displays 
will maintain the same brightness on each 
display that it would have in a static 
condition. 

FfoWLTIPLEXJ::I2.5 
TO 3.5 kHz 

CD4013 

MULTIPLEXED 
BCD 

INPUTS 

With incandescent displays, it is 
recommended that diodes be used in series 
with each segment to prevent erroneous 
display indication through stray electrical 
paths. Fig. 19 illustrates the interlacing of 
a multiplexed incandescent display. In 
this circuit, the CD4013 dual "D"-type 
flip-flop combines with the CD4069 
oscillator to generate the four pulse in
tervals needed to ~ultiplex four digits. 
For a typical incandescent display 
requiring 4.5 volts, the voltage necessary 
for the four-digit display is 4 x 4.5 = 9 
volts. The CD40107 dual NAND buf
fer/driver and the p-n-p transistor 40537 
assure that sufficient current is generated 
at this voltage. With a typical filament 
segment current of 50 milliamperes, the 
current sourced from transistor 40537 is 50 
x 7 or 350 milliamperes. The minimum 
beta of the 40537 is 20. Its base current, 
therefore, is given by 

IBI = 350/20 = 17.5mA. 

At VDD of 12 volts and lOUT of 17.5 
mA, VOUT from the CD40107B is 0.11 
volt. Then, 

Rl = (11.3 - 0.10117.5 = 640 ohms. 

For 50 milliamperes in each segment 
and a,8 of4O 

IB2 = 50/40 = 1.25 mA 

At VDD of 12 volts and lOUT of 1.25 
mA, VOUT from the CD4511B is 11.4 
volts. Then, 

R2 = (U.4 - 0.7111.25 = 8.56 kilohms. 

92CS-29'0I5 

Fig. 19 - Circuit for interfacing a multiplexed 
incandescent-type digital display. 
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These calculations. depend . upon the 
current gain of each bipolar device and the 
voltage necessary on the incandescent 
display. As mentioned previously, the 
diodes in series with each display segment 
minimize the possibility of stray leakage 

currents. Use of the blanking input of the 
CD4511 assures that if the oscillator were 
to cease to function for any reason, the 
indexed digit and segments would not be 
destroyed by the static voltage and current 
applied to the display. 



Interfacing COS/MOS 
With Other Logic Families 

By A. Havasy 
M. Kutzin 

The interface of different logic families requires that the 
circuits operate at a common supply voltage and have logic 
level compatibility. In addition the devices must maintain 
safe power dissipation levels and good noise immunity over 
the required operating temperature range. 

The RCA CD4000A COS/MaS series circuits operate 
from power-supplies of 3 to 15 V. Thus they can drive and 
be driven by a number of logic families (within certain 
conditions and limitations), including all DTL and TIL 
families. COS/MaS devices have high noise immunity, low 
quiescent power dissipation and high packing densities. This 
Note describes the conditions governing the interface of 
COS/MaS logic circuits with other logic families. 

COS/MOS-TTL/DTL Interface 
Fig. I shows the voltage characteristics required at the 

output and input terminals of saturated logic devices. Fig. 2 
shows the COS/MaS input and output characteristics at 
VDD = SV. The COS/MaS devices are designed to switch at a 
voltage level of one-half the power supply voltage. However, 
TTL/DTL devices are designed to switch at + 1.5 V, which is 
not one-half of the supply voltage. 

VOH n+-+--fiIH 

~~----~~--~ 

fLo':.L.L"-"-'~~~- - - VOH - -

- - - VIH- _ -+""-'"'(..L<~<..L.<'"'-'i 

- - - VIL - - -i~'77~'7777:>j 

!:n--".-;-c=:-.::"..".,'7.:I- - --VOL--

"-"'~~~!!.A... __ ..§~ __ ..J2;::~~~~ 

Fig. 1- Interface voltage characteristics required at the 
output and input terminals of saturated logic 
devices. 

4.99 
en 
~ g 
!; 3.5 ... 
!; 
o 
o z 
c 1.5 
~ 
::> ... 
:!': 
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Fig. 2- COS/MaS input and output characteristics at a 
power·supply voltage of 5 volts. 

When interfacing one type of digital integrated circuit 
with another, attention must be given to the logic swing, 
output drive capability, dc input current, noise immunity, 
and speed of each type. Table I shows a comparison of these 
parameters for COS/MaS, medium power TTL and medium 
power DTL. The supply voltage column of Table I shows 
that both saturated bipolar and COS/MaS devices may be 
operated at a supply voltage of 5 V. Both logic forms are 
directly compatible at this supply voltage (with certain 
restrictions). 

Bipolar Driving COS/MaS 
When a bipolar device is used to drive a COSIMOS device, 

the output drive capability of the driving device, the 
switching levels and input currents of the driven device are 
important considerations. Table I shows that only 10 
picoamperes of dc input current are required by a COSIMOS 
device in either the "1" or "0" state. The input thresholds, 
(for the driven COS/MOS device) are 1.5 and 3.SV, hence the 
output of the TIL/DTL driver must be no more than I.SV 
("0" logic voltage) and no less than 3.5V ("1" logiC Voltage) 
in order to obtain some noise immunity. 
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Table I - Comparison of COS/MOS, TTL, DTL Interfacing Parameters 

SUPPLY 
LOGIC SWING/OUTPUT FAMILY VOLTAGE 

(VOLTS) 
DRIVE CAPABILITY 

COS/MaS 3.5 to 15 VSS to VOO (driving 
COS/MaS) 

Output drive is type 
dependent (see text). 

OTL and 5 o State: ---TTL 
0.4V max. at 

Isink = 16 mA 

1 State: 

2.4V min. at 
Iload = ·-400 /JA 

Current Sinking 
Fig. 3a shows the low state operation of a loaded bipolar 

driver stage. When the output drive circuit of the bipolar 
stage is in the low state, (as shown in Fig. 3b) the collector is 
essentially at ground potential. The "ON" transistor must go 
into saturation in order to assure a reliable logic "0" level (0 
to 0.4Y). To attain this voltage level there should be a high 
impedance' path from the output to the power supply. 
Current sinking capability is not a problem in this 
configuration because the COS/MaS devices have extremely 
high input impedances (typically lOll n). The voltage level is 
not a problem either; the COS/MaS devices have high noise 
immunity (greater than I volt). 

Current Sourcing 
Current flows from the VCC terminal of a saturated logic 

output device into the input stages of the load, (i.e., the 

BIPOLAR 
ORIVER 
STAGE 

COS/MOS 
LOAD STAGES 

bH~~ 
.......,~ 

ILT • ~~~~i,l'~W STATE 

I LT ' IIL(I) + IIL(2 ) + ... + IILln) 

FOR PROPER OPERATION: 
IOL IDRIVER) ! ILT 

Fig.3- (a) Low-state operation of a loaded bipolar driver 
stage. (b) typical bipolar output-drive circuit in the 
low state. 
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DC INPUT NOISE PROPAGATION 
CURRENT IMMUNITY DELAYS 

10 pA (typicaH 1.4 at VOO=5V 35ns (typical) 

1 and 0 State The switching 
for inverter 

point occurs 
CL~15pF 

from 30% to 70% 
of VOO which is 
1.5V to 3.5V at 

VOO=5V 

o State: at Vee = 5V 

-1.6mA max. 0.4V guaranteed. 20ns (typical) 
The switching for inverter 
point occurs CL=15pF 

1 State: from O.BV to 2V ---
40/JA max. 

output device acts as the current source for.the load). Fig. 4a 
shows high-state operation of a loaded bipolar driver stage. 
Whenever a typical bipolar driver circuit is'in the high state, a 
pull up configuration (resistor or transistor) ties VCC to the 
output pin. The total load configuration should not draw 
sufficient current to reduce the output voltage level below 
the VIH required by the COS/MaS devices. 

There are three bipolar output configurations to con-
sider: 

a) Resistor pull-up 
b) Open Collector 
c) Active pull-up 

Resistor Pull-Up 
Devices with resistor pull-ups, (shown in Fig. 4b) pres,'n! 

no problem in tile interface with COS/MaS devices. 

BIPOLAR 
DRIVER 
STAGE 

IHT '~~m HIGH 

COS/MOS 
LOAD STAGES 

CURRENT IIH (2) 
IHT .IIH(I) ) _ 2 

+IIH (2)+ ... 1 
+IIHln) I : 

FOR pROPER I 0-
OPERATION: I IIHI ) 
10H IDRIVER) ~ IHT L-:"::: 

r. 
~T 

*ACTUAL RESISTANCE 
OR EQUIVALENT 
liON" TRANSISTOR 
ARRANGEMENT 

IOH = Maximum Permissible output driver current in high state 
("1 ") (Driver Leakage). 

IOL = Maximum output driver sinking current in low state ("0"). 
II L = Low Sta~e input current drawn from the load stage (to the 

driver). 
IIH = High state input current flowing into the load stage from driver. 

Fig. 4- (a) High-state operation of a loaded bipolar driver 
stage. (b) typical bipOlar output-drive circuit in the 
high state. 



Open Collector 
Devices with open collectors require an external pun-up 

resistor as shown in Fig. 5. The selection of the external 
pull-up resistor is discussed below. It is recommended that 
when driving a COS/MaS device from an arrangement such 
as the one shown in Fig. 5, (with both VDD and VCC supply 
voltages at 5V) the driver should not fan out to any 
TTL/DTL gate, but can be fanned out to other COS!MOS 
devices. 

----I 
OPEN Cg~tECTOR I 

I 
I 
I 
I 

----~ 

Fig. 5- Example of DTlml· circuit with open collectors 
that require a resistor between the output and Vee. 

Active Pull-Ups 
Wlien an active pull-up is used such as the transistor plus 

diode arrangement (shown in Fig. 6), there can be a problem 
in the "\" state because the minimum output level, (2.4V) 
cannot assure an acceptable "\" state input for the 
COS/MaS device. The 2.4-volt minimum TTL/DTL output 

.level is often specified at a load current of 400~A. However, 
negligible current is being drawn by the COS/MaS device, 
hence the minimum TTL/DTL high-output level would 
typically be 3.4 to 3.6V under these conditions. There is no 
noise immunity in such a configuration. Therefore, it is 
recommended that a pull-up resistor be added from the 
Qutput terminal of the bipolar device to VCC. The selection 
of the external pull-up resistor is discussed below. N in the 
formulae [(2) and (4») is equal to I, because it is not 
recommended tllat the outputs of devices that use active 
pull-ups be tied together. 

When driving a COS/MaS device from such an output 
arrangement (as shown in Fig. 7), the driver should not fan 
out to TTL/DTL circuits; only to other COS/MaS devices. 

PULL-UP RESISTOR SELECTION 
Selection of a pull-up resistor for a circuit requires 

consideration of fan-out, maximum allowable collector 
current in the low state (I0L max.), collector-emitter leakage 
current in the high state (lCEX), power consumption, 
power-supply voltage and propagation delay times. The 
minimum value of the external pull-up resistor in Fig. 8a is 
given by: 

VDD - VOL(max) 
RX(min) = IOL - (M) IlL 

(1) 
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DTL 
OR 

TTL 

~V-_--'" 

~1 
B 

.....--OVO 

Fig.6- Transistor-diode pull-up. 

5V 

}-OUT 

TO OTHER I ~ 
COS/MOsl COS/MOS 
DEVICES L _____ _ 

Fig. 7- Modification of the circuit in Fig. 6 to drive 
COS/MaS devices. 

where M is the number of COS/MaS load stages. The 
maximum value of the external pull-up resistor shown in Fig. 
8b is given by: 

VCC - VIH 
RX(max) = -;::(N~)-:'IC-E-X-+:-':(~M~)';"II-H 

where N is the number of TTL/DTL driver stages. 

(2) 

As previously discussed, the values of IIH and IlL for the 
COS/MaS input currents in both high- and low-level states 
are approximately 10 pA and are neglected because their 
value is insignificant when compared with the value of the 
bipolar currents. Therefore, the equations for bipolar-to
COS/MaS interface using a pull-up resistor can be reduced 
to: 

(3) 

R = V CC(min) - \)H(min) 
X(max) (N) ICEX(max) 

(4) 

*VIH in eq. 4 is the value for the COS/MaS Device. 
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COS/MaS 
BIPOLAR 
DRIVER 

STAGES (N) 

! 
VOO' VCC '~V LOAD STAGES (M) 

MIlL 
(NEGLIGIBLE) 

Fig. 8a- Bipolar output (with pull-up resistor) driving 
COS/MaS in low-state operation. 

BIPOLAR 
DRIVER 

STAGES (N) 

! 
MIIH 

'NEGLIGIBLE) 

COS/MaS 
LOAD STAGES (M) 

j 

CONDITIONS: ALL DRIVER STAGES IN HIGH STATE (00 1") 

Fig. 8b- Bipolar output (with pull-up resistor) driving 
COS/MaS in high state operation. 

An example in which a typical 9000-series TTL gate 1s 
used to drive a CD4000A COS/MOS gate the operating 
voltage and current specifications might be as follows: 

Operating Voltage 

V CC = 5V ±0.5V 

VDD = 5V 

Current Specifications 

IOL = 16 rnA (TTL Gate) 

IlL'; 10 pA (COS/MOS Gate) 

IIH = 10 pA (COS/MOS Gate) 

ICEX = I Oil A max (TTL Gate) 

VOL is obtained from Fig. I and is OAOV; 
VIH is obtained from Fig. 2 and is 3.5V. 
IfN & M are both 1, then: 
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R . =(5.5 -0.4)V "='330n 
X(mm) 16mA 

_(5 -3.5)V 
RX(max)- 100llA -ISkn 

For short propagation delay times, it is best to keep RX 
small. However, power consumption increases rapidly at 
values below 1000 ohms. Some compromise is necessary. The 
typical power consumption is 14 mW (with the output of the 
TTL/DTL gate low) if a 2kn resistor is used. Final selection 
of the pull-up resistor, however, will depend on what is most 
important for the intended application: high speed or low 
power. 

Figs. 8c and 8d show typical speed/power relationships a. 
a function of RX for two popular bipolar open collector 
drivers. These figures illustrate the trade-off between speed 
and power; the power figure shown is the power dissipated in 
both the bipolar driver lind the pull-up resistor. 

320 SUPPLY VOLTS (VCCI=5.0 
::: AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TA) =25·C 
,I ~280 

1\ 1 }.e 
... 1240 

\ Po 
c:_ 
a Q GATE IIONI! 
+"'~200 
.!'-Z \ ",0 

~ ti 160 

I\. tpLH .J<L ) ou -Q::: 120 
zo "- V 2", 
!«ou 80 

I'-.. ~ C>~ 
",,0 
<La. 40 tPkH 

GATf "OFF" 0 V I.C 
a. 

0 
4 2 4 S • 2 

100 
2 5. 

II< 
RESISTANCE -.II 

10K 
4 S 

1001< 

Fig. 8c- Typical speed-power trade-off of open collector 
TTL buffer and pull-up resistor. 

• 240 SUPPLY VOLTS (Vccl=s.o 
c: 1\ AMBIENT TEMPERATURE (TAI=25OC I 

'X~200 

\G~~D,I,O~" tpLH 
;1 c:_ 

.: 0..°160 ... ~ \ / .!'-z 
",0 

~ ~ 120 

1\ I .Ja. 
:!lu; 

'" ~ ~ 80 , 
l.IlI !;lou 

.,31 
~ ~ 40 r-- Po ......... ~ GATE IIOFF" 
a. 0 tpLH 

4 • 2 4 •• 2 4 
100 

2 ~.OK 
RESISTANCE - .II 

101< 1001< 

Fig. Sd- Typical speed-power trade-off of open collector 
TTL gilte and pull-up resistor. 

COS/MOS DRIVING BIPOLAR 
Figs. 9a and lOa show COS/MOS devices driving bipolar 

devices. The current sinking capability o'f the COSIMOS 
device must be considered when the device is driving a 
medium power DTL and TTL circuit. Table I shows that the 
TTL/DTL device requires no more than -1.6 mA in the "0" 
input state and a maximum of 40llA in the "I" input state. 



The COS/MaS device must be capable of sinking and 
sourcing these currents, while maintaining voltage output 
levels required by the TTL/OTL gate. Any given TTL/OTL 
gate wUl switch state at a voltage that ranges from 0.8 to 2V. 
Hence the output drive capability of the COS/MaS driver 
must be at least-40llA for a given "I "-state output voltage of 
2V, and at least 1.6 rnA for a given "O"-state output voltage 
of 0.8V. In order to provide a noise margin of 400 mV, for 
the driven bipolar device, the COS/MaS device must sink 1.6 
rnA at a "0" logic state voltage of O.4V and -401lA at a logic 
"I" level at 2.4V. 

Current Sourcing 
In the high·state operation, (Fig. 9b) VOO is normally 

connected to the driver output through one or more "ON" 
p-channel devices which must be able to source the total 
leakage current of the bipolar load stages. The published data 
for the particular COS/MaS and bipolar devices, must be 
consulted in order to determine the leakage currents (for the 
logic "I" state) and drive fan out to be used in the equation 
shown in Fig. 9a. Saturated·logic devices will not achieve 
their required switching levels unless this equation has been 
satisfied. All of the presently available COS/MaS devices are 
able to source 40llA at 2.4V, (supply voltage, VOO = 5V), 
hence current sourcing is not a problem. 

Current Sinking 
When the output of a COS/MaS driver is in the low·state 

an n-channel device is "ON" and the output is approximately 
at ground potential. The COS/MaS device sinks the current 
flowing from the bipolar input·load stage. The published data 
for the COS/MaS device must be consulted to determine the 
maximum output low-level sinking current, and the 
published data for the bipolar device must be consulted to 
determine its input low-level current. 

IHT"TOTAL HIGH STATE 1-
CURRENT : • 

I HT 'IIH(Il+IIH(2l+ ... II ID-
+IIH(nl L!!I~n_ n 

FOR PROPER OPERATION, -
IOH (ORIVERIUHT 
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DRIVER 
STAGE 

Fig. 9- (a) Logic diagram for a COS/MOS device driving a 
bipolar device, high-state operation; (b) schematic 
diagram showing current flow. 

COS/MOS 
DRIVER 
STAGE 

BIPOLAR 
LOAD 
STAGES 

ILT'TOTAL LOW STATE I +-
CURRENT I , 

ILT IIL(I)+IIL (2l+ ... iIILtnl-D-
+IIL (nl '---- n 

FOR PROPER OPERATION, +-
IOL (DRIVERIULT 

rr 
o--J 1·lIOL 

MOS 
"ON" 

Fig. 10- (a) Logic diagram for a COS/MOS device driving a 
bipolar device, low-state operation; (b) schematic 
diagram showing current flow. 

Not all COS/MaS devices can sink 1.6 rnA required by 
most bipolar devices at only a 0.8V or O.4V "O"-state output 
level. Table II shows eight types of COS/MaS circuits and 
their n-channel current-sinking capabilities at output voltages 
of both 0.8 and O.4V. The C04009A and C04010A can each 
sink 6 rnA at 0.8V and thus can drive 6/(I.6) or three 

Table II - Current Sinking Limits of COS/MOS Devices 

SINK CURRENT 

COS/MOS VOL = 0.4 VOLTS VOL = 0.8 VOLTS 
DESCRIPTION 

TYPE CERAMIC PLASTIC CERAMIC PLASTIC 

CD4000A Dual 3·input NOR Gate Plus 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.6 
Inverter 

CD4001A Quad 2-input NOR Gate 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.6 

CD4002A Dual 4-input NOR Gate 0.4 0.3 0.8 0.6 

CD4007A Dual Complementary Pair plus 0.6 0.3 1.2 0.6 
Inverter 

CD4009A Inverting Hex Buffer 3.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 

CD4010A Noninverting Hex Buffer 3.0 3.0 6.0 6.0 

CD4011A Quad 2-lnput NAND Gate 0.2 0.1 0.4 0.2 

CD4012A Dual 4-lnput NAND Gate 0.1 0.05 0.2 0.1 
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TIL/DTL gates (worst case). None of the other types listed 
are able to drive one TIL/DTL gate; however, by tying 
together "N" C04007 A n-channel transistors, "N" inputs of 
the CD4000A, CD4001A, or CD4002A, or "N" CD4011A or 
C04012A gates, "N" times the sink current capability listed 
for each type may be obtained. Thus, all four inputs of one 
4-input NOR gate (C04002A) could be tied together as 
shown in Fig. II for a maximum sink-current capability of 
3.2 rnA, which allows a fan out of two TTL/DTL gates at 
0.8V, or I TTL gate at O.4V. 

Many COS/MOS MSI devices (such as counters and shift 
registers) have limited drive capability, hence their outputs 
may require buffering if they are' to drive TIL/DTL gates. 
This buffering (use of added driver stages) can be provided 
by the CD4009A, CD4010A or any device with the same 
current sinking capability. The logic and circuit diagrams for 
the C04009A and the CD4010A are shown in Figs, 12 and 
13, respectively. 

The C04009A and CD4010A are designed primarily for 
the purpose of shifting voltage levels and may be used to 
interface TIL with COS/MOS devices operating at supply 
voltages up to 15V as shown in Fig. 14. With this driving 
arrangement, deSigners who use higher voltages for COS/MOS 
circuits can achieve the maximum COS/MOS speed 
capability, as well as to be able to fan ou t to the bipolar 
devices. Fan out capability versus supply voltage for a bipolar 
supply level of 5V and COS/MOS levels of 5 and 10V is given 
in Table III. The drive capability of most COS/MOS devices 
enables them to drive some low power bipolar circuits (such 
as the 54L and 74L series) directly, as shown in Fig. IS, 
Table IV gives dc fan out capability of COS/MOS devices 
driving low-power TTL devices in unit loads (as defined by 
the manufacturer) of 0.18 rnA. 

COS/MaS-BIPOLAR HTL INTERFACE 
Bipolar HTL (high-threshold-lOgiC) circuits operate at 

voltage levels between 14 and 16V. COS/MOS logic circuits 

.-4_--------,1-_+---..... - 5V 

IN 

COS/MOS 

Fig. 11- Method of interconnection of inputs of CD4002A 
to obtain maximum sink-current capability of 3.2 
mAo 
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INPUT 

n-VOD 
.J LGND 

Vee o-!-
GNOo-L 

VDO~ 

VSS 

CONFIGUO.TION, 
HEX COS MOS TO DTL OR TTL 
CONVERTER (INVERTING) 

WIRING SCHEDULE, 
CONNECT VCC TO DTL OR 
TTL SUPPLY, 
CONNECT VDD TO COS MOS 
SUPPLY 

92SH139 

~7 ~.~ _ 
e~l.e 

~9 ~IO,... _ 
O~J'O 

~II.~ -
E~K'E 

,....14 ~ 15,... _ 
F~L'F 

9255-4140 

Fig. 12- Logic and circuit diagram for the CD4009A. 

can operate at these voltages as well, but generally are limited 
to voltages no higher than 15V. HTL circuits are, in general, 
identical in construction to the DTL circuits with some 
resistance value changes necessary, as a result of the higher 
voltage levels used and the extremely important distinction 
of an added base/emitter junction in the reverse direction on 
the emitter side of the input transistor. This added junction 
is a zener diode which gives a higher threshold switching 
voltage. Conduction does not occur until the junction breaks 
down at a voltage of approximately 6.7V. This prOVides the 
HTL with its high noise immunity. 

Bipolar high-threshold-logic circuits have a more limited 
temperature range and diSSipate much more power than do 
COS/MOS circuits. Therefore, care should be exercised when 
using the combination in extreme temperature environments, 
as the HTL resistance values vary by about 20 percent from 



INPUT 

n-VDD 

.J L GND 

P 

CONFIGURATION, 
HEX CDS MDS TD DTL DR TTL 
CONVERTER (NON·INVERTING) 
WIRING SCHEDULE, 
CONNECT VCC TO DTL DR 
TTL SUPPLY 
CONNECT VDD TO COS MOS 
SUPPLY. 

"S~_4~ 
B~H'B 

rf..~~ 
C~I'C 

~ 
E~K'E 

F~L'F 
Vce 02-
GND ol--
VDO o.!!- ~ ·s~ Ji4: 

92SS4Ulfil 

Fig. 13- Logic and circuit diagram for the CD4010A. 

one end of their temperature range to the other. In addition, 
the bipolar transistor's sensitivity to temperature, increases 
the thermal runaway problems. The VOL level, propagation 
delay, and noise immunity of HTL circuits vary widely across 
the temperature range. COS/MaS circuits, however, show 
almost negligible variation for these same parameters over a 
temperature range that is approximately 7S-percent wider 
than that of HTL. 
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IN 

Fig.14-COS/MOS devices operating at 15 volts interfacing 
with TTL devices. 

LOW POWER TTL 

Fig. 15- COS/MaS devices driving low-power bipolar cir
cuits. 

The interfacing of COS/MaS devices that are driving ECL 
devices is a simpler matter. A number of methods are 
available to reduce the output voltage swing to 0.3 to 0.9V. 
A precise resistor-divider network arrangement, an emitter 
follower, or numerous combinations of resistor, diode, and 
transistor configurations can successfully reduce the 
COS/MaS output swing (VOO to VSS) to the ECL logic "I" 
and logic "0" levels. However. care must be taken to meet 
the necessary current sinking requirements of the ECL devic. 
in its logic "0" state. External cirCuitry is required when the 
COS/MOS circuit selected does not have the capacity to sink 
the current from the ECL load. Rise times, fan times, and 
pulse widths must be restricted to those specified in the 
published data. 

Table III - Fanout Capability and Supply Voltage for the CD4009A and CD4010A 

VOL=O.4V VOL = O.BV 

All Package Types All Package Types 

2 4 5V 

4 7 10V 

*VCC = 5V. 
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Table IV - DC Fanout Capability of COS/MOS Devices Into Low Power TTL Devices 

FANOUT (UNIT LOAD = 0.18 rnA) 

TYPE DESCRIPTION -----PLASTIC----- -.----CERAMIC-----

VOL =0.4V VOL =0.8V VOL =0.4V VOL =0.8V 

CD4000A Dual 3·lnput NOR gates plus 
Inverter 

CD4001A Quad 2·lnput NOR gates 

CD4002A Dual 4·lnput NOR gates 

CD4004A 7·Stage binary counter 

CD4006A 18·Stage Static Shift register 

CD4007A Dual Complementary Pair-plus 
Inverter 

CD4008A 4·Bit full adder 

CD4009A Hex Buffer Inverter 

CD4010A Hex Buffer Non·lnverting 

CD4011A Quad 2·lnput NAND gates 

CD4012A Dual4·lnput NAND gates 

CD4013A Dual type 0 Flip·Flops 

CD4014A 8·Stage static sh ift register 
Synchronous parallel·in/serial·out 

CD4015A Dual 4·stage static shift register 
Serial·in/parallel·out 

CD4017A Decade counterfdivider plus 10 
decoded decimal outputs 

CD4018A Presettable divide·by·N Counter 

CD4019A Quad AND-OR select gate 

CD4020A 14·Stage binary counter 

CD4021A 8·Stage static sh ift register 
Asynchronous parallel· in/ 
serial·out 

LEVEL SHIFTERS 
The speed consideration is most important when a 

separate interfacing circuit is used. It is desirable, (unless high 
ac noise immunity is a prime design consideration) for the 
speed of the interfacing circuit to be maximized or at least 
made no slower than either type of logic. No interfacing 
device other than a pull-up resistor is required, however, 
between the COS/MaS and TTL logic at a supply voltage of 
5 V. Speeds from the COS/MOS to TTL logic (which can be 
found in the published data for COS/MOS devices) are 
comparable to the COS/MOS propagation delays. Speeds 
from TTL to COS/MOS, even with a large external resistor, 
are no slower than delay times for COS/MOS logic circuits. 
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1 3 2 4 

1 3 2 4 

1 3 2 4 

0 1 1 2 

0 0 0 0 

1 3 3 6 

0 0 0 0 

16 33 16 33 

16 33 16 33 

0 1 1 2 

0 0 0 1 

1 2 2 4 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

1 3 3 6 

0 0 0 1 

0 0 0 1 

Speed, therefore, is not a problem in COS/MOS·TTL logic 
interfacing, if the clock rates are within the COS/MaS range. 

When interfacing DTL or TTL devices with COS/MaS 
devices which are operated at a higher voltage supply. the 
same resistor·interface shown in Fig. 5 can be used. The 
resistor is tied to the higher level (VOO). The maximum 
supply voltage for the OTL and TTL gates, however. is 
specified at 8V. Thus, not all units of this type may be used 
for interface applications that require higher supply voltages 
(VOo).Guaranteed operation at these higher supply voltages 
can be accomplished by selection of OTL and TTL units that 
have breakdown voltages [V(BR)CERl which exceed the 
COS/MaS operating voltage, or by using a level shifting 
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Fig. 16- HTl output and input voltage characteristics at a 
Vee of 15 volts. 
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Fig. 17- COS/MaS output end input voltage characteristics 
at a Vee of 15 volts. 
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Fig. 18- Interface circuits used with high-speed Eel circuit. 
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circuit such as the level translator shown in Fig. 19. This 
circuit converts OTL, TTL, and RTL input logic levels to 
voltages compatible with COS/MOS circuitry. In interface 
applications, the supply voltage for the translator should be 
equal to the supply voltage required for the COS/MOS 
circuitry. The entire COS/MOS supply-voltage range, that 
exceeds that of the bipolar device; (up to ISV) may be used. 

The COS/MOS CD4009A and CD40IOA Inverting Hex 
Buffer and Non-Inverting Hex Buffer types, respectively, 
were designed to shift voltage levels from a driven 
high-voltage supply (VOO) level. This feature enables 
designers to operate COS/MOS circuits at IS-volt (VDD) 
levels so that these circuits can achieve their maximum-speed 
capability, as well as fan out to lower voltage OTL or TTL 
circuits; or to any other logic forms which operate below the 
IS-volt level. Further use of these circuits (C04009.A and 
C0401OA) is described in the COS/MOS-TTL/OTL interface 
and the COS/MOS-ECL interface sections. The statements in 
the former section concerning fan out and current sinking are 
applicable to all other compatible current-sinking logic 
families as well. 

COS/MOS TO P-MOS INTERFACE 
A large number of p-MOS devices operate at supply 

voltages of VOD=O and VSS = -6 to -IS volts; voltages 
compatible to those required by COS/MOS devices. However, 
if the p-MOS system is using a negative logic convention, a 
conversion of COS/MOS positive logic functions must be 
made so that the two systems maintain a single logic 
criterion. Care must be taken when interfacing. COS/MOS 
with p-MOS to assure that the same logic criterion is being 
used to describe each device type. An explanation of the 
simple transposition from positive-logic NANO to negative
logic NOR and similar transpositions of other functions is 
given in the RCA COS/MOS Manual section "Logic Oesign" 
considerations. 

TO 
DTL/TTL 

EXPIlNDER 

NODE I 

r---------~----~--.-~~D 

GND 

R .. ~ 
4 10 

TO 
H .... --<) ... COS/MOS 

INPUT 

TO RTL 

Fig. 19- Level translator used to convert OTL, TTL, and 
RTL input logic levels and voltages compatible with 
COSIMOS circuitry. 
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The same general rules of interfacing described in the 
section that discusses COS/MOS-TTL/OTL interface also 
apply to the interface of HTL with COS/MOS circuits. Fig. 
16 shows the voltage characteristics required at the output 
and input of an HTL device for a VCC = 1 SV. Fig. 17 shows 
the same characteristics for COS/MOS devices at VOD = 
ISV. The HTL types either have a built in pull-up resistor 
(typically ISkU) or an active pull-liP. An external pull-up 
resistor is unnecessary when COS/MOS devices are being 
driven by these HTl circuits. There is a difference in the 
noise immunity for these circuits. The dc noise immunity in 
the high state (logic "I") will be 3.SV for an active pull-up 
circuit and SV (typically) for a resistor pull-up circuit. 

The published data should be consulted to be sure that 
the rise, fall times and pulse widths of the HTl output are 
compatible with the required pulse width and input rise and 
fall time of the COS/MOS circuits. The procedure for the 
selection of a pull-up resistor for open-collector-output HTl 
circuits is the same as that of the open collector OTl/TTL. 
(See section that discusses pull·up resistors.) The procedure 
and equation for COS/MOS devices driving HTl are the same 
as those for COS/MOS devices driving OTl/TTL. The input 
current requirements for the HTl devices are obtained from 
the published data and substituted in the formulae. (See the 
se:tion that discusses COS/MOS driving bipolar .. ) For 
example, the values, taken from the published data. for a 
COS/MOS CD4009A driving a particular HTl circuit are as 
follows: 

Particular HTC Input Oata: VCC = ISV 

VIH = 8.SV min. 
VIl = 6.SV max. 

VIH max. = 2.0~A (leakage) 
IIl(max.) = I.2mA 

C04009A COS 1M OS output Data: VDD = I.SV, VSS = gnd 

VOH = 14.99V VOO = 1 SV, VSS = gnd 
VOL = 0.01 V IOH = 10 pA (leakage) 

IOLffiax. = 7.0mA (sinking) 

The COS/MOS CD4009A easily provides the necessary 
voltage levels and sinking currents required to satisfactorily 
drive 5 of the HTl types in question. 

COS/MOS - ECL/ECCSL INTERFACE 
Fig. 18 shows the interface of COS/MOS devices with 

ECl devices. High·speed ECl (emitter-coupled logic) and 
ECCSl (emitter-coupled current-steering logic) are non
saturating bipolar logic families. The VCC to VEE voltage 
range is fixed from a ground level to -5 or -S.2V; logic "1" to 
logic "0" values are separated by only 300 to 500 mV 
depending upon the particular type of Eel family used. 
Because each manufacturer shows diffjlrent logic levels for a 
number of ECl families, care should be taken to use only the 
applicable values taken directly from the published data 
which describe the units chosen. 

A logic "I" is the most positive frame of reference and a 
logic "0" the most negative. For example, for positive logit 
an RCA type CD2ISO OR/NOR gate is at a logic "I" level 



when its voltage is .Q.8V and at a logic "0" when its voltage 
is -1.6V (more negative value). 

The COS/MOS device requires a greater voltage swing 
than that of the ECL, hence an amplifier circuit must be 
connected between the two when ECL drives COS!MOS. 
Several RCA linear amplifier circuits have been successfully 
used to provide higher switching level outputs from the 
high-speed ECL circuits. Among these are the differential 
amplifier arrays, (CA3026, 3049, 3054, 3050, 3051) and 
wideband amplifiers (such as CA3035). Use of a separate 
transistor circuit such as the one shown in Fig. 18e is 
suggested. Here the transistor must provide a voltage swing at 
the output of between VDD and VSS in order to drive the 
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COS/MOS device from an input swing of only 0.8Y. Proper 
biasing of the transistor is essential. It is suggested that the 
VSS level for the COS/MOS circuit be the same as the VEE 
level of the ECL circuit, in order to minimize the number of 
power supplies as well as to provide better interface 
conditions. 

COS/MOS TO N-MOS INTERFACE 
A number of noMOS devices are available which function 

at the same VDD and VSS ranges of (COS/MOS devices) and 
with the same positive voltage logic levels. There is relatively 
no problem in directly interfacing these devices, when 
operated at the same VDD and VSS. 

APPENDIX 

The RCA COS/MOS product line includes a standard line 
of devices designed to operate from voltage supplies of 5 to 

TABLE A 

15V and a low voltage"A" series designed to operate from 
voltage supplies of 3 to 15V. These devices are available in 
any of the package types or temperature ranges shown in 
Table A. 

Package Operating Temperature 
Ranae (OC) 

Type 

5-15V 

When ordering COS/MOS devices, the appropriate suffix 
should be affixed to the number of the device required, (i.e., 
if a low voltage plastic package, four bit full adder is desired, 
order CD4008AE). 

Dual-in-line 
ceramic 

Plastic 

Flat Pack 

Appendix Table I - Common Logic Voltages, Supply Voltage and Temperature Range 
for COSIMOS Devices 

LOGIC 
VOLTAGE 
SYMBOL 

VOH 

DESCRIPTION 

Minimum guaranteed noise free output level of device in high·level output state 

VIH Minimum acceptable input level for device in high-level input state 

VI L Maximum acceptable input level for device in low-level input state 

VOL Maximum guaranteed noise free output level of device in low·level output state 

VN L Maximum (positive) noise level tolerated at low level state 

VNH Maximum (negative) noise level tolerated at high level state 

Operating Temperature Range 

-550 C to + 1250C (Full Temperature Prod.) 

0 

E 

-

VDD 

VSS 

Positive Supply Voltage 

Negative Supply Voltage -400C to + 850 C (Limited Temperature Prod.) 

Suffix 

3-15V ("A") 
0 -55 to +125 

E -40 to +85 

K -55 to +125 

.-~."~-~-.. 
LOGIC-'· INPUT LEVEL 

10------ ----10'" vDD-vtH 'MIN) 

7 __ _ _ INDE1E':AMlNATE REOtON 
I 
I ----30 .. YDD- 'itt (IIAXI 

3- ---
I LOGIC "0. INPUT LEVEL 

o ;,. 5 '0 15==VS;VSS +O.OI-VoL 

COSIMOS LOG': LEVELS 
"oD-5 T"J 15 VOLTS. 'iss -0 
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Appendix Table II - Common Logic Voltages, Supply Voltage, and OperMing TemperMuN 
Range Required to Interf_ with DTLmL Circuits 

"OGIC DESCRIPTION VOLTAGE 
VOLTAGE 

VOL Maximum output level in low·level output stata 

VOH Minimum output level in high· level output state 

V,L Maximum input level in low·level input state 

V'H Minimum input level in high·level input stata 

VCC Positive supply voltage 

Operating Temperature Range: -SSo to + 12SoC-Full temperature range product. 

00 to + 8SoC-Limited temperature range product. 

Appendix Table III - HTL Common Logic Voltages, Supply Voltage and Operating 
Temperature Ranges 

LOGIC 

(VOLTS) 

0.4 

2.4 

0.8 

2.0 

S.Ot1 

VOLTAGE SYMBOL DESCRIPTION VOLTAGE 

VeL Maximum output level in low·level output state I.SV 

VOH Minimum output level in high·level ~tput state 13.SV 

V,L Maximum input level in low·level input state 6.SV 

V,H Minimum input level in high·level input state 8.SV 

VNL Worst case positive noise level tolerated at low S.OV 
level state 

VNH Worst case negative noise level tolerated at high S.OV 

Vce Positive supplV voltage IS.0 ± IV 

Operating Temperature Range -300C to +7SoC 

Appendix Table IV - ECL Common Logic Voltages, Supply Voltages and Opelating 
TemperMure Range 

LOGIC 
DESCRIPTION 

VOLTAGE RANGE" 
VOL TAGE ~YMBOL FROM TO 

VOL Maximum output level low·level state -1.6 -1.4S· 

VOH Minimum output level high·level state -.8 -.795· 

V,l Minimum input levellow·level state -1.4 -1.7· 

V,H Maximum input level high·level state -.7S -1.1 

VNl Worst case positive noise level tolerated at .20· .35· 
low·level state 

VNH Worst case negative noise level tolerated at -.23S -.30S· 
high·level state 

VCC Positive supply voltage 0 0 

VEE Negative supply voltage -S.S -S.O 

Temperature Range +10 to +600C 
·At T = +2SoC 

oOThese.values are representative of the range for several ECl families. 
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Keyboard Scan Routine for Use with 
the RCA COSMAC Microterminal 
CDP18S021 
byO. Block 

The RCA COSMAC Microtenninal 
CDPl8S021 provif;les general·purpose 
subroutines in a utility program UT5 so 
that the Microtenninal can be used as an 
output display device by the user 
program. In particular, the REGDIS 
subroutine sends the contents of registers 
RA and RB to the display, and the LEDD 
subroutine provides independent control 
of all eight display digits and decimal 
points. Refer to the Instruction Manual 
for the RCA COSMAC Microterminal 
MPM-211 for details of their use. UT5, 
however, does not contain a general
purpose keyboard read routine that a user 
program can call. This Note contains the 
code for such a keyboard reading routine 
which can be added as a subroutine to the 
user program thereby making the 
Microterminal useful as a general-purpose 
input as well as output device. 

Microterminal Operation 

The following discussion assumes that 
the Microtenninal is being used with the 
RCA Evaluation Kit CDP18S020. When 
one of the scanned keys of the 
Microterminal (0 throughL CA, SP, 
INC, or---) is pressed, the EF3 flag input 
to the CPU is set low. This line is then the 
basic signal indicating that the keyboard 
should be read. In the READ routine 
given in this Note, the keyboard is read by 
the 6C input instruction (INP 4) and 
dt~coded by comparing the byte against a 
look-up table occupying locations 8122-
8135 in UT5. Register RA is used as a 
pointer to the table. Because of the special 
coding scheme used with the keyboard, 
key bounce produces invalid codes. The 
kt·yboard reading program described here 
will signal an invalid read by setting RA.O 

equal to zero. The main program would 
then normally attempt another read 
operation until a valid code is found. 

Microterminal Keyboard READ 
Routine 

A flow chart for the Microtenninal 
READ routine is given in Fig. I and the 
code listing in Table 1. The READ 
routine assumes that the standard 

RA.I "'00 
RA.O:36 

Fig. 1 - Microterminal Keyboard READ 
Routine Flowchart. 
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Table I - Code Listing for Microterminal Keyboard Read Routine 

72 

READ: BN3 END 
GHI R4 
PHI RA 
LDI #22 
PLO RA 
INP 4 

FCOM: LDA RA 
XOR 
BZ FMAT 
GLO RA 
SMI #36 
BDF ERROR 
BR FCOM 

FMAT: GLO RA 
SMI #23 
PLO RA 

END: SEP R5 

ERROR: LDI #00 
PHI RA 
SEP R5 

COSMAC Call and Return subroutine 
convention is being used, and it uses RA 
for byte-transfer operations. Upon a suc
cessful read, the key code is entered into 
RA.O, and RA.l = SI. An unsuccessful 
read is denoted by RA.l = 0 {and RA.O 
= 361. Table II gives the keyboard code 
assignments. If a key is not pressed, the 
READ routine executes an immediate 
return without altering RA. 

Table II - Microterminal Keyboard 
Code Assignments. 

KeI Del!ressed Table Entry RA.O= 

0 OA 0 
1 SE 1 
2 SO 2 
3 SI 3 
4 4E 4 
5 40 5 
6 41 6 
7 2E 7 
8 20 S 
9 21 9 
A IE A 
B 10 B 
C 11 C 
D 06 D 
E 08 E 
F 04 F 

+-+ 02 10 
SP 09 11 

INC 01 12 
CA OC 13 

Note: The keys R, RU, and RP are not 
scanned inputs. 

.. IF NO KEY DEPRESSED,RETURN 

.. POINT RA AT LOOKUP TABLE 

.. TABLE ATS122 FOR #13 BYTES 

.• READ IN KEY TO STACK 

.. COMPARE AGAINST TABLE 

.. IF MATCH, GO TO FMAT 

.. CHECK FOR END OF TABLE 

.. IF SO, GO TO ERROR ROUTINE 

.. IF NOT, TRY NEXT TABLE ENTRY 

.. ADJUST RA.O TO EQUAL 

.. KEY VALUE 

.. RETURN WITH BYTE IN RA.O 

.. AND RA.l = SI 

.. SET RA.l = 0 AND RETURN 

To distinguish among no key read, key 
invalid, or key valid, the following calling 
sequence for the READ routine could be 
used. First, set RA.l = 1, call READ, 
and then examine RA.l. If RA.l = 1, no 
key was read; if RA = 00 an invalid read 
occurred (due to key bounce); if RA = SI, 
a valid read occurred. These conditions 
are summarized in Table III. The calling 
sequence is given in Table IV. 

Table III - Conditions on Exit from 
Read Routine 

Condition 

No key depressed 
Key read invalid 
Valid key read 

{no change) 
00 36 
SI (key value) 

Alternative ways of signaling the main 
program via the READ routine can be 
developed. For instance, to distinguish 
between a read operation in which no key 
is pressed and one in which an invalid read 
occurs, the ERROR routine could be 
modified to set the Q flip-nop or DF. 
Typically, on an invalid read or a no-key
pressed operation one would simply re
read until a valid key was found. To 
assure that only one byte is read per key 
press, the user. program should wait for 
EF3 = 1 before proceeding. In a system 
with a multiplexed display, the program 
would loop refreshing the display during 
this wait period. 



Table IV - Code Listing for Calling Sequence 

KEYSCN: LDI NOI 
PHI RA 
SEP R4 
,A(READI 
GHI RA 

BZ KEYSCN 
SHR 
BZ NOKEY 
GLO RA 

References: 

•. SetRA.l = 1. 

.. Call the read routine 

· .Examine RA.l for valid 
· .Read operation 
· . Invalid read, try again 

.. No key read, go to no key 

.. Key read: get value 

MPM-201A User Manual for the RCA 
COSMAC Microprocessor 
MPM-203A Evaluation Kit Manual for 
the RCA CDP1802 COS MAC 
Microprocessor 
MPM-211 Instruction Manual for the 
RCA COSMAC Microterminal 
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Use 01 the CDP1854 UART With RCA 
Microprocessor Evaluation Kit CDP18S020 
or EKlAssembler-Editor Design Kit 
CDP18S024* 

by R. G. Ott 

The CDP1854 is a CMOS Universal 
Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter 
(UART) circuit. It is designed to provide 
the necessary formatting and control for 
interfacing between serial and parallel 
data. For example, it can be used to inter· 
face between a peripheral or terminal 
with serial 110 ports and the 8·bit CDP1802 
parallel data bus. 

The CDP1854 can be used in the 
CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit or the 
CDP18S024 EK Design Kit to relieve the 
user's program of the task of formatting 
and controlling serial 110 data. It can also 
be used when high·speed serial data 
transfer at speeds up to 200K baud at a 
VDD of 5 volts is needed. Space for a 
CDP1854 is provided in the user 110 area 
of the Kit. This application note describes 
several methods of interfacing the 
CDP1854 with the CDP1802 
microprocessor and specifically explains 
the use of the CDP1854 in the CDP18S020 
and CDP18S024 Kits. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CDP1854 
FEATURES 

The CDP1854 is capable of half duplex 
or full duplex operation, i.e., simul· 
taneous conversion of serial input data to 
parallel output data and parallel input 
data to serial output data. It is fully pro· 
grammable with externally selectable 
word length (5-8 bits), parity inhibit, 
even/odd parity, and 1, 1 %, or 2 stop bits. 
The transmitter converts parallel data to a 
serial word containing a start bit, the data 
bits, a parity bit (optional) and stop bit(s). 
The receiver converts a serial input word 
with start, data, parity, and stop bits into 
parallel data. It verifies proper code by 
checking parity and the receipt of a valid 
stop bit. Both the receiver and transmitter 
are double buffered. 

"Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; these Evaluation Kits, however, are no 
longer available. 
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The CDP1854 can be programmed to 
operate In one of two modes by using the 
mode control input (pin 2). When the mode 
input is low (MODE = 0) the device is 
functionally compatible with industry 
standard UART's such as the TR1602A 
and 6402. It is also pin compatible with 
these types, except that pin 2 is used for 
the mode control input instead of a VGG 
= -12V supply connection. A block 
diagram for mode 0 operation is shown in 
Fig. 1. When the mode input is high 
(MODE = 1), the CDP1854 is directly com· 
patible with the CDP1802 microprocessor 
system without additional interface cir· 
cuitry. All control and status bits, as well 
as the data bits, are set up or interrogated 
through the bus. A block diagram for 
mode 1 operation is shown in Fig. 2. For 
additional information refer to the 
CDP1854 data sheet. 

USing The CDP1854 to Interface 
The CDP1802 Microprocessor in The 

CDP18S020 or CDP18S024 Kit 

When the mode input (pin 2) is high 
(MODE = VDD), the CDP1854 interfaces 
directly with the CDP1802 micro
processor. This interfacing can be done 
either In the user 110 area or on a PC board 
which plugs into the P2 connector of the 
Kit. A general CPU-UART connection 
diagram is shown in Fig. 3. Several op
tions are shown In this figure. 

The first option involves the choice of 
N-bit code which is used to select the 
CDP1854. One choice is to connect NO to 
RSEL irrs~' N1 to the CS1 input, and N2 
to the input. The CS3 input is con· 
nected to VDD. This alternative uses N 
decodes 2 and 3 (decoded by the CDP1854 
chip). If the CDP18S021 Microterminal is 
used, N decode 3 will address the Micro-
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terminal. As long as the user's program 
does not output to the Microterminal, no 
conflict or display flickering will occur. If 
the CDP1852 output port is not used, an 

. alternate connection is the following: 

NO'to the CS1 input, N1 to the m in
put, N3 to the RSEL input, and VDD 
to the CS3 input. 

The first alternative will be discussed in 
the remainder of this section. 

The second option shown in Fig. 3 in
volves the connection to the micro
processor interrupt and flag lines. For In· 
terrupt driven 110, the iN'f output from the 
CDP1854 is connected directly to the rnT 
input of the CDP1802. Determination of 

T CLOCK RCLOC 

NO RSEL ., CS! 
RTs 

N2 CS2 CiS 
CS> 

MAD MRO 

TPO TPO UART 
CPU 

CDPI802 1Ni' COPI8~4 Es 
00 

", PSI 

""'EF. THiiE 
U, ----- DA 

p--- FE 
yr, ----c(: __ -- PE/OE 

SOl 

SOD 
T BUS 

Reus 
C'LE'AR "'CIE'Aii" MOO. 

'DO 

Fig. 3 . CDP18021CDP1854 connection 
diagram. 

P • R 
I 
P 

" • R 
A 
L 

whether an input request or an output re
quest caused the interru~t can be made 
either.!!l.Eonnectin~~~R and DA to flag 
lines (EF1 through or by reading the 
UART's status register. A second ap
proach is to test for input or output re
quests by polling flag lines. A third ap
proach would be to connect the DAoutput 
to the microprocessor rnT input and 
~ to a flag line. For the remainder of 
this section transfer of data by polling 
flag lines will be discussed. A system in 
which DA is connected to the micro
processor EF1 input and ~ is con
nected to the microprocessor EF2 input 
will be used as an example. 

In addition to the CDP1802 and 
CDP1854, only peripheral drive'and sense 
circuitry and a clock or baud-rate 
generator circuit is necessary to com
plete the interface between the CDP1802 
and a terminal. 

A schematic diagram of the parallel to 
serial 110 interface is shown in Fig. 4. 
Table I lists a machine language routine 
for setting the UART's Control Register 
and continously outputting the data byte 
in memory location 27 to a terminal until 

VOO 

Fig. 4 - Interface of CPU CDP1802 
to data terminal using 
UART CDP1854. 

an input character is received and stored 
in memory location 28. The program then 
branches to the beginning of the Kit 
Utility Program (memory location 8000). A 
flow chart for this program is shown in 
Fig. 5. Correct program operation can be 
verified by observing that the terminal 
continuously prints the character (in this 
example "J") whose ASCII bit equivalent 
is listed in the program at address 14 until 
a key on the terminal is depressed. The 
program will then transfer control to the 
Kit Utility Program; the ASCII bit 
equivalent of the input c.haracter can be 
read from memory location 28. Proper 
operation will verify both correct hard
ware and software. 

92CS-30019 

Fig. 5 - Program flow chart. 
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Table I . CDP1854 Interface Test Program 

Memory 
Address Byte Operation Comments 

00 E5 5- X X = 5 
01 FS 00- 0 R5 is Control 
02 00 Byte Pointer 
03 B5 0 .... R5.1 R6 is Data Byte 
04 B6 0 .... R6.1 Pointer 

05 FS 25- 0 0025 .... R5 
06 25 0027 .... R6 
07 A5 0 .... R5.0 
OS FS 27 .... 0 
09 27 

OA A6 0- R6.0 
OB FS 

00-0 } OC SO Store Control 
00 73 o .... M (25), Dec R5 Bytes (3D and SO) 
OE FS 3D .... 0 in memory 

OF 3D Control Byte 
10 55 0 .... M (24) 
11 63 Output 3D 1 Output Control 
12 63 Output SO bytes to CDP1S54 
13 E6 6 .... X X = 6 

14 FS 4A .... 0 

1 
Store data byte 

15 4A Data byte (4A = J (ASCII) 
16 56 0 ..... M (27) in memory location 30 
17 3C If DA = 0 1 Test for DA 
lS 1E Branch to 1E 

19 16 41 .... R6.0 } Response if 
1A 6A Input to M (2S) DA true 
1B CO Long Branch 1 Branch to 
1C SO to SOOO Utility 
10 00 

1E 3D If THRE = 0 } Test for THRE 
1F 17 Branch to 17 
20 62 Output data byte} Response if 
21 26 Dec R6 THRE true 
22 30 Branch 1 Branch to 

23 17 to 17 Test for DA 
24 Location for storing Control Byte 
25 Location for storing SO Control Byte 
26 
27 Location for storing Output Data Byte 
2S Location for storing Input Data Byte 

110 SYSTEMS USING THE CDP1854 
on THE CDP18S024 

One or more CDP1S54 UART's can 
easily be interfaced with the CDP18S020 
or CDP1SS024 Kit. The system described 
In the previous section of this note is an 

example of a single-level 110 system with 
one CDP1S54, a CDP1852 used as an in
put port, and a CDP1S52 used as an out
put port. The following CDP1S02 110 in· 
structions with the corresponding N-Iine 
decodes are used in this system: 
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Device 
(Register) 

110 N· Decode Addressed 

62 2 CDP1854 (THR) 
Transmitter 
Data 

63 3 CDP1854 (Con-
trol) 

65 5 CDP1852 - Out-
put Port 

6A 2 CDP1854 (RHR) 
Receiver Data 

68 3 CDP1854 
(Status) 

6E 6 CDP1852 - Input 
Port 

A maximum of three CDP1854's can be 
used in a single level 110 system. Such a 
system would leave only one 110 instruc
tion for data transfer to or from a 
CDP1852 110 Port. A larger number of 110 
devices can be connected to a 
CDP18S020 or CDP18S024 Kit by using a 
two level 110 Structure. A system with 2 
110 Ports (Included on the CDP18S020 and 
CDP18S024 Kits) and eight UART's is 
shown in Fig. 6. A CDP1852 110 Port is 
used as a chip select lateh, and the 
CD4028A Included In the Kit (U7) Is used 

COPI802 
CPU 
U9 

NO 
NI 
N2 

ii'iiD 
TPB 

BUS 

MODE 

VOO 

as an Noblt decoder. This system uses the 
following CDP1802 1/0 Instructions with 
the corresponding N-line decodes: 

If output port (U4) is not used, It can be 
used to replace the two level 110 .chlp 
select latch. 110 Instruction 65 will then be 
the two-level 110 select Instruction. 

110 
62 

63 

65 

67 

6A 

68 

6E 

COPI852 
OUTPUT 
PORT 

CS2 U4 

CS3 UART 
No.1 

COP 
1854 

UART 
No.8 

N - Decode 
2 

3 

5 

7 

2 

3 

6 

Device' 
(Register), 
Addressed 

Selected 
CDP1854 (THR) 
Transmitter 
Data 

Selected 
CDP1854 (Con-
trol) 

CDP1852 Out-
put Port 

2 - Level 110 
Device Select 

Selected 
CDP1854 (RHR) 
Receiver Data 

Selected 
CDP1854 
(Status) 

CDP1852 
Input Port 

Fig. 6 - Diagram of two-/eve/IIO system. 
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Use of CMOS ROM's CDP1833 and CDP1834 
With the RCA Microprocessor Evaluation Kit 
CDP18S020 and the EKlAssembler-Editor 
Design Kit CDP18S024* 

The RCA 1800 family of microproecssor 
products includes two 8192-bit static 
CMOS mask-programmable read-only 
memories, the CDP1833 and CDP1834. 
Each is organized as 1024 8-bit words, but 
they differ in addressing structure. The 
CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit and the 
CDP18S024 EKlAssembler-Editor Design 
Kit are designed to accept the CDP1833 
and CDP1834 as described in this applica
tion note. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1833 IN 
EVALUATION KIT AND EK DESIGN 

KIT ROM SYSTEMS 

The CDP1833 read-only memory is func
tionally identical to the CDP1831 read
only memory except for the storage array 
size (8192 bits versus 4096 bits) and addi
tion of a mask-selectable chip-enable in
put (CEI). (Refer to ICAN-6536 "Use of 
CMOS ROM's CDP1831 and CDP1832 
with the RCA Microprocessor Evaluation 
Kit CDP18S020" for a description of 
CDP1831 features. All features of the 
CDP1831 apply to the CDP1833.) For the 
CDP1833 the 10 least significant bits of 
the 16-bit address select one of 1024 
bytes in the ROM, and the six most 
significant bits of the 16-bit address 
select one of 64 1024-byte sectors. (Refer 
to Figs. 1 and 2 in ICAN-6536 for a com
parison with the CDP1831.) 

An additional feature of the CDP1833 is 
the mask-selectable chip-enable input 
(CEI). This input, as shown in Fig. 1, is 

* CSI 
*CS2 

AI4 At2 AIO 

logically "OR'd" with the internal ROM 
select signal to generate the chip-enable 
output (CEO). As a result, multiple 
CDP1833's can be cascaded by ap
propriate connections of CEO and CEI to 
generate a combined CEO signal. 

The CEI signal appears on pin 22 of the 
CDP1833. To maintain socket compatibili
ty with the CDP1831, which has no con
nection on pin 22, the user can either pro
gram out the CEI input (when ordering 
custom patterns) or provide a 22-kilohm 
pull-down or pull-up resistor on pin 22 
when CEI is selected positive or negative, 
respectively. 

The CDP18S020 and CDP18S024 Kits 
have been prewired to accept the 
CDP1833 in position U1. Fig. 2 shows the 
U1 pin connections. The eight CDP1802 
memory address lines (MAO-MA7) and 
TPA are wired to the appropriate ROM 
pins. The CDP1833 ROM outputs are con
nected directly to the data bus. The CS1 
and CS2 inputs are connected permanent
ly high, and the MRi5 input is connected 
to the CDP1802 fVfFm" output. As a result, 
the ROM puts data on the bus when MRD 
= O. The chip-enabled output CEO is con
nected to the l (pin 1 of U22) control input 
of the RAM system decoder. When the 
ROM is addressed (enabled), the CEO out
put goes high and disables the RAM 
system. The CEO output can be used to 
disable the CDP1832 Utility Program ROM 
(U2) as shown in Fig. 3. Link 3 must be 
broken and the indicated gating inserted. 
The effect of the extra gating is to "OR" 
the CEO output with the existing 

* CEIo-=-------------' 
*CSI.CS2.ANDCEI ARE PROGRAMMABLE AS P{I).N(O), 

AND x (DON'T CARE). 92CS-30089 

Fig. 1 . Function of CEI for CDP1833. 

'Note: The information in this Application Note is 
useful here; these Evaluation Kits, however, are no 
longer available. 
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MA7 I MAT 

MAl 2 MA. 

MAS a MAD 

MA4 4 MA4 

MAS 5 MAS 

M0\2 8 MAZ 

MAl 7 MAl 
MAO 8 MAO 

TPA 25 MUX CDPlna 

mm- It lilIli UI 

IUS? 17 IUS7 

Iusa 18 auSl 

IUSS IS Iun 

IUS4 14 IUS4 

lusa 13 IUsa 

IUSZ II 8USZ 

IUS I 10 IUS I 

auso 9 aUso 

Vss 

J:2 

Voo 

CSI 
CIZ 

CED 

CEI 

~r=-
CD455S 

~ ITY AI UZ2 

'--

~ NO CONNECTION OR 
USEfHlUPPLIED 
CIRCUIT 

92C"-30090 

TO 
RAM 
S1STEM 

Fig. 2 . Pin connection, of COP1833 ROM In U1 location of COP18S020 or CDP18S024 Kit. 

80 

FROMU8 LK5 _---~~: 
PINIO-~ 

.OUTPUT OF "DAISY CHAIN" 
OR EXTERNAL "OR" 

92CI-3OO'. 

Fig. 3 - Use of COP1833 CEO output to 
dl"ble the COP1832 ROM (U2) 
Utility Program. 

CDP1832 C'§ signal. When using multiple 
1833's, the "daisy chained" CEO output Is 
used as shown. These controls assure the 
ability to place the CDP1833 sector ad
dress In any of the possible 64 locations 
regardless of the RAM or ROM memory 
space allocation. Note that a pull-down 
resistor (R1 = 22kQ) Is on the CEO line to 
assure proper operation of the RAM 
system when the CDP1833 ROM Is re
moved. When the system operates with a 
ROM In the U1 locaflon, this resistor may 
be removed. 

The CDP1833 VDD (pin 24) Is connected 
to the Kit VCC. This connection permits 
maximum memory-system flexibility with 
or without the CDP1833. 

To use the U1 position for the CDP1833, 
the device is simply Inserted in the loca
tion as Indicated on the PC card. (Op
tionally, R1 (22 kllohms) can be removed.) 
Proper operation can be verified by use of 
the ?M[Startlng Address]A [400] command 
of UT4 to list the memory contents. This 
check assumes that the CDP1833 does 
not occupy locations 800016 to 83FF16. 

Expanding the ROM System on the 
Evaluation or EK Design Kit Is especially 
easy. In the User I/O section of the PC 
card, the CDP1802 memory address bus, 

data bus, MiID, and TPA signals are pro
vided on the left side. Multiple CDP1833's 
(up to 12) can be inserted In the pre-drilled 
locations arid interfaced to the address 
and data bus.es. A combined CEO output 
can be generated by appropriate CEI/CEO 
connections. 

It should be noted that memory patte~n 
generation and verification are possible 
In the Kit RAM system by using the write
protect and battery hold-up features. 
Once a pattern has been verified, It can be 
permanently stored by the custom mask· 
ing of one or more CDP1833 ROM's. 

APPLICATION OF CDP1834IN 
EVALUATION KIT AND EK DESIGN 

KIT ROM SYSTEMS 

The CDP1834 read-only memory I.J func
tionally Identical to the CDP1832 read
only memory except for the addition of a 
tenth address Input on pin 22 to select 
one of 1024 8-blt words and mask
selectable chip selects on pins 18 and 20. 
(ICAN-6536 describes the operation of the 
CDP1832In detail; the description applies 
equally to the CDP1834 except as noted 
above.) 

The CDP1834 Is pin-compatlble with 
the 2708 1024 x 8 bit erasable and elec
trically reprogrammable ROM and will 
operate In the sa,me socket when pin 20 Is 
programmed as CS(N) and pin 18 as CS(P) 
or don't care (X). 

Both the CDP18S020 Evaluation Kit and 
the CDP18S024 EK Design Kit have been 
prewlred to accept the CDP183212704 and 
CDP183412708 combinations at location 
U2. However, only the Evaluation Kit 
CDP18S020, when operated at suitable 
voltages, can accommodate the 2704 and 
2708 because these two types are limited 
to a VCC of 5 volts. Links 1A and 18 per-
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sonalize U2 for either combination. The 
Evaluation Kit PC board is factory pro· 
grammed for the CDP1B32/2704 combina· 
tion. To change to the CDP1B34/270B com· 
binatlon, remove link 1A (scratch off with 
a sharp object) and insert link 1B. This 
change removes ground from U2 pin 22. 
The ROM which is inserted in location U2 
will be selected when either A15 (address 
B00016) or RUN U are true. (Refer to 
ICAN-6536 for operating details when 
RUN U is activated.) Fig. 4 shows pin con· 

RUN U 
12 

U23 

_d.DDRESS r I LATCH 

CO~'~'2 ~ 
TPA 

MA7 1 
MA6 

MA5 

".4 

C°';JB02 "'3 
MA2 

"., 
"AO 

BUS1 

BUS6 

BUSS 

BUS4 

BUS 3 

BUS 2 

SUSI 

8USO 

8 U6 
U6 

UT4 RAM 
SELECT 

AIO 

nections for the CDP1834 ROM in loca
tion U2 after the proper link adjustments 
have been made. 

Expanded CDP1B34 ROM-based 
memory systems are easily constructed 
in the User 110 section of the Evaluation 
Kit and EK Design Kit PC card. In addition 
to wiring ROM locations, address latch 
and decode functions must be provided. A 
sample 4-kilobyte system which can be 
constructed in the User 110 section of the 
PC card is shown in Fig. 5. 

6 

20 
CSI ~NI< IA 

REMOVED" 
MA9 voot:] 

LINK 18 ~ 
eS2 IB INSERTED * 

23 M.B 
I 

M'7 
2 

M'6 
3 

M'5 COP 1834 
4 U2 

.. A4 
5 

MA3 
6 

"'2 
1 

.. AI 
8 

".0 

17 
BUS7 

16 BUSS 
15 

BUSS 
14 8US4 
13 BUS3 

" BUS 2 
10 BUS r 

9 BUSO 

92CM-300S7 

Fig. 4 - Pin connections for CDP1834 ROM in U2 location of CDP18S020 or CDP18S024 Kit. 

r---------------------------------------~aro 

.. A8 

MAO-7 

r-----------------------------~C!IT 
r--------------------i ffi 

r------j CE3 COP 

1859 
m 

.. A914---~A9 

),---------1 MAO-1 

COP 

183~~------------------~MAO 

L----O"'A .. T • ..-.,BUwS,--------------i BUS 0-1 

RESPONDS TO ADDRESSES )(OOOre XFFF,6 WHERE 
X IS A FUNCTION OF BANK ADDRESS LOGIC 

92CM-30086 

Fig. 5 - Sample 4-kllobyte ROM system using CDP1834 ROM's. 

COPIB02 
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Use of the CDP1856 and CDP1857 
Buffer ISeparator 
In CDP1802 Microprocessor Systems 
by J. Oberman 

The RCA CDPl856 and CDP1857 are 
four-bit bus buffers or separators intended 
for those applications that require in
terface with the CDP1802 bidirectional 
three-state data bus. They can be used to 
buffer the bidirectional data bus, for 
increased driving capability, or to separate 
the da~ bus into two unidirectional data 
buses. This Note describes the uses of the 
CDPl856 and CDP1857 and, more 
specifically, how they may be utilized in 
the RCA Evaluation Kit, CDP18S020, 
and the E-KI Assembler-Editor Design 
Kit, CDP18S024. 

oI" 0-'----1 

000 0=----1----<. 

OIl 

001 0'---+---< 

oI2 

0020=---+---< 

oI3 

003 0"---+---< 

92C5-28094 

cs 

OIl 

DESCRIPTION 

The functional logic diagram for both 
the CDPl856 and CDPl857 is. shown in 
Fig. 1. Both parts require a positive chip
select input signal to enable their outputs. 
They differ only in the polarity of the 
MRD input signal required to transfer 
data to the bidirectional data bus. The 
CDPl856 requires a negative polarity 
MRD signal, and can be used to buffer or 
separate data transfers between memory 
and microprocessor. The CDP1857 
requires a positive MRD input signal and 

DO 1 0"---+---< 

012 

0020=---+---< 

oI3 

0030=----1---< 

(bl 

92CS·Z8095 

Fig. 1 - Functional diagrams tal CDP1856, {bl 
CDP1857. 



can be used for data transfers between the 
bus and various 110 devices. 

As shown in Fig. 1, a typical buffer 
consists of two three-state drivers. On the 
bus side, the input of one driver is con
nected to the output of the other driver; 
they share a common terminal. However, 
their respective output and input are 
connected to separate terminals. When the 
chip is selected, only one output will be 
enabled, depending upon the polarity of 
the MRD input signal and the particular 
part. 

APPLICATION INFORMATION 

The CDPI856 may be used as a bus 
separator or bus buffer on the memory 
side of the bidirectional data bus. 
Similai-ly, the CDP1857 can be used for 
the same functions on the 110 side of the 
data bus. If an 110 command (N-bitsl is 
present, the data transfer is from 110 to 
memory and microprocessor, otherwise 
the transfer is between microprocessor and 
memory. The MRD command, pin 7 of 
the CDPI802, determines the direction of 
the transfer. 

If an 110 command is present, and 
MRD is high, the data transfer is from 
110 device to memory and 
microprocessor, 110 M(R(XII, D. The 
MWR command will be asserted by the 
microprocessor. If MRD is low, the 
transfer is directly from the memory to the 
110 device, M(R(XII 110. The 
microprocessor will ignore the data placed 
on the bus. 

For a non-IIO instruction, 110 com
mand lines low, a low level on the CD
Pl802 MRD output terminal indicates a 
data transfer from memory to 
microprocessor. If MRD is high, a data 
transfer from microprocessor to memory 
may occur; the output of data from the 
microprocessor to the bus and the 
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presence of an MWR command later in 
the cycle will be the only indication of this 
occurrence. 

The CDP1856 or CDP1857 may be 
used in conjunction with the RCA 
COSMAC Kits, CDP18S020 and CD
P18S024 when large amounts of logic will 
be added to the microprocessor's data bus. 
The components may be mounted in the 
user area provided on the card with 
connections made directly to the user 110 
connector if the additional logic is to be 
breadboarded externally. The points for 
connections to the data bus and MRD 
command are available along the left
hand side of the user area. Decoded 110 
commands, 110 - 1 to 110 - 7, are 
available at the system connector, Pol. 

Fig. 2 illustrates two techniques "for 
using the CDP1856 either as a bus buffer 
or a bus separator to reduce the loading 
effects of large memory systems on the 
data bus. If the memory employs common 
110 pins, the buffer configuration should 
be used. The bus separator configuration 
is useful if the memory does not have an 
output disable input or if it is desirable to 
maintain separate inputs and output 
connections to the memory devices. 

The use of the CDP1857 is illustrated in 
Fig. 3. It is used on the 110 side of the 
data bus; its chip enable input may be 
connected to an 110 command output. 
Therefore, the CDP1857 can be used to 
gate information to a particular 110 
device under control of the 
microprocessor. As discussed above, the 
use of the buffer or bus separator con
figuration will depend upon the needs of 
the particular application. 

The CDPI856 and CDP1857 provide 
an efficient low-cost solution to the 
problem of interfacing with the CDP1802 
bidirectional data bus. 
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Software Control of 
Microprocessor-Based 
Realtime Clock 
by Kaare Karstad 

In many microcomputer applica
tions, a precision time display such 
as a realtime clock or an accurate 
time delay must be generated to se
quence program flow or to supervise 
assigned programming tasks. For ex
ample, in a data acquisition system, 
numerous measuring stations pro
ducing different· physical quantities 
must be polled for data at predeter
mined rates to obtain a sufficient 
number of samples per unit time for 
each quantity; thus, this system 
would require a multicycle timer. 
Also, each sampled value must be 
associated with its realtime position. 
Another system example is where 
multistage processing cycles are pro
grammed and executed sequentially, 
requiring a clock and a count-down 
timer. 

In microprocessor-based systems, 
three timing options are usually 
available. The central processing unit 
(CPU) may have an on-chip timer or 
an Interface with an external timer, or 
it may have to generate time bases 
under software control. Either a hard
ware or a software design may be im
plemented for measuring and 
monitoring real time, and each ap
proach should be evaluated ac
cording to the specific application 
for cost-performance effectiveness. 

A microprocessor-based clock 
system can generate a time base en
tirely in software. In this design, a 
12-h clock, 4-yr calendar, and 12-h 
elapsed-time indicator are im
plemented and displayed on a 
3'l2-digit multiplexed readout unit, 
The system is programmed with 
priority for the 12-h clock, and the 
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other two timing functions are 
displayed for a predetermined time 
upon demand. The CDP1802 
microprocessor1 is a large-scale in
tegration (LSI), complementary 
metal-oxide semiconductor (CMOS) 
8-bit register-oriented CPU designed 
for use as a general-purpose com
puting or control element in a wide 
range of stored program 
systems. 1,2,3,4 It includes a 
dedicated direct-memory access 
(DMA) pOinter on chip, which is used 
to generate timing functions with ac
curacies limited only by the crystal
clock oscillator tolerance. Designers 
can build a dedicated multifunction 
time display or simply incorporate 
the clock functions in specific ap
plications. Advantages of the 
described system design are low 
cost, no external parts, high ac
curacy, and minimal software 
overhead. Inherent CMOS benefits in
clude minimum power-supply re
quirements, completely static cir
cuitry (no refreshing needed), wide 
temperature range, high noise im
munity, and CMOS, transistor
transistor logic, and n-channel MOS 
interface compatibility. 

Time Measurements 
For a hardware design, timing can 

be done by external logic, in which a 
clock signal interrupts the 
microprocessor and updates a 
counter at a fixed time interval. For a 
software design, the microprocessor 
performs timing by monitoring its in
struction flow, since each section of 
the program executes within a 
specific time. While the software ap-
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proach does not require external 
hardware, it does require skilled pro
gramming. To adjust a time-base in
terval for a constant value requires 
careful structuring, particularly with 
microprocessors having variable 
length instruction times. Interrupt 
and subroutine effects must also be 
thoughtfully evaluated. 

For most microprocessors, the in
struction time varies .considerably 
within a given instruction repertoire 
according to which instruction is be
ing executed. If the program also 
branches to a subroutine, which may 
call other subroutines to several 
levels deep, the task of generating a 
constant time-base period in soft
ware becomes complex. However, by. 
utilizing the DMA function integrated 
into the CDP1802, an accurate soft
ware time base can be generated 
easily, regardless of the instruction 
sequence. 
DMA Technique 

Generally, DMA is a mechanism 
that allows an input/output (1/0) 
device to take control of the CPU for 
one or more memory cycles, in order 
to write into or read from memory. 
However, a different DMA technique 
in the CDP1802 generates a steady 
time base. For example, a register in 
this microprocessor is preloaded 
with an address to a specific memory 
location. When a DMA-IN request is 
generated by a peripheral, an 8-bit 
byte on the data bus is written into 
the addressed location. This write cy
cle takes place without CPU interven
ilun, as a cycle is stolen from the In
struction sequence. CPU execution 
then continues where it left off. Also, 
the address pointer is incremented to 
the next memory location, ready for 
the succeeding DMA cycle. 

The CDP1802 microprocessor has 
16 16-bit scratch pad registers-R(O) 
to R(F)-available to the program
mer. For DMA operation, the first 
register, R(O), is automatically ac
tivated as a DMA address pointer, 
and is Incremented once for every 
byte read from or written to random
access memory (RAM) as follows. 
DMA-IN: BUS .... M(R(O»; R(O) + 1 (1) 
DMA-OUT: M(R(O»)-+BUS; R(O) + 1 (2) 
In the DMA-IN mode, a byte on the 
data bus is written into memory loca
tion M(R(O», addressed by the con
tent of register R(O). Then, register 
R(O) is incremented to the next ad
dress. 

If DMA-OUT is asserted, the 
microprocessor first completes its 
current instruction cycle and then ex
ecutes a DMA cycle. When the DMA 
request is r~moved, the 
microprocessor returns to the next in
struction; otherwise, It continues to 
execute DMA cycles as long as DMA
OUT is true. The microprocessor 
generates its own DMA request by 
hardwiring state code line SC1 to 
DMA-OUT (Fig. 1(a». State code lines 
SCO and SC1 are always interpreting 
one of the four CPU states-fetch, 
execute, DMA, or interrupt. 

A normal CPU instruction se
quence consists of two 
cycles-fetch and execute with SC1 
low. When the microprocessor 
samples a DMA-OUT request (SC1 
goes high), it responds with an ad
ded-or thlrd-DMA cycle (Fig. 1(a». 
When SC1 returns low, it effectively 
resets the DMA cycle so that the 
microprocessor reverts to the next 
fetch-and-execute pair. In this man
ner the normal 2-cycle sequence of 
fetch-execute is modified to a 3-cycle 
sequence: fetch-execute-DMA. 

Since every DMA cycle increments 
register R(O), a mechanism exists for 
Incrementing a counter automati
cally at a fixed known rate as the pro
gram is run, regardless of Instruction 
type and program structure. The only 
restriction is to avoid CDP1802 
3-machlne cycle instructions (op 
codes C(N», which require a fetch 
followed by two execute cycles; this 
involves not using the long branch, 
long skip, and no operation Instruc
tions, 17 of the available 91..baslc In
structions. 

Measuring time is now reduced to 
monitoring B15-the most signifi
cant bit (MSB) of R(O). During the time 
that R(O) counts to 216, bit B15 
changes from 0 to 1 half way through 
the count (Fig. 1(b». Thus, the 
designer can .choose a convenient 
time increment to fill the register 
(e.g., 1 s) and then calculate the re
quired crystal-controlled oscillator 
frequency. 

1 
T = - x N x M x 216 

F 

where 
N = number of clock pulses per 
machine cycle (eight for CDP1802) 
M = number of machine cycles In 
modified (fetch-execute-DMA) In
struction (three) 
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Fig. 1 - DMA technique. Normal Fetch-Execute instruction sequence (a) is modified to include DMA 
cycle by hardwiring state code line SC1 to DMA-OUT. Each time Instruction is executed, 
16-bit register is incremented. Monitoring MS8 8 15 state transitions from 0 to 1 (b) reveals 
when 1 s has elapsed. 

Therefore, for T = 1 s, F = 1.572864 
MHz. 

Four bytes in RAM are assigned to 
store the four digits (two for hours 
and two for minutes) for the 12-h 
clock display. The lower order byte of 
scratchpad register R(1) in the 
microprocessor is allocated as a 
counter for seconds. Consequently, 
updating the clock buffers in RAM 
becomes a matter of incrementing 
the right digit(s) once every 60 s to 
count minutes. 

The required main program (see 
Fig. 2) is short and consists of calls 
to various subroutines, such as up
dating, display, and setting the clock 
time. However, each pass through 
the main program varies in length ac
cording to branch conditions. For in
stance, if the test for 60 s is not met, 
no updating of the four RAM buffers 
is required, and the updating section 
of the program is bypassed. The im
portant point is that the 
microprocessor must check the 0 to 1 
transition of 815 in R(O) at least once 
every 0.5 s, and then increment the 
R(1) seconds counter if a transition 
takes place (Fig. 1(b)). 

With the microprocessor multi
plexing the four display digits at a 
100-Hz refresh rate (well above the 
flicker rate of about 50 Hz), 10 ms is 
the longest time that the CPU is tied 
up in timing loops. A complete pass 
after each update takes only 1 to 2 
ms in the full program under discus
sion. Hence, the critical transition 
test of R(O), at least once every 0.5 s, 
can easily be met. 

~ 
'T 

I INITIALIZE I 

TOP: • SEC 

UDATE4 
UPDATE: 
CLOCK: HRS: MINS: 

(UPDATE 3 a4 I 
CALENDAR: MONTHS: DATE 

(UPDATE 2 a UPDATE II 
ELAPSED TIME: 

HOURS a MINUTES 

.. 
DISPLA 

ST TIME 

ND~ 0 ~ YES 

92CM-3 1892 

Fig. 2 - Program flowchart. Main program 
calls only two major subroutlnes
SEC and DISPLA. SEC calls UDA TE 
for updating RAM buffers. If clock is 
being set, DISPLA calls STT/ME, 
which again calls part of DISPLA 
and debounces pushbutton. SEC 

counts seconds, generates 
minutes, updates clock, elapsed 
time, and calendar. Updating 
takes place when SEC calls 
subroutine UDA TE4. 

System Description 
The microprocessor-based clock 

system (Fig. 3) can output 8-bit bytes 
of Information from any of its 16 
scratchpad registers with only one 
output instruction, causing the 16 
bits to go out over the memory ad
dress (MA) bus. Since this bus is only 
eight bits wide, the higher order byte 
appears first and is latched in the 
CD1852 input/output (110) port by 
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DRIVER 
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Fig. 3 - Mlcroprocessor·based clock system. Timing functions include multiplexing and outputting 
. to 3'12-dlglt display. accurate timekeeping in software, and monitoring four request push· 

buttons. Software gives priority to 12·h clock display; upon request, elapsed time or 4·yr 
calendar display stays on for predetermined time. 

timing pulse A (TPA). The lower order 
byte follows later In the same 
machine cycle and is latched by 
timing pulse B (TPB) In another 110 
port. 

In the microprocessor, a 16-bit 
scratch pad register, R(F), stores the 
current content of a memory location 
for the multiplexed 3Vz-dlglt display 
(Fig. 4). Four blnary-coded decimal 
(BCD) data bits of the higher order 
byte are decoded by the CD4511 in
terface device, which drives the 
seven segments of each light
emitting diode (LED) display digit. 
Eight bits of the lower order byte, via 
the CDP1852 110 port, specify the 
digit address for multiplexing the 
four LED displays, as well as addi
tional information for enabling the 
colon and am time-period displays. 
When the program executes an out
put instruction, this 12-bit word 
travels over the memory address bus 
in two bytes to the .output ports 
selected by 110 command NO and pro
vides complete display Information 
for each multiplexed digit. Upon com
pletion of each machine cycle after 
data are latched, the 110 ports are 
deselected by NO. Register R(F) bit 
assignments for the required 12-blt 
output of the memory address bus 
are shown In Fig. 4. For example, 
when the least significant bit (BO) Is 
set to 1, display digit 01 is selected. 
In the 12-h clock mode, colon bit B4 is 
also 1, and period bit B5 is 1 during 
am. Content of the first location In 
clock buffer 01 (minutes) Is next 
stored as BCD data (bits Ba to B11) In 
the higher order byte of R(F). An out-

put instruction then outputs the 12 
bits, thereby turning on display digit 
01. A timing loop in software keeps 
this digit on for 2.5 ms, after which a 
test Is made to determine whether all 
four digits have been handled. 

In the primary or clock mode of 
operation, the system displays hours 
and minutes continuously, and calen
dar (month and date for up to 4 yr) or 
elapsed time (hours and minutes) 
upon pushbutton request. The latter 
two displays stay on for a pre
programmed time (for example, 5 s), 
and program control then 
automatically reverts to the 12-h 
clock display. The Implemented 
system has four operator-activated 
pushbuttons-calendar (B4), elapsed 
time, reset elapsed time, and one 
spare. Two external flag lines em 
and "ffi ) and two scan lines (L 1 and 
L2) form a 2 by 2 matrix (Fig. 3) from 
the 110 port to test pushbutton status. 
In the programmed 110 mode, data 
transfers are controlled and timed by 
the program. The flag lines sense ex
ternal events, I.e., whether the logic 
levels on the flag lines are high or 
low. At a certain pOint In the program 
sequence, one scan line at a time Is 
made active low. If one of the two 
push buttons (Fig. 3) connected be
tween this scan line and either flag 
line (EF3 or EF4) Is depressed, the 
activated pushbutton is identified by 
branch instructions that test the two 
flag lines. If no pushbutton Is 
depressed, the program proceeds to 
output hours and minutes data, 
which Is the normal 12-h display 
mode. If, for Instance, the elapsed-
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Fig. 4 - CPU. registers. ~emory map (a) shows RAM buffers for clock, calendar, and elapsed time. 
Register and bit. allocations (b) are contained In CPU for programming. DMA pointer R(O) 
keeps track of time; register R(F) contains output data for LED displays. 

time pu~hbutton is activated, the Register R(7) is loaded and points 
RAM po!nter moves to the four to the least significant digit (01) of 
e!apsed-tlme buffe.rs, and the system MINS (minutes) in the RAM clock buf-
dl~plays e!apsed time for a predeter- fer. The addressed memory byte is in-
mined penod. cremented and examined for up-
Updating of RAM Buffers for dating. If the value is less than nine a 
Time Displays 0 is stored in the buffer, and the 

A memory map of the RAM buffers minutes 02 digit Is incremented and 
to be updated is shown in Fig. 4(a) e~amined. If 02 is greater than five, a 
and major register allocations and bit 0 IS stored In the location for 02. For 
assignments are defined In Fig.4(b). a 12-h clock, it is necessary to ex-
In RAM, three buffer areas, with four ~mlne only 04 for 0 to 1. If 041s 0, 03 
bytes In each, are reserved as display IS In~re.mented and tested for the 
buffers for clock (CLOCK), calendar nl~e limit. If 031s greater than nine, a 
(CALENO), and elapsed time 11s loaded Into 04 and a 0 Into 03. If 
(ELAPST). 04 Is 1, then 03 is incremented and 

A 0.5-s flag bit (HSEC)-B7 in exa!"lned. When 03 is greater than 2, 
R(1)- is assigned to monitor bitB15 a 1 IS loaded Into 03 and a 0 into 04, 
in the OMA counter,. R(O). Assume since the clock changes from 12:59 to 
~hat the HSEC bit is 0; thus, when B15 01:00. Note that while the clock 
IS 0, 0.5 s has not elapsed and soft- makes this change, the elapsed-time 
ware control returns to the'main pro- display proceeds from 12:00 to 00:01. 
gram. However, when B15 goes to 1 Consequently, minute digits 01 and 
the 0.5-s transition has occurred, and 02 are handled differently by the pro-
the HSEC bit is updated to 1. The gram according to whether the clock 
lower five bits of register R(1), as- or elapsed-time buffers are being up-
signed as a counter for 60 s, are next dated. Therefore, a test Is made by 
Incremented, and the program the program to determine which buf-
checks whether the count is 60 or fer area Is being updated. This infor-
greater. If the answer is yes, a minute mation Is provided by comparing the 
has passed. Therefore the 6O-s current address of the display pOinter 
counter (five low order bits of R(1)) is (OPTR) wi\h the known fixed address 
reset to 0, and the four RAM loca- for that location in the elapsed-time 
tions (01 to 04) storing the clock hour buffer. 
and minute values are updated. The With the clock and calendar 
next step Is to check whether the displays, am and pm must be tracked 
lower order byte of register for 24-h monitoring. Flag bit 
R(A)-allocated as an elapsed-time (HOAy)-B9 in R(1)-is defined as 0 
seconds computer-has overflowed. for pm. Once every 12 h, when 03 is 2 
If the answer is yes, the four elapsed- at noon and midnight, the HOAY flag 
time RAM buffers are updated. Is complemented and examined. For 
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pm, the stored HDAY bit reads 0; no 
action is needed and software con
trol returns to main. When the HDAY 
flag reads 1 (am), the 24-h transition 
point has been passed, and the pro
gram proceeds to update calendar 
month and date. 

This system implements a 4-yr 
calendar, In which the correct 
number of days for each month is in
dicated automatically by pOinting the 
value of the current month to a table 
stored in read-only memory (ROM). If 
the current date is less than the table 
entry, no ·actlon is required; other
wise, 01 goes into the two calendar
date buffers (C1 and C2). 

Setting Clock and 
Keyboard Debouncing 

A series of manual 84 (calendar) 
pushbutton depressions sequentially 
updates the contents of all 8 RAM 
buffers to the correct readout by in
crementing the four LED display 
values. 
Pushbutton 
Depression 
1. B4 and reset 

elapsed time 
(simultaneously) 

2. B4 

3. B4 

4. B4 

5. B4 

6. B4 

Result 
Enter set clock mode; 
circulate month 
display 
Stop month display; 
circulate date display 
Stop date display; 
circulate hours display 
Stop hours display; 
circulate minutes 
display 
Stop minutes display; 
blink colon display 
Stop colon display; 
reset seconds display; 
run clock time 

Flag bit 813 (set time) is allocated in 
R(1) to Indicate this mode. It Is tested 
during all update routines, and 
essentially permits exits at ap
propriate program points; hence, the 
calendar-month value, for' instance, 
is updated without affecting the 
other RAM buffers. 

Entering the set clock module re
quires that both the calendar and 
reset elapsed-time· pushbutton be 
depressed simultaneously. The pro
gram then points to the RAM buffers 
for calendar month and date and 
calls the display routine after a 0.5-s 
delay. As long as calendar pushbut
ton 84 is not activated, the third and 
fourth display digits will indicate the 
current content of the two month 
locations (C3 and C4) in the calendar 
buffer for 0.5 s. Next, the update 
routine for calendar month is called, 
and the contents In the two buffers 

are incremented and updated. Then, 
the sequence is repeated. The new 
buffer content is displayed for 0.5 s, 
the buffers incremented, and the pro
cedure repeated until pushbutton 84 
is once more manually depressed. 
Pushing 84 again freezes the 
calendar-month value, and the pro
gram exits to the next ioop, which 
starts updating the calendar date in a 
similar manner at a 2-Hz rate. 

Loops for date, hours, and minutes 
are functionally similar to the loop 
described for month. They all use the 
update subroutine; only entry and 
exit pOints change according to 
which RAM buffer is being updated. 
At the end of this sequence, when all 
12 RAM buffers have been updated, 
the colon starts blinking at a rapid 
rate (10 Hz) to indicate that the clock 
is set but not yet running. A final 
manual depression of 84 resets the 
seconds counter, R(1), and starts the 
clock. 

When pushbutton 84 is depressed 
to set the clock, a second test is 
made after a time delay determined 
by the execution time of routine DISP 
to debounce the leading edge of the 
pushbutton depression, the only 
critical edge for operation. If 
pushbutton 84 is still held down, the 
program locks up in a loop for the 
duration of the depression. During 
this period, the contents of the 
selected RAM buffer are being 
displayed. Upon release of the 
pushbutton, the program exits from 
the debounce routine to the set time 
(STTIME) routine. 

Main Program 
With the assembly program struc

tured in a number of interrelated 
subroutines, the main program (see 
panel of Realtime Clock Software 
Programs) contains only four instruc
tions after initialization. These call 
two major subroutines-SEC 
(secpnds) and DISPLA (display)-and 
one minor display subroutine (DISP). 
Instruction SEP R4 changes the cur
rent program counter to register R(4), 
and starting address A(SEC) for the 
SEC subroutine is loaded during the 
call. The SEC subroutine counts DMA 
requests (time base) and increments 
the 600$ counter, R(1). After each 
minute elapses, the SEC subroutine 
calls another subroutine (UPDATE 4) 
for updating the 12 RAM buffers. The 
12-h clock is updated first, then 
elapsed time. Next, the main program 



Realtime Clock Software Programs 

Main Program 

TOP: SEP R4, A(SEC) Count seconds, 
generate minutes, 
update clock, 
elapsed time, and 
calendar 

SEP R4, A(DISPlA) Display content of 
SEP R4, A(DISP) relevant buffer 
BR TOP Go around again 

SEC Routine 

SEC: GlO RTIME 
SHl 
BNF HSECO 
GHI RO 
SHl 
BNF lABEL1 

SEP R5 
Continue 

HSECO: GHI RO 
SHl 
BDF lABEl2 
SEP R5 
Continue 

lABEL2:GlO RTIME 
ORI #80 
PlO RTIME 
GlO DPTR 
PlO AUX 
INC RTIME 

INC ETIME 

GlO RTIME 
SMI B'10111100' 
BNF lABEl3 
lDI #80 
PlO RTIME 
lDI A.O(ClOCK) 
PlO DPTR 
SEP R4, 

A(UDATE4) 
Continue 

UDATE 4 Routine 

lDATE4:lDN DPTR 
ADI #01 
STR DPTR 
SOl #09 
BM DIG10 
SEP R5 

DIG10: lDI #00 
STR DPTR 
INC DPTR 
lDN DPTR 
ADI #01 
STR DPTR 
SOl #05 
BM DIG20 
SEP R5 
Continue 

Get HSEC bit 

BR if HSEC=O 
Else,test for 1 to 0 
Transition 
BR if transition 

made 
Else, return 

Test for 0 to 1 

BR if made 
Else, return 

Set 
HSEC= 1 
Replace 
Hold OPTR 
During update 
Increment 

seconds 
Increment 

elapsed 
seconds 

Test for 60 
Seconds 
No, branch 
Zero seconds 
Leave HSEC= 1 
Point to 
Clock buffer 
Update clock 
and calendar 

Get digit one 
Increment It 
Replace it 
Test if> 9 
BR If 01 > 9 
Return 
Load 0 
Into 01 
Point to 02 
Get 02 
Increment it 
Replace 02 
Test second digit 
BR if 02> 5 
Else, return 
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DISPLAY Routine 

DISPLA:lDI A.O(CLOCK) 
PLO DPTR 
GLO OUTREG 
ORI B'10000000" 
ANI B'10111111" 
PLO OUTREG 
SEXOUTREG 
OUR 1 
DEC OUTREG 
B4 ETBUFF 

B3 FUBUFF 

Continue 

DISP: GLO OUTREG 
ANI #FO 
ORI#01 
PLO OUTREG 
LDI04 
PHI RSCAN 
Continue 

STTIME Routine 

STTIME:GHI RTIME 
ORI B'00100000' 
PHI RTIME 
LDI A.O(CAlEND) 
PlO DPTR 
lDI50 
PLO RTEMP 
SEP R4, A(DISP) 
SEP R4, 

A(BUTTN4) 
BNZ (LABEL4) 
DEC RTEMP 
Continue 

Display pointer 
To clock 
Turn off 
Line 2 
Turn on 
Line 1 
line 1 
Active low 

BR If ETIME 
Button all 
BR if function X 
Buffer on 

Turn on 
First digit 
Address 

Assign 
Digit count 

Turn on 
Set time bit 

Paint to calendar 
Buffer 
Load half second 
Delay constant 
Display calendar 
Button 4 on? 

Ves 
Else, no 

calls the display routine, with the ad
dress given by A(DISPLA). 

STTIME, used for setting the clock, 
is called from the DISPLA routine. 
When the operator sets the clock and 
watches the display, only the lower 
part of the DISPLA routine is needed. 
This part is called from the STTIME 
routine by loading the program 
pOinter with address A(DISP). 

A Standard Call and Return Tech
nique3 (SCRT) uses two linking 
subroutines: one when the call opera
tion is to be performed and the other 
when the return from the subroutine 
is to be done. Registers R(4) and R(5) 
must be initialized once in the pro
gram to point to the linking call 
subroutine and the linking return 
subroutine, respectively. A call to a 
subroutine is performed by executing 
a SEP R4 instruction. The two bytes 
following this SEP instruction must 
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contain the address of the subroutine 
to be called. Once a subroutine has 
been called and has completed its 
function, control should be returned 
to the caller by executing a SEP R5 
instruction. 
Seconds Subroutine 

The SEC subroutine contained in 
the Realtime ClocK Software Pro
grams counts seconds, generates 
minutes, and updates clock, elapsed 
time, and calendar. Updating takes 
place when SEC calls subroutine 
UPDATE 4. 

Bit B7 is stored in RTIME register 
R(1) as an HSEC flag. The first in
struction fetches the lower order byte 
of register RTIME to the 0 register 
(CPU accumulator). The shift left in
struction moves the bit into a 1-bit 
data flag (OF) register, where it can 
be tested. If the HSEC bit is 1, execu
tion continues with the next instruc
tion. The higher order byte of R(O) is 
fetched in order to test bit B1S; B15 is 
then shifted left into OF and its con
tent tested. If this bit is 0, the routine 
executes a branch to address LABEL 
1 (routine not listed) and resets HSEC 
bit to O. If B15 is 1, the program 
returns to main. Register R(5) is a 
dedicated program counter for the 
return routine. If the first test of the 
HSEC bit reads 0, the program 
branches to an address given by 
HSEC O. Again, the higher order byte 
of R(O) is read in order to test B15, 
and the procedure is repeated. 

Update 4 Subroutine 
This routine updates the 12 RAM 

buffers pointed at by a display 
pointer whose address is either 
clock, calendar, or elapsed time (see 
Realtime Clock Software Pr()grams). 
UOATE 2-part of UDATE 4-updates 
calendar month and date; UOATE 1 is 
the entry point in theSTTIME mode 
when month values are being up
~ated. The lower order byte of 
register R(7) is allocated as a display 
pOinter (OPTR). In the display routine, 
it is initialized to point at the first 
location in the clock buffer. 

Instruction "Load via· N (LON)" 
places the byte addressed by register 
OPTR in the 0 (CPU) register. Instruc
tion AOI adds the constant 01 to the 
content in the 0 register, and the next 
store (STR) instruction stores the ad-

dition result within the 0 register Into 
the memory location addressed by 
register OPTR. 

Current content of the 0 register is 
tested for limit nine by subtracting 
the constant 09, instruction SOl #09. 
If the result is negative, the program 
branches to address OIG10. If the 
result is less than nine, a return to 
main is executed by SEP R5, which 
calls the return routine. 

At the address given by OIG10, the 
load immediate (LOI) instruction 
loads a constant 00 into the 0 
register. The next store instruction 
puts the value Into the first (01) loca
tion of the clock buffer. Register 
OPTR is then Incremented so it 
pOints to the next byte In RAM (02). 
This byte Is loaded into the 0 register 
and a 1 is added to it, after which the 
result is stored back into 02 and the 
procedure is repeated for 03 and 04. 
After setting clock minutes 01 and 
02, UDAlE 3 is the entry pOint within 
UOATE 4 for updating the clock hours 
(03 and 04) for both clock and 
elapsed-time buffers. 
Display Subroutine 

The display routine tests the status 
of the four push buttons and outputs 
data to the 3Y2-c1igit, multiplexed 
display,lfa pushbutton is depressed, 
a new address is loaded into the 
display pointer, and data are output 
from the appropriate buffers for 5 s. 

When the routine contained in the 
Realtime Clock Software Programs is 
called, the first instruction loads the 
address for the display pointer. Ad
dress A.O (CLOCK) Is the lower order 
byte for the clock buffer, and LOI puts 
It Into the 0 register. Instruction PLO 
(put low) loads the content of 0 into 
the lower order byte of OPTR. The 
lower order byte of OUTREG 
-R(F)-Is fetched to the 0 register, 
and its content is ORed with byte 
8016 (1000 00002). Since scan line 21s 
active low, ANDing the current con
tent of 0 with hexadecimal constant 
BF (1011 11112) turns on scan line 1 
and leaves line 2 unchanged, i.e., off. 
PLO puts this information back Into 
OUTREG, and OUT 1 puts the content 
of OUTREG on the data bus. Scan 
ilne 1 is now active low. Since the 
output instruction incremented the 
data pointer, a decrement is done to 
reset the pOinter. 



Instruction B4 tests Input flag EF4 
on the CPU. If the line Is low and the 
elapsed-time pushbutton Is de
pressed. then the program branches 
to address ETBUFFand sets the 
pointer to the elapsed-time buffer. If 
the test Is not met, the progE~'3' next 
tests the status of flag line , and 
the procedure Is repeated. 
Set Time Routine 

ealled only when setting the clock, 
the STTIME routine (see listing of 
Software Programs) calls debounce 
routine BUTTN4 and four update 
routines at various entry points, ac
cording to the values being updated: 
month, date, hours, or minutes. While 
the operator watches the LED 
displays during the STTIME mode, 
the entry to the display routine Is at 
DISP. 

Bit 8131n the RTIME register (R1) Is 
allocated as a set time flag. The first 
Instruction puts the higher order byte 
Into the 0 register. Its content Is 
ORed with hexadecimal constant 20 
(0010 00002). When the result is put 
back Into RTIME by PHI, the set time 
bit Is $et. 

Address A.O (CALEND) Is the lower 
order address byte for the calendar 
buffer, The LDI Instruct/on puts this 
value Into the 0 register, after which 
PLO loads the address Into DPTR. 
Delay constant 50, equivalent to 0.5 s, 
Is loaded by LDI into the 0 register 
and Is next stored In the lower order 
byte of RTEMP-R(9). Instruction 
SEP R4 calls the display routine 
starting at address DISP; the pro
cedure Is then repeated. 
Summary 

Hardware and software aspects of 
a microprocessor-based realtime 
clock application are covered, with 
priority given to a 3Yz-dlglt, 12-h clock 
display. Upon request, the same 
digits can display either a 4-yr calen
dar In months and days, or elapsed 
time In hours and minutes for a pre
programmed period. After this, the 
display automatically returns to the 
12-h clock mode. 
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A timer or realtime clock Is fre
quently needed In many microcom
puter systems. Unless hardware Is 
pro.vlded on chip, or added externally, 
timing must be Implemented entirely 
In software. this task often requires 
carefully structured programs. The 
described software controlled clock 
design overcomes these difficulties 
by taking advantage of the Inherent 
architectural capabilities In the 
CDP1802 microprocessor, such as 
DMA. Running any random program 
sequence automatically provides a 
known accurate time Interval (for ex
ample, 1 s). The microcomputer 
system can be dedicated to various 
timing functions, and can easily be 
incorporated into another system 
where various time displays are re
quired, such as adding a seconds 
display or an accumulated elapsed 
time. With a CMOS microprocessor 
and associated circuitry, this system 
design can be battery operated and 
requires less than 2 mA at 5 V, ex
chJsive of the LEOs, for a typical pro
gram of 512 bytes. 
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CDP1802-Based Designs Using the 
8253 Programmable Counter ITimer 

by J. Kowalchik and S. Bartosevich 

The 8253 programmable interval timer, 
manufactured by Intel Corp., is an integrated 
circuit containing three independent 16-bit 
counters, each programmable in any of six 
modes'! This Note describes methods by 
which it can be incorporated in RCA 
COSMAC-based microprocessor systems. 

Features of the 8253 
I. Three independent 16-bit counters. 
2. Six possible modes of operation. 
3. Programmable operating modes. 
4. Binary or BCD counting. 
5. Single 5-volt power supply. 
6. Single 24-pin package. 

System Advantages of the 8253 

1. Frees CPU from menial timing chores. 
2. Allows simultaneous control of multiple 

tasks. 
3. Directly interfaced to COSMAC at 5 volts 

and 2 MHz clock. 
4. Permits full use of COSMAC I/O when 

operated as a memory-mapped I/O device. 
5. Consistent with minimum chip-count 

systems. 

Functional Description of the 8253 
The 8253 can be described as four 8-bit 

!lli<mory addresses, selected by AO, Al and 
CS. Counter 0 is equivalent to address NNNO 
where NNN is the user defined chip select. 
Counter I is at address NNNI, counter 2 at 
NNN2 and the mode control register at 
NNN3. Data can be written to or read from 
the three counters by pointing a CPU register 
at the proper address and using the various 
store and load instructions. Control words 
can only be written to the mode-control 
register; no read operations are allowed at 
this address. 

Use in 5-Volt Systems 
The 8253 can be directly interfaced to 

CDPI802 systems operating at 5 volts when 
configured as a memory-mapped I/O device. 
Fig. I is a block diagram of a tyJ!!<:al~stem. 
All data lines (BUSO-BUS7), RD,WR and 
address lines (AO, AI) are compatibl~_~ith 
corresponding COSMAC signals. The CS is a 
user-defined signal which can be compared to 
the chip select of a memory device. Each 
counter section has a clock input line. The 
maximum clock frequency as specified by 
the manufacturer is 2 MHz. Therefore, the 
CDPl802 system clock can often be used 
directly as the timer clock. If a lower
frequency clock is required by a particular 
counter section, it can be divided down from 
the system clock by one of the two remaining 
counters operating in the programmable 
squarewave rate-generator mode. 

MWR 
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Fig. 1 - A typical CDP1802/8253.y.tam. 
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Use in Higher-Voltage Systems shifter using RCA CD4050 Ie's. Only data 
writes to the 8253 can be made with this 
arrangement. Since the 8253 must operate at 5 volts, a 

level shift is necessary when operating it with 
COSMAC systems at higher voltages. Fig. 2 
shows such an interface circuit employing 
CD40109 level shifters. This example illus
trates a 10- to 12-volt COSMAC system and 
full bidirectional level shifting. 

Communicating with the 8253 

As a memory-mapped I/O device, the 
8253 can be thought. of as a group of four 
memory addresses. The COSMAC store and 
load instructions are used to write mode 
words, write data, and read data from the 
counter. 

It may not always be necessary to read 
data from the counters. When this is the case 
a much simpler level shift circuit can be' 
employed. Fig. 3 shows a unidirectional down .As~ume that "COUNT" is a CPU register 

pomtmg at the 8253 mode-control register 
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Fig. 2 - An interface circuit employing CD401091evel shifters. 
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in memory. The following sequence of in
structions might be used to format and load 
the three counters: 

LDI #31 
STR COUNT 
LDI #71 
STR COUNT 
LDI #B3 
STR COUNT 
DEC COUNT 
LDI #34 
STR COUNT 
LDI #12 
STR COUNT 
DEC COUNT 
LDI #78 
STR COUNT 
LDI #56 
STR COUNT 
DEC COUNT 
LDI #00 
STR COUNT 
LDI #01 
STR COUNT 

Read operations are performed similarly. 
It is suggested that the user refer to the 
manufacturer's data sheet for exact pro
gramming techniques. 

Design Example: Programmable Pulse 
Generator 

In this example, Fig. 4, the 8253 is con
figured to implement a programmable pulse 
generator. The COSMAC system clock is used 
as the counter time base. Counter 0 operates 
as a programmable squarewave rate generator 
and prescales the system clock according to 
the count loaded by the operator. Counter 1 
is also operated in the programmable square
wave mode. By varying its count, control of 
period is achieved. Finally, Counter 2, con
nected to the output of Counter 1, is used as 

CDPl802 
SYSTEM 

(SHOWN AS 

a programmable, hardware-triggered one-shot. 
Pulse width is controlled by means of the 
count stored in Counter 2. 

· . MODE WORD FOR COUNTER 0 
· . WRITE TO 8253 MODE REGISTER 
· . MODE WORD FOR COUNTER 1 
· . WRITE TO 8253 MODE REGISTER 
· . MODE WORD FOR COUNTER 2 
· . WRITE TO 8253 MODE REGISTER 
· . POINT AT COUNTER 2 

· . LSB TO COUNTER 2 

· . MSB TO COUNTER 2 
· . POINT AT COUNTER I 

· . LSB TO COUNTER 1 

· . MSB TO COUNTER 1 
.. POINT AT COUNTER 0 

· . LSB TO COUNTER 0 

· . MSB TO COUNTER 0 

CD40~O 

8253 

MAO 

MAl 

Operation of the counters in the BCD 
mode is quite simple: prescale the clock to 
some convenient increment of time, one 
millisecond, for example, and program period 
and pulse width directly in milliseconds. 

Additional Designs 

One or more 8253 parts can add a new 
dimension to COSMAC-based systems. Be
cause of their inherent flexibility, these 
devices can be tailored to the application at 
hand, and because of programmability, 
adapted at will to necessary changes. When 
used as memory-mapped I/O devices, no 
COSMAC I/O instructions need be sacrificed 
to support the 8253, and the number of 
devices that can be employed is limited only 
by available unused memory space and the 
imagination of the user. 

5V SYSTEM) 11'----'\ 
BUSO-BUS7 

CHIP SELECT 
92CS-30703 

Fig. 4 - Programmable pulse-generator circuit. 
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I. 8253 data sheet available from Intel Corp., 
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Optimizing Hardware/Software Trade·Offs 
In RCA CDP1802 Microprocessor Applications 

By L.A. Solomon and D. Block 

One of the chief reasons for choosing to 
design with a microproceuor rather than 
standard IC's is to reduce a system's parts 
count. To make the best choice requires a 
careful analysis of hardware/software 
trade·oHs. This analysis usually narrows 
down to the ratio of ROM to I/O devices 
in the system. EconomIcs indioates that 
the more functions handled in software, 
the less expensive and more fiexible the 
system wlll be. Thus, a good design 
practice is to attempt to do everything in 
software initially and then relegate 
functions to hardware only as the 
speed/processing capability of the CPU 
becomes taxed. This Note will develop 
some examples of processor interfaces that 
not only minimize external hardware but. 
through judicious programming tech· 
niques. also minimize speed requirements 
on the CPU. 

The RCA CDPI802 microprocessor is 
particularly well suited to minimum·cost 
interfacing because it has a significant 
number of terminal connections dedicated 
to I/O operations and an extensive set of 
I/O instructions. It has three I/O 
selection lines. called the "N" lines. that 
are controlled by I/O instructions plus 
four general·purpose nag input lines 
testable with branch instructions. There 
are also DMA·in. DMA·out. and 
Interrupt Request line inputs as well as 
two state code and two timing pulse 
outputs to synchronize I/O devices to the 
CPU. A single bit output (Q) which can be 
set or reset under program control is also 
provided. In all. 15 of the CDPI802 
terminal connections are dedicated ex' 
clusively to I/O control. In addition. the 
CDPI802 has other unique architectural 
features. such as built·in DMA. that can 
be used to advantage. These features will 
also be discussed. 

A CLASSICAL SYSTEM 

A simple system having a keyltoard 
input and a digital display output is shown 
in Fig. 1. The specific functions are 

KEYBOARD 

92CS- 29610 

Fig. 1 . Simpl. microcomputer system. 

omitted because the immediate concerns 
are only the microprocessor and I/O 
interfaces. These interfaces will be 
constrained by the programming 
technique choosen for the system. In the 
classical software control Bowchart for 
this system. shown in Fig. 2. the standard 

SOFTWARE 
CYCLE TIME 

{

PROCESSOR LOCKS UP 
WAITING FOR 

(I) AN EVENT 
(2) NEW INPUT YAWE 
(S) REOUEST FOR DATA 

{
PROCESSING TIME MAY BE 

BRIEF OR 
EXTENSIVE 

L--r----' f(lNPUT) 

{
PROVIDE OUTPUT TO 

SELF REFRE3H'NG DISPLAY 
HARD COPY DEVICE 
CONTROLLED DEVICES 

92CS-Z9684 

Fig. 2 - Classical softwa", control flowchart for 
the system of Fig. 1. 
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initialization block is followed by an 
input, processing, and output procedure 
with a final loop back to repeat the action. 
Even without the details of the hardware 
or software design or the specific ap
plication, certain predictions can be made 
about this system. 

First, consider the software cycle time, 
that is the time to go completely through 
one loop of the procedure. The cycle time 
is the sum of the time spent in each portion 
of the software, including input, 
processing, and output. Because the 
program apparently waits for an input, 
the time spent in the input block is in
determinate. The system cycle time, 
therefore, is indeterminate. This 
parameter has immediate impact on the 
selection of both input and output devices 
used in the system. The output device, for 
instance, must be capable of operating for 
prolonged periods without processor 
attention. Therefore, it must be a device 
that is self-refreshing or contains a latch. 
It certainly cannot be dynamic because no 
provision for refreshing is apparent in the 
simple software structure shown thus far. 
Because dynamically refreshed displays 
have the potential for lower cost, the static 
requirement is a serious drawback. 

Next, consider an input device. A 
keyboard, being human operated, will 
present data to the processor at an uneven 
rate. The time between keystrokes may 
vary from a few milliseconds to several 
seconds or minutes. With the ·flowchart 
given, the processor must complete its 
processing before the next input can be 
received. If each keystroke requires some 
analysis by the microprocessor i a choice 
between using a very fast (and expensive' 
processor or lengthening the minimum 
time between keystrokes must be made. 
The first alternative would be very 
wasteful since the processor's very fast 
speed would only be needed in short 
bursts; most of the time it would be idling 
waiting for an input. The second alter
native leads to an unresponsive system, 
one in which the operator will have to 
adjust to the system rather than the other 
way around. A third alternative is to 
design in an "intelligent" keyboard 
controller or buffering device to smooth 
out the input rate as depicted in Fig. 3. 
Thisaltemative, however, is not ideal 
either because it requires additional 
hardware expense. 

Resorting to additional hardware, 
however, may n~t be necessary if the 
flowchart of Fig. 3 is restructured. By 
doing the controller functions in the 

92CS- 29862 

Fig. 3 - Addition of controllers to smooth out 
Input rate. 

software the controllers can be eliminated 
at· only the cost of enlarging the system 
ROM. Moreover, because ROM's come in 
fixed increments, it may be no more 
expensive to have a program that is 1024 
bytes lo~ than one that is 527 bytes, even 
though one is nearly twice as long as the 
other. In fact, if there is unused space in 
the system ROM, the controller function 
may be had for "free". Even if an ad
ditional ROM is required, it may cost less 
than the MSI or LSI controller being 
replaced. 

To take advantage of software control, 
the approach is changed, so that instead of 
waiting for an input to take place, the 
system simply looks at the input 
periodically. If no input is present, it skips 
the input operation and goes on to 
something else. That something else could 
be the refreshing of a dynamic display, for 
example, or some processing required as 
the result of the last input. If 'an input is 
present; then it is accepted and acted on. 
There are sev.eral options available for 
handling the processing associated with 
this input. If the input is small and can be 
handled immediately, the system· will do 
so. If not, it can be saved for later when 
there will be time to handle it, or it can be 
broken up into small computational 
blocks interspersed among other tasks 
such as display refresh. These approaches 
are flowcharted in Fig. 4.. The latter 
approach is the idea behind a powerful 
technique called interpretive program
ming in which functions such as display 
refresh and keyboard scan are written as 
modular subroutines. Calls to these 
subroutines, which pass or pick up 
parameters from the main program, can 
be interspersed throughout the main 
program wherever required by the system 
timing considerations. 
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FIQ. <4 - Controller function transferred to 
software and Input loads Interspersed. 

HANDLING A DYNAMIC DISPLAY 

Fig. 5 shows a typical multiplexed 
display system and Fig. 6 gives the details 
on the display refresh rate. The minimum 
refresh rate for any digit should be 100 
Hz, which is fast enough to prevent flicker 
under most stationary display conditions. 

92CS-29663RI 

Fig. 5 - Typical multiplexed display system. 
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• DISPLAY REFRESH RATE> 100 Hz 

• MINIMIZING N' TD WILL MAXIMIZE Tp 

• Tp IS THE AVAILABLE PROCESSING TIME 
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Fig. B - Details of the display refreSh rate. 
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The actual ON time (TD) of any digit is a 
trade-off between the intensity of the 
display and the time remaining within the 
l00-Hz refresh period for the processor to 
do some other work. It is desirable to 
minimize TD so that a maximum of 
processing time (Tp) is left for the rest of 
the processing load. 

It is customary to "overdrive" 
multiplexed LED displays to increase 
their apparent brightness. The extent to 
which overdrive is practical is a function 
of the duty cycle 

of the display. This technique, however, is 
not without risk. Should the program 
crash or hang up (because of a program 
bug or noise injected into the system, or 
component failure, etc.), it is quite 
probable that a digit driver will be in
cinerated. Because of this hazard ap
propriate precautions, particularly when 
debugging a system, should be taken. 

The segment information for a '7-
segment display can be handled in either 
of two ways. If the data is in BCD, a 
device such as the CD4511 which contains 
a latch, BCD-to-7-segment decoder, and 
drivers can be used as shown in Fig. 7. Or, 

92CS-29660 

Fig. 7 - Handling segment Information In 
hardware by means of a CD<4511 BCD-to-
7-segment latch decoder driver. 

instead of the CD4511 that does code 
conversion in hardware, a software 
conversion via a look-up table can be used 
along with a simple output port as shown 
in Fig. 8. Hexadecimal or other codes are 
also easily accommodated in the table 
look-up method. But, because the output 
ports may not have sufficient drive to 
directly handle LED's, an intermediate 
stage of buffering may be necessary. No 
clear-cut recommendation can be made 
because variables such as the number of 
devices and the type of display chosen are 
significant. 
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Fig. 8 - Handling sagment Information In 
software by means of an output port and 
lookup table. 

SINGLE-SIGNAL INPUTS 

The CDP1802 has four flag input lines 
that can be tested with branch in
structions. These inputs are general 
purpose and can be used for such func
tions as interrupt vectoring, status in
dicators, or as single-bit inputs for slowly 
varying signals such as that of an ASCII 
tenninal having a moderate baud rate. As 
an example, one of the flag lines is used as 
an input for a switch in Fig. 9. To signal 

+v 
FINGER 

I~ 
FLt 
~'~;{ 

Teo TON TaR 

92C$- 2'3669 

Fig. 9 - BaSic switch circuit using 
microprocessor flag line. 

the processor, a change on the flag line 
from a logic 1 to logic 0 level is used. 
However, the tendency of mechanical 
switches to "bounce" prevents this 
simplistic solution. The actual signal 
presented to the microprocessor consists of 
three parts - an initial bounce, a stable ON 
period, and a release bounce. A program 
looking only for a simple 1 to 0 to 1 
transition may sense many switch closures 
because of the bounce noise. Although 
there are hardware solutions to this 
problem, software techniques may prove 
more cost-effective. Fig. 10 is a flowchart . 
of a subroutine to debounce a mechanical 
switch. A test is made'on the input signal 
to test for a switch closure. U none is 
found, a "switch down" software flag is 

DEBDUNCE 
DEPRESSION 

HOLD UNTIL RELEASE 
DEBOUNCE RELEASE 

92C5-29667 

Fig. 10 - Flowchart of subroutine for 
debouncing a mechanical switch. 

reset. This flag may be some convenient 
bit in one of the CDP1802's sixteen 
general purpose CPU registers or a bit in a 
RAM status word. U the switch is down, 
then the software will loop, waiting for the 
button to be released. The wait is per
formed to insure that the switch is not 
"seen" again for the current depression 
and to allow for the initial bounce period 
TBD. Once the switch is released, the 
switch is again interrogated until it 
reaches a stable OFF condition. The 
software flag indicating a "switch down" 
condition is set, and the program returns 
to the caller. Although this program is 
easy to understand, it is, like' the earlier 
simple solutions, not without its problems. 
For instance, the processor again wastes 
valuable time. The execution time (see 
Fig. 9) for this subroutine is at least 



and does, in fact, last as long as the button 
is depressed. Thus, it is obviously not 
suitable for systems having dynamically 
refreshed displays. A further drawback, 
from the human-engineering standpoint, 
is that a response is made on the release of 
the switch rather than on its depression, 
the opposite of what one would normally 
expect. 

Fig. 11 shows a flowchart for an im-

REQUISITE 

BUSY WORK> TBD' TaR 5:' CYCLE TIME < TON 

EFt 

PROCESSOR ACKNOWLEDGES RECEIPT 
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Fig. 11 - Flowchart of Improved subroutine for 
debouncing a mechanical switch. 

proved method that overcomes both of 
these drawbacks. Here, the subroutine 
that looks at the input signal has the 
capability of remembering what that 
signal was the last time it looked. This 
information is saved in a software flag 
called the "down flag". The routine 
operates as follows. If the button is now 
down and was also down the last time, 
then it is assumed that the system sees the 
same button depression seen earlier. A 
return is made to the caller with an in
dication of no new activity. If the button is 
not now down, but was the last time, then 
the switch has been released. In this case, 
the "down flag" is reset and a return made 
to the caller indicating no new activity (it 
is assumed that the processor is interested 
only in switch depressions and not their 
durationl. But, if the switch is down now 
and was not down the last time, then there 
is a new depression. The switch must be 
debounced, the "down flag" set, and a 
message returned to the caller. Notice in 
the flowchart that a second test was made 
after the delay generated in the "busy 
work" block. This delayed second test is a 
debouncing technique to determine that 
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the switch has been in the same state for 
two successive samplings before a decision 
is made on the true state of the switch. 
This method is still not optimal because 
the program is waiting (and therefore 
wasting timel during the debounce period. 
If some additional constraints are placed 
on the software cycle time, however, the 
program can be further optimized. For 
example, if the cycle time is greater than 
the bounce time (TBDI but less than the 
switch ON time (TONI, then the 
flowchart can be simplified to Fig. 12. 
Here there are no timewasting loops 
because switch bounce, in effect, will not 
be seen within the given timing restraints. 

REQUISITE 

T BD < SW. CYCLE TIME < TON OR 

Tao <S.W. CYCLE TIME IF PROCESSOR 

ACKNOWLEDGES BUTTON 
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Fig. 12 - Flowchart of simplified debouncing 
subroutine benefitting from additional 
constraints. 

MULTIPLE INPUTS 

Up to four inputs can be handled as 
described above with each switch con
nected to a separate flag line of the 
CDPI802. Another technique is a 
multiplexing scheme in which the four 
switches are connected to one flag input, 
as shown in Fig. 13, and sequentially 
scanned as described in the flowchart of 
Fig. 14. This technique is readily ex
pandable to additional scanned functions 
and, therefore, is discussed in detail. The 

EFI!f---!-..... +-_I-_-+-_..J\IV\r, 
COP 

1802 

8SITaus 
IleS-2.1. 

Fig. 13 - Hardware for handling four switch 
Inputs on one flag line by means of a 
scanning routine. 
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Fig. 14· Flowchart of scanning routine for 
handling four switch Inputs. 

subroutine is designed to look for new 
switch closures and report them to the 
main program by "pushing" the switch 
number of a newly closed switch onto a 
stack and incrementing a counter. The 
main program will "pop" switch numbers 
off the stack and decrement the counter 
whenever the count is greater than zero. 
In the CDPI802 anyone of the 16 general· 
purpose registers can be conveniently used 
as a counter because each has its own 
increment and decrement instruction. 

The auxiliary functions for the 
subroutine are shown in Fig. 15. It is 

MARKIT 

SOFTWARE 
STACK BYTE 

COUNTER 

(MARKIT) 
PUSH 

STACK • 
SW 2 
SW 4 
SW I 

+ 
POP (MAIN PROG.) 

COL 0 COL I COL 2 COL 3 

~1~M~mllolllll 
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'MAIN 
PROGRAM 

Flo. 15· Auxlllarv functions for the scanning 
subroutine of Fig. 14. 

assumed that the timibg constraints of 
Fig. 12 are met by this routine also, so that 
Fig. 14 is an extension of the basic 
flowchart oreviouslv developed. Upon 
entry into the subroutine, the first switch 
column is selected by outputting a I in bit 
position 0 of the data bus and examining 
the switch associated with that position. If 

a new depression is detected, the "down 
flag" is set lor that· switch in the memory 
bit map, the column number is pushed 
onto the stack, and the counter in· 
cremented. Next, the column is shifted 
and, if more columns remain to be 
scanned, the process is repeated. No 
switch closure or no new switch closure 
simply results in a column shift and 
continuation. When all columns have been 
scanned, a return to the main program is 
executed. The main program detects if 
any new switch closures have occurred by 
seeing if the counter has a value greater 
than zero. If so, the main program suc' 
cessively "pops" a switch number from 
the stack and decrements the counter until 
it reaches zero. 

A section of the flowchart in Fig. 14 has 
been partitioned off and labeled 
"MARKIT". This routine is a common 
one that can be used as an expanded 
keyboard scan rountine discussed in the 
next section. It should be noted that the 
approach taken above lends itsell well to a 
multi~proce880r system in which one 
processor handles the keyboard scanning 
and puts key numbers in a stack accessible 
to the other processors as well. 

KEYBOARD SCANNING 
TECHNIQUES 

Fig. 16 shows an arrangement for 

EFI 
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COP 

P 1802 

EF' 

EFO P 

P 

Fig. 16· Hardware arrangement for handling 8 
1tf.key matrix using a scanning routine. 

scanning a 16·key matrix. It is a simple 
extension of the arrangement just 
discussed. The horizontal lines can go 
directly into the four flag inputs of the 
CDPI802 as shown. Fig. 17 gives a 
flowchart of the software in which 
"MARKIT" is now responsible for 
handling row as well as column in· 
formation. The basic interface between 
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the main program and the keyboard scan 
subroutine remains the same; the 
subroutine place new key depressions on 
the stack and from there they are passed to 
the main program. Note that a key 
number's position on the stack does not 
necessarily represent when a given key 
was depressed with respect to the other 
keys on the stack, but merely indicates the 
order in which the keys were scanned. 
Because the stack is emptied on each cycle 
by the main program and only new key 
depressions are entered, the presence of 
two key numbers on the stack tells only 
that both keys were down when the scan 
took place. To discriminate in time 

92CS-29666 

between rapid key depressions, a short 
software cycle time is necessary. But, 
remember that this time must be kept 
within the constraints of TBR, TBD, and 
TON' There is a limitation to the 
technique discussed in that the software 
does not indicate to the maip program 
when a key has been released. 'Thus, it can 
not be used in a system requiring lockout 
of other keys when anyone key is down. 

COMBINED DISPLAY AND 
KEYBOARD 

The whole. system of Fig. 1 is shown 
with its component blocks filled in on Fig. 
18. The original objective to minimize 

Fig. 17· Flow chart of software for handling 
row and column Information utilizing 
"MARKIT" routIne. 

EF'r:==============~==~==t:==t:~~ EF2f-
EF3r---------------~--~--~--~~~ 
EF4f----------------4T--~--tr--tr~~ 

KEYBOAR.O 

92CS-29654 

Fig .. 18 • Simple microcomputer system of Fig. 1 
wfth component blocks expanded. 
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hardware haa been realized in that only 
two 8-bit output porta are required in this 
desijpl besideldigit drivers Inot mown I. 

A further improvement can be made in 
the system by combining the keyboard 
scan and display' multiplexing sijplala aa 
shown in Fig. 19. Here, a 'single-byte 

KEYBOARD 

t2CS-29SS! 

Fig. 19 - System Improvement made by 
combining keyboard scan and display 
multiplexing Signals. 

output is used with the upper-order 4-bits 
being BCD data for the display and the 
lower-order 4 bits used to simultaneously 
l!elect' a display digit and keyboard 
column. This arrangement does not 
reduce the parts count, but does give 
smaller packages if space is a con
sideration and cuts down on the number of 
output operations and output bytes stored. 
A ready expansion of the system shown in 
Fig. 20 still U8eS only two IC's but permits 
scanning two 16-key keyboards and an 8-
digit display. 

i 
KEYBOARD NO.1 

TIMING GENERATION 

In many applications it may be 
necessary to have lOme time-keeping 
ability in the microprocellOr system. The 
requirements may range from having a 
time-of-day or elapl!ed-time clock to 
microl!econd timing relOlution for 
generating precision pull!e widths. Here 
again, of the many approaches possible to 
timekeeping, a coltlperformance-opti
mizedone can be found. 

Consider an example"sbown in Fig. 21, 
for generating an output pull!e of width Tl 
each time switch SI is closed. The CD-

Q 

+v CDPI802 
I'P 

EFI f---+--<!? 
Fig. 21 • System for generating an output pulse 
for each switch closure. 

PI802 has a single-bit output called the Q 
flip-nop that can be set or rel!et under 
program control to perform this function. 
The simplest technique for generating a 
fixed delay is by executing a series of "no
ops" in the program as illustrated in Fig. 
22. If each "no-op" takes 5 microseconds 
to execute, for example, and Tl is 50 
microl!econds long, then ten "no-ops" 
would do the job. This technique is ob
viously not a realistic one for long timing 
intervals because it is extremely wasteful 
of memory and fully occupies the 
processor with a non-productive task. 

i 
KEYBOARD NO.2 

92CS-29674 

Fig. 20 • An expanded system with Ulglt 
display and two 16-key keyboards. 
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Fig. 22 • Primitive programming technique for 
pulse generation. 

A better techniqUe is shown in Fig. 
23(a). Here a counter is preset with a given 
value and continually decremented until it 
reaches zero. In the CDPl802 one of the 
16-bit general-purpose registers can be 
used for this function. Fig. 23(b) shows 
the specific instruction sequence. This 
technique saves a lot of memory bytes but 
still ties up the processor. For maximum 
proce88Or efficiency it would be best to 
load an external counter that would count 
at BOme preset rate and generate an in
terrupt to the proce880r when it reaches 
zero. Meanwhile, the processor could be 
doing some useful work. Such a system is 
shown in Fig. 24, but it does not minimize 
system hardware. 

(a) •• es- '0.07 

IS YES 
ZERO 

(b) .2eM-'O'" 

Fig. 23 - fs} Basic flowchart 01 Improved 
technique lor pulse generation. fb} Speclllc 
Instruct/on sequence lor Improved pulse
generation technique. 

92CS- 30308 

Fig: 24 • System lor pulse generation using an 
extemal counter. 
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An interval timer can readily be made 
for the CDPI802 with no external parts by 
making 118e of an internal register that can 
be automatically incremented. General
purpose register RO is used as a pointer 
for DMA operations in the CDPI802 and, 
as such, is automatically incremented on 
each DMA (in or out) cycle. By con
necting the State Code I (SCI) line output 
back to the DMA Out request line 
(DMAO), the CDPI802 performs one 
DMA cycle for each Fetch and Execute 
cycle, as shown in Fig. 25, thereby 
providing a built-in timer and instruction 
counter. With a clock frequency of 1.57 
MHz, the most significant bit of RO will 
change each 112 second, providing a real
time clock. CPU operation is, of course, 
slowed by 1/3 with this scheme, but with 
an upper clock frequency of 6.4 MHz the 

TIME ----+ 

system can be made fast enough for many 
applications. 

With the circuitry of Fig. 26, a general
purpose interval timer can be realized. 
This circuit will cause an interrupt when 
the most significant bit of register RO goes 
to a "one". Thus by preloading RO with a 
desired co1r.t, a timing interval with a 
range of 21 and a resolution of up to 3.75 
microseconds (with a clock frequency of 
6.4 MlIz) can be obtained with a 
minimum of external hardware and yet 
leave the processor free to do useful work. 
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Fig. 26 . Use of DMA·Out line to Implement an 
Internal timer. 

MA 
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EXTERNAL 
INTERRUPT 
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Fig. 26· Use of Interrupt line to Implement a 
general'purpose timer. 
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Microprocessor Control for Color-TV Receivers 

K. Karstad 

A microprocessor control that makes 
available sophisticated and desirable 
features not feasible with current stan· 
dard or custom IC's is described. The TV 
controller features modular design, which 
permits essential functions to be im· 
plemented on a priority basis while events 
of secondary importance are held until 
processing time is available. Physical 
modularity also permits features to be 
added In the form of software changes, 
thus saving manufacturers the expense in 
time and money of hardware redesign. 

The tuning function is implemented by 
means of a microprocessor controlled 
phase-/ocked loop, which constitutes a 
frequency synthesizer. Scanning and 
preprogramming of desired channels is 
possible; for example, a real·tlme clock 
allows event programming. The set can 
be programmed to turn Itself On or off or 
switch stations In a preplanned 
sequence. User interaction is accomplish· 
ed through a local keyboard on the set or 
a remote 35·key unit that transmits pulse· 
pos/tion-modulated Infrared pulses. A six
digit LED display provides Information 
and feedback. In this all-CMOS design, a 
two-level battery back-up system 
guarantees that stored channels and 
events Will be kept Intact for weeks in the 
event of an ac power failure. An interrupt 
driven system, with the Interrupt load 
time multiplexed, is combined with a 
DMA cycle-stealing feature to overcome 
the difficulties In software structuring. 

INTRODUCTION 
Until recently the number of user

controllable features on a TV receiver was 
limited, both for technical and economic 
reasons, to mechanical channel selection 
and sound and picture control. The advent 
of the varactor diode made electronic 
tuning possible by taking advantage of 
the voltage-variable capacitance 
characteristic of the diode. The avail
ability of IC's, In most, cases standard 
MSI circuits or custom MSIILSI circuits 
tailored for specific functions, has made 
feasible the electronic control of channel 

selection from the keyboard, either 
remote or part of the set, with the channel 
number shown either on or off-screen. 
This type of IC control represents the pre
sent trend in the TV industry; however, the 
availability of the microprocessor makes 
possible much more sophisticated con
trol of a much wider range of features. 

This Note describes a microprocessor 
control for a color-TV receiver, a COntrol 
that supports a large number of features 
and options.' As there is no clear industry 
trend toward the application of 
sophisticated electronics to control func
tions, It can be assumed that many of the 
features discussed will not find their way 
Into the standard home receiver for some 
time to come. Neverthless, this design, 
based on the CDP1802 microprocessor 
chip,' illustrates the degree to which the 
stored program concept can be used to 
implement receiver control. 

The microprocessor control represents 
a modular approach to TV-control design 
both in its ability to process functions on 
a priority basis and In its ability to accept 
additional or modified functions. Depen
ding on model or market, and without the 
need for the long-range custom-LSI 
development phase required in a hard
ware redesign, manufacturers can quickly 
implement new features through software 
changes or additions alone. 

GENERAL FUNCTIONAL OPERATIONS 
Tuning Control and Preprogramming 

The tuning function in this aI/
electronic system, Fig. 1, Is implemented 
by means of frequency synthesis. A 
phase-locked loop, PLL, selects the cor
rect local OSCillator, L.O., frequency for a 
specific channel and keeps the receiver 
tuned, Irrespective of changes in the 
tuner with time and temperature. When 
any number from 1 to 99 is keyed Into the 
keyboard, the signals are translated by 
means of data In a ROM look-up table Into 
the 14·bit code, dictated by International 
channel allocations, required to set the 
PLL on the constant L.O. frequency for 
the channel desired. 
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Fig. 1- The microprocessor-control system. The user interacts with the controller 
by means of either the local 2 x 12 keyset or the 35-key remote unit. 
Clock and program information is shown on the six-digit display. Exact 
tuning is accomplished through the phase·locked loop. The battery back· 
up system keeps the clock running and stored information intact in the 
event of a power failure. 

The PLL design also permits direct fine 
tuning over a whole channel. While the 
traditional need for fine tuning is 
eliminated by the exactness of the fre· 
quency synthesis approach, some users 
desire it in fringe areas for improved 
picture quality. There Is also, in some 
areas, a need to tune in the nonallocated 
channels used for cable TV and master 
antenna systems; the fine tuning capa
bility makes this possible. In the VHF 
band, fine tuning is implemented in 
25·kHz steps, and In the UHF band, In 
100-kHz steps. 

An important feature of the 
microprocessor tuner is channel 
preprogramming. In the following dis
cussion, the distinction made between 
programs and channels is that commonly 
practiced in Europe, where a given pro· 
gram may be assigned to two different 
channels In two different geographical 
areas in much the same way as different 
networks are assigned different channels 
in the U.S. The tuner can store 16 pro· 
grams, which can then be called out 
simply by depressing a key number be
tween 1 and 16. 

This preprogramming technique reo 
quires that the channel to which a given 
program is aSSigned be known. For the 
more usual case, where the channel is not 
known, a scanning mode is availabie. 
Depression of the scan key will initiate a 
search starting at the channel to which 
the set is currently tuned and terminating 
at the next higher channel available on 
the air. If the scan button is not depressed 

again, that channel is automaticaly 
assigned to the stored·program location 
currently chosen. With each depression 
of the scan button, the tuning system 
searches for the nearest higher available 
carrier. If no station is found, the scan 
wraps around and stops on the frequency 
from which the search began. 
Display and Keyboard Control 

Channel and program numbers are shown 
on a six-digit, LED, Off-screen display. 
(Display and keyboards are shown in the 
Appendix.) For a period of time the on· 
screen display was popular, but the imple' 
mentation of the off·screen display Is 
simpler; it can also be on permanently, 
and does not distract the viewer's at· 
tentlon. The optimum number of digits 
permitting continuous display of clock 
and program number, the nOrmal or 
prioritized display mode, is Six. Upon reo 
quest from the keyboard, both channel 
and program numbers are shown, the 
channel number displacing the clock 
display. In the scanning mOde, the 
channel frequencies assigned to program 
numbers are automatically displayed. 

The availability of a real·time clock per· 
mits event programming; i.e., a program 
can be automatically turned on or off at a 
specific time. Agaln,·the six-digit display 
Is sufficient for the easy programming of 
events as well as the listing of events 
already programmed. 

The local keyboard, with 12 keys and 
shift-key, can handle 24 tasks, including 
program select scan, analog control 
(up/down), mute, on/off, and clock set. The 



master keybOard is remote, has 35 keys, 
and communicates with the receiver over 
an infrared link. Each depressed key 
generates a unique seven-bit code as a 
pulse-posit lon-modulated (PPM) pulse 
train;" zero and one bits are defined by 
specific distances between pulses. This 
pulse train, an asynchronous event with 
respect to any other task, is processed by 
the DMA (direct memory access) channel. 
Hence, a random real-time event is given 
priority. 

The analog functions, volume, 
brightness, contrast, and saturation, are 
changed continuously up or down by 
holding down the appropriate key. A six
bit word in memory, providing 64-step 
resolution, Is output at a predetermined 
rate and incremented or decremented by 
one each time. With sample-and-hold 
multiplexing techniques, one output port 
Is sufficient for serving four different 
channels. 
Event Programming 

The six-<iiglt display and 24-hour clock 
make It possible to preprogram and 
monitor events for a period beginning at 
the present and extending 24 hours into 
the future. An arbitrary number of memory 
locations, eight In this design, are re
served for event programs. The user, 
while watching the display, simply keys in 
the time for the set to turn on (or to switch 
channels If already on) and the program 
number. This procedure can be repeated 
until the list is full, whlc.h is indicated by 
flashing 9's on the display. There is no 
restriction on the sequence of entering 
events. The software orders the list in 
time sequence so that the event nearest 
In time Is always at the top of the list. The 
software checks every minute to deter
mine whether an event is to be activiated; 
If It Is, the event Is executed and then 
erased from the list, and the next event in 
time is moved up. A lit decimal pOint on 
the display indicates that. an event is 
pending. When the event has been ex
ecuted, the decimal point begins flashing 
and continues to flash until the viewer 
acknowledges by depressing any key. If 
no acknowledgment is received within 
five minutes, the set turns itself off. 

The sequence abOve describes an event 
that occurs only once; it Is a simple mat
ter to program an event so that it is 
automatically repeated every 24 hOurs, for 
example, an event that turns a program 
off at a specified time each day. The pro
grammed information (time, program 
number), along with an indication of 
whether It Is aone-tlme-only, off, or repeat 
event Is listed on the display by use of a 
"list" button on the keybOard. An empty 
or exhausted list is Indicated by flashing 
eights. 
expansion 

The modular structure of the 
microprocessor tuner makes it possible 
to add options by adding ports to the data 
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bus and segments of code to the soft
ware. Two options of considerable future 
interest are Teletext" and Viewdata". If the 
receiver in question is equipped with the 
Teletext option, for example, the 
keyboard will contain a key marked 
Teletext. When this key is depressed, the 
software will check for the existence of 
this option. If it is present, certain keys 
will from that moment be redefined and, 
when depressed, will lead to the execu
tion of tasks different from those of the 
normal TV mode. The latter mode is re
called by use of another key, NTV." 

SYSTEM SOFTWARE 
The requirements on the software por

tion of this real-time controller are to 
multiplex the six display digits, multiplex 
four analog channels, update the clock, 
monitor the two keyboards, and execute 
the tasks called for. The clock must, of 
course, be updated regularly and fre
quently so that it does not lose time. The 
display must be refreshed at a rate high 
enough to avoid flicker, i.e., at 50 to 60 liz 
at least. The analog values must also be 
refreshed steadily at a rate high enough 
to maintain a dc signal and without ex
cessively large filter constants. Certainly, 
the keybOards must be checked frequent
ly enough to catch any random key 
depressions. Finally, whatever command 
is received, fine tuning, scan, mute, etc., 
must be processed and executed. Note in 
this context that some of the tasks, such 
as volume up/down, require continuous 
depression of a key for an indeterminate 
amount of time. 

These overlapping and partially con
flicting specifications are met by an 
Interrupt-<irlven system together with the 
DMA channel used for the remote 
keybOard} A pulse train, derived from the 
CPU clock, Interrupts the software pro
gram every four milliseconds, as shown in 
Fig. 2. The interrupt routine, which must 
be executed with regular frequency, is 
divided into three sections to assure 
distribution of the load. Each time the In
terrupt service routine is called, a test is 
made to determine which cycle is to be 
serviced next. Hence, three cycles com
prising a complete frame are sequentially 
serviced. After 12 milliseconds, a full In
terrupt service frame repeats. 

The six digits of the display are 
grouped in pairs, two per cycle. This ar
rangement reduces the multiplex rate to 
1:3 and provides twice' as much time be
tween Interrupts as would otherwise be 
the case. The refresh rate for the display 
is now 83 Hz, well above the critical 
flicker rate. 

The sequence of events In the interrupt 
routine is as follows: An Interrupt occurs. 
The last digit pair is turned off and the 
next pair Is turned on. The four analog 
channels are then multiplexed and 
refreshed and the clock Is updated. Con-
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Fig. 2 - The interrupt system. The system is Interrupt driven with the Interrupt 
service routine split and time multiplexed. Remote Infrared control 
pulses are received in real time through direct memory access without 
interfering with ongoing processing. 

trol then returns to the main program. At 
the next interrupt the last digit pair Is 
turned off and the next pair is turned on. 
The clock is updated again, but in this 
cycle, the local keyboard is also scanned 
for key closure. At the third interrupt, the 
last digit pair is handled, and the service 
routine checks for reception of a com
mand from the remote keyboard. If a 
character has been received, the com
mand is processed and executed. Once 
more the clock Is updated and the main 
program resumes execution. All urgent 
tasks are thus served regularly and fre
quently: the clock is updated every four 
milliseconds, and every twelve 
milliseconds the display and the D/A 
channels are refreshed. In addition, both 
keyboards are monitored, and If a key 
closure has taken place, the required pro
cessing Is performed for the main pro
gram to act upon later. 

A key closure on the remote keyboard 
generates a bit string of pulses, and for 
some commands, a long character string. 
These pulse trains, which occur randomly 
and sometimes last for long periods, are 
received without tying up the processor 
and neglecting other real time events by 
having them fed In~o the DMA input. Thus 
the keyed information is conveyed to the 
CPU through a cycle-stealing process 
and, to all practical purposes, without 
slowing, or interfering with, the CPU's cur
rent operation. 

The interrupt service routine in each 
four-millisecond time slot may vary In 
length 'according to which cycle Is on, and 
particularly according to how much of the 
clock update routine is required at a 

specific moment. Nevertheless, the pro· 
cessor is idle during the major part of the 
time slot, and is available for background 
processing in the main program. 

When control returns to the main pro· 
gram in each time slot, the program deter· 
mines whether a command was received 
from one of the keyboards. If it has been, 
that task, for example, change 
brightness, is executed. If no command 
has been received, the CPU is essentially 
idle until the next. interrupt occurs. In 
most cases, the free time In one of the 
three cycles is ample time for the pro· 
cessing of any task In the main program; 
if it is not,the next interrupt simply 
postpones the background processing 
until one or a few more time slots are 
available. This manipulation is not ap· 
parent to the user. 

The flowchart for the main program, 
Fig. 3, provides additional information on 
the pOints mentioned above. An interrupt 
can occur at any time in the main 
program; however, most of the time, If no 
keyboard command has been received, 
the program loops through the upper 
portion of the chart. A few other tests are 
also regularly performed: are there any 
events pending, was an event executed 
but not acknowledged, has ac power 
failed, or is no station on ·the air. 

THE HARDWARE/SOFTWARE 
INTERFACE 

Clock, Display and Keyboards 
Four locations In the RAM are assigned 

to hold the four clock digits. As shown In 
the flowchart of Fig. 4, at every Interrupt, 
a seconds counter is Incremented. Later. 
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Fig. 7- Precise tuning and station selection Is done with a phase-locked loop. 
The loop Is controlled by an LSI chip that contains a dlvlde-by-N counter, 
band select, phase comparator and reference frequency dividers. Band and 
channel frequency information is contained in a 16-blt data word sent over 
the memory address bus. 

as unassigned channels used In cable TV 
and MATV installations. Additional fine 
tuning Is implemented with the same 
resolution. The 16 bits of data are output 
over the eight-bit memory address bus 
with only one Instruction, using register
based output. With the exception of the 
ECL prescaler, the low-pass filter, and 
operational amplifier, all circuitry is inte
grated on one CMOS chip. The required 
Interface logic for the remote keyboard, 
discussed earlier, Is also Included on the 
chip. 

The PLL system employed In the 
microprocessor tuner differs funda
mentally from the open-loop analog 
system commonly employed. In the 
analog system, a predetermined VOltage 
Is applied to the tuner with the expecta
tion that the generated frequency will be 
correct. But because there Is no feed
back, changes In components with age 
and temperature Influence the frequency. 
Neither is automatic compensation 
achieved for the unavoidable differences 
that occur In tuner characteristics. 

Note that with a PLL system., 
preprogramming of channels and events 
can be done at any time; no stations have 
to be on the air. In fact, It is now possible 
for the dealer to preprogram sets before 
they are delivered to customers, provided 
a battery back-up system Is Implemented. 
BaHery Back-Up 

A tWO-level battery back-up system 
takes over In the event of a power failure. 

Because of the all-CMOS circuitry of the 
logic and processor, this system can be 
implemented with only four rechargeable 
low-capaclty NICd celis. 

In order to conserve power, the CPU, 
upon detecting a power failure, 
automatically switches from the 2-MHz 
crystal in normal use to a low-frequency 
32-kHz crystal. The switching takes place 
during a few milliseconds "walt" state 
which the CPU also enters automatically 
with a power failure.· If power Is not 
restored within the predetermined 
number of days, seven, the CPU shuts 
Itself down after shutting down the whole 
system with the exception of the RAM 
storing user-programmed information. 
The remaining battery power Is sufficient 
for approximately three months of 
storage. If power returns before three 
months, operation resumes as normal 
with stored Information intact. 

The slow-clock mode works satis
factorily because, during the absence of 
ac power, the only task performed by the 
software at each interrupt is a clack up
date. Essentially the same update routine 
is used, except that, In the slow-clock 
mode, a branch instruction sets a new 
limit for the number of interrupt pulses re
quired to measure one second. Again, the 
software Ignores all code except update 
clock and testing for the presence of ac 
power. 
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Fig. 3- The main-program flowchart. When 
a keyboard command Is received. 
the program branches from the 
upper loop and executes the task 
called. The main program also 
checks evary minute for a pro
grammed event that calls for 
action; the user has five minutes 
to acknowledge an event 
execution. 

In the update routine, the counter Is 
tested for the value of one second, and an 
update buffer Is loaded. 

Another buffer In RAM, the display 
buffer, contains BCD data. for the six 
display digits. The !Jpdate routine 
transfers data for the four clock digits 
from the update buffer. The display buffer 
also contains addresses for the digit 
palrs,the seven scanning lines for the 
local keyboard. and the four multiplexed 
DlA lines. 

The configuration of the data In the 
display buffer Is closely related to the 
hardware scheme shown In Fig. 5. 
Segment data for a digit pair are fed from 
two separate latch/decoder circuits. An 
eight-bit addressable latch selects the 
digit pair or the DlA channel to be 
sampled. Another addressable latch pro
vides the scan address for testing key 
closures on the local keyboard. The re
quired 16 bits of data are assembled In 
One .16-blt CPU register and output over 
the memory address bus with Just one In
struction.' 

MUX, 
3 DtgIt Pair • • 0'''' Channel. 
7 QUn .. 
Monitor: 
..... ot. XI 
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Fig. 4- The Interrupt-routine flowchart. 
The Interrupt service routine 
increments the seconds counter 
and updates the clock. It also 
multiplexes the display and the 
analog values and scans and 
monitors the keyboards. If ac 
power fails. the CPU switches to a 
low-frequency clock and battery 
power. 

Four RAM locations store the six-bit 
D/A data, which Is output before the D/A 
channel Is sampled. The latched data Is 
smoothed by a simple Rl2R network; no 
greater precision is required. 

The software section of the Interrupt 
routine, which Interacts with the hard
ware of Fig. 5, Is detailed In the flowchart 
of Fig. 6. The program turns off the last 
select line for a digit pair and tests 
whether It was cycle O. If the answer Is 
yes, a new frame of events Is about to be 
repeated and the display pointer Is reset 
to the top of the display buffer. Segment 
data for the next digit pair are output, and 
the pair Is selected. In this example, the 
answer to the test of cycle 2 Is yes; 
therefore, the four D/A channels are 
sampled In a burst mOde, after which the 
routine exits to Its update portion. At the 
next Interrupt, since It was not cycle 0, the 
program turns On the next digit pair, flnde 
Itself In cycle 1, and activates the local 
keyboard routine. Finally, at the third In
terrupt (cycle 0), the remote keyboard 
routine Is sequenced. 
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Fig. 5- The multiplexing of the six-digit display and tha four analog channels, 
and the scanning of tha local keyboard, is accomplished with a compact 
16-blt data format. The eight-bit microprocessor outputs the full 
data word over the memory address bus with only one instruction. 
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Fig. 6- This detail of the interrupt service 
routine shows how time·divlsion 
multiplexing is accomplished In 
three cycles In order to distribute 
the real·tlme load. 

A key depression on the local keybOard 
Is translated Into a command code and 
stored In memory for the main program to 
process. The sequence of events Is as 
fOllows: One of the output lines from the 
addressable latch Is activated; the CPU 
tests the first flag-llne fOr key closure 
(Fig. 5). If the output line Is line 4 and EF1 
Is tested (defined as row 0), a pOssible key 
closure Is Identified and marked as key 
number 4 + 0 = 4. The CPU next tests 
line 4 and flag EF2 (defined. as row 7). A 
key closure here Is Identified as key 
number 4 + 7 = 11. The key number Is 
used as an address pointer to a ROM 
table that contains the actuat command 
code fOr that particular key (fOr example, 
mute). Because the local keyboard has 
only 12 keys to handle 24 functions, a 
shlft·key depression must also be 
verified. If the shift key Is down, 12 Is 
added to the table address, causing a 
jump to the second part of the table con· 
talnlng the shift commands. The 
keyboard scan repeats every 12 
milliseconds. If closure Is detected, a de
bOunce routine allows 36 milliseconds for 
verification of a valid key depression. 

The received and detected IR pulse 
train. from the remote unit Is a PPM pulse 
stream composed of six bits plus a parity 
bit for each character. The software 
monitors the presence of a bit stream, 
measures the time between pulses, 
thereby discriminating between ones and 

zeros, and assembles the information Into 
a character that represents the actual 
command code. Finally, the program tags 
the received command code as to what 
type It Is, a single command (on, off) or a 
repeat command (volume up), for the 
duration of the key depression. Ones or 
zeros are determined at measuring the 
time between pulses. 

A four-bit counter Is clocked by a 
10-kHz signal. The cOntent of the counter 
is read at the beginning of each IR pulse, 
and the counter is restarted. Hence, the 
number of pulses read represents the 
time interval between the last two pulses. 
As the IR pulse itself activates the DMA-in 
line, the time count Is automatically read 
Into a memory location. The DMA pOinter 
advances In readiness for another Input 
byte, which Occurs at the next IR pulse. 
Hence, the seven bits in a command, 
represented by seven counts, are 
automatically stored in memory. If the 
time base is chosen well, it is pOSSible, 
while maintaining good resolution, to get 
a count in which the most significant bit 
reads directly and correctly 1 or 0 for the 
time Interval. It remains only for the CPU 
to repack the 1's and O's into a command 
code word, which is stored for later use. 
The software COde used for servicing the 
remote unit is in many ways similar to a 
UART program; It checks for correct 
number of bits and framing error, and 
Ignores nOise pulses and other error con
ditions_ 

Tunnlng and Program selection 
A prescaler In the closed loop circuit, 

Fig_ 7, divides the outputs from the L.O. 
by 64 for VHF and by 256 for UHF; the 
dividing ratio is defined as K. The output 
of the prescaler, now within the frequency 
range of CMOS circuitry, feeds a 14-blt 
divide-by-N counter, the output of which 
is compared with a reference frequency. 
The output from the phase detector Is 
filtered, amplified, and applied to the 
varactor diode used to tune the L.O. In 
sum, the L.O. frequency of the tuner Is 
measured, and whatever control voltage 
is necessary to force the frequency to be 
correct for a selected channel Is 
generated by the loop. At phase lock, 
when the Inputs to the phase detector are 
of the same frequency, the L.O. frequency 
of the tuner Is N times K times the 
reference frequency. Therefore, the 
dlvlde-by-N counter, which Is under soft
ware control by the user, selects the 
channel. 

The data format Is a 16·blt word; the 
two most significant bits are decoded to 
select one of four bands (VHF·I"VHF·III, 
VHF, extra). The remaining 14 bits are the 
binary representation of the number N for 
a specific channel. The 14 bits provide 
sufficient resolution to place the L.O. 
frequencies as little as 25 kHz apart for 
VHF. Thus, It Is possible to use the tuner 
to select any channel In the world, as well 
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APPENDIX 
Summary of single and compound keyboard commands. (t and p 
refer to numerals 0 through 9). Keyboard diagrams are shown on 
the following page. 

Commands 

ANY KEY 
BRT 
CH 
ppCH 
CL 

COL 
CON 
EVpppttttT 
EVOOpttttT 
FT 
L 
LNO 
MU, MUTE 
MX 
NONTV 
NTV 

P 
ppP 

Actions 

Acknowledge automatic turn-on 
Brightness adjust 
Channel scan 
Preprogram channels 
Clear. Returns program to previous mode. Instant 
escape from error mode. Return from listing, 
scan. 
Color adjust 
Contrast adjust 
Preprogram a one·time event 
Preprogram off 
Fine tuning 
List preprogrammed events 
Cancel preprogrammed event while listing 
Mute 
Mix, expansion command 
Four factory analog values are called 
Return to normal TV mode. Four user's analog 
values are also restored 
Program scan 
Program selection. Turn set on with pp = 1-16 
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SAT Saturation adjust 
SFCH What channel is currently assigned? 
SF EVppPttttt Preprogram a repetitive event 
SF IiITV Store user's analog values 
SF P Toggle between PAL or SECAM decoder 
STB, STBY Standby: toggles set onloff 
T Toggle clock display onloff 
ttih set clock . 
TEL Tele, expansion command 
? T ? Time, expansion command 
VW View, expansion command 
VOL Volume adjust 

Local KB 

92CIlt-32202 

Display 

TIME PROGRAM 
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1&Bit Operations in the CDP1802 Microprocessor 
by D. Block 

Although the CDP1802 microprocessor 
Is an 8-blt machine, It contains mostly 
16-blt registers. Its sixteen 16-blt registers 
are all general-purpose types, giving the 
CDP1802 a great deal of flexibility and the 
flavor of a 16-bit microprocessor in many 
respects. This paper describes various 
software routines and a few Interface cir
cuits that can be used to manipulate full 
16-bit values in the CDP1802. 

The areas of logical, shift, and 
arithmetic operations are all considered 
along with 110 and lOOp counters. In 
sophisticated systems where multiplica
tions and/or divisions are required, a hard
ware approach using the CDP1855 
Multiply/Divide unit should be In
vestigated. These 8-bit units can be 
cascaded, so that up to 32-blt operations 
can be performed. For simpler systems, 
the software approach described below is 
probably the best choice. 

General 

In many of the following examples, a 
16-blt data word will be located hi 
memory. Since the CDP1802 Is an 8-blt 
machine, of necessity the word will have 
to be stored as two 8-bit bytes. As a con
vention, assume that the 16-blt word is 
located .In two consecutive locations with 
the most significant byte occupying the 
higher address. 

logic Operations 

The logic operations provided by the 
CDP1802 are AND, OR, and EXCLUSIVE 
OR. These three operations are normally 
performed between an operand In the D 
register and a byte from memory. With the 
addition of a few Instructions, register-to
register operations can also be ac
complished, as shown In Example 2, 
below. 

Exampla 1: Register/Memory Operations 

In this example, a 18-blt OR is per
formed between the contents of an R 

register called REG1 and two bytes of 
memory pointed to by another register 
called POINTR. The results will be in 
REG1. 

SEX POINTR 

GLO REG1 
OR 
PLO REG1 
INC POINTR 

GHI REG1 
OR 
PHIREG1 

.. POINT X TO FIRST 
(LOWESn 
MEMORY BYTE 

.. OR LOW BYTES 

.. POINT TO 

.. HIGHEST 
MEMORY BYTE 

.. OR HI BYTES 

.. RESTORE 
RESULTS 

Example 2: Reglster-to-Reglster Opera
tions 

If the two operands are in two registers 
called REG1 and REG2, the code below 
can be used; it is only three bytes longer 
than that of example 1. Here, again, the 
results will be returned to REG1. 

SEX POINTR .. SET A POINTER 
TO A FREE BYTE 

GLO REG1 
STR POINTR .. STORE LOW BYTE 

OF REG1 
GLO REG2 
OR .. OR LOW BYTES 
PLO REG1 .. RESULTS 

RETURNED TO 
REG1 

GHIREG1 
STR POINTR .. STORE HI BYTE 

OF REG1 
GHI REG2 
OR .. OR HI BYTES 
PHIREG1 .. RESULTS TO REG1 

Shift Operations 

In the CDP1802, shifts are performed on 
the contents of the D-reglster In either cir
cular shifts, with data bits Circulating 
through DF, or open shifts, in which zeros 
are shifted into one end of the D-register. 
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Either type of operation can be performed 
on the full 16 bits of an R-reglster, as 
shown below. Right shifts are performed 
by substituting the appropriate shlft-rlght 
commands for the shift-left commands 
given In the examples. 

Example 3: Shift Left (Open) 

GLO REG1 .. GET LOW BYTE 
SHL .. SHIFT LEFT 
PLO REG1 .. RESTORE 
GHI REG1 .. GET HI BYTE 
SHLC .. SHIFT LEFT WITH 

CARRY BRINGS IN 
LSB 

PHI REG1 .. RESTORE 

Example 4: Shift Left Circular 

GLO REG1 
SHL .. SET UP CARRY 

GHI REG1 
SHLC 
PHIREG1 

GLO REG1 
SHLC 

PLO REG1 

INTO HI BYTE 

.. SHIFT IN CARRY 

.. CARRY INTO LOW 
BYTE LEFT IN OF 

.. SHIFT CARRY 
INTO LOW BYTE 

A 16-blt shift of two consecutive 
memory bytes is performed similarly by 
replacing the GET and PUT statement by 
memory reference commands as follows: 

Example 5: Shift Left-Memory location 

LON REG1 .. REG POINTS TO 

SHL 
STR REG1 
INC REG1 
LON REG1 
SHLC 
STR REG1 

LOW BYTE 

Example 6: Shift Left Circular - Memory 
locations 

LOA REG1 
SHL 
LON REG1 
SHLC 
STR REG1 
DEC REG1 
LON REG1 
SHLC 
STR REG1 

Arithmetic Operations 

Sixteen-bit arithmetic Is straightfor
ward In the CDP1802 since arithmetic 
operations including the value of the OF 
flag are Included In the Instruction set. 
Arithmetic operations are performed bet
ween a byte in the D-reglster and a byte 
from memory but, again, the addition of a 

few extra instructions makes reglster-to
register operations possible. 

. Exaniple 7: Register/Memory Addition 

SEX POINTR .. POINT TO 

GLO REG1 
ADD 
PLO REG1 

IRX 

GHI REG1 
ADC 
PHIREG1 

MEMORY 
LOW BYTE 
OPERAND 

.. RESULTS 
RESTORED TO 
REG1 

.. POINT TO HIGH 
. BYTE 

Example 8: Register/Register Addition 

SEX POINTR .. STORE REG2 HI 

GHI REG2 
STXD 
GLO REG2 
STR POINTR 

GLO REG1 

ADD 
PHIREG1 
IRX 
GHIREG1 
ADC 
PHIREG1 

BYTE 

.. STORE REG2 LOW 
BYTE 

.. SAME AS 
PREVIOUS 
EXAMPLE FROM 
HERE 

Note that If each byte had been 
operated on In sequence, as was done In 
Example 2, rather than storing both 
halves of REG2 and then operating on 
them, the code could have been reduced 
by one instruction. This reduction could 
be significant in some applications. 

Counters 

An increment or decrement Instruction 
to an R-reglster operates on the full 16 
bits of the register. Thus, loop counters of 
up to 65k counts are readily available. The 
most direct implementation of a loop 
counter Involves the presetting of an 
R-register with the desired number, 
decrementing it once each time through 
the loop, and testing for zero in the 
counter. The following example sets up a 
loop counter for 512 counts. 

Example 9: Output 512 Bytes 

LDI #02; PHI COUNTR 
.. SET COUNTER = 
#0200 



LDI HOO; PLO COUNTR 
LOOP: OUT1 .. DO AN OUTPUT 

OPERATION 
DEC COUNTR .. DECREMENT THE 

COUNT 
GLO COUNTR .. CHECK LOW 

BNZ LOOP 
GHICOUNTR 

BNZ LOOP 
XX 

HALF OF 
COUNTER 

.. CHECK HI HALF 
OF COUNTER 

.. NEXT INSTRUC
TION AFTER LOOP 

Note that an output instruction outputs 
MR(X) and then increments R(X), so that 
this example would output 512 con
secutive bytes from memory. Of course, 
for smaller loops of less than 256 counts, 
only the low half of a register need be ex
amined, and two instructions can be 
removed from the loop. 

Care must be exercised, when design
ing timing loops, to equalize the various 
branch path lengths. The method shown 
in example 9 would not be suitable for 
real-time loops. Instead, a loop of the 
form shown in example10 should be used. 

Example 10: Timing Loop 

LDIH20; PHI TIMER 
.. SET COUNT 

LDI HOO; PLO TIMER 
LOOP: DEC TIMER 

GLO TIMER 
BZ ENDTST 
GLOTIMER 

BR LOOP 
ENDTST: GHI 
TIMER 
BNZ LOOP 
XX 

.. DECREMENT 
TIMER 

.. TEST LOW BYTE 

.. DUMMY, IN
STRUCTION TO 
MATCH DELAYS 

.. TEST HI BYTE 

.. NEXT IN
STRUCTION 

Two notes of caution should be men
tioned here. First, a short branch instruc
tion takes two machine cycles, whereas a 
long branch requires three - avoid mixing 
them in a loop. In particular beware of the 
trap caused by editing long branches into 
a file in response to as~embler-generated 
"branch out of page" errors. Make sure 
first that these branches are not in a tim
ing loop. Second, beware of inserting 
NOP instructions to match delays, as 
these are three-machine-cycle instruc
tions 

A Hardware Approach to Timing Genera
tion 

A general-purpose time-delay 
subroutine can be devised which takes a 
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passed parameter, puts Its value into a 
register, counts It down to zero, and 
returns to the caller. Significant time 
delays can be generated by this method 
when a 16-bit value is passed, as shown 
below: 

Example 11: General-Purpose Time Delay 
Subroutine 

The main program, using the Standard 
Call and Return Technique, would look 
like this when HOFFF is the value being 
passed: 

SEP R4, A(DELA Y), HOFFF 

The Subroutine itself follows: 

DELAY:LDA R6 
PHI TIMER .. LOAD PASSED 

PARAMETER 
LDA R6; PLO TIMER 
SKP .. THIS ENABLES 

ZERO TO BE 
PASSES 

LOOP: DEC TIMER 

GLOTIMER 
BZ ENDTST 
GLO TIMER 

BR LOOP 

.. DECREMENT 

.. TEST LOW BYTE 

.. DUMMY INST TO 
MATCH DELAYS 

ENDTST: GHI TIMER 

BNZ LOOP 
SEP R5 

.. TEST HI BYTE 

.. RETURN WHEN 
ZERO REACHED 

A method of creating an on-board time 
in the CDP1802 by using its built-in DMA 
facilities is described In Reference 1. 

Input/Output 
Inputting a 16-bit word to one of the R 

registers is a trivial matter In both hard
ware and software. Fig. 1 shows two input 
ports where NO and N1 have been used to 
select the low and high bytes, respective
ly, of a 16-bit word. The code required to 
load this word into REG1 appears below: 

Example 11: Input a 16-8it Word to a 
Register 

INP1 

PLO REG1 

INP2 
PHIREG1 

.. BRING LOW BYTE 
INTOD 

.. TRANSFER IT TO 
LOW HALF OF 
REG1 

.. BRING IN HI BYTE 

.. STORE IT 

A shorter software sequence can be 
developed to input the word into two con-
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8 81TS (HIGH) 8 8ITS(LDW) 

NO~---l 

COPI8D2 NI 

lmD 

92CS-32067 

fig. 1-Baslc US-bit Input circuit. 

secutlve memory locations since an Input 
byte Is automatically written Into MR(X) 
as well as the 0 register. However, hard
ware can be devised that will automatical
ly Input both bytes when a single Input in
struction is executed. This circuitry, 
shown In Fig. 2, operates as follows: ex
ecution of Input Instruction INP 1 will not 
directly read In a b~ However, It sets 
the Service Request (SR) 9f PORT 1, caus
ing the next machine cycle to be given 
over to a DMA-IN operation which will 
read In PORT 1. The timing Is such that 
two DMA cycles will actually occur, Input
ting PORT 1 and PORT 2 to sequential 
memory locations pointed to by R(O). The 

software for this sequence would consist 
only of: 

SEX RO .. 
INP 1 

Besides saving code, this approach Is 
faster In the Input oper~t!on (since DMA 
operations take only one machine cycle) 
than a sequence involving two Inputs and 
a register Increment. 

A full 16-blt output can be obtained 
from the CDP1802 with one Instruction, as 
shown In Fig. 3. Here, the contents of R(X) 
will be latched into PORTS 1 and 2 during 
the ~xecute cycle of the output Instruc
tion. Since anyone of the 16-blt registers 
can be output to the address lines, this 
technique is a very powerful one. 

Reference 

1. "Optimizing Hardware/Software 
Trade-Offs in RCA CDP1802 
Microprocessor Applications," L.A. 
Soloman, D. Block, RCA Solid State 
Application Note ICAN-6704. 

2. A more detailed discussion of this 
"register output" operation can be 
found in "Register Based Output 
Function for RCA COSMAC 
Microprocessors," N. Swales, RCA 
Solid State Application Note 
ICAN-6562. 
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Programming 2732 PROM's with the CDP18S480 
PROM Programmer 
by D. Block 

The CDP18S480 PROM Programmer 
was designed to program a variety of 
industry-standard PROM's, including the 
Intel 2704, 2708, 2758, and 2716's and 
equivalent products from other suppliers. 
With a simple hardware addition to the 
PROM Programmer, and without any soft
ware changes, the CDP18S480 can also 
be used to program Intel 2732 PROM's. 
This addition to the PROM family is 
organized as 4K x 8 (4 kilobytes x 8 bits) 
and operates from a single + 5-volt sup
ply_ All inpYls are T2L compatible except 
for pin 20 (OElVpp), which must be pulsed 
to 25 volts during programming. 

Many electrical and mechanical 
characteristics have been maintained be
tween the 2716 (organized as 2K x 8) and 
the 2732 for upwards compatibility. For 
example, only the definitions of pins 20 
and 21 have changed between the two ver
sions, as shown in Fig. 1. In the 2732, pin 
20 continues to represent an output 
enable function, but with Vpp (the pro
gramming voltage) also impressed on it; 
pin 21 becomes the A11 address pin. 

Electrically, the programming voltage 
(+ 25 volts) and programming pulse width 
(50 milliseconds nominal) are the same 

2716 2732 

92CS-32!191 
Fig. I-Pin configurations. 

for both the 2716 and 2732. The technique 
for 2732 programming described here 
takes advantage of this fact. The 2732 will 
be treated as two 2716's for all opera
tions, and the logic circuitry described 
below will handle necessary logic-level 
conversions and voltage switching. The 
hardware Is designed to plug into the 
2716 socket of the PROM programmer. 

Theory of Operation 
Fig. 2 shows the programming 

waveforms for the 2716 and 2732. Note 
that the voltages on pin 21 of the 2716 are 
almost those required for pin 20 of the 

+ 25V 

PIN 21 VPP ~'-+-5-V---"':""::':::":"------- - - - - -- L 
+5V 

PIN20 (jE-.JOV L 
-----~ 

+ 25V 

PIN 20 QE/VPP-.J.-O-V...;..::.:;...;..----------- - - - -- L 
+ 5V 

PIN 18 CE 

-----l,0L 
92CM-32536 

Fig. 2-Programming waveforms (not to scale): (a) 2716, (b) 2732. 
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2732. However, pin 20 must go to ground 
In the Read mode. The transistor circuitry 
In Fig. 31s designed so that when pin 20 
of the 2716 Is low, the Input to pin 20 of 
the 2732 will also be low. When pin 20 of 
the 2716 Is high, pin 20 of the 2732 Is con
nected to the programming voltage (If a 
programming operation Is In effect) or to 
+ 5 volts, disabling the chip. 

The progr.amming pulses applied to pin 
18 of the two devices differ In polarity. In· 
version of the pin 18 signal Is ac
complished through pin 20 of the 2716 by 
means of an Excluslve'()R gate. The con
ditions for reading and programming are 
met by this arrangement. 

As mentioned above, pin 21 on the 2732 
Is the A11 address pin. Fig. 3 shows this 
pin connected to a toggle switCh. The 
2732 will be exercised twice for each 
operation: once with A11 low, and then 
with A11 high. 

Hardware Construction 
The circuitry of Fig. 3 can be con· 

structed on a small vectorboard that 
plugs directly Info the 2716 socket of the 

PROM Programmer. A ZIF, zero-insertlon
force, socket Is required for the 2732. It Is 
recommended that solder connections 
not be made directly to this socket, since 
the solder may wick up the leads and In
terfere with operation of the pin clamps. 
Instead, the ZIF socket should be plugged 
Into a second socket, and connections 
made to that socket. 

Only a CD4049 Inverter should be used 
to drive pin 18 of the 2732. Other CMOS In
verters may not have sufficient drive to 
handle the T2L Input. The use of capacitor 
C1 Is recommended by Intel to prevent 
transients from exceeding the + 28-volt 
maxlmum·ratlng of the device. 
Operation 

The 2732 will be programmed as two 
2716's.1 When programming from a disk 
file, sequential sections of the file must 
be loaded In, since the disk-file reader 
loads only 2 kilobytes at a time Into the 
buffer. Similarly, when copying one 2732 
Into another, several steps are necessary. 
The examples below should help clarify 
the requirements. CDS output Is underlin
ed. The COOS software version Is assum
ed. 

+5Y 
51 

221--+---..:;E....---+-----1--+l22 

21 
50 

2716 
SOCKET 201----+-C-"'\I\Iv-4-I 

XU3 

19t---+------=------i19 

18~---I O,>---I">o-----~18 

17t-------------~17 

2732 
SOCKET 

UI- CD4070BE 
U2-CD4049BE 
01,02-2N2222 
03-2N2907 
CI-0.I,.F,50V 

1-17,22-24 
SOCKET PIN OIRECT CONNECTIONS 

! PIN 14 CONNECTS TO SOCKET PIN 24 
UI,U2 1 PIN 7 COIINECTS TO SOCKET PIN 12 

Fig. 3-Circuit diBgram. 

92cli- 52557 
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Reference: 

Example 1: 
Program a 2732 from a disk file called 

FILE.O.BJ for the address range 
~FFF. First, set S1 sO that pin 21 Is 
low. 

PROM PROGRAMMER. VERSION XX 
ENTER Y,C,P,F,S.U: P 
TYPE.: 2716 (CR) 
'Lc5GiC= P,N: P 
(Q)ISK OR (R)AM: b 
INPUT FILENAME: FILE.OBJ 
ENTER LOWEST PROM ADDRESS OOCOO): OOOO(CR) 

LOADING COMPLETED 
~ , . The first half of the PROM is done 
REPROGRAM 2716?: N .. Set S1 In the opposite position 
PROM PROGRAMMER. VERSION XX ' 
ENTER V,C,P,F,S,U: P 
~2716(CR) 

LOGIC = P.N?: P 
(D)ISK OR (R)AM?: D 
INPUT FILENAME: FILE.OBJ 
ENTER LOWEST PROM ADDRESS (XXOO): 08OO(CR) .. Second half of 

address range. 
LOADING COMPLETED 
CONEI .. Entire 2732 is now programmed 
REpROGRAM 2716? N 

Example 2: 
Copy two 2716's into one 2732. Insert 

the lower address 2716 first, 

PROM PROGRAMMER, VERSIQN XX 
ENTER V,C,P,F,S,U: C 
~:2716(CR) 

LOGIC = P,N?: P PAGet =06(CR) ., First half = pg 8-F 
DONE! 
PROM PROGRAMMER. VERSION XX ,. Insert higher address 2716 
ENTER V,C,P,F,S,U: C 
TYPE.: 2716(CR) 
LOGIC=P,N?: P PAGE.=10(CR) .. Second half=pg 10-17 

QQ.tiSL 
PROM PROGRAMMER, VERSION XX ., Remove 2716, Insert 2732, set S1 low 
ENTER V;C,P,F;S,U: P 
~:2716(CR) 
LOGIC = P,N?: P 
(D)ISK OR (RIAM? R ~ 06(CR) 

.QQf:!5.! 
REPROGRAM 2716: N .. Set S1 high 
PROM PROGRAMMER. YERSIQN XX 
ENTERV,C,P,F,S,U: P 
TYPE.: 2716(CR) 
IOOiC = P,N?: P 
(DUSK OR (R)AM? R PAGE! = 10(CR) , . Second half of data 
CONEI 
REPROGRAM 2716? N . , Entire 2732 complete 

1. The operating procedure for the 2716 Is 
glveri In: "Operator's_Manual for PROM 

Programmer CDP18S480," RCA Solid 
State publication MPM·222A. 
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Simplified Design of Astable RC Oscillators 
Using the CD4060B or Two CMOS Inverters 
D. Rodman 

Application Notes are available that 
deal with theoretical approaches to 
oscillator design; this Note stresses prac
tical aspects of design and provides easy
to-use algebraic equations that permit 
values of Rand C for a given oscillator fre
quency to be quickly determined. 

Astable Design Approach 
The most basic RC oscillator circuit is 

that shown In Fig. 1. The time period T for 
one cycle of this oscillator is given by the 
equation:1 

r. VOO-VTR VTR] 
T= -RC Ln voo +In VOO (1) 

where: 

Voo = supply voltage 
VTR = transfer voltage 

By letting VTR = 0.5 VOO, ,equation 1 can 
be simplified to: 

T = - RC (In 0.5 + In 0.5) 
T = 1.39RC (2) 

The problem with this circuit is that 
transfer voltage can vary from 33 to 67 
percent of VOO. Therefore, the maximum 
variation In the time period, T, can be as 
high as 9 percent, with a ± 33 percent 
variation in transfer voltage from unit to 
unit. 

VTR 

~~-OUTPUT 

Fig. 1· The most basic RC oscll/ator circuit. 

An Improvement to this basic circuit 
can be made by adding resistor Rs, as 
shown In Fig. 2. The resistor makes the 
frequency Independent of supply-voltage 

variations and reduces the time-period 
variations to less than 5 percent with 
variations In transfer voltage. 

Rs should be 10 times the value of Rx. If 
Rs Is made less than 10 Rx, the variation 
in period T Increases to about 10 percent 
as the value of Rs approaches zero. 1 If Rs 
is made too large, a time constant and 
phase shift is produced by Rs and stray 
wiring and breadboard capacitance. This 
shift creates a switching delay In the cir
cuit which changes the time period. 

;xr---j~OUTPUT 

92CS -32504 

Fig. 2· An improved oscillator circuit made 
by adding resistor Rs to the circuit of 
Fig. 1. 

The time period T for the circuit in Fig. 2 
is:1 

T = - RxCx r,n __ Vr_R_ L VOO+VTR 

VOO-VTRJ 
+In----

2VOO-VTR 
(3) 

If VTR = 0.5 VOO, equation 3 can be 
simplified to: 

T = -RxCx (In V, + In Va) 
T = 2.2 RxCx (4) 

Equation 4 will only be true In the 
C04060B for values of R greater than 50 
kllohms and for values of C greater than 
1000 picofarads. At values of C less than 
1000 picofarads, stray capacitance will 
have a much greater effect on the entire 
system. 
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It Is advised that a buffer circuit, Fig. 3, 
be added to the circuit of Fig. 2 to prevent 
the jitter that would otherwise be In
troduced Into the circuit by noise picked 
up by connecting cables and by stray 
wiring and breadboard capacitance. The 
buffer circuit Is not needed with the 
CD4060B since It has an Internal buffer 
and Is Internally connected to a counter. 

OUTPUT 

92CS- 32505 

Fig. 3· A buffer circuit used to improve the 
performance of the circuit of Fig. 2. 

Compensation for SO·Percent Duty Cycle 
A true square-wave pulse is obtained 

cIOly when the transfer voltage occurs at 
the 50-percent point. If the transfer 
voltage is at either 33 or 67 percent, the 
duty cycle will not be 50 percent. The duty 
cycle can be controlled, however, if part 
of the resistance of the RC time constant 
Is shunted out with a diode, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Secause adjustment of this diode 
shunt to obtain a specific pulse factor 
causes the frequency of the circuit to 

;xr-~OUTPUT 

9ZCS-32507 

Fig. 4· Method of controlling the duty cycle 
of the RC oscillator. 

stray, a frequency control, R1, is added. 
This circuit is not needed when using the 
CD4060B since It is used in conjunction 
with a counter. A 5O-percent duty cycle 
will be derived from the divider/counter 
outputs. 

References and Bibliography 
1. "Astable and Monostable OSCillators 

Using RCA COs/MOS Digital In
tegrated Circuits," RCA Solid State 
Application Note ICAN-6466. 

2. "COS/MOS 14·Stage Ripple-Carry 
Binary Counter/Divider and 
Oscillator," RCA Solid State Data 
Bulletin File Number 1120. 
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USING SLOWER MEMORIES WITH THE VIS 
DISPLAY SYSTEM 

G. T. Fogarty 

The VIS (Video Interface System) DisDlay 
System (CDP1869 and CDP1870)1, a 
minimal-<levice-count approach to color· 
character generation, is essentially a CRT 
controller designed to interface to the 
CDP1800 series of microprocessors 
(CDP1802, CDP1804). The system relieves 
the CPU of the chore of generating screen 
refresh timing or data. Other capabilities 
include programmable background and 
character colors, white'noise and tone 
generator, and hardware scrolling. The 
scheme described in this Note, while reo 
quirlng a few more parts, very nearly 
doubles the memory access·time require· 
ment of the system, and permits the use 
of memories approximately half as fast 
as those normally required with the VIS 
System. 

CPU 
INTERFACE 

COP 
1869 

VIS System Operation 
The VIS System was designed with 

minimal chip count as a goal. A minimum 
110 system requires only the CDP1869, 
CDP1870, page memory, character 
memory, and two bus separator chips, 
Fig. 1. The bus separators are required to 
allow the CPU to access the page 
memory. The character memory bus 
multiplexing is internal to the CDP1870. 

The character generating scheme is as 
follows: 

The page memory is a sequential list 
of character positions on the CRT 
screen. Its data i& a pointer to the 
character to be displayed at that 
screen position. The character 
memory contains the actual dot pat· 

ADDRESS STROBE 

I PLAY ON 

H 

CHAR. MEMORY MUX ENABLE 

PAGE 
MEMORY 

CPU DATA BUS 

COP 
1870 

BURST 

OUT 

.2eM-SU59 

Fig. 1-A minimum I/O system. 
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tern of all the possible characters that 
can be displayed. During screen 
refresh, . the CDP1869 generates ad· 
dresses to the page memory. The page 
memory output data, In turn, ad· 
dresses the character memory, whose 
data Is then latched Into the CDP1870 
for serial output to the CRT screen. 

Note that one character cycle Involves 
two memory access times: page address 
to page memory, and page data 
(character address) to character memory. 
In a 40-character·per·llne system, the total 
of these two times is about one microsec
ond (six dot clocks) minus the page 
memory address delay from the CDP1869 
and the. character data setup time Into the 
CDP1870. 

The timing diagram in Fig. 2 shows that 
the signal, ADDRESS STROBE, from the 
CDP1870 advances the page-memory ad
dress in the CDP1869 at the trailing edge, 

ADDRESS 

signal. The multlvlbrator signal Is used to 
advance the address counter In the 
CDP1869 and to latch page-memory data. 
The burst signal, occurring once per 
horizontal sync., Is used to generate the 
"extra" address count. During nondisplay 
time, the one-shot Is disabled to prevent 
the address counter from advancing, and 
the latch control Is held true. The latter 
makes the latch feed through, enabling 
normal character memory access. Gates 
A and B Inhibit the last strobe In half and 
full resolution, which allows for proper 
hardware roiling or scrolling. PMA4 
through PMA9 are addresses 4 through 9 
of the CDP1869 and are used for the page 
memory. 

With this "staggered access" circuit, 
page memory access starts at the trailing 
edge of the new strobe pulse (pulse ad· 
dress out delay) and terminates at the 
trailing edge of the next strobe; the total 

DELAY CHAR. DATA 
-.J I.- SET UP TIME 

II ..,:-
ADDRESS STROBE ui-r: --....... ---..... lJJr---------.U-

I I I I 

II I II 
II 

PAGE ADDRESS CHARACTER N CHARACTER N + I CHARACTER N + 2 
-------~I II~------------_r¥~----------------A--

II 
II 
II I 
I I ACCEss TI ME REQUIREMENT"I 

FOR PAGE THROUGH CHARACTER 
MEMORY I2CII-iI2S81 

Fig. 2-Timing diagram for Fig. 1. 

Initiating an address cycle. This signal is 
analogous in time to the shift-register 
load signal In the CDP1870. Therefore, the 
next ADDRESS STROBE terminates the 
current access, and initiates the next 
character access. 
Adaptation for Slower Memories 

If page and character memory were ac
cessed in parallel, the memory speed re
quirement would be eased substantially. 
This parallel accessing can be ac
complished by latching the page-memory 
data and keeping the page memory one 
character ahead of the character memory; 
the circuit shown in Fig. 3 accomplishes 
this task. A TIL one-shot multlvibrator 
was chosen for minimal delay. The 
multivlbrator generates a pulse of approx
Imately 200 nanoseconds starting at the 
trailing edge of the ADDRESS STROBE 

time required is approximately that to ac
cess one full character. Character 
memory access starts at the leading edge 
of the strobe signal (plus latch delay) and 
terminates at the data setup time require
ment of the CDP1870, also approximately 
the time to access one full character. 
Since the delay through the latch Is 
similar to the address out delay of the 
CDP1870, this scheme, while It requires a 
few more parts, essentially doubles the 
memory access-time requirement of the 
VIS System, and permits the use with It of 
memories approximately half as fast as 
those normally required. 

References 
1. "COS/MOS Video Interface System," 

types CDP1869 and CDP1870, RCA 
Solid State Data Sheet No. 1197. 
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Fig. 3-Clrcuft used to adapt VIS System 
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CDP1802 Microprocessor-Based 
Setback Thermostat 
by R. Vaccarella 

K. Krolikoski 

This Note describes an inexpensive, 
programmable, setback thermostat circuit, 
based on the RCA CDP1802 micropro
cessor,1 that can be used to control both 
heating and air-conditioning systems; a 
block diagram of the thermostat circuit is 
shown in Fig. 1. The description below 
applies to a home thermostat with four 
programmed times and temperatures; 
however, the system can be adapted to 
industrial and institutional use by ex
panding it to accommodate a greater 
number of preset times and temperatures. 

The basic thermostat consists of a CDP-
1802 eight-bit microprocessor, a CDP1833 
1K x 8 ROM, a CDP1823128 x8 RAM ortwo 
CDP1824 32 x 8 RAM's, a temperature 

+. 

1.&72814 
MH. 

10M 

HCI.-!Zezo 

sensor, type AD537,2 a keyboard and 
interface, and a display and interface. The 
system was designed to keep the number of 
components and cost to a minimum, but to 
provide temperature and time measure
ments sufficiently accurate for its intended 
application. 

GENERAL SYSTEM OPERATION 

The programmable-thermostat system has 
four modes: set time, set time and tempera
ture set points, normal operation, set 
current-temperature set point. These 
modes allow the user to set the clock to the 
correct tim1l and to program the times at 
which he wishes the temperature to be 

r------IDI .. LAY-----~, ... ""'" "0. 

~-€ TRIAC RCA TO FURNACEIAC 
T23OO1 CONTROL 

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of CDP1802-based thermostat system. 
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Fig. 2 - Thermostat use flowchart. 

maintained at a given level. He can at any 
time override the current temperature 
setting by inserting a new temperature into 
the system. The flowchart of Fig. 2 will aid in 
following the description of system setup 
and modes given in the su-cceeding 
paragraphs. 

System Setup - During initialization of the 
system, or any time upon power-up, the 
time will default to 12:00 PM and the current 
temperature set pOint will default to 68° F. 
The system is now in the normal operation 
mode, which is described more fully below. 

Set Time - The set-time mode, entered from 
the normal-operation mode by pressing the 
Time Set key, allows the user to set the 
clock to the correct time. To increment 
hours, the user presses the 1 key; to 
increment ilIinutes, he presses the 2 key. 
The clock used in the system is a twelve
hour clock with an AM/PM indicator (a 24-
hour clock for foreign markets requires a 
slight program change). The AM/PM 
indicator, important when settiQg time and 
temperature set points, is a decimal point in 
the top left-hand corner of the time display; 
it is on for AM, and off for PM. If, when 
setting time, the user advances the clock up 
to or past 12:00, the AM/PM indicator will 
change to the state opposite its present 
one. To exit the set-time mode and re-enter 
the regular-operation mode, the user 
presses the Return key. All modes can be 
entered from the regular-operation mode 
only, and the user must return to this mode 
after setting either time or temperature. 

ICAN-6901 
Set Time and Temperature - The set-time
and-temperature mode, entered by pres
sing the Time/Temp Set key, is used to set 
the times of desired temperature change 
and the corresponding temperatures. Once 
this mode has been entered, the set-point 
number indicator will show a one, indica
ting that the user is looking at the memory 
space for the first set point. The system 
provides four set pOints, although many 
more could be made available to the user 
through software expansion. 

To change or program new set points, the 
user presses the Clear key, which blanks 
out both the time and temperature display, 
an indication that the memory sj::ace is 
ready to be programmed. The user then 
enters the time starting from the left-most 
digit. If an error is encountered, such as an 
effort to enter the time 13:00, the incorrect 
digit will not be accepted. (In this case, with 
a one in the left-most position, the only 
valid entries in the next position are 0, 1, 
and 2.) The minutes are entered in the same 
way with valid minutes being those less 
than sixty. The AM/PM indicator is entered 
next with the 1 key indicating AM and the 0 
key indicating PM. The temperature is then 
entered; valid temperatures range from 
50° F to 80° F. Once entered, the time-and
temperature set pOint is stored by preSSing 
the Inc key. Simultaneously, the system 
steps to the next memory-space set pOint. 
If, when entering a set pOint, the user finds 
that a previously entered digit is incorrect, 
he can clear the memory space by pressing 
the Clear key. To review the four set points, 
the user presses the Inc key. Each time this 
key is pressed, the next memory space can 
be viewed, at which time the user can elect 
to exit from the program, change the set 
point, or continue to the next set pOint. To 
exit the set-time-and-temperature mode, 
the user presses the Return key, which will 
return him to the normal-operation mode. 

Normal Operation - Upon return to the 
normal-operation mode from the set-time
and-temperature mode, the times now 
programmed are checked immediately 
against the present time. If the present time 
matches any of those just set, the current
temperature set pOint is set equal to the 
temperature for that time. If the ambient 
temperature is 2° F below the current
temperature set poi nt, the thermostat 
indicates through the a line, by means of a 
single output bit from the CDP1802, that the 
heater should be turned on. (The a-line 
signal activates a relay or SCR that replaces 
the normal contact switch in the typical 
household thermostat. If the thermostat is 
to be used to activate an air-conditioning 
unit, software changes will be required to 
control the a-line output.) If the room 
temperature is 2° F above the current 
temperature set point, the heater shuts off. 
Current time and temperature are then 
checked once per minute againstthe stored 
information. 
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Sel-Currenl-Temperalure-Sel-Poinl - The 
set-cu rrent-temperature-set-poi nt mode, 
entered by pressing the Current Temp key, 
is used to enter a temperature set pOint, 
which will become effective immediately. 
The new current-temperature set- point 
entered will override the existing tempera
ture set pOint and will be used by the system 
to regulate temperature until a stored time 
is found in the memory to match the then 
current time. 

When this mode is entered, the current
temperature set point is displayed. To 
change this set point, the user presses the 
Clear key, which blanks the display. The 
temperature is then entered, left digit first; 
agai n, only temperatures between 50· F and 
80· F can be entered. As in the set-time
and-temperature set-point mode, if the user 
makes a mistake in entering the new 
temperature, he can clear the display by 
pressing the Clear key and then enter the 
correct data. The Inc key is pressed to store 
this new current-temperature set point. To 
exit this mode, the user presses the Return 
key, which returns him to the normal
operation mode. 

SYSTEM HARDWARE 

Keyboard and Inlerface 

The CD4515 (4- to 16-line latch decoder) is 
used to perform the keyboard interface. Its 
outputs are low when selected, and only 
one output, determined by the decoder 
inputs, can be low at any given time. The 
keyboard-scan software routine, Fig. 3, 
outputs four bits to the CD4515. The scan 
routine then checks to see if m has gone 
low. If it has, the line identified as low by the 

DETERMlliE KEY 
PRESSED FADM STORED 

• BITS AND CALL 
APPRDPRIATE SUBROUTINE 

92CS-32913 

Fig. 3 - Keyboard scan-routine flowchart. 

decoded four bits has been connected to 
-m~ the corresponding line-key switch. 
If EF3 remains high, the line-key switch 
corresponding to the decoded four bits has 
not been depressed, and the four bits are 
incremented and sent to the CD4515 where 
a test is made for a different key-switch 
depression. The actual key depressed is 
determined by examining the four bits that 
were decoded by the CD451.5 when"EF3 
went low. 

Display and Interface 

The display used in this system is an eight
digit, multiplexed, LED display. Four digits 
are used for timekeeping, two for tempera
ture, one for the mode indicator, and one 
for the memory set-point indicator. The 
AM/PM indicator is a decimal point in the 
upper left-hand corner of the time display. 
A CD4511, a BCD-to-7-segment decoder 
driver, is used to drive the LED segments. A 
CDP1852 I/O port is used to select the 
individual digit when multiplexing the 
display. 

The display-refresh flowchart is shown in 
Fig. 4. The memory-address bus is used 

Fig. 4 - Display refresh flowchart. 

instead of the data bus to load data for the 
latch driver and digit selector. This method 
uses only one output instruction for every 
multiplexed LED digit instead of two 
separate output instructions. When an I/O 
instruction is executed by the CDP1802, the 
higher order address of the register, 



pointed to by the internal four-bit register X, 
R(X), is loaded into the memory-address 
bus; this loading is done during TPA. The 
lower half of R(X) is then put onto the 
memory-address bus during the latter half 
of the I/O instruction-execution cycle. 
Advantage is taken of this procedure to 
load the four-bit BCD digit information for 
the display into the upper half of R(X) and 
the digit-selector information into the lower 
half. When a 61 I/O instruction is executed 
(NO=1). and during TPA, the BCD digit 
information is latched into the CD4511; the 
digit selector is latched into the CDP1852 
during TPB. To multiplex the entire eight 
digits, the upper half of R(X) is loaded with 
new BCD information while the lower half is 
shifted right by one to accommodate the 
next digit. 

Should the thermostat system be adapted 
for battery operation, the LED display 
would have to be off a high percentage of 
the time to minimize drain. One way to 
accomplish this would be to make the 
display visible only when setting time or 
temperature, in much the same way that an 
LED watch display is called up by depress
ing a display key. An alternative approach 
might involve the use of a low-power liquid
crystal display. 

Temperature Sensor 

Two important qualities of the temperature
detection circuit are low cost and relatively 
good accuracy (±1°C) within the normal 
home temperature range of 50 to 80° F (the 
sensor may be less accurate at the 
extremes of this range). 

The temperature sensor used in this system 
is a voltage-to-frequency conver,ter, type 
AD537;2 a block diagram of the converter is 
shown in Fig. 5. The AD537 has a tempera
ture-proportional output that enables it to 
be used as a temperature-to-frequency 
converter; its output frequency changes 10 
Hz per ° K. At 25° C (298° K) with one 
external capacitor, resistor, and resistor 
trimmer, the output frequency is 2.98 kHz. 

ADS37 

t.1 K 

+SV 
1.3mA 

~--------------------------~OGND 

92CS--S2919 

Fig. 5 - Absolute temperature-to-frequency 
converter. 
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In detecting temperature, the output of the 
AD537 is fed into a flag line (EF4) of the 
processor which, by executing a software 
branch on flag-high/low instructions, 
counts six hundred periods or pulses while 
keeping track of the elapsed time; a 
flowchart of temperature-sensor operation 
is shown in Fig. 6. When six hundred pulses 
have been detected and the elapsed time 
stored, the temperature can be determined 
through the use of a look-up table. This 
table is based on temperatures stored at 
addresses calculated by using elapsed time 
as variables in the address equation. 

Other temperature sensors have been 
investigated. One possible circuit. Fig. 7, 
uses a CA555, an RC controlled timer, in 
conjunction with a thermistor, a device 
whose resistance varies with temperature. 
The thermistor is used as the R in the RC 
network that controls the output frequency; 
as the temperature changes, the resistance 
of the thermistor changes and the output 
frequency changes. The circuit of Fig. 7 has 
a 1 kHz/ ° C frequency output. A plot of 
frequency versus temperature change is 
shown in Fig. 8. 

The main requirements for a circuit 
employing thetemperature-to-frequency 
method of temperature measurement are 
that the lI.Hz/o C ratio is large enough to be 
accurately measured by the CDP1802 
software, and that the circuit can be 
duplicated using identical components 
from the same manufacturer; i.e., the 
lI.Hz/o C ratio is identical for all circuits 
manufactured. 

Another possible temperature-sensor 
circuit is one that converts temperature to a 
voltage. The voltage is then converted to a 
numerical form by an analog-to-digital 
converter. Analog Devices Corporation 
manufactures a temperature-to-current 
converter, the type AD590,2 that passes 1 
J.l.ArK (298.2 J.l.A at 298.2°K (25°C)). 

Software Program Flow 

The main-program software flowchart is 
shown in Fig. 9. The system program first 
initializes all constants and memory-space 
set points, and sets the default values for 
time and temperature. It then calls a 
keyboard scan routine (Fig. 3), a software 
loop that will be exited only when a key has 
been pressed. While in this loop, display 
and timekeeping subroutines are called, so 
that a display is visible and accurate time is 
kept. In addition, once every minute, a 
temperature sensing subroutine is called 
and the heater is turned on or off as 
necessary. 

If a key is pressed, the program determines 
if it is a valid key and, if so, calls the 
appropriate set-time, set-time-and-temper
ature set point, orset-current-temperature
set-point subroutine. Table I shows the 
functions performed in each subroutine. 
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START FREQUENCY 
MEASUREMENT 

ON HIGH· TO·LOW 
TRANsmON. 

DECREMENT 
COUNT ONCE 
EVERY PERIOD 

COUNT 519 
PERIODS 

92CM-32922 

LAST PERIOD 
COUNT 

FOR ACCURACY 

Fig. 6 - Temperature sensing flowchart. 
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92CS-32918 

Fig. 7 - Alternative to the temperature-to
frequency converter temperature sensor. 
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Fig. 8 - Temperature versus frequency chart 
used with the circuit of Fig. 7. 
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Fig. 9 - Main program flowchart. 
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Scralchpad Memory 

The scratch pad memory used in this 
system is a 128 x 8 RAM. This memory is 
used almost exclusively for time and 
temperature set points entered by the user, 
and for present time and temperature data. 
The size of the memory is sufficient to 
accommodate most programming options 
that may be added to the basic system. A 
smaller memory could be used, but system 
expansion would be hindered. 

TIMEKEEPING 

Timekeeping for the thermostat is per
formed in software;3 the software-clock 
flowchart is shown in Fig. 10. The only 
restrictions on using this software clock 
design are that only two-cycle instructions 
be used in the program and that the 
timekeeping subroutine be called at least 
every half second. Use of this software
clock design eliminates some of the 
external logic normally required for time
keeping operations. The technique takes 

Table I - Functions Performed In Each Subroutine 

Subroutines 
Set Time 
Set-Time-and-Temperature Set Point 
Set-Current-Temperature Set Point 
Keyboard Scan 

X=function performed 

Program Storage 

The software program may be stored in a 
CDP1833, a mask-programmable 1 K x 8 
ROM. The advantages of using a micropro
cessor instead of discrete logic in the 
system design are that options, such as 
day-of-the-week programming, can be 
easily implemented by using a different 
ROM. The remainirig hardware will remain 
intact with all the major changes being in 
software. One can envision a product line of 
microprocessor-controlled thermostats 
with such options as day-of-the-week 
programming for heating only and for 
heating and cooling, a centigrade tempera
ture base, etc., with the only major changes 
being the software in ROM. 

Another interesting feature that could be 
implemented entirely through software is 
"self-learning". A microprocessor thermo
stat system could "learn" how long before
hand the heater would have to be activated 
to have the house reach a desired tempera
ture at a desired programmed time, or how 
long the heater would have to be off (or air 
conditioner on) to cool the house to a 
desired temperature by a given, program
med time. 

Keep 
Time 

0 
X 
X 
X 

Sense Temp. and 
Turn Heater On/Off Show 

If Necessarl Dlselal 
0 X 
0 X 
0 X 
X X 

O=function not performed 

advantage of the characteristics of the 
CDP1802 DMA-OUT feature and the state
code status outputs, and is independent of 
program execution. If the DMA-OUT line 
on the CDP1802 goes low, the micropro
cessor completes the fetch and execute 
cycles of the current instruction, and then 
~utes DMA cycles as long as the DMA
OUT line is low. During a DMA-OUT cycle, 
the processor reads data from the memory 
location pointed to by RO, one of the sixteen 
internal scratch registers. (The data is 
normally latched off the bus by the 
peripheral device that requested the DMA
OUT.) RO is then automatically increased 
by one. 

SCO and SC1 are state code outputs of the 
CDP1802 that indicate the type of cycle that 
the processor is in; Table" identifies these 
states. If the SC1 outputfromthe processor 
is wired to the DMA-OUT input, the 
following sequence of events will take 
place. During the fetch and execute cycles, 
the processor detects a DMA-OUT request. 
On completion of the fetch-execute cycle 
pair, a DMA-OUT cycle is performed. Only 
one DMA-OUT cycle is executed because 
SC1 is now high, and the next cycle will 
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Fig. 10 - Software-clock flowchart. 

Table II - Processor States 

SCD 
Fetch -0-

Execute 1 
DMA 0 
Interrupt 1 

SC1 
-0-

o 
1 
1 

default to a fetch. If SC1 is -left wired to the 
DMA-OUT line and only two-cycle instruc
tions are used, the three-cycle sequence, 
fetch,execute, DMA-OUT, with RO being 
incremented after every DMA-OUT, will 
continue to be executed. 

Because every CDP1802 machine cycle is 
executed in the same time (eight clock 
periods), RO is incremented every 24 clock 
cycles (fetch, execute, DMA). The frequen
cy at which the 16-bit register RO would 
require exactly one second to overflowl. that 
is, the frequency needed to perform 21D (RO 
overflow) increments every 24clock cycles 
(three machine cycles) can be calculated 
from the following equation: 

1 sec. 16 
24 cycles x f I x 2 =1 second 

cyc es 

where f is calculated to be 1.572864 MHz. A 
CDP1802 operating at this frequency and 
wired in the manner described above keeps 
accurate time by monitoring the MSB (most 
significant bit, bit 15) of RO at least every 
half second. Each time the MSB changes 
state, one half second has passed. The 
flowchart for the software clock is shown in 
Fig. 2. The accuracy of the clock depends 
on the frequency source used. The need to 
check MSB is not a hindrance in program
ming because 215 (32,768) instructions 
can be executed within each half-second 
interval. Another advantage of this tech
nique is that although the time is kept in 
software, no intricate timing loops are 
required. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The advantages of using this energy saving, 
CDP1802-based, thermostat design are 
many: 
1. Ease of Operation - programming of 

the thermostat is easily accomplished 
once the programming instructions 
have been reviewed by the user. 

2. Low Cost - the minimal amount of 
components used should keep the 
retail price low enough so that the 
actual cost of the unit will not outweigh 
the fuel savings. 

3. Redesign Capability - through the use 
of ROM-based software, a variety of 
models could be marketed with differ
ent options. Each model could differ in 
as little as a plug-in ROM module. 

4. Low Power - the low-power CMOS 
technology of the CDP1802 makes 
battery operation of this system feasi
ble. Power drain could be minimized 
through the use of a demand LED 
display or a low-power liquid-crystal 

_ display. 
5. Versatility - the home-thermostat 

design is readily adaptable to industrial 
and institutional applications. 

6. Reliability - through the use of CMOS 
IC's, moving parts, such as those found 
in 'mechanical timers, are eliminated, 
thereby increasing the system's relia
bility. 
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A Methodology for Programming 
COSMAC 1802 Applications Using 
Higher-Level Languages 
by W. Fritchie 

This Note defines a method of optimiz
ing the time-critlcal portions of programs 
written in higher-level languages for 
COSMAC 1802 applications by recoding 
those portions In assembly language. 

The Dilemma 
The three main reasons for using 

higher-level languages in the develop
ment of microprocessor applications are 
to assure the development of highly 
reliable software, to reduce overall pro
gram development time (including pro
gram deSign, coding, and debugging) and 
thus the cost of software development, 
and to aid in program maintenance. Once a 
program is written in a higher-level 
language, its maintenance becomes much 
simpler because its logic is described in a 
much more readable and understandable 
form. 

Of special importance in the 
maintenance area is program documenta
tion. The earliest step in program develop
ment involves its design, and some form 
of design notes or documentation, such 
as flowcharts, are always formulated before 
the coding begins. However, unless a great 
deal of time is spent on updating the design 
information while an assembly language 
program is being developed, the program, 
when finally debugged and running, will 
probably not match the initial set of design 
notes. To a degree, the higher-level 
language eliminates the need to go back 
and update the original design notes 
because the syntax of the language not 
only accurately defines the logic of the 
program but also becomes the design 
information. Therefore, the use of higher
level languages assures more reliable 
software, speeds up program development, 
and aids in program maintenance. 

It would seem ObviOUS, then, that 
microprocessor applications should be 
designed in a structured higher-level 
language, and there are a large number of 
non-time-critical applications that can be 
written totally in higher-level languages 

like PLM. Moreover, If time-critical ap
plications are programmed for hardware 
that Is not finalized, it may be possible to 
redesign the hardware so that its overall 
performance will match the application 
requirements when it is used with a pro
gram written entirely in the nigher-level 
language. However, because it is not 
always possible to redesign the hard
ware, or for other reasons described 
below, it may not be possible to code the 
entire application in a higher-level 
language and still achieve the desired 
performance. Therefore, the' only alter
native is to rewrite portions of the pro
gram, or the entire program, in assembly 
language. 

This performance dilemma was ver
balized in a U.S. Government report 1 as 
follows: 

"Unfortunately, machine 
language insertions are 
necessary for interfacing special
purpose devices, for accessing 
special-purpose hardware 
capabilities, and for certain code 
optimizations on time-critical 
paths. Here we have an example 
of Dijkstra's dilemma [see below], 
in which the mismatch between 
higher-level language program
ming and the underlying hard
ware is unacceptable and there is 
nO feasible way to reject the 
hardware. The only remaining 
alternative Is to "continue bit 
pushing in the old way, with all 
the know ill effects." Those ill ef
fects can, however, be constrain
ed to the smallest possible 
perimeter, in practice, if not in 
theory." 

Dijkstra's dilemma Is stated as follows: 

"In the past, when we used 'lOW
level language' (assembly 
language) It was considered to be 
the purpose of our programs to 
instruct our machines; now, 
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when using 'high-order 
language', we would like to 
regard it as the purpose of our 
machines. to execute our pro
grams_ Run-time efficiency can 
be viewed lis a mismatch be
tween the program as stated and 
the machinery executing it. The 
difference between past and pre
sent is that, In the past, the pro
grammer was always blamed for 
such a mismatch: he should 
have written a more efficient, 
mOre 'cunning' program! With 
the programming discipline ac
quiring sorlie maturity, with a 
beUer understanding of what it 
means to write a program so that 
the belief in Its correctness can 
be justified, we tend to accept 
such a program as 'a good pro
gram' if matching hardware Is 
thinkable, and if, with respect to 
a given machine, the aforemen
tioned mismatch then occurs, we 
now tend to blame that computer 
as IIlodeslgned, Inadequate, and 
unsuitable for proper usage. In 
such a situation, there are Only a 
few ways out of the 
dilemma: (1) accept the 
mismatch, (2) continue bit 
pushing In the old way, with all 
the known iII-effects, and (3) re
ject the hardware, because it has 
been identified as inadequate." 

Thus, the problem of having to mix 
assembly-language code with higher-level 
language code is well known. For exam
ple, an application cannot be program
med in a higher-level language if Its 
characters must be sent to a terminal at 
19.2 kilobaud; the lOOp required to pro
cess these characters would not be fast 
enough to handle the baud rate. The solu
tion to this prOblem Is to recode the data
comrilunications driver In assembly 
language and leave the non-time-crltical 
paths in the higher-level language. 

An example of a case In which none of 
the final application can be programmed 
in a higher-level language is one in which 
the program must reside in 500 bytes; 
most programs require a library of 
routines larger than 1000 bytes. 
Therefore, the application in question can 
be designed In the higher-level language, 
but the final program must be recoded en
tirely In assembly language. 
Method of Solution 

This Note defines a methodology for 
programming COSMAC 1802 applications 
using PLM, or for programming any 
microprocessor application using a struc
tured language like PLM. (It should be 
noted that PLM Itself Is not developed to 
the extent that It Is usable in all applica
tions of the COS MAC 1802.) The first step 
In the method is to deSign, code, and 

debug the program In. PLM (using struc
tured programming techniques) with the 
goal of highlighting time-critical paths. In 
the second step, those time-critlcal paths 
that cannot perform fast enough must be 
recoded in assembly language using the 
PLM code as an overall design guide. At 
this pOint, the application program is 
complete. The final res __ 't of this .ap
proach is that the maximum amount of 
code will be written in PLM. This should 
be a major goal in any application in order 
to reduce design time, generate a main
tainable program, produce good docu
mentation, and develop the program in a 
structured way that will assure the 
highest degree of reliability. 

A Practical Example 

Hlgher·Level Language Program 

The following example, Fig_ 1, shows 
how the methodology described above 
can be applied to the writing of a 
microprocessor application. This exam
ple has a tlme-critical path that was first 
written in PLM, found to be too slOW, and 
then rewritten in assembly language. The 
time-crltical path Is the one involving the 
transfer of characters from the read file to 
the write file; the code is found in the in
nermost DO WHILE loop. The purpose of 
the program Is to combine one or more 
flies into a Single file. The multiple files 
that are to be combined are referred to as 
the READ$FILE; the single file created is 
referred to as the WRITE$FILE. 

The code In Fig. 1 shows only the pro
gram's main section_ The code for the 
associated declarations, procedures, and 
macros is not shown, but is straightfor
ward and not difficult. The variable CON
TINUE$PROCESSING Is a global variable 
that Is set to false when an abort condi
tiOn or a read or write error occurs, or 
when all programs have been combined. 
Assembly language statements can be 
added to PLM source programs by 
starting the statements with the 
characters $A. Thus, the first two 
statements of the program are assembly 
language statements, where EJECT In
structs the assembler to Issue a TOP OF 
FORM character to the line printer and 
ENTRY Is a macro definition that sets up 
the X-register to register 2 and the pro
gram counter to register 3. The macro 
capability in the assembler can aid con
siderably in writing applications in PLM 
for the COSMAC 1802 microprocessors. 
DC3 is the character that ends the source 
file. The constant ASCII Is equal to the 
value aSSigned to a file when the file is 
ascii. INPUTSFILENAME is a global 
variable that keeps track of whether a file 
is opened for reading; this variable Is 
used mainly In the OPEN$READ$FILE 
procedure. The array FNAME contains the 
name of the file that Is currently opened 
for reading. Each time a file has been 
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DO; '* PLACE ASSOCIATED DECLARATIONS AND PROCEDURES HERE *' 
$AEJECT 
$AENTRY '* BEGIN MAIN LOOP *' 
CALL SETUP$WRITE$FILE; 
DO WHILE CONTINUE$PROCESSING = TRUE; 

CALL OPEN$READ$FILE; 
CALL OPEN$WRITE$FILE; 
IF CONTINUE$PROCESSING = TRUE 

THEN 
DO; 

DO WHILE CHAR NE DC3; 
PARAMETER = ADDR (READ$IOCB); 
CHAR = GETSCHAR (PARAMETER); 
PARAMETER = ADDR (WRITE$IOCB); 
CALL PUTSCHAR (PARAMETER); 

END; 
PARAMETER = ADDR (READ$IOCB); 
CALL CLOSE (PARAMETER); 
INPUTSFILENAME = NOT$OPENED; 
PARAMETER = ADDR (FNAME); 
CALL TYPE (PARAMETER); 

END; 
END; 
IF OUTPUTS$FILENAME = OPENED 

THEN 
DO; 

IF MTYPE = ASCII 
THEN CALL PLACE$DC3; 

PARAMETER = ADDR (WRITE$IOCB); 
CALL CLOSE (PARAMETER); 

END; 
$ACDOS 
END; '* END MAIN LOOP *' 

EOF 

Fig. 1 • The sample program coded in PLM. 

combined, the name of the file, found In 
FNAME,ls typed. OUTPUTSFILENAME is 
a global variable that keeps track of 
whether the output file has been opened. 
The arrays READ$IOCB and WRITE$IOCB 
contain the Inputloutput control block for 
the flies being read and written, respec
tively. MFILE is a variable that contains 
the output file type. 

A description of the procedures used In 
the example fOllows: 

SETUP$wFiITE$FILE: This procedure 
does some Initialization for the setting up 
of the write file. J 

OPEN$READ$FILE: Before any 
READ$FILE can be used, the file must be 
opened. this procedure takes a specific 
soureename representing one of the flies 
to be combined and tries to open that file 
on a diskette. If the open is successful, 
control returns to the main loop. If there Is 
a problem, the user Is Informed of the 
specific problem and has the option of 
retyping the file name or aborting the pro
gram and returning to COOS. If the user 
types another file name, control returns to 
the beginning of the OPEN$READ$FILE 
procedure and checking resumes. This 
lOOp continues to be executed until a suc· 
cessful open or abOrt condition occurs. 

OPEN$WRITE$FILE: Before 
WRITE$FILE can be written to, it must 
also be opened. This procedure works in 
the same way as OPEN$READ$FILE ex
cept that an attempt Is made to open the 
specified file for writing. Control remains 
with this procedure until a successful 
open or abOrt condition occurs. 

GET$CHAR: This procedure takes 
one character from the opened read file 
and returns it in such a way that it Is 
stored in the BYTE variable CHAR. If any 
fatal errors occur while the character Is 
being retrieved, an error message is 
printed and control returned to COOS. 

PUT$CHAR: This procedure outputs 
the current character stored In CHAR to 
the WRITE$FILE. In the program under 
discussion, CHAR is a global variable 
that ·can be referenced by the PUTSCHAR 
procedure. this type of global definition 
makes It unnecessary to pass the 
character to output through a parameter. 
However, It Is possible to rewrite the pro
cedure call and the procedure so that the 
character can be accepted by output only 
through a parameter. Once again, If any 
fatal errors occur while the character Is 
being retrieved, an error message Is 
printed and control returned to COOS. 
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CLOSE: The close procedure will 
close the file referenced by the accompa
nying parameter. If any errors occur dur
ing the closing function, an error 
message Is printed and control returned 
to COOS. 

Two more pOints should be made con
cerning the program. First, the statement 
$ACDOS, found at the end of the program, 
Is another macro definition. PLM 
transforms this statement into the macro 
call COOS. This macro definition is a 
member of the macro definition file that 
contains the return mechanism to COOS. 
SecOnd, the argument passed to some of 
the procedures is the ADDRESS variable 
PARAM ETER. This arrangement is 
necessary because PLM does not allow 
an address to be generated in a 
parameter list. Therefore, the address has 
to be placed in a variable, and that 
variable used as the parameter. 

Mixed Language Program 

When the coding and debugging of the 
application under consideration were 
complete it was discovered, as mentioned 
above, that the innermost DO WHILE loop 
performed too slowly; the following steps 
have been taken to increase its speed. 
The DO WHILE loop has been replaced by 
one PLM statement $ATRANSF, Fig. 2. 
From this statement the PLM compiler 
generates one assembly language 
TRANSF. TRANSF is a macro definition 
that contains an assembly language 
routine that transfers data on a sector 
rather than a character basis. When the 
output of the PLM compiler is to be 
assembled, the macro option of the 
COS MAC 1802 assembler is selected to 
read the macro definition file that con
tains the macro definition TRANSF. When 
the assembler processes the statement 
TRANSF, It substitutes the code from the 
previously loaded macro definition. Thus, 
the final application program, Fig. 2, 
becomes a blend of PLM and assembly 
language statements. 
Summary 

Skill in making these tradeoffs is the 
key to writing effective applications in 
PLM. The end result of the methodology 
advanced in this Note can be compared 
with the original motivations for using 
higher-level languages as discussed 
above. First, design time was reduced 
because a large portion of the code was 
written in PLM. Second, the final program 
is a rather easy program to maintain. 
Third, the PLM code can double for a por
tion of the design documentation 
because it is much easier to read and 
understand than a program composed 
only of assembly language, and it ac
curately reflects the logic of the program. 
Finally, the flow of the program is in a 
structured form. Note that the use of the 
DO WHILE statement eliminates GOTO's 

DO; '* PLACE ASSOCIATED DECLARATIONS 
$AEJECT AND PROCEDURES HERE *' 
$AENTRY 

/* BEGIN MAIN LOOP */ 
CALL SETUP$WRITE$FILE; 
DO WHILE CONTINUE$PROCESSING = TRUE; 

CALL OPEN$READ$FILE; 
CALL OPEN$WRITE$FILE; 
IF CONTINUE$PROCESSING = TRUE 

THEN 
DO; 

$ATRANSF 
PARAMETER = ADDR (READ$IOCB); 
CALL CLOSE (PARAMETER); 
INPUT$FILENAME = NOT$OPENED; 
PARAMETER = ADDR (FNAME); 
CALL TYPE (PARAMETER); 

END; 
END· 
IF OUTPUT$FILENAME = OPENED 

THEN 
DO; 

IF MTYPE = ASCII 
THEN CALL PLACE$DC3; 

PARAMETER = ADDR (WRITE$IOCB); 
CALL CLOSE (PARAMETER); 

END; 
$ACDOS 

END MAIN LOOP; 
/* END MAIN LOOP */ 
EOF 

Fig. 2 - The sample program of Fig. 1 recoded 
in assembly language to optimize the 
speed-critical loop DO WHILE of Fig. 1. 

from the code; one of the main objectives 
in the production of structured programs 
is the elimination of GOTO's. 

In summary, all applications can be 
designed in PLM, but not all applications, 
if they are to perform optimally, can be 
completely written in PLM. However, the 
time spent in coding the application in 
PLM is not wasted because most of the 
PLM code will be used (assembly 
language will be required in only small 
segments of the program), and the PLM 
code will represent the overall logic and 
documentation of the program, both of 
which contribute to its reliability. 
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Understanding and Using the CDP18U42 
EPROM 
by R. M. Vaccarella 

As the range of microprocessor 
applications continues to grow, system 
designs not previously concerned with data 
storage are becoming very memory
intensive. Low power, nonvolatile data 
storage, especially in battery-powered 
systems, is becoming an important design 
consideration. Until recently, mask
programmable read-only memories 
(ROM's) pq)vided most of the 
semiconductor nonvolatile data storage. 
However, when ROM's are used, a large 
production volume is required to make the 
system cost-effective, and program 
changes require a new masking operation, 
the latter resulting in long turn-around 
times .. Erasable, reprogram mabie ROM's, 
called EPROM's and designed with NMOS 
technology, overcame most of these 
problems, but the power dissipation 
involved stili prohibited battery operation. 
Now, .the RCA CDP18U42 EPROM, which 
employs the CMOS technology, provides 
the advantages of an NMOS EPROM while 
meeting the low power requirements of 
today's system designs. 

This Note describes the design and 
programming characteristics of the RCA 
CDP18U42 nonvolatile ultraviolet
erasable/programmable read-only 
memory. The CDP18U42 EPROM is 
organized as 256 words by 8 bits (2048 bits), 
and features silicon-gate SOS COS/MOS 
circuitry that is CD4000-series and 
CDP1800-series compatible. Static 
operation and a single 4 to 6.5-volt read 
power supply make this device suitable for 
applications in which simplicity of design 
and low power are desirable. The 
CDP18U42 was designed primarily for 
systems in which rapid design changes and 
experimentation are necessary. The eight
bit data bus has tristate capability and is 
TTL-output compatible, allowing it to 
interface directly with eight-bit 
microprocessors. Typical applications 
include system breadboarding, where 
program instructions stored in a 
CDP18U42 EPROM are likely to change as 
design development progresses; end 
products in which program instructions 

change depending on customer 
req u i rements; fie Id-prog ram mabie 
products, such as point-of-sale terminals; 
specialized code-conversion ROM's; and 
field-programmable logic control. 

The information presented in this Note 
gives the user some design insight by 
reviewing the technology and design 
parameters used to fabricate the 
CDP18U42 EPROM. Also included are 
programming circuits and system-design 
examples. 

DEVICE DESCRIPTION 

Fig. l(a) is a block diagram of the 
CDP18U42 EPROM; Fig. 1 (b) is a terminal
aSSignment diagram. Each of the eight 
address inputs contains a single-stage 
transition-detector circuit that provides 
buffering to the address decoder circuits 
and a trigger to an internal precharge 
generator. The purpose of the precharge 
generator is to momentarily ground all 
memory-cell bit lines after any address 
change. The storage array consists of 2048 
storage cells, which are accessed by the 
row and column decoders. Data from the 
storage array is detected on the bit lines by 
sense amplifiers and fed to the input/output 
buffers. These eight 1/0 buffers control the 
flow of data to and from bus lines 0 through 
7. Data direction is determined by the PGM 
input, which is gated with the three chip
select inputs. When the PGM input is at a 
high logic level, with the chip selected, data 
from the storage array is directed out to the 
bus lines (READ operation). When the PGM 
input is at a low logic level, with the chip 
selected, data from the bus lines is directed 
into the storage array (PROGRAM 
operation). When either of the three chip
select inputs (CS1, CS2, CS3) are not true 
(chip de-selected), the 1/0 buffers are 
turned off and the bus lines go to a high
impedance state (tristate). 

Three power supply inputs are used, 
although only two different voltage levels 
are required. During a PROGRAM 
operation, VDD and VSAT are connected to 
the program voltage supply (20 volts, 
typical) and VCC is connected to 5 volts. 
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VDD~~~--------------------' 
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(a) 

MA2 I 24 VSS 
MAl 2 23 VDD 
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BUS2 6 19 MAS 
BUS3 7 18 MA6 
BUS4 8 17 MA7 
BUS5 9 16 CS3 
BUS6 10 15 CS2 
BUS7 II 14 CSI 

Vee 12 13 ~ 

(b) 
TOP VIEW 

92C5-31960 

Fig. 1 - The CDP18U42CD Erasable/Programmable Read-Only Memory: 
(a) block diagram, (b) terminal assignment. 

Since Vee supplies all input and output 
devices, these logic levels (standard 
eOS/MOS levels) remain the same for 
either a READ or a PROGRAM operation. 
During a READ operation, all supplies 
(VOO, VSAT, Vee) are connected to 5 
volts. 

The VDD supply is connected to the 
storage array and provides the memory-cell 
source voltage during READ operations 
and the high-voltage source bias during 
PROGRAM (WRITE) operations. The VSAT 
supply is connected only to the gate inputs 
of the storage devices of each memory cell, 
thereby providing a high-impedance, low
current, capacitive-type input. During 
either a READ or PROGRAM operation, 
VSAT is connected to the VDD supply 
voltage. 

CELL DESCRIPTION 

The 2048 storage cells in the storage array, 
shown in Fig. 2, are organized as eight 
groups of 64 rows by four columns. 
Address inputs AO through A5 are decoded 
to provide the 64 row-select inputs (word 
lines). Address inputs A6 and A7 are 

decoded to provide the four column-select 
inputs (bit lines). Eight cells are 
simultaneously selected, one from each 
256 cell group, to provide program data to 
the bus lines. 

A0 
AI 
A2 
A3 
A4 
A5 

A6 A7 

SENSE AMP I - -(f- SENSE AMP 8 

PGM o----------nI2!IO[!BU~FIFE~Rml --(f- 110 BUFFER 8 

-----~f-----
BUS 0 BUS 7 

,2CS -SlOII 

Fig. 2 - CDP18U42 storage array. 



The storage cell, shown in Figs. 3(a) and 
(b), consists of two p-type SOS transistors. 
One transistor, P1, is used for word-line 
switching and the other, P2, for data 
storage. P2 is a floating-gate, avalanche
injection (FAMOS) transistor, and provides 
the basic storage mechanism of the 
COP18U42. The primary requirement of the 
storage mechanism is that it provide a 
charge storage area for electrons such that 
no current path is available to remove that 
charge under normal read conditions or 
when device power is interrupted. 

Writing of the FAMOS storage cell is 
accomplished with hot-electron injection 
using localized avalanche effect. The 
device is first selected with the word line 
(row address); this action causes transistor 
P1 to turn on and provide VOO to the drain 
of transistor P2. Transistor N2 is also turned 
on by the column address, and supplies 
program data to the bit line from the write 
circuitry. If the cell is to be programmed on 
(logic 1), the bit line will be held low (VSS). 
With the drain of P2 at the program voltage 
(VOO is typically 20 volts) andthesource of 
P2 (bit line) at VSS, hot-electron injection 
occurs; i.e., electrons pass through the 
oxide to the floating polysilicon gate. 
Because the floating gate is isolated from 
everything else by the field oxide, the 
electrons remain at the floating gate. If the 
cell selected is not to be programmed on, 
the bit line is held high (VCC) and hot
electron injection does not occur. The 
floating gate will then remain in its erased 
state (no electron storage). 

Similarly, reading of the FAMOS storage 
cell is accomplished by selecting a 
particular cell with the row and column 
decoders, except that the write circuitry is 
disabled, and data from the bit line is fed to 
the sense amplifier. If the selected cell is 
programmed on (logic 1), the VOO voltage 
(VOO is 5 volts during read) is transferred 
from the drain of P1 to the bit line because 
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transistor P2 is held on by the stored 
electron charge on the floating gate. If the 
selected cell is not programmed on, P2 is 
off and the bit line is discharged low by the 
precharge cycle that occurs after every 
address transition, with the result that 
transistor N1 is turned on momentarily. 

ERASING PROCEDURE 

The COP18U42 is erased by removing the 
stored electron charges from all floating
gate transistors in the storage array. 
Removal is accomplished by exposing the 
device, which is supplied in a package with 
a transparent lid, to high-intensity short
wave ultraviolet light at a wavelength of 
2537 angstroms. The ultraviolet light 
causes the electrons stored at the floating 
gates to pass through the field oxide to the 
source and drain diffusions, with the result 
that the FAMOS transistors are turned off. 
The erase operation is a bulk erase in which 
all 2048 bits assume an off state (outputs 
are logic 0), after which the user may 
program a new bit pattern. (To assure 
reliable erasing, VSAT should be held at 
VSS during the erase-verify procedure.) 

PROGRAMMING PROCEDURE 

Programming (writing) is accomplished by 
introducing a logic 1 state in the desired bit 
locations, as stated in the cell description. 
Programming is done on a byte basis, and 
any previously erased bits may be 
selectively changed to a logic 1 state. This 
feature allows the user to change any logic 
o bits to logic 1 bits within a particular byte, 
and in a COP18U42 already programmed, 
without having to do a bulk program or bulk 
erase, and saves considerable system
development time. 

The program procedure consists of 
selecting a desired location with the row 
and column address inputs and asserting 
the chip-select inputs. The data to be 
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Fig. 3 - CDP18U42 storage cell: (a) schematic diagram, (b) FAMOS cell cross section. 
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programmed is presented at the I/O bus 
lines (0 through 7). With the write (PGM) 
input at logic 0, the VDD and VSAT inputs 
are pulsed to the proper program voltage 
(20 volts, 10 milliseconds, typical). Because 
of the low power required to program the 
CDP18U42, multiple program loops, in 
which each location is programmed several 
times, are unnecessary. This feature 
simplifies programmer circuitry 
considerably. 

Table I shows the operating modes of the 
CDP18U42. Notice that three chip-select 
inputs, CS'I, CS2, CS3, are available for 
easy system-memory expansion. The 
three-state output capability simplifies 
microprocessor interfacing, as data-bus 
buffer/separators are not required to solve 
bus contention problems.1 

at the address indicated by the address 
LED's, in binary, using eight toggle 
switches. When the advance switch is 
released, a timing cycle is initiated in which 
the CDP18U42 is put in the program mode, 
and the program voltage (20 volts) is 
applied to the VDD and VSAT terminals. At 
the end of this timing cycle, the address 
counter is incremented by one, and the 
CDP18U42 is ready to acct'lpt the next data 
byte. 

When programming is complete, the 
CDP18U42 may be checked by placing the 
PGM/verify switch in the verify position. In 
this mode, the CDP18U42 is selected in the 
read mode and the program-voltage circuit 
is disabled. If the reset switch is depressed, 
each data byte may be read on the data-out 
LED's, starting at address zero, using the 

TABLE I - OPERATING MODEj FOR CDP18U42CD 
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vss 
OPERATING MODE (V) 

READ 0 

PROGRAM 0 

DESELECT 0 

DESELECT 0 

DESELECT 0 

X=DON·T CARE 

PROGRAMMER ClRCUIT OPTIONS 

PROM programmer hardware and software 
for programming the CDP18U42 is 
available to RCA CDP1800-family 
microprocessor users. The CDP18S480 
PROM programmer package can be used 
with the CDP18S005 DevelopmentSystem 
or the CDP18S691 Microboard Prototyping 
System. This programmer package 
performs sophisticated program and verify 
operations in addition to saving data on 
files and printing program listings. It is 
anticipated that commercial PROM 
programmer manufacturers wili provide 
support to the CDP18U42, in the form of 
plug-in modules compatible with their 
existing equipment, for users lacking the 
Development or Microboard Systems 
facilities. However, since the CDP18U42 is 
relatively easy to program, the user may 
design and build a low-cost PROM 
programmer circuit to perform the basic 
programming functions. Two such circuits 
are suggested in Figs. 4 and 5. 

PROM Programmer Circuit No. 1 
PROM programmer circuit No.1, Fig. 4, 
employs discrete COS/MOS logic devices 
and is intentionally limited to the basic 
requirements of the CDP18U42 to reduce 
design and construction costs. Two modes 
of operation are available, program and 
verify. In the program mode, data is entered 

VCC VDD VSAT 
(V) (V) (V) 

5 vcc vcc 
18-22 18e 22 

5 JI. rl. 
5 vce vee 
5 vcc vec 
5 vcc Vec 

Cs1 
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x 
x 

Vcc 

CS2 Cii PGii BUS 0-

(V) (V) (V) BUS 7 

Vce vss vee OUTPUT 
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x Vcc vec 3-STATE 

vss x vec 3-5TATE 
x x Vcc 3-STATE 

advance switch to sequence through the 
bytes. 

Although the basic timing requirements of 
the CDP18U42 are provided by the circuit 
of Fig. 4, other features, such as a hex 
keypad circuit, may be easily added to 
enhance programming efficiency. This 
circuit can provide an effective low-cost 
alternative to other programming options in 
low-use CDP18U42 EPROM service. 

PROM Programmer Circuit No. 2 
PROM programmer circuit No.2 is a more 
sophisticated design, based on the RCA 
CDP1802 microprocessor, that provides 
more user options. The circu it can be easily 
constructed in the user area of the RCA 
Evaluation Kit (EK) or as a stand-alone 
design, as shown In Fig. 5. Operation Is 
simplified by using the standard UT4 
(CPR512) or UT5 (CPR522) utility-program 
software. The CDP18U42 EPROM verify 
and program functions are implemented by 
utilizing the 1M and 1M utility-program 
functions. The CDP18U42 is treated as 
RAM by UT4 and UT5. 

The verify function (1M) is performed by 
locating the CDP18U42 below address 
space 800016. Since the utility program Is 
defined as starting at address 800016, any 
read (1M) operation done below this 
address will read from the CDP18U42 
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Fig. 4 - PROM programmer circuit no. 1. 
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Fig. 5(b) - PROM programmer circuit no. 2, timing diagram. 

EPROM. The necessary' address decoding p rov id e th e req u ired COP 18 U4 2 
is already in place on the RCA EK and is programming information. The one-shot Q 
handled by the COP1867, C04023, and output is used to enable the program 
C04001 in the stand-alone design. When voltage (20 volts) when the PGM/verify 
using the RCA EK, it is necessary to disable switch is in the PGM position. 
the first page of RAM. When this circuit is used with the RCA 
The program function (!M) is performed by Microterminal, COP18S021, data is entered 
taking advantage of the wait-state feature from the hex keypad and displayed on the 
of the COP1802; this feature extends the LED display. The UT5 utility program, used 
CPU machine cycle to provide the 10 with the Microterminal, also contains a 
millisecond program time required by the count subroutine that increments the 
COP18U42 EPROM. When a write cycle address once per second; this feature is 
(!W~s initiated below address 800016, the useful as an automatic verify of PROM data. 
M output from the COP1802 triggers the The circuit also provides a serial TTY (20 
C04098 one-shot. The one-shot a output milliamperes current loop) interface for use 
puts the CPU in the wait-state and the with a standard ASCII terminal (UT4 Is 
CDP18U42 in the program mode. Since the required for this option). This mode of 
wait-state occurs late in the machine cycle, operation provides keyboard data entry 
the address and data bits are held valid to and hard-copy printout of EPROM data. 



APPLICATIONS 

General 
A typical CDP1802-based microprocessor 
system is shown in Fig. 6. The CDP18U42 
EPROM's are used for nonvolatile program 
storage. The type of data stored could be a 
utility program, a power-up initialization 
program, or a data list. In low-volume 
systems, the CDP18U42 offers a greater 
cost advantage than that of mask
programmed ROM's. In battery-powered 
systems, the low power requirements make 
the CDP18U42 the better choice over 
NMOS EPROM's. 

In the system shown in Fig. 6, the CPU 
controls the RAM, EPROM, and 110 
interfacing. The CDP1858 4-8it Latch 
Decoder provides the required memory 
mapping. The higher-order addresses 
(MA8-MA 11 r from the CPU are latched by 
TPA and become the CS and CE outputs. 
The CEO-eE3 outputs select one of four 1 K 
blocks of memory. The CSO-CS3 outputs 
then select each page (256 by~ within 
each 1K block. The CDP18U42 CS3 inputs 
are connected to the CPU MRD output to 
prevent bus contention during nonmemory 
CPU cycles. The CDP18U42 EPROM's are 
mapped at address locations 000016 
through 03FF16, and the CDP1822 RAM's 
are at locations 040016 through 07FF16. 
The lower order addresses (MAO through 
MA7) and eight-bit data bus are common to 
all devices. 
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Programmable Sequence Generator 

Fig. 7 is a block diagram of an eight
channel programmable sequence 
generator that uses COS/MOS logic 
devices and eight CDP18U42 EPROM's. 
The circuit has eight output channels, each 
capable of 2048 sequence steps. Since thlt 
steps are programmed as O's or 1's in the 
CDP18U42 EPROM's, the sequence pattern 
may be altered by simply changing the 
EPROM data pattern, either by 
reprogramming or by replacing the 
CDP18U42 EPROM's with devices 
containing a new pattern. 

Operation is initiated using control logic 
that advances the CD4040 binary counter. 
The 01 to 08 outputs of the counter supply 
address information to the EPROM's; the 
09 to 011 outputs are decoded by the 
CD4028 and supply the EPROM chip-select 
inputs. The bus outputs, 0 through 8, are 
strobed into the CDP1852 eight-bit latch on 
every address transition to provide the 
eight channel outputs. 

This circuit is useful for performing 
synchronous control functions previously 
requiring motor-driven mechanical cams, 
such as those used to time automatic 
washing-machine cycles. Since the circuit 
will operate from dc to 500 kHz, it could also 
be used as a programmable word generator 
for logic testing. 
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Fig. 6 - Typical CDP1802 microprocessor system using the CDP18U42. 
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Fig. 7 - Eight-channel programmable sequence generator. 

Code Converter 
The CDP18U42 EPROM may be used to 
convert from one type of digital code to 
another. Since the EPROM has eight 
address inputs and eight data outputs, 28 
(256) combinations are possible. Typical 
code conversions include: ASCII-to
Holierith/Holierith-to-ASCII, ASCII-to
BaudotiBaudot-to-ASCII, ASCII-to
EBCDIC/EBCDlC-to-ASCII, ASCII-to
Selectri c/Selectri c-to-ASC II, an d 
Sine/Cosihel Arctangent look-up tables 
(refer to the appropriate code source for the 
conversion tables). The conversion 
techhique involves the programming of the 
memory, location corresponding to the 
input-code address with the data that is 
required at the output. 
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Interfacing PLM Code to 
COOS System Functions 
by W. Fritchie 

This Application Note defines a method 
for interfacing PLM programs to COOS' 
system functions without the need for 
assembly language; the interface is an 
array of PLM procedures (which can .be 
included in a PLM library) and supportive 
macro definitions, all of which are de
scribed in detail and used in a sample 
program. 

Background 
The system functions in COOS are 

described fully in the COOS manual.' The 
description shows the programmer how to 
interface his applications to the system 
functions in assembly language. Since PLM 
allows assembly language statements to be 
mixed with PLM statements, by using the 
$A characters, the programmer can inter
face his PLM applications with the COOS 
system functions in this way. However, it is 
more desirable to have the entire applica
tion written in PLM, as this approach leads 
to shorter development time and prevents 
the user from having to learn the mechanics 
of applying the system functions in 
assembly language. For example, if the 
user wanted to type a message to the 
console, the PLM statement would be: 

CALL TYPE, (MESSAGE); 

where MESSAGE is an address variable 
containing the pOinter to the message to be 
typed. The equivalent code in assembly 
language presents some problems. As an 
example, it would be very difficult to 
determine the address of the variable 
message that would have to be passed to 
the COOS system function that types the 
characters associated with the variable 
MESSAGE. A solution would be to declare 
the variable MESSAGE in assembly lan
guage and not in a PLM statement; 
however, this solution would have to be 
accomplished with care so that the mes
sage would not be positioned in the 
mainstream of instructions generated by 
the PLM compiler. 

Another drawback to mixing assembly 
language with PLM statements is that the 
resulting overall program is less readable 
and, therefore, more difficult to maintain. 

ICAN-6928 

PLM is a block-oriented language in which 
the block is emphasized on the listing by 
indentation. Example 1, Fig. 1, the block 
format of a program written in PLM, shows 
how indentation is used to group the 
statements of a bloCk. This example is very 
simple; in more complex examples, the 
block structure becomes much more 
important in understanding and main
taining the program. In Example 1, it is 
assumed that a procedure exists called 
TYPE which is contained in a library of 
commonly used procedures. It is easy to 
see where the TYPE statement appears in 
the overall flow of the program. If the TYPE 
statement were not in the correct logical 
sequence, it could easily be moved into the 
correct block. 

Example 2, Fig. 2, shows assembly
language instructions mixed with PLM 
instructions to accomplish the same results 
as the program in Example 1. Example 2 
also illustrates some of the problems 
incurred when linking COOS system 
functions and PLM programs with as
sembly language. First, the programmer 

~O' 
DECLARE DATA (5) BYTE INITIAL (,PRINT); 
DECLARE (X,Y,Z) BYTE; 
DECLARE MESSAGE ADDRESS; 
MESSAGE = ADDR(DATA); 
X=Y; 
IF X=Z 

THEN 
DO; 

Y=3; 
X=1 ; 

END; 
ELSE 

DO; 
X=1; 
CALL TYPE (MESSAGE); 

END; 
END EXAMPLE 1; 

Fig. 1 - Example 1. 
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must understand how to set upthe values of 
UCALL and TYPE. Second, he must learn 
where to position the assembly-language 
statement for MESSAGE so as not to cause 
any run-time problem. Example 2, like 
Example 1, is straightforward; it is relatively 
easy to read and maintain the code. 
However, again, when the application 
becomes more complex, the readability 
and maintainability of the program, when 
assembly language code is mixed with PLM 
code, becomes much more of a problem. 
The PLM procedures and the macros 
described below will permit the program
mer to interface his PLM program with 
COOS system functions without having to 
use assembly language. 

DO; 
DECLARE (X, Y, Z) BYTE: 

X=Y; 
IF X=Z 

THEN 
DO; 

Y=3; 
X=1; 

END; 
ELSE 
~O; 

X=1; 
$AUCALL=#B453 
$ATYPE=14 
$ACALL UCALL, TYPE, A (MESSAG) 

END; 
$AMESSAG: ,T'PRINT' 
END EXAMPLE 2; 

Fig. 2 " Example 2. 

Supportive Macros 
The following interfaces between PLM 

statements and the COOS system functions 
are discussed in detail: 

- Typing a message to the console -
TYPE 

- Accepting input from the keyboard -
CREAD 

- Typing out a COOS error message -
CDERR 

- Parsing a file name from an input 
stream into an 10CB - SRNAM 

- Returning to COOS - CDENT 
- Setting up the X and P registers 
- Setting up the entire PLM library as a 

macro 
I n order to perform these interfaces, the 

macro definitions described below and in 
Fig. 3 are required. 

ARG and PARM1: Macro definitions 
ARG and PARM1 deal with passing the 
addresses of parameters to the assembly 
language calls for COOS. For example, 
Example 1 declared the variable MESSAGE 
in a declaration statement, but COOS must 
know the memory address of the variable 
MESSAGE. The macro definitions ARG and 
PARM1 assist in this linkage. 

coos: The macro definition COOS 
returns control to the operating system 
when the application program has finished 
its task. 

ENTRY: The macro definition ENTRY is 
used to set up the X and Pregisters. This 
code generates a label called START. When 
the output from PLM has been assembled, 
the address of START must be ascertained 
from the listing; this address is used as the 
starting address when making a binary file 
from the ASCII-HEX file (the conversion of 
ASCII-HEX files to binary is done by the 
COOS command CDSBIN). 

EQUATE: The macro definition EQUATE 
contains values for the constants used in 
the assembly-language statements in the 
Code of Procedure sections described 
under the heading "PLM Procedures," 
below. 

PLMMAC: The macro definition 
PLMMAC contains the standard PLM 
library in a macro-definition form. The 
advantage of keeping the PLM library as a 
macro definition rather than as a COOS file 
is that the former is easier and faster to use, 
primarily because the MERGE command 
does not have. to be used to combine the 
output of the PLM compiler with the PLM 
library. When the PLMMAC macro defini
tion is used, the library is automatically 
combined with the output of the PLM 
compiler during the assembly process to 
produce the desired object code. This 
method is faster because the step involving 
the combination of the PLM output with the 
PLM library is eliminated. In addition, the 
problems associated with merging, such as 
disk-full conditions, are also eliminated. 

PLM Procedures 
The PLM procedures associated with the 

supportive macros described above are 
specified in the following format: 

- Name 
- Function 
- Assumptions 
- Call to Procedure 
- Code of Procedure 

Name: TYPE 
Function: Types out a. message to the 

console. 
Assumptions: MSG$ADR is an address 

variable. 
MESSAGE contains the message to type. 

Call to Procedure: 
MSG$AOR=ADDR (MESSAGE); 
CALL TYPE (MSG$ADR); 

Code of Procedure: 
TYPE: PROCEDURE (TYPE$PARM); 

DECLARE (TYPE$PARM,X) ADDRESS; 
X=TYPE$PARM; 
$AARG 'TYPEAD' .. SETTING UP COOS 

TYPE PARAMETER 
$ACALL UCALL,ZTYPE .. CALL TO 

COOS 
$ATYPEAD: ORG *+2 .. STORAGE FOR 

MESSAGE ADA. 
END TYPE; 



Name: KEYBD 
Function: Reads a record from the console 

into a buffer. 
Assumptions: BUFFER is declared as the 

input buffer. BUF$LENGTH is 
declared as a byte variable. 

BUF$ADR is an address variable. 
Call to Procedure: 
BUF$ADR=ADDR (BUFFER); 
CALL KEYBD (BUF$ADR, 

BUF$LENGTH); 
Code of Procedure: 
KEYBD: PROCEDURE 

KEYBUF,LGT); 
DECLARE (KEYBUF,X) ADDRESS; 
DECLARE (Y,LGT) BYTE; 
X=KEYBUF; 
$AARG 'KEYADR' 
Y=LGT; 
$APARM1 'LENGTH' 
$ACALL UCALL,KEYIN 
$AKEYADR: ORG *+2 
$ALENGTH: ORG *+1 

END KEYBD; 

Name: PRINT$ERROR 
Function: Print out a CDOS error 

message. 
Assumptions: BUFFER is an array with a 

minimum of 2 bytes; the error message 
number is in the second byte. 

MSG$ADR is an address variable. 
Call to Procedure: 
MSG$ADR=ADDR (BUFFER); 
CALL PRINT$ERROR (MSG$ADR); 

Code of Procedure: 
PRINT$ERROR: PROCEDURE 

(IOCB1); 
DECLARE (IOCB1,X) ADDRESS; 
X=IOCB1; 
$AARG 'ERADR' 
$ACALL UCALL,CDERR 
$AERADR: ORG *+2 

END PRINT$ERROR; 

Name: PARSE 
Function: Searches a specified input 

buffer for a fi Ie name and reformats the 
information into the appropriate area 
of an IOCB. PARSE is designed to help 
in setting up an IOCB by taking file 
name information from a line buffer 
(put there by KEYBD) and relocating it 
into an IOCB. 

Assumptions: SRBLK is an address array 
with two entries. The first entry points 
to the address of the input buffer. The 
second entry points to the logical unit 
number byte in an IOCB? SRNAM
$STATUS is a byte variable that will 
hold the status of the PARSE oper
ation.' MSG$ADR is an address vari
able. 

Call to Procedure: 
MSG$ADR=ADDR (SRBLK); 
SRNAM$STATUS=SEARCH 
$FILENAME (MSG$ADR); 
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Code of Procedure: 
PARSE: PROCEDURE (BLOCK) 

RETURNS (NAME); 
DECLARE NAME BASED (NAME+PTR) 

BYTE 
DECLARE (BLOCK,X) ADDRESS 
X=BLOCK 
$AARG (SRADR) 
$ACALL UCALL,BRNAME 
$ASRADR ORG'+2 
RETURN (NAME); 

ENb PARSE; 

Name: CDOS 
Function: Returns control to the CDOS 

operating system. 
Assumptions: None 
Call to Procedure: 

CALL CDOS; 
Code of Procedure: 
CDOS: PROCEDURE; 
$ACDOS 

END CDOS; 

Name: ENTRY 
Function: Set up X and P registers. 
Assumptions: None 
Call to Procedure: 

$AENTRY 
Code of Procedure: None 

Name: PLMMAC 
Function: To automatically load the PLM 

library using macros. 
Assumptions: None 
Call to Procedure: 

$APLMMAC 
Code of Procedure: None 

Application 
The following program, Example 3, Fig. 4, 

called EXAMPL, shows how to use all of the 
above-mentioned macros and PLM pro
cedures. The program reads in a file name 
from the keyboard of the console. If no file 
name was typed, an error message is 
printed and control is returned to CDOS. If 
a file name was typed, the input data is 
retyped on the console's printer. Control 
stays with the program and is signaled by 
the issuance of another prompt. The 
prompt character is a percent sign (%). 
Note that the procedures TYPE, KEY~ 
BOARD, PRINT$ERROR, PARSE and 
CDOS, which_comprise about 50 percent of 
the program, do-hot have to be written by 
the programmer. The description of the 
macro definition file, MACRO, is shown in 
Fig. 5. The CDOS commands required to 
compile, assemble and execute the sample 
program are shown in Fig. 6. 

References 
1. Operator Manual for the RCA COSMAC 

CDP18S007, RCA Solid State pub
lication MPM-232. 

2. See Reference 1, Chapter 6. 
3. For further information on the IOCB, see 

Reference 1, Chapter 6, Fig. 18, pp 66. 
4. See Reference 1, Chapter 6, pp 71, 

"IOCB Setup Aid Routine," for a discus
sion of status values. 
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DOl 
1* 

1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
1* 
TYPEI 

MACRO 
ARG ~LABEL 
ORG *-5 
A.1(~LABEL)->R7.1 
A.O(~LABEL)->R7 .0 
RF.1->@R7 
INC R7 
RF.O->@R7 
MEND 

MACRO 
PARM1 ~LABEL 1 
ORG *-5 
A.1 (~LABEL 1 )->R7.1 
A.O(~LABEL 1 )->R7.0 
RF.0->@R7 
MEND 

MACRO 
COOS 
CALL UCALL,CDENT 
MENT 

MACRO 
ENTRY 
A.1(START)->R3.1 
A.O(START)->R3.0 
A.1 (STACK)->R2.1 
A.0(STACK)->R2.0 
SEP R3 
START: ORG * 
MEND 

MACRO 
EQUATE 
CDERR=#28 
CDENT=#1E 
ZTVPE=#14 
SRNAME=#24 
UCALL=#B453 
KEVIN=#12 
MEND 

MACRO 
PLMMAC 
[The Standard PLM Library] 

MEND 

Fig. 3 . Macro definitions required in PLMI 
COOS interfaces. 

~:~~U~~~LARATIONS F~R EXAMPLE *1 

DECLARE PROMPT ADDRESS INITIAL (2500H)1 
DECLARE BUFFER (20) BYTE 1 
DECLARE END$BUF BYTE, INITIAL (ODH) 1 
DECLARE BUF$LENGTH BYTE INITIAI_ (20) 1 
DECLARE CONTINUHPROCESSING BYTE INITIAL (0)1 
DECLARE NAI'IUPTR ADI)RESS INITIAL (OB452H); 
DECLARE'TRUE'BYTE INITIAL (0); 
DECLARE FALSE BYTE INITIAL (1); 
DECLARE (MSG$ADR,BUF$ADR) ADDRESS 
DECLARE SRBLK(2) ADDRESS ; 
DECLARE IOCB(36) BYTE ; 

,DECLARE (SRNAM$STATUS, I) BYTE; 
DECLARE NULL BYTE INITIAL (SOH); 
$AEJECT 

*1 
THE PROCEDURES TYPE, KEYBD, PRINnERROR, PARSE ANti CDOS *1 
ARE FROM A LIBRARY OF PROCEDURES AND DO NOT HAVE TO BE *1 
WRITTEN BY THE USER *1 

PROCEDURE (TYPE$PARM); 
DECLARE (TYPE$PARM,X) ADDRESS; 
X=TYPUPARMI 
$AARG 'HPEAD' •• SETTING UP ellos TYPE PARAMETER 
$ACALL UCALL,ZTYPE •• CALL TO CDOS 
$ATYPEADI ORG *+2 •• STORAGE FOR MESSAGE ADR. 

*1 

ENIl TYPE' 

Fig. 4 - Example 3, program EXAMPL. 
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KEYFD: PROCEDURE CKEYBUF,LGT); 
DECLARE (KEYSUF,X) ADDRESS; 
DECLARE (Y,LGT) BYTE; 
X"KEYBUFI 
$AARG 'KEYADri' 
Y"LGT; 
$APARM1. 'l.ENGTH' 
Y=LENGTH(X) I 
$ACALL UCALL,KEYIN 
tAKEYADR: ORG *+2 
$ALENGTH: ORG *+1 

END KEYDDI 
PRINT.ERROR: PROCEDURE (IOCB1); 

DECLARE (IOCB1,X) ADDRESS 
X'<[QCBl ; 
$r.ARG 'ERADR' 
$ACALL UCALL,CDERR 
$AERADR: ORG *+2 

ENII f"RINTtERROR j 

PARSE: PROCEDURE (BLOCK) RETURNS (NAME)I 
DECLARE NAME BASED (NAME$PTR) BYTE 
DECLARE (SLOCK,X) ADDRESS 
X=SLOCI(j 
$AARG 'SRADR' 
$ACALL UCALL,SRNAME 
tASRADR: ORG *+2 
RETURN CNAME> j 

END PARSEI 
CIIOS: PROCEDURE j 

tACDOS 
END CDOS; 

tAE.IECT 
1* 

1* THIS IS THE BEGINNING OF THE MAIN PROGRAM 
1* 
tAENTRY 
DO WHILE CONTINUE,PROCESSING-TRUEI 

DO 1=1 TO 201 I*INITIALIZE INPUT BUFFER*I 
SUFFER(I)=Oj 

ENDI 
MSGtADR=ADDR (PROMPT> I I*OUTPUT PROMPT*I 
CALL TYPECMSGtADR)I 
BUF$ADR=ADIIR (BUFFER) j I*INPUT FILENAME*I 
CALL KEYBD (BUFtADR,BUFtLENGTH)1 
SRBLK (1) =ADDR CBUFFER) j I!!SETUP FOR PARSING FILENAME!!/ 
SRBLK(2)=ADDR(IOCB)+11j 
MSGtADR=ADDR(SRBLK)j 
SRNAMtSTATUS=PARSE(MSGtADR); I*PARSE FILENAME INTO IOCB*I 

*1 
*/ 

IF SRNAMtSTATUS=NULL I!!NULL IMPLIES NO FILENAME INPUT*I 
THEN 

DO; 
IOCB(2)=111 IWSETUP ERROR NUMBER FOR SYNTAX ERROR*I 
MSG$ADR=ADDRCIOCS); 
CALL PRINTtERROR(MSGtADR)I I*PRINT SYNTAX ERROR MESSAGE*I 
CONTINUE,PROCESSING-FALSE; I!!SET FLAG TO STOP PROGRAM!!/ 

END; 
ELSE 

[101 
MSG$ADR-ADDRCBUFFER); 
CALL TYPE(MSGtADR); I*RETYPE INPUT FILENAME*I 

END; 
EN[l1 
CALL. CDOS; 
$APl.MMAC 

EN[I PROGRAM; 
EOF 

Fig. 4 • Exampla 3, program EXAMPL [cont'd). 
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MACRO ARG 

MACRO PARM1 

MACRO CDOS 

MACRO ENTRY 

MACRO PLMMAC 

MACRO EQUATES 

EOM STATEMENT 

Fig. 5 - Description Of macro defini
tion file. 

PLM EXAMPL (CR) 

[PLM output file is called EXAMPL.ASM] 

ASM4 (CR) 
TYPE SOURCE FILENAME EXAMPL.ASM (CR) 
WRITE TO DSK OR PRINTER (DIP)? D 
~ OUTPUT (CR) 
?R.B,M,L.H.U=M 
MACRO READ?MACRO (CR) 
?R B M L H U=L 
?R,B,M,L.H,U=U 

[Now get a listing and ascertain a.ddress of label start. Assume value is 
F9. Using CDSBIN, get a binary executable file.] 

CDSSIN OUTPUT; F9 (CR) 
(EXECUTE FILE), 
OUTPUT (CR) 
% 

Fig. 6 - COOS. commands required to compile, 
assemble, and execute the program of 
Fig. 5. Underlined sections are 
printed by the computer. 
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Cassette Tape 1/0 For COSMAC 
Microprocessor Systems 
C.D. Smith 

This Note describes a circuit and the 
software needed to add a low-cost cas
sette-tape input and output to the COS
MAC Evaluation Kit (CDP18S020. 
CDP18S024. and COP 18S025). the 
COSMAC Development System(CDP-
18S005 and CDP18S007). or the 
Microboard Prototyping Kit (CDP18S691). 
c::a .. ette~ Tape Format 
The RCA COSMAC VIP cassette-tape 
format was chosen because it is well docu
mented' and requires only a simple 
software and hardware interface. Bits on 
the tape consist of one cycle of 2 kHz for a 

A ••• 

C ... 

BIT--+- S ° I 2 3 4 

logical 0 and one cycle of 800 Hz for a 
logical 1. Data is preceded by approxi
mately four seconds of continuous logical 
O's for sync followed by a specified number 
of data bytes. Each byte begins with a 
logical 1 start bit followed by eight data bits 
(least significant bit first) and ends with a 
parity bit; odd parity is used in this code. 
Fig. 1 shows typical waveforms for re
corded data. 
Electrical Interface 
The electrical interface circuit shown in Fig. 
2 is identical to that used with the COSMAC 
VIP'> Bit-serial data is output to U14A-Pin 2 

!I 6 7 P S 

VALUE-+~ LI_I __ I _0 __ -.:,. ___ 1_°_°_° ..... 1 I 

SYNC FIRST BYTE 

A-OUTPUT OF UI4A 
B-OUTPUT FROM CASSETTE (TAP IN PAO ON CARD) 
C- OUTPUT OF UI4B 

Fig.1 - Typical waveforms of recorded data. 
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Fig.2 - Schematic diagram for COSMAC cassette tape 110 interface. 
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through the CDP1802 Q bit. Bit-serial data 
is input from a cassette recorder to U14B
Pin 8 and then to the m input of the 
CDP1802. Thus, by providing software to 
control the Q output and sample the EF2 
input, data is recorded and recovered from 
the tape. 
Software Interface 
Three software routines are described 
below. The first is an inpuVoutput routine 
for COS MAC systems that use the COS
MAC Microterminal as an operator inter
face. The second is an input/output routine 
for COSMAC systems that use a standard 
RS-232 or current loop remote terminal. 
The third "is a boot-loader routine that can 
be used to load the appropriate input/out
put routine after power up. This latter 
routine can be either ROM resident or 
entered by hand when required. 
Using the Mlcroterminal 
The use of the cassette input/output 
routine forthe Microterminal-based system 
requires an understanding of the Micro
terminal itself." The Microterminal system 
is divided into three functional sections: 
control, display, and keyboard. 
The control section contains the requisite 
hardware for controlling the operation of 
the microprocessor system. The function 
keys are as follows: 

R Reset: Resets the logic of the Micro
terminal and microprocessor system. Puts 
the CDP1802 in the reset state. 

RU Run Utility: Starts execution of the 
utility program (UT5), which is at location 
8000. 

RP Run Program: Starts program exe
cution at location 0000 with RO as program 
counter. 

CO NT /STEP Slide switch to enable 
continuous or single-step operation of the 
microprocessor system. 
-- Entry Mode Control: Toggles be

tween the address-entry and data-entry 
modes. 

INC Increment Address: Each de
pression increments the address shown in 
the display. In the data-entry mode, it also 
causes the data byte shown to be written to 
the address shown before the address is 
incremented. 

$P Start Address Program: Starts 
program execution at the location shown in 
the address display. 

CA Clear Address: Clears (resets) the 
address display to 0000. 

!H 

The keyboard section of the Microterminal 
contains 16 digit keys (0 through F) that are 
used to enter hexadecimal numbers into 
the addressor data field. The destination of 
entered data is controlled by the Entry 
Mode Control toggle switch (--). The 
functions of the hexadecimal digit keys and 
some of the control function keys are 
encoded and sent to the micmprocessor 
system on the bidirectional data bus. Logic 
is provided for scanning and signalling key
board activity to the microprocessor. The 
actual scanning, debounce, and decoding 
algorithms are performed by software rou-
tines in the utility program. " 
The display section consists of an eight
digit, seven-segment, LED display, display 
drivers, and refresh logic. In eitherthedata
entry or address-entry mode of operation, 
the display shows a four-digit address field 
on the left side and a two-digit d"ata field on 
the right; the fields are separated by blank 
positions. In other subroutine-oriented 
display modes, all eight digits are available 
in two groups of four separated by blank 
positions." Illuminated decimal points in 
either the address or data field indicate the 
current operating mode. Software routines 
in the utility program perform digit selec
tion, multiplexing, and hexadecimal-to
seven-segment code conversion. 
The Microterminal cassette I/O software 
routine uses the displayed address as the 
first location to be output or input and the 
displayed data byte as the number of 256-
byte pages to be input or output. If the 
Microterminal is in the data entry mode 
when the routine is executed, data is trans
ferred from memory to tape; if it is in the 
address mode, data is transferred from tape 
to memory. Initially, the Microterminal is 
used to enter the cassette I/O routine, Fig. 
3,beginning at location #0000. After entry 
and verification, execute the routi ne by de
pressing RESET-RUN P. Then change to 
the data entry mode by depressing -- and 
enter #01 as data. The address display 
should be #0000. Start the cassette in the 
record mode, let the tape advance beyond 
the nonmagnetic leader, and then depress 
$P. When output is complete, the routine 
returns to the monitor program. 

Verification of the recorded data is a two
step process: 
1. Play the data back into the tape input 
circuit and adjust the volume to a point 
where the LED flickers. Then execute the 

0000 90B3B8F809A3C0810ED4801A3609D4801A3EOED4801A94BAF822AA6C4AF33227J 
0020 8AFF363309301C8AFF23AAFAF03A458CF63338D480E530098E73D4B09E60FOAE' 
0040 D480D630098AFAOFFC4FAA93BA4AA3535609091C30091EBEBEFBOOAE8CF63BAAI 
0060 F898A8F80ABDD833632D9D3A66D83B6DF809ADAB9D76BD2BDBBB3A741DBDF633J 
0080 BA9D5F1F2E9E3A6D30EA9FBA8FAA9EBB8EABD481A63092D3F8103D9A3DA5FF01J 
OOAO 3A9C1DF880FE35A63097F8D6A8FB40BDFCOOD82D9D3ABOF810ADF808AB4FBBFFJ 
OOCO 00D89BF6BBD82B8B3AC21D8DF6D82E9E3AB7D830EAD3F80A3BDDF8201D7B73FFJ 
OOEO 0133DF39D57A60F030DFFBBOBOEOF800AODO 

Fig.3 - Obj8ct cad8 far Micrat8rmina/cass8tt8//0. 
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cassette tape liD routine and load the data 
into memory. Loading is accomplished by 
first depressing RESET, RUN, P, then --. 
Enter #01 as data and then depress -- and 
enter #0100 as address. Rewind and start 
the cassette in the play mode; let the tape 
advance beyond the non-magnetic leader 
and then depress $P. After loading, the 
routine returns to the monitor. 
2. Use the Microterminal to verify the 
content of memory starting at location 
#0100. If loading is unsuccessful, repeat the 
loading process while making slight 
adjustments to the tape recorder volume. 
After successfully loading the data, make a 
note of the volume-control position for 
future reference. 
Using a Standard Data Terminal 
Using the cassette I/O routine for systems 
having a ROM based utility program that 
operates through a standard data terminal 
(RS-232 or 20 millialT'pere loop) requires an 
understanding of the ROM utility program.' 
This program allows the user to examine 
memory, alter memory, or begin execution 
!it any specified address. 

?M(ADDRESS) (SP) (NUMBER OF 
BYTES) (CR) 
- The specified number of bytes in 
memory, beginning at the specified 
address, will be transmitted to the data 
terminal. 
!M (ADDRESS) (SP) (DATA) (CR) 
- Data bytes consisting of two hexi
decimal digits are stored in sequential 
memory addr!"ss beginning at the spec
ified address. 
$P (ADDRESS) 
- Program execution begins atthe spec
ified address with P=O and X=O. 

Initially, the !M command is used to enter 
the cassette liD routine, shown in Fig. 4, 
beginning at location #0000: After entry and 
verification, using the ?M command, 
execute the routine using the $P command. 
The system will respond by outputting "VIP 

!M 

CASSETTE liD FOR RCA EK", followed by 
"?U, L. S=". Enter U to return to the utility 
program, L to load memory from tape, or S 
to save memory on tape, all followed by CR, 
and the system will respond by outputting 
"FIRST?". Enter the starting address of the 
data to be output followed by a CR. The 
system will respond by outputting 
"LAST?". Enter the address of the last data 
byte to be output, but before entering a CR, 
start the tape in the record mode and letthe 
tape advance beyond the nonmagnetic 
leader. Unlike the Microterminal liD 
routine, which inputs and outputs data in 
256-byte blocks, this program allows the 
user to record and load any number of 
bytes. However, it is recommended that 
data be recorded beginning at a page 
boundary, and that blocks of 256 bytes be 
output. 
To record the cassette liD program, 
depress RESET, RUN U, and enter $POOOO. 
Enter S-CR, then #0000 for the "first" 
address and #01 FF for the "last" address. 
Start the tape in the record mode before 
entering the last CR. "XFERING" is output, 
and when the recording of data is complete, 
the program returns to its beginning. 
Verification of the recorded data is accom
plished in a mannersimilartothat used with 
the Microterminal: Play back the tape, 
adjust the volume, and execute the pro
gram using the $P command. Enter #0200 
for the "first" address and #03FF for the 
"last" address. Start the tape in the play 
mode, and when the tape advances beyond 
the leader, enter the last CR. Use the ?M 
command to verify a successful load. 

Boot Strapping After Power Off 
To reload either the Microterminal or the 
data terminal cassette liD routine after 
power off. it is necessary to load only the 
cassette boot routine. After entering and 
verifying the boot routine in Fig. 5, position 
the tape just before the saved cassette liD 
routine, and start execution by depressing 
RESET-RUN P, after starting the tape in the 

0000 710090FC01B8F88CB2F81FA2E290B3B4B5F81BA3F892A4F8B6A50314D401Bl001 
0020 OA56495020434153534554544520492F4F20464F522052434120454BODOA3F201 
0040 552C4C2C5330203F2000D4813B9FFB5332669FFB4CJ2729FFB553AlBF880BOF81 
0060 00AODC12EOD014D40154331B14D400C1301B14D40154331B14D401003B1B14D41 
0080 01Bl0DOA4C4F4144204552524F5200301BD3C830A3967386739JB683A646B346; 
OOAO A330919673867393B683A646736046A393F4B33091D396B386A36072A6FOB6301 
OOCO B5F82EA8F840BOFCOOD82D9D3AC7F810ADF808AB4ABBFFOOD89BF6BBD82B8B3A1 
OOEO D91D8DF6D829893ACE993ACED8D50000000000000000000000000000000000001 
0100 F842A8F80ABDD833032D9D3A06D83BODF809ADAB9D76BD2BD88B3A141D80F6331 
0120 2C9D5A1A29893AOD993AODFED5D3F80A3B35F8201D7BBFFF013337392D7A9F301 
0140 37D3F8103D443D4FFF013A461DF880FE3550304114D400B10DOA4649525J543F1 
0160 2000F800BDADD4813B33669FFBOD3AAE9DBA8DAA14D400Bl000A4C4153543F201 
0180 00F800BDADD4813B33859FFBOD3AAE9D738D7314D400B10DOA58464552494E471 
01AO 2100608AF5A9609A75B919FCOOC8FFOOD5DC1246BF32BCD481A430B305 

Fig.4 - Object code for data-terminal cassette I/O. 

1M 
0000 7100F801BAF802B990AAA9BFF83BAFF80ABDDF330F2D9D3A12DF3B19F809ADAB1 
0020 9D76BD2BDF8B3A201D8DF633379D5A1A29893A19993A19C08000DOF8103D3D3D1 
0040 48FF013A3F1DF880FE3549303A 

Fig.5 - Object code for VIP cassette-tape-format boot loader. 
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play mode. The most significant byte of the 
first address is in M(0003). and the number 
of pages to be input is in M(0006). The 
contents of thes.e address·es can be 
changed to suit the individual user's needs. 

Reh,rences 

1. RCA COSMAC VIP CDP18S711lnstruc
tion Manual, RCA Solid State publication 
VIP-311. 
2. See ref. 1, pp. 70, Fig. E-3-Keyboard, 
decoding, audio oscillator, and cassette 
interface circuits. 

3. Instruction Manual for RCA COSMAC 
Mlcrotermlnal, RCA Solid State publication 
MPM-212. 
4. For ROM Utility Program information 
refer to the following RCA Solid State 
publications: 
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For Evaluation Kits: 
~ Evaluation Kit Manual for the RCA 
CDP1802 COSMAC Microprocessor, 
MPM-203. 
- Instruction Manual for the RCA 
COSMAC Evaluation Kit CDP18S020 and 
the EKI Assembler-Editor Design Kit CDP 
18S024, MPM-224. 

For COSMAC Development Systems: .. 
- Operator Manual for the RCA COS
MAC DOS Development System (CDS 
III) CDP18S007, MPM-232. 
-Operator Manual for the RCA COS
MAC DeveloplilentSystem II CDP 
18S005; MPM-216. 

For Microboard Prototyping Kits: 
- RCA COSMACMlcroboard Proto
typing System CDP18S691 , CDP18S691V3, 
MB-691. 
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DESIGNING MINIMUM/NONVOLATILE 
MEMORY SYSTEMS 
WITH CMOS STATIC RAM'S 
R.M. Vaccarella 

The design of memory systems to operate 
with the RCA CMOS CDP1802 microproc
essor is very straightforward because the 
CDP1802 is designed to interface easily 
with the RAM's available in the CDP1800-
series product line. With some care, a 
power-down system design for battery
backup applications, in which stored data is 
retained in RAM memory, is also easily im
plemented. This Note details the system 
considerations and circuit requirements for 
CDP1800-series RAM operation and data 
retention in CDP1802-based systems. In
cluded are details relating to interfacing 
complexity as a function of memory-array 
size, power-distribution considerations, 
power-down/power-up control, and bat
tery selections. 

WHY CHOOSE CMOS RAM's 
The CMOS technology is the logical choice 
for the design of memory systems for 
power-sensitive or minimum-complexity 
systems. A power-sensitive system is de
fined as one in which a power interruption 
could result in the permanent loss of vital 
data. A minimum-complexity system is one 
in which..l~-rrinimum number of RAM and 
interfac~vices are used to create a byte
wide microprocessor system that success
fully performs the desired functions. The 
statement that devices fabricated by means 
of the CMOS technology are best suited to 
the design of such systems stems from the 
fact that CMOS RAM's have operating and 
standby currents considerably lower than 
those of other technologies, specifically, an 
order of magnitude lower than NMOS. This 
capability makes feasible battery back-up 
as well as total battery operation. In addi
tion, all RCA CMOS RAM's are static de
vices, and have no need for the special re
fresh circuitry and cycle-stealing opera
tions required with dynamic RAM systems. 
This static feature also enhances the at
tractiveness of battery-backup operation, 
since input lines need not be toggled to 
retain data. 

Battery backup is becoming increasingly 
popular, especially in applications in which 
power failure in a volatile memory-based 

system could result in the unrecoverable 
loss of vital information. Data collection in
struments, point-of-sale terminals, energy 
management systems, and other portable 
equipment invariably require the assurance 
of nonvolatility provided by primary
battery/battery-backup operation. Backup 
power is effectively utilized in long-term 
data storage requirements as well. 

The data presented in this Note indicates 
that a typical 180-milliampere-hour, 5-volt 
battery source can maintain data in a total 
CMOS system, including CPU, ROM, and 
RAM, under quiesCent conditions for as 
long as 68 days. With a 2.5-volt battery 
source, data retention time is increased to 
4.5 years. 

MINIMUM CDP1802 
SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS 

The interface requirements for CDP1800-
series RAM's of various array sizes used in a 
minimum CDP1802-based system com
posed of CPU, ROM, and RAM (I/O circuit
ry is omitted for clarity) are illustrated in the 
following paragraphs. The techniques for 
interfacing include those with and without 
the need for external decoding circuitry, 
depending on array size, for RAM arrays of 
from 32 bytes to 4K bytes. 

In each configuration shown, a 1Kx8 
CDP1833 ROM was used for program mem
ory. The CDP1833 has two features espe
cially useful for minimum-system design: 
on-chip address latch/decode and a chip
enable output. The address latch and de
code feature is used to capture the higher
order byte of the multiplexed CDP1802 
address bus and to decode this byte to lo
cate the ROM in any user-defined 1K block 
within the 64K addressable space of the 
CPU, without the use of external decoders. 
The other feature is a daisy-chain output 
that passes a CEO chip-select signal to 
other system devices (RAM's in this case) 
when the ROM is deselected. In systems in 
which only one RAM device is used, the 
CEO output is connected directly to the CS 
input of the RAM, enabling it whenever the 
CEO output is low (ROM deselected). 
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Figs. A-1, A-3, A-5, A-7, and A-9 (see Ap
pendix) show minimum-system configura
tions for each of the RAM devices in the 
RCA CDP1800-series product line. Expan
sions of each of these configurations show
ing the additional RAM and interface com
ponents required are found in Figs. A-2, 
A-4, A-6, A-8, and A-10 (see Appendix). In 
each of the systems shown, the program 
ROM is arbitrarily mapped in the first 1 K of 
available memory space; however, the se
lection of higher-order address bits to be 
latched and decodE:ld for RAM chip-selects 
is dependent upon where the program 
ROM is located. 

The RCA CDP1800-series family includes a 
variety of RAM and interface devices for 
memory-system design. Table I provides a 
selection chart for minimum-system con
figuration. Specific dynamic read and writ
ing timing information can be found in the 
individual data sheets for each device type 
listed. 

DESIGNING NONVOLATILE MEMORY 
SYSTEMS (4V ::; Voo ::; 6.5V) 

Although the simplicity of integrating large 
memory arrays into microprocessor sys
tems has been clearly illustrated above, ad
ditional parameters must be considered 
when designing volatile systems. Specifi
cally, in the areas of hardware and software, 
such factors as power isolation, voltage
loss detection, battery selection, interfac
ing problems, and power-down/power-up 
sequencing must be identified and under
stood if a reliable battery-backup design 
capable of retaining important system data 
is to be provided. 

Since the development of appropriate soft
ware subroutines is beyond the scope of 
this Note, no specific examples are pre
sented. (However, the use of such subrou
tines to transfer unrecoverable data to and 
from the RAM memory should not be min
imized.) Instead, the remainder of this sec
tion concerning the design of the nonvola-

Table I - RAM Selection Chart 

NO. OF DEVICES PER SYSTEM 
RAM(S) INTERFACE TOTAL 
(aTY) (aTV) (aTY) 

RAM FIG. ., C') ........ .... .... .,. 
ID co CD INCLUDES 

1'1 1'1 NO 1'1 ~:: CD LI) CD 
SYSTEM NO. co co 1'1 .... co LI) co co 1 CPU .... ... coLI) .... coLI) 

LI) ... .... 
a.. a.. "'1Il a.. "'1Il ., a.. a.. 

SIZE C C a..;= c a..;= c c C AND , . 
(WORDS x BITS) 0 0 8== 0 8== 0 0 0 1 ROM 

32 x 8 A-1 1 3 
64 x 8 A-2 2 1 5 

128 x 8 A-2 4 1 7 
128 x 8 A-3 1 3 
256 x 8 A-4 2 4 
256 x 8 A-5 2 4 
512 x 8 A-6 4 1 7 
1K x 8 A-7 8 1 11 
1K x 8 A-9 2 1 5 
2K x 8 A-8 16 1 19 
2K x 8 A-10 4 1 7 
4K x 8 A-6 32 1 35 
4K x 8 A-8 32 1 35 
4K x 8 A-10 8 1 11 

; ... 
GI ... 'tI 'tI 

GI 0 0 
'tI U U 

co ., .... ., 0 GI GI 
co U C C 
>< >< >< >< >< GI .... .... 

C r. r. 
1'1 co CD lII: lII: u ..!:! 1'1 LI) 
C') ... 1'1 ... ... ., 

iii «I 
"0 ..J ..J - -... iii iii 

.,j. .,j. 
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tile memory systems will deal with the 
important hardware considerations, and 
will present detailed circuits and explana
tions necessary for efficient system opera
tion. The related data-sheet parameters re
quired for successful hardware implemen
tation are shown in Table II. 

POWER ISOLATION CONSIOERATIONS 
When using RAM arrays for data storage 
under battery-backup power, the main ac 
power supply (VDD) must be isolated from 
the battery source (VRAM ). One simple tech
nique involves the use of diodes, as shown 
in Figs. 1 and 2. The circuit in Fig. 1 is the 
more effective; it provides longer data stor-
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age time with a lower battery-power re
quirement because only the memory array 
draws power during battery-backup opera
tion. In operation, diode 0.1 prevents cur
rent flow to the battery when VDD is active, 
and diode 02 prevents current flow to the 
system when VDD is not present. Diode 02 
should have a forward voltage drop of at 
least 0.5 volt so that the RAM data-sheet 
maximum input-voltage range (-0.5V to VDD 
+ 0.5V) is not exceeded. The circuit of Fig. 2 
overcomes this limitation at the expense of 
shorter storage time by providing .power to 
the entire system during battery-backup 
operation. 

Table II - Device Data-Sheet Specifications 

IOUIESCENT 
DEVICE' 
TYPE TYP. 

~ 
CDP1802 0.02 

~ 
CDP1833 0.02 

INTERFACE 
CD4556B 0.04 
CDP1858 5 
CDP1866 5 

~ 
CDP1824 250 
CDP1823 50 
CDP1822 50 
CDP1821 50 
MWS5101 100 
MWS5101A 100 
CDP1825 50 
MWS5114 50 

1. TA = -40" to + 85°C 
2. Extrapolated Values 

voo o-....I-...... -+ ... ~--+--"'OVRAM 

I RAM 
...!'~'!..1 

t2CS-335oe 

01 

Fig. 1 - Power distribution diagram: only the 
memory array draws power during 
battery-backup operation. 

(PA) 

MAX. 

200 

200 

150 
50 
50 

500 
500 
500 
500 
200 
200 
100 
100 

VIL (MAX) VIH (MIN) 
VDD(2) 

4V 

1.0 

1.0 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 
1.0 

0.65 
0.80 
0.80 

VDO VDDI11 VDD 
5V 4V 5V 

1.5 3.0 3.5 

1.5 3.0 3.5 

1.5 3.0 3.5 

1.5 3.0 3.5 
1.5 3.0 3.5 

1.5 3.0 3.5 
1.5 3.0 3.5 
1.5 3.0 3.5 
1.5 3.0 3.5 

1.5 3.0 3.5 

0.65 2.2 2.2 
0.80 2.4 2.4 

0.80 2.4 2.4 

'2CS-3nOI 

Fig. 2 - Power distribution diagram: power is 
provided to the entire system during 
battery-backup operation. 
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CIIIOSINTERFACING FOR. 
BATTJ;RV-BACKUP. OPERATION 

In the RAM-only battery-backup mode of 
operation, some special techniques must 
bj;l utilized ·to terminate the CMOS RAM 
input lines for the following reasons. When 
RAM devices are used that do not have the 
address· inputs internally gated with the 
chip selects (all RCA CDP1800-series 
RAM's except CDP1822/MWS5101), the 
potential for an input problem called 
multiple-cell selection exits during normal 
operation and, in particular, during the 
power-down sequence. A second input 
problem arises when power is removed 
from the rest of the system and the driver 
cirl;:uits connected to the RAM inputs be
come inactive or essentially left untermi
nated. The existence of this floating-input 
condition on any CMOS device can result in 
excessive current (100) flow, and signifi
cantly reduce battery life. 

Multiple-cell selection occurs when the 
input rise and fall times to the memory
device row decoders change too slowly, 
that is, at times greater than 5 microsec
onds. This slowness results in the pre
viously selected cell remaining valid while a 
new cell is bei.ng selected. If the two cells 
selected are in the same row and contain 
opposite data, the cell with the weaker data 
will be changed· to the data state of the 
stronger cell. Although this condition is pe
culiar only to the row addresses, since cells 
in different columns are isolated by the col
um~ ee~e~ ~~p!:f:::::-:::, :! ':::; i~:::viiiiii~iid~d 

r-------------

that all address inputs be buffered to pre
vent timing skewing. The Lise of buffer de
vices, such as the CD40498 and CD40508, 
effectively isolates any slow input transi
tions from the RAM array, Figs. 3, 4. The 
buffers arj;l powered by V~AM and provide a 
constant output-transition time, typically 
100 nanoseconds, during r!ormal and 
battery-backup operation. However, as 
input rise and fall times become increas
ingly longer, the buffers will become more 
susceptible to system noise because the 
device will remain in the transfer region for 
a longer period. For this reason, and de
pending upon the amount of system noise 
present, other techniques for reducing slow 
input transitions may be necessary. 

During power-down operations, the ad
dress input rise and fall times can be espe
cially slow because of the long RC dis
charge time associated with the system 
Voo. One suggested solution to this prob
lem is the use of a "crowbar" circuit, in 
which a power transistor is used to dis
charge the Voo line to ground when a 
power-fail Signal is detected. Another solu
tion can be implemented in software by 
placing all zeros on the address bus when a 
power-fail Signal is detected, thereby hold
ing all address lines at ground. 

The floating-input condition, a solution to 
which is s~own in Fig. 3 for the standard 
8-series devices (CD4000), and Fig. 4 for 
the CDP1800-series interface devices, in
volves the use of pull-down resistors on the 
r""I A.' __ .. __ ... _ ..•• ._. . .. 
Ill""\lVI-allo.y IIliJUL UUlltU:i. \ I fltt u~tt ur PUII-

vDDcr-+----~------~------~--+--+_i~~--+-4-~--~----~,--~~~VRAM 

I , 
I 
I 

INPUT I 
BUFFER I , 

+ 

- BAT 

VSS cr-4-----....... ------oI--------....... --+-+----....... --+-..I-....... --+-----+---+--OVSS 

I RAM' STANDARD B-SERIES 
LOGIC I ___ ~~~J 

Fig. 3 - Standard a-series (CD4000) interface. 

r------- --- ----, 

92CM-33S31 

r------j 
vDDcr-r----~---------~-r--r-i~~-r-+-~-~----~I--~--oVRAM 

01 , I 
I I 
I , , , 
'RpO INPUT , 

I ~"~, 
I , 

I COPI80~OO~CERIES 
L ______________ _ 

vSScr+----~----+----_+-..I----~_+~~~~I-----1-~~-oVSS 
I INTERFACE I I RAM I 
'COMPONENTS I !iYSTEM I , ______ J , ______ ...J 92CM-33532 

Fig. 4 - CD~1800-series interface. 
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up resistors is not recommended because 
of the current path they would create 
through the output protection diodes built 
into all CMOS devices. As the figures show. 
in the battery-backup mode. with the Voo 
supply removed. the use of a pull-up resis
tor would result in current flow through Apu 
and the output-protection diode 01 into the 
Voo supply line. The results. in addition to 
the current draw from the battery supply. 
could be erratically powered-up logic cir
cuitry and unpredictable activity on the out
put driver circuits.) The method used to 
select the pull-down resistors (Apo) is illus
trated in Fig. 5. 

The Rpo (min) value is selected to guaran
tee that the logic 1 output level of the driver 
does not fall below the VOH (min) for the IOH 
(min) being sourced. The Ap resistor re
presents the on resistance of the p-channel 
transistor of the driver: 

Ap = VOO-VOH 
IOH 

The value of Apo (min) is found by: 

A ( .) VOH (min) 
PO min IOH ( min) 

Examples: 
VOH (min) = 4.6V. IOH (min) = 1.0 mA 

Apo (min) = 4.6 = 4.6 kilohms 
1.0 x 10-3 

The Apo (max) value is selected to guaran
tee that the logiq 0 output level of the driver 
does not exceed the V,L (max) level of the 
input buffer. The ALK resistor represents the 
equivalent resistance limiting the input 
leakage current (liN): 

A (min) = VRAM (max) 
LK liN (max) 

The value of Apo (min) is found through the 
ratio of the resistance and the voltage 
drops: 

Rpo = ALK~::M -1) 

Example: 

VRAM = 5.0V. V,L (max) = 1.0V. VLK = 4.0V. 
liN (max) = 1.0pA 

_ VRAM 5_ 
ALK - r.;- 1.0 x 10-6 - 5 megohms 

Apo (max) = 5 x 106(j- ~= 1.25 megohms 

VOO-T'-_--+-

1 
VOH (MIN) 

vss -"t----+------ -1 

T 
V,L(MAX) 
.i 

The range of values within which Apo 
should be selected. therefore. is 4.6 kilohms 
to 1.15 megohms. Total system require
ments will ultimately determine the exact 
value required. 

POWER-DOWN/POWER-UP CONTROL 
Loss of power in a RAM-based micropro
cessor system can occur for two reasons: 
scheduled and unscheduled power inter
rupts. Both interrupts can result in the loss 
of valuable data unless certain design safe
guards and power-down/power-up proce
dures are observed. The scheduled power 
interrupt is relatively easy to deal with be
cause the system operator is aware of a 
pending power shut-down and can save im
portant data or transfer operations to the 
battery-backup mode in an orderly fashion. 
The unscheduled power interrupt. how
ever. requires the system to react automati
cally in response to power-supply control. 
software management. and memory con
trol. 

Power Supply Control 
The power supply control function must: 

• Detect the loss of ac power. or that Voo 
has decreased below an acceptable level. 

• Generate a power-fail signal to interrupt 
CPU operation. 

• Hold dc voltage after an ac power loss 
(i.e.. with hold-up capacitors) long 
enough for the CPU to capture and store 
all data and register and status informa
tion needed to effect a restart operation 
after power is restored. 

Software Management 
The software management function must: 

• Aecognize the power-fail signal as the 
highest priority. unmaskable interrupt. 

• Store all necessary information and shut-
down peripheral 1/0 devices. 

Memory Control 
The memory control function must: 

• Deselect the memory array in a manner 
that assures data integrity and prevents 
invalid write operations. 

r----
I 

VRAM 

RLK 

I dJ 
RpOI I'N 

INPUT vss 

-~~~~ 
RpD (MIN) 92CS-33533 RpD (MAX) 

Fig. 5 - Pull-down-resistor selection methods. 
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• Isolate data outputs such that undesira-
ble current paths are eliminated. 

As an option, it may be important to store 
the fact that a power failure caused the in
terrupt, so that the power-up subroutine 
required to re-establish the last CPU 
machine state can be selected upon resto
ration of power. 

POWER-LOSS DETECTION 
Some advanced warning in the event of an 
unscheduled ac power loss is imperative. 
Enough time must be provided to allow 
shutdown of normal system operations at a 
convenient breakpoint in the program. A 
circuit capable of such early-warning is 
shown in Fig. 6. 

To prevent interference with the regulation 
of the Voo supply, the power-loss detection 
circuit is powered from a separate winding 
of the main power transformer. The bridge 
rectifier (BR2), current-limiting resistor 
(Rs), and zener diode (Oz) form the basic 
power-loss detection circuit; their outputs 
provide a reference input level to the 
schmitt-trigger gate. CT and RT are se
lected to provide an RC time constant long 
enough to prevent system shutdown if the 
loss of ac power occurs for a few cycles 
only. With a more lengthy power loss than 
this RC time constant, the input of the 
schmitt-trigger gate will decay below the 
trigger threshold and cause the gate output 
to issue a power-loss signal. Since the out-

put of the Voo supply bridge rectifier (BR1) 
is followed by a large filter capacitor (CF), 
and since the Voo line itself usually has 
some distributed capacitance (CD), the Voo 
supply will remain stable for a long enough 
time after the power-loss signal is issued to 
effect an orderly system shutdown. 

VOLTAGE-SAG DETECTION, 
In addition to preparing for a total power
loss condition, some precautions must be 
taken to assure that Voo does not fall.below 
an acceptable system operating voltage 
(4.0V (min) in this case). These precautions 
take the form of the vOltage-sag-detector 
circuit shown in Fig. 7, which constantly 
monitors the VRAM voltage and compares it 
to the acceptable minimum-system volt
age. The circuit uses an RCA CA3078 Mi
cropower Operational Amplifier or an RCA 
CA3130 BiMOS Operational Amplifiercon
figured as a voltage comparator and a min
imum of external components; the CA3130 
has the advantage of FET input and output 
buffers, which allow the output to swing to 
either supply rail. Although the CA3078 
output voltage is offset by 0.5 volt for both 
high and low output levels, it presents no 
problem to the input buffers on RCARAM's. 
Moreover, both of these types have been 
found to operate successfully at voltages as 
low as 2 volts, the specified data-retention 
voltage for the RCA RAM's. R4 in Fig. 7 is 
adjusted to set VREF to a value equal to or 

:>---r-t~~~J-I-r--oVDD 

MAIN AC 
POWER 

Fig. 6 - Power-loss detection circuit. 

VAAM~-------~----~ 

R4 (1M) 

RI 
(I.SM) 

R2 
(lOOK) 

R5 R3 
(2M) (2.2M) 

vsscr----~---+----~ 

Fig. 7 - Voltage-sag dstector circuit. 
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less than VRAM (min). With VRAM set to the 
value that the comparator is to sense (at 
least 4 volts), R2 is adjusted to set Y,N equal 
to or slightly greater than VREF. Any further 
reduction in the V RAM voltage as a result of 
system voltage sag will cause VOUT to be 
changed from high to low. (If a change in 
VOUT from low to high is desired, terminals 2 
and 3 are reversed). This output is used to 
deselect the RAM array. 

The combination of the power-loss detec
tion circuit used to give advanced warning 
of an ac power failure to provide time to 
store vital information, and the VOltage-sag 
detector circuit used to place the RAM 
array on battery-backup operation, provide 
a virtually failsafe power-interrupt warning 
system. 

POWER-DOWN/POWER-UP SEQUENCES 
The power-loss and voltage-sag detector 
circuits are utilized to provide time for the 
system to respond to supply-voltage prob
lems. During this time, the RAM array must 
be properly deselected to assure reliable 
data storage. Thetiming diagram illustrates 
the flow of a typical power-down/power-up 
sequence, Fig. 8. 

INTERFACING FOR 
POWER-DOWN DESELECTION 

The RAM's in the RCA product line are de
signed with a variety of control inputs and 
from one to four chip selects, with active 
high and active low input levels, along with 
read, write, and output disable inputs. The 
majority of RAM devices offered interface 
easily in complex systems, but a few pre
sent a challenge to the system designer. 
Some single and multiple chip-select 
interface-circuit designs are illustrated and 
described below. 

RAM's with more than one chip-select sim
plify system design because one of the 
chip-select inputs can be dedicated to the 
voltage-sag detector, as shown in Fig. 9. 
The remaining chip selects are available for 
other system functions, such as memory 
mapping. RAM's with only one chip select 
require that this control input be shared 
with the other system functions. A circuit 
using this technique is shown in Fig. 10. 
The RAM-array chip-select input (CS) is 
controlled by either the main system, 
through a buffer/driver, or by the vOltage
sag detector, which has unconditional con-

-+l NORMAL f---- POWER DOWN _I NON- I_ POWER _I 
I MODE I I I VOLATILE I UP I I I MODE I . 

VOOJ:~--~-~--:~ : ~ 
~ I YRAM-YBAT I II I 

YBAT YRAMj- -Y!!A.Mr~L _~_ - - - - - - - T _~-tRAM~~ 
1 I I 

1-1 ----11--.;.1-___. YRAM< 4.0V I _' ......l I 

COMPARATOR (YRAMI r _Y~MJ~O~ 1 ___ 1 _________ 1_ ..,zr=t: +R~~0-1 
1 I 1 ~I 

CSt""" : ACT I lYE :~I I oI--:ACT=,V-::E:--i: ,,~. ~ PESELECTED • .1--__ -1. 

ADDRESSES : X X Xl X x: X Y:x?< ~ X X xi, 
( I I 1 I 1 I 
o ® ® ® ® ®® ® 
~ • NORMAL ACTIVITY 92CM-33535 

POWER-DOWN: 

A- 8 Normal operation, system VDo held up by ac line Yoltage. 
8 ac power failure detected. 

8- C System VDD held up by filter and distributed capacitance. Start of POWER
DOWN subroutines (store data, CPU register and status information, etc.). 

C- D System VoD begins to sag. 
o Voltage Sag Detector senses VRAM falling below 4.0 V and forces appropriate 

RAM chip-select buffers to the inactive (deselected) state. 
0- E RAM array is held up by batteries. Voodecays to OV. (VRAM=V8AT). RAM array 

is unconditionally deselected; address inputs are held stable by buffers with pull
down input resistors. 

E- F RAM array in non-volatile battery back-up mode. All vital data stored. 

POWER-UP: 

F- G ac power restored. VoD begins to increase to normal operating voltage. Voltage 
Sag Detector senses VRAM rising above 4.0 V and enables the RAM chip-select 
buffers (active state). 

G- H System VoD held up by ac line voltage. VRAM=Voo. Start of POWER-UP 
subroutines (load data, CPU register and status information etc.). Normal 
operation resumes. 

Fig. 8 - Power-down/power-up sequences. 
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trol during battery-backup operation. The 
diode in series with the vOltage-sag detec
tor output should have a forward voltage 
drop of no more than 0.5 volt to guarantee a 
V1H (min) value of at least 3 volts at the 
chip-select input with a VRAM of 4 volts. The 
3-kilohm series limiting resistor is neces
sary to guarantee that the V1H (min) value 
will be maintained by the vOltage-sag de
tector in the event that the buffer driver 
produces a random-logic 0 (OV) as the Vaa 
supply voltage decays during the power
down sequence. Although this resistor, Rs. 
creates an RC time constant with the dis
tributed chip-select line capacitance, Co, 
system performance is not seriously af
fected. With a 50-picofarad simulated load 
capacitor, the RAM chip-select rise and fall 
times for the circuit shown were found to be 
200 nanoseconds, well within the maximum 
speed capability of the RCA COP1802 mi
croprocessor: 2.5 MHz at a Vaa of 5 volts. 

With RAM arrays that require the use of 
address decoders (C04556B) or address 
latch and decoders (COPl858, COP1866), 
it is convenient to use the enable input, "E: 
CE, for power-down control. As shown in 
Fig. 11, the decoder/buffer is powered from 
VRAM to provide active deselection during 
battery-backup operation; the extra battery 
drain, however, is minimal. This configura
tion is also a good alternative for single 

chip-select interfaces, as thlil decoder out
puts.are unconditionally deselected by the 
enable input. 

In ROM/RAM-based systems that IiImploy 
the RCA COP1831 or COP1833 ROM!s,the 
CEO line is normally connected to the 
RAM-array chip select or the decoder/ 
driver enable input to deselect the RAM's 
whenever the ROM is enabled. This 'ar
rangement does not present a problem dur
ing power-down, however, since the ROM's 
also have a chip-enable inpLit, CEI, that op
erates in afeedthrough daisy-chainfash
ion. The voltage-sag detector is connected 
to the CEI input, as shown in Fig. 12, to 
provide unconditional control of the RAM 
array for power-down deselection. This cir
cuit is especially suitable for use With the 
C04556B and COP1858decoderlbufferde
vices, which have only one enable input, E. 
Whichever system configuration is used, 
the requirement that all RAM array'inputs 
be at stable dc levels, that is, address and 
data inputs at Vaa or Vss, read and write 
inputs in the inactive state, and all inputs 
(00, CS, etc.) at Vaa or Vss, prior to dese
lection and power-down, cannot be over
emphasized. Only through conscientious 
observation of the precautions described 
can users be assured, with maximum confi
dence, that system data will be retain~d. 

VDDo--I~-~--....,--------...... ---oVRAM 

cs I 
I RAM 
I ARRAY 

L~.::J---1cs I 
92CS-33536 

Vss.o----...... ---4---------+----C'l vss 
Fig, 9 - Multiple chip-select RAM interface. 

VDDo--r-pt~r---..------------{) VRAM 

I A~~~Y 
I 
I 
I 

'2CS-335n 

vsso-----<--..... -----+---...... ---{)vss 

Fig. 10 - Single chip-select RAM interface. 

nCB-HB3. 

Fig, 11 - Single or multiple chip-select RAM interface. 



BATTERY SELECTION 
The choice of a battery for a nonvolatile 
battery-backup system application involves 
the examination of a variety of factors es
tablished by system requirements and 
available battery types. Among some of the 
more important considerations are: 

• System load-current requirements 

• Full-charge battery voltage 

• End-aI-life battery voltage 

• Physical characteristics of battery (size, 
weight, shape) 

• Battery performance in the system envi
ronment (operating and nonoperating) 

• Battery life under worst-case load condi
tions 

• System operating schedule 

• Battery performance over system tem
perature range (operating and nonoper
ating) 

• Primary type (nonrechargeable) or sec-
ondary type (rechargeable) 

The factor most often overlooked in the 
choice of battery is the effect of tempera
ture on battery performance. Generally, 
batteries do not perform as well at their 
rated temperature extremes as they do at 
25°C. 

The system operating schedule should play 
a major role in battery selection. If the bat
tery is only expected to retain data during 
ac power losses, which are assumed to 
occur rarely, a primary-type (nonrecharge
able and inexpensive) battery, which 
should be replaced at regular intervals (Le., 
once a year) to guarantee full charge when 
needed, should satisfy the system require-

ICAN-6943 
ments. On the other hand, if frequent power 
interrupts are anticipated (either scheduled 
or unscheduled), with long-term data re
tention required, a secondary-type (re
chargeable) battery is recommended. Use 
of the rechargeable battery will require a 
slight modification of the power-isolation 
circuit to accommodate a trickle-charge 
resistor, Fig. 13. 

Because of changing battery technology 
and the large assortment of battery types 
offered, it is recommended that the system 
designer obtain detailed specifications 
from the battery manufacturer so that he 
can fully evaluate the product offered with 
respect to his particular system. Battery 
cost, size, discharge characteristics, effi
ciency, and capacity vary widely and 
should be considered at an early stage in 
the design. 

BATTERY LIFE IN RCA RAM SYSTEMS 
Because of the low quiescent power dissi
pation of an RCA RAM, the life expectancy 
of a battery used with such a device can 
range from days to months depending on 
the battery type and system complexity. 
Table III shows a comparison 01 typical and 
worst-case battery-life expectancy for var
ious RAM systems. The table is based. on 
the use of a typical nickel-cadmium, 180 
milliampere-hour, AAA battery available 
from a number of suppliers. The quiescent 
current (10) values used to determine the 
total current and battery life can be found in 
Table II. As an example, the typical battery 
life expectancy for a CPU, ROM, and 1 K
byte RAM system using RCA MWS5114 
1 Kx4 RAM's is 71 days. With only the RAM 
array on battery backup, the battery life 
increases to 75 days. 

Fig. 12 - ROM/RAM chip-select interface. 

02 

VSSo---~, -""'P~-'---R-4A-M-f----+----Ovss 

I SYSTEM I ARRAY I *RT DETERMINED BY 

L __ -L ___ -1 ~~~~~:Y RT:;U~R~~ENTS 92CS-33S40 

Fig. 13 - Trickle-charge power-distribution modification. 
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Tablem - Ballery-Llfe Expectancy Chart 

1 .. 

NO. OF DEVICE8 PER 8YSTEM 
RAM(8) INTERFACE TOTAL 
(OTV) (OTT) (OT" 

RAM PIG. 
iS~ 

INCLUDES 

IY8TIIM NO. I a ~~~I ! I 1 CPU .0 
IlZE II: II: lI:i II: II: AND 

(WORD8.8ITS) a a a. a a a a ::;: U U u. u u u U 

32 x8 A-1 1 

84 x8 A-2 2 1 5 
128x8 A-2 4 1 7 
128x8 A-3 1 3 
258x8 A-4 2 4 
258x8 A-5 2 4 
51a.8 A-6 4 1 7 
lK x 8 A-7 8 1 11 
lK x8 A-9 2 '1 5 
2K x8 A-6 18 1 19 
2K x 8 A-l0 4 1 7 
4K x8 A-8 32 1 35 
4K x8 A-6 32 1 

~ 4K x8 A-l0 8 1 

i I j~ • • .. ~ .. ¥ i .. .. .. .. .. 
~ III ! :g !!! !!! 

a 
N .. • '& .... 

~ ! ! 
*Battery Type=Nickel-Cadmium, 180 mAH, AAA 

DESIGNING LOW-VOLTAGE 
NONVOLATILE MEMORY SYSTEMS 

(2.5V :::;; Voo :::;; 4.0V) 
The RAM's in the CDP1800-series product 
line, which are deSigned to operate at volt
ages as low as 4 volts, also feature a low
voltage data-retention mode. Although 
normal read and write operations cannot be 
performed In this mode, its usefulness 
under battery-backup operation is evident. 

All of the advantages and hardware! 
software considerations discussed above 
for 4 to 6.5-volt operation also apply in the 
2.5 to 4-volt range. In addition, at 2.5 to 4 
volts, battery life is extended, battery size is 
reduced, and system cost is lowered. In 
both higher and lower-voltage systems, 
battery cells are cascaded to create the re
quired voltage; in a 2.5 to 4-volt system, 
however, adequate power can be main
tained with at least one less cell. 

TYPICAL' WORST CASE' 

TOTAL I. BATTERY LIFE TOTAL" BATTERY LIFE 
(MA) (DAYS) (MA) (DAYS) 

INTER· 
FACE 
CPU 

ROM 
RAM 

0.25 
0.50 
1.00 

O.OS 
0.10 
0.10 

0.2D5 

0.405 
0.105 

0.805 
0.205 
1.805 
1.8D5 

INTER- NTER- INTER-

- FACE - FACE - FACE -- CPU - CPU - CPU -- ROM - ROM - ROM -
RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM 

0.25 3D 30 0.9D 0.50 8.3 15 

0.50 15 15 1.40 l.IJD 5.4 7.5 
1.00 7.5 7.5 2.55 2.00 2.9 3.8 
O.OS 150 150 0.9D 0.50 8.3 15 
0.10 75 75 .1.40 1.00 5.4 7.5 

0.10 75 75 1.40 1.00 5.4 7.5 

0.20 37 38 2.45 2.00 3.1 3.8 

0.40 18.5 18.8 4.45 4.00 1.7 1.9 

0.10 71 75 0.65 0.20 12 38 

O.BOO 9.3 9.4 8.45 8.00 0.89 0.84 

0.200 37 38 0.95 0.40 7.9 19 
1.BOO 4.67 4.88 18.45 16.0 0.45 0.47 
I.BOD 4.67 4.88 16.45 18.0 0.45 0.47 

18.5 18.8 1.25 0.80 8.0 9.4 

Til, = 25°C Til, = + Moe 
Voo = S.OV Voo = 5.OV 

The device specifications that are impor
tant for a successful low-voltage design are 
listed in Table IV. Although all of the values 
shown are not currently on the device data 
sheets, the devices have been found to 
work successfully to the levels indicated. 
Table V shows a comparison of typical and 
worst-case battery-life expectancy for var
ious low-voltage RAM systems. 

LOW-VOLTAGE DESELECTION 
A data-sheet specification that warrants 
further examination in low-voltage system 
design is the deselection sequence. It is 
critical that the RAM array be fully dese
lected before the VRAM level is lowered 
below the operating level (4.0V to 6.5V). 
The low-voltage data-retention timing dia
gram found in the data sheets is used in this 
process; Fig. 14 is a typical example of this 
diagram. 



4.0 TO 6·5 V 

VOR 12.5 TO 4.0VI 

V 12.5 TO 4.0VI 

DESELECT 

0.95 
VRAM 

Fig. 14 - Low-voltage data-retention timing 
diagram. 

4.0 TO 6·5V 

92CM-3U4' 

Table IV - Low-Voltage Data-Retention Specifications 

lOR VOR V'H V'L 
DEVICE" (p A) (VOLTS) (VOLTS) (VOLTS) 

TYPE TYP MAX MIN MIN MAX 

~DP1802 0.5 5.0 2.4 (2.0) (0.5) 

ROM 

r---cDP1833 (0.5) (5.0) (2.5) (2.0) (0.5) 

INTERFACE 

CD4556B (0.5) (5.0) (2.5) (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1858 (0.5) (5.0) (2.5) (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1866 (0.5) (5.0) (2.5) (2.0) (0.5) 

RAMS 

CDP1824 (15) 50 2.5 (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1823 (30) 50 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1822 30 100 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1821 (30) (100) (2.0) (2.0) (0.5) 

MWS5101 2 15 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

MWS5101A 2 15 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

CDP1825 1 15 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

MWS5114 1 15 2.0 (2.0) (0.5) 

>< TA= TA= X VDR - 2.5V 

25°C 70°C 

·Values in ( ) not presently published in Device Data Sheets. 
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Table V - Low-Voliage Data-Retention Battery-Life Expectancy Chart 

170 

NO. OF DEVICES PER SYSTEM 
RAM(S) 
(OTV) 

RAM FIG. = iS~ ~ ~ ~~ SYSTEM NO. 

~ ~~ = [ [~ SIZE ... 
(WORDS. BITSI 8 a of/) 

o o~ o :I 

32 x 8 A-I 1 
64 x 8 A-2 2 

128 x 8 A-2 4 

128 x 8 A-3 1 
256 x 8 A-4 2 

256 x 8 A-5 2 

512 x 8 A-6 4 

lK x8 A-7 8 
lK x 8 A-9 2 

2K x 8 A-8 16 

2K x 8 A-l0 4 
4K x 8 A-6 32 

4K x 8 A-8 32 
4K x8 A-l0 8 

[X .. .. - ~ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ! ill ;!! ;!! .. N 

Battery Type Nlead. 180 mAH, AAA 

CONCLUSION 
As has been demonstrated in this Note, the 
use of RCA CMOS static RAM's is a practi
cal design alternative to other types of non
volatile data storage. In applications in 
which the storage or transfer of data in re
mote systems is not possible by conven
tional means, magnetic tape or disk, the 
design techniques shown will prove ex
tremely useful. 

Figs. 15,16, and 17 show the logic and parts 
used in the RCA CDP18S622 8-Kilobyte 
Battery-Backup RAM Card, a unit that can 
be used to effectively summarize and tie 
together the deSign techniques discussed 
above. This 4.5-by-7.5 incr PC board is part 
of the RCA COS MAC Microboard Micro
computer product line; it contains 8192 
bytes of RAM (16 MWS5114,1024x4) and all 
buffering and decoding needed for inter-

INTERFACE TOTAL 

(OTVI (OTVI 
INCLUDEI 

I ill 
<D 
<D 1 CPU 

= 
.. ... D: AND 

a a 1 ROM 
0 0 0 

3 
1 5 
1 7 

3 
4 

4 

1 7 

1 11 
1 5 
1 19 
1 7 

1 35 
1 35 
1 11 

5 ~ ~ 

IX " 0 

~~ ~;8 u .. 
a ~~ --,c 
0 ! ~ 

TYPICAL· WORST CASE' 
TOTAL 10 BATTERY LIFE TOTAL 10 BATTEr:tY LIFE 

(MAl (DAYSI (MAl (DAYSI 
INTER 

FACE 

CPU 
ROM 

RAM 

0.016 
0.032 
0.062 

0.016 
0.031 
0.061 

0.122 
0.242 
0.004 

0.482 
0.006 
0.962 

0.962 
0.010 

INTER- INTER- INTER-

- FACE - FACE - FACE -- CPU - CPU - CPU -
- ROM - ROM - ROM -

RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM RAM 

0,015 469 500 0.060 0.050 125 150 

0.030 234 250 0.115 0.100 65.2 75 

0.060 121 125 0.215 0.200 34.9 37.5 
0.015 469 500 0.060 0.050 125 150 

0.030 242 250 0.110 0.100 68.2 75 

0.060 123 125 0.210 0.200 35.7 37.5 

0.120 61.5 62.5 0.415 0.400 18.1 18.8 

0.240 31.0 31.3 0.815 0.800 9.20 9.38 
0.002 1875 3750 0.045 0.030 167 250 

0.480 15.6 15.6 1.615 1.60 4.64 4.69 

0.004 1250 1675 0.D75 0.060 100 125 

0.960 7.79 7.8 3.215 3.20 2.33 2.34 

0.960 7.79 7.8 3.215 3.20 2.33 2.34 

0.008 750 938 0.135 0.120 55.6 62.5 

T" = 25°C T" = 70°C 
VDR = 2.5V VDfl = 2.5V 

facing with the RCA Microboard and RCA 
CDS system backplanes. Data retention, 
using three 180 milliampere-hour, nickel
cadmium, AAA batteries, is 96 hours min
imum. The system is normally powered 
from the Microboard backplane through 
Vee, but it is also provided with an optional 
on-board rectifier/regulator circuit (VR,) 
that can be used to power the RAM board 
and/or the entire system through VREG. 
Power distribution and isolation are han
dled by CR1, CR2, CR3, and CR4, with B1, 
B2, and B3 providing battery-backup power 
to VB, and R9 providing a trickle-charge to 
the batteries. 

The power-loss detection circuit, consist
ing of operational amplifier U25, provides 
an unconditional deselect Signal through 
the bank-select decoding circuitry (U20, 
U21, U18) to the address and chip-select 



PE-N 

• T",-P2 U21 

ADO-P 

..... 

a R + Ve 

3 ENA8LE-P 

VOD 
PI-21,V -:t"i'-----------<l 

CI* 1----3-1 

r-------J 
I 

I 
I 

~ ______________________ L-~--------l 

U22 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

f"------I------::c-1- - - - - - - --, 
·t •• ;~~~::-------------------------+-
o C 
AD4-P 

ADZ-' 

5R£AD-N! 

WE-N I 

r----J ADZ-P 

I 

I 
I 

I 
READ-N I 

6 WE - N ~ 
I CS2-N r------.J 
I 
I 
I 
I 

CS3-N I 

10 CS4-N I 
I 
I 

I I eLK 1 L ________________ I L ______________ ..J 

'3 oMEM PROTECT LKS 

(Pl-A).....:A:.-,;;._~.., 

Fig. 15· Logic diagram for RCA COSMAC 
Microboard Battery·Backup RAM 
CDP18S622 - control portion and 
optional power supply. 
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PI-M 
AO-,~ 
~f~ PI-N 

AI-P U30 ADt-P 

PI- P 
A2-

__ 14 U28 15 P§: PI-R 
A3-P 

_, 3 U29 2 

u30 

~~4 
U30 

p-~. PI-T .,-
U30 

_,~'2 

~ 
PI-U 

A6-P 

-'2 PI-V 
A7-P 

14 U29 15 

PI-L 
PI-K 

PhJ 
PI-H 

PI-F 
PI-E 
PI-O 
PI-C 

U30 

" .",. 

If 10 15 

DB7-P~ 
U27 

DB6-P~ 
DB5-P~ 1,3 

D84- p Jl ~r---
~I-

~ 
~ 

10 ,. 
DB3-P ~ U2. 
DB'Z-P~ 
OBI-P~ I.' 
DBO-P-'.l • 7 

AS,P 
L •• 

S A 
A9-P 
Ve--£o OD~ 

A02-P CSI-N,--6.L 5 ;::M- ~ 
AD3-P 

US UI. UI2 

II 2 
;----- II 

'04-P~ 12 
I ......... • ~ 

AD!5-P 1'0 1'0 'j'i0 
W£-N 

...&.0 ...&.0 1.10 
AD6-P 

U7 
AD7-P UI' UII 

CS2-N -va -v. -v. 
CS3-N 

..All ...6.!1 ...6.!1 

U. UI. UIO 

1"10 liD r O 

..110 ...&0 ),,0 

u' UI3 U9 

= ;:::: 
CS4-N l1F '1B --W 

'-- • • I 

UI7 

=14 

UI7 

I. 

Fig. 16 - Logic diagram for RCA COSMAC 
Microboard Battery-Backup RAM 
CDP18S622 - memory and buffer 
portion. 

,..M CS5-N 

u. 

I 

'T~ 
1'0 
...&.0 

U3 

r. 

..iL8 

U2 

J'i0 
...&0 

UI 

~ 
~ 

1T 

92CL-32040 

c 
C 

S6-N 

S7-N 



PIN I 

LINK 
CUT POINT 

92C5- 32037 

Fig. 17 - Layout diagram and parts list for 
COSMAC Microboard Battery-Backup 
RAM CDP18S622. 

latch-and-decode circuitry. This latch-and
decode circuitry, consisting of two 
CDP1866 devices (U22, U23), latches the 
higher-order address bits from the CPU to 
supply the A8 and A9 address inputs and 
the required chip-select inputs to the RAM 
array consisting of 16 MW85114 (1Kx4) 
RAM devices (U1 - U16). The lower address 
inputs (AO - A7) are provided by CD4050B 
(U28, U29) buffer devices. (Note the pull
down resistors on the buffer inputs.) 

Two CDP1856 bus buffer/separators (U26, 
V26) are used to prevent bus contention. 
(Note the pull-down resistors that eliminate 
floating inputs when the RAM array is dese
lected.) All devices on the CDP188622 RAM 
card are powered by Va and are, therefore, 
operational during battery-backup opera
tion. The exception is U31, which may be 
used to provide the M icroboard system with 
a power-up reset signal. 

ICAN-6943 

Parts List 
Bl - B3 = nickel·cadmium, 180 mAh, AAA 

• B4 = nickel-<:acJmium, 180 mAh, AAA 
(Panasonic NR·AAA·U) 

Cl, Cl0 = 151'F, 50 V 
'C2, C3 = 220 I'F, 20 V (Sprague 137D227C7020F2) 
C4 = 0.33I'F, 50 V 
C5 - C8 =O.lI'F, 50 V 
C9=22 pF 

CRl - CR4 = 1 N270 
'CR5=lN270 
'CR6-CR9= lN4001 (RCA D1201F) 

'Hl = Heat sink (Thermalloy 6070B) 

Jl, J2=terminal, optional 12.6 V ac 

Rl, R2, R3, R6, R7 = 47 kO, 'I. W, 5% 
R4=5.1 MO, 'I. W, 5% . 
R5 = 10.0 MO, 'I. W, 5% 
R8=1.1 MO, 'I. W, 5% 
R9=150, 'h W 
Rl0 = 100 k~, 'I. W, 5% 

Sl, S3=SPDT 
S2=3·rocker DIP 

Ul-U16=MWS5114E 
U17, = resistor module 

22 k~, 16 pin 
U18=CD4001BE 
U20 = CD4070BE 
U21 = CDP1867CE 
U22, U23 = CDP1866CE 
U24 = CD4075BE 
U25 = CA3078S 
U26, U27 = CDP1856CE 
U28, U29 = CD4050BE 
U30 = resistor module 

22 k~, 14 pin 
U31 = CD4093BE 

'VRl = 5·V voltage regulator 
(Fairchild 7805) 

·User·supplied components for optional power supply. 
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APPENDIX 

CPUI ROM SYSTEM 

ADDRESS 

TPA 

MRD 

MWii 

CPU 

CDPI802 

I MEMORY MAP I 
64 K BYTES 

TPA 

MRD -----

CEO 

ROM 

CDPI833 

I RAM INTERFACE I I RAM SYSTEM I 

MAO-MA4 

MRD 

MWR 

CS 

.BAM. 
CDPI824 

92CM-33511 

T 
FFFF 

32 

32 ----

RAM 

ROM 

-~--
_~2 __ 

__ E __ 

-g--
041F 

_~2 __ 0400 

03FF 
IK 

0000 

92CS-33512 

NOTE: 
THIRTY-TWO BYTES OF RAM MAY 
RESIDE IN ANY 32-BYTE BLOCK 
BETWEEN 0400 AND FFFF. 

RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) 

• NONE REQUIRED. 

Fig. A-1 - CDP1824 (32 x 8) minimum system 
(32 x 8). 



I CPUI ROM SYSTEM I 

CPU 
CDPI802 

ROM 
CDPIB33 

I M EMORY MAP I 
64 K BYTES 

FFFF 

128 

128 

I RAM INTERFACEI 

I OF 4 DECODER 
CD4SS6B 

NOTE: 

I RAM SYSTEM 

RAM 
CDPI824 (41 

128 BYTES OF RAM MAY RESIDE IN 
ANY 128-BYTE BLOCK BETWEEN 
0400 AND FFFF. 

MA MA 

~:~~ ----.{ 
03FF 

0000 

128 

128 

ROM I K 

5 6 
I I 32 BYTES 
I 0 32 BYTES 
0 I 32 BYTES 
0 0 32 BYTES 

'-------' 

92CS-33514 

RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) 

• TO DECODE MA5 AND MA6 FOR 
USE AS CHIP SELECTS. 

Fig. A-2 - CDP1824 (32 x 8) expanded system 
(126 x 8). 
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I CPU I ROM SYSTEM I 

ADDRESS 

I RAM INTERFACE I I RAM SYSTEM I 

-+--~-------------+--~MIffi 

~--~------------r-~MWR 

CEO~--~------------~~~ 

£!.U 
CDP1802 

.!!!!!. 
CDPI833 

.!!!!d. 
CDPI823 

I MEMORY MAP I 
.4 K BYTES 

g2eM-SS"! 

r FFFF 

;=:=~ 
RAM 

- - !!!I--
__ Iy __ _ 

__ JZL __ ~ 

NOTE: 
128 BYTES OF RAM MAY RESIDE IN 
ANY 128-BYTE BLOCK BETWEEN 
0400 AND FFFF. 

128 0400 
--'--!--- - ---~ 

ROM IK 
0000 

t2CS-lIIlIl. 

RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) 

• NONE REQUIRED. 

Fig. A-3 - CDP1823 (128 x 8) minimum system 
(128 x 8). 



CPUI ROM SYSTEM I RAM INTERFACE I I RAM SYSTEM I 

ADDRESS 

TPA TPA MA7 
CS3- --

MRD ~~--- ~RQ.._--

MWR 
MWR ----

CS2 en CEO ----

..£f.U ~ 
CDPI802 CDPI8~~ 

RAM 

CDP182312) 

I M EMORY MAP 

64 K BYTES 

92CM- ~3!511 

r 
FFFF 

256 

-25~_ 

NOTE: 
256 BYTES OF RAM MAY RESIDE IN 
ANY 256-BYTE BLOCK BETWEEN 

RAM 

l 
ROM 

0400 AND FFFF. 

_256 _ 

256 

MA 
_256 _ 7 

04FF 1 I 12B BYTES 

-.z~_ 0400 - 0 128 BYTES 
O~FF 

IK 

0000 

92CS-33~18 

RAMINTERFACE(PURPOS~ 

• NONE REQUIRED. 

Fig. A-4 - CDP1823 (128 x 8) expanded system 
(256 x 8). 
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I CPUI ROM SYSTEM I RAM INTERFACE I I RAM SYSTEM I 

ADDRESS 

TPA 

MRD 

ii'iYR 

~U 
CDPI802 

DO 00 -----
R/iii 

R/iii 

CEO 
CSI ----

ROM 

CDPI833 

RAM 
CDPI822/MWS5101 (2) 

I MEMORY MAP I 
64 K-BYTES 

FFFF 

92CM- 33519 

NOTE: 

RlAM :=~e~~~ 
256 BYTES OF RAM MAY RESIDE IN 
ANY 256-BYTE BLOCK BETWEEN 
0400 AND FFFF. 

f-- .A5~ __ 

__ .!.e~ ____ _ 
04FF 

256 0400 
------~ 

ROM I K 

0000 

92CS-33520 

I RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) 

• NONE REQUIRED. 

Fig. A-5 - CDP1822/MWS5101 (256 x 4) 
minimum system (256 x 8). 



CPU IROM SYSTEM \ : I RAM INTERFACE\ : 

TPA 

iilfii 
\1WR 

BUSO-BUS7 

CPU 
CllPiS02 

TPA 

MRD 

I I 
I I 
I I 

----

CEo-cn 
BUSO-BUS7 

DATA 

ROM I LATCH AND DECODF 
CDPIB33 I CDPI858 I 

I M EMORY MAP \ 

64 K BYTES 

4K 

4K 

4K 

4K 

FFFF 
NOTE: 

RAM SYSTEM 

BUSO- BUS7 

RAM 
CDPIB22/MWS5101 (32) 

THIRTY-TWO 256-BYTE RAM DE
VICES WILL RESIDE IN 4K-BYTE 
BLOCKS BETWEEN 0000 AND FFFF, 
EXCEPT FOR THE FIRST 4K-BLOCK 
WHICH CONTAINS 3K-BYTES OF 
RAM AND 1 K-BYTES OF ROM. 

MA MA MA MA 
/I 10 9 B 
I I I I 256 BYTES 

I I I 0 256 BYTES 

r 
1 ~ 4K 1000 

OFFF 
I 

I 

1 0 1 256 BYTES 

1 0 0 256 BYTES 
_ ~_ 0400 '// '/, '/~ /~'/////~ 

03F F 0 0 I I 256 BYTES 
ROM IK 0 0 I 0 256 BYTES 

'-------' 
0000 0 0 0 I 256 BYTES 

0 0 0 0 256 BYTES 
92CS-33522 

RAM INTERFACE (pURPOSE) 

• TO LATCH AND DECODE HIGH
ORDER ADDRESS BITS FOR USE AS 
CHIP SELECTS. 

• PERMITS AN ARRAY OF UP TO 32 
MEMORY DEVICES TO BE SE
LECTED FOR A 4K X 8 SYSTEM. 

Fig. A-6 - CDP1a221MWS5101 (256 x 4) 
expanded system (4K x a). 
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I CPUI ROM SYSTEM I· RAM INTERFACE I 1 RAM SYSTEM I 

..£!:!.. 
CDPI802 

CEO 

....!!.!!!L 
. CDPI833 

CLOCK 

iiRo 
~!L __ 

m 

LATCH AND DECODE II 
CDPI866 

RAM 
CDPiii2U81 

RD/WR 

MA8 

MA9 

92CM-33523 

I MEMORY MAP I 
64 K BYTES 

NOTE: 

, ~-~~--~ r FFFF EIGHT 1K-BYTE RAM DEVICES RE
SIDE IN 4K-BYTE BLOCKS BE
TWEEN 0000 AND FFFF, EXCEPT 
FOR THE FIRST 4K BLOCK. THE 
SELECTION OF 1K-BYTES WITHIN 
THIS 4K BLOCK IS DEPENDENT 
UPON WHICH CS OUTPUT FROM 
THE CDP1866 IS USED. 

Rl" :=~=~ 
:=~~~-~ 

'I'f r~ 
I I IK BYTES 

OFFF I 0 I K BYTES 

3K 0400 
03FF 

--
0 I I K BYTES 

ROM I K 0 0 I K BYTES 

0000 

RAM INTERFACE (pURPOSE) 

• TO LATCH AND DECODE HIGH
ORDER ADDRESS BITS FOR USE AS 
CHIP SELECTS. 

• TO GATE THE CHIP SELECTS WITH 
MRD AND MWR TO PREVENT BUS 
CONTENTION WITH CPU. 

• TO LATCH HIGH-ORDER ADDRESS 
BITS TO PROVIDE MA8 AND MAg. 

Fig. A-7 - CDP1821 (1K x 1) minimum system 
(1K x 8). 

OFFF 
OCOO 
~ 
.QllOJL 
0'ffF 
0400 
03FF 
.QQQ!L 



I CPU I ROM SYSll:MI 

ADDRESS 

MAO-MA7 

TPA IPL __ 

MlW ~--
MWR 

BUSO-BU7 

DATA 

.w! 
CDPI802 

BUSO- BUS7 

ROM 
COP 1833 

I , 
,I RAM INTERFAC~ , 

A8 

A9 

I LATCH ANP DECODE I 
,CDP1866 , 

MAO -MA7 
I cso-tJ 0 

ill-£] vt 
RDI 
WI!" 
MAS 

MA9 CS2U vt 
Cs 

53 

01-00 

/ 

.M!!!. 
CDPI821 (321 

I MEMORY MAP I 

64 K BYTES 

r 
L 

ROM 

4K 

-~-
_4K_ 

3K 

IK 
L-___ ----' 

FFFF 

NOTE: 
THIRTY-TWO lK-BYTE RAM DE
VICES WILL RESIDE IN 4K BLOCKS 
BETWEEN 0000 AND FFFF, EXCEPT 
FOR THE FIRST 4K BLOCK. 

MA MA 
II 10 

I I IK BYTES 
I 0 IK BYTES 
0 I IK BYTES 

0 0 IK BYTES 
::i: --{ 
0000 92CS-33526 

RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) I 
• TO LATCH AND DECODE HIGH

ORDER ADDRESS BITS FOR USE AS 
CHIP SELECTS. 

• TO GATE THE CHIP SELECTS WITH 
MRD AND MWR TO PREVENT BUS 
CONTENTION WITH CPU. 

• TO LATCH HIGH-ORDER ADDRESS 
BITS TO PROVIDE MAB TO MA9. 

Fig. A-8 - CDP1B21 (1K x 1) expanded system 
(4K x B). 
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I CPUI ROM SYSTEM RAM I NTERFACE I RAM SYSTEM I 

..f!!!.. 
COPI802 

CLOCK 

MRD 

MWR WE 
A8 

A9 
CEO CE2 

ROM 

CDPI833 
LATCH AND DECODE II 

COPI866 

RAM 

COP1825/MWS5114(21 

92CIII-33'27 

I MEMORY MAP I 
~J1. 

ROM I K 

NOTE: 
TWO 1 K-BYTE RAM DEVICES WILL 
RESIDE IN 4K-BYTE BLOCKS BE
TWEEN 0000 AND FFFF, EXCEPT 
FOR THE FIRST 4-K BLOCK. THE 
SELECTION OF 1K-BYTES WITHIN 
THIS 4K BLOCK IS DEPENDENT 
UPON WHICH CS OUTPUT FROM 
THE CDP1866 IS USED 

~f ~~ 
I I IK BYTES 

I 0 IK BYTES 

0 I IK BYTES 
03FF 

0 0 I K BYTES 

0000 

92CS-33528 

RAMINTERFACE(PURPOS~ 

• TO LATCH AND DECODE HIGH
ORDER ADDRESS BITS FOR USE AS 
CHIP SELECTS. 

• TO GATE THE CHIP SELECTS WITH 
MR'D AND MWR TO PREVENT BUS 
CONTENTION WITH CPU. 

• TO LATCH HIGH-ORDER ADDRESS 
BITS TO PROVIDE A8 AND A9. 

Fig. A-9 - CD18251MWS5114) (IK x 4) 
minimum system (IK x 8). 

OFFF 
oeoo 
~ 
0800 
07FF 
0400 
03FF 
~ 
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CDPI833 

I LATCH AND DECODE I 
I CDPI866 , 

RAM 
CD PI8257l\lViS5114(8) 

r 
1 

ROM 
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I 

I MEMORY MAP I 
64 K BYTES 

FFFF 

4K 
NOTE: 
EIGHT 1K-BYTE RAM DEVICES WILL 
RESIDE IN 4K BLOCKS BETWEEN 
0000 AND FFFF, EXCEPT FOR THE 
FIRST 4K BLOCK. 

4K 

4K 

~:66 -{ 
03FF 

3K 

MA MA 
II 10 
I I IK BYTES 
I 0 IK BYTES 
0 I IK BYTES 

0 0 IK BYTES 

._ 4K_ 

IK 

~ ___ ....J0000 

RAM INTERFACE (PURPOSE) 

• TO LATCH AND DECODE HIGH
ORDER ADDRESS BITS FOR USE AS 
CHIP SELECTS. 

• TO GATE THE CHIP SELECTS WITH 
MRD AND MWR TO PREVENT BUS 
CONTENTION WITH CPU. 

• TO LATCH HIGH-ORDER ADDRESS 
BITS TO PROVIDE A8 AND A9. 

Fig. A-10 - CDP18251MWS5114} 11K x 4} 
expanded system 14K x B}. 

92CS-33530 
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Parallel Clocking of Sequential 
CMOS Devices 

T. Chesney 

R. Funk 

It is a well-established fact that process 
variations lead to different input MOS
transistor thresholds. and that these 
differences directly affect the c:lock input 
trigger voltage of sequential CMOS logic: 
circuits. Fig. 1 (a) illustrates a cascade of 
two different sequential CMOS devic:es (0-
type flip-flops. type CD4013) that c:auses a 
logic: error when data is transferred from 
ICA to ICB' In this example. the same clock 
transition triggers ICA at its trigger voltage 
of VT A and ICB at a voltage of VTB' As 
shown in Fig. 1 (b). the propagation of data 
from the output stage of IC A to the input of 
ICB is faster than the clock transition time 
from VTA to VTB' Hence. ICB responds to 
the wrong logic state. and its output goes 
low when it should stay high. 
The solution to this logic-error condition is 
a clock transition time that is fast enough 
compared to the propagation delay for a 
worst-case VT A and VTB c:ombination to 
assure that logic-state errors will not oc:c:ur. 

Parallel Clocking LImits 
A study of the parallel clocking condition 
for any combination of two different 
sequential devices has resulted in the 
development of equations for modeling the 
maximum permitted clock input rise time. 
tRCL' 
For A-series devices: 

0.8V~~V) 
tRCL (max) = 1.2 ) x tp (ns) 

For B-series devices: 
0.8V~RJV) 

tRCL(max) = 1.1 ) x tp (ns) 

The factor tp is equivalent to tpHL or tPLH' 
whichever is smaller. for ICA,Fig. 1. The 
typical value at a specified value of VOO is 
selected at the loading condition shown on 
the device data sheet. The factor 0.8 Voo 
specifies tRCL for a rise or fall time of from 
10 to 90 percent. The voltages in the 
denominator (1.25V for A-series types and 

~Ta 
___ .... ~TAI 

CLOCK 

QA OUTPUT 

I I 
I I 

11 : 
TPHLAJ ~-+:-----

I I 
I I 

Qa OUTPUT-----1:---:-..... l ------PROM~crrPUT 

, ACTUAL ERROR 
OUTPUT LEVEL 

C bl 
92CS- 33Z23 

Fig.1-Parallel clocking of sequentiIJl CMOS IC's. 



1.15V for B-series types), are the expected 
deviations in clock input transfer voltages. 
Tables I and II list the maximum clock rise 
times permitted when cascading CD4DDDA 
and CD4DOOB-series types, respectively. 
The maximum values of tRCL are 
applicable when sequentially cascading 
identical or dissimilar IC types when ICA 
(see Fig. 1) is the type listed in the "Type" 
column in the table. However, some 
restrictions apply; namely both ICA and 
ICB must accept positive or negative 
(CD4DD6 type) clock pulses, and the logic 
combination of ICA and ICB must be 
meaningful. The connections assumed are 
primarily of the parallel-clocked shift 
register or counter type. 
The tRCL limits shown in Tables I and II are 
less than those shown on individual 

TABLE 1- Maximum Clock Rise Time 
When Cascading CD4000A Types 1 

Type Rise Time (ps) VOO (V) 
C"54006A2 .0.8.0 5,1.0 
CD4D13A .0.48 5,1.0 
CD4D14A .0.96 5 

.0.64 1.0 
CD4D15A .0.96 5 

.0.64 1.0 
CD4D18A 1.12 5 

.0.8.0 1.0 
CD4D21A .0.96 5 

.0.64 1.0 
CD4D27A .0.48 5,1.0 
CD4D29A 1 . .04 5 

.0.74 1.0 
CD4D31A 1.28 5,1.0 
CD4D34A 1.92 5 

1.54 1.0 
CD4D35A .0.8.0 5 

.0.64 1.0 
Notes; 
1. CL = 15 picofarads. 

2. Negative-edge-triggered device, 
cascades only with itself. 
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CD40DD-series data sheets; the data she'et 
limits are for individual IC operation, not 
cascaded operation. Recommended 
operating-temperature ranges remain as 
shown in the data sheets for cascaded as 
well as Individual device operation. 

TABLE II - Maximum Clock Rise Time 
When Cascading CD4000B Types1 

Type Rile Time (lAS) 

CD400682 .0.7.0 
CD4D13B .0.45 
CD4D14B .0.4.0 
CD4D15B .0.55 
CD4D218 .0.4.0 
CD4D27B .0.45 
CD4D29B .0.84 
CD4D31B .0.8.0 
CD4D34B .0.85 
CD4D35B .0.7.0 
CD4D76B .0.9.0 
CD4D89B .0.4.0 
CD4094B .0.9.0 
CD4D95B .0.7.0 
CD4096B .0.7.0 
CD451DB .0.7.0 
CD45168 .0.7.0 
CD45178 .0.84 
CD4D1DDB 1.2.0 
CD4D1D2B .0.91 
CD4D1D3B .0.91 
CD4D1D4B .0.7.0 
CD4D16DB .0.66 
CD4D161B .0.66 
CD4D1628 .0.66 
CD4D163B 0.66 
CD40174B .0.5.0 
CD4D1928 .0.56 
CD4D1938 .0.56 
CD4D1948 .0.7.0 

Notes: 
1. VDD = 5, 15V; 

CL = 5.0 picofarads . 
Data does not apply to units with 
Schmitt triggers in the clock input. 

2. Negative-edge-triggered device, 
cascades only with itself. 
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An Introduction to the 
Video Interface Syst.m (VIS) Devices -
CDP1889 and CDP1870 
By W. H. Schilp 

This Note. describes a circuit and the 
software required to mate the RCA
COP1869 and COP1870 VIS (Video 
Interface System) chip setl to the 
Evaluation Kit, COP18S020. The 
capabilities of· the VIS chip set are 
demonstrated by employing the set in the 
video portion of an intelligent terminal. Also 
included in the Note is the circuitry for a 
CPU controller which, combined with the 
video board, permits implementation of a 
stand-alone video output from serial ASCII 
input. The program shown can also be 
employed with a Microboard system using 
the VIS Microboard COP18S661A.1 The 
VIS circuitry can be constructed on a 44-
pin, 4.5 by 7.5-inch PC board, which will 
mate to the P-2 connector on the Evaluation 
Kit. 

The sample software program displays 
ASCII encoded alphanumeric characters 
and symbols, responds to line feed and 
carriage return, and uses control 
characters to move the cursor up, down, 
right, left and home, and to clear the screen. 
The program will operate from a ROM or 
PROM with a 6-byte RAM stack outside the 
program area. 

THE VIDEO INTERFACE SYStEM 

The RCA VIS chip set, COP1869 and 
COP1870, is a two-chip system that 
contains all of the circuitry necessary to 
generate the video signals needed to drive a 
monitor In color or black and white. Sound 
output is also available. 

THE VIS CIR.CUIT 

The video-output circuit, of which the 
COP1869 and COP1870 are a part, Is shown 
in Fig. 1. It Is recommended that the video 
driver transistor and the crystals be placed 
close to the COP1870. The CMOS parts 
should be handled in accordance with 
recommended procedures.' The numbers, 
P2-1, etc., in Fig. 1, refer to the Evaluation 
Kit connector P2. The MWS5114's and the 

2758 must have access times less than 300 
nanoseconds for the memory to access 
properly. 

THE CONTROLLER CIRCUIT 

The controller, Fig.· 2, consists of a 
COP1802 Microprocessor, a 2758 EPROM 
for program storage, a COP1824 RAM 
stack, and a COP1852 for high-order 
address latching. The data is entered 
through the COP1854 UART. TheCOP1863 
counter generates the clock frequency.for 
the BAUD rate. As shown, the counter is set 
for 300 BAUO,but it can be rewired to 
generate other rates. It is recommended 
that the rate be limited to 1200 BAUD or that 
suitable hardware be added between UART 
and I/O device to signal the input device 
that a new character can be entered. The 
comments on wiring and handling 
mentioned above apply here also. The 
connections P-1, etc., mate with those of 
the VIS circuit (Fig. 1). 

MODIFICATIONS TO EVALUATION KIT 

The VIS chip set is memory mapped into 
memory locations F800 through FFFF. To 
separate the FXXX memory locations for 
the VIS chip set, the following changes 
must be made to the Evaluation Kit, Fig. 3: 

1. On the top side of the board: 
- Under U6, cut the connection 

between pins 11 and 12. 
- Cut the line from U23115 to U6/8. 

2. On the bottom side of the b.oard: 
- Cut line from U6/9 and U22I15 at 

U22115. 
3. Add a C04011 in the user area and 

make the following circuit 
connections: 
- U23/15 to C04011/1. 
- C04011/3 to U22115. 
- U611 to C0401112. 
- U21112 to C04011/5 
- U8/21 to C04011/6. 
- C04011/4 to U6/8. 
- Don't forget Vee and ground 

connections. 
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l 
Fig. 1 - Video output circuit employing the 

CDP1869 and the CDP1870. 

OPTIONS FOR THE VIS CIRCUIT 

The following represent options for the VIS 
circuit of Fig. 1. 

PegeMemory 
For two pages of page memory: 

- Connect U1/25 to U12/S and U3/S and 
U4/S. 

For one page of page memory: 
- Do not use US or U6. Connect U3/S and 

U4/S to ground. 
NOTE: In the two-page mode, the double
page bit must be set high. 

Chal'llcter Memory 
The VIS circuit of Fig. 1 Is designed to be 
used In any of three character-memory 
configurations: up to 64 characters in RAM, 
up to 64 characters in ROM, or the 
combination of the two, the 128-character 
mode. If the RAM-only configuration Is 
used, U 11 Is not used and U4/14 and U6I14 
are connected to U2I3; US/S and U 1 O/S are 
connected to ground. In the ROM-only 
verllon, US and U10 are not used, and 
U4/14 and U6I14 are connected to U2I3. In 
these configurations, the system can be 
programmed for all eight color 
combinations. 

In the 128-character memory version, 
U4114 and U6114 are connected to U12/S, 
US/S Is connected to U10/S, and U2I3 is 
connected to ground. In this mode, the PCB 

(page color bit) is used to select the RAM 
(PCB at ground) or ROM (PCB at Vee). In 
the 128-character mode, only the color 
combinations available with the character 
color bits can be used. In black-and-white 
operation only, the 7.18-MHz crystal and 
the capacitor on U2I26 are not needed. 

NOTE: In this system, EF1 is used during 
screen refresh to determine whether the 
display is active. 

SOFTWARE PROGRAM 

The program example given in the 
Appendix is one that initializes the system, 
loads the bit patterns into memory, clears 
the screen, homes the cursor, and waits for 
a character Input. Each time a displayable 
character Is Input, it Is displayed in the 
position of the cursor, which Is then 
incremented one location to the right. Ifthe 
cursor was on the right margin, it moves 
down one row and to the left margin. 
Automatic scrolling Is accomplished each 
time the cursor is indexed past the lower 
right corner of the screen or above the top 
displayed line. 

The program shown in the Appendix is 
written for the Evaluation Kit. To utilize the 
program with the controller board of Fig. 2, 
the routine that inputs the ASCII characters 
must be changed to that shown In Fig. 4. In 
addition, for a Microboard system, bytes 
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W 211N 

+5 

I II 
5 III 
4 16 
7 

~ 
5 10 
6 12 
II 13 

COPI863 
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~
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92CL-33781 

Fig, 2 - A CPU t;Ontroller tor the VIS that permit' Implementation of a ,tand-a/one "lcIao output from 
,erial ASCI/Input. 

0002 and 0003 must be changed to 6180 to 
enable the two-level 1/0. and the program 
will run as described, A CPU board such as 
the CDP18S601 is also required; either ita 
on-board memory or a separate memory 
card must be available to the program at 
locations 0000 through 03FF. This memory 
area can be supplied by a RAM. ROM or 
PROM. A stack Is required at locations 0600 
through 0606; a CDP18S640 control and 
display card equipped with the appropriate 
utility ROM must also be used, The 
Prototyping Kit. CDP18S691. contains all 
that is required with the exception of the 
VIS board. 

~rogl'llm Inform .. lon 
Regl ..... U ..... 

R(2) Stack pOinter 

R(3) Utility program counter 
R(4) Stores home address 
R(5) Main program counter 
R(7.0) Character counter for storing bit 

patterns 
R(8.0) Character row counter for 

storing bit patterns. then ASCII value 
storage for previously stored 
character 

R(9) CMEM location pOinter for bit 
pattern storage. then column 
counter 

R(A) Page memory location pointer 
R(B) Bit pattern pointer 
R(F.1) Storage for. ASCII Input from 

utility program 
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RUNNING THE PROGRAM 

To run the program with either the 
Evaluation Kit or Mlcroboard System, 
depress RESET, RUN U, and then the 
carriage return to set up the timing and 
registers; then depress either RESET, 
RUNP or enter $PO. Each time an ASCII 
printable character is input, it is displayed 
In the position ofthe cursor, which, agaln,ls 
Incremented one position. Line feed, 
carriage return, cursor up (control 0), 
cursor left (control N), and cursor right 
(control L), all move the cursor as Indicated 
and restore the previously displayed 
character· to the position from which the 
cursor came. Clear screen (control K) 
clears all characters and homes the cursor. 
Control H causes the screen to scroll down, 
and Control I causes it to scroll up. 
To run the program with the stand-alone 
system, depress the momentary contact 
switch; the program will come up running 
and waiting for an Input. 

This Note Is meant to describe the Circuitry 
and software relating to the COP1869nO 

·c II _-"''I'''"",,", 

MAI5 
Mm _-r'-4---" 

VIS chip set and to Introduce the reader to 
Its potential. Therefore, the program 
example given In the Appendix Is written to 
be Instructive, and assuch is not memory or 
speed efficient. However, an understanding 
of the program and the VIS data sheet will 
allow one to utilize more of the many 
features of the set, such !IS color, sound, 
graphics, and motion. 
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1. "COS/MOS Video Interface System," 
RCA Solid State File No. 1197 on the 
CDP1869C/COP187OC or "COS/MOS 
Memories, Microprocessors, and 
Support Systems," RCA Solid State 
Oatabook SSD-280. 

2. "RCA COSMAC Mlcroboard Video
Audio-Keyboard Interface COP-
18S861V1 and CDP188881V3," RCA 
Solid State publication M~881. 

3. "Guide to Better Handling and 
Operation of CMOS Integrated 
Circuits," RCA Solid State Application 
Note ICAN-6525. 

EOFDECODER 
FOR PAGECS 

92CS-33763 

Fig. 3 - Schematic diagram of circuit uHtJ to modify the 
Evaluation Kit to separate the FXXX memory 
locations tor the VIS chip set. 

0068 EEl 
0069 3E691 
006B 6ABFI 
006D C4C41 

0120 REEN' SEX E • .GET RID OF X 
0121 BN3 • • • WAIT FOR DATA AVAILABLE FROM UART 
0122 IMP 2; PHI AIN • • STORE IT IN REG F 
0123 NOPI NOP • • WASTED SPACE 

Fig . ., • Modification oft'" program shown In 
the Appendix to make It usable with 
the Mlcroboard system of Fig. 2. 
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1M 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 I 
0000 71001 
0002 C41:41 
0004 I 
0004 fSOOS5 L 
0007 fBOBA51 
OOOA PSI 
0001 I 
OOOB ESI 
OOOC 63BOI 
OOOE fBBOBA I 
0011 fBC9AA I 
0014 EA65J 
0016 I 
0016 I 
0016 
0016 
0016 
0016 
0016 I 
0016 fBfBIA I 
0019 86J 
OOIA FBF4B9; 
0010 fBOOA9 I 
0020 AAA9i 
0022 ABA7I 
0024 A61 
0025 J 
0025 fB0299 I 
0029 J 
0028 fB06B21 
0028 A2' 
002C ; 
002C 672AI 
002E 662Ai 
0030 I 
0030 I 
0030 I 
0030 I 
0030 I 
0030 I 
0030 S7I 
0031 34311 
0033 SAl 
0034 411 
0035 34351 

0037 591 
0039 ; 
0038 19151 
003A I 
003A S8fROSI 
003~ 3A341 
003f 1 
003f fSOOA81 
0042 171 
0043 87f9401 
0046 3A301 
0048 I 
004S I 
0048 1 
0048 f8BOBA I 
0049 fBCBAA I 
004E 651 
004F 1 
004F 1 
004F F8FFBAl 
0052 AAI 
0053 F8001 
0055 34551 
0057 731 

Appendix· Program Uieci with the Evaluation Kit 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 

. .• '" ............... It* ..... 'I.If* If.* •• * ••• * ......................... If ........ """."_ •••.. 
PROGRAM FOR THE VIS TO EVALUATION KIT 80ARD 
ASSUMES THE CHARACTER BIT PATTERNS ARE AT 0200 TO 03FF •• 

. .................... * •••• * ••• _.* •••• _ .......... _ ••• *.*.* •• ** •••• M ••••••••••• 

0007 .. *.Wlflflf If.* If •••• If /II If. If * If_ /If •• If •• *. ** 1f1f.1f 1f.1f. If If* If *lflf .If._ it*1f If ••• *lflf Iflf.lffllf_ If ••• 
0008 DEFINE CONSTANTS 
0009 .. IflflfftlflflflfN If* ••• NNlflf. 1f*1f ... 1f _.* __ if_ If ** * *.If." * If_. **. *If •• _If •• WIf •• lflf .If. If •• * ••.. 
0010 
0011 READ=t813S 
0012 STK=2 
0013 UTCT=3 
0014 HA=6 
0015 PPTR=IOA 
0016 eTR-5 
0017 
0018 DIS,IOO 
0019 NOPINOP 
0020 

• • ADDRESS OF READ ROUTINE IN UTILITY 
• • REG i IS THE STACK POINTER 
.. REG 3 IS THE PROGRAH COUNTER FOR UT4 
• • STORE THE HOME ADDRESS IN REG 6 
• • PAGE POINTER IS REG A 
• • COUNTER REG FOR THIS PROGRAM IS REG 5 

•. DISABLE THE INTEkUf'TS 
• • LEAVE SPACE FOR 2 LEVEL 1/0 POR THE MICROBOARD 

0021 LVI A.l (INITlI PHI CTR •• SET UP REG 5 
0022 LDI A.O<INITlI PLO CTR 
0023 SEP CTR 
0024 
0025 INIT' SEX CTR 
0026 OUT 31 ,180 
0027 LVI 180; PHI PPTR 
0028 LDI IC9; PLO PPTR 
0029 SEX PPTR; OUT 5 
0030 
0031 CHST=7 
0032 ROCT=8 
0033 
0034 CMEM=9 
0035 GPAT=IOB 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 

LDI tFe; PHI PPTR 
PHI HA 
LDI 'F4; PHI CHEM 
LDI 100; PLO CPAT 
PLO PPTR I PLO CMEM 
PLO ROCl; FLO CHST 
F'LO HA 

0045 LDI 102; PHI CPAT 
0046 
0047 LDI 1061 PHI STK 
0048 PLO STK 
0049 
0050 OUT 7J DEC PPTR 
0051 OUT 6; DEC PPTR 
0052 
0053 

.. START COUNTING IN REG 5 

• • SET X FOR OUT IMMED 
• • TURN ON DISPLAY, SET UP 40 CHARACTERS 
• .SET GHEI'! HIGH, NOISE OFF, FULL. RES VERT, 
· . D8l PG 8IT FOR 1ST PG OF HEH 
• • SET X TO PG PTR, OUT 5 SETS THE BITS 

• • REG 7 HAS NUMBER OF CHARACTERS STORED 
• • REG 8 IS THE ROW COUNTER WITHIN EACH 
• • CHARACTER BIT PATTERN 
• • REG 9 POINTS TO CHARACTER MEMORY 
• • REG B POINTS TO CHARACTER PATTERN 

NTSC 

• • POINT THE PAGE POINTER AND HOME ADDRESS TO 
.. FSOO 
• .POINT THE CHARACTER HEM AT F400 
• • PUT 00 IN LOW BYTE OF ALL NEEDED REG '5 

· • CHARACTER PATTERN IS AT 0200 

.. STACK IS AT 0606 

• • SET THE HOME ADDRESS 
• • SET THE PAGE MEMORY POINTER 

0054 .• * If.* .If_ II 1f.1f It •• It._ ... If**_ If if If.,. "'If It .... ** If_ * 1f.1f If •• It If If If __ If .If. 111.*" If. If. IfNlflf.lf* If._,. .. 
0055 CHARACTER LOAD ROUTINE 
0056 .. ***IfIt.****.***.** ........ If ...... "' .................. "' .... "''''''''''''' .. '''''' .. *'''***MIt"'M"'''' •• ''' .. ''' ................. . 
0057 
0058 CHLD' 
0059 
0060 
0061 BTLD' 
0062 

0063 
0064 

GLO CHST 
81_ 
STR PPTR 
LDA CPAT 
81 • 

STR eMEM 

0065 INC CMEM) INC ROCT 
0066 
0067 GLO ROCT I XRI 108 
0068 8NZ BTLD 

100; PLO ROCT 
CHST 
CHSTJ XRI 140 
CHLO 

• • GET THE ADDRESS OF THE 1ST CHARACTER PATTERN 
· .WAIT FOR NON-DISPLAY 
.. STORE IT IN PAGE MEMORY 
• .GET THE FIRST ROW OF THE 1ST CHARACTER BIT F'ATTERN 
• • WAIT FOR NON-DISPLAY 

• • STORE IT IN CHARACTER MEMORY 

• .INI:REHENT TO NEXT ROW OF 1ST CHARACTER BI T PATTERN 
• • AND KEEP A COUNT ON THE NUMBER OF ROWS 
• • SEE If PUT IN 8 ROWS OF BIT PATTERNS 
• • IF NOT GO BACK FOR ANOTHER 

• • RESET THE ROW COUNT TO 0 
• • INCREMENT FOR THE NEXT CHARACTER BIT PATTERN 
• • SEE IF STORED ALL 64 CHARACTER PATTERNS 
.. IF NOT GO BACK 

0069 
0070 LDI 
0071 INC 
0072 GLO 
0073 BNZ 
0074 
0075 .. BIT PATTERN ARE NOW STORED IN CHARACTER MEMORY 
0076 
0077 LDX lao; PHI PPTR 
0078 LDI IC81 PLO PPTR 

• • TURN OFF THE CHARACTER MEMORY ACCESS 
• • HODE 

0079 OUT 5 
0080 •• NOW WE CLEAR THE SCREEN 
0081 
0082 LDI IFfI PHI PPTR 
0083 PLO PPTR 
0084 CLPG' LDI 100 
0085 Dl _ 
0086 STXD 

• • POINT THE PAGE POINTER AT THE TOP 
• • OF THE PAGE MEMORY 
• • GET THE CHARACTER MEMORY ADDRESS FOR A SPACE 
.. WAIT 
• • STORE IT IN THE PAGE MEMORY AND POINT TO NEXT 



0058 I 
0058 9AFBF71 
005B 3A53) 
OOSD I 
005D 1,.; 
005E I 
OOSE I 
005E I 
OOSE I 
005E I 
005E I 
005E 
005E 
OOSE 
005E 
005E 
005E 
005E 
OOSE I 
005E F800A91 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 
0061 OAA8; 
0063 F83FI 
0065 34651 
0067 SAl 
0068 I 
0068 FB3BA31 
0068 F881B3l 
006E D31 
006F I 
006F .,EAI 
0070 9FI 
0071 FA60C2010AI 
0076 I 
0076 FB6032681 
007A I 
007A I 
007A I 
007A I 
007A 9F I 
0078 FF201 
007D I 
007D 34701 
007F SAl 
0080 I 
0080 
0080 
0080 
0080 
0000 
0080 
0080 
0080 
0080 
0080 
0080 ; 
0080 8AFF7F I 
0083 3A91J 
0085 9AFFFF I 
00B8 3A911 
OOBA I 
008A AAA91 
008C F8F8BAl 
OOOF 30991 
0091 I 
0091 I 
0091 I 
0091 lAI 
0092 191 
0093 89; 
0094 FF281 
0096 3A61l 
0098 I 
0098 A9J 
0099 I 
0099 J 
0099 ; 
0099· 
0099 
0099 
0099 
0099 
0099 I 
0099 E21 
009A 86FFCO I 
009D 967FFIH 

0087 
0088 
0089 
0090 

• • LOWER PAGE MEM l.OCATION 
GHI PPTRI XRI tF7 .. SEE IF REACHED THE BOTTOM OF PAGE MEMORY 
BNZ CLPG •• IF NOT GO BACK 

0091 INC PPTR • .HOVE THE PAGE POINTER TO 1ST LOCATION THAT IS 
0092 • • UPPER LEFT CORNER OF THE SCREEN 
0093 
0094 
0095 ..• *. *.* ***. * ** .*M *** II" It. _.*. If ......... * •• *._"." if_ ••• "." •• "If ••• If •• IUtif ••••••• * ... . 
0096 INITAl.IZATION COHPLETE 
0097 NOW WE ARE READY TO BRING IN CHARACTERS 
0098 . ,ltlt ••••••••••• _._. __ •• _._ •• *._._ .•...••..• _ .. __ ..••.. _ •..•••••••••.••..••.... 
0099 
0100 
0101 AIN=IOF 
0102 TSTR=8 
0103 COCT-9 
0104 
0105 
0106 LOI 1001 PLO COCT 
0107 
0108 

• • REG F WILL CONTAIN THE ASCII BYTE INPUTTEII 
• • REG 8 WILL BE NEEDED FOR TEHPORARY STORAGE 
• • REG 9 WILL KEEP COUNT OF THE COLUMN IN WHICH THE 
• • CURSOR IS 

• • ZERO OUT THE COLUHN COUNTER 

0109 .••• *w ••• IfWIf W •• 1f .If. 1f.1f ... If ....... *** •• if. *.*.* If. ****.*. ** * If. If •• *. **_ ••••••••••••.. 
0110 THIS ROUTINE SAVES THE CHARACTER IN THE NEW LOCATION 
0111 AND DISPLAYS THE CURSOR THERE . 
0112 ........................................... ,,_ •••••••••• - ••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
0113 
0114 
0115 
0116 
0117 
0118 
0119 

NEwe. LON PPTR I PLO TSTR •• PUT THE CHARACTER INTO TEMPORARY STORAGE 
LDI tJF •• LOAD THE CHEH ADIIRESS OF THE CURSOR 
81 • • • WUT 
SlR PPTR •• DISPLAY THE CURSOR 

0120 REEN' A.O (READ) -)UTCT. 0 .. LOAD THE ADDRESS OF READ ROUTINE IIITO 
0121 
0122 
0123 
0124 
0125 
0126 
0127 
0128 
0129 
0130 
0131 
0132 

A.l (READ)-)UTCT.l .. UTILITY'S PROGRAH COUNTER 
SEP UTCT •• DO THE READ 

SEX PPTR 
GHI AIN 

.. RESET X 
• • GET THE ASCl! CHARACTER FROM REG F 

ANI 160 I LBZ CTLC • .SEE IF BITS 5 AND 6 ARE LOW, IF SO MUST BE A 
• • CONTROL CHI\jlACTER SO GO TO THAT ROUTINE 

XRI 160; IZ REEN • • SEE IF BITS 5 AND 6 ARE HIGH. IF so WE DON'T 

0133 GHI AIN 
0134 SMI 120 
0135 
0136 81 • 
0137 STR PPTR 
0138 

• • NEED IT SO GO 8ACK FOR A NEW ENTRY . 

•• WE HUST HAVE A DISPLAYABLE CHARACTER SO DO IT 

• • GET THE ASCII VAL UE 
.. SUBTRACT HEX 20· TO HAKE: IT 
• • CHARACTER MEHORY ADDRESS 
..WAIT 
.. I'ISPLAY IT 

EQUAL TO ITS 

0139 
0140 
0141 
0142 

• •• _. It If .If ••••• _ \It ........... If ••• If "' ... If •• If.** If. If._"" ••• If_ 1f •• 1f •••• If ••••••• _ •••••••• 

REMAINDER OF THE PROGRAH TAKES CARE OF THE POSITION ON 
THE SCREEN FOR THE NEXI CHARACTER 

0143 AND THE SCROLLING 
0144 .. * ••• ***lflflflflf.*IfIl-.It.ltlflf***** ........ _**If*** ................................... . 
0145 
0146 
0147 
0148 

•• HAS THE PAGE POINTER REACHED END OF LAST LINE ? 

0149 LLCK' 
0150 GLo PPTRI SMI 17F 
0151 8NZ INCR 
0152 GHI PPTRI SHI IFF 
0153 BNZ INCR 
0154 
0155 F'LO PPTR; PLO COCT 
0156 LDI IF81 PHI PPTR 
0157 BR USCK 

• • SEE IF THE PAGE POINTER IS AT THE LAST DISPLAYABLE 
• • LOCATION IF NOT WE CAN GO AND INCREMENT IT 

• • MUST HAVE BEEN AT LAST LOCATION SO RESET PAGE 
• • POINTER TO BEGINNING THAT IS F800 
• • GO TO CHECK IF WE HUST SCROLL UP 

0158 
0159 
0160 

•• INC F'G PTR AND CHECK POSITION 

0161 INCR. 
0162 
0163 
0164 
0165 
0166 • 

INC PPTR 
INC COCT 
GLO COCT 
SHI 128 
DNZ NEwe 

0167 PLO COCT 
0168 
0169 
0170 

•• INCREMENT PAGE POINTER AND COLUHN COUNTER 
• • TO NEXT LOCATION 
• • SEE IF WE REACHEfJ THE 40TH COLUHN 

• .IF NOT GO GET ANOTHER CHARACTER 

• • HUST HAVE BEEN 40TH COLUMN SO ZERO OUT COLUHN 
•• COUNTER 

0171 ..• *.*.*** •••• _11._*****.*_ If' .. f***_**** ••• ** •••••• **** ••• **.*** ••••••••••••••.. 
0172 SCROLL UP ROUTINE 
0173 .• ** •••• ,.,U,.., ..... ***.** •• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••• ** •••••••••••••••••••••••.. 
0174 
0175 •• SCROl.l. UP CHECK 
0176 
0177 USCK' SEX STK • • POINT X TO STACK 
0178 GLO HAi SMI leo • • SEE IF PRESENT HOME ADfJRESS IS IN SECOND 
0179 GHI HAl SHB! tFB • • PAGE OF PAGE MEHORY 

ICAN-8953 
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OOAO 33ACI 
OOA2 I 
00A2 I 
OOA2 , 
00A2 86FCC0731 
00A6 967C03 I 
00A9 521 
OOAA 30BEI 
OOAC • 

OOAC 1 
OOAC 1 
OOAC 86521 
OOAE 8AF71 
0080 96521 
0012 9A771 
00B4 33611 
00B6 1 
00B6 86FFCO 1 
00B9 731 
OOBA 967F031 
0010 521 
OOBE I 
OOBE 1 
OOBE 121 
OOBF BAF71 
OOCI 221 
00C2 9A771 
OOC4 121 
00C5 EAI 
00C6 3B6IJ 
00C8 I . 
OOCB I 
00C8 
OOCB 
OOCB 
00C8 I 
00C8 B9A7. 
OOCA 8932011 
OOCD 292AI 
OOCF 30CAI 
0001 I 
0001 F8001 
0003 34031 
0005 5AI 
0006 IAI91 
0008 89FF281 
OODB 3ADIJ 
0000 1 
0000 2AI 
.OODE 291 
OODF 891 
OOEO 3ADDI 
00E2 I 
00E2 8732EA 1 
00E5 271 
00E6 191AI 
00E8 30E21 
OOEA I 
OOEA I 
OOEA I 
OOEA 1 
OOEA I 
OOEA I 
OOEA 86FF581 
OOED 3AFBI 
OOEF 96FFFF 1 
00F2 3AFII 
00F4 A6·1 
00F5 F8F8B61 
00F8 COO I 031 
OOFI I 
OOFB 1 
oon 1 
OOFB 86FC2B 1 
OOFE A6I 
OOFF 967COO I 
0102 161 
0103 E6671 
0105 26EAI 
0107 1 
0107 C0006IJ 
OIOA 1 
OIOA I 
OIOA 1 
OIOA I 
OIOA I 
OIOA I 
OIOA 1 
OIOA I 
OIOA 

0180 
0181 
0182 
0183 

BDF SCPG • • If SO GO TO SECOND PAGE ROUTINE 

• .IST PAGE ROUTINE 

0184 GlO HAl ADI tCO' STXD 
0185 GHI HAl ADCI t03 

• • STORE AN OFFSET HOHE AI,DRESS ON THE STACK 
•• HHICH IS THE ADDRESS OF THE NEXT lOCATION 

0186 STR STK • • JUST BELCIH THE PRESENTLY DISPLAYED SCREEN 
0187 DR PF'CK • • GO TO THE PAGE POINTER CHE!:K 
0188 

0189 
0190 
0191 SCPGI 
0192 
0193 
0194 
0195 
0196 
0197 
0198 
0199 
0200 
0201 
0202 
0203 PPCKI 
0204 
0205 
0206 
0207 
0208 
0209 
0210 
0211 
0212 
0213 
0214 

.. 2ND PAGE ROUTI NE 

GLO HAl STR STK 
GLO PPTRI SM 
GHI HAl STR STK 
GHI PPTR I SHB 
BDF NEHC 

GLO HA I SHI tCO 
STXD 
GHI HAl SHB! t03 
STR STK 

, • SUBTRACT THE HOME AD!IRESS FROH THE PAGE 
• .POINTER TO SEE IF THE PAGE POINTER IS STILL 
, • ON SCREEN 

, • IF SO CAN GET A NEH CHARACTER 

• • MIGHT BE OFf SCREEN SO STORE THE OFFSET 
, • HOME AllDRESS ON THE STACK 

.. PAGE PTR CHECK 

INC STK 
GLO PPTRI SM 
DEC STK 
GHI PPTRI SHB 
INC STK 
SEX PPTR 
Bl NEHC 

• • SUBTRACT THE OFFSET HOME ADI'RESS FROM 
• • THE PAGE POINTER 

• • RESET X TO THE PAGE POINTER 
•• IF PAGE POINTER STILL ON SCREEN GO BACK 
.. FOR A NEW CHARACTER 

• • HE WILL HAVE TO SCROLL 
•• BUT FIRST CLEAR THE NEXT LINE 

0215 TEHp·7 , • NEED TEHPORARY STORAGE 
0216 GlO cacTI PlO TEMP .. FOR THE COLUMN COUNT 
0217 ZERO' OLD COCTI BZ ellN .. HOVE THE PAGE POINTER TO THE lEFT HARGIN 
0218 DEC COCT I DEC PPTR 
0219 DR ZERO 
0220 
0221 CllNI 
0222 
0223 
0224 
0225 
0226 

LDI too • ,GET THE CHEM ADDRESS OF A SPACE 
Blo •• HAIT 
STR PPTR .. STORE IT IN PAGE HEHORY 
INC PP,TR' INC COCT .. HOVE OVER ONE 
GlD COCT I SMI t28 .' SEE IF HE DID THE WHOLE LINE 
8NZ CllN •• IF NOT GO BACK 

0227 
0228 
0229 
0230 
0231 

REST' DEC PPTR 
DEC COCT 
GLO COCT 
BNZ REST 

•• RESET THE PAGE POINTER TO THE BEGINNING 
• • OF THE LINE 

0232 
0233 RSTR I 
0234 
0235 
0236 
0237 
0238 
0239 
0240 
0241 
0242 
0243 USCL I 
0244 
0245 
0246 
0247 
0248 
0249 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 NLST I 
0254 
0255 
0256 
0257 OUTPI 
0258 
0259 
0260 
0261 

OLD TEMPI BZ USCL •• REPOSITION THE PAGE POINTER AND COLUMN 
DEC TEMP , • COUNTER TO THE PROPER POSITION ON THE NEH LINE 
INC COCTI INC PPTR •• HHEN DONE GO TO SCROLL UP ROUTINE 
BR RSTR 

•• SCROll UP ROUTINE 

.. BUT FIRST SEE IF HE HAD THE LAST LINE OF THE 
• • SECOND PAGE ON THE BOTTOH OF THE SCREEN 

OLD HAl SMI 158 
BNZ NLST 
GHI HA I SHI IfF 
8NZ NLST 
PlO HA 
lDI tF81 PHI HA 
lBR OUTP 

• • SEE IF LAST LINE HAS ON BOTTOM 

• • IF NOT GO TO NOT LAST LINE ROUTINE 
• • HUST HAVE BEEN lAST LINE SO SET UP 
• • HOME ADDRESS 
• • GO TO OUTPUT IT 

•• NOT lAST LINE 

GlO HAl 
PlO HA 
GHI HAl 
PHI HA 
SEX Hid 
DEC HAl 

LBR NEHC 

ADI 12B 

ADCI tOO 

OUT 7 
SEX PPTR 

• • ADD HEX 28 TO THE HOME ADDRESS 

.. SET THE NEW HOHE. ADDRESS 

.. DEC THE HA CAUSE OUT INSTRUCTION INCR'S IT 
• • RESET X TO THE PAGE POINTER 
• • GO GET THE NEXT CHARACTER 

0262 
0263 
0264 
0265 

..•• * •••• ** ••• ** •••• lI ••• *** ........ ***.*** ••• *.* •• ******_M __ If._._ .. __ *_ •••• *_ .. 

0266 

THE FOllOWING ROUTINE lOOKS AT THE CONTROL 
CHARACTERS FOR CURSOR MOVE HE NT OR SCROLL 
CONTROL CHARACTER ROUTINE 

0267 ....... __ ••• _ .... *.It*.t! *.It If* •• If if. If If •• * •• * If._ .**. *. ** It_. It*. N.* ** tUf •• If .. If •• It*" ft* ••• 
0268 
0269 



010A 881 
0108 340BI 
0100 SAl 
010E I 
010E 9F I 
010F FF0832A5 I 
0113 FF01C200EAI 
0118 FF01J2351 
OI1C FF01C200081 
0121 FF01C200801 
0126 FF01J2501 
012A FF01328F I 
012E FF01J25BI 
0132 C00061 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 I 
0135 8AFF'58J 
013B 9A7FFF I 
0138 33481 
013D I 
013D 8AFC28 I 
0140 AAI 
0141 9A7COOI 
0144 BAl 
0145 C000991 
0148 ; 
0148 1 
0148 ; 
0148 89AAI 
014A FBFBSAI 
014D C000991 
0150 
0150 
0150 
0150 
0150 
0150 
0150 i 
0150 891 

01.51 C20061l 
0154 2A291 
0156 30501 
0158 
0158 
0158 
0158 
0158 
0158 
0158 ; 
0158 8AFF2B 1 
0158 9A7FF81 
015E 3B6AI 
0160 ; 
0160 
0160 I 
0160 8AFF281 
0163 AAI 
0164 9A7FOOI 
0167 BAI 
0168 30871 
016A I 
016A I 
016A 1 
016A F8FFBAl 
016D 89FC581 
0170 AAI 
0171 1 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 I 
0171 86FBOOI 
0174 3A831 
0176 96F8FBI 
0179 3A831 
0178 BAFF581 
017E 9A7FFFI 
0181 33881 
0183 EAI 
0184 C00061l 
0187 I 

0270 CTLC' OLO T9TR 
0271 81 • 
0272 STR PPTR 
0273 
0274 GHI AIN 
0275 SHI 108 I 8Z DSCL 
0276 SHI 101 I L8Z USCL 
0277 SMI IOU BZ LIFD 
0278 Sill lOll L8Z INIT 
0279 SMI 101 I LSZ LLCK 
0280 SMI 101 I 8Z CART 
0281 SMI IOU BZ CULT 
0282 SHI 101 I 8Z CUUP 
0283 LBR NEWC 
0284 
0285 

• • RESTORE THE CHARACTER WHICH USED TO 
•• BE UNDER THE CURSOR 

.. GET THE ASCII VALUE 

.. CONTROL H IS SCROLL DOWN 
• • CONTROL I I S SCROLL UP 
•• THIS IS LINE FEED 
• • CONTROL K IS CLEAR SCREEN AND HOHE CURSOR 
• • CONTROL l. lEI CURS(IR RIGHT 
• • THIS IS CARRIAGE RETURN 
• • CONTROL. N I S CURSOR LEFT 
• • CONTROL 0 IS CURSOR UP 
• .NOT USING ANY OTHERS RIGHT NOW SO 
• • GO BACK FOR NEXT CHARACTER 

0286 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
0292 
0293 
0294 
0295 
0296 
0297 
0298 
0299 
0300 
0301 
0302 
0303 
0304 
0305 
0306 
0307 
0308 
0309 
0310 
O~l1 
0312 
0313 
0314 

• ••••• If **. lUI .. " **._.* If • __ * *. _.* •• * •• * ••••••• *. * * ** •• __ •• __ If* *If* If * _._ If" * *_ •••.. 

0315 
0316 
0317 
0319 
0319 

LINE FEED ROUTINE 
· .• * •• * .If* *_.lflf* •••••••• _.If. _. ** * * .*** * If* * If*. If If If* _** If* If_ *. __ If*** _.* If* * If_ * * •.. 

LIFD. GLO PPTRI SHI. 159 .. SEE IF CURSOR IS ON LAST LINE OF SECOND PAGE 
GHI PPTR I SM81 IFF 
BDF LILL •• IF SO GO TO LAST LINE ROUTINE 

GLO PPTR I AD I 129 
F'LO PPTR 
G~I PPTRI ACCI 100 
P~I PPTR 
LBR U5CK 

• • NOT ON LAST LINE so ADD HEX 29 

• • AND GO CHECK TO SEE IF WE NEED TO SCROLL UP 

• • LAST LINE ROUTINE 

LILLI GLO COCT I PLO PPTR .. PAGE POINTER IS F800 PLUS [HE COLUHN COUNT 
LDI IF8; P~I PPTR 
LOR USCK •• GO CHECK FOR SCROLL UP 

• •• _. _._ If If ... _ .. If If If.* If ** * _**. *** * *** ** •• _If. If. If •• If. If* If. * _. _*. _. _ ...... __ • __ • _* * ••.. 
CARRIAGE RETURN ROUTINE 

· . If**_ .*. If •• _ * •• If*. If _ If ••••• If •••• If •• * ••• ___ *._ *.* If .• _. If _* If**.* * .. If If If If. * If* * If If Iflf •.. 

CART. GLO COCT • • SEE IF CURSOR IS IN LEFT HARGIN 

L8Z NEW!: •• IF SO GO BACK FOR NEXT CHARACTER 
DEC PPTRI DEC COCT .. 1T WASN'T, HOVE LEF[ TILL WE GET [HERE 
DR CART 

0320 " ••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• *.*.*_* ••• If ••• *.*.* •• * •• **.**_Iflflflflflflf •• If.IfIf._._ .. 
0321 CURSOR UP ROUTINE 
0322 .. " __ •• If ••• If .......... _ ......... * If. If If __ .*_ If ••• If __ ._*. _Iflf.****.* *.If .lflfltlflf.1f If If 1t.1f •• 

0323 
0324 
0325 CUUP: GLO rPTRI SHI 128 •• SEE IF CURSOR IS IN 1ST LINE OF 1ST PAGE 
0326 GHI PPTRI SHBI IFS •• OF PAGE HEHORY 
0327 'BNF CUFL •• IF SO GO TO 1ST LINE ROUTINf. 
0328 
0329 
0330 

•• MOVE CURSOR UP 

0331 GLO F'PTR; SMI .28 
0332 PLO PPTR 
0333 GHI PPTRI 5MBI 100 
0334 PHI PPTR 
0335 8R DSCK 

• • NOT IN I.ST LINE SO SUBTRACT HEX 2B 

.. CHECK FOR SCROLL 
0336 
03~7 
0338 

• .IST LINE ROUTINE 

0339 CUFL' LOI IFF I PHI PPTR .. PUT CURSOR IN PROPER POSITION OF LAST 
0340 GLO COCTI ADI 158 •• LINE OF SECOND PAGE OF PAGE HEHORY 
0341 PLO PPTR 
0342 • • NOW CHECK FOR SCROLL 
0343 
0344 
03 .. 5 .. *.If * * If If" tftf" If If If If If_. Iflflf ••••• fI*. ___ .. ,,** If. If** If." If If If If.1f 1f*1f If***. If *. If •• If* If .. 
0346 DOWN SCROLL ROUTINE 
03 .. ' " **If*If********* •• *"."*If.**.****_** •• _.***If_ •• lflflflflflftflf*JfIUffffl***If ••• IfIf .. 
0348 
0349 
0350 
0351 DSFC' 
0352 
0353 
0354 
0355 
0356 
0357 
0359 OTCH. 
0359 
0360 

• • VI D WE GO OFF SCREEN ? 

100 • • IS THE HOME ADDRESS F800 ? 

IF9 
.. IF NOT DON'T SCROLL 

GLO HAl XRI 
8NZ OTCH 
OHI HAl XRI 
8HZ GTCH 
OLO PPTRI 
OHI PPTRI 
BGE DSFL 
SEX PPTR 
LBR NEWC 

SMI 158 •• ARE WE ON THE LAST LINE OF 
SHB! IFF .. 2ND PAGE ? 

• • IF SO, SCROLL 

• • GO BACK FOR HORE 
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0187 1 0361 
0187 1 0362 
0187 1 0363 
0187 £2' 0364 
0188 8AFC28 I 0365 
0188 13' 0366 
Ol8C 9A1COOI 0361 
018F 52121 0368 
0191 89F51 0369 
0193 131 0370 
0194 F07FOOI 0371 
0197 5212' 0372 
0199 86F7I 0373 
0198 3A8322' 0374 
019£ 96F1 I 0375 
01 AO 123AS3' 0376 
0lA3 30AF 1 0377 
OIAS , 037S 
0lA5 I 0319 
0lA5 I 0380 
OIAS I 0391 
OIAS 86F900 1 0392 
01 A8 3AAF 1 0393 
OIM 96F9F8 I 0384 
o I AD 32881 0385 
OlAF I 0386 
OlAF 1 0387 
OlAf I 0388 
OlAF 86FF281 0399 
0182 A6J 0390 
0183 967FOOI 0391 
0186 30021 0392 
0188 I 0393 
0188 I 0394 
0188 0395 
0188 0396 
0188 F85SA61 0397 
0188 f8fFl 0398 
0180 1 0399 
0180 30021 0400 
018F I 0401 
01BF ; 0402 
OIBF 0~03 
OIBF 0404 
OIBF 0405 
018F 1 0406 

• • DOWN SCROLL CHECK 

DSCK I SElC STK •• SET X .To THE STACK 
GLO PPTRI ADI 128 •• SEE IF· THE HOME ADDRESS 
STXD •• IS THE. NEXT LINE 

~~~ ~~~~J I~~C;T~OO •• THAT IS, DOES HA'PPTR+128-COCT ? 
GLO cocr; SD 
STXD 
LUX I 5MBI lOa 
STR STK I INC STK 
GLO HAl SM 
8NZ GTCHI DEC STK 
GHI HAl SM 
INC STK I 8NZ GTCH 
BR DSNf •• IT DOES, SO WE MUST SCROLL 

• • SCROLL DOWN 

DSCU GLO HAl XRI tOO 
BNZ DSNF 
GHI HAl XRI tF8 
BZ DSFL 

• • If THE HOHE ADDRESS IS 
• .F800 GO TO FIRST LINE 
• • ROUTINE 

•• nOWN SCROLL FOR NOT 1ST LINE 

DSNF' GLO HA I SMI 128 •• SUBTRACT HEX 28 FROM THE HOME ADDRESS 
fLO HA 
GHI HAJ SHIll 100 
8R OUTP-I •• GO SEl THE NEW HOME ADDRESS 

•• DOWN SCROLL FOR 1ST LINE 

DSFL' LDI 15S1 PLO HA •• WE WERE ON THE 1.AST LINE SO NEW HOME 
LDI IFf •• ADDRESS WILL BE LAST LINE OF SECOND PAGE 

• • OF PAGE MEMORY 
BR OUTP-I •• GO SET THE HOME ADDRESS 

· ..... If*** ..... *******.*****lflf****ltlflt***lflt ..... ** ••• **tf**** .... _.lflflfltlflt._" •• IUf._*_ .. 
CURSOR LEFT 

• • .. _ .. _. lunt It It If If .. _. If Iflt* .. It. If I.,UUf If. W.1t 1t.1f 1t .. 1f It. Itltlf" If If If It If .. Itltlf If Itlt_ •• If* If If_ * .. _.If_ .... Itlf •• 

OIBF 89321:71 0407 CULT' GLO COCT 1 BZ CLI.S .. SEE IF WE ARE ON THE LEFT MARGIN, If SO 
0lC2 1 040S •• GO TO CURSOR LEFT LEFT SIDE 
0lC2 2A29 I 0409 DEC PPTR I DEC COCT •• NOT ON LEfT MARGIN SO MOVE LEFT ONE SPOT 
0lC4 C00061 I 0410 LBR NEWC •• GO fOR NEXT CHARACTER 
01C7 1 0411 
OlC7 J 0412 •. CURSOR ON LEFT MARGIN ROUTINE 
0lC7 I 0413 
0lC7 SA3ADA) 0414 
OICA 9AfFF81 0415 
OICD 3ADAI 0416 
OICF FSfFBAI 0417 
0lD2 FS7FAAI 041S 
01 D5 F827A9 i 0419 
OIDS 3071 I 0420 
01DA J 0421 
OIDA 0422 
OIDA 0423 
OIDA 2Al 0424 
OIDB I 0425 
OIDB FS27A91 0426 
OIDE 30S71 0427 
OlEO , 042S 
OI.EO 0429 
OlEO 0430 
OlEO 0431 
OlEO 0432 
OlEO 0433 
OlEO 0434 
OlEO 0435 
0200 1 0436 
0200 00000000000000 0437 
0207 00CSCSC8CSCSOS 0437 
020E C800D~D4000000 0437 
0215 000000D4FED4D4 0437 

021C FED4D4001 0437 
0220 I 043S 
0220 I 0439 
0220 I 0440 
0220 ; 0441 
0220 DCEAESDCCAEADCI0442 
0227 00F2F2C4CSDOE610442 
022E E600DCE2EODCEO I 0442 
0235 E2DCOOC8C8COCO 1 0442 
023C COCOCOOO I 0442 

CLLS' OlO PPTf':i 
GHI PPTRI 
8NZ CLNF 
LDI IFF; 
LDI t7F; 
LtlI 127; 
DR DSFC 

BNZ CLNF •• SEE IF CURSOR IS IN 1ST LINE OF 1ST PAGE 
SMI tfS 

• • IF NOT GO TO. CURSOR LEFT NOT 1ST LINE 
PHI PPTR •• MUST HAVE BEEN 1ST LINE SO CURSOR GOES IN 
PLO PPTR •• LAST l.OCATION OF SECOND PAGE Of PAGE MEMORY 
PLO COCT •• MUST RESET COLUMN COUNTER TO RIGHT MARGIN 

• • GO CHECK IF WE MUST SCROLL DOWN 

• .CURSOR LEFT FROM LEFT MARGIN BUT NOT 1ST LINE 

CLNf I [lEC PPTR •• THIS WILL MOVE IT TO THE RIGHT MARGIN 
• • OF THE PREVIOUS LINE 

LDI 127 I PLO COCT •• RESET THE COLUMN COUNTER 
BR DSCK •• GO CHECK FOR SCROLL DOWN 

• • If If It If If 1t.1t.*** It It ••• lflt* If It. It *.It,.ltlt If * .. _.If_ It II-If It If If_It It It .. * _ .. _ It It If If *If* .. _It It.* .. _ .. * * .. It.If •• 
THE FOLLOWING ARE THE HEX CODES fOR THE ASCII BIT PATTERNS 
THEY ARE ORG'D TO BE AT MEMORY 0200 

.. **********************tf******OW**************fifW.******1f*._**_W •••••••••••••.. 

PAGE • • START THE CHARACTER PATTERN AT 0200 

,tOOOooooooooooooocaCBI:SCBCS08CBOOD4D4000000000000D4FED4 D4fE [l4D400 1 

,IDCEAE8DCCAEADCOOF2F2C4CSDOE6E600DCE2EODCEOE2DCOOCBCSCOCOCOCOC 000 I 



0240 0443 
0240 0444 
0240 0445 
0240 ; 0446 
0240 C2C4CBCaCBC41;2 J 0447 , IC2C4CBCBCBC4C2QOEODOCBCeeBfJOEOOQE2114CBFECBI)4E20000CBCBFECBCBOOOO; 
0247 00EODOCBC8C8DOI0447 
024E EOOOE2D4CBFECBI0447 
0255 D4E20000C8C8FEI0447 
025C C8C80000; 0447 
0260 ; 0448 
0260 ; 0449 
0260 I 0450 
0260 i 0451 
0260 OOOOOOOOOOC8C8; 045:! , I:OOOOOOOOOOCBCBtlOOQOOQOFEOOQOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOC80000C2C4C8[10EOOOOO j 
0267 DOOOOOOOFEOOOOi 0452 
026£ 00000000000000; 0452 
0275 OOC80000C2C4C8;0452 
027C DOEOOOOO; 0452 
02BO 0453 
02BO 0454 
0280 0455 
0280 I 0456 
0280 DCE2E6EAF :·!E:~[lC; 0457 , IDCE:~E6EAF2E 2[1COOC8 [IBCBCBCBCI3 [lGOO DeE 2C21: 6I_BE OF I: 00 DCE2 e2CC C 2E 2[11;00 ; 
0287 00C8D8CBC8C8C810457 
028E DCOODCE2C2C6DB i0457 
0295 EOFEOODCE2C2CC I 0457 
029C C2E2DCQOi 0457 
02AO I 0458 
02AO ; 0459 
02AO 1 0460 
02AO I 0461 
02AO EOE8E8FECBC8ca; 046'2 , tEOEBEBFECBC8C8QOFEEOE;:OFCC2E2DCOOCCtlOEOECF2E2[1COOFEE2C::!C4C8[IOEOOO; 
02A7 OOFEEOEOFCC2E2; 0~62 
02AE DCOOCCDOEOECF2iO~62 
02B5 E2PCOOFEE2C2C4I 0462 
02BC CBDOEOOO 1 0462 
02CO J O~63 
02CO I 0464 
02CO ; 0~65 
02CO I 0466 
o 2CO DCE 2E2DCE2E2DC; 0~6" I tDCE 2E2DCE 2E2DCOODCE2E6DAC2C It DBOOCOCOCBCOCBCOCOOOCOCOC8COCOC8CBDO; 
02e7 OODCE2E60AC2C4 ;0467 
02CE DBOOCOCOC8COC810467 
02D5 COCOOOCOCOC8COI0467 
02DC COC8C8DO I 0467 
02EO I 0468 
02EO i 0469 
02EO I 0470 
02EO I 0471 
02EO C4C8DOEODOC8C41 0472 ,tC 4C8!10EODOCBC 400COCOF ECOFECOCOOOEODOC8C 4C8 !lOE 000DCE2C4C8C8COC8CO I 
02E7 OOCOCOFECOFECOi0472 
02EE COOOEODOC8C"tC8; 0472 
02F5 DOEOOODCE2C4C810472 
02E7 00COCOFECOFEcoi0472 
02EE COOOEODOC8C4C810472 
02F5 DOEOOODCE2C4CBI0472 

02FC C8COC8COI 0472 
0300 0473 
0300 0474 
0300 0475 
0300 ~ 0470 
0300 DCE2E2EAECEODE' 0477 IIDCE2E2EAEC£ODEOODCE2E2FEE2E2E200FCE2E2FCE2E2FCOODEEOEOEOEOEO[IEOO i 
0307 00DCE2E2FEE2E210477 
030E E200FCE2E2FCE210477 
0315 E2FCOODEEOEOE010477 
031C EOEODEOOI 0477 
0320 ; 0478 
0320 I 0479 
0320 :; 0490 
0320 ; 049t. 
0320 FCE2E2E2E2E2FC I 0482 ,tFCE 2E2E2E2E2F COOF EEOEOFCEOEOFEOOFEE OEOFCEOEOEOOODCF.. 2EOEOEEE2DCOO I 
0327 OOFEEOEOFCEOEO; 0492 
032E FEOOFEEOEOFCEO I 0482 
0335 EOEOOODCE2EOEO I 0482 
033C EEE2DCOO I 04B2 
0340 0483 
0340 04B4 
0340 0485 
0340 I 0486 
0340 E2E2E2fEE 2£2E2 ; 0487 , IE 2E2E2FE E2f 2£200[IC cacacec BcanCOOCEC4C4C4C4E4DBOOE 2E 4£ SF OE8£4E200 i 
0347 00DCCBC8C8C8C810487 
034E DCOOCEC4C4C4C4; 04B7 
0355 E4D800E2E4EBFO 104B7 
035C E8£4E200; 0487 
0360 1 0488 
0360 I 0489 
0360 i 0490 
0360 ; 0491 
0360 EOEOEOEOEOEOfE; 00492 , tEOEOEOEOEOEOFEOOE2F 6EAEAE2E2E200E2f2EAEAE6E2E200 [ICE2E2E2E2E2DCOO ; 
0367 OOE2F 6EAEAE2E2; 0492 
036E E200E2F2EAEAE61 0~92 
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0375 E2E200l)CE2E2E2 ;0492 
037C £2E2DCOO; 0492 
03BO I 0493 
03BO 0494 
03BO 0495 
03BO I 0496 
03BO FCE 2E2FCEOEOEO '0497 ,tFCE2E2FCE OEO[OOO DCE2F.2E 2EADCI:200F CE 2E 2FGEBF. 4E200DCE2EODCC2E2DCOO I 
03B7 00DCE2E2E2EADC I 0497 
03aE C200FCE2E2FCEBl0497 
0395 E4E200DCE2EODC I 0497 
0391: C2E2DCOOI 0497 
03AO I 0499 
03AO ; 0499 
03AO ; 0500 
03AO I 0501 
OJAO FECBC8caCBC8C8 J 0502 , tFE',CaCaC8CSCBC800£.2E2E2.E2E2E2DCOOE2E2E2E2E2(14C800E2E2E2EAEAF 6£200; 
03A7 OOE2E2E2E2E2E2 i 0502 
03AE DCOOE2E2E2E2E210502 
0385 D4C900E2E2E2EAl0502 
03BC EAF 6E200 I 0502 
031:0 0503 
03CO 0'504 
03CO 0505 
03CO ; 0506 
03eo E2E2D4CBD4E2E2 i 0507 , IE2E2[14C8114E2E2QOE2E2[14CBCBC8C800FEC2C4CB[lOEOF EOOCEI;scaceC8CBCEOO' 
03C7 00E2E2D"ICBCBCB I 0507 
03CE CBOOFEC2C41;BDO I 0507 
03D5 EOFEOOCECBCBCB' 0507 

03DC CBCBCEOOI 0507 
03EO , 0508 
03EQ I 0509 
03EO I 0510 
03EO I 0511 
03EO COEODOC8C4C2CO 0512 , tCOEODOC8C4C2COOO[lCC4C4C4C4C4[iCOOC8DCFECBcaCBCSOOFEfEFEfEFEFEFEOO; 
03E7 00[ICC41;4C41:4C4 0512 
03EE DCOOCSDCFECSCB 0512 
03F5 CBCBOOFEFEFEFE 0512 
03FC FEFEFEOOI 0512 
0400 0513 
0400 0514 
0400 0515 
0400 0516 
0400 0517 
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Using the COSMAC Microboard 
Battery-Backup RAM, CDP18S622 

by P. H. Merl 

The RCA-CDP18S622, COS MAC 
Microboard 8-Kilobyte Battery-Backup 
RAM,1 pictured in Fig. 1, is a Microboard 
RAM card equipped with rechargeable 
batteries. The batteries are maintained in 
the charged state either by the user's 
system power supply or by an entirely 
separate, external dc or ac supply. 
Provisions have been made on the card for 
an on-board rectifier and regulator and the 
necessary capacitors to accommodate this 
external supply, Fig. 2. There are also 
provisions for an additional, fourth, battery. 
Linking options provide the user with the 
ability to power a small system from the 
battery pack! Logic diag,ams of the 
battery-backup card are provided in Figs. 3 
and 4. This Note discusses the application 
of the board as a standard-power backup 
medium, a nonvolatile transport medium, 
and as an efficient means of aiding the 
testing of new or prototype boards. 

APPLICATIONS 

Standard-Power Backup 
Perhaps the primary application of the 
CDP18S622 Microboard is in systems 
subject to power failure. As power in the 
system fails, the on-board voltage 
comparator disables memory read (MRD) 
and memory write (MRW), and all 
information on the board remains intact in 
spite of the power failure. The drivers to the 
bus are held in the high-impedance state, 
so that no current is supplied to the system 
backplane. Battery drain is negligible and 
the information in memory is safe for days 
because of the low-power requirements of 
the CMOS RAM. The MRD and MRW 
functions are actively driven to the false 
state with system power removed so that 
the battery-backup RAM card can be 
removed from the system, transferred 
elsewhere, installed in another system, and 
run. 

Fig. 1 - The CDP18S622, COSMAC MicrobQard a-Kilobyte Battery-Backup RAM. 
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PIN I 

LINK 
CUT POINT 

92CS-S2037 

Parts List 
B1 - B3 = nickel-cadmium, 180 mAh, AAA 

'B4 =nlckel-cadmlum, 180 mAh, AAA 
(Panasonlc NR-AAA-U) 

C1, C10 = 151'F, 50 V 
'C2, C3 = 220 I'F, 20 V (Sprague 1370227C7020F2) 
C4=0.33I'F,50V 
C5-C8=0.1I'F,50V 
C9=22pF 
CR1 - CR4 = 1 N270 

'CR5 = 1N270 
'CR6 - CR9 = 1 N4001 (RCA 01201 F) 
'H1 = Heat sink (Thermalloy 6070B) 
J1, J2=termlnal, optional 12.6 V ac 
R1, R2, R3, R6, R7=47 kll, V. W,5% 
R4=5.1 Mil, V. W, 5% 
R5=10.0MIl, Yo W,5% 
R8=1.1 Mil, V. W, 5% 
R9=151l,'1z W 
R10 = 100 kll, V. W, 5% 
S1, S3=SPOT 
S2 = 3-rocker 01 P 
U1-U16=MWS5114E 
U17, = resistor module 

22kll,16pin 
U18=C04001BE 
U20 = C04070BE 
U21 =COP1867CE 
U22, U23 = COP1866CE 
U24 = C04075BE 
U25 = CA3078S 
U26, U27 = COP1856CE 
U28, U29 = C04050BE 
U30 = resistor module 

22 kll, 14 pin 
U31 = C04093BE 

'VR1 = 5-V voltage regulator 
(Fairchild 7805) 

'User·supplied components for optional power supply. 

Fig. 2 - Layout diagram for the CDP18S622. 84, VR1, CR5-CR9, C2 and C3 are optional items not 
supplied with the board. 

The voltage comparators allow the system 
voltage to drop below battery voltage 
before the comparator disables the RAM. 
This feature assures that small power
supply fluctuations will not gate the RAM 
off during normal operation, and that only 
an actual power loss will disable the RAM. 
Conversely, on power-up, the voltage is 
allowed to rise above battery voltage before 
the comparator gates the RAM on. 
Hysteresis in the comparator circuit 
prevents oscillation on, and diminishes the 
noise sensitivity of, the enable signal when 
power-supply and battery voltage are 
nearly equal. 

The CDP18S622 battery-backup board is 
involved in system power configurations 
through five different options. The first 
option makes use of the board as shipped, 
with three batteries and no regulator 
components. In this configuration, the 
batteries are maintained in the charged 
state by the user's system power supply. 

When the system power is off, the batteries 
provide power for the CDP18S622 only and 
memory contents are preserved. The 
second option uses the optional external 
regulator circuit, which permits an external 
ac or dc supply to be connected directly to 
the battery-backup board; this external 
supply is, again, separate from the user's 
system supply. In this mode of operation, 
the external supply maintains the battery 
pack in the charged state and provides 
power for the CDP18S622, but not the rest 
of the system. With a power failure, backup 
power would be supplied to the battery
backup board only. The third option also 
makes use of the external supply feature. 
However, in this option, the entire system Is 
powered from the external supply with the 
battery-backup capability available to the 
entire system. The fourth option uses the 
external supply to power the entire system, 
but the battery-backup feature applies only 
to the CDP18S622 RAM. The fifth option 
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~ NOTE ALL I C'S POWERED BY 
VB EXCEPT U31 

Fig. 3 - Logic diagram of the CDP18S622: control portion and optional power supply. 

makes use of the user's system power 
supply to power the entire system; the 
battery-pack supply power is available to 
the entire system during a power failure. 2 

When operating an entire system from the 
battery pack, it is advisable to install the 
fourth battery. Installation and linkin~ 
provisions have been provided on the card. 

Non-Volatile Transport Medium 
A second application of the battery-backup 
Microboard is as a non-volatile transport 
medium. As stated above, the board can be 
withdrawn from a system, transferred 
elsewhere, installed in another system, and 
run without loss of data. Standard 
conductive packaging should not be used 
during the transfer as this packaging will 
short out signal, power, and ground lines 
on the RAM card and run the batteries down 
prematurely and/or cause stored data to be 
lost. 

As an example of the use of the battery
backup Microboard as a transport medium, 

consider the case of a development system, 
such as the CDP18S007 or CDP18S008, for 
which software has been developed using 
disk storage, keyboard, and display, 
software that is now to be run on a remote 
system that has none of these features. It 
would take time to program an EPROM, 
which ultimately might develop bugs, for 
use on the remote system. The backup 
Microboard software could be easily 
debugged with the aid of the Micromonitor, 
however, and the board inserted in the 
remote system in running condition. 

An example of a typical debugging 
procedure involving use of the battery
backup Microboard is as follows: 

1. Substitute the CDP18S622 RAM card 
for the RAM in the development 
system that would normally hold the 
program. 

2. Assure that the memory-protect 
switch is in the off position 

3. Down-load the program into the 
CDP18S622 RAM card. 
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Fig. 4 - Logic diagram for the CDP18S622: memory and buffer portion. 
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4. Place the memory-protect switch in 
the on position. 

5. Remove the CDP18S622 RAM card 
from the development system. 

Note: Power need not be removed 
from the development system when 
removing or installing the battery
backup RAM cards. although power 
should be removed when reinstalling 
the original nonbattery-backup RAM. 
It Is recommended that the 
development system be placed in the 
step mode. by using the Step/Con
tinuous switch. before removing the 
CDP18S622 RAM card; system 
execution will probably halt if this is 
not done. After removal of the board. 
place the switch in the continuous 
mode and execution will resume. 

6. Transport the CDP18S622 battery
backup RAM card to the target 

system while observing these 
precautions: Make sure the back of 
the card does not contact a 
conductive surface. including 
Velostat* bags. Do not expose the 
board to large amounts of static 
electricity. 

7. To change the memoryaddressofthe 
CDP18S622 at the target system. 
simply change the board switch 
settings3 and install the battery
backup RAM card into the target 
system. See note under step No.5. 
above. 

8. Reset the target system and run the 
transported program. Atthls point It Is 
important to note that if the 
transported program requires RAM 
within the bounds of the battery
backup card. the memory-protect 
switch will have to be placed in the off 
position. 

'Trademark of 3M Company. 



The manual memory-protect switch 
already mentioned above is a significant 
advantage of the battery-backup RAM card. 
To test a program written to reside in a ROM 
or EPROM, the user need not program an 
EPROM or have a test-run ROM made since 
a flip of the switch turns the "read/write" 
memory card into a "read only" memory 
card. Bugs can be sought out in a simulated 
ROM environment. 

It is important to note that the battery
backup Microboard is not designed to save 
an executing program If power fails during 
operation. If the CPU is executing code in 
the battery-backup RAM card, and if the 
card is not already in the memory-protect 
mode, a power outage will cause the 
memory read and memory write to be 
disabled even before the CPU stops 
executing code. Therefore, a system restart 
will have to be performed whenever power 
is lost. However, by using the optional 
power-up reset capability, adding some 
hardware to detect power failure, and 
writing a short, fast, interrupt routine, 
system status could be saved on the 
battery-backup board so that on the return 
of power the system could resume 
operation precisely where the program was 
interrupted with the power failure. 

Testing Other Boards 
When testing newly manufactured or 
prototype boards, the CDP18S622 battery
backup card is a time-saving device. It 

ICAN-6955 

saves the time spent in reloading the test 
program for each board tested because it 
saves the program code; this savings can be 
substantial in the testing of many boards. 
The procedure given here should be 
followed when using the battery-backup 
Microboard in this appli::!ltion: 

1. Put the battery-backup board into the 
memory area where the test program 
is to reside. 

2. Load the test program from disk, 
paper tape, magnetic tape, etc. This 
step is the time consumer! 

3. Position the memory-protect switch 
to on and run the test program, noting 
hardware failures. 

4. Turn off the system power and make 
the necessary repairs. 

5. Return the repaired board to the 
system or put the next card to be 
tested into the system, turn the power 
on, and rerun the test. 

Again, no program load phase need be 
performed because the battery-backup 
card saves the code. 

REFERENCES 
1. "RCA COS MAC Microboard 8-

Kilobyte Battery-Backup RAM 
CDP18S622," RCA Solid State 
publication MB-622. 

2. See ref. 1 for parts list and directions 
for powering an entire system from the 
battery pack. 

3. See ref. 1 for switch settings. 
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CDP1804 and CDP1805 Processors Improve 
System Performance and Lower Chip Count 
by J. Paradise 

The CDP1804 and CDP1805 processors are RCA's new 
introductions to the growing CDP1800 family of micro
processor and memory devices. These chips extend the 
capability of the ODP1802 microprocessor, both in higher 
performance and additional system functions, while main
taining upward software and hardware compatibility. To . 
give the system designer a choice between flexibility and 
minimum chip count, two parts are offered: the CDP1805 
for moderate cost and off-the-shelf availability, and the 
premium CDP1804 for custom VLSI system integration. 

FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 

The CDP1804 is a CMOS, 8-bit, register-oriented micro
computer designed for use in a wide variety of general
purpose computing and control applications. It contains a 
2048-byte mask-programmable ROM, 64 bytes of RAM, an 
8-bit presettable down counter, and the same architecture 
as the CDP1802. The CDP1805 is identical tothe CDP1804, 
with the exception that the ROM Is left out for reasons of 
economy and flexibility. Both devices are capable of dc to 
4-MHz operation at 5 volts over the commercial tempera
ture range of -400 C to +850 C, and both have a voltage
range capability of from 4 to 10.5 volts. These added 
hardware and performance features, in addition to an 
enhanced instruction set, make the CDP1804 or CDP1805 a 
suitable choice for customers up-grading present CDP1802 
systems for higher system performance or greater system 
integration or considering the CDP1800-series family for 
the first time. A block diagram of the CDP1804/CDP1805 
processors is shown in Fig. 1. 
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8-STAGE 
TIMERI 

COUNTER 

Fig. 1 - CDP1804/CDP1805 block diagram. 

CDP1800 Architecture In Summary 

This section cif the Note is designed for potential 
CDP1804/05 users unfamiliar with CDP1800-series architec
tural features, and explores the software and hardware 
aspects of data transfer and manipulation, and the control 
and timing interface to support devices. While established 
users of other 8-bit machines may find this architecture 
initially perplexing because of the extreme flexibility of 
assignments within register and memory space, familiarity 
with the device and its capabilities will payoff in compact 
code generation and efficient use of memory and I/O in 
most control-oriented applications. 

Scratch pad Reglater Array - The CDP1804/05 devices 
provide an indirect means of addreSSing memory through 
register assignment. Both devices contain sixteen 16-bit 
internal scratch pad registers (in addition to 64 bytes of 
RAM) that are user-programmable as program/subroutine 
counters, memory pointers, or stack pointers for memory 
addressing, Fig. 2. In addition, these same registers can 
hold data transferred to or from the accumulator (D 
register) by meanS of software instructions, Fig. 3. Finally, 
the register contents can be incremented or decremented 
for software loops or time delays. 

16 16-BIT 
SCRATCHPAD 

REGISTER 
ARRAY 

MUX 
~~R M/IoI1-MA7 LINES 

(AI/l- AI5 ADDRESSES) 

92C5-33384 

Fig. 2 - CommonCDP1802/CDPI804/CDP1805scratchpadreglsfer 
model, addresses. 

4 TO 16 
DECODER 

16 16-BIT 
SCRATCHPAD 

REGISTER 
ARRAY 

92C$-33386 

Fig. 3 - Common CDPI802/CDPI804/CDPI805 scratchpad 
register model, data transfer. 



Memory Addressing - When used to address memory, the 
registers are selected by software instructions that load 
4-bit values into register selectors. The 4-bit P register 
selects a 16-bit scratch pad as the program counter, the 
4-bit X register selects a scratch pad as the stack pointer, 
and the 4-bit N register selects a scratch pad as the memory 
pOinter during an external data transfer, or as an operand 
during an internal data transfer (register-accumulator, 
register-register). Note that all 16 scratch pads are capable 
of addressing any ofthe 64K memory locations available to 
the CDP1804/0S processors; thus, stack space is unre
stricted, scratchpads can point to subroutines located 
anywhere in memory space, and most registers can be 
dedicated for specific data storage or addressing tasks 
during subroutine or interrupt processing. 

Addressing Modes - As a result of this register-oriented 
structure, addressing modes include direct, paged direct, 
immediate, indirect, and inherent. The direct mode applies 
to all branch instructions, which can cause conditional or 
unconditional jumps within the current page or anywhere 
in memory space. Indirect addressing allows transfer. of 
data to orfrom either general memory or stack, depending 
on user ailocation of memory space. The inherent mode 
allows for internal register modification with external mem
ory inactive. 

Instruction Set - In addition to memory reference instruc
tions, the CDP1804/0S instruction set has a full comple
ment of arithmetic and logic operations, conditional page 
and long branch instructions that test the contents of the 
accumulator and carry flag, register instructions that modify 
the contents of the internal scratch pads or register selec
tors, and 1/0 and interrupt handling instructions, Table I. 

Table 1-Breakdown of 91 Instructions Common 
to CDP1802104/05 

MEMORY TRANSFER 7 

INTERNAL REGISTER 7 

LOGIC 10 

ARITHMETIC 12 

UNCONDITIONAL JUMPS 4 

CONDITIONAL JUMPS 27 

CONTROL 7 

INTERRUPT CONTROL 3 

IIO TRANSFER 14 

92CS-33392 

Bus Structure - The CDP1804/0S processors use a multi
plexed address bus to address external memory. The high 
byte is generated first, with a TPA pulse provided to latch 
the byte into an external latch or a bus-compatible memory-
support chip. The data bus is nonmultiplexed, with a TPB 
pulse provided to latch stable data into an I/O device. A 

. separate, 3-bit, I/O address bus provides address selection 
for external peripheral chips. 

ICAN-6957 

Control and Status Pins - Control pins are provided for 
DMA transfer (with register R(O) as the DMA counter), 
interrupt requests (with register R(1) storing the interrupt 
vector), four testable flags, and a single-bit software
controlled output port. Two state code lines provide 
machine status. Separate READ and WRITE signals are 
provided for memory control, Fig. 4. 

MEMORY AODRESS 

CLOCK 
MA 7 

MAO 

MWR 

BUS 0 
Q 

N2 
NI 
NO 

CDPI804 EF4 
EF3 

MRD EF2 m 
DMA·IN 

DMA·OUT 
INT 

WAIT 
SCI 
SCO 

CLEAR TPB 
TPA 

8 
DATA BUS 

Q OUTPUT 

I/O COMMAND 

4 
I/O FLAGS 

I/O REQUESTS 

STATE CODE 

TIMING PULSES 
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Fig. 4 - CDP18041CDP1805 functional pinout. 

Execution Speed - System timing is derived from an ex
ternal crystal. The crystal is divided so as to generate eight 
clock cycles per machine cycle. A single FETCH and 
EXECUTE (16 clock cycles total) is all that is required for 
two-thirds of the instructions available with the CDP1804/0S 
devices. The result is a minimum instruction time of four 
microseconds at maximum frequency, Fig. S. 

CDP1800 ARCHITECTURE - USER ADVANTAGES 

The register-based orientation ofthe CDP1800-series archi
tecture discussed in the previous section is its dominant 
feature, and one not commonly found in the world of 
microprocessors. Once the user has mapped out a plan to 
assign registers to perform specific tasks, this'f1exibility 
provides him with a rich variety of software techniques for 
performing his required function. Flexible register assign
ment results in such structures as multiple program 
counters for quick subroutine calls, multiple stack pOinters 
for independent data and 1/0 stacks, and multiple memory 
pointers that facilitate memory data transfers and the 
adaptability of the microprocessor to interpretive languages. 

In addition, all CDP1800-series processors possess some 
unique hardware features that reduce system parts count 
and speed data transfer. The on-chip DMA counter allows 
the CPU section to generate addresses and control signals 
for memory/I/O transfer in either a continuous or cycle
stealing mode. This DMA feature also allows the user to 
perform a real-time clock function without tying up 
significant software or execution time, Fig. 6, The I/O 
structure allows for stack transfer of data directly to and 
from memory, again bypassing the CPU in the process, and 
the special I/O lines, Flags and a, allow for software polling 
of external events and single-bit output control, as well as 
the use of the lines in combination for bit-banging serial 
I/O. 
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1------- FETCH (READ) -------t __ ---EXECUTE (WRITE) -----; 

CLOCK 

AOMESS~~~H~I~By~T~E __ ~ ______ ~L~OW~B~yT~E~ ______ ~~HI~B~y~T~E __ ~ ______ L~OW~B~y~T~E ________ ~ 

TPA -.JI'--_________ ...,.,IlL.. _________ _ 
TPB __________ ...,.,r--lL.. _________ ~~ 

waA-----------1::::~V~AgLI~D~IN~P~UT~D~A~T!A====:r----_[::::==~VA~L~ID~D~U~T~PU~T~D~A§TA~::::]~ 
92CM-333a2 

Fig. 5 - Basic dc timing diagram, one instruction cycla. 

CDPI8D4/CDPI805 

SCI 

SCI FORCES DMA REQUEST EVERY TIlIRD 
MACHINE CYCLE. EACH DMA CYCLE 
INCREMENTS R(O), FOR FREQUENCY 
SHOWN. R(O) OVERFLOWS ONCE PER 
SECOND. WIlICH CAN BE CHECKED 
BY SOFTWARE, 

Fig. 6 • Application of DMA feature to gene,atll rea/·time clock 
,efe,ence. 

CDP1800 SERIES HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SUPPORT 

An equally Important advantage to potential CDP1804/05 
users, besides architectural performance capabilities, is 
the availability of a complete line of compatible memory 
and I/O devices for efficient hardware designs, and easy
to-use tools to aid software development. The CDP1800-
series Is presently the broadest CMOS LSI line in the 
industry, and the software and debug support available 
allows users to reduce the significant software burden 
required to program a microprocessor family. 

The list of support devices, Table II, for the CDP1800-
series, which Includes the CDP1802, CDP1804, and 
CDP1805 because of their compatibility, is highlighted by 
12 RAM devices with capacities of from 32 to 4096 bits; 
ROM chips compatible with the CDP1800-serles multiplexed 
bus structure, with user·programmed address decoders 
that uniquely define memory space without external 
decoding, and with Identical pinout for system upgrade 
without board changes; EPROM's for system prototyping; 
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Table II - MaJor CDP1800-Serle. Support 
Component. 

RAMS 

COPI821 IKXI 
COPI822 256X4 
MWS5101 256X4 
CDPI823 128X8 
CDPI824 32X8 
CDPI825 IKX4 
MWS5114 IKX4 

* CDPI826 64X8 

ROMS 

CDP1831 512X8 
CDPl832 512X8 
CDPI833 IKX8 
CDPI834 IKX8 * CDPI835 2KX8 

* MWS5316 2KX8 

~ 
CDPI8U42 256 X 8 * MWS57U58 IK X 8 

SIMPLE 1/0 

COPI852 1/0 PORT 
COPI853 DECODER 
CDPI856 BUFFER 
CDPIB57 BUFFER 
CDP1858 LATCH 
CDPI859 LATCH 
CDPI863 COUNTER 
CDP1866 LATCH 
CDPI867 LATCH 

COPI872 I/O PORT 
CDPI873 DECODER 
CDPI874 I/O PORT 
CDPI875 1/0 PORT 

COMPLEX 1/0 

CDPI851 
CDPIB54A 
CDPI855 
COPI8S9 
CDPI870 
CDPI871 
COPIB76 * CDPI877 

PROG 1/0 
UART 
MDU 
CRT CONTROLLER 
CRT CONTROLLER 
KEYBOARD ENCODER 
CRT CONTROLLER 
INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 

* RESERVED NUMBER FOR 19BI PRODUCTION DEVICES 

92CS-33383 

and a wide variety of I/O devices ranging from simple 
buffers and latches to complex peripherals suc.h as multlport 
programmable I/O, UARrs, math chips, and CRT controllers. 

Software support is available from products that range 
from Simple prototyping kits to complete development 
systems. High-level languages, Including mlcroFORTH, 
PLlM, and BASIC, are available to reduce software develop
ment time. In-circuit emulation, through the use of the 
"Micromonitor," provides comprehensive debug and evalua
tion capability, either in conjunction with a development 
system or for standard-alone use in the field. Finally, a 
complete line of CMOS Single-board computers and peri
pheral subsystems. designed around products In the 1800-
series family, are available to further ease the COlt and the 
turn-around time of hardware implementation, Table III. 
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Table III - Major CDP1800-Serles System Support 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
• COSMAC SYSTEM IV (CDP18S008) 

• CRT-BASED SYSTEM CONTAINING: 
• 64KMEMORY 
• DUAL FLOPPY-DISK DRIVES 
• IN-CIRCUIT EMULATION (MICROMONITOR) 
• BUILT-IN PROM PROGRAMMER 
• COMPLETE DISK OPERATING SYSTEM 

• LEVEL I, LEVEL II ASSEMBLER 
• MACROASSEMBLER 
• FULL-SCREEN EDITOR AND TEXT EDITOR 
• MICROMONITOR OPERATING SYSTEM (MOPS) 
• PROM-PROGRAMMER OPERATING SOFTWARE 

SOFTWARE (OPTIONAL) 
• BASIC1 (FIXED POINT) INTERPRETER/COMPILER 
• BASIC2 (FLOATING POINT) INTERPRETER 
• PLM-1800 COMPILER 
• FIXED AND FLOATING POINT MATH SUBROUTINES 

MICROBOARDS - SINGLE BOARD MICROCOMPUTERS 
• COORDINATED SET OF COMPUTER, MEMORY AND 110 BOARDS 

• CDP18S606-1804/1805 EVALUATION BOARD CONTAINS: 
• 1804 CPU W/2.47 MHZ CLOCK 
• 2K BYTES RAM (FOR 1804 ROM SIMULATION) 
• 2 EACH ROM/EPROM SOCKETS 
• 2 EACH PARALLEL 110 PORTS 
• RS232C SERIAL PORT (UART) 

CDP1804/05 Enhancements 

The preceding discussion has dealt with features and 
advantages that are common to the CDP1802, CDP1804, 
and CDP1805. The following sections describe specific 
enhancements to the CDP1802: increased memory, timer
counter Implementation, standard call and return instruc
tions, and enhanced 16-bit data manipulation, all of which 
should be of particular usefulness to those who are already 
familiar with CDP1802 capabilities and the advantages of 
hardware and software enhancements in their system 
designs. 

Memory 

A significant feature of the upgraded CDP1804 is its 
memory expandability, which is not compromised as in 
some other single-chip microprocessors. The same 64K 
memory address space is available, with 2K of ROM and 64 
bytes of RAM on-board. The large on-board ROM size is 
sufficient for many application programs, and it can hold 
special firmware such as the CDP18S827 floating-point 
binary arithmetic subroutine, or a budget interpreter such 
as TINY BASIC. The internal RAM provides enough loca
tions for stack and auxiliary scratch pad usage; data
acqUisition applications can take advantage of the larger 
memory address space for outboard RAM. Note that both 
internal ROM and RAM have mask-programmable address 
spaces, with an ~ signal provided to indicate when 
external memory Is being addressed. 

The CDP1805 has the same RAM complement and expand
ability features as the CDP1804. Since the device is an 
off-the-shelf part, its RAM is accessed through a OE input 
that replaces the CDP1804 ~ output. In general, the user 
will find the absence of ROM on the CDP1805 an advantage 
In many system applications because of the trend to larger 
and larger ROM programs In increasingly sophisticated 
systems. The absence of the ROM allows the user great 

flexibility in designing his system, and may well provide the 
most cost-effective approach for the majority of appli
cations. Thus, the CDP1805 should be. chosen when 
anticipated ROM program space exceeds that of the 
capacity of the CDP1804, when prototyping an experimental 
application with EPROM, when the application software 
can change, or when the user is willing to trade off cost for 
increased chip count. 

Timer/Counter 

An additional hardware feature of the CDP1804/05 devices, 
besides on-board memory, is an 8-stage preseUable down 
counter, Fig. 7. This is a full-function timer/counter, with 

TPA 

EF2 

READ LOAD 

92CS-3338!5 

Fig. 7 - CDP1804/CDP1805 timer/counter model. 

inputs available from an external source or a scaled internal 
clock, and output overflow indication through the external 
o line or an internal counter interrupt request. The counter 
makes use of ten linked opcode instructions to perform its 
control functions and to program the counter for its opera
tional modes. LOAD, READ, STOP, and DECREMENT 
control instructions provide manual control and allow the 
counter to be used to generate a programmable time delay. 
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Three running modes can be programmed with five addi
tional instructions; the modes are: 

1. TIMER - with the input derived from the CDP1804/05 
TPA pulse divided by 32, which allows its use as a time 
base for real-time applications. 

2. EVENT COUNTER - with the input from 1 of 2 flag 
lines (software selectable), for single or dual-channel 
event counting. 

3. PULSE DURATION MEASUREMENT - with the input 
again from a flag line, with the counter value repre
senting the pulse width at the input. Because two 
inputs can be sequentially applied, comparison 
measurements can be made. 

In conjunction with each of these modes, a tenth instruction, 
ETQ, can generate a programmable square wave or provide 
control to external peripherals by toggling the Q output on 
every counter overflow. 

In addition tothe ten timer/counter functions, six additional 
instructions allow arbitration between external and counter 
interrupts. Two instructions each are provided for interrupt 
masking and unmasking, while two others allow for software 
polling to determine the interrupt source. 

Standard Can and Return 

The most significant software enhancement of the 
CDP1804/05 devices over the CDP1802 is the addition of 
single CAll and RETURN instructions, which save both 
software and time, and free-up internal scratch pad registers 
for other uses, Table IV. These instructions, SCAl and 
SRET, are Slightly different than those of other micropro
cessor families, primarily to allow the user to pass in-line 
data from tbe main program orcalling routine to the target 
subroutine. Direct addressing is incorporated as with other 
families; however, the main program counter is exchanged 
with a deSignated scratch pad, and it is the scratch pad 
contents that are saved on the stack. This technique allows 
the original PC to pointto data following the call instruction 
without having to exchange pointers on the stack. 

The SCAl and SRET instructions eliminate the need for 
dedicated call and return subroutines, as required with the 
CDP1802, as well as the need to allocate two registers to 
point to these subroutines. However, as with the CDP1802, 
the most efficient subroutine call for small programs that 

d.o not use nested subr.outines Is stili the SEP Instruction, 
which uses the flexibility of register reallocation to switch 
program counters from' main program to subroutine with 
one byte of code; 

18-Blt Data Tranlf.r 

Sixteen-bit data transfers can be easily implemented on all 
CDPl80D-serles processors because olthe presence of the 
16-blt-wlde scratch pad register array. In addition to 18-blt 
register increments and decrements, arithmetic and shift 
operations can be performed on 16-blt operators stored In 
the scratch pad registers with a sequence of CDPl804/05 
software instructions. An additional hardware feature results 
from the CDP1804/05 I/O structure, which allows la-bit 
data transfer in one machine cycle from scratchpad register 
R(X) to the address bus, with I/O control lines active to 
distinguish between this special I/O transfer and normal 
memory-address operations. 

In addition to the above features common to the CDP1802, 
CDP1804, and CDP1805, the CDPl804/05 devices have 
four new instructions that supplement the 16-bit data
transfer operations: 

1. A register-load instruction that permits direct loading 
of any 16-bit scratch pad from two consecutive Im
mediate program locations (RlDI). 

2. A register-to-register transfer instruction that permits 
data transfer from any scratch pad to the R(X) stack 
pointer (RNX). 

3. A register-to-memory transfer Instruction that stores 
any register's contents into two consecutive memory 
locations (RSXD). 

4. A memory-to-register transfer instruction that loads 
two consecutive memory locations into any scratchpad 
register (RlXA). 

These additional instructions can be used to manipulate, 
either 16-bit data or addresses on the CDP1804/05 
devices because of the dual address/data capability of 
the scratch pad register array. Note thatthe accumulator 
(D register) is not involved inany ofthese new transfer 
operations, permitting its contents to be preserved 
without the need for additional manipulations. The 
enhanced data-transfer capability is illustrated In Fig. 
8. 

Table IV -Performance Comparisons-Subroutine Calland Return for CDP1802/04/05 
Implemented with Varioul Technlq"es 

1802 SOFTWARE 1802 ~~l~WARE 1804/06 SOFTWARE 1804105 SOFTWARE 
I'SCRT" SCALI SRET 'SEP' 

TECHNIQUE TECHNIQUE INSTRUCTIONS TECHNIQUE 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 

CYCLES - CAll 
32 2 10 2 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 24 4 B 4 

CYCLES - RETURN 

CAll TIME 
(lB02 f3,2 MHz) 

(1804/0 @ 4 MHzl 
BO ,.. 5,.. 20,.. 4,.. 

RETURN TIME 
(1802 f3.2 MHz) 

(1804/0 (DI 4 MHzl 
60,.. 10,.. 16,.. 8,.. 

NUMBER OF 
BYTES SOFTWARE 45 4 6 4 
CAll + RETURN 

92C8-33391 
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RLDI PROG 

the CDP1804/05 devices lies within the 16-blt scratchpad 
array, a full 64K of addressable memory allows this power 
to be utilized to the fullest. 

MEM 

RNX 

L~~J'TIRITL:XXA~.~ ~J~ 
RSXD 

92CS- 33390 

Some limited 1/0 is already present on the CDP1804/05 
units in the form of the Flag and Q lines. Sixteen-bit data 
transfer via the address bus is another form of I/O that has 
already been discussed. Externall/~ can easily be mapped 
with CDP1804/05 1/0 bus structure, and a wide variety of 
peripheral devices are available for this purpose. Finally, 
the high-volume customer can choose to integrate a 
custom 1/0 device that can be tailored to his specific needs 
and that can interface directly with the CDP1804/05 
processors. 

CONCLUSIONS Fig. 8 - Enhancedscratchpadreglsterdata-flowmode/uniqua 
to CDP1804/CDP1805. Compare this figure with Fig. 3. 

WHY WAS I/O LEFT OUT? 

The CDP180D-series has been designed into a wide variety 
of new and existing applications, Table V; this has not been 
by accident. The announcement of the CDP1800 product 

The discussion of architectural details presented thus far line was made in 1976; products in the line are available in 
requires mention of a significant functional block that is not high volume. Users have taken advantage of the low power, 
contained within the CDP1804/05 device: a complement of traditional CMOS features of the line; its architecture, 1/0 
full 8-bit 1/0 ports. The foremost design goal of the handling capability, and ease of implementation have made 
CDP1804/05 processors was to make them upward com- the family popular in control-oriented applications. The 
patible in both software and hardware with the existing addition of the more powerful CDP1804 and CDP1805 
CDP1802 to ease the upgrade transfer for the system processors and an increasing array of memory and support 
designer. This constraint eliminated any chance of adding chips will encourage users to develop increasingly sophisti-
1/0 ports on-board. Ifthe decision to add 1/0 atthe expense cated systems around the CDP1800 family, and should 
of hardware compatibility had been made, then expand- attract newcomers to this versatile, broad-based, well-
ability would have been compromised. Since the power of established line. 

Table V - CDP1800-Serles Microprocessor Applications 

SET BACK THERMOSTAT BOARD TESTERS MOTOR CONTROL 
PORTABLE AIR QUALITY MONITOR UTILITY METER MINI PBSX 
INDUSTRIAL POWER MONITOR COIN CHANGER HAND HELD MEDICAL TERMINAL 
ENERGY MEASUREMENT ARTIFICIAL BREAST SPACE FLIGHT TAPE RECORDER 
LOAD MANAGEMENT (ENERGY MANAGEMENT) TEST INSTRUMENTS MULTI LINK INTERCOM 
PORTABLE METER READER IRRIGATION CONTROLLER AUTO ANTI-THEFT 
PORTABLE BILL CALCULATOR SALMON COUNTER INDUSTRIAL CONTROLLERS (NUMERIC 
PORTABLE NOISE LEVEL MEASUREMENT SEISMOGRAPH MACHINE CONTROL) 
AUTOMOTIVE SPARK CONTROL ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROLS REMOTE. HAND HELD. DATA ENTRY 
AUTOMOTIVE FUEL CONTROL REMOTE GAUGES AND METERS TERMINAL 
MILITARY RADIO COMMUNICATION NAVIGATIONAL CONTROLS AIRBORNE FLIGHT TEST INSTRUMENTATION 
ELECTRIC CAR DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEMS AIRCRAFT ATTITUDES DISPLAY 
MOBILE TELEPHONE CREDIT CARD VERIFIER FLOOD WATER MONITOR 
ULTRASONIC WELD INSPECTION SONAR SYSTEMS MOTOR-GENERATOR CONTROL SET 
HAND HELD MEDICAL MONITOR FILM SPLICER PORTABLE OIL EXPLORATION EQUIPMENT 
FLOW METER SOLAR POWERED DATA LOGGER HOME COMPUTER 
HOME SECURITY (FIRE & INTRUSION) PORTABLE GAS ANALYZER AIRCRAFT REMOTE CIRCUIT BREAKER 
LOGGING (WELL DRILLING) KIOSKS CONTROL 
MISSILES DEEP FAT FRYER SOLAR WATER HEATER CONTROLLER 
AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSTICS VENDING MACHINE BEER TAP CONTROLLER 
TELEPHONE DIALER COPIER CONTROL TV GAMES 
LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER DIGITAL TUNING LANGUAGE TRANSLATOR 
PRINTING ELAPSED TIME COUNTER VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS SURVEY EQUIPMENT 
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER TV CAMERA DIVING EQUIPMENT 
BATTERY CHARGER CONTROLLER UNDERGROUND MINE TELEPHONE 
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New CMOS CDP1800-Series Processors Reduce Chip Count 

by J. Paradise 

INTRODUCTION 

In today's world of microminiaturization, there is a con
stantly increasing emphasis on portability and compactness 
in microprocessor-based designs for commercial and 
industrial applications. These factors can be satisfied by 
two new CMOS processor introductions from RCA, namely, 
the CDP1804 and CDP1805. These devices combine 
CPU, memory, and peripheral functions on a single chip, 
and provide a compact system design with the additional 
portability offered by battery-operation. 

THE CDP1804 

The CDP1804 is an 8-bit microcomputer enhancement of 
the well-established CDP1802 register-oriented micro
processor. The CDP1804 has the same architectural features 
as the CDP1802,with the addition of a 2048-byte mask
programmable ROM, 64 bytes of RAM, an 8-bit presettable 
timer/counter, and an enhanced instruction set for greater 
versatility and improved data handling. Process improve
ments have enhanced the performance of the CDP1804 
over that of the CDP1802: speed capability is increased to 
dc to 4 MHz at 5 volts over the commercial temperature 
range of -40'C to +85°C, with an operating voltage range 
capability of from 4 to 10.5 volts. Because the ROM in this 
device is tailored to a specific customer requirement, the 
device should be viewed as a premium part suitable for 
custom VLSI integration, where minimum chip count is the 
overriding factor in the system design. A block diagram of 
the CDP1~04 is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 1 - CDP1804 block diagram. 

THE CDP1805 

The CDP1805 is identical to the CDP1804, with the exception 
that the ROM is left out for reasons of economy and 
flexibility. In general, because of the trend to larger and 
larger ROM programs in new system deSigns, the absence 
of ROM on the CDP1805 should be viewed as an advantage. 
Greater deSign flexibility is provided for cases where 
antiCipated ROM program space is undefined, where ROM 
patterns may change, where the substitution of only a ROM 
can generate a new end product, or where experimental 
applications are to be prototyped with EPROM. Even 
though total chip count may increase, the system cost may 
be reduced: two smaller chips can often generate higher 
equivalent yields than a single large die. 

The diagrams in Fig. 2 show the equivalent implementation 
of a microcomputer function using the CDP1802, CDP1804, 
and CDP1805 in the system design. 

CDP1804/CDP1805 FEATURES AND ENHANCEMENTS 

Internal Architecture - The architectural features of the 
CDP1804 and CDP1805 are identical to those of the 
CDP1802. Internally, an array of sixteen 16-bit scratch pad 
registers provides control over memory addressing and 
internal housekeeping. The user, employing software 
control, indirectly programs this scratch pad by using 4-bit 
register designators (P,N,X). The scratch pad registers can 
be programmed as program counters, memory pointers, 
stack pOinters, or storage locations for variable data. Once 
the user has mapped out a register assignment plan, a rich 
variety of software techniques are possible. Multiple pro
gram counters for quick subroutine calls, multiple stacks 
for I/O, data, and context switching, and multiple memory 
pOinters for low-software-overhead data transfers can be 
facilitated. 

The 0 register (accumulator) is used i.n most data transfer 
and arithmetic operations. Internal and I/O control flags 
facilitate software test and branch operations. The internal 
structure of the CDP1804 and CDP1805 allows a variety of 
software instruction types and memory addressing modes, 
as shown in Tables I and II. 

External Interfacing - Externally, the CDP1804 and 
CDP1805 have the same bus and control structure as the 
CDP1802, right down to a nearly identical pinout arrange
ment, Fig. 3. An 8-bit multiplexed address bus Is used to 
generate one of 64K possible addresses to internal and 
external memory; a separate bidirectional bus is used for 
data transfer. The I/O structure is unique, with a separate 
1/0 address bus, four flag inputs and one interrupt Input, 
and a single a-bit output port. The I/O structure allows for 
stack transfer of data directly to and from memory, while 
the flag and a lines can be used as I/O pins under software 
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Fig. 2 - Equivalent microcomputer implementation: 
(a) CDPl802-based design. (b) CDPlfNJ5-based design. 
(c) CDPlfNJ4- based design. 

Table I - Breakdown of 91 Instructions Common 
10 CDP1802ICDP1804/CDP180S 

MEMORY TRANSFER 7 

INTERNAL REGISTER 7 

LOGIC 10 

ARITHMETIC 12 

UNCONDITIONAL JUMPS 4 

CLOCK 
8 MA7 

MEMORY ADDRESS 

MAO 

MWR 

BUS 0 
Q 

N2 
NI 
NO 

CONO I T IONAL JUMPS 27 CDPIB04 m 
CONTROL 

INTERRUPT CONTRO~ 3 

I/O TRANSFER 14 

Table II - CDP18041CDP1805 Addressing Modes 

DIRECT 
PAGED DIRECT 
IMMEDIATE 

- FOR JUMPS ANYWHERE IN MEMORY SPACE 
- FOR JUMPS WITHIN A CURRENT PAGE 
- FOR DATA TO ACCUMULATOR OR 

SCRATCH PADS 
- FOR ALL MEMORY ADDRESSING 

MRD m 
EFI 

DMA.IN 
DMA·OUT 

WAIT 
INT 

SCI 
seo 

CLEAR 

ICAN-6968 

B 
DATA BUS 

Q OUTPUT 

1/0 COMMAND 

4 
1/0 FLAGS 

3 
I/O REQUESTS 

2 
STATE CODE 

2 
TIMING PULSES 

92CS-333SS 

INDIRECT 
INHERENT - FOR INTERNAL REGISTER CONTROL Fig. 3 - CDPl804/CDP1805 funciionsl pinout. 
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control, or in serial I/O applications. In addition to the 
above, DMA request inputs are provided for control of an 
on-board DMA counter. The DMA feature allows the CPU 
section to generate address and control signals for 
memory/lID transfer in a continuous. or cycle-stealing 
mode, and can also be used to provide a real-time clock 
function under hardware-update control. 

Hardware Enhancements - The chip count savings in 
using the CDP1804 or CDP1805 instead of a CDP1802 (or 
equivalent 8-blt micro) results from the on-board memory 
and timer/counter function. The CDP1804 on-board ROM 
is sufficient for many applications; it can alternately hold 
special firmware such as math routines, video display 
character generator sets, or a scaled-down high-Ievel
language interpreter. The RAM on the CDP1804 and 
CDP1805 provides enough storage locations for stack and 
variable data in minimum systems, with the memory 
addressing capability useful for off-board RAM in memory
intensive applications. 

The full-function timer-counter, Fig. 4, is an 8-stage preset-

92CS-3338!5 

Fig. 4 - CDP1804/CDP1805 timer/counter model. 

table down counter, with inputs available from an external 
source or a scaled internal clock. An output is available via 
thea line or in software through the use of an internal 
counterinterruptrequest.SixteenCDP1804/CDP1805instruc
tioris are provided for counter mode control, manual 
counter operation, and arbitration between external and 
counter interrupts. The instructions allow the counter to be 
used to count iterations in software loops, for time-base 
referencing, f.or external-event counting, or for pulse-width 
measurements. 

Software Enhancements - Six instructions additional to 
the sixteen timer-counter instructions are used for improved 
CDP1804/COP1805 throughput. Single CALL and RETURN 
instructions are provided to save software time and free-up 
Internal scratch pad registers for other uses. In comparing 
these Ir;tstructlons against equivalent techniques using the 
COP1802, a 5:1 improvement in execution speed is realized. 

The remaining four instructions enhance the 16-bit data 
transfer capability of the CDP1804/CDP1805 by extending 
the capability of the 16-bit wide scratch pad register array. 
New instructions have been added for immediate 16-bit 
scratch pad loading, 16-bit register-to-register transfers, 
and 16-bit register-to-memory and memory-to-register 
transfers. Fig:- 5 shows a model of scratch pad register
based data transfer. 
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The. twenty-two new instructions of the CDP1804 and 
CDP1805 processors, Table III, by allowing the user to 
realize savings in both software and execution speed, 
match these new processors to applications in which code 
length or throughput may have precluded the use of the 
CDP1802. . 

RLDI PROG 
MEM 

RNX 

92C$-33390 

Fig. 5 - Enhanced scratchpad-register data-flow model unique to 
CDP1804/CDP1805. 

Table III - New CDP1804/CDP1805Instructlonl 

TIMER/COUNTER 
LOC - LOAD 
GEC - READ 
STPC - STOP 
DTC - DECREMENT 
STM - TIMER MODE . 
SCM1 - EVENT COUNTER VIA EF1 
SCM2 - EVENT COUNTER VIA EF2 
SPM1 - PULSE WIDTH VIA EF1 
SPM2 - PULSE WIDTH .VIA EF2 
ETa - COUNTER OUTPUT VIA a 

INTERRUPT CONTROL 
XIE - ENABLE EXTERNAL INT 
XID - DISABLE EXTERNAL INT 
CIE - ENABLE COUNTER INT 
CID - DISABLE COUNTER INT 
BCI - BRANCH ON COUNTER INT 
BXI - BRANCH ON EXTERNAL INT 

SUBROUTINE AND DATA TRANSFER 

SCAL - STANDARD CALL 
SRET - STANDARD RETURN 
RLDI - REGISTER LOAD IMM. 
RNX - REG. TO REG. TRANSFER 
RLXA - MEM. TO REG. TRANSFER 
RSXD - REG. TO MEM. TRANSFER 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The potential user of a CDP1804 or CDP1805 should look 
beyond the specific architectural details of the device in 
designing a minimum-parts-count system. These two 
devices are members of a complete family of devices 
supplemented by easy-to-use tools that aid in system and 
software development. The versatile devices in the line 
make it possible for the user to realize efficient hardware 
designs, and the software and debug support available 
allows the user to reduce the significant software burden 
required to program a microprocessor family. 

The u~er can look with confidence to this high-volume, 
established family from which the wide variety of new and 
existing applications shown in Table IV have been designed. 
In the past, the architecture and 1/0 features of the 
CDP1802 have supplemented its traditional low-power, 
high-noise-immunity characteristics in control-oriented 
designs. The CDP1804 and CDP1805 are extensions of this 
family, and these enhanced devices, along with new, high
density memories and complex 1/0 support devices, should 
continue to make the CDP1800 family a primary choice in 
future CMOS microprocessor-based systems. 

Table IV - A Sampling of Typical 
CDP1800-Serles Microprocessor Applications 

SET BACK THERMOSTAT 
PORTABLE AIR QUALITY MONITOR 
INDUSTRIAL POWER MONITOR 
ENERGY MEASUREMENT 
LOAD MANAGEMENT (ENERGY MANAGEMENT) 
PORTABLE METER READER 
PORTABLE BILL CALCULATOR 
PORTABLE NOISE LEVEL MEASUREMENT 
AUTOMOTIVE SPARK CONTROL 
AUTOMOTIVE FUEL CONTROL 
MILITARY RADIO COMMUNICATION 
ELECTRIC CAR 
MOBILE TELEPHONE 
ULTRASONIC WELD INSPECTION 
HAND HELD MEDICAL MONITOR 
FLOW METER 
HOME SECURITY (FIRE & INTRUSION) 
LOGGING (WELL DRILLING) 
MISSILES 
AUTOMOTIVE DIAGNOSTICS 
TELEPHONE DIALER 
LINE PRINTER CONTROLLER 
PRINTING ELAPSED TIME COUNTER 
FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZER 
BATTERY CHARGER CONTROLLER 
SONAR SYSTEMS 
FILM SPLICER 
SOLAR POWERED DATA LOGGER 
PORTABLE GAS ANALYZER 
KIOSKS 
DEEP FAT FRYER 
VENDING MACHINE 
COPIER CONTROL 
DIGITAL TUNING 
VEHICLE DIAGNOSTICS 
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Understanding and Using The CDP1855 
Multiply/Divide Unit 

by G. Johnson 

The CDP1855 MultiplylDivide Unit,' MDU, 
can be an efficient hardware replacement 
for the software~only implementation of 
arithmetic and signal-processing algo
rithms. The software is required with most 
8-bit microprocessors because they are 
fabricated without multiply and divide in
structioris. Software routines that perform 
multiply and divide operations are generally 
complex, and involve valuable memory 
space and time in their implementation. In 
applications that require many arithmetic 
operations, where real-time execution 
speed and code compactness are important, 
as in signal processing algorithms involving 
sums of products, the CDP1855 can effec
tively perform a mathematical task in hard
ware to supplement the capability of the 
system processor, and thereby eliminate 
the need for elaborate software routines 
and improve system speed and capability. 
Up to four CDP1855's can be cascaded for 
multiple-precision operations. The MDU is 
fabricated by means of the CMOS technol
ogy, which means that it can offer dramatic 
power savings when used in place of math 
chips of other technologies. 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The CDP1855 MDU hasthree8-bit reg
isters (X, Y, and Z), which are loaded with 
operands prior to the multiply or divide 
operation, and which contain a product or 
quotient when the process is complete. In 
addition, an 8-bit control register defines 
and initiates the operation, while a single
bit status register (bitO) is used for overflow 
indication (also available at the CO pin). 
The MDU may be addressed in 1/0 or 
memory space. 

Addressing-I/O Space 

If connections are made as shown in 
Fig. 1, the MDU is addressed as an 1/0 
device, and responds to input and output 
instructions. Table I lists the 1/0 instruction 
codes and N line addresses that access the 
various MDU registers. 

212 

1802 1855 vDD 

NII-------tRAI CE 

N2 RA2 CX 

TPBI-------tSTB 

iiii51---......-t 

Ut----i 

DATA BUS 

CND 
CNI 

92CS-33700 

Fig. 1 - Circuit configur8tion for MDU 
addressed 8S an 1/0 device. 

Addressing-Memory Space 

Fig.2 shows the required connections 
for memory-mapped addressing of the 
MDU. MWA is used as the readlwritesignal, 
and address bits (latched high address bits 
if used) drive the AAO, AA1, and AA2 pins. 
Certain non-memory instructions, such as 
PHI and GLO, cause the contents of Inter
nal CPU registers to appear on the address 
bus. As a result, the relld and write signals 
(MAD and MWR) are OR'ed to produce a 
valid chip-enable signal (CE) only during 
actual memory operatlons.2 

Control Byte 

The control-byte format Is shown In 
Fig. 3. BltsO and 1 define the type of opera
tion: multiply, divide, or no operation. If bit 
2 is a logic 1, the contents of the Z register 
will be reset to zero. Similarly, if bit 3 Is a 
logic 1, the contents of the Y register will be 
resetto zero. Bits4 and 5 define the number 
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Table I - I/O Instruction Codes and N Line 
Addresses Accessing Various MDU Registers 

CDP1.55 OPERATION 

Load X register 

Load Z register 

Load Y register 

Load Control Byte 

Read X register 

Read Z register 

Read Y register 

Read Status Byte 

No-Operation 

I/O INST. C2 

64 

65 

66 

67 

6C 

60 

6E 

6F 

XX 0 

X = Don't Care 

crm 

XTAL ~=====~ MAO 
MAl 

MAX 

!!Qg 
TPA 

MWR I-~----+! 

Miiii .---"'<-~ 
TPB I------_+! 

N2 N1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

X X 

+VDD 

NO 

0 

0 

0 

1 

0 

X 

R/W 

o 
o 
o 
o 

X 

BUS EF 1+-------1 
'---T:.;'---...J 

92CS- 33173Rr 

Fig. 2 - Required connection for memory
mapped addressing of the MDU. 

BIT 7 6 5 4 
TWO BIT 

RESET CODE' FOR 

CLOCK SEQUENCE NUMBER OF 
PRESCALER COUNTERS MDU'S USED 

Fig. 3 - Control-byte format. 

of MDU units in cascade. A logic 1 in bit 6 
will reset the internal sequence counters. 
Bit 7 selects the built-in clock prescaler, 
which divides by2, 4, or8 depending on the 
number of MDU's cascaded. 

Sequence Counter. 

When multiple units are used, the load
ing and reading of each X register is sequen
tial: the first selection of the X register 
accesses the most significant CDP1855; 
the second time the X register is selected, 
the X register of the next significant unit is 
accessed, and so on. Y, Z, and the status 
registers are all independently sequenced 
in the same manner. Before loading the X, Y 
and Z registers with operands, the sequence 
counters must be reset by loading a control 
byte with a logic 1 in bit 6, or by clearing the 
device through the use of the claar pin. 

The control registers do not sequence, 
but are all loaded at the same time. 

3 

CLR 

Y 

2 o 

ClR 

Z DIV MULT. 

92eB-3389' 

MULTIPLY OPERATION 

In a multiply operation, the 8-bit oper
ands are loaded into the X and Z registers. 
When the operation is complete, the prod
uct is in the Y and Z registers, with Y being 
the more significant half and Z the less sig
nificant half; the X register will be un
changed after the operation. The original 
contents of the Y register are added to the 
product of X and Z. Bit 3 of the control byte 
will reset Y to zero if no addition factor is 
desired. 

The above operation can be described by 
the following formula: 

X'Z+Y-YZ 
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Multiply Example 

An 8x8-bit hardware multiply opera
tion can be performed with the CDP1800.
based system shown in Fig. 1 by using the 
program shown in Fig. 4. The first portion 
of the program allocates registers of the 
CPU for memory and stack pointers. The 
subroutine begins with the loading of the 
control registers through the execution of 
an OUT 7 instruction followed by an imme
diate byte, in this case FO (11110000). Logic 
highs on bits 4 and 5 define the number of 
cascaded MDU's as one. Bit 6 resets the 
internal sequence counters and bit 7 selects 
the optional clock prescaler, which causes 
the shift frequency to be one-half the clock 
frequency. 

Once the control byte has been loaded, 
the CDP1855 X register is loaded by execu
ting an OUT 4 instruction. The data, stored 
in the stack, is put out on the data bus and 
loaded into the X register of the MDU. The 
OUT 5 instruction loads theZ register in the 
same manner. The control register is re
loaded with F9 (11111001). Bit3 resets reg
ister Y to zero, and the code of 01 on bits 1 
and O' causes the multiply operation to 
begin. 

The MDU automatically performs the 
8x8 multiply and stores the most significant 
half of the 16-bit answer in register Y, and 
the least significant half in the Z register. 
The time required to perform the actual 
multiply operation is 8N+1 shifts, where N 
is the number of cascaded MDU's, one in 

!M 
0000 F800; 
0002 BE; 
0003 F80E; 
0005 AE; 
0006 F800; 
0008 BF; 
0009 FB1D; 
OOOB AF; 
OOOC DE; 
0000 ; 
0000 ; 
0000 DO; 
OOOE EE; 
OOOF 67FO; 
0011 EFg 
0012 64, 
0013 65; 
0014 EE; 
0015 67F9; 
0017 EF; 
0018 6E; 
0019 60; 
001A 60; 
001B 3000; 
0010 
0010 
0021 
0021 
0021 
0021 
0021 
0021 
0021 
0000 

0001 BEGIN 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 RETU 
0013 MULT 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 STACK 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 END 

LDI A. 1 (MUL T> 
PHI RE 
LDI A.O(MULT> 
PLO RE 
LDI A.l(STACK) 
PHI RF 
LDI A.O(STACK) 
PLO RF 
SEP RE 

SEP' RO 
SEX RE 
OUT 7; DC OFOH 
SEX RF 
OUT 4 
OUT 5 
SEX RE 
OUT 7; DC OF9H 
SEX RF 
INP 6 
IRX 
INP 5 
BR RETU 

OS 4 

this case. Therefore, the multiply operation 
takes 9 shift c:lcles in this example, and 
since the prescaler is being used, this 
number of cycles translates to 18 clock 
pulses of the CPU. To provide enoug h time 
for the multiply operation, software should 
be arranged so that at least one instruction 
occurs between the multiply command 
(OUT 7, F9) and reading of the answer. The 
answer is read from the Y and Z registers by 
performing an INP 6 and an INP 5 instruc
tion; the result is stored in two stack loca
tions in memory. 

DIVIDE OPERATION 

In a divide operation, the divisor is 
loaded into the X register. The dividend is 
loaded into the Y and Z registers with the 
more significant half in the Y register and 
the less significant half in the Z register. 
When the operation is complete, the quo
tient is in the Z register and the remainder is 
in the Y register. The above operation can 
be described by the following formula: 

Y Z -+- X - Z + Y REM 

If the answer exceeds the size of the Z 
register (8N bits, where N is the number of 
MDU's) the CO/OF pin on the most signifi
cant MDU goes low. If desired, theZ register 
can be cleared by loading a control byte 
with bit 2 high, and another divide opera
tion can be performed on the remainder. 

•• LOAD HI-ADD OF MULT 
•• INTO RE.l 
•• LOAD LO-ADD OF MULT 
•• INTO RE.O 
•• LOAD HI-ADD OF STACK 
•• INTO RF.l 
•• LOADS LO-ADD OF STACK 
•• INTO RF.O 
•• GOES TO MULT SUBROUT. 

•• RETURN TO MAIN PROG. 
•• X=P=RE 
•• LOADS MDU CON.REG. 
•• P=RE, X=STACK 
•• LOAD X REG. OF MDU 
•• LOAD Z REG.OF MDU 
•. X=P=RE 
•• LOAD MDU CON.REG. 
•• P=RE,X=RF(STACK) 
•• READ Y REG. OF MDU 
•• INCR. REG X 
•• READ Z REG. OF MDU 
•• GOTO RETU 

•• THIS STACK CONTAINS DATA 
•• TO BE MULTIPLIED TOGETHER 
•• FIRST 2 BYTES SHOULD BE 
•• THOSE TO BE MULTIPLIED 
•• THE NEXT 2 WILL BE THE 
•• ANSWER HI AND LO.~FTER 
•• MULTIPLICATION" • 

Fig. 4 - Program used to perform 8x8-bit hardware multiply operation. 
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Divide Example 

A 16+8-bit division can be performed 
with the CDP1800-based system shown in 
Fig. 1 by using the subroutine given in Fig. 
5. The program is very similar to the mul
tiply program (Fig. 4) except that all three 
registers are loaded (X, Y and Z) and the 
answer is 8 bits in length (Z register) with 
an 8-bit remainder (X register). 

'M 
0000 F800; 
0(102 BE~ 
0003 F80E; 
0005 AE; 
0006 F800; 
0008 BF; . 
0009 F8iE; 
OOOB AF; 
OOOC DEi 
OOOD 

0001 BEGIN 
0002 

0000 
Of)OD DO; 
OOOE EE; 
OOOF 67FC; 
(lOll EF'; 
0012 64; 
0013 66; 
0014 65; 
0015 EE; 
(1016 67F2; 
0018 EF; 
0019 6D; 
OOlA 60; 
(l01B 6E; 
(H)lC 300D; 
(I(I1E 
(lOtE 
0023 
0023 
0023 
0023 
0023 
0023 
0000 

0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
002EI 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 

RETU 
DIVID 

STAC~( 

0033 END 

LDI A.l (DIVID) 
PHI RE 
LDI A.O<DIVID) 
PLO RE 
LDI A.l (STACK) 
PHI RF 
LDI A.O(STACK) 
PLO RF 
SEP RE 

SEP RO 
SEX RE 
OUT 7' , DC OFCH 
SEX RF 
OUT 4 
OUT 6 
OUT 5 
SEX RE 
OUT 7' , DC OF2H 
SEX RF 
INF' 5 
IRX 
INF' 6 
BR F,cTU 

D5 ::; 

Fig. 5 - Program used to perform 16+8-bit division. 

A SOFTWARE ALGORITHM 
COMPARISON 

Consider a CDP1800-based system 
without the CDP1855 MDU, where the 8x8-
bit multiply operation is implemented by 
means of a software algorithm of add and 
shift right, Fig. 6. Normal overhead, initializ
ing the CPU registers, is done in the main 
program. Since 9 shifts are required to 
complete the multiply operation, 15 instruc
tions of the subroutine must be repeated 9 
times, resulting in a total of 284 machine 
cycles. Assuming a system clock frequency 
of 3 MHz, the time required to complete the 
subroutine of Fig. 6 (no MDU) is 757 micro
seconds. The time required to complete the 
subroutine in the program of Fig. 4 (using 
the MDU) is only 69 microseconds. The 
MDU does all of the shifting and adding; 
therefore, the actual 13-instruction subrou
tine need be executed only once. A com
parison of the loop times of the subroutines 
of Figs. 4 and 6 indicates that CDP1800-
based systems using the CDP1855 hardware 
multiply-divide unit can perform an 8x8-bit . 
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multiplication in less than 10 percent of the 
machine time required by systems using a 
software-multiply algorithm. 

CASCADED MDU'S 

The use of cascaded CDP1855 units in 
a system can provide even more dramatic 
improvements in computing power. For 
example, a CDP1800-based system incor-

· .LOAD HI-ADD OF DIVIDE 
•• INTO RE.1 
• • LOAD LO-ADD OF DIVIDE 
•• INTO RE.O 
• • LOAD HI-ADD OF STACt< 
· • INTO RF. 1 
•• LOADS LO-ADD OF STACK 
•• INTO RF.O 
•• GOES TO DIVIDE SUBROUT. 

.• RETURN TO MAIN PROG. 
•• X=P=RE 
.• LOADS MDU CON.REG. 
• .P=RE, X=STACK 
•• LOAD X REG. OF MDU 
•• LOAD Y REG. OF MDU 
•• LOAD Z REG. OF MDU 
.• X=P=RE 
•• LOAD MDU CON.REG. 
•• P=RE, X=RF (STACtO 
•• READ Z REG. OF MDU 
•• INCR. REG X 
.. READ Y REG. OF MDU 
• .GOTO RETU 

•• THIS STACK CONTAINS DATA 
•• FIRST BYTE IS 8 BIT DIVISOR 
•• SECOND BYTE IS MSB DIVIDEND 
.• THIRD BYTE IS LSB DIVIDEND 
•. FOURTH BYTE IS 8 BIT ANSWER 
.• FIFTH BYTE IS REMAINDER 

porating two MDU's can perform a 16x16-
bit multiply operation or a 32+16-divide 
operation 25 times faster than the Fixed
Point Binary Arithmetic Subroutine soft~ 
ware package offered by RCA.' Fig. 7 is a 
schematic diagram showing four MDU's in 
cascade with connector wiring for interfac
ing to an RCA CDP18S008 Development or 
Microboard system. 

The program shown in Fig. 8 is a uni
versal program that facilitates multiplica
tion, multiplication with addition, or divi
sion operations. A 32x32 multiplication re
sulting in a 64-bit product may be per
formed. Operations involving numbers less 
than 32 bits are accomplished by loading 
the more significant bits with zeros. A 
number may be added to the product by 
preloading the Y registers with up to 32 bits 
before the multiply operation begins. The 
final results appear in Y (most significant 
half) and Z (least significant half). Register 
X is unaltered by the operation, so that 
repeated multiplications by a constant 
number are possible without having to 
reload the X register each time. 
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!M 
0000 FBOO, 
000287, 
000:5 FBOO, 
00015 aa, 
0006 FB:52, 
0008 AB, 
0009 FBI7, 
0008 AE, 
OOOC FBOO, 
OOOE BE, 
OOOF FBOO, 
0011 8Al 
0012 FB:5:51 
0014 AAI 
00115 DE, 
0016 DOl 
0017 Fa091 
0019 A61 
001A FEI 
0018 4AI 
001C l581 
001D 4AI 
001E A71 
001F Eal 
0020 971 
0021 76, 
0022 87, 
0023 a7, 
0024 76, 
0023 A7, 
0026 3828, 
002a 97, 
0029 F4, 
002A 87, 
0028 26, 
002C a6, 
002D 3216, 
002F A6, 
0030 3020, 
0032 , 
0033 , 
0033 , 
0000 

0001 8EIUN 
0002 
0003 
0004 
00015 
0006 
0007 
oooa 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0013 
0016 RETU 
0017 I'IULT 
001B 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
00215 CoNT 
0026 
0027 
002a 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
00315 INDEX 
0036 
0037 
003a 
0039 
0040 TEMP 
0041 STACI< 
0042 

LDI OOH •• RO IS PRoG. COUNTER 
PHI R7 •• R7 IS PRODUCT REG. 
LDI A.l CTEMP) 
PHI RS 
LDI A.OCTEMP) 
PLo RS •• RS-TEMP.SToRAGE 
LDI A.OCMULTl 
PLo RE 
LDI A. 1 CMUL Tl 
PHI RE •• RE IS SU8RDUT. POINTER 
LDI A.1CSTACK) 
PHI RA •• DATA STACK POINTER 
LDI A.OCSTACK) 
PLo RA 
SEP RE 
SEP RO 
LDI 09H 
PLO R6 
SHL 
LDA RA 
STR RS 
LDA RA 
PLO R7 
SEX RS 
GHI R7 
SHRC 
PHI R7 
GLo R7 
SHRC 
PLO R7 

•• GoTo MULT SUBROUT. 
•• RETURN TO MAIN PRoG. 
•• PRESETS LOOP COUNTER 
•• R6 IS LOOP COUNTER 
•• PRESETS DF-O 
•• LOAD MULTIPLICAND 
•• INTO OOFF 
•• LoAD MULTIPLIER' 
•• INTo R7 

•• SHIFT LO 8YTE 

•• SHIFT HI BYTE 

8NF INDEX •• 8RANCH IF DFeO 
GHI R7 
ADD 
PHI R7 
DEC R6 
GLO R6 
8Z RETU 
PLO R6 
8R CoNT 
DS 1 
DS 2 
END 

•• ADD M'PLIER TO R7.1 
•• RETURN SUM TO R7.1 
•• INDEX LOOP COUNTER 

•• IS LOOP COUNTER-9? 

•• CONTINUE LOOPING 

COUNTER 
TO 9 

Fig. 6 - Software algorithm of add and shift right used to implement an8x8-bit multiply operation. 
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Fig. 7 - Cascaded CDP1855 configuration. 
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!M 
0000 6120, 0001 OUT 1,DC 20H •• ENABLE CDS TWO-LEVEL 1/0 

,:. OCICI2 FS:5:5, 0002 LDI A.O(STACIO 
0004 AF, 000:5 PLO RF 
0005 FSOCI, 0004 LDI A.l (STACK) 
0007 BF, 0005 PHI RF 
OOOS EF, 0006 SEX RF 
0009 67, 0007 MULDIV OUT 7 •• LOAD CONTROL REGISTER W/CC 
OOOA 04, OOOS OUT 4 • .LOAD X REG. OF MS UNIT 
OOOB 04, 0009 OUT 4 
OCIOC 04, 001(1 OUT 4 
0000 04, 0011 OUT 4 • .LOAD X REG. OF.LS UNIl 
OOOE 0\5, CI012 OUT 5 • • LOAD Z REG. OF MS UNIT 
OOOF 05, (1013 OUT 5 
OCll0 05, 0014 OUT 5 
0011 05, 0015 OUT 5 • • LOAD Z REG. OF LS UNIT 
0012 00, 0010 OUT 0 • • LOAD V REG. OF MS UNIT 
0013 00, 0017 OUT 0 
0014 00, (I(I1S OllT 0 
0(115 00, 0019 OUT 0 • • LOAD V REG. OF LS UNIT 
0010 07, (1(12(1 OllT 7 •• LOAD MDU CONT. REG'S 
(1017 , (1021 •• WITH C1 FOR MULT. OR 
0017 I 0022 •• C2 FOR DIVIDE. 
(1017 C4, (1(123 NOP •• ALLOW 3:5 MACHINE CYCLES 
(l01S C4C4C4, 0024 NOP,NOP,NOP •• FOR THE MULT/DIV. OPER-
001B C4C4C4, 0025 NOP,NOP,NOP •• ATION BEFORE' READING 
001E C4C4C4, 0020 NOP,NOP,NOP 
(1021 C4, (1(127 NOP 
(1(122 oEoCl' 0(128 INP 0, IRX • • READ V REG. OF MS UNIT 
(1024 oEo(l, (1029 INP 0, IRX 
0026 oEoO, (10:50 INP 0, IRX 
0028 oEoO, 0031 INP 0, IRX • • READ V REG. OF L8 UNIT 
(102A 0000, 00:52 INP 5, IRX • • READ Z REG. OF M8 UNIT 
CI02C 0000, 003:5 INP 5, IRX 
002E 0000, 0034 INP 5, IRX 
(1030 0000, 0035 INP 5, IRX • • READ Z REG. OF LS UNIT 
CI032 00, 0030 IDLE • • STOP OR RET. TO MAIN PROG 
"0:5:5 CC, 0037 STACK DC OCCH •• CONTROL BVTE CC 
0034 I 00:58 OS 12 •• OUTPUT DATA STACK 
0040 Cl, 0039 DC OC1H •• Cl FOR MULT,C2 FOR OIV. 
0(141 , 0040 OS 8 •• INPUT DATA STACK 
0000 

Fig. 8 - Universal program that facilitates multiplicatiOn, multiplication with addition, or division 
operations .. 

A 64+32-bit division is possible, and 
will yield a 32-bit result (2 registers) and a 
32-bit remainder (Y registers). The CO pin 
of the most significant MDU is used as an 
overflow indicator. The status register also 
contains a bit for overflow indication, and 
can be read by executing an INP 3 instruc
tion. Overflow occurs if the result of the 
division is more than 32 bits in length. 

FASTER MDU THROUGHPUT 
USING DMA 

When using the CDP1855 MDU in the 
normal I/O mapped configuration shown in 
Fig. 1, a large portion of the overall 
throughput time is consumed by loading 
and unloading data and control bytes. The 
CPU must execute six I/O instructions to 
facilitate a multiply or divide operation, Fig. 
4. Throughput speed for an 8x8-bit multiply 
can be Increased by 45 percent by using a 
DMA Inlout technique to load and unload 
the MDU. The DMA-enhanced-MDU tech
nique requires only one 1/0 instruction, 
leaving more unused 1/0 mapping space 
for larger systems. 

A continuous multiplier system that 
employs the DMA-enhanced-MDU tech
nique is shown in Fig. 9. A more detailed 
description of the hardware shown in the 
dashed box of Fig. 9 is given in Fig. 10. The 
software employed by the system is shown 
In Fig. 12. 

Hardware Description 

Fig. 10 shows the logic hardware 
needed in addition to the CDP1855 to facili
tate a DMA transfer of MDU data and con
trol bytes. Once initiated with a Single out
put instruction, the added hardware auto
matically asserts DMA IN and DMA OUT 
signals, sequentially addresses the MDU 
registers, and controls the timing of the 
read/write signal. Normally both flip-flops 
are in a reset condition, and no DMA action 
is occurring. 

A (0111) code is jammed into the 
CD4516, keeping the MDU deselected (CE 
= 0). When an OUT2 instruction occurs, the 
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STROBE 1 '" 0-rn CLK CS2 
READY 

SR 
J>. 

PORT A ~MWR INPUT 
"'V CSI -1&1 

STROBE MEM. CPU .. 
READY ;~I< CSI .-

J>. PORT B 
INPUT ----v CS2 BUS 

1 VA I'ZI 

1 
NO~ ~ 

CS2 READY I SRr7 HI ~ I 
N2 MDU PORTC ~ 

AND I_CST 
EXTRA 

HARDWARE I fA 
(SEE FIG. I 10) I'ZI I 

I ~ CSI SR I READY. 

I 

~ PORT D 
I 

-~ 
CS2 

192CM-33699 

ANSWER 
LOW 
BYTE 

ANSWER 
HIGH 
BYTE 

Fig. 9 - Continuous multiply system using DMA-enhanced-MDU technique. 

+v +v 

92CM-33174RI 

Fig. 10- MDU and extra hardware needed to implement DMA-enhanced-MDU technique. 

N1 line goes high, setting flip-flop B, which 
asserts a DMA' OUT signal at the CPU. 
Later in the output cycle, during TPB, flip
flop A is set, which removes the preset 
(JAM) signal from the CD4516. The CD4516 
merely counts up at each TPA pulse, se
quentially addressing the MDU .. Additional 
logic decodes the CD4516 output to pro
duce the DMA-IN signal (DMA-IN has pri
ority over DMA-OUT). At the end of the 
address sequence, the carry out (CO) sig
nal restores the flip-flops to their original 
states, ending the DMA action and dese
lecting the MDU. The MDU SHIFT pin is 
connected to the CPU WAIT pin; this con
nection causes a stretched CPU cycle dur
ing the multiply/divide operation, so that 
the MDU receives at least 18 clock pulses 
before the answeris read from the Z and Y 
registers, Fig. 11. 

Software Description 

The program in Fig. 12 starts by initial
izing CPU register R3, designating it as the 
program counter, and freeing RO for the 
DMA pointer. RX is also set to RO so that 
the stack can be loaded/unloaded using INP/ 
OUT instructions. The program then enters 
the multiply routine, and loops continu
ously through successive multiply opera
tions. The looping scheme was chosen to 
demonstrate the throughput rate of the 
continuous multiplier system, Fig. 9, in 
terms of multiplications per second. The 
program of Fig. 12 can be modified to facili
tate the use of branch and interrupt tech
niques to get in and outofthe multiply loop. 
With the addition of two SEP instructions, 
the multiply operation can become a one
shot subroutine. 



!M 
0000 
0002 
0003 
0005 
0006 
0007 
OOOS 
OOOA 
OOOB 
0000 
OOOE 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 

NORMAL I OUT ILOADILOADILOADILOAD~i~i~~~READIREADILOADI NORMAL 
PROGRAM INST X Z V CONT.lo~ DIVIDE -6p.1 Z V CONT. PROGRAM 
N LINE~ _________________ _ 

JAM----,~ _____________ ~ 

01 

Q3 --, .... _____ -' 

04/CE---.J 

RE/WE ----,L. ______ ..J 

DMA-IN 

LJ 
LJ 

DMA-OUT--,L. ______________________________ ~ 

92CM- 3317f1 

Fig. 11 - Timing diagram for DMA transfer of MDU data and control bytes. 

Fa07; 0001 BESIN LDI A.O(INIT) •• RO=PROS.COUNTER 
B3; 0002 PHI R3 
FSOO; 0003 LDI A.l (INIT) •• R3 I S LOADED 
A3; 0004 PLo R3 •• To BECOME PRoG. 
03; 0005 SEP R3 • • COUNTER 
EO; 0006 INIT SEX RO •• RO=DMA STACK POINTER 
FS1D; 0007 LDI A.O(STACKU 
AO; OOOS PLo RO 
FSOO; 0009 LDI A.l (STACK1) 
eo; 0010 PHI RO 
FS1F; 0011 MULT LDI A.0(STACK2) 
AO; 0012 PLo RO 
69; 0013 INP 9 
20; 0014 DEC RO 
6C; 0015 INP OCH •• PoRT B DATA TO STACK 
20; 0016 DEC RO 
62; 0017 OUT 2 •• INITIATE DMA AND 

0016 FS23; 001S LDI A.0(STACK3) •• MULTIPLY ACTION 
001S AO; 0019 PLO RO 
0019 61; 0020 OUT 1 • • STACK DATA TO PORT C 
001A 64; 0021 OUT 4 • • STACK DATA TO PORT 0 
001B 300E; 0022 BR MULT 
0010 00; 0023 STACK 1 DC OOH • • DUMMY BYTE 
001E 0(124 OS 1 • • LOAD X RESISTER 
001F ; 0025 STACK2 OS 1 • .LoAD Z REGISTER 
0020 00; 0026 DC OOH • • LOAD Y REGISTER WI 00 
0021 Fl; 0027 DC OF1H • • LOAD CONT. REG. WI Fl 
1)022 1)029 OS 1 • • READ X REGISTER 
0023 0029 STACK3 OS 2 •• READ Z REG. (1ST BYTE) 
1)025 ; 0030 • • READ Y REG. (2ND BYTE) 
0025 FC, 0031 STACK4 DC OFCH • .LOAD CoNT. REG. WI FC 
0026 0032 END 
0000 

Fig. 12 - Software required for implementation of DMA transfer of MDU data and control bytes. 
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COMPARISON OF MULTIPLICATION 
TECHNIQUES . 

Table II shows a comparison of multi
plication times for 8x8. 16x16. and 32x32-
bit multiply operations using software-only 
routines. MDU routines. and a DMA-en-
hanced-MDU routine. . 

DIGITAL FILTERING 

Digital circuitry has opened new hori
zons in Signal processing. especially in the 
field of digital filtering.' Digital filters have 
distinct advantages over analog filters; the 
advantages include: 

• No drift with temperature 
• Immunity to power-supply aberra

tions 
• Little or no adjustment ("tweaking") 

required 
• Software programmable response 
• Reliable repeatability 

A variety of algorithms for digital-signal 
proceSSing have been developed; however. 
they have several things in common: all 
require many multiplications. additions. and 
delay operations. 

In a strictly software algorithm (no 
MDU). the number of multiply or divide 
operations is usually minimized to reduce 
the throughput time; the result is a very 
complex algorithm. However. if the MDU is 
utilized. the algorithm can be simple and 
repetitive. involving many additions and 
multiplications. There are two types of 
basic digital-filtering algorithms: 

• Non-recursive filters (also called 
finite-impulse filters). usually with 
many feed-forward terms. composed 
of multiply. add and delay elements. 
Fig. 13. 

• Recursive filters (also called infinite
impulse response filters) with feed
forward and feed-back terms; Fig. 14. 

Fig.15 showsasimplelow-passanalogfilter 
composed of a resistor (R) and a capacitor 
(e). The relationship of output voltage to 
input voltage is expressed in the following 
equation: . 

dVo 

dt 

+ Vo(t) 
Re 

VI(t) 

Re 
(1 ) 

Tabla /I Comparison of Multiply Speeds (In CPU Machine Cycles) 

Operation 

Software 

&xe 
284 cycles 
using program 
in Fig. 6. 

18x18 

Approximately 1000 
cycles using the 
"RCA Fixed Point 
Binary Arithmetic 
Subroutine." 

32x32 

Approximately 5000 
cycles using the 
"RCA Fixed Point 
Binary Arithmetic 
Subroutine." 

MDU 26 cycles 41 cycles 89 cycles 
using program in using program in using program in 
Fig. 4 and one MDU. Fig.B and two MDU·s. Fig.8 and four MDU·s. 

MDU-with-DMA 11 cycles 
using program In 
Fig. 11 and one 
MDU. as shown in 
Fig.9. 

Fig. 13 - Symbolic representation of a non recursive filter. 

INPUT 

? 

geCS-33696 

OUTPUT 

? 
925-33169 

Fig. 15 - Simple low-pass analog filter. 

92CSC33697 

Fig. 14 - Symbolic representation of a 
recursive filter. 
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Solving the equation by integration using 
Euler'!> method of sampling results in a new 
expression: 

(2) 

where n is any specific sample period. The 
two constants, k and m, are functions of the 
Rand C values as well as of the sampling 
timet: 

k= m= 

1 + RC/t 1 +VRC 

Implementation with the CDP1855 

Euler's sampling algorithm can be im
plemented with a recursive digital filter that 
uses multiply, add, and delay functions. 
Fig. 16 is a symbolic representation of this 
filter, and shows multiplication operations 
performed by the MDU. The second opera
tion adds the result of the first operation to 
its product. Feedback delay ill obtained by 
storing the output byte in a scratchpad 
memory for use in the next operation. 

VI(n)----+I: 

m--""';':';"":;";:;';;"':";':';':"""" 

Assuming that the component values 
in Fig. 15 are R = 30 kilohms and C = 0.1 
microfarad, and that t = 75 microseconds: 

k = 1 =0.2=0.00110011 binary 
1 + 300/75 =33 hexadecimal 

and 

m= 1 =0.8=0.11001100 binary 
1 + 75/300 =CC hexadecimal 

Assume now that the input signal goes 
from 0 to a full-scale voltage of 1 volt, and 
remains at 1 volt for 1 0 sample periods. The 
corresponding output voltages, determined 
by using equation 2, are listed in Table III; if 
plotted, they would produce a response 
curve similar to that of the analogous RC 
circuit. 

Fig. 17 is a block diagram of a digital
signal processing system. Incoming analog 
signals are digitized by an AID converter, 
processed by the digital filter, and recon
structed by a 0/ A converter. A flowchart of 
the required steps in the software program 
is given in Fig. 18. 

}---_·vo(n) 

92CS-33171RI 

Fig. 16 - Symbolic representation of recursive digital filter that uses multiply, add, and delay 
functions. 

Table 11/ - Digital Filter Response 

No. of Sample 
Periods 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 

Input Voltage 
VI(volts) 0 

Output Voltage 
Vo(volts) 0 0.20 0.36 0.49 0.69 0.67 0.74 0.79 0.83 0.86 0.90 

92CS-33172 

Fig. 17 - Block diagram of a digital-signal processing system. 
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LOAD CONSTANT' K" INTO X REGISTER OF MDU 

READ AID CONVERTER AND LOAD Z REGISTER OF MOO 

LOAD CONTROL BYTE TO BEGIN MULTIPLY OPERATION 

LOAD SCRATCH PAD CONTENTS INTO Z REGISTER 

LOAD CONSTANT 'M' INTO X REGISTER 

LOAD CONTROL BYTE TO BEGIN MULTIPLY OPERATION 

READ ANSWER FROM Y REGISTER,LOAD DIA CONVERTER, 
AND STORE DATA IN SCRATCH PAD MEMORY 

92CS-33698 

Fig. 18 - Program flowchart for system of Fig. 17. 
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New CMOS CDP1800-Series Processors 
Enhance System Performance 
by R. M. Vaccarella 

INTRODUCTION 

Since the introduction of integrated circuits in the 1960's, 
the trend has been towards the inclusion of more devices, 
in more complex configurations, on a single slice of silicon. 
The result has been an extraordinary reduction of room
size computers to near-microscopic components. But the 
accomplishments have not been limited to the shrinking of 
silicon real estate; new technologies and design innovations 
have expanded the application of electronics into many 
new areas, and have greatly increased reliability. 

The MOS technology, the CMOS technology in particular, 
has played a significant role in the miniaturization of 
electronic circuits and has, perhaps, contributed most to 
the application of microelectronics to new and previously 
untapped areas of the commercial and industrial market
place. As exemplified by the recent introduction of many 
newly developed CMOS microprocessors and micro
computers by the major semiconductor manufacturers, the 
CMOS technology is in great demand. The low operating 
power, wide voltage range, and competitive computation 
speed of the CMOS technology often provides the only 
practical design solution in many battery-powered and 
other industrial and automotive applications. The wide 
operating-temperature range and high noise immunity of 
CMOS devices encourages their use in difficult and extreme 
environments, and improves overall product reliability and 
performance. 

The RCA CMOS product-line, introduced in 1968, and 
expanded most recently by the introduction of the CDP1800-
series products, has been acknowledged in the industry as 
a reliable, low-power IC line. A mature and widely accepted 
offering of devices, ranging from simple gates to micro
computers, is currently available in high volume and 
continues to expand with the addition of many memory, 
110, and hardware/software support products. The newest 
introductions to the well-established CDP1800-series micro
processor family are the CDP1804 and CDP1805 micro
processors. The bulk of this Note, following a review of 
CDP1800-series features and advantages, is devoted to a 
discussion of the attributes of the CDP1804 and CDP1805, 
both of which are hardware and software upward-com
patible with the CDP1802. 

REVIEW OF CDP1800-SERIES MICROPROCESSOR 
FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES 

In addition to the advantages inherent in the CMOS 
technology, those pOinted out in the introduction, above, 
the CDP1800-series microprocessors contain some special 
features that are of value in a wide variety of applications. 
Fig. 1 shows the internal arrangement of the various 
registers and the control circuitry ofthe CDP1802, CDP1804, 
and CDP1805. 

Register Allocation - The basic strength of the CDP1802 is 
its register-oriented architecture, which allows flexible 
assignment of register, memory, and I/O space. An array of 
sixteen 16-bit general-purpose scratch pad registers is 
provided. The contents of these registers may be directed 
to external memory, the 0 register, or the increment 
/decrement logic. The various register operations are 
summarized in Table I. 

Table I - Intemal Register System 

D BBlb Data Realster IAccumulator) 
DF 1 Bit Data FI...-rAlU Carry) 
R 16 Bits 1 ot 16 Scratch pad Registers 
p 4 Bits Designates which reg sier I. program Counter 
X 4 Bib Designates which register Is Data Pointer 
N 4 Bits Holds low-Order Inotr. Digit 
I 4 Bib Holds HiGh-Order Instr. Digit 
T B Bits Holds old X, P after Interrupt (X is high nibble) 
IE 1 Bit InterruDt Enable 
Q 1 Bit Output Flip Ftop 

CH 8 Bits Holds Counter Jam Value 

Memory Addressing - Through the use of the 16-bit 
scratch pad registers, numerous addressing modes are 
available. The contents of any of the sixteen registers are 
accessible by either the P, N, or X registers for use as a 
program counter, memory pointerfor data handling, or as a 
stack pointer, In addition, multiple program counters, 
memory pointers, and stack pOinters can be created to 
facilitate subroutine calls and data manipulations, a 
technique not practical with other types of processor 
architecture. Table II summarizes the memory-addressing 
modes. 

Bus Timing - The internal 16-bit address bus, which is 
capable of handling up to 65,536 bytes of memory, is 
multiplexed on eight address-output lines. The eight 
higher-order bits are sent outfirst and are latched externally 
by the TPA pulse. The eight lower-order bits then follow on 
the same lines and remarn valid for the rest of the machine 
cycle. 

The internal 8-bit data bus is sent out directly on the eight 
bidirectional bus-output lines. Internally, the data bus is 
used to route data to and from memory, scratch pad 
reg isters, the 0 register, the ALU, and the control registers. 

A 3-bit code is sent out on the N-line outputs, and is used 
for I/O address selection, with the TPB pulse used to latch 
valid data. These lines are active only during IripuVoutput 
instructions, and are valid for the entire machine cycle. 

Instruction Timing - An external crystal supplies system 
timing and is divided internally to provide eight clock 
cycles for each machine cycle. One FETCH cycle and one 
EXECUTE cycle, consisting of a total of sixteen clock 
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.... 01tY EXPANSION 

BIOI RECTIQNAL 
DATA BUS 

*THE CONTROL, 110 FL.AG. AND liD REQUEST LINES 92CL-33594 
HAVE SCHMITT TRIGGER INPUT BUFFERS. 

~ .. CDPl804 AND CDPI805 

~"CDPI804 -----

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of tha CDP1802, CDP1804, and 
CDP1805 mlcroprocassors. 

Table II - Memory Addressing Modes 

Mode Instruction Register Memory Operallon Comment. 
Immediate Operand Value II contained In Load 1m mediate 

the inslructlon (LDI) 

Direct Addre •• Operand Value il contained In Short and 
Addres. the 10caUon pointed Long Branch 

to by the add res. (BR, LBR) 
In the tnltructlon 

Reglater Reglster- ..operand Value I. contained In Reglater Data 
Addre •• the regl.ter pOinted Manipulation 

to by the Inltructlon (GLO, GHI) 

Indirect Reglater .. Add ... a_ ~perand Value la contained In Data to and 
Regl.ter Addre.a the 10CItion whole from RAM 

edd .. s. I. In the (LON, LOX) 
register pointed to by 
the Instrucllon 

cycles, are used In over 60 percent of the available instruc
tions .. This consistent timing allows accurate software 
timing loops to be programmed. Table III shows a break
down of the CDP1800-serles instruction set. 

Table III - Breakdown of Ninety-One Instructions Common 
to CDP1802104/05 Microprocessors 

Special Functions and Status - A maskable Interrupt input 
is provided that automatically designates R1 as storage for 
the vector address and R2 as the stack pOinter. This Input is 
useful for asynchronous system control, such as the 
initiation of a software routine to store data In the event of a 
power failure. 

A DMA input and a DMA output control automatic transfer 
of data directly to and from memory, using RO as the DMA 
counter. These functions are useful for fast data handling, 
since the Internal 0 register Is bypassed. 
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MEMORY TRANSFER 

INTERNAL REGISTER 

LOGIC 10 

ARITHMETIC 12 

UNCONDIT IONAL. ,JUMPS 

CONDITIONAL. JUMPS 27 

CONTROL. 

INTERRUPT CONTROL. 

110 TRANSFER 14 
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Fourflag Inputs (EF1-EF4), which may be software tested, 
and a Q output, which Is software controlled, are also 
available. These tunctlons are useful for external hardware 
control of software routines. 

Machine status and direct system control are proVidM~~y 
two state-code outputs (SCO, SC1), separate READ ( ) 
and WRITE (~ outputs, and WAIT and CLEAR Inputs. 

H.rdw .... Support - A large support capability exists for 
the CDP1800-serles product line. Many of the parts are 
specifically tailored to the CDP1800-series microprocessors 
to reduce pin counts and to simplify Interfacing. Memory 
products Include RAM and EPROM, for prototyping work, 
and mask-programmable ROM's for high-volume produc
tion work. Complex I/O devices which range from UART's 
to CRT controllers are also available. These parts can 
significantly reduce the size and power requirements of a 
large system. Simple I/O devices, such as buffers, latches, 
and decoders, plus CDP1800-serles-compatlble devices 
from the standard RCA CMOS product line, complete the 
CMOS system support capability. A complete listing of 
support products Is shown in Table IV. 

T.ble IV - M.'or CDP1800-Serl .. Support Components 

~ 
CDPI821 IKXI 
CDPI822 2S6X4 
MWS5101 256X4 
CDPI823 128X8 
CDPI824 32X8 
COPI825 IKX4 
MWS5U4 IKX4 

* CDPI826 64X8 

ROMS 

CDPI831 512X8 
CDPl832 512X8 
CDPIB33 IKX8 
COPIB34 IKX8 * CDPI835 2KX8 

* MWS5316 2KXB 

~ 
COPI8U42 266 X B * MWS57U58 IK x 8 

SIMPLE IIO 

CDPI852 1/0 PORT 
CDPI853 DECODER 
COPI856 BUFFER 
COPI857 BUFFER 
CDP1858 LATCH 
CDPI859 LATCH 
CDP1863 COUNTER 
CDPI866 LATCH 
CDPI867 LATCH 

COPI872 I10PORT 
COPI873 DECODER 
CDPI874 IIO PORT 
CDPI875 1/0 PORT 

COMPLEX IIO 

CDPl861 
CDPIBS4A 
COPIBSS 
COPI869 
COPI870 
CDPI871 
CDPI876 * CDPIB77 

PROG IIO 
UART 
MDU 
CRT CONTROLLER 
CRT CONTROLLER 
KEYBOARD ENCODER 
CRT CONTROLLER 
INTERRUPT CONTROLLER 

* RESERVED NUMBER FOR 1981 PRODUCTION DEVICES 

92CS-333B3 

Softw .... Support - To complement the extensive hardware 
product line, a comprehensive software-support line is 
offered. Products In this line range from low-cost proto
typing kits to complete deyelopment systems, and are 
Intended to aid In system evolution from the design stage, 
through the product development stage, and Into the field
support stage. 

The Evaluation Kit, a simple single-board system, is useful 
for low-end development of small systems and micro
processor educational purposes. 

The COSMAC Development Systems are used for larger 
and more complicated design development. The most 
recent Introduction, the COS MAC System IV, is a CRT
based system offering 64K of memory, a full-screen editor 
and text editor, a macro-assembler, and easy interfacing 
with floppy-disks, PROM programmers, printers, and other 
computer peripherals. The companion software includes 
BASIC1 and 2, PLM-1800, DOS, MOPS and fixed and 
floating-point math subroutines. 
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An In-circuit emulator, the Mlcromonltor, Is available for 
debug and evaluation work. The Mlcromonltor may be used 
to enhance the basic features of the COS MAC Development 
System or in a stand-alone mode for field-service work. It Is 
supported In software by the Mlcromonltor Operating 
System (MOPS) for complete system Integration and 
production-type testing. 

In the area of single-board computers, RCA offers the 
Microboard computer line. This line consists ofa set of 
small-size, low-power computer, memory, and 1/0 boards 
that allow quick turn-around time and modular product 
development. These boards feature LSI CDP180D-serles 
components and standard backplane wiring for convenient 
interfacing. 

The major CDP1800-series system support products are 
shown in Table V. All are user-oriented for simple, time
saving product development. 

T.ble V - M.,or CDP1800-Serle. Sy.tem Support 

DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
• COS MAC SYSTEM IV (CDPUSD08) 

• CRT-BASED SYSTEM CONTAINING: 
• 64K MEMORY 
• DUAL FLOPPY-DISK DRIVES 
• IN-CIRCUIT EMULATION (MICROMONITOR) 
• BUILT-IN PROM PROGRAMMER 
• COMPLETE DISK OPERATING SYSTEM 

• LEVEL I. LEVEL II ASSEMBLER 
• MACROASSEMBLER 
• FULL-SCREEN EDITOR AND TEXT EDITOR 
• MICROMONITOR OPERATING SYSTEM (MOPS) 
• PROM-PROGRAMMER OPERATING SOFTWARE 

SOFTWARE (OPTIONAL) 
• BASIC 1 (FIXED POINT) INTERPRETERICOMPILER 
• BASIC 2 (FLOATING POINT) INTERPRETER 
• PLM-1800 COMPILER 
• FIXED AND FLOATING POINT MATH SUBROUTINES 

MICROBOARDS - SINGLE BOARD MICROCOMPUTERS 
• COORDINATED SET OF COMPUTER. MEMORY AND 110 BOARDS 

• CDP18S606 - 180411805 EVALUATION BOARD CONTAINS: ' 
• 1804 CPU W12.47 MHZ CLOCK 
• 2K BYTES RAM (FOR 1804 ROM SIMULATION) 
• 2 EACH ROMIEPROM SOCKETS 
• 2 EACH PARALLEL 110 PORTS 
• RS232C SERIAL PORT (UART) 

CDP1804/CDP1805 FEATURES AND ADVANTAGES 

The same register-based architecture used In the CDP1802 
microprocessor is found in the CDP1804 and CDP1805, but 
with significant enhancements that upgrade performance 
and flexibility. The additional features Include on-board 
ROM (CDP1804 only), on-board RAM, an 8-blt timer
counter, and twenty-two new instructions. Performance Is 
improved by increasing the operating speed to 4 MHz at 5 
volts. Except for pin 16, which Is used for external memory 
control on the CDP1804 and CDP1805, these parts are 
pin-compatible with the CDP1802. The multiplexed address 
bus Is stili available to access up to 85,536 bytes of external 
memory. 

Although the CDP1804 and CDP1805, shown In Fig. 1, are 
functionally Identical, except for on-board memory capa
bility, their intended applications are quite different. The 
CDP1804 contains 2048 bytes of mask-programmable 
Imask-selectable ROM and 64 bytes of mask-selectable 
RAM. Because of the mask-programmable ROM feature, 
this part is well-suited for large-volume products, those for 
which no software changes are anticipated. The CDP1805 
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contains only the 64 bytes of on-board RAM, which is 
selected via memory enable (ME) input. This part is suited 
for more general applications. When the CDP1805 is used 
for system prototyping, software may be developed in RAM 
or EPROM, and later replaced with ROM at the production 
phase. Since the ROM would be an external part, any 
software changes or additions could be implemented by 
sirnply replacing the ROM. In systems requiring more than 
the 2K bytes of ROM offered on the CDP1804, the CDP1805 
would be the more effective choice. 

Hardware Improvements - The 2K bytes of on-board ROM 
offered on the CDP1804 may be used to hold an operating 
system, special subroutines, or a higher-level language 
such as BASIC. The remaining memory space outside the 
mask-programmable 2K block is available to the user via 
the address bus, with the E:MS signal indicating when 
external memory is being accessed. The 64 bytes of RAM, 
which are present on both the CDP1804 and the CDP1805, 
are convenient for use as a stack or data storage area. When 
using the CDP1804, two RAM modes are available. In the 
RAM/ROM mode, the RAM functions as ROM, using 
internal mask-decoding for selection. The ~ signal 
indicates when external memory is being accessed. In the 
RAM-only mode, the internal mask-decoding is disabled. 
The ME signal is used as the internal RAM select input. The 
latter mode is also used by the CDP1805. 

The other important hardware enhancement of the CDP1804 
and CDP1805 is the on-board timer-counter. This 8-stage 
presettable down counter, shown in Fig. 2, is software 

TPA 

READ LOAD 

92CS-33385 

Fig. 2 - CDP1804/CDP1805 timer/counter model. 

controllable in three basic modes, with the clock provided 
externally from either oftwo flag inputs or internally by TPA 
divided by 32.ln addition, counter overflow may be indicated 
externally'via the Q output or internally with a software 
interrupt request. The counter is a useful alternative to the 
decrement register N instruction used with the CDP1802, 
silice a scratch pad register is saved and the D register does 
not have to be saved or tested for zero. 

Timer Mode - The input source to the 8-bit preset counter is 
supplied by a divide-by-32 prescaler, which is decremented 
on each low-to-high transition of TPA, thereby instituting a 
counter clock rate equal to the system clock divided by 256. 
When the preset counter has decremented to the count of 
zero, the internal counter-interrupt request is latched and 
thE! initial preset value is reloaded into the counter. The 
operation is repeated on subsequent counts. This mode is 
useful as an accurate time-base in real-time applications. 

Event-Counter Mode - The input source to the 8-bit preset 
counter is supplied by either the EF1 or EF2 flag input. The 
internal prescaler is not used and the counter is decre
mented on E!i!ch high-to-Iow transition of the flag. On the 
count of zero'; the counter-interrupt request is latched and 
the preset value is reloaded into the counter. The operation 
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is repeated on subsequent counts. This mode is useful as 
an external event counter or as a timer with a clock source 
other than TPA. 

Pulse Width Mode - The input sou rce to the 8-bit counter is 
supplied byTPA. The internal prescaler is not used and the 
counter is decremented by TPA if the input signal at the EF1 
or EF2 flag is low. When the'flag input goes high, the count 
is stopped, the mode is cleared, and the counter-interrupt 
request is latched. The counter value represents the width 
of the pulse at the flag input. Since the two flag inputs may 
be used together, this mode is useful for comparison-type 
measurements. The flag inputs may still be tested with the 
existing CDP1802 branch instructions. 

Software Improvements - Twenty-two new instructions 
have been added to the ninety-one existing ,CDP1802 
instructions. The new instructions are intended to' enhance 
the flexibility and performance of the CDP1800-series 
architecture in the areas of register, interrupt, and sub
routine control, and to optimize the use of the on-board 
timer-counter. All of the new instructions use a linked "68" 
OPCODE, which requires a minimum of three machine 
cycles, including two SO cycles and one or more S1 cycles. 
The instruction format is: 68 (linked OPCODE) XX (instruc
tion OPCODE) YY, ZZ (one or two immediate bytes, if 
required). Table VI is a summary of the new instructions. 

Table VI - New CDP1804/CDP1805 Instructions 

TIMER-COUNTER CONTROL 

LDC LOAD COUNTER 
GEC READ COUNTER 
STPC STOP COUNTER 
DTC DECREMENT COUNT 
STM START TIMER MODE 

SCMl START EVENT COUNTER MODE 1 (EF11 
SCM2 START EVENT COUNTER MODE 2 (EF21 
SPMl START PULSE WIDTH MODE 1 (EF11 
SPM2 START PULSE WIDTH MODE 2 (EF21 
ETO ENABLE TOGGLE 0 

INTERRUPT CONTROL 

XIE ENABLE EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 
XID DISABLE EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 
CIE ENABLE COUNTER INTERRUPT 
CID DISABLE COUNTER INTERRUPT 
BCI BRANCH ON COUNTER INTERRUPT 
BXI BRANCH ON EXTERNAL INTERRUPT 

REGISTER CONTROL 

RLDI REGISTER LOAD IMMEDIATE 
RNX REGISTER-TO-REGISTER COPY 
RLXA MEMORY-TO-REGISTER COPY AND ADVANCE 
RSXD REGISTER-TO-MEMORY COPY AND DECREMENT 

SUBROUTINE CONTROL 

SCAL STANDARD CALL 
SRET STANDARD RETURN 

Counter-Timer Control- Ten instructions are available to 
control the various counter-timer modes described in the 
previous section under Hardware Improvements. The ten 
instructions are designed to simplify timer-counter opera
tion by providing both internal and external control of the 
clock source. 

Interrupt Control- Six instructions are used to identify and 
control interrupts from either the internal counter or the 
existing CDP1802-type external interrupts. Masking and 
branching within the current memory page on a priority 
basis are possible on either interrtJpt. 

Register Control- Four instructions are provided for 16-bit 
data and memory manipulations. These instructions execute 
faster and require less program storage space than the 
equivalent CDP1802 instructions. Th.e D register is not 



used for the internal operations, as in the CDP1802, which 
requires additional instructions to save the contents of D. 
The four new instructions include a register load immediate, 
in which two immediate program bytes are transferred to 
one of the l6-bit scratch pad registers; a register-to-register 
copy, in which the contents of one of the l6-bit scratchpad 
registers is transferred to another; a memory-to-register 
copy, in which two successive memory locations are 
transferred to one of the l6-bit scratch pad registers; and a 
register-to-memory copy, in which the contents of one of 
the l6-bit scratchpad registers is transferred to two suc
cessive memory locations. The latter two instructions 
complement each other and are useful for stack-type 
operations. 

These four additional instructions extend the present 
CDP1800-series l6-bit register-based operations, in which 
l6-bit data transfers using the X register and I/O instructions 
are possible. 

Subroutine Control- The two subroutine-control instruc· 
tions are an instruction-implementation of the CDP1800-
series Standard Call and Return Technique, which is used 
for unlimited nested-subroutine programming. In-line data 
parameters may also be passed from the calling program to 
the subroutine without additional instructions. 

The standard call instruction iSCAl) is used to call a 
subroutine at any location in the 65K memory space while 
saving the present program counter. The location of the 
subroutine is specified in the two in-line bytes following the 
call instruction, and is followed by any data that is to be 
used by the subroutine. 

The standard return instruction (SRET) is used to return 
from a subroutine or nested-subroutine to the main program 
or the calling program. All registers and the stack are 
automatically restored. 

The SCAl and SRET instructions provide a clean and 
simple technique for the frequently used SUbroutine-pro
gramming methods commonly required in large software 
program. Scratch pad registers and considerable program 
space is saved when this method is used in place of the 
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existing CDP1802 software technique. The SCAl and 
SRET instructions execute five times faster than the equiva
lent CDP1802 technique, as shown in Table VII. However, 
the SEP technique is still the better choice for small 
programs that do not employ nested subroutines. 

Additional On-Board I/O - Because the CDP1804 and 
CDP1805 were designed to enhance the CDP1802, but not 
to an extent that would preclude their use in upgrading 
existing system designs, no additional I/O capability has 
been provided on-board. To do so would require a signifi
cantly different pin-out for the newer parts, and would 
eliminate any hardware compatibility with the CDP1802. 

The Flag and a lines of the CDP1804 and CDP1805 still 
function as those in the CDP1802 for limited on-board I/O. 
External I/O is easily mapped with the CDP1800-series I/O 
bus and instruction capability. A variety of complex peri
pheral devices, which may be used for external I/O require
ments, are available in the CDP1800-series product line. 
Therefore, the user need only add the I/O device necessary 
for his particular application. 

CONCLUSION 

The CDP1804 and CDP1805 offer the designer a means of 
applying state-of-the-art microprocessors to a large variety 
of product applications with the confidence that his work is 
supported by a mature product-line and efficient, easy-to
use hardware and software development tools. Many 
CDP1800-series parts are also available in Hi-Rei (high
reliability) versions for military and aerospace applications. 

Present CDP1802 users have the opportunity to upgrade 
existing systems and add new products with a minimum of 
design effort; Fig. 3 shows how the CDP1804 and CDP1805 
can simplify a CDP1802-based design. New users are 
offered the inherent advantages of the CMOS technology 
and the broad-based, well-established RCA CDP1800-
series microprocessor product line. In either case, the 
enhanced features and excellent system performance of 
the CDP1804 and CDP1805 provide a strong building block 
for the more powerful and sophisticated system designs of 
the future. 

Table VII - Performance Comparisons-Subroutine Call 
and Return for CDP1802/04/05 Implemented with 

Various Techniques 

1802 SOFTWARE 1804/05 SOFTWARE 1802 SOFTWARE 1804105 SOFTWARE 
"SCRT" seAL I SRET "SEpw "SEP" 

TECHNiQUE INSTRUCTIONS TECHNIQUE TECHNIQUE 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 32 

CYCLES - CALL 
10 2 2 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 2. 8 4 • CYCLES - RETURN 

CALL TIME 
(1802 @ 2.5MHz) 

(1804/05 @ 4 MHz) 
102.4 pI 20 J.O.S 6.41" .~, 

RETURN TIME 

(t~g~of i 54 ~;~!) 83 2 iLl 16 P.I 12.8 Jl-S 8~, 

NUMBER OF 
BYTES SOFTWARE •• 6 • • CALL + RETURN 

92CS- 33616 
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CDPI826 => 64 BYTES 
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CDPI805 
CPU 
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STATE CODE 

TIMING PULSES 

COPI8~5 
2K BYTES 

ROM 
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Fig. 3 - CDP1804/CDP1805 system integration. 
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A Slave CDP1802 Serial Printer Buffer System 
by K. Nagy 

This Note describes a CDP1802-based stand-alone line
printer buffer that links a master processor system to a 
serial printer through an RS-232C interface. The main 
buffer board consists of a CDP1802 Microprocessor 
(configured as a peripheral controller), a CDP1854A UART 
with baud-rate generation devices (configured in industry 
mode 0 and able to handle separate receive and transmit 
baud rates), and a CDP18U42 EPROM (to store a minimal 
user program). With the addition of RCA Microboards for 
system RAM (CDP18S620, CDP18S621, CDP18S622, 
CDP18S623, CDP18S624, or CDP18S625 in various 
configurations from 4K to 16K), a buffer system with a 
printer character storage capacity of up to 32K bytes can be 
implemented. 

The line buffer is especially useful with interactive 
computer systems; it frees high-speed terminals for other 
tasks while a slower printer (connected in parallel to the 
terminal through a serial port, such as is used with RCA 
Development Systems) prints from buffer memory. The 
buffer circuitry also illustrates how a CDP1800 processor 
can be configured as a slave controller that communicates 
with a master system through a serial port. In this 
configuration, some of the special 110 features of CDP1800 
architecture are highlighted; these features include DMA 
control for high-speed data transfer, 1/0 instructions for 
communication with peripheral chips such as the 
CDP1854A UART, and the availability of several input flag 
lines for event polling. 

The low power consumption of the system makes it ideal for 
operation from a storage battery, which provides portability 
of user data, and also protects data integrity should a line 
power failure occur. 

System Modes 
The line buffer operates in the following modes: 

1. Receive data-The print buffer is loaded at some 
(usually high) baud rate (through a serial interface 
under CDP1802 DMA control). 

2. Transmit data-Data is transmitted, usually at a low 
baud rate (through a serial interface under CDP1802 
programmed 1/0 control), to the printer when the 
printer is selected and ready. 

3. Instant replay-Data is retransmitted to the printer 
upon request. 

These modes permit the system to accommodate a wide 
range of input and output conditions, and to communicate 
with many different peripheral devices. 

System Set Up 
The line-buffer system input and output is connected to 
suitable sending and receiving units equipped with RS-
232C interfaces by means of cables and connectors. The 

system output contains a feedback (handshake) line that 
permits the printer to operate at its optimum speed; the 
feedback feature can be eliminated if necessary through 
software changes. 

The printer-buffer prototype was evaluated using a 
CDP18S007 CDS Development System, an ADM-3A CRT 
Terminal, and an EPSON MX-80 Printer. However, the 
universal nature of the buffer design permits it to be used 
with a wide variety of master system and printer 
combinations. 

Hardware 
A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1; detailed 
system interconnection diagrams are shown in AppendixA. 
The "U" designators used in the following text refer to the 
figures in Appendix A,and are identified in Table I and in the 
Appendix. Table II summarizes register assignments. 

IC 

U1 
U2 
U3 
U4 

Table I - List 01 IC's Used in System 

Identity 

CDP1802 CPU 
CDP18U42 EPROM 
CDP1854A UART 
CD4013 D FF 

U5,U6 CD4069 Hex Inverter 
CD4093 Quad 2-lnput NAND 
CD4013 D FF 

U7 
U8 
U9,U10,U11 
U12 

CD40161 Sync Binary Counter 
MC1489 Quad Line Receiver 
MC1488 Quad Line Driver U13 

Table II - Line-Buffer Register Use 

RO Initial Program Counter/DMA-IN Pointer 
R3 Program Counter 
R4 Printer Pointer 
R5 End of Memory Pointer 
R6 XOR Temporary Location Pointer 
R7 Temporary DMA-IN Pointer 
R8 Cold Start Flag 

The system program resides in the CDP18U42, 256-byte UV 
Erasable PROM, U2, located in the lower 32K address space 
on the system map. The chip-select signal forthe EPROM is 
generated by latching the high-order address byte of the 
MA7 signal by means of a CD4013 flip-flop (U4). The 
EPROM is selected when MA.1 is low (CS1), MRD is low 
(CS3), and CLR is high (CS2). 
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Fig. 1 - Block diagram of the serial printer buffer system. 

The. internal oscillator of the CDP1802 microprocessor is 
driven by a 1.8432-MHz external crystal, which acts as the 
system master clock. The crystal is connected between the 
CLOCK and XTAl terminals of the microprocessor. One 
inverter of the CD4069 (U5) provides a buffered signal 
called ClK OUT to the baud-rate generator divider chain 
for the UART. 

Part of a CD4093 (U7) forms a power-on reset circuit that 
outputs a CLEAR signal to the microprocessor and the 
UART. An external reset signal can force the processor to 
restl!!1.Program execution. An SPST switch connected to 
the EF2 flag-input terminal of the microprocessor provides 
the instant-replay request signal for the program. If this 
switch is in the replay mode, activation of the reset button 
will start the printing of the previously deposited contents of 
the RAM buffer. This feature relieves the host computer of 
the time-consuming task of producing copies on the 
printer. 

A CDP4013, Dual 0 Flip-Flop (U8), forms a synchronous 
divide-by-three circuit; its output is connected to two 
CD40161 8 cascaded synchronous binary counters (U9 and 
U10). The Q outputs of U9 and U1 0 provide baud rates from 
150 to 19,200 baud. The accuracy of these baud rates is 
comparable to that of the crystal oscillator. Another 
CD401618 synchronous binary counter (U11) is used in a 
divide by 11 configuration to generate the 110 baud used by 
some teletypes and other slow mechanical printers. 
8ecause it is possible to input to, or output from, this system 
at varying baud rates, the system is very useful in interactive 
applications or where baud-rate exchange is required. 

The CDP1854A UART (U3) has two modes of operation. 
Mode 1 is directly compatible with the CDP1800 family of 
microprocessors without additional interface circuitry; 
software techniques are used for programming in this 
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mode. 1 In Mode 0, the mode used in the serial printer buffer 
system, the CDP1854A is compatible with a great many 
other UART's, such as the TR1602A by Western Digital, and 
provides the user with hardware-option selection in the 
form of five independent switches. The functions of the 
switches are as follOWS: 

SW5- When open, the generation of parity is inhibited. 
SW6- When open, two stop bits are selected, when 

closed, one is selected. Selection of two stop 
bits with five data bits programmed selects 1.5 
stop bits. 

SW7, SW8- These two switches select the character length 
(exclusive of parity) of five to eight data bits. 

SW9- This switch is closed for odd parity, opened for 
even parity. 

Fig. 2 shows serial-word format-programming data. The 
UART has.two independent byte-wide buses. 80th receive 
and transmit buses are connected to the system data bus. 

The system receive operation is initiated when a serial bit 
stream is sent via the RS-232 receiver interface to the UART. 
When the UART receiver assembles a full received 
character, the data available (DA) output goes high and 
initiates a DMA-IN cycle. During DMA, the CPU is forced 
into a DMA cycle (S2), which causes SC1 to go high; the 
result is a transfer of data from the UART receiver holding 
register to the data bus. The address and control signals 
needed to direct the flow of data into the RAM pointed to by 
DMA pqinter RD are generated during DMA. Additionally, 
hardware interconnections are made that cause the data 
available reset (DAR) flag to be reset. Reset is 
accomplished through a signal to the data available reset 
(DAR) input; the signal terminates the DMA-IN request 
before it is again sampled by the CPU. Finally, RO is 
incremented at the end of the S2 cycle, and the system is 
ready for transfer of another byte of data when it is received. 



START 1 (LSB1---- 5-8 DATA BITS----(MSB11 PARITY 11-2 STOP BITS 1 
BIT BIT {LOGIC II 

1 1 1 ~ 
WLSI WLS2 DATA EPE PI PARITY SBS WLSI (~~~~, S~W~ (SW71 (SW81 BITS (SW91 (SW51 (SW61 (SW71 

0 0 5 0 0 ODD 0 X X I 

I 0 6 I 0 EVEN I 0 0 15 

0 I 7 X I BIT I I 0 2 
NOTUSEC 

I I 8 I 0 I 2 

I I I 2 
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Fig. 2 - Description of serial word format programming. 

The system transmit operation begins when the UART 
!!:!!:!.smitter shift register is empty (TSRE hj2, polled via 
EF3) and the printer is selected (polled via EF1). The CPU 
issues an I/O command that signals the transnlitter holding 
register load (THRL) input to transfer data from the data bus 
to the transmitter holding register. The data is serialized by 
the transmitter shift register and output, in the format 
selected by the user, through the serial data out (SOO) line 
and the RS-232 line driver to the printer. During the time 
that data is actively being transmitted by the UART, the 
TSRE signal will be low, preventing transmission of 
additional data. When the TSAE signal becomes high, and 
the printer is ready, a character can be transferred from the 
system data bus to the transmitter holding register. The 
microprocessor then outputs a lo~se to the UART 
transmitter holding register load (THAL) input, causing 
TSRE to go low. When the TSRE output signal goes high 
again, and EFl is low (indicating that the printer is ready), 
another character can be loaded into the transmitter 
holding register for transmission. This process is repeated 
until all of the line-buffer memory contents are transmitted. 

Baud-Rate Generation 
The COP1854A UART requires a clock signal that is 16 
times the desired bit rate for proper operation. This 16X 
clock rate is applied to the UART receive clock (RCLOCK) 
and transmitter clock (TCLOCK) inputs. In the subject 
system, the RCLOCK and TCLOCK inputs are connected to 
separate frequencies (through SW 3 and SW 4). Both of 
these bit rates are derived from the same crystal oscillator 
and divider circuitry. 

The bit rate and the number of bits per character determine 
the number of characters that can be transmitted in one 
second. If the UART receiver is required to operate at a data 
rate of 19,200 bits/s, then the receive clock (RCLOCK) 
frequency must be 16 x 19,200 = 307,200 Hz. Consequently, 
if the data transmission rate must be 300 bits/s, then the 
TCLOCK input of the UART must be connected to a clock 
frequency of 16 x 300 = 4800 Hz. Table III shows baud rates 
and frequencies supported by the system. 

Software 
The program flowchart is shown in Fig. 3. Upon power-on, 

Table 111- Baud Rates and Frequencies Supported by System 

Baud Rate 16X Freq. (kHz) Time (ps) 

110 1.760 568.18 
150 2.400 416.67 
300 4.800 208.33 
600 9.600 104.17 

1200 19.200 52.08 
2400 38.400 26.04 
4800 76.800 13.02 
9600 153.600 6.51 

19200 307.200 3.26 

,---<EOUAL , 

" RE~~~~~D y--->{ , 

IDLE WAIT FOR OMAIN 

.--.--~ XM1T )o------~ 

Fig . . 1 _ Program flowchart. 
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the power-on reset circuit initiates program execution from 
the first ROM location (located at 0000). After program 
execution has begun, the first part of the program, 
PRMTST, tests register RS to determine if a "cold" or first 
start is being initiated. If the start is not a first start, then RS 
contains AAAAH, which results in the execution of the 
routine INIT. If a cold start is encountered, RS.1 and RS.O 
will contain random values, and the program will branch to 
the cold-start routine COLDST. This routine sets RS to 
AAAAH, and passes control to the memory-size test 
routine, MEMSIZ, which determines the amount of RAM 
available in the system for line-buffer use.lfthere is no RAM 
connected to the system, the QFLASH routine is .entered, 
and the error LED flashes on and off until the condition is 
corrected and the reset button pressed. Upon completion of 
the memory-size routine, register R5 will contain the size of 
the user RAM. The system then undergoes initialization 
under software control through execution of the routine 
INIT. 

The INIT routine initializes the printer painter and DMA 
painter to S001 H (the first available RAM location) and the 
program counter to R3. A byte of RAM is set aside at 
location SOOOH for use by the program. When initialization 
is complete, the program checks for the instant-replay 
request (EF2 low); if it finds no request, it goes to idle and 
waits for the first byte received by the UART receiver to 
initiate a DMA-IN. 

As the processor receives a DMA-IN request, it places the 
byte, now on the data bus, in the location pointed to by DMA 
pointer RO. When the DMA cycle is completed, the 
processing of the XMIT routine begins by comparing the 
DMA painter (RO) to the printer painter (R4). If these two 
painters are not set to the same location in memory, the 
XMIT routine determines whether the printer pointer is set 
to an address within the valid boundaries of the memory 
buffer. If it is not, an error is indicated by an error light; if it is, 
program control is passed to the UART checking routine, 
URTCHK. 

The URTCHK routine first checks the UART transmitter
shift-register-empty signal, TSRE. If TSRE is high, control 
goes to the printer checking routine, PRTCHK. When this 
routine receives a ready signal from the printer, it outputs a 
character to the printer through the transmitter side of the 
UART. After the byte has been transferred to the UART 
transmitter holding register, the system proceeds with the 
XMIT routine until the entire contents of the buffer are 
printed out. 
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In the subject system, all incoming data is deposited in 
memory in real time by DMA-IN within an execution timeof 
one CPU machine cycle per byte. This method is similar but 
superior to that of an interrupt driven system because it 
does not have the overhead associated with the interrupt 
software routine and, therefore, can easily cope with high 
incoming baud rates. 

At baud rates of 19,200 bits per second and 10 bits per 
character, the system has approximately 520 microseconds 
of time available for processing between two successive 
DMA-IN pulses. At a system clock rate of 1.S432 MHz 
(selected for the baud-rate generation circuits for the 
UART), the system has enough time to execute 
approximately 120 machine cycles before the next DMA-IN 
cycle comes in. 

The software assembly listing in ASM 4 is shown in 
Appendix B. 

Summary 
In summary, this system is especially useful in applications 
requiring interaction with a variety of types of equipment as 
it is capable of taking input or providing output at varying 
baud rates. The instant-replay feature relieves a host 
computer of the time consuming task of producing copies 
on a printer. The system UART, when used in mode 0, 
constitutes a peripheral device that makes interfacing of the 
line-buffer system with other systems a simple matter. The 
low power consumption of the line-buffer system makes it 
an ideal one for operation from a storage battery, which 
provides portability of user data and protection oHhis data 
in the event of a line-power failure. 
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Appendix A 
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Fig. A-1 - Interconnection diagram for line-buffer baud-rate generator. 

Table A-I - Mlcroboard Computer Bus Interface (Fig_ A-2) 

Pin 

A 
B 
C 
D 
E 
F 
H 
J 
K 
L 
M 
N 
P 
R 
S 
T 
U 
V 
W 
X 
Y 
Z 

Signal 

TPA-P 
TPB-P 
DBO-P 
DB1-P 
DB2-P 
DB3-P 
DB4-P 
DB5-P 
DB6-P 
DB7-P 
AO-P 
A1-P 
A2-P 
A3-P 
A4-P 
A5-P 
A6-P 
A7-P 
MRW-N 
EF4-N 
+5 V 
GND 

Pin 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
1B 
19 
20 
21 
22 

Signal 

DMA1-N 
DMAO-N 
RNU-P 
INT-N 
MRD-N 
Q-P 
SCOop 
SC1-P 
CLEAR-N 
WAIT-N 
-5 V/-15 V 
SPARE 
CLOCK OUT 
NO-P 
N1-P 
N2-P 
EF1-N 
EF2-N 
EF3-N 
+12V1+15V 
+5 V 
GND 

Table A-II - List of IC's Used In System 

Ie 
U1 
U2 
U3 
U4 
U5, U6 
U7 
UB 
U9, U10, U11 
U12 
U13 

Identity 

CDP1B02 CPU 
CDP18U42 EPROM 
CDP1854A UART 
CD4013 D FF 
CD4069 Hex Inverter 
CD4093 Quad 2-lnput NAND 
CD4013 D FF 
CD40161 Sync Binary Counter 
MC14B9 Quad Line Receiver 
MC14BB Quad Line Driver 
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~ Fig. A-2 - Interconnection diagram for line-buffer baud-rate changer. 
- (Letters A through Q on right match this figure with Fig, A-3 on facing page.) 

0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 ; 
0000 F880; 
0002 85; 
0003 F800; 
0005 AS; 
0006 E5; 
0007 98;· 
0008 55; 
0009 F8AA; 
OOOB FS; 
OOOC 3A89; 
(IOOE 88; 
OOOF 55; 
0010 FBAA; 
0(112 FS; 
0013 3AB9 
0015 3044 
0017 F88F 

Appendix B - Program Listing 
0001 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• * ••••• * ••• 
0002 ••• • 
0003 ••••• LBUFF 3-15-81 K. NAGY ••• 
0004 ••• • 
0005 ••••• * •••••••• * ••••••••••••• * •••••••••••• 
0006 
(1007 
0008 
0009 PRMTST, 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
(1018 
0(119 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 MEMSIZ, 

ORG 410000 
LOI 4180 
PHI R5 
LOI 4100 
PLO R5 
SEX R5 
GHI R8 
STR R5 
LOI 4IAA 
SO 
BNZ 
GLO 
STR 
LOI 
so 
BNZ 
BR 
LOI 

COLOST 
RB 
RS 
4IAA 

COLOST 
INiT 
4I8F 

•• CHECK FOR COLO START 

•• CHECK FOR MEMORV SIZE 
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0019 
00lA 
OOlC 
001D 
OOlE 
0020 
(lO~l 

0022 
00:4 
(1(,25 

0027 
0028 
0079 
OU2A 
oo~c 

0020 
u02F 
00:.0 
00::1 
00.32 
00::.4 
0036 
0037 
00.59 
003A 

Fig. A-3 - Interconnection diagram for line-buffer receiver/transmitter. 

(Letters A through Q on left match this figure with Fig. A -2 on facing page.) 

Appendix B (Cont'd) 
B5; 0026 PHI R5 .• IN THE SYSTf:EM 
FBFF, 0027 LOI ItFF •• MAX. 321<. 
AS; 0028 PLO R5 
E5; 0029 SEX R5 
FBAA, 0030 LOI ItAA 
55; 0031 STR RS 
F5~ ,0032 SO 
32.::.6; 0033 BZ LOOP1 

MIN. 

7B; 0034 QFLASH: SEQ .• IF SYSTEM MEMORY IS 
F820; O(t:35 LD! .20 .• LESS THAN 4K FLASH 
85; 0036 PHI R5 .. ERROR LITE 
25; 0037 QON: DEC RS 
9S; 0038 GHI R5 
".A~B, 00:39 BNZ DON 
7A; 0040 RED 
F820; 0041 LDI #20 
BS; 0042 PHI R5 
25; 0043 DOFF: DEC RS 
95; (1044 GHI RS 
.3A30; 0045 BNZ QOFF 
3024= 0046 BR QFLASH 
9S, 0047 LOOP1 : GHI R5 
FC10, 0048 ADI #10 
B5, 0049 PHI RS 
FBAA; 0050 LDI ItAA 

4K. 
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003C 55; 
003D F5; 
OCI3E 3236~ 
0040 95; 
0041 FFIO; 
(uJ43 B5; 
0044 FBOO; 
0046 B3; 
0047 A6; 
004B FB4C; 
004A A3; 
004B 03; 
004C FBBO; 
004E B6; 
004F B4; 
0050 FB01; 
0052 A4; 
0053 35B3; 
0055 AO; 
0056 FBBO; 
005B BO; 
0059 FBOO; 
005B 00; 
005C E6; 
0050 94; 
005E 56; 
005F 90; 
0060 F3; 
0061 3A69; 
0063 84; 
0064 56; 
0065 80; 
0066 F3; 
0067 327D; 
0069 95; 
006A 56; 
006B 94; 
(lObe F3; 
0060 3A75; 
006F 85; 
0070 56; 
0071 B4; 
0072 F3; 
0073 328F. 
0075 3675; 
0077 3C77; 
0079 E4; 
007A 61; 
0078 305C; 
(107D 90; 
007E B7; 
007F 80; 
0080 A7; 
0081 304C; 
00B3 97; 
0084 BO; 
00B5 B7; 
00B6 AO; 
00B7 305CI 
00B9 FBAA; 
OOBB BB; 
OOBC AB; 
OOBD 3017; 
OOBF 7BI 
0090 30BFI 
0092 
0000 

Appendix B (Cont'd) 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 INIT: 
0058 
0059 
0060 
0061 
0062 
0063 START: 
0064 
0065 
0066 
0067 
0068 
0069 
0070 
0071 
0072 
0073 
0074 XMIT: 
0075 
0076 
0077 
007B 
0079 
OOBO 
OOBl 
0082 
00B3 
0084 
00B5 OVRUN: 
00B6 
00B7 
0088 
00B9 
0090 
0091 
0092 
0093 
0094 

STR R5 
SO 
BZ LOOPl 
GHI R5 
SMI 1110 
PHI R5 
LDI 1100 
PHI R3 
PLO R6 

•. R5=MEMORY SIZE 

.. SWITCH PC TO R3 

LDI A.O(STARTl 
PLO R3 
SEP R3 
LDI 1180 
PHI R6 
PHI R4 
LDI 1101 
PLO R4 
B2 LOAD 
PLO RO 
LDI 1180 
PHI RO 
LDI 1100 
IDL 
SEX 
GHI 
STR 
GHI 
XOR 
BNZ 
GLO 
STR 
GLO 
XOR 
BZ 
GHI 
STR 

R6 
R4 
R6 
RO 

OVRUN 
R4 
R6 
RO 

SAVE 
R5 
R6 

GHI R4 
XOR 
BNZ URTCHK 
GLO R5 
STR R6 
GLO R4 
XOR 
BZ 

•• INIT.PRINTER POINTER - R4 
•• TO BEGINNING OF R~I B001H 
•• AND XOR TEMPORARY HOLDING 
•• LOCATION - R6 TO eooOH 

•• CHECK FOR INSTANT REPLAY 
•• REQUEST. REPLAY IF 0 

•. INITIALIZE DMA POINTER - RO 
•. TO B001H 

.• ALL INPUT PRINTED? 

.. OVER-RUN TEST ON 

.• PRINT BUFFER 

0095 URTCHK: B3 
0096 PRTCHK: BNl 

OVFLOW 
URTCHK 
PRTCHK 
R4 

..WAIT FOR UART READY 
•• PRINTER READY TEST 
.• READY IF HI 0097 

009B 
0099 
0100 SAVE: 
0101 
0102 
0103 
0104 
0105 LOAD: 
0106 
0107 
010B 
0109 
0110 COLDST: 
0111 
0112 
0113 
0114 OVFLOW: 
0115 
0116 

SEX 
OUT 
BR 
GHI 
PHI 
GLO 
PLO 
BR 
GHI 
PHI 
GLO 
PLO 
BR 
LDI 
PHI 
PLO 
BR 
SEQ 
BR 
END 

1 
XMIT 
RO 
R7 
RO 
R7 
START 
R7 
RO 
R7 
RO 
XMIT 
IIAA 
RB 
RB 
MEMSll 

OVFLOW 
•• PRINT LENGTH EXCEEDED AMOUNT 
•. OF AVAILABLE R~ IN SYSTEM. 
•• ERROR LITE IS ON STEADY. 
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New CDP1805 Microprocessor Upgrades 
CDP1800-Based Systems 
by J. Paradise 

A new microprocessor, the CDP1805, speeds throughput and reduces chip count 
while retaining all the advantages of the register-based CDP1800-series archi
tecture. 

The RCA CDP1800 microprocessor series is a well-tried LSI 
product line that implements control-oriented microcom
puter functions in CMOS technology. The preeminent 
device of the series, the CDP1802, has been in production 
since 1977, with yearly output now exceeding one million 
devices per year. Finding its way into a wide range of 
applications that require low power for portability, high 
noise immunity for satisfactory operation in industrial 
environments, or a wide operating temperature and voltage 
range to assure optimum performance under a wide variety 
of ambient conditions, the CDP1802 has established itself 
as the leading CMOS microprocessor. With the introduction 
of the CDP1805 by RCA, CDP1800-based designs can be 
further enhanced, and proposed riew or improved system 
deSigns whose performance requirements previously ex
ceeded the capability of the CDP1802 can now be imple
mented. 

The CDP1800-Serles 
MI~roprocessor Architecture 

This section will help readers unfamiliar with CDP1800-
series architecture to understand its fundamentals and 
salient features, so that the enhancements achieved in the 
CDP1805 can be more fully appreciated. 

As shown in Fig. 1, the central feature of the CDP1800-
series microprocessor is an array of sixteen 16-bit scratch
pad registers used to provide control over memory ad
dressing and internal housekeeping. When used to address 
memory, the registers are selected by software instructions 
that load 4-bit values into register selectors (P,N,X). These 
selectors program the scratchpad registers as program 
counters, memory pointers, and stack pointers. This assign
ment flexibility allows the use of multiple-pointer and 
context-switching techniques, and provides quick subroutine
call implementation and efficient stack and interrupt hand
ling in real-time control applications. In addition, these 
same registers can be used for variable data storage, pro
viding up to 30 bytes of data memory on-chip. 

The 16-bit-wide register-array matrix provides two advan
tages in its dual use in address and data operations. A 218 or 
65,536-byte memory address range is possible for RAM 
IROM addressing in main program, subroutine, and stack 
operations. For data storage, the contents of each 16-bit 
register can be used as a 16-bit data word, with instructions 
for increment, decrement, register-to-register, and register
to-memory manipulation of 16-bit operands. Thus, 16-bit 
arithmetic and logic operations can be supported by this 
internal architectural configuration. 

Externally, CDP1800-series devices interface with a variety 
of bus and liD pins to external memory and peripheral 
functions. Memory addresses are generated via a multi
plexed address bus; a latching TPA signal is provided for 
the high-order byte. I/O addressing is accomplished via a 
separate 3-bit liD bus with dedicated instructions for data 
transfer between memory and peripherals. 

Other liD lines are provided fOr on-board DMA address and 
control-line generation, for interrupt vectoring, for use as 
flag lines for polling, and for implementation of a Q-line
output port for control of external devices. The flag and Q 
lines, in conjunction with a software-driver routine, can also 
be used as a serial port to external liD. 

The remainder of this Note describes specific CDP1805 
features and explains how they are optimally applied in a 
microcomputer system. 

CDP1805 - THE SPECIFICS 

On-Board RAM Complement 

The CDP1805 includes, on-board, a 64-byte RAM array in 
addition to the 16 x 16 scratch pad register array described 
above. The RAM's six address lines are internally connected 
to the CPU section; the eight data lines are part of the CPU's 
external bus. The chip-select function for the RAM is 
available through pin 16 (the VCC connection on the 
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ADDRESS 
BUS SCO, INTR DMA DMA ffi-

TPA TPB SCI IN IN OUT EF'4 Q MRO MWR 

CONTROL LOGIC 

RO r---'----'-----, 

SIXTEEN 
16-BIT 

SCRATCHPAD 
REGISTERS 

DATA 
BUS 

92CM-34171 

Fig. 1 - CDP1800-series architecture features a scratchpad 
register array for address and data manipulation. 

CDP1802). Thus, the RAM is essentially configured as 
independent memory, with its 64-byte block locatable 
anywhere in memory space, and with its data lines available 
to external 1/0 for reading and writing. The 64-byte block is 
of adequate size for a stack area, being able to handle many 
levels of subroutine and interrupt nesting, as well as 
providing sufficient space for a modest data stack for main 
program or 1/0 routines. Figure 2 shows a typical connection 
of the CDP1805 in a CDP1800-based system. 

--t 
--t COUNTER- { 

TIMER 
+-

CDPIS05 

ME 
ffi 
EF2 

Q 

... 
ADDR CDPI835 v 

TPA 

MRD 2K.S 
ROM 

CEO 

A 
DATA 

... 

92C5-34170 

Fig. 2 - Minimum connection diagram for a CDP1800-based 
system that includes CPU, 2-kilobyte ROM, 64-byte 
RAM, and a counter-timer. 
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On-Board Counter-Timer 

The CDP1805 contains an 8-bit presettable down-counter 
on-chip. The counter is configurable in a wide variety of 
modes through the use of new CDP1805 software instruc
tions (Fig. 3); external input and output lines are available 
via the flag and a pins. The counter features an internal 
counter interrupt, which is activated on counter underflow, 
and internal execution similar to the external interrupt 
mechanism found on the CDP1802. 

The counter is loaded with a desired count, and preset to its 
intended operating mode, by means of software instructions . 
Counter contents may be loaded into the CPU D register 
and manually decremented, a function that can replace 
software loops in timing applications. In its dynamic opera
ting modes (of which there are five) the counter-timer may 
receive its internal decrement-clock si~ from TPAdivided 
by a -7 32 prescaler, or from flag lines EF1 and m (Fig. 4). 

In the timer mode, the effective clock input is the crystal 
frequency divided by 256 (XTAL -7 8 = TPA, TPA -7 32 = 
prescaler output). Interrupts are generated on each counter 
underflow; the preset counter value is reloaded into the 
counter after each interrupt. I n the timer mode, the counter
timer can function as an accurate time base in real-time 
applications. An ETa instruction causes a to toggle with 
each interrupt, creating a programmable-frequency square 
wave for external-device control applications. 
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LDC - LOAD 
GEC - READ 
STPC - STOP 
DTC - DECREMENT 
STM - TIMER MODE 
SCM1 - EVENT COUNTER VIA EF1 
SCM2 - EVENT COUNTER VIA EF2 
SPM1 - PULSE WIDTH VIA EF1 
SPM2 - PULSE WIDTH VIA EF2 
ETQ - COUNTER OUTPUT VIA Q 

Fig. 3 - CDP1805 counter-timer instructions for manual control 
and selection of one of five dynamic modes. 

TPA 
STOP ,-INT 

EFI B-STAGE 
UNDERF'" CQF~ Q OUTPUT 

DOWN 
COUNTER 

EF2 t 
DEC READ LOAD 

92CS-33385 

Fig. 4 - CDP1805counter-timermodel. The8-bitdown-counter 
has a variety of possible inputs and an output available 
from the Q line. 

Event counting can be performed in the SCM1 and SCM2 
modes (Fig. 3) by bypassinJ/Jhe internal TPA clock and 
feeding inputs directly from EF1 and EF2. This arrangement 
still permits the flag lines to retain their normal functions. 
Again, the counter generates an interrupt when a preset 
number of external events have occurred. 

EF1 and EF2 can also be used to make pulse-width 
measurements in the SPM1 or SPM2 modes (Fig. 3). In 
either of these modes, EF1 and EF2 are used as a gate to the 
TPA clock without the prescale divider. An interrupt is 
generated, with the remaining count frozen, on the trailing
edge transition of the flag line. Thus, the counter value 
represents the width of the pulse appearing at EF1 or EF2. 
Since the two flag inputs· may be used together, these 
modes are useful for comparison-type measurements. 

These generalized explanations give some idea of how the 
counter can be used in control applications. The specific 
examples given below employ some of these counter-timer 
functions and illustrate other powerful features of CDP1800-
series I/O. 

Enhanced Hardware DMA: The Counter-Timer 

On-board DMA control is a useful I/O feature of CDP1800 
architecture, especially in data transfer operations where 
high speed is essential. Instead of requiring an external 
controlier to provide address and memory read/write sig
nals, the CDP1800 processor performs these functions 
automatically, through register R(O), when DMA-In or 

DMA-Out pins are activated. The counter-timer, along with 
a single inexpensive CD4011, a CMOS NAND gate, keeps 
track of the desired number of DMA transfers, with the 
peripheral only required to issue a DMA request in the form 
of a single short pulse. The modest internal software 
initialization and maintenance required with this method 
results in an acceptable trade-off with external hardware 
techniques. 

In the configuration shown in Fig. 5,. the CDP1805 itself 
keeps track of DMA transfers. The counter-timer is placed 
in event-counting-mode SCM1, and counts TPA transitions 
that occur during the time that DMA is active. When the 
desired number of transfers is complete, a toggles, ending 
the DMA mode. 

INPUT 
PULSE "'"'\ r 
INITIATES \.....J 
DMA 

UNDERFLOW 
TERMINATES 
DMA 

SC I i----Ir-.... 

Dt.TA T P A r-----<L-.,/ 

CDPI805 

Q EFI 1---.,.--...... 

COUNTER COUNTS 
DMA CYCLES 

92CS-34167 

Fig. 5 - CDP1805-enhanced DMA operation using on-board 
counter-timer. The counter-timer can be preset to 
count from 1 to 255 DMA transfers. 

Software DMA with the CDP1805 Counter-Timer 

When properly initialized, the CDP1805 can be used to 
generate software-driven DMA (Fig. 6). In this application, 
the counter-timer is set to pulse-mode SPM1. An SEa 
instruction, locatable anywhere in software, forces DMA to 
begin. The counter counts internal TPApulses until under
flow, at which time a toggles and terminates the DMA 
mode. The process may be repeated anywhere in the 
software sequence; the number of transferred bytes is 
determined by the count loaded into the counter-timer. 

CDPI805 
Q FORCES DMA 
CYCLES UNTIL 
RESET BY 
UNDERFLOW 

COUNTER DETECTS 
WIDTH OF DMA SIGNAL 

92CS- 34168 

Fig. 6 - Software-controlled DMA using counter-timer. The 
user has full control over any DMA transfer. 

Adding a Second Interrupt to the CDP1805 

The internal counter-timer interrupt that is generated within 
the CDP1805 can be used to advantage as a second external 
interrupt, complete with a dedicated handshake line. Further-
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more, this interrupt is edge rather than level sensitive, and 
the interrupt-acknowledge signal can be reset manually 
within the service routine to provide accurate status informa
tion to a peripheral. 

For this operation, shown in Fig. 7, the counter-timer is set 
to the counter mode, with a count of 01 preloaded, andwith 
ETQ enabled. The first high-to-Iow input-signal transition 
causes a counter underflow, generating an interrupt and 
creating ACK2. The interrupt source is arbitrated within the 
interrupt-service routine, during which time ACK2 can be 
reset. 

seo 
SCI r-"""L...-./ 

ACK I 

CDPI805 

~ Q~------ACK2 

92CS-34169 

Fig. 7 - CDP1805 multiple-interrupt capability with hand
shaking using counter-timer. The additional interrupt is 
edge-sensitive and has its own handshake line. 

Enhanced Interrupt Control 

The type of interrupt action described in the counter-timer 
discussion above is made possible because of the enhanced 
interrupt-control logic and instructions of the CDP1805. 
Since two interrupts must be dealt with internally in the 
CDP1805, six additional linked instructions, shown in Fig. 8, 
have been provided for arbitration and control. In addition 
to standard CDP1800-series RET and DIS instructions, 
which provide master interrupt control, separate XIE, XID, 
CIE, and CID instructions are provided for independent 
control of external and counter interrupts. In addition, both 
external and counter interrupts are poll able by means of 
BXI and BCI short-branch instructions. 

XIE - ENABLE EXTERNAL INT 
XID - DISABLE EXTERNAL INT 
CIE - ENABLE COUNTER INT 
CID - DISABLE COUNTER INT 
BCI - BRANCH ON COUNTER INT 
BXI - BRANCH ON EXTERNAL INT 

Fig. 8 - CDP1805 interrupt-controlinstructions. These instruc
tions arbitrate between external and counter interrupts. 

The advantages to the user of this structure are that he can 
enable or disable a counter or external interrupt request 
with a simple instruction, and avoid the indirect pro
gramming structure of RET and DIS for simple enable or 
disable functions. Although not latched, the external inter
rupt is poliable, making it useful as a fifth flag line, if desired. 
Finally, the latched counter interrupt can be tested as a 
real-time or polled event by selective use of the CIE, CID, 
and BCI instructions. 

RC-Osclllator Capability 

The addition of a Schmitt trigger in the CDP1805 oscillator 
section provides crystal or RC-osciliator capability (Fig. 9). 
An RC oscillator can have several advantages over a crystal 
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in noncritical timing applications. The most obvious advan
tage is in cost; the crystal typically costs ten time!? more 
than the resistor-capacitor combination. A temperature
compensated capacitor can be purchased to improve stabi
lity further when required by the application. 

Fig. 9 - CDP1805 oscillator configuration using RC time 
constant. The internal Schmitt trigger allows crystal or 
RC operation. 

The RC structure also permits easier change of frequency. 
The resistor can be replaced with a simple user-adjustable 
potentiometer. Further, step changes in frequency for 
specific applications, time-base changes, or lower power 
considerations can be accommodated through simple RC
switching techniques. By way of providing basic design 
guidelines, Fig. 10 matches resistor and capaCitor values 
with frequency. 

: voo= 5V AT 25°C 

2 

IO~~------+-----~----~~----~----~~--~ 

4 

2 

2 468 2 468 2 468 2 468 2 468 2 ~ 68 
10 100 IK 10K lOOK 1M 

FREQUENCY (Hz) 
92CS- 34172 

Fig. 10 - Component values as a function of frequency for the 
RC oscillator. The graph shows that frequencies up to 
1 MHz are achievable. 

High Clock Rate 

The 4-MHz clock speed of the CDP1805, a 25-percent 
increase over the 3.2 MHz of the CDP1802A, can give the 
CDP1805 the performance edge in certain applications. 
This performance edge, together with the enhanced data 
instructions described below, can produce fast throughput 
in both real-time and response-critical applications. 
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Table 1- Performance Comparlsons·Subroutlne Call and Routine for CDP1802 and CDP1805 
Implemented with Various Techniques 

1802 SOFTWARE 1802 SOFTWARE 1804/05 SOFTWARE 1804/05 SOFTWARE 
!IseRT" "SEP" SCAL 1 SRET I'SEP" 

TECHNIQUE TECHNIQUE INSTRUCTIONS TECHNIQUE 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 32 2 

CYCLES - CALL 

NUMBER OF 
MACHINE 24 4 

CYCLES - RETURN 

CALL TIME 
0802 @3.2 MHz) 

(1804/05 @ 4MHz) 
80/Ls 5/La 

RETURN TIME 
(1802 @3.2 MHz) 

0804105 @ 4 MHz) 
60/L" 10/L" 

NUMBER OF 
BYTES SOFTWARE 45 
CALL + RETURN 

SCAl andSRET Instructions 

Of all new CDP1805 instructions, the new call and return 
instructions, SCAl and SRET, provide the most significant 
improvement in throughput. These 4-byte instructions 
perform the same function as the SCRT technique outlined 
in existing user manuals. However, the savings in code and 
execution time is Significant (Table I), especially where 
subroutines are frequently used. 

Besides providing subroutine call-and return capability in a 
single instruction, SCAl and SRET support the additional 
parameter-passing feature. Parameters are passed from 
main program to subroutine by saving the main program 
counter in a scratch pad register, rather than on a stack, and 
using a memory-load instruction to link data following the 
SCAl instruction to the subroutine. 

16·81t Data Instructions 

Four instructions, RlDI, RlXA, RSXD, and RNX, were 
added to the CDP1805 to handle enhanced 16-bit operations 
involving the scratch pad registers. Figures 11 and 12 

4 TO 16 
DECODER 

16 16-BIT 
SCRATCHPAD 

REGISTER 
ARRAY 

92CS-33386 

Fig. 11 - CDP1802scratchpad-registerdata-transfermode/. The 
register array is accessed via the 0 register. 

4 
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8 

20/Ls 

16/Ls 

6 
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4 
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B /La 

4 

92CS-33391 

RNX 

DATA 
L-~~--~1-FR~L~XAA~,~ MEM 

RSXD 

92CS-33390 

Fig. 12 - Enhanced CDP1805 scratchpad-register data-transfer 
model. The CDP1805 allows direct register-memory 
transfers. 

illustrate the enhancements made possible through these 
new instructions. For example, they permit 16·bit loads of 
data from program memory to a deSignated scratch pad, 
16-bit loads and stores between scratch pads and memory, 
and transfer of the contents of any scratch pad to R(X). 

Several advantages accrue from these enhancements. In 
the case of RlDI, two bytes are saved for each register load, 
but more importantly, the contents of the·D register are not 
destroyed in the process. RlXA and RSXD register loads 
and stores, from or to memory, are useful for stack storage 
of 16-bit address values, or 16-bit data manipulation in 
arithmetic operations. Finally, the RNX instruction permits 
any scratch pad to become a memory pointer for stack and 
liD operations. 
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Conclusion 

The architecture and performance improvements afforded 
by the new CDP1805 microprocessor have been reviewed. 
Foreach improvement, an advantage or benefit to the user 
in a real system application has been pointed out. For 
customers requiring any or ali of these performance improve
ments, the CDP1805 may prove to be the appropriate 
choice in a new or modified CMOS system design. 
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Multimicroprocessor-based Transistor Test Equipment 

by W. J. Hepp and R. H. Isham 

As the capability of power devices has improved, it has 
become increasingly important to accurately test not only 
for the traditional parameters, but for characteristics
such as thermal resistance and forward-biased second 
breakdown-directly related to the application in which the 
device is used. In addition, some customers require 
special-use tests. Switching tests and high-temperature 
parameter verification are also being required in an in
creasing number of applications. Traditionally, these test
ing needs have been satisfied by multiplexed computer
controlled test sets that measu re standard parameters, and 
a multiplicity of special-purpose test sets that measure 
those characteristics that must be controlled in specific 
applications or that cannot be measured effectively in con
ventional test sets. The need to reduce as much as possible 
the number of insertions, that is, the number of different 
types of test sets that a device must pass through, has also 
increased in importance. The passage of a device through a 
multitude of test sets increases its cost by adding handling 
costs, and increases the possibility that it will be mis
segregated at least once. These factors are particularly 
important in the testing of automotive ignition transistors, 
where very high quality levels are demanded, and where 
pricing is very competitive. The Note discusses a modern 
test system that meets these demands through its ability to 
perform multiple-temperature testing of traditional and 
custom parameters in one insertion. 

Hlltory 

Computer-controlled test equipment was first introduced 
to the RCA Solid State Division (SSD) power-manufacturing 
facility in the form of SCOPE test systems.' More than 35 of 
these hardware-multiplexed minicomputer systems were 
built between 1969 and 1976, and 25 are still being used in 
various SSD locations throughout the world for routine 
device testing. 

The marketing of high-voltage Darlington transistors for 
use in automotive ignition systems required testing to qual
ity levels unprecedented for commercial devices. Some 
customers also insisted that tests be performed to simulate 
distributor misfiring, reversed battery polarity, battery dis
connect transients, and fouled spark-plug operation. One
hundred-percent testing of both switching time at room 
temperature and dc parameters at several high tempera
tures was also required. Traditional testing methods would 
have involved at least seven insertions, making the 
achievement of the required quality levels difficult. 

A method of internally heating a power transistor by dissi
pating energy had been demonstrated through the use of 
an engineering version of a SCOPE test system. The 
method worked well, but required more test time on a mul
tiplexed, multisocket SCOPE system than the maximum 
200 to 300 milliseconds that was economically feasible. It 
was recognized that a nonmultiplexed SCOPE system 

would not suffer the same restriction since all of the hard
ware would be dedicated to a single socket. In addition, 
removal of the multiplex circuitry, with its long leads and 
high stray capacitance, would allow a primitive switching
time circuit and the special customer tests to be added. 

A prototype of anonmultiplexed system, the first GAL Ttest 
station,2 was developed and placed on line in 1975. It used 
the basic SCOPE concepts, implemented in state-of-the
art hardware, and was optimized for single-insertion multiple
temperature testing of automotive Darlington transistors. It 
was connected to the minicomputer in an existing SCOPE 
test system and operated by "stealing" CPU time. Calcula
tions had shown that more than 20 GAL T stations could be 
added to the system with no degradation in the perfor
mance of the SCOPE system. This prototype station is still 
in use in SSD's plant in Malaysia. 

I ntroduction of the Switch Max high-speed transistor fami
lies in 1977 brought a need for accurate testing ofswltchlng 
time at high temperatures. Using experience gained with 
the prototype GALT system, a new station optimized for 
high-speed switching time was designed. In this station, 
the minicomputer was replaced with a COSMAC develop
ment system as the station controller. This replacement 
was possible because the minicomputer in a typical SCOPE 
station is idle about 99 percent of the time during testing, 
and has a machine-cycle time only ten-times faster than a 
COS MAC CPU. To keep the cost down, the only peripheral 
included with the GAL Tstation was an RCA Microterminal, 
which was to be used primarily for maintenance purposes. 
A central computer system was used to load test programs 
and to log results over a serial data link. 

A second COSMAC development system with disk
operating software and four test-station interfaces was 
origi nally used for the central computer. More recent GALT 
sets have tied to existing Hewlelt-Packard minicomputer
based systems, and have employed RCA Microboard pro
totyping systems as the station controllers. 

A total of three of these high-temperature-switching-time 
test stations (Fig. 1) have been built to date. One is in 
operation in SSD's Mountaintop location and the other two 
are operating in Malaysia. In addition to testing switching 
time, the stations are configured to test forward-biased 
second-breakdown and several conventional parameters. 

S,s'em Dncrlptlon 
Unlike most other commercial telt~lystem manufacturers, 
RCA has generally grouped telt hardware functions on 
boards; one board contains all of the drivers needed for 
gain measurements, another those needed for leakage 
measurements, and so on. This practice allows customiz
ing of the response of each driver to suit the task, and 
allows modification or addition of one class of test without 
aHecting others. 
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Fig. 1 - GAL T V switohing-time oonsole (with door removed). 

Until recently, there had been little control at the board 
level. All information needed to run a test was placed in 
parallel on the test backplane, timing signals were gener
ated, and results read under control of the central compu
ter. More complex tests, such as switching time, required 
more information than could be placed on a test backplane 
or transmitted over a parallel data link. This predicament 
suggested a board-level controller that could accept data in 
serial/parallel fashion, run the test, and return results. A 
system of this type provides a clean break between the 
logic that performs the test and the logic that c:lecideswhich 
test to perform. Thus, the testing hardware developed can 
be used In different systems with minimum trouble, and can 
be easily expanded. 

SYSTEM 
POWER 

CDPI8S691 PROTOTYPING SYSTEM INCLUDES 
CHASSIS, COVER, 640 AND 601 CARDS 

CUSTOM ItO 

CDPI8S641 UART 

CDPI8S601 CPU/RAM/ROM 

CDPI8S622 BATTERY BKD. RAM 

CDP18S640- CONTROL/ D ISPL AY 

Fig. 2 - Mloroboard stationoontroller (with oover removed). 

The heart of the test station developed to satisfy the needs 
just described is an RCA Mlcroboard computer system 
(Figs. 2,3, and 4). Fig. 2 is a photograph of the Mlcroboard 
station controller Itself. Fig. 3 depicts the system Micro
board complement, and Fig. 4. the block diagram of the 
switching-time console. As shown in Fig. 2. the system 
employs four standard cards: the CDP18S601 CPU. the 
CDP18S641 UART, the CDP18S640 control and display 
board. and the CDP18S622 battery-backed 8-kllobyte RAM 
card. A custom parallel I/O card completes the system. 

Test programs are loaded from a central station at 2400 
baud through the UART card. No further external commun
Ication is needed unless data taking is reqUested. The 

PHOTOCELL } 

1"'--_.,.. HANDSHAKE ~~~1 r===> DATA 

:::::T:~:~ATUS} TEST-
CARD 

BOARD CODES, RACK 
SETUP DATA 

CENTRAL COMPUTER 

CDPI8S021 
MI CROTERMI NAL 

RESET, RUN 

92CM-34186 

Fig. 3 - The Mioroboard system. 
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SUPPLIES 
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CLAMP DRIVERS CIRCUITRY 
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Fig. 4 - Block diagram of the switching-time console. 

battery-backed RAM provides protection from power out
ages; the control and display card provides the interface to 
an RCA Microterminal (a pocket-sized keyboard and dis
play unit) used for servicing. The custom 1/0 card provides 
communications with the set of test boards and with the 
test head. 

The test head houses passlfail LED's as well as hexade
cimal readouts for displaying bin selection. As in RCA 
SCOPE systems, light and photocell pairs are grouped 
around the test socket to detect the operator's hands. The 
readouts are latched Internally and driven by address, data, 
and timing signals from the custom 1/0 card. The "hand
clear" signal from the test-head photocells is critical; the 
operator's safety depends on it. It is used to signal the 
system to start a test sequence and to provide a hardware 
reset to all test boards, overriding any software. The signal 
is also generated during power up to clear all boards. 

Each class of tests is accommodated on a 11 by 17-inch 
board with two 43-pin edge connectors. One connector 
handles large signals: transistor-under-test leads, dedi
cated power-supply connections, and high-power system 
supplies. The second connector handles alilow-powersys
tem supplies, data, and handshaking lines. Fig. 5 shows a 
typical board with its two connectors, and Fig. 6 shows a 
typical test-board assembly or "cage." 

Each test board contains a small CDP1802-based system 
(Fig. 7 ) that controls the hardware on the board and com
municates with the test-station controller. The system 
includes 1 kilobyte of ROM, 32 bytes of RAM a CDP1851 
programmable input/output port, and some handshaking 
and address-decoding logic. A self-calibration feature 
added to some boards requires the addition of a CDP1855 
multiply-divide Chip. Because of the limited 1/0 decoding 
capability of the CDP1802, eight memory addresses are 
decoded for the on-board hardware interface. 

Fig. 5 - Forward-drop board. 
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Fig. 6 - Typical test board assembly or "cage ... 
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Fig. 7 - Board-level processor system. 
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The CDP1802 was chosen as the main component of the 
board-level processor system for several reasons. Designer 
familiarity and its low cost were important factors, but 
CMOS noise immunity was the deciding one. There has, 
indeed, been very little trouble with "glitches", despite the 
electrically noisy environment of the test stations. 

Two data buses connect the test boards to the system 
controller: one to pass "board codes" or test set-up data to 
the boards, and one to pass back results and status. The 
"hand-clear" signal resets each board at the start of a test 
sequence. All output ports to the backplane are three
stated; the boards initialize (and self-calibrate) and wait in 
an idle loop. The station controller places the address of the 
desired test (board code) on the backplane and generates a 
signal to interrupt all boards. All boards compare the 
"board code", and the addressed board responds with a 
flag. Sufficient data to run the test is then passed over the 
bus using a simple handshaking scheme. The board com
piles the set-up data, runs the test, and signals the system 
controller to retrieve the results. Again, using a simple 
handshaking scheme, two bytes of results and status are 
passed back. The board then idles, waiting for another 
interrupt. 

The leakage board (Fig. 8) typifies recent hardware in that 
it uses no off-board components and is self-calibrating. 
The microprocessor front-end interfaces to the hardware 
through relay drivers, a data latch, and AID and D/A con
verters. The D/A converter is time multiplexed to set both 
base-bias conditions and collector or emitter voltage. 

When the board has received all data needed to specify a 
test, the relay-driver bits are determined and outputted. 
During the relay-settling time, the base and then the collec
tor D/A-converter values are calculated and loaded (the 
D/A converter has two internal registers). The base bias is 
isolated from the D/A converter, the collector voltage is 

DATA BUS AND 
HANDSHAKING TO MICROPROCESSOR 
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"rippled through", and the collector-supply inverter is acti
vated. After a further settling time, which depends on cur
rent measuring range, the AID converter is strobed. Supp
lies are shut off in reverse order, and the results are 
returned. 

As an example of a noise source present in the test set, the 
leakage supply is a .125-kHz push-pull inverter with a 1-
kilovolt output. The inverter is located within several inches 
of the microprocessor "front end." 

Switching-Time Me.surement. 

The measurement of power-transistor switching parame
ters over a wide range of conditions requires more than one 
board of hardware; Fig. 9 shows the set-up used. The tran
sistor under test must be disconnected from the normal 
test-board backplane and connected in a low-inductance 
loop with a collector load and a current-sensing trans
former. A second low-i nductance loop is com posed of the 
base-drive circuitry and a second current transformer. A 
third low-inductance loop contains high-speed switching 
diodes and bypass capacitors that clamp collector voltage 
when inductive loads are switched. 

8ase- and collector-current and collector-voltage wave
forms (Fig. 10) are fed back to the switching-time board. 
These signals then pass through programmable gain ampli
fiers and comparators into the measurement circuitry. 
Measurement is made by time-interval averaging,3 which 
produces a resolution of five nanoseconds. All comparator 
levels are set under program control, an arrangement that 
allows the measurement pOints to vary. 

The processor system is somewhat larger than on other test 
boards, with more RAM and 32 decoded output lines. A 
separate rack is provided for all supply drivers, relay driv
ers, the base-drive timing driver, and so on. 

92CM-34189 

Fig. 8 - Leekage-board output section. 
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Fig. 10 - 8ase- and collector-current and collector-voltage 
waveforms supplied to the switching-time board during 
switching-time measuraments. 

The most difficult hardware functions to implement in the 
multi microprocessor test set included the base-drive cir
cuitry and the programmable amplifiers. The base drive 
must output a reversing current pulse of 5- to 50-micro
seconds duration and of 1-mllilampere to 6-amperes mag
nitude. Rise and fall times of less than 20 nanoseconds are 
produced at low currents, with socket and wiring induc
tance limiting the highest current pulses to 50 nanose
conds. The drive is entirely bipolar; both n-p-n and p-n-p 
transistors can be accommodated. The programmable 
amplifiers must operate over a gain range of 1 to 2000, with 
1,2,5 sequence. Rise and settling times total 25 nanose
conds, accuracy is one percent, and inverting or noninvert
ing gain is provided. 

The main collector and collector-clamp supplies were also 
somewhat difficult to realize. They must sink or source 
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currents as high as one-half ampere at voltages up to 450 
volts, also under program control, and can be stacked to a 
maximum of 900-volts clamp voltage. 

The appearance of the switching-time circuitry to the test
console controller is similar to any other test board, but 
approximately 20 bytes are required to specify the test. 
Nine different parameters can be measured in one test, but 
as described earlier, only one result of up to 16 bits is 
returned per test. To avoid unnecessary test repetition, the 
board first compares all set-up conditions to those of the 
previous test. If the conditions compare exactly (except for 
the result requested) and no other board has been called 
since the last test, the board will go directly to returning 
results. 

If a new test is required, the firstfunction olthe system is to 
decode and energize the required relays. The starting 



values for all supplies are then calculated, and after a wait
ing period for relay settling, the supplies are programmed 
up. Reference values for all D/A converters are outputted 
along with other set-up conditions, such as base-drive 
pulse'"width. After the waiting period for supply ramp-up, 
the base drive is activated at a 2-millisecond repetition rate. 
At this time a supply-adjustment procedure begins. 

Switching parameters can be very sensitive to small changes 
in set-up conditions; therefore, these conditions must be 
maintained as accurately as possible. Some parameters, 
such as reverse base current during turn-off, maintain their 
peak value for less than 50 nanoseconds. These constraints 
make conventional regulation techniques difficult, and it is 
forthis reason that the processor has been made part of the 
feedback loop. Comparators are set with the desired peak 
values of collector current, forward- and reverse-base cur
rent, and collector-clamp voltage. During a switching 
cycle, latches are set if any value exceeds that desired. The 
processor examines the latches after each cycle, and 
increases or decreases each supply as needed. This 
adjustment is made after every cycle for 100 cycles, and 
then reduced to one adjustment on every fourth cycle. The 
measurement circuitry is then enabled, and the switching, 
adjusting, and measuring continue for another 100 cycles. 
Supplies are then disabled, results calculated, possible 
errors checked, and the result phase entered. 

Operating-System Software 

The operating-system software in any test system should 
provide the means for testing devices in the minimum 
amount of time necessary to bin (or sort) a device accu
rately. When multiple temperatures are used, the problem 
is complicated, since it is time consuming to cool a device 
once it has been heated. For this reason, all tests that might 
be needed at a given temperature must be performed 
before the unit undertest is heated to the next temperature. 
Those tests not needed must be.excluded to save time. 

The Microboard computer contained in the GALT stations 
has been programmed to perform testing along an opti
mum path. Units are tested so that the device will fall into 
the highest priority bin for which it is qualified, with no 
unnecessary testing. The test program contains a list of test 
conditions to be used by the hardware to perform the tests. 
There is one entry for each parameter at each set of condi
tions. The program also contains lists of tests required for 
each bin. Each entry contains a pOinter to the proper entry 
in the test condition list and the limits to which the results 
of the test are to be compared. Limit comparison is done in 
software, since each test returns an actual result. This is a 
departure from almost all commercial test systems, which 
make only analog hardware comparisons. A unit is assumed 
to be eligible for all bins before testing begins. An eligibility 
flag for each bin is maintained in memory during testing, 
and is used by the steering logic to determine which test to 
perform next. 

Testing begins when a device is plugged into the test head 
and the "hand-clear" flag is set by the photocell hardware. 
The first test performed is a continuity test to assure that 
the unit is making proper contact in the socket. If this test 
fails, the continuity-fail code is displayed on the bin lights, 
and testing is complete. If this test passes, all of the eligibil
ity flags are set to "eligible", and all of the test-result loca
tions are set to indicate that no tests have been performed. 
The pointer for the first test of the highest-priority bin (the 
one which must be filled first) is then retrieved from the 
required test list, and the test is performed. The results of 
the test are stored in the memory location reserved for that 
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test, overwriting the test-not-performed flag. The results 
are then compared to the specifications for the highest
priority bin. If the test has failed, the eligibility flag for that 
bin is set to "reject," and no further tests are performed for 
that bin. If the test passes, the eligibility flag remains 
unchanged, and the pointer for the next test in that bin is 
retrieved. 

Testing continues, as long as a fail does not occur, until the 
last room-temperature test for the highest-priority bin is 
performed. At this pOint, the program looks ahead to see if 
any tests are required at higher temperatures. If they are, 
the eligibility code remains unchanged and testing con
tinues with the next bin. If no tests are required at higher 
temperature, the eligibility code is set to "qualified." 

Before the room temperature tests for the next bin are 
started, the list of tests for that bin is scanned to see if any of 
the tests have already been performed. The previously per
formed tests are compared to the required limits, and a 
pass/fail decision is made for each. If a failure occurs, the 
eligibility code is set to "reject" (as above) for that bin, and 
no further tests are performed for that bin. If no failures are 
found, and there are remaining room-temperature tests, 
they are performed. This look-ahead feature prevents 
further testing of a device that has already failed an identi
cal test, and prevents repeating tests already performed to 
the same set of conditions. 

Room-temperature testing proceeds forthe remaining bins 
or until a bin is found for which the device is fully qualified. 
The program then checks to see if the device is eligible for 
higher-temperature testing for a bin of a higher priority. If it 
is not, the number of the bin for which the device qualifies is 
displayed and testing is complete. If the device is eligible 
for higher-priority bin testing at a higher temperature, the 
proper amount of energy is dissipated in the device to heat 
it to the next temperature. The test-result flags are reset to 
show no tests done, and testing continues. The process is 
repeated for each temperature. If, at any pOint, all eligibility 
codes are set to "fail", the reject code is displayed on the bin 
lights and testing is complete. 

The method of heating devices through the use of internal 
heating is a time-consuming one. Therefore, there is a 
tendency on the part of the test programmer to heat the 
device as fast as possible by setting the dissipation as close 
to the capability of the device as he can. When this is done, 
however, some of the tested devices may experience 
forward-biased second breakdown. If this condition occurs, 
the device does not reach the proper temperature and 
further testing is inaccurate. The control program handles 
this problem by displaying a failed heating code on the bin 
lights and by considering testing complete. Since this con
dition is not a true failure, the device can be placed in a bin 
for retesting with lower-energy heating pulses. 

Some of the tests used to classify power devices require the 
dissipation of energy sufficient to damage a device and 
make the previous test results invalid. A feature has been 
included in the subject test-system control program to 
code such tests. If at any time the device fails one of these 
potentially destructive tests, a special code is displayed on 
the bin lights, and testing is complete. 

Some of the microprocessor-controlled test boards have 
provisions for self-diagnostic checks. When one of these 
checks fails, a code is included in the test results sent to the 
Microboard computer. When the control program senses 
this code, it immediately stops the testing process and 
displays a flashing code on the bin lights to indicate a board 
failure. The display includes both the board number and 
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type of failu;e. The test station is locked up at this time. 
After the board failure is noted, the station can be reset to 
allow testing of the next device, although board failure will 
be detected if it occurs again. 

When one test board is switched off and a different one 
called, there is the possibility that a relay may fail to open. 
Since this situation is potentially destructive, the software 
calls in a "hung-relay" check each time the boards are 
switched. If a hung relay is found, the system locks-up in a 
manner similar to that for a failed board. 

Utility Software 

The control software contains two methods of testing in 
addition to the optimum path described above. A user can 
define a data-test program that contains a list of tests in a 
specified sequence. This method is used in conjunction 
with a data-analysis program in the central computer to 
record actual test results. In this mode, the testing begins 
when the serial number of the device to be tested is sent 
from the central computer to the test station. The serial 
number is displayed on the bin lights and the test station is 
enabled. When a "hand-clear" flag is received, the tests are 
performed as specified. The results are sent to the central 
computer, which processes them and, when ready, sends 
back another serial number. The process continues until 
the file of serial numbers is depleted and the central compu
ter sends a test-complete code in place of a serial number. 
This signal causes the test-complete code to be displayed 
on the bin lights, and testing is complete. 

The second method of testing is a very simple test mode 
designed for maintenance purposes. This mode employs 
the station's Microterminal for 1/0. The necessary control 
words for a single test are loaded into a scratch pad area of 
memory. When operating in this mode, the control program 
repeats the test defined in the scratch pad continuously and 
displays the results on the Microterminal. Repetition times 
can vary from 12 milliseconds to 30 seconds. This mode 
can be used to perform a test once only by setting the 
repetition factor to zero. Utility software that checks the 
operation of the bin lights, photocells, and communica
tions link has been included. 

The software also contains routin~s for the loading of test 
programs from the central computer. While communica
tion is proceeding, the photocell flag is ignored. This 
arrangement prevents an operator from testing while a 
program is being changed. 

Maintainability 

The most useful tool in facilitating repair of the subject 
transistor test system has been the RCA Microterminal 
used with the utility software described above. Because of 
the intelligence available at the board level, the words 
needed to run a test are simple to compile by hand. By 
manually loading a single test and using the appropriate 
control software, a board can easily be observed in 
operation. 

Because it is known that the setting up of AID and DIA 
converters is time consuming (and often ignored when one 
of these functions is being replaced), a way was sought to 
bypass these operations without compromising testing 
accuracy. The method decided on Involves the placement 
of an accurate voltage reference on each board along with 
facilities to connect the AID converter to the reference and 
to the DIA converters. Immediately after the "hand-clear" 
flag is set by the photocell hardware, each board reads 
ground and the reference voltage through its AID conver
ter. Gain and offset factors are calculated and stored for 
use in correcting the AID-converter readings. Each DIA 
converter is then driven to ground and to a value near the 
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end of the scale. Using the corrected AID converter, gain 
and offsetfactors forthe DIA converters can be calculated. 
During a board's operation, the factors are recalled and 
used to correct the D/A-converter outputs. Calculations· 
are done during the three-millisecond relay-settling time, 
so that no test time is added. The result is corrected at the 
end of the test, which adds several hundred microseconds 
to the test time. 

The test-board circuitry is designed to be minimally affected 
by offsets or other op-amp parameters. This fact, together 
with the self-calibration feature, allows the boards to meet 
one-percent accuracy speCifications with no set-up at all, 
thus redUCing labor content considerably. 

Some limited self-diagnosis is starting to be included on 
test boards, with status bits being returned along with test 
results. A simple diagnostic test, such as for forward
biased second breakdown (IS/b) may report that a supply 
had run out-of-compliance, thus negating the result. A 
complex board, such as the switching-time board, may 
report such problems as counter overflow, supplies adjusted 
out of expected range, or improper base-drive response. It 
must be stressed that several problems may have identical 
symptoms; the diagnostics can only suggest the general 
location of the trouble. 

Summary 

The placement of several levels of intelligence in a test 
console has provided many new test-system features. The 
extreme modularity of the set, in both hardware and soft
ware aspects, allows a very flexible system design. The 
addition of a capability to an existing set is as simple as 
plugging-in a board. The system software is independent of 
the boards used. 

The optimum-path software provides a powerful and time
saving determination of test sequence. The multiple
temperature, multiple-binning capability in one insertion 
provides a cost-effective way of meeting ever more string
ent custom-testing requirements. 

Utility software, Microterminal access, self-calibration, and 
self-diagnosis speed the understanding and solution of 
problems. Self-calibration and self-diagnosis decrease the 
possibility of mistesting the product. The construction and 
check-out time of boards is also greatly reduced, and the 
need for minor adjustments (''tweaking'') has been eliminated. 

The multi microprocessor-based transistor test system is a 
flexible system that is adaptable to almost any custom-test 
requirement. As a bonus, the cost to fabricate the system 
internally can be as little as one-fifth of the purchase price 
of commercially available test systems. 
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CDP1800-Series Peripherals - Building Blocks of a 
Complete Processor Family 
by J. Paradise 

Advances in CMOS technology in recent years have 
demonstrated that the system designer no longer needs to 
compromise his design performance goals when he 
chooses CMOS in his microprocessor-based system. 
Speed and integration levels have evolved to the point 
where CMOS functions have begun to closely match their 
NMOS counterparts. Microprocessors and memories are 
usually the functions that come to mind when making these 
comparisons. With the introduction in the last few years of a 
host of CMOS peripheral functions from RCA, the CDP1800 
series now offers a complete array of auxiliary chips that 
make available to the system designer the functions, flexibi
lity, and performance levels that once were only achievable 
with NMOS. 

CDP1800 SERIES I/O STRUCTURE 
The processor functions in the CDP1800 series feature a 
register-based, control-oriented architecture and instruc
tion set geared to mid-range performance capability. The 
well-established CDP1802, the venerable patriarch of CMOS 
processors, has found its way into numerous system 
designs that take advantage of two of its dominant features
low power for portability, and I/O handling for control 
applications. The obvious classical CMOS advantages 
aside, CDP1800 architecture is well-suited to interface to 
complex external I/O devices, with performance and 
flexibi-lity beyond what can be practically achieved in a 
single-chip microprocessor with today's technology. 

The diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the I/O interface pins that 
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Fig. 1 - Common CDP1800-series CPU interface pins. 

appear on all processors in the CDP1800-series product 
line. Featured are a separate 3-bit I/O address bus, on
board DMA control, interrupt and flag input lines, and a 
single, software-controlled, Q output bit. Peripheral devices 
can be mapped in I/O space using the I/O bus, or memory 
mapped anywhere within the 64K address space of the 
CPU. The interrupt and flag lines allow a peripheral to 
request service, while the DMA feature allows for high
speed memory <-> peripheral transfers in systems where 
the peri pheral has access to the system bus. The flag and Q 
lines can form a serial I/O interface, or, in the case of the 
enhanced CDP1804 and CDP1805, can also provide access 
to the internal 8-bit counter-timer. 

When used in I/O space, peripheral data transfer is accom
plished by means of INPUT and OUTPUT instructions. 
These instructions transfer data between a memory stack 
and the peripheral, bypassing the CPU in the process (the 
INPUT instruction loads data into both memory and the 
CPU accumulator). Because of its register-based archi
tecture, a CDP1800-series CPU can maintain several 
memory stacks within its 64K address space, dedicating 
storage areas for I/O transfer at reasonably high speeds. 

The INPUT and OUTPUT instructions set bits on the 110 
address bus for selection of peripheral functions, with the 
selection code implicit within the instruction opcode. The 
3-bit I/O bus thus allows seven opcode combinations each 
for INPUT and OUTPUT instructions, plus an all-zero code 
to distinguish a memory transfer. The 110 bus may be used 
directly to select up to three devices, or it can be decoded, 
as shown in Fig. 2, to provide seven unique select signals for 
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Fig. 2 - CDP1800 expanded I/O interface. I/O select outputs are 
active only during I/O instruction execute cycle. 
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either an INPUT or OUTPUT transfer. An alternate scheme 
shown in Fig. 3 allows latched single-bit control of I/O 
devices, with bits set or reset only when an instruction is 
issued. 

For I/O intensive systems, a two-level I/O approach can be 
used, as shown in Fig. 4. In this configuration, two I/O 
instructions are issued, the first as a group selector and the 
second to select an I/O device within the group. With this 
minimal hardware addition, I/O capability is expanded to 
48 input or 48 output combinations. With additional circuitry, 
this concept may be expanded to provide more than 12,000 
unique codes. 

NO AO QI 
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OUTPUT 

cOleoo Q4 CONTROL 
CPU MRO 0 W:, BITS 

06 (SET WITH 
69-6F 
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C04724 INSTRUCTION) 

Q 
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Fig. 3 - CDP1BOO-series B-bit I/O output control. Each bit is 
individually set or reset by means of software instructions. 
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Fig. 4 - Generalized two-level I/O technique. 
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PERIPHERAL FUNCTIONS AVAILABLE 
Table I lists all of the currently available and soon-to-be 
announced 110 functions in the CDP1800 series. These 
functions range from simple buffers, decoders, and latches 
to complex special and general-purpose devices. 

Table I - Twenty-Seven I/O Functions that 
Support the CDP1800-Series Product Line 

I/O Ports 
CDP1851' 
CDP1852 
CDP1872 
CDP1874 
CDP1875 

Memory/I/O Decoders 
CDP1853 
CDP1858 
CDP1859 
CDP1866 
CDP1867 
CDP1868 
CDP1873 

UART 
CDP1854A' 

Multiply/Divide 
CDP1855' 

'Discussed in detail in this note. 

Buffers 
CDP1856 
CDP1857 

Video Control 
CDP1861 
CDP1862 
CDP1864 
CDP1869 
CDP1870 
CDP1876 

Keyboard Interface 
CDP1871 

Timer Functions 
CDP1863 
CDP1878' 
CDP1879' 

Interrupt Control 
CDP1877 

This discussion is focused on the more complex general
purpose components (marked with an asterisk in the table), 
which contain a number of addressable registers and which 
can operate in a variety of programmable modes. These 
types of components and their functions more closely 
match equivalent NMOS offerings found in recent catalogs, 
and all have the feature of being able to interface with any 
general-purpose bus-oriented microprocessor or ex
pandable microcomputer. (The diagram in Fig. 5 shows a 
typical interface between CMOS multiplexed address/data 
bus processors and complex CDP1800-series I/O devices). 
All of these featured devices will operate in a 5-MHz 
CDP1800 system, with access times on the order of 500 
nanoseconds (at 5 volts). Operation is over a voltage range 
of 4 to 10.5 volts, and over a temperature spread of -40 to 
+85°C. 

The. remainder of this note deals individually with these 
components. In addition to functional descriptions, the 
interface requirements, typical system configurations, and 
viable applications for the devices are discussed. 

CDP1851, Programmable I/O Expander 
The CDP1851 is a general-purpose programmable I/O 
device that has 20 I/O lines that may be used in several 
different modes of operation. Two full8-bit ports, complete 
with handshaking lines, are provided for efficient interfacing 
between a parallel CPU bus and peripheral functions. The 
CDP1851 is programmed by the CPU, by means of its 
control register, to define port mode, interrupt enabling, 
110 bit assignment, bit masking, etc. 

Table II shows a summary of the CDP1851 programming 
modes with corresponding pin configurations. Simple 
input or output-port functions with ready and strobe 
handshaking control lines may be selected, or more complex 
bidirectional and bit-programmable modes may be utilized. 
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Fig. 5 - General interface requirements; CMOS multiplexed-bus 
CPU to CDP1800-series I/O. 

In the bidirectional mode, the handshake control lines 
maintain proper bus flow discipline and allow the CDP1852 
to interface to a master or slave bidirectional bus. In the 
bit-programmable mode, individual lines can be designated 
as input or output lines, including the handshake pins, 
which are not used for ready and strobe in this mode. 

Separate interrupt lines are available for each port, with 
or-tie capability for single interrupt CPU inputs. Interrupts 
may be enabled or disabled, and can be read from an 
on-board status register. In the bit-programmable mode, 
interrupts are generated by logic conditions (AND, OR, 
NAND, NOR) programmed on bit inputs. Thus, a bit-pro
grammable port can actas an interrupt expander in the OR 
mode, or can respond to the coincidence of several input 
conditions in the AND mode. 

·The CDP1851 interfaces without additional components to 
all CDP1800-series processors in either I/O or memory 
space. In 1/0 space, the N lines are connected directly to 
CDP1851 inputs, with different N-code combinations 
selecting the CDP1851 registers and ports (see Table III). 
In memory space, an on-board latch is provided to create a 
chip-select from any selected high-order address line on 
the CDP1800 multiplex bus. 
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Fig. 6 illustrates an application that utilizes the complex 
capabilities of the CDP1851 in a multiprocessor application. 
In this configuration, one or more CDP1851 devices can 
interface to a CPU or shared master memory. Port A is used 
as a bidirectional port, with handshake lines controlling 
bus transfer. Port B is configured as a bit-programmable 
port, and is used to accept interrupt requests from the 
master controller for proper sequencing and placement of 
data, which is transferred by the CDP1851. Because master 
bus interfacing is done under interrupt control, individual 
slave CPU's can perform independent dedicated tasks and 
ultimately increase total system throughput and per
formance capability. 

CDP1854A, UART 
The CDP1854A is a CMOS Universal Asynchronous 
ReceiverlTransmitter (UART) circuit. It provides the 
necessary formatting and control for interfacing between 
parallel and serial data paths. It is capable of half or full
duplex operation, has a double-buffered receiver and 
transmitter section, and features a programmable data 
word, parity bit, and stop-bit length. The receiver is capable 
of checking parity and the occurrence of a stop bit with 
parity, overrun, and framing-error output indication. 

The CDP1854A can be programmed to operate in one of 
two modes through the use of single control pin. In mode 1, 
it is fully CDP1800 compatible, as shown in Fig. 7, and 
features programmability options made available through a 
control register that is accessed with N lines. In Mode 0, the 
CDP1854A is compatible with industry-type 1602 devices, 
and utilizes hard-wired external pins for data formatting 
and control. 
The CDP1854A is useful in any serial communication 
circuit where hardware parallel-to-serial or serial-to-parallel 
operation is desired. Performance is superior to equivalent 
bit-banging software techniques, with typical data rates in 
excess of 250K bits per second possible. 

This UART device can provide an interface in loosely 
coupled systems to other processors, with transmit and 
receive UART's isolating local buses from each other; the 
diagram in Fig. 8 shows such an application. In the 
configuration shown, the CDP1802 acts as an intelligent 
controller in interfacing a master system to a print buffer, 
and frees the host CPU for other tasks during the spOOling 
operation. In the figure, the CDP1854A is configured in 
Mode 0, with handshaking to both the CPU and printer for 
data transfer. As data is received by the UART into its 

Table 11- CDP1851 Programming Modes 

(8) (2) (8) (2) 
PortA Port A, Hand- Port e Port e, Hand-

Mode Data Pins shaking Pins Data Pins shaking Pins 
Input Accept Input data Ready, strobe Accept Input data Heady, StrObe 
utput uutput gata Ready, Strobe uutput _data Heady, strObe 

Bidirectional Transfer input! Input hand- Must be uutput hand-
(Port A only) output data shaking for previously set to shaking for 

Port A bit-programmable Port A 
mode 

Bit- Programmed Programmed Programmed Programmed 
Programmable individually as individually as individually as individually as 

inputs or outputs inputs or outputs inputs or outputs inputs or outputs 
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N Line Code 
NO N1 
1 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1 
1 1 
1 1 

SLAVE 
CPU 

INT 

NO 

NI 

N2 

MRD 
TPB 

fR'f 
EFI 

En 
ffi 
EF4 

COPI800 
CPU 

BUS 

Table III - CDP1851 1/0 Space Register Assignment 

Instruction 

INP 1 
OUT1 
INP 2 
OUT2 
INP3 
OUT3 

PORT A 
INPUTI 
OUTPUT 

COPI851 

LOCAL 
BUS 

PORT B 
INPUT 

(INTERRUPT 
REQUESTS) 

HANDSHAKE 
LINES 

Action 

READ 
LOAD 
READ 
LOAD 
READ 
LOAD 

MASTER 
MEMORY 

MASTER 
CONTROLLER 

Register 

STATUS REGISTER 
CONTROL REGISTER 

PORTA 
PORTA 
PORT B 
PORTB 

MASTER 
CPU 

92CM-34142 

Fig. 6 - CDP1851 master/slave multiprocessor application. 
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receiver holding register, it flags the CDP1802 for transfer 
to buffer memory under CPU DMA control. The CDP1802 
also polls the printer for data transfer from buffer memory 
to printer through the transmit section of the same UART. 
Since the receiver and transmitter functions are inde
pendent, the data exchange rates can match those of both 
the higher-speed host system and the slower printer. 

CDP1855, MDU 
The CDP1855 is a Multiply-Divide Unit (MDU) that can be 
an efficient hardware replacement for the software-only 
implementation of arithmetic and signal-processing 
algorithms. It performs multiply and" divide operations on 
unsigned 8-bit data with an add-and-shift type hardware 
implementation, and is structured to permit cascading of 
identical units to handle operands up to 32 bits. 

The MDU has three 8-bit registers, X, Y, and Z, which are 
loaded by the CPU with operands prior to the arithmetic 
operation, and which contain a product or quotient when 
the process is complete. The actual hardware operation 
typically requires only five microseconds for an 8-bit 
calculation, with additional software overhead time for 
loading and unloading registers. An 8-bit control register 
defines and initiates the operation, with a status register 
available for overflow indication. 

Fig. 7 - CDPI854A mode 1 Interlace to CDPI800-ser;es CPU. The MDU can typically be mapped in 1/0 space, with eight 
instructions required to address its X,Y,Z, control and 
status registers. The device also easily maps into the 
memory space of other processors, as shown in Fig. 9, 
where an MDU is interfaced to an MC146805E2. 
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Fig. 8 - CDP1802/CDP1854A slave controller application-printer buffer interface. 
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Fig. 9 -Minimum 6805/CDP1855 memory-mapped (in 4K) 
interface. 

The CDP1855 can be used in any application that requires 
fast multiply or divide throughput, orwhere the CPU would 
be required to perform real-time tasks during a long 
arithmetic routine. MDU efficiency increases as word size 
increases, as shown in the chart of Table IV. In addition, in 
low-frequency signal-processing applications, the MDU is 
suitable for use as a recursive digital filter in conjunction 
with AID and D/A conversion circuitry. 

Table IV - Software vs Hardware Multiply Time 
Comparisons for the CDP1855 MDU 

Word Size Approximate Time in Machine Cycles 

8x8 
16 x 16 
32 x 32 

Software Hardware 
280 26 
1000 41 
5000 89 

CDP1878, Counter-Timer 
The CDP1878 is a dual 16-bit counter-timer with a variety of 
operational modes. It is a general-purpose device that can 
prodiJce an assortment of output formats usable in real
time or control-oriented applications. it handshakes with 
the CPU through an interrupt line that is independent of the 
Ii mer outputs. This mechanism provides efficient operation 
wilh a minimum of software overhead, and without com
promising the wave shape required by an external device. 

Each section of the CDP1878 consists of a 16-bit pro
grammable down counter with a separate control register, 
programmable-level gate, true and complement outputs, 
and a maskable interrupt request that can appear on a 
shared output pin and in a status register. In operation, the 
user jarns a desired counter value in two 8-bit sequences, 
and then selects the desired counter mode and initiates 
timing by writing to the control register. This control 
register, which programs gate level and interrupt enabling, 
can also be used to stop the counter at any time, and can 
assure a stable counter readout by fre!ilzing the present 
count into a separate holding register. 
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The five counter modes of the CDP1878 are shown in Table 
V along with typical applications for each. These modes, 
along with different combinations of gating levels, output 
polarity, and 'underflow interrupt indication, provide a 
complete array oftiming, pulse-forming, and event-counting 
programming for efficient use of the device in system 
designs. 

The CDP1878 can be mapped into CDP1800 1/0 space, or 
into the memory space of CDP1800 or other general
purpose processors by means of an external control pin. 
Fig.10 shows a typical application for the device, which, in 
the figure, is mapped in the 1/0 space of the CDP1805. The 
circuit provides a means for generating spark advance and 
dwell timing based on engine speed and a lookup-table of 
engine constants for various load conditions. Half of the 
CDP1878 is used to monitor engine speed as a high
resolution, 16-bit count based on time period, while the 
other half outputs a variable-duty-cycle phase-shifted pulse 
to the ignition circuitry, with proper formatting for correct 
dwell and spark-advance settings. 

CDP1879, Real-Time Clock 
The CDP1879is a time-of-dayclock/calendarchip useful in 
a variety of real-time applications. The device counts 
seconds, minutes, hours, date, and month. It operates with 

CDPI805 CDP 1878 

a variety of crystal frequencies, has a separate clock 
output, and features an interrupt alarm that has a one
second resolution within a 24-hour period. 

This real-time clock device can be thought of as a pro
grammable divider chain. One of four crystal frequencies, 
from 32 kHz to 4 MHz, is selected as the clock source. An 
on-board control register selects the appropriate prescaling 
to produce a one-second pulse that is fed to a chain offive 
programmable counters. The prescaler and divider chain 
can be tapped to generate 50-percent duty-cycle pulses 
(subsecond or one per second, minute, hour, or day) at the 
clock output along with an interrupt request. Counters may 
be written to or read from in BCD format through individual 
addresses. Special circuitry allows reading "on-the-fly," 
even if the counter chain is rippling through a clock pulse at 
the instant a read attempt is made. Separate second, 
minute, and hour alarm registers generate an interrupt 
request when their values match those of the counters. A 
status register keeps track of alarm and clock status when 
interrupts are disabled. 

The CDP1879, like the CDP1878, interfaces in 1/0 space to 
all CDP1800 CPU's as well as in memory space to CDP1800 
or other general-purpose processors, through. a single 
control pin. 
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Fig. 10 - CDP1878 engine-control application. 
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Table V - CDP1878 Counter-Timer -Modes of Operation 

Nama P. ... ADDlication 
Timeout Outputs change when Event counter 

clock decrements counter 
to zero. 

Timeout strobe One clock-wide output Trigger pulse 
pulse when clock decrements 
counter to zero. 

Gate controlled Outputs change when clock Time-delay 
one-shot decrements counter to zero. generation 

Retriggerable 

Rate generator Repetitive clock-wide Time-base 
output pulse generator 

Variable duty cycle Repetitive output with Motor control 
ro rammed dut p g c cle y y 



A powerful application forthis real-time clock is as a wake
up control to a CPU to reduce total system power in 
intermittent-use systems. A hookup'diagram illustrating 
this feature is shown in Fig. 11. In this configuration, the 
alarm and power-down features of the CDP1879 are utilized 
in the control of the sleep and wake-up states of the CPU. A 
typical shut-down/start-up sequence for this system could 
proceed as follows: 

1. The CPU has finished a current task and will be inactive 
for the next six hours. 

2. The CPU loads the CDP1879 alarm registers with the 
desired wake-up time. 

3. The CDP1800 Q output is set high, which stops the 
CPU oscillator (as an alternative, in an NMOS system, 
power to all components except the clock chip could 
be shut off). 

4. This Q output signal is received by the CDP1879 as a 
power-down signal. 

5. The CDP1879 tri-states all pins (to accommodate 
powered-down chips). 

6. The CDP1879 eventually times out, and sets an alarm 
by driving the INT output low. 

7. The alarm signal resets the CPU (to avoid oscillator 
start-up problems) and flags the processor for a warm
start routi ne. 

8. The CPU, once into its normal software sequence, 
writes to the CDP1879 control register to reset the 
interrupt request. 

Because of the versatility of the CDP1879, it is not restricted 
to use with CMOS processors. Any processor capable of 
writing to and reading from the clock chip can utilize its 
low-power capability. 

SUMMARY 
That there are many versatile 1/0 devices in the CDP1800-
series family, some of which are unique in function in the 
CMOS world, has been demonstrated in this note. The 
components featured are general enough in function and 
interface requirements to work with a wide variety of bus-
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Fig. 11 - CPU wake-up circuit using the CDP1879 real-time 
clock. 

oriented microprocessors of different technologies. The 
components described can expand the 110 capability of 
any processor design, and bring to the market a variety of 
powerful control and interface features that were formerly 
not possible in a low-power design. 
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Microboard Equipment Control 
by w. Schilp, Jr. 

The purpose ofthe project described was to build a piece of 
equipment to demonstrate the use of RCA Microboards in 
specialized manufacturing-test equipment. The specific 
example selected was the testing of some active parameters 
of power transistors. The equipment was required to give a 
pass/fail response to preprogrammed limits for one type of 
transistor and to optionally enter a diagnostic mode and 
record statistics. The system was designed to be user 
interactive and to be flexible and expandable, so that 
additional tests, limits, ortransistor types could be handled. 
All information is d.isplayed by the system on a color 
monitor; the program comes-up running in the pass/fail 
mode. Since portability is a requirement, a 10-milliampere 
limit has been placed on current testing to keep the power 
requirement low. 

System Configuration 

In the typical factory power-transistor test setthere are four 
major blocks: central computer, station controller, board
level controller, and transistor under test. In the demon
stration system, the central computer was replaced by a 
video terminal and keyboard because only one transistor 
type was to be tested and there was no need for mass 
storage of test programs. Fig. 1 is a block diagram of the 
demonstration system. It shows a multiprocessor design 
with the processor in the system controller handling the 
keyboard inputs, video output, pass/fail criteria and diag
nostics, while the test-subsystem processor controls the 
test conditions for the transistor under test and the reading 
of the test results. The system is designed so that additional 
test subsystems for tests such as leakage current, break
down voltage, switching parameters, and energy capability 
can easily be added. 

-< T .. , -

Beta Test Subsystem 

CDP1.S144 
An.IOO-Dlgllol 

CDPI8S859 
B,.od_reI 

P,oo,.mmod In PLM 1100 

Why Use Mlcroboards? 

Only a few units of a piece of equipment like the subject 
tester are usually built, and those, in many cases, by people 
familiar with the product to be tested ratherthan micropro
cessorcircuit design. One way of assuring a more sucessful 
product under these conditions is the use of standard 
board-level products, in this case the RCA Microboards. 

Some of the more common reasons given for using 
Microboards include: 
• they can be used by those who lack microprocessor 

circuit-design expertise; 
• they give fast turnaround; 
• low volume cannot justify in-house development; 
• they require low initial investment; 
• they overcome manpower limitations; 
• there is no manufacturing capacity; and 
• they minimize risk. 

The advantages provided by the RCA Microboards are: 
• the high noise immunity standard with all CMOS devices; 
• low-power operation and, consequently,low-cost power

supply requirements; 
• the compactness of the 4.5-by-7.5-inch boards; 
• easysystem modification through the use of the universal 

backplane (described below); and 
• good support from a full line of compatible hardware and 
software products. 

The Universal Backplane 

Since the requirements of the test system include flexibility 
and expandability, the board interconnections must exhibit 
the same properties. The RCA Universal Backplane is of an 
industry-standard, 44-pin, card-edge design that accom
modates all pins on all boards in a standard configuration. 

System Controller 

~'-. 
Progr.mryted In ... Ie ~ .... '~. 

Fig. 1 - Block diagram of the test system. 
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All control signals of the CDP1802 are available on the 
backplane, an advantage that minimizes software manipula
tion as different boards are accessed. The parallel signal, 
and pin configuration of all RCA Microboards allows the 
use ofthe simple yet rugged printed-circuit board backplane 
that makes hardware changes easy; any Microboard can 
simply be added or removed as system memory of I/O 
requirements change. All of the liD connections that are 
specific to an individual Microboard are brought out at the 
opposite end of the board from the backplane connection, 
again with industry-standard connectors. Fig. 2, a diagram 
of a typical Microboard configuration, illustrates the board 
connections. 

Circuit Operation 

On power up, both the system controller and test-subsystem 
processors are reset, and an initialization program for each 
is stored in PROM. The operator is prompted to insert a 
transistor in the test socket and key an input on the 
keyboard to start testing. The system-controller calculates 
test words, which are sent over a serial line to the test 
subsystem. The test-subsystem microprocessor decodes 
these words, sets up the proper conditions on the transistor 
and causes a measurement (reading) to be taken. Based on 
the reading, the test-subsystem processor may change 
some of the conditons and take additional readings. If a 
proper reading is achieved, data words are sent back; if not, 
an error code is retu rned. The system-controller processor 
then stores the reading and sends another set of data 
words. This action continues until all of the tests are 
performed. The system-controller calculates the beta, 
compares it to preprogrammed limits, and outputs a pass or 
fail message to the video display. The operator can then 
have the equipment enter a diagnostic mode, can retest the 
same device, or can insert a new one. 

PARALLEL 
1/0 

OEVICES 

a at.flTlJlIT111Tl ~ 
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SYSTEM CONTROLLER 

Hardware 

The system controller is designed to calculate and transmit 
the data words to the test subsystem, receive and decode 
the data words, calculate pass/fail information, receive 
inputs from the keyboard, and update the video monitor as 
new information becomes available. Becausethe controller 
must be interactive with the user and easily expanded or 
changed, an interpretive language was chosen as its means 
of communications with the system. A requirement of this 
language was that it have the floating-point arithmetic 
capability required to perform arithmetic calculations. 
RCA's BASIC3 meets these criteria and, in addition, is 
available in the Microcomputer Development System Micro
board, CDP18S693. A CDP18S641 UART (universal asyn
chronous receiver/transmitter) Microboard is used to pro
vide communication (it transmits test and data words) over 
the RS232 link with the remainder of the system. A 
CDP18S661 A Audio, Video, Keyboard-I nterface Microboard 
is used for keyboard and color-video-monitor control; all of 
the video is in color. These boards, together with those in 
the MCDS (microcomputer development system), the 
CDP18S601 CPU Microboard and the CDP18S652 ROM, 
RAM, Cassette-Interface Microboard, complete the board 
complement of ~he system controller. 

All system Microboards are housed in a CDP18S676 
chassis with cover; the dc voltages-+15, -15 and +5 volts
are brought into the rear of the chassis. The RS232 link 
cable plugs into the CDP18S602 board of the test-sub
system. 

Software 

During the initial software development for the system 
controller, the developmental version of BASIC3 was used, 

~ ~ e e CONTROL 

't:::::f OISPLAY 
CDP1811140 

COMPUTERS MEMORIES DIGITAL 1/0 ANALOG 1/0 PERiPHERAL SERIAL CDP181114OV1 
CDP18S601 CDP18S820 CDP18S860 CDP18S842A INTERFACE PERIPHERAL 

ADDRESS DATA 

CDP18S602 CDP18S821 CDP18S862 CDP18S843A CDP18S881B INTERFACE ~~~~~~ CDP18S603 CDP18S622 CDP18S883 CDP18S844 CDP188861V3 CDP18S841 
CDP18S604B CDP18S823A CDP18S847 CDP188848 

000000 
CDP18S651 SCI SCD WT CLR Q RUN 

CDP18S605 CDP18S624A CDP18S848 CDP18S1152 CDP18S653V1 
CDP18S608 CDP18S825 CDP18S854 CDP18S653V2 

RESET RUMP STEP 

CDP18S607 CDP18S826 CDP18S657 ~I!] I!] I!] 
CDP18S608 CDP18S827 CDP18S658 
CDP18S609 CDP185626 

RUNU CONT 

CDP18S610 
1111 Ilir 1111 Ir 1111 IIllIr IIII IIlIlr 1IIIIIIr 1I111111r "" "" 

tJ1-
, UL [fL 0L tJL [fL ~ § 

l- I- l- t- t- I-- l-
t- t-~ I-- J..---- t- t-- t- I-- I--- l-
I-

CONTROL 
I- '--- I- '--- t- '--- t- I- l...-- I-~ 

~ 
ADDRESS \ 

DATA \ 
Mlcroboard Universal Bus 92CM- 32207RI 

Fig. 2 - Diagram of typical Microboard-system complement. 
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so that it was possible to encode and run the program in 
real-time. Once the code was completed, it was burned into 
EPROM and the Run Time BASIC PROM's were substituted 
for the developmental version. The Interpreter PROM's 
occupy 12 kilobytes (kbytes) of memory, the BASIC pro
gram occupies 2 kbytes, and the text for the video output 
takes 4 kbytes. Approximately 1 kbyte of RAM is used for 
stack, variable storage and work area. 

On reset, the program initializes the UART board and the 
video board, outputs a message on the video monitor and 
waits for command input from the operator to start testing. 
On command, the system controller calculates and sends 
test words to the test subsystem and receives and stores the 
data words. After the testing is complete, the beta of the 
transistor is calculated for each test pOint and compared to 
a limit. A pass orfail message is output to the video, and the 
system waits for an input telling it to retest or enter the 
diagnostic mode. Fig. 3 isa portion ofthe BASIC3 program, 
specifically, the single-step diagnostic mode. 

Diagnostics 

Three choices of diagnostic mode are available: single 
step, table of values, and graph of beta-versus-collector 
current. In the Single-step mode, the operator is prompted 
to input a collector-emitter voltage and collector current. 
From these values, the system controller calculates the test 
words and transmits them to the test subsystem, which 
performs the test and returns the data words. The data is 
decoded and beta is calculated; the base current and beta 
are displayed for the operator. The second option will 

display a table of the value of collector current, base 
current, and beta as found during the pass/fail testing. The 
final option presently uses the graphics capability of the 
CDP18S661A Video Microboard. A graph of beta-versus
collector current is calculated from the pass/fail test data 
and displayed one video dot at a time by this board, a 
practice that products a smooth and continuous curve. 

BETA-TEST SUBSYSTEM 

Hardware 

The beta-test portion of the test system is required to 
accept and decode test words, set up the test parameters 
for the transistor under test, read the results, reset the test 
parameters, if necessary, and finally transmit the results. A 
latch was needed to store the emitter-current-range bits for 
the test. A power-on reset assures that the system comes
up running, and ROM and RAM are used to store the 
program and provide for stack area. All of these capabilities 
are available on the CDP18S602 CPU Microboard. The 
transistor under test is connected into the system through a 
CDP18S659 Microboard breadboard. 

The VCE VOltage-test word and the emitter-current word 
must be converted into analog signals before they can be 
applied to the transistor. In the subject system, eight bits of 
data are sufficient for the desired accuracy. The two D/A 
channels in 'the CDP18S644 A/D and D/ A converter Micro
board handle this conversion. The CDP18S644 also has 
sixteen 8-bit AID channels, one of which is used to read the 
voltage across the base sense resistors to provide a base
current multiplier. The values of the multiplier and the 

FILE: A HID 1. BAS ilH.K: NEW 8ASIC 

260 

10 PRINT CHR$(4) 
;!O DEFrNT H 
30 PRINT "ENTER A COLLECTOR VOLTAGE 8ETWEEN .1 AND 10 VOLTS" 
4') lNPUT X 
50 IF X)UlX"I(, 
60 A=INtJH CX*;!~.;; 
70 PRINT "ENTER A COLLECTOR CURRENT BETWEEN .001 AND 10 HILLIAMPS" 
Ill) I N~·'tJi' v: w=u 
90 IF 101>=10101=9.990 
100 IF W(.OOIW=.OOI 
110 Y=.434*LOG(1000*W) 
L:,l 1.l=",*.INr< Y) 

130 C=l NUM (250* (101/10" (FNUM <lNT (Y» -2) » 
140 OUT (:~';\,U[I) 

150 H=INP(2,2) 
160 1l=0 
170 OUT (2,2,B): GOSUB 340 
tHO. (Jlri (2,2, C): GOSiJII ~ 3.{tv 
190 OUT (2,2, A) 
200 1l=1: GOmJB 340 
210 D=IN,'(2,2): OUT (2,2,0) 
2.!0 GOSU8 340 
230 E=INP(2,2): OUT (2,2,0) 
240 S=IFNUMCE»/250*10-(J)-3) 
250 IF 8=0 PRINT "BASE CURRENT IS BEl.OW RANGE" 
~60 .rF S~O GOTO 300 
~70 PRINT "AT A COLLECTOR TO EMITTER VOLTAGE OF ";X;" VOLTS, AND A" 
2BO PRINT "COLl.ECTOR CURRENT OF "JU;" MIl.LIAMPS, THE BASE CURRENT is" 
290 PRINT S;" HILLIAMPS, GIVING A BETA OF ";INUM(V/S) 
:500 PRIN·r : ,'RINT : PRINT : PRINT 
310 INPUT "DEPRESS C TO CONTINUE OR E TO EXIT AND RETURN "A$ 
J20 IF ~'=-C" GoTU 10 
330 END 
:540 ~l=:rNPI2,:l) 

350 F=H AND 1 
360 IF FI)I GOTO 340 
37~ IF 1l=1 RETURN 
:5BO H=.~Nr'(2,;!): RETURN 
390 WFLN "ATOD1.BAS:O" 
400 Dour : LIST : CLOSE : TOUT 
410 EN[J 

Fig. 3 - The single-step diagnostic-mode portion of the 
BASIC3. 
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base-current range are transmitted through the UART to 
the system controller, which outputs the value of the base 
current. 

PLM program starts automatically, initializes the hardware, 
and waits for a signal from the UART to the effect that it has 
received data. After receiving the third data word, all three 
words are sent to the AID and 01 A converter board and the 
parallel 110 port of the CDP18S602 board, which sets up the 
voltage and current for the transistor. The AID converter is 
instructed to read the sense resisio:;r and convert the data, 
which is then transmitted to the system controller via the 
UART. The program then loops back and waits for another 
set of inputs. Fig. 4 is the PLM source code of the program. 
The assembled code occupies approximately 3kbytes of 

Software 
The software program for this part of the system was 
written on a CDP18S008 CDSIV Development System in 
PLM 1800. PLM was chosen because of the ease of coding 
in the higher-level language, and particularly because of 
the liD constructs in this language that permit direct 
communication with the liD Microboards. On reset the 

DOl 
HA.IN' PRCICEDUREl 
DECLARE OUT$LOOP W('TE INITIAL (0) , 

CONTINUEtPNUCESSING BYlE INiTIAL(O), 
INNER$LOOf' BYTE, 
STOP BYTE INITIALCI), 

UART$80ARD BYTE INITIALCI), 
UART$WORD BYTE INITIALIIDH), 
ATODTOASllOARII BYTE INITIAL<30HI, 
FIXED$CHANNEL 8YTE INITIALCO), 
START$CONVERSION BYTE INITIALCO), 
PIU5BUARD BYTE INITIAL(B), 

TABLE(IO) ADDRESS, 
IC$RANGE BYTE INITIAL(l), 
IC$HULTIPLIER BYTE INITIAL(2) , 
VCE$VOLTAGE BYTE INITIAL(3), 
IB$RANGE BYTE INITIAL(4) , 
IB$HULTIPLIER BYTE INITIAL(S), 

[IUHHY BYTE, 
I IlYTEJ 

WAll: PROCEDURE) 
DUMHY = 0) 
DO WHILE DUMMY=O) 

DUMMY=INPUT(3) AND I) 
END) 

END HA.ln 
DO HHILE OUT$LOOP=CONTINUE$PROCESSINO) 

TABLECIB$RANOE)=O) 
OUTPUT(1)=UART$80ARU; 
OUTPUT(3)=UARIIWORD; 
DUMMY=INPUTC21; 

DO 1=IC$RANGE TO veE.VOLTAGE; 
CAL.L WAIT) 

END; 

TABLE (l) =INPUT (2») 
OUTf'UTCZ)=Ol 

OUTPUT(1)=ATODTOA$BOARDl 
OUTPUT(3)=TABLLCVCE$VOLTAGEI; 
OUTPUT(4)=TABLECIC$MULTIPLIENI; 
INNER$LOOP=CONTINUE.PRUCESSING; 
DO WH:lLE INNEk$LOm'=CONTINUHPROCESSINI3; 

OUTPUT(1)=PIO$BUARD; 
OUTPUT (2) -TABLE (lC$RANGEl OR TABLE (HI$RANGE> ; 
CALL T:lME(27); /"WAIT FON BOARD TO SETTLE DOWN"/ 
OUTPUT(1)=ATODTOA$BOARD; 
UUTPUT(6)=FIXED$CHANNEL; I .. CHANNEL 0 & SINGLE ENDED"/ 
OUTPUT(5)=START$CONVERSION; 

DO HH:lLE (EF1-O); END; I"WAIT FUR CONV~RS10N TO COMPLETE*/ 
TABLEIIB$MULTIPLIER)=INPUT(3); 
IF TAEILECH.<!;MUUH'UERI > OFBH 

THEN [ICl) ;"IF OUT OF n< RANGE, GOTO ClUl OF RANGE ROUTINE .. ; 
IF TABLE ClI.l$RANIlE) NE 03H 

THEN TABLEII~$RANGE)'TABLECIB$kANGE)+l; 
ELSf~ D[J i 

ENIH 

TABLECIB$MULTIPLIER)=OFFH; 
INNER$LOOP=STOP; END; 

ELSL INNEH$LOUP=SlQ~; 

END; 
OUTPUT(l)=UART$BOAND) 
DO I=18$kANGE TO IB$MULTIPLIER; 

OUTPUT (2) =TAI:Il.E (J) ; 

ENtl; 
END; 

CALL WAIT; 
DIJMMY=INPUT C:1I ; 

END MAIN; 
CALL MAIN; 
END ATOD; 
EOF Fig. 4 - PLM source code of the program. 
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PROM and uses less than one page of RAM area. 

System Expansion 

With additional software on'ly, the beta-test subsystem can 
be made to perform base-emitter voltage (VBE active) 
testing. By adding additional CDP18S641 UART Micro
boards to the system controller, additional subsystems can 
be designed and added to measure other transistor para
meters, such as emitter-base and emitter-collector satur
ation voltages, junction breakdown voltages, and junction 
leakages. Each subsystem can be designed and built as a 
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module and, since each has its own microprocessor, can, 
with the overall supervision of the system controller, test, 
make some first-level deciSions, and pass back only final 
data, thus speeding up the overall process of testing. 
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LOW-POWER TECHNIQUES FOR USE WITH CMOS 
CDP1800-BASED SYSTEMS 

by G. Johnson 

RCA CDP1800-series memory and microprocessor products 
employ static memory cells in all data-storage registers 
with the result that the products are fully functional from dc 
to their maximum rated frequencies. It is the static capability 
of the CDP1800-series products that gives them an 
advantage when low power consumption is imperative. This 
Note describes various techniques for reducing the power 
requirements of microcomputer sys1ems since battery life 
is so important in most portable applications and in systems 
having a RAM battery back-up provision. 

CMOS POWER DISSIPATION 

The total power consumption of a CMOS microcomputer 
system is the sum of the quiescent and dynamic power 
dissipation. The quiescent dissipation comprises the 
combined dc leakage of all devices in the system, and is 
usually very much less than the dynamic power dissipation 
of the system. Quiescent power losses can be kept to a 
minimum by selecting parts with lowest leakage and/or by 
using 10-volt-rated (non-"C"-suffix) parts, which have a 
lower maximum-leakage-current specification than suffix
C parts when operated at 5 volts. 

Dynamic power dissipation has three components: 

1. The dissipation that results from current that charges 
and discharges the internal node capacitances of the 
CMOS devices, a design and process-influenced 
parameter that varies with system clock frequency. This 
dissipation can be somewhat reduced by choosing 
memory devices that gate off their input buffers with a 
chip select signal. 

2. The dissipation that results from current that charges 
and discharges the external load capacitanc& of the 
output buffers. The dissipation of each output buffer is 
equal to CV2f, where C is the load capacitance, V is the 
supply voltage, and f is the switching frequency of that 
output. Careful board layouts and smaller system size 
will keep external load capacitances to a minimum. 

3. The dissipation caused by the current spikes through 
the PMOS and NMOS transistors in series at the instant 
of switching. This component amounts to approximately 
10 percent of the total.dissipation given in the data sheet 
for most RCA CMOS integrated ci rcuits. Fast transistion 
times of input signals to all CMOS devices will reduce 
the power consumed by current spikes. 

POWER-SAVING TECHNIQUES 

The obvious method of saving power in any microcomputer 
system is to shut the system down completely when not in 
use. This method is fine if data retention in RAM or CPU 
registers is not required. However, complete system power
down is not always possible in intermittent-duty systems, 
systems that must remain at idle as they wait for an interrupt 
to signal the beginning of processing. Data-aquisition 
systems are a good example of intermittent duty systems: 
data is collected at regular intervals, stored in RAM, and 
eventually down-loaded into some mass-storage device, 
such as tape or disk. 

In reality, there are numerous ways of operating a system 
with low power; Table 1 shows these methods and indicates 
the tradeoffs involved in each. The following paragraphs 
detail these techniques and include diagrams and flowcharts 
to ease implementation in Ii system design. 

Program Idle 

When an idle instruction is executed, the CPU continuously 
repeats execute cycles (S1) without advancing the program; 
however, most of the timing signals (TPA, TPB, and ~) 
and the high and low address bytes continue to be asserted 
by the CPU. The power savings in program idle is typically 
20 percent of the running power, Fig. 1. 

Pause Mode 

When the WAIT pin on the CPU is brought low (with CLEAR 
high), the CPU stops; output signals are held indefinitely 
and only the oscillator remains in dynamic operation. 
Consequently, as shown in Fig. 1, the dynamic power of the 
system is reduced to the sum of the total deviceJeakage 
plus the dynamic power of the oscillator. When the WAIT 
pin is again made high, the system resumes running on the 
next negative-going clock transistion. 

Fig. 2 shows a circuit that allows hardware or software 
initiation of the pause mode. An external stop signal can be 
applied to the control flip-flop to activate the WAIT input or, 
alternatively, a CPU software instruction (INP, OUT, SEQ) 
can be issued to assert a Q or N line to clock the flip-flop to 
the pause state. The pause mode is terminated when an 
external start pulse resets the flip-flop and allows the CPU 
to resume normal operation. Fig. 3 contains program 
flowcharts showing two methods of implementation of the 
software-driven pause mode. 
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Table I- AnalYll1 of Power Consumputlon In a Typical CDP1800-Baled System 
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Operating State Dynamic Qulelcent 
of SYltem Power Power 

Running All All 
Devices Devices 

Idle Slightly All 
Instruction Reduced Devices 

Pause Mode CPU All 
(Wait Pin Only Devices 

Held Low) 

Oscillator None All 
Stopped Devices 

Oscillator Greatly All 
Slowed Reduced Devices 

Voltage Shut- Powered 
Off to CPU & None Devices 
Other Parts Only 

RAM RAM RAM 
Powered Only Only 

Total Shut-
Down of None None 
System 

246824682468246824682468 
10 100 1000 10K lOOK IMHz 10MHz 

CLOCK FREQUENCY 
92CS-34216 

Fig. 1 - Typical power consumption of the 

CDP1802 as a function of clock frequency. 

Advantagel Dlladvantages 

Fully Func- Constant Running 
tional System Power 

DMA and INT Does Not Save 
Requests Much Power 
Accepted Over Running 

Pause Driven DMA and INT 
By Software or Requests Not 
External Input Accepted 

Easily Imple- Large Software 
mented, Soft- Overhead, CPU 
ware Driven Reset Required 

System Fully Good for RC 
Functional at Oscillators 
Reduced Speed Only 

RAM Data Complex 
Maintained Circuitry 

Required 

Lowest Power Loss of CPU 
to Maintain Register Data 
Memory Data 

Easily Imple- Total Loss of 
mented, Best RAM & CPU 
Battery Life Data When Off 

STOP -rL.. 

CPU 

'--_-+-___ -;N OR Q 

92CS- 34222 

Fig. 2 - Simple pause-mode implementation. 



MAIN PROGAM 

1 
PAUSE ROUTINE 

SET Q 

RESET Q 
RETURN TO MAIN 

! 
MAIN PROGRAM MAIN PROGAM 

92CS-34227 

Fig. 3 - Program flowcharts for two methods of 
implementation of the software-driven pause mode. 

Software-Driven Oscillator Stop 

The flowchart for the software-driven oscillator-stop 
power-saving technique is shown in Fig. 4. The shutting 
down of the oscillator will save even more power than the 
application of the pause mode because power drain will 
then be strictly the result of device leakages. When the 
program reaches a point where the system is to be 
deactivated or "put to sleep," the Q output is set to a logic 
high, Fig. 5. The diode becomes forward biased and clamps 
the clock Input high, and the oscillator stops. To activate or 
"wake up" the system, the CLEAR pin is brought low, which 
resets the CPU and the Q output as well. The diode is then 
back biased and the oscillator begins to function. The RC 
network on the CLEAR pin in Fig. 5 assures that the reset 
pulse continues until the oscillator has stabilized. An 
external signal from a real-time clock alarm can be used as 
the means to wake up the system. 

+y 

Q 

RT R 
XTAL 

CLEAR 
~2M 6 

~C CLOCK 

J- ~bN 

RE5TA 

'T r 
914 

R Er.UIV· 

Q 

92CS - 34 220 

Fig. 5 - Oscillator shut-down with warm-start recovery. 

An alternate circuit, shown in Fig. 6, uses a CD40107 open
drain dual-NAND buffer to clamp the clock when Q is set. A 
feature of this circuit is that it detects a warm-start condition 
by allowing the software to poll the flag line after reset for an 
external wake-up signal. 

To avoid a floating-bus condition, and because the CPU 
tri-states its bus drivers during the SET Q instruction, pull
down or pull-up resistors should be used on all data lines. 
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Fig. 4 - Software-driven oscillator-stop program 
flowchart. Refer to circuit of Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6 - Oscillator stop/start circuit. 
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Osclllafor Slow-Down 

When a COP1804 or COP1805 is used in the system, the 
Schmitt-triggered oscillator buffer of these devices allows 
an RCcircuitto be used to reduce the CPU clock frequency 
during periods of idle operation. (When using the COP1802 
microprocessor, an external RC oscillator must be used, as 
the clock input buffer is not Schmitt triggered). Fig. 7 shows. 
a circuit that uses a bilateral transmission gate (C04016 or 
C04066) to switch an extra resistor in or out of the RC 
oscillator circuit. The transmission gate is driven by an 
idle-detector circuit conSisting of logic and a simple RC 
delay (R3 and C2). 

TRANSMISSION 
R2 GATE 

R3, 

1/4-C04016 OR 
C04066 

92CS-34218RI 

Fig. 7 - Variable-frequency power-saving circuit. 

When an idle instruction is executed, the CPU continues to 
perform execute cycles (81) until it is reset, or until a OMA 
or interrupt request is received. The logic detects the 
presence of the idle state and begins discharging C2 
through R3. If execute cycles continue, the transmission 
gate is turned off; the result is a reduced oscillator frequency. 
During normal program operation, states other than S1 
occur often enough to allow diode 01 to keep C2 charged, 
the transmission gate on, R2 switched in, and the oscillator 
running fast. R1 isa very high resistance (10to 20 megohms); 
R2 is a relatively low resistance, but greater than 20 kilohms 
so that the amplifier gain is not reduced to the point where 
oscillation cannot occur. To avoid noise injection at the 

STARTSL 

Q 

clock pin, capaCitor C1 should not be less than 100 
picofarads in value. 

If desired, the CPU 0 output can be used to drive the 
transmission gate directly. During normal program 
operation, the 0 output is set and remains high. When a 
slower frequency is desired, the 0 output is reset low, which 
causes the transmission gate to open and the oscillator to 
slowdown. . 

The advantage of the oscillator-slow-down power-saving 
method is that the system remains responsive to interrupt 
and OMA, and can continuously poll flag lines for external 
inputs. 

Partial System Shut-Down 

During long periods of system inactivity, and in cases where 
RAM data retention is required, considerable power can be 
saved by shutting off the supply voltage to the CPU as well 
as to the ROM and 110 devices. Fig. 8 shows a typical small 
system in which a software-driven signal is used to shut off 
VDO. In this circuit, transistor 01 conducts and maintains 
VOO, provided that either the start-up signal is applied or 
the CPU 0 output is present. The software program enters 
the power shut-down mode by resetting the 0 output to a 
logic low. 01 turns off and the inverter drives low to assure a 
fast shut-down of VOO as well as the presence of a path for 
any leakage current through transistor 01. The CPU 
oscillator stops when VOO is removed, and the ROM and 
I/O device power down, leaving only the RAM's and some 
logic circuits to draw quiescent current from the power 
source. 

To resume normal operation, a start-up signal is applied, 01 
is turned on, and VOO is restored. TheRC circuit on the 
CLEAR pin of the CPU provides time for the crystal 
oscillator to reach full amplitude before allowing the CPU to 
begin processing. The software-driver program initially 
sets the 0 output high so that VOO is locked on; once this 
event has taken place, the start-up signal can be removed. 
The 0 output also provides the master chip select to the 
RAM devices so that the RAM is insensitive to any spurious 
addressing or write commands during the power-down and 
power-up sequences. 

+ V SOURCE 

Voo 

CDPI851 
OR 

CDPI852 
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CDPI833 
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Fig. 8 - Partial power-shut-down technique. 
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Table" - CDP1800 Instructions That Float the Data Bus 

OP Code 

1N 
2N 
76 
7A 
78 
7E 
F6 
FE 
6800 
6801 
6802 
6803 
6804 
6805 
6807 
6809 
680A 
6808 
680C 
680D 
686N 
688N 
689N 
68AN 
688N 
68CN 

Mnemonic 

INC 
DEC 
SHRC 
REO 
SEa 
SHLC 
SHR 
SHL 
STPC 
DTC 
SPM2 
SCM2 
SPM1 
SCM1 
STM 
ETa 
XIE 
XID 
CIE 
CID 
RLXA 
SCAL 
SRET 
RSXD 
RNX 
RLDI 

FLOATING DATA BUS AND USE OF 
PULL-UP/PULL-DOWN RESISTORS 

The CPU data bus floats when certain nonmemory 
instructions are executed. Table II lists the instructions that 
cause a floating bus to occur during one or more execute 
cycles. The bus will also float during an interrupt cycle (S3). 
If the data bus is allowed to float without pull-down or 
pull-up resistors, the input buffers of all devices connected 
to the data bus may be subjected to a signal that is neither 
high nor low, but that, in fact, may be near the logic
transition region. Such a signal will cause the p and n 
transistors to conduct simultaneously; consequently, the 
device currents will be much greater than normal, with 
possible latch-up or device damage occuring as the result 
of overheating. 

If pull-up or pull-down resistors are used, they will define 
the logic state of the data bus during the instructions listed 
in Table II, but they will also draw current of a magnitude 
dependent on their val ues. To assu re that excessive current 
is not drawn, all signals to any CDP1800-series devices 
should have a rise or fall time of 1 microsecond or less. 
When the data-bus floats, the speed at which the pull
up/pull-down resistors can define the logical condition of 
the individual bus lines is equal to the time constant of the 
RC network made up of the pull-up/pull-down resistors and 
the load capacitance of the data line. Fig. 9 is a graph of 
recommended pull-up/pull-down resistance as a function 
of data-bus load capacitance.2 

Instruction 

Increment 
Decrement 
Shift-Right W/Carry 
Reset a 
Set a 
Shift-Left WICarry 
Shift Right 
Shift Left 
Stop Counter 
Decrement Counter 
Set Pulse-Width Mode 2 
Set Counter Mode 2 
Set Pulse-Width Mode 1 
Set Counter Mode 1 
Set Timer Mode and STRT 
Enable Toggle a 
External-Interrupt Enable 
External-Interrupt Disable 
Counter-Interrupt Enable 
Counter-Interrupt Disable 
Reg. Load Via X & Advance 
Standard Call 
Standard Return 
Register STR Via X & Dec 
Reg. N to Reg. X Copy 
Register Load Immediate 

- --f--f------- ------j--f--H 

-----

----- ------ ---f--H 

oZ 
..,0 4 r-.... 
0 
Z .., 
" " 8 .., 
a: "" "'- '" r-.... IK 

10 
4 6 8 100 4 6 

8 1000 
LOAD CAPACITANCE-pF 

92CS-34215 

Fig. 9 - Recommended pull-uplpull-down resistance 
as a function of data-bus load capacitance. 
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CDP1800-BASED VIDEO 
TERMINAL USING THE 
RCA VIDEO INTERFACE 
SYSTEM, VIS 

By R.M. Vaccarella 

As a result of functional integration. the bringing together 
of many system functions into a single IC. the design of a 
sophisticated system to control the formatting and refresh
ing of a video display has been considerably simplified. The 
RCA Video Interface System. VIS. uses this technique to 
provide the designer with a powerful chip set (CDP1869. 
CDP1870. CDP1876) for use in video terminals. industrial 
displays. and broadcast-TV text overlays. 

An important advantage of the VIS is its ability to operate 
independently of the CPU. and to provide all of the syn
chronization signals and refresh data for a standard NTSC 
(U.S.) or PAL (European) raster-scan display. while also 
supplying a clock input to the CPU. The result is a CPU free 
to handle other tasks. such as monitoring a keyboard; a 
primary requirement of the operating system used in the 
application discussed in this Note. The VIS is fullycompati
ble with RCA CDP1800-series microprocessors and periph
eral components. Direct interface with the CPU allows easy 
access to the VIS command registers and the dedicated 
screen-refresh page and character memories. The VIS 
sound output. programmable in frequency and amplitude. 
is convenient for audible keyboard feedback and system 
failure alerts. 

The major features available with the VIS chip set are ade
quately demonstrated through its use in this Note in the 
implementation of a low-cost 40-character by 24-line video 
data terminal. Although the circuit design discussed is for a 
black-and-white display. gray-scale and color are easily 
added. as are the other VIS features detailed in the VIS data 
sheet.' The VIS chip set, a product of CMOS LSI technol
ogy. reduces the data-terminal system parts count to just 
sixteen IC's and a handful of passive components. The 
flexibility of the Video Interface System and the many on
board features included in the IC's in the chip set allow easy 
expansion of the basic design described. System software 
requires only a minimum amount of user program memory 
and is considerably simplified through the use of a unique 
interpretive language. the VIS Interpreter (described more 
fully below). 

Although low-power requirements are not generally a se
rious problem in video-terminal applications. the standard 
CMOS advantages inherent in the VIS chip set. such as wide 
operating voltage (4 to 10.5 volts) and temperature ranges 
(-40 to 185°C). can be important in many industrial environ
ments. These factors. coupled with the variety of program
mable features. make the VIS a logical choice for all low
cost video applications. 
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REVIEW OF TERMS 
The following information provides the reader with general 
definitions of some of the terms used in this Note. terms that 
apply to typical CRT controllers. 

Raster-Scan Display - Raster-scan refreshing involves the 
simultaneous sweeping of an illuminated spot in both the 
horizontal and vertical directions. from left to right and top 
to bottom. on a cathode-ray tube (CRT). The operation. 
repeated at a rate fast enough to produce a flicker-free 
display and.smooth motion (typically 60 times per second). 
requires each horizontal line of picture information to be 
followed by a horizontal synchronization pulse and each 
full screen (or field) of horizontal lines to be followed by a 
vertical sy.chronization pulse. The horizontal sync. vertical 
sync. and picture information are combined and transmit
ted as a single signal. to be separated by the appropriate 
circuitry in the video-monitor chassis. Fig. 1 shows a typical 
raster-scan display. 

COL. 
012345 12 r EACH CHARACTER IS 

l::lz A 6XB DOT MATRIX (NTSC) 
~'" OR A SX9 DOT MATRIX (PAL) 

~~ PAL ONLY 

Fig. 1 - Typical raster-scan display. 
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Display Memory Requirements - The screen-refresh dis
play memory requirements can be satisfied by employing 
either of two different methods. The first, a bit-map ap
proach, requires that a copy of the actual character matrix 
be stored in the bit-map memory each time that character 
appears on the screen. This requirement results in a pixel 
(picture element) "map" of the display in memory. The 
bit-map approach is most efficient in displays with a large 
amount of nonrepeating graphics or characters. 

The second method, the character-generator approach, re
quires the use of two separate storage areas, and is the 
method supported by the VIS. The two storage areas, page 
memory and character memory, perform specific display
related tasks. The page memory holds theASC11 (American 
Standard Code for Information Interchange) data for each 
display screen character, and is essentially a memory map 
of the location and type of character written to the CRT. Its 
size is determined by a one-to-one correlation of the 
number of characters per row times the number of rows 
displayed. Therefore, one page typically represents one full 
screen of text. It is common, however, for the page memory 
to hold multiple pages of text, in which case the CRT screen 
becomes a display window that scrolls through the page 
memory. 

Each ASCII character requires seven bits of data. These 
seven bits are the data outputs of the page memory and 
become the higher address (or column) inputs of the char
acter memory; these inputs select one of 128 different char
acters. An ASCII character is represented as a column and 
row matrix (i.e., 6 columns by 8 rows) in the character 
memory, Fig. 2. A 6-bit-wide memory, then, would require 
eight consecutive locations to store one ASCII character. 

CHARACTER 
DATA BITS 

123456 

•• ••• • • • • •• ••• • • • • • • 
92CS-34264 

• __ ====:. ~g:~ONTAL 
• LINES --_. 
• 

Fig. 2 - 6xB character matrix. 

The eight locations are selected by the lower address (or. 
row) inputs, supplied by the CDP1869 (CMAO-CMA2), of 
the character memory. 
The six data outputs for each of the eight memory locations 
from the character memory are sent to a parallel-to-serial 
shift register (within the CDP1870/76). The serial output of 
this shift register produces a series of dots for each horizon
tal scan line on the CRT, !hus forming the ASCII character. 

The advantage of using a separate page and character 
memory, as opposed to single bit-map memory, is that each 
character need only be defined once in character memory. 
Thereafter, only a single byte of page memory is required to 
call the character and display it on the screen. This method 
offers a considerable savings in memory size when a large 
number of characters are required, as in a text display. 
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Broadcast-TV Display - A broadcast-TV set is the type com
monly found in the home to receive commercial TV broad
casts. The information received is transmitted over the air 
u~ing an rf (radio frequency) carrier signal. The "front end" 
of the TV set, consisting of the rf tuner and if (intermediate 
frequency) sections, separates the video, sound, and syn
chronization information from the carrier Signal. Further 
processing within the set results in a picture on the CRT that 
is complete and synchronized with the transmitted pro
gram. The broadcast-TV receiver is popular as a terminal 
display device for home computers and games because of 
its availability and relatively low cost. The output of a com
puter or electronic game can be connected directly to the 
antenna terminals, or a simple rf modulator circuit can be 
inserted between the TV and the source equipment. Most 
broadcast-TV receivers are also easily modified to accept a 
composite, single-signal video input that contains the hori
zontal sync, vertical sync, and video data but no rf carrier. 

TV-Monitor Display - A TV monitor is basically a broadcast
TV set without the "front end" electronics; the source Signal 
is a composite video signal input directly to the video sec
tion of the chassis. The TV monitor usually has a better 
quality CRT that provfdes slightly higher resolution than the 
CRT in a standard broadcast-TV receiver, but at a greater 
cost. The TV monitor may also provide scan rates not attain
able with the standard broadcast-TV receiver. 

RGB Monitor Display - Both broadcast-TV receivers and TV 
monitors can accommodate black-and-white or color 
CRT's. However, the use of color with this equipment re
quires transmission of the signal by another carrier-type 
method, a 3.58-MHz color subcarrier signal. Appropriate 
separator and demodulator circuitry contained in the TV 
chassis then processes the signal for display on the CRT. 
To eliminate this complex and bandwidth-limited tech
nique, RGB color monitors are used to achieve very high 
color resolution for graphics-type applications. Separate 
red, green, and blue inputs are used to directly drive the 
corresponding CRT drive circuits without the use of the 
color subcarrier. However, because of the considerably 
higher cost and often nonstandard scan rates associated 
with RGB monitors, their use is limited to the most demand
ing display situations, or to applications where the CRT 
controller is part of the TV chassis. (The CDP1876 member 
of the VIS chip set is designed specifically for use with RGB 
color monitors.) 
Text-Overlay Display - A text overlay is a display in which 
graphics or text is electronically superimposed on an exist
ing display; for example, statistical information superim
posed on a batter during a baseball game. This display 
technique requires that the synchronization signals of the 
two sources of information be locked together. In the case 
of the VIS, external horizontal and vertical sync inputs are 
provided for this purpose. 

NTSC/PAL - The NTSC (National. Television Standard 
Committee) standard is used for TV transmission in the 
U.S., Canada, Japan, and Mexico. The PAL (Phase Alter
nate Line) standard is used in the United Kingdom and 
continental Europe. The primary differences as far as CRT 
controllers are concerned are the line and field rates. The 
NTSC system has 525 horizontal lines in each picture field, 
which results in a horizontal sync frequency of 15,750 Hz. 
Each field is repeated at a 60-Hz rate. The PAL system has 
625 lines (15,625 Hz) and a 50-Hz field rate. Since the PAL 
system has more horizontal lines than the NTSC, a different 
character aspect ratio results, and one more line of dots per 
character is needed so that the characters do not appear 
elongated. The VIS will operate with either NTSC or PAL 
systems. 



GENERAL SYSTEM OPERATION 

The VIS consists of a two-chip set of IC's: the CDP1869 
address and sound generator, and the CDP1870/76 color 
video generator. The CDP1876 is a bond-out option of the 
CDP1870 in which the LUM (luminance), NTSC CHROM 
(chrominance) and PAL CHROM outputs are replaced by 
the RED, GREEN, and BLUE outputs to make the device 
compatible with RGB color monitors. 

Fig. 3 is a functional block diagram of the CDP1869, which 
is used to control screen format, page and character memo
ry addressing, and tone and white-noise generation. Soft
ware instructions and data are loaded into the CDP1869 
directly from the CPU, with system timing controlled by 
hardware interaction with the CDP1870176. Four command 
registers are available in the CDP1869 for screen resolution, 
mode control, and tone and white-noise programming. 

Fig. 4 is a functional block diagram of the CDP1870/76, 
which is used to control screen format, TV sync, video; and 
color. Sync timing to the CDP1869 and CPU, and access to 
the character-memory data, are also handled by the 
CDP1870/76. A single internal command register is availa
ble for horizontal screen resolution, display on/off, and 
color programming. All command and format instructions 
are executed prior to system operation, although command
register data may be changed asychronously with respect 
to screen refreshing, with certain restrictions.' 

As shown in the system block diagram of Fig. 5, very few 
additional components are required to implement a com
plete color video display. The CPU and program memory 
provide overall system control, but are ript involved in 
screen refreshing. The CDP1869 multiplexes page and 
character memory addressing from its own internal refresh 

MAp/8 5 
MAO-MAI5 

MA'I/15 

HSYNC 

DISPLAY 
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counter and the CPU when entering screen data. The re
fresh memory functions in a Character-generator mode in 
holding screen and character data. The CDP1870 controls 
system timing and provides the composite-sync, lumi
nance, and chrominance outputs needed to drive a stan
dard TV monitor. Since the character memory may be ROM 
or RAM, the CDP1870also controls multiplexing of the CPU 
data bus during operations involving the character RAM. 
The data bus may be routed to the CDP1870 command 
register or to the character data bits and character color bits 
for use by the character memory. The CDP1871 keyboard 
encoder is used to directly interface a SPST keyswitch 
keyboard to the CPU for data entry. The externally com
bined sync and video output may be used directly with a 
color monitor or with an rf-modulator circuit when the 
signal is to be fed to the antenna terminals of a broadcast
TV set. The sound output provides the buffering required to 
drive an eight-ohm speaker. 

HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
The low-cost terminal described in this Note makes use of 
the basic design discussed above and shown in Fig. 5, with a 
few minor exceptions. Since it is a black-and-white display, 
the chrominance crystal (7.15909 MHz) and the capaCitor 
on the CHROM output needed to implement color are not 
required. Gray-scale shading is obtainable, however, 
through the use of appropriate color commands. An RCA 
VP-611 ASCII (parallel output) membrane keyboard is used 
as the data input device, and the CDP1871 keyboard en
coder is replaced by a CDP1852 configured asan input port. 
A power-on (R-C) reset and reset switch are also included. 
Fig. 6 is a block diagram of the video terminal; Figs A-1, A-2, 
and A-3 in Appendix A are detailed schematic diagrams. 

MAO-MAI5 
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MEMORY 
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CMWR 

CMSEL 

PMWR 

PMSEL 

@ CM,AO , I 

§ CMA2 

VDD ---@ 
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92CM- 3427!5 

Fig. 3 - Functional block diagram of CDP1869. 
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3 
PCB 

'RGB SONo- OUT OPTION 
CoPIB76 
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Fig. 4 - Functional block diagram of CDP1870176. 

The entire circuit can be constructed on a 4.5 by 7 .5-inch pc 
board, such as the CDP18S659 Microboard Breadboard, 
Fig. A-4, Appendix A. 
The CDP1802 CPU handles overall system control, inter
acting with the VIS and program memory as required. It 
provides initialization, keyboard control, and page memory 
up-dating, maintains the screen cursor position, and con
trols screen formatting. 
Interfacing to the program and user memory is handled by 
the CDP1872 and the CDP1873. The CDP1872, an 8-bit 

input port, latches the higher-order addresses from the 
CPU to provide address and chip-select data. A8, A9, and 
Al0 are fed directly to the 2Kx8 memory devices. The 
CDP1875, a 1-of-8 decoder, uses the remaining addresses 
to provide eight chip-select signals in 2K blocks. Additional 
memory is easily added above address ·2000,6, since the 
system uses only half of the available decoded 16K of mem
ory. (A complete memory map is given in Appendix B.) The 
system program is stored in 5K of EPROM consisting of 
three 2716 2Kx8 devices (1K spare). User RAM consists of 
one 2Kx8 6116-type device. 

CLOCK TIMING AND CONTROL 
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Fig. 5 - Video-terminal system diagram. (See Appendix A for 
detailed schematic diagrams.) 
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VDD CLOCK TIMING AND CONTROL 
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VP - 611 KEYBOARD 
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Fig. 6 - Block diagram of video terminal. (See Appendix A for 
detai/ed schematic diagrams.) 

Page and character memory addressing and mapping are 
completely controlled by the VIS, and require only two 
CDP1856 4-bit bus buffer/separators to prevent bus con
tention and determine data direction to and from the page 
memory. The page memory is a 6116 2Kx8 RAM device, 
which allows double-page operation of the VIS. The char
acter memory is also a 6116-type device, which offers some 
important system advantages. Since it is RAM, the standard 
ASCII character set is downloaded during initialization, and 
the characters may be modified during system operation. 
Further, because of the large memory capacity of the char
acter RAM, an identical ASCII character set may be stored 
in reverse video format, with the PCB (page color bit) output 
(most-significant-bit (MSB)) of the page memory used to 
select either standard or reverse video format on a 
character-by-character basis. All of the memory devices 
used are pin-compatible with each other and with industry 
ROM devices, a condition that adds flexibility to the de
Signer's choice of devices while simplifying decoding. 

The data outputs of the character memory are con nec'ed to 
the CDP1870/76 dot and color inputs. Character dat~ bits 0 
through 5 provide the dot information for each character; 
character color bits 0 and 1 provide the color information or, 
in the subject application, gray-scale shading. Four levels 
of shading from white to black are available with CCBO and 
CCB1. A Single external circuit composed of a crystal, a 
resistor, and two trimmer capacitors provides all system 
timing. The dot, address, and TV sync timing are derived 
from this 5.67 MHz (NTSC) crystal. The CDP1870/76 also 
provides a CPU clock output equal to one half the dot
crystal frequency and a PREDISPLAY synchronizing 
signal. 

Two external resistors are used to. adjust the ratio of the 
video and sync output levels, which can be connected di
rectly to a standard TV monitor. The video (LUM) output 
supplies the backeround and character dot information; the 
sync (COMPSYN ) output contains the horizontal and ver
tical synchronization information. The sound output from 
the CDP1869 may be connected directly to an external 
amplifier or to the audio input of the TV monitor, if so 
equipped. A simple op-amp and transistor driver circuit 
may also be used to drive a small eight-ohm speaker. The 
sound output is used to supply an audio feedback to key
strokes, with a different tone each for normal and control 
characters and a third error tone for command format 
errors. 

SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION 
VIS Interpreter 

The development of software for VIS applications is greatly 
simplified by the availability of a unique interpretive lan
guage. The VIS Interpreter (CDP18S835) is supplied on 
diskette and provides source code for use with RCA Devel
opment System assembly programs (ASM4, ASM8) in 
NTSC and PAL versions of the program. A table listing and a 
standard ASCII character-set source code are also in
cluded. After assembling or editing on a CDS (COSMAC 
Development System), programs may be stored in EPROM 
or ROM for nonvolatile system use. 
The VIS Interpreter is an interpretive language, which runs 
in real time, that specifically supports the VIS with com
mands that control text, graphics, and motion on a CRT. It is 
an open-ended program, meaning that interpreter com
mands may be added or deleted as required by a user's 
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particular application. The program, as supplied by RCA, 
requires 3 kilo-bytes of ROM memory space and 64 bytes of 
RAM space. The VIS Interpreter, the 64-byte RAM, and the 
start of the user program may be located anywhere in mem
ory by the use of the ORG, RAM, PROG equate statements 
in the source program.' 

The VIS Interpreter terms and operating-system variables 
used in the subject CRT display application are given in 
Appendix C. A page-memory pOinter (cursor), character
memory pointer, and main-memory pointer are maintained 
and easily loaded, incremented, and decremented, as are 
the accumulator and sixteen general-purpose variables. In 
the design for the subject application, the VIS Interpreter is 
stored in two 2716 EPROM devices located at addresses 
0000-OBFF,6. After applying power to the system, or after a 
manual reset, the CPU automatically starts fetching in
structions at address 0000,6. Therefore, the user is assured 
that the system always starts with the VIS Interpreter run
ning. The remaining 1 K of the second 2716 EPROM is used 
to store the standard ASCII character set (OCOO-OFFF,6). 
which is downloaded, during initialization, to the VIS char
acter RAM. The 64-byte RAM stack area required with the 
interpreter is located at address 1 FCO-1 FFF,6. 

Operating System - When initialized, the VIS Interpreter 
searches for instructions at the location specified in the 
PROG equate statement. In the subject application, the 
program is the Operating System, which is stored in a 2716 
EPROM device at location 1000-13FF,6. The entire Operat
ing System uses only half of the capacity of the EPROM 
(one kilobyte); the remaining space is available to the user 
at his discretion. The Operating System contains the com
(minds, routines, and subroutines necessary to control the 
video terminal and keyboard. Appendix D gives the com
mand formats and explains each subroutine. Appendix E 
contains Operating-System flowcharts. A complete 
assembly listing containing object code and comments is 
given in Appendix F. 

The Operating System is used to read and write to system 
RAM, input data from the keyboard, and to format and 
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change the display screen. Most of the standard terminal 
commands are available: 

- carriage return 
- line feed 
- clear screen and home 
- home cursor 
- blinking cursor 
- reverse video 
- cursor direction (up, down, forward, back) 

Additional commands and subroutines may simply be ap
pended to the existing Operating System. 

Since the Operating System program is written in VIS Inter
preter language, the instructions are concise and easy to 
use. One routine of special interest is the RUN routine. It 
executes a user program, written in VIS Interpreter lan
guage, at the location specified by the USRAM equate 
statement of the Operating System source program, in this 
case location 1800,6. The Operating System requires only 
three dedicated variables: V9, VC, and VF. These variables 
should not be modified by a user program unless they are 
saved and subsequently restored. Other variables that may 
be used and modified by the Operating System routines are 
listed under each routine or subroutine heading in Appen
dix F. 
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Page 
7 

8-9 
10 
10 
11 
11 
11 
11 
11 

11-13 
14 
14 
15 
16 
16 
16 
17 
17 
17 
17 
18 
18 
18 
18 
19 
19 
19 
20 
21 

Table A-1 - P2 - 20-Pin Keyboard Connector· Table A-2 - P1 - Edge Connector WIring" 
1 - GRD 
2 - POLARIZATION PIN 
3 - USER 2 
4 - U + L CASE 
5 - USER 2 
6-KD 
7 - USER 1 
8 - Ki5 
9 - USER 1 

10 - STROBE 
'See Fig, A-1 

11 - +5V 
12 - STROBE 
13 - B7 PARITY (N.C.) 
14 - BO LSB 
15 - B6 MSB 
16 - B1 
17 - B5 
18 - B2 
19 - B4 
20 - B3 

A - TPA - P 
B - TPB - P 
C - DBO - P 
0- DB1 - P 
E - DB2 - P 
F - DB3 - P 
H- DB4 - P 
J - DB5 - P 
K - DB6 - P 
L - DB7 - P 
M-AO-P" 
N - A1 - P •• 
P-A2-P" 
A-A3-P" 
S-A4-P" 
T-A5-P" 
U-A6-P" 
V- A7 - P" 
W - MWA - N" 
X-
Y - +5V
Z - GAD-

1 -
2-
3-
4-
5 - MAD - N 
6-
7-
8-
9-

10 -
11 -
12 -
13 -
14 - NO - P •• 
15 - N1 - P" 
16 - N2 - P •• 
17 - EF1 - N 
18 - EF2 - N 
19 - EF3 - N 
20 -
21 - +5 
22 - GAD 

• See Fig. A-4. .. Must be wired on CPS 1/0 slot. 
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Fig. A-2 - Video-terminal-system schematic diagram 
(part 2 of 3). 
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Fig. A-3 - Video-terminal-system schematic diagram 
(part 3 of 3). 
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Fig, A-4 - The video terminal constructed on a 4,5 by 7,5-inch 
CDP1BS659 Microboard Breadboard (component side 
shown), 

Appendix B - Memory Map 

VIS INTERPRETER 
3K BYTES EPROM 

STANDARD CHARACTER SET 
IK BYTES EPROM 

OPERATING SYSTEM EPROM 

IK BYTES 

0000 

OBFF 
OCOO 

OFFF 
000 I 

----------: 3FF 
400 

UNUSED IK BYTES OF 2K 
EPROM 

USER RAM 
(2K BYTES LESS STACK) 

-'----------
STACK-64 BYTES RAM 

AVAILABLE 6K BYTES 

AVAILABLE 2K BYTES 

-----------
MINIMUM INTERPRETER STACK 
64 BYTES RAM 

NOT DECODED 

CHARACTER RAM'IK BYTES 

SCREEN REFRESH 
IK BYTES (NOT USED) 

SCREEN REFRESH 
960 BYTES RAM 

----------
64 BYTES (NOT USED) 

- ONE CDP1872- TO LATCH MA8- MAI5 

I 7FF - ONE CDPI873 - TO DECODE All. AI2, AI3 
I 

I 
I 

800 

FBF 
FCO 

I FFF' 
2000 

37FF 
3800 

3FBF 
3FCO 

3FFF 
4000 

F3FF 
F400 

F7FF 

- STACK MAY BE LOCATED ON - BOARD IF 
COP 1805 CPU IS USED. 

F800 - LATCHED AND DECODED BY CDPI869 

- CHARACTER RAM USES ONLY 8 BYTES 
FBFF DURING CHAR, MEM. WRITE OPERATIONS, 
FCOO - FIRST OF SCREEN REFRESH RAM MAY 

BE USED WlcHOUT STANDARD INTERPRETER, 

FFBF - ALL UNUSED SCREEN REFRESH RAM IS 
FFCO AVAILABLE TO CPU DURING NON DISPLAY TIME. 

FFFF 
92CM-34265 

Fig, B-1 - Memory map, 
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Appendix C - VIS Interpreter Terms and Operating System Variables 

Terms Used In VIS Interpreter Instructions 

VX,VY - Sixteen 8-bit variables (VO-VF) 
C(VX) - Contents of the variable specified VX 

PMP - Page-memory pointer 
CMP - Character-memory pointer 
MMP - Main-memory pointer 
ACC - Accumulator 

K - Hex Value 
FI-AG - Overflow flag 

Changes To Standard VIS Interpreter 
ORG = 0000 (VIS Interpreter-EPROM) 
RAM = 1 FFF (Stack) 

PROG = 1000 (Operating System-EPROM) 

Operating System Equate Statements and Variable Usage 

ORG = 1000 - Start of Operating System 
USRAM = 1800 - Start of user RAM 
COLOR = 00 - Color/Gray-Scale byte 

CURS = OF - VF holds cursor character 
CTRBLK = DC - VC holds control/blink/reverse video flag; 

V9 holds display character. for screen control 

Appendix D - Operating System Components 

The following is a description of the commands, routines, 
and subroutines contained in the Operating System. Sys
tem commands are preceded by an asterisk (*) and may be 
executed directly from the keyboard, in real time, by follow
ing the format indicated in the command descriptions. 

Any entry designated as a subroutine may be executed by 
the user program with the VIS Interpreter INTCAL, A.1, A.O 
instruction, using the label of the desired subroutine. After 
execution of the subroutine, control is returned to the user 
program at the instruction immediately following the call
ing statement. 

Commands, Routines, Subroutines 
1 Main Program 
2 * Memory Read (Routine) 
3 * Memory Write (Routine) 
4 * Run (Routine) 
5 * Clear Screen and Home (Subroutine) 
6 * Home Cursor (Subroutine) 
7 * Carriage Return/Line Feed (Subroutine) 
8 * Cursor Position (SubroLitine) 
9 * Screen Resolution (Subroutine) 

10 * Control Flag (Subroutine) 
11 * Set Cursor (Subroutine) 
12 Error (Routine) 
13 Load Standard Character Set (Subroutine) 
14 Input Character (Subroutine) 
15 ASCII to Hex (Subroutine) 
16 Display (Subroutine) 
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MAIN PROGRAM 
(MAIN) 

"MEMORY READ ROUTINE 
(MEMRD) 

"MEMORY WRITE ROUTINE 
(MEMWR) 

"RUN ROUTINE 
(RUN) 

"CLEAR SCREEN AND 
HOME SUBROUTINE 

(CLSRHM) 

"HOME CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
(HOMEC) 

"CARRIAGE RETURNI 
LINE FEED SUBROUTINE 

(CRFEED) 

"CURSOR POSITION 
SUBROUTINE 

(CURSOR) 

280 

- Initializes system and waits for keyboard entry. 

- Allows user to examine memory at any location (similar to CDS utility 
routine). The four hex digits of the address field of the command specify 
the starting memory location, and the four hex digits of the byte count 
field specify the number (in hex) of bytes to be displayed. The memory 
contents are displayed in lines up to 16-bytes, preceeded by the starti,ng 
address of the 16-byte block. The lines are further divided into 4-byte hex 
pairs separated by a space. The command is terminated by a carriage 
return (CR). 

FORMAT - ?M[Address Field] [CR] t. [Byte Count Field] (CR) 
- Address field defaults to zero. 
- Byte-count field defaults to one. 
- Leading zeros assumed. 
- If more than four hex digits are entered, only the last four are used. 
- t. = space 
- (CR) = Carriage Return 
- [ ] = optional 

EXAMPLE - ?Ml000 100 
- Allows user to enter hex data into any RAM memory location (Similar to 

CDS utility routine). The four hex digits of the address field of the 
command specify the starting memory location. Data is entered into 
consecutive locations after each two hex digits are typed. One space is 
allowed between hex pairs. If an odd number of data digits is entered, the 
last digit is ignored. The command is terminated by a (CR). 

FORMAT - !M[Address Field].:l xx[.:l]xx[.:l] ... [,][;] (CR) 
- Address field defaults to zero. Leading zeros assumed. If more than four 

hex digits are entered, only last four are used. 
- xx = Hex digit pair 

EXAMPLE - !M3002 12 4A 66AB7F 
- Two options are available with, the' memory write 

command: 
1. A string of data can be extended from line to line by typing a comma just 

before the normal (CR). A carriage return/line feed (CR/LF) occurs, and 
more data may be entered as described above. 

EXAMPLE - !Mll0F 12 AA FF, 
AB CF DECF 33 

2. A string of data can be terminated by typing a semicolon just before the 
normal (CR). A (CR/LF) occurs, and more data may be entered at a new 
memory address. The new line must have the format of the!M command, 
but with the !M omitted. ' 

EXAMPLE - !M2346 9A 11 33; 
2501 FF AA 67 

- Executes a user program, written in VIS Interpreter language, at the 
memory location specified by the USRAM equate statement in the 
source program. (Location 1800, as supplied). 

FORMAT - RUN(CR) 

- Turns off the display and loads the page memory with either normal or 
reverse-video null characters. The cursor is positioned at the upper-left 
corner of the screen (home position) and the display is again turned on. 

FORMAT - (CTRL)C 
(CTRL) = Control Character 

- Displays the last stored screen characters at the current cursor location, 
returns the PMP (page-memory pointer) to the upper-left corner of the 
screen, stores the character at that location, and displays the cursor. 

FORMAT - (CRTL)A 
- Displays the last stored screen character at the current cursor location 

(unless last stored character is cursor), returns PMP to left side of screen 
and down one character row, stores the character at that location, and 
displays the cursor. 

FORMAT - (CR) 

- The last stored screen character is displayed, the PMP is moved in the 
direction specified by the command, the character at that location is 
stored, and the cursor is displayed. 

FORMAT - (CTRL)H [BS] - Moves cursor left one character 
(CTRL)L [FF] - Moves cursor right one character 
(CTRL)J [LF] - Moves cursor down one row 
(CTRL)K [VT] - Moves cursor up one row 



·SCREEN RESOLUTION 
SUBROUTINE 

(RESOLN) 

·CONTROL FLAG 
SUBROUTINE 

(CTFLAG) 

·SET CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
(SETCUR) 

ERROR ROUTINE 
(ERROR) 

LOAD STANDARD 
CHARACTER SET 
SUBROUTINE 

(LDCSET) 

INPUT CHARACTER 
SUBROUTINE 

(INCHR) 

ASCII TO HEX 
SUBROUTINE 

(AS2HEX) 

DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
(DISCUR, DISCHR) 
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- The character following this command defines the screen resolution: 
F = 40 character x 24 row display 
H = 20 character x 12 row display 

FORMAT - (ESC)o(CTRL)FF[H) 
(ESC) = escape key 

- The character following this command defines whether control charac
ters will be displayed or suppressed. 
Y = Display Control Characters 
N = Do Not Display Control Characters 

FORMAT - (ESC)(CTRL) BY[N) 

- If the character following this command is (Y), the cursor will blink at a 
O.S-Hz rate. 
If the character is (N), the cursor will not blink. 

- If the character is (R), the reverse video flag is set. 
- If the character is (S), the reverse video flag is reset. 
- If the character is none of the above, (Y,N,R,S), the character itself 

becomes the new cursor. 
FORMAT - (ESC)(CTRL)EY [N) [R) [S) [X) 

- Yes, No, Reverse, 'Standard 
- X = any ASCII character other than Y,N,R, or S 
- Prints'?" followed by the cursor and sounds a tone if a format error is 

encountered during a command sequence. 

- Downloads a standard ASCII character set from EPROM to the second 
1K of character RAM. The same EPROM is also used, with an XOR 
technique, to load the first 1K of character RAM with a reverse video 
ASC II character set. The MSB of the page-memory data selects either the 
standard or reverse video characters. . 

- Upper and lower case characters. 
- EPROM is at location OCOO, as supplied. 

- Waits for EF2 flag to go true and inputs a character from the keyboard to 
the accumulator (ACC). If the blink flag is set, the current screen charac
ter and the cursor are alternately displayed at a O.S-Hz rate. If the blink 
flag is reset, only the cursor is displayed. 

- If the character in ACC is not a control character, a tone is sounded, the 
character is displayed at the current cursor location, and the PMP is 
incremented. The character at that location is stored and the cursor is 
displayed. 

- -If the character in ACC is a control character, the control flag (CTRBLK) 
is checked. If the control flag is set, a control tone is sounded and the 
character is displayed as above. If the control flag is reset, a control tone 
is sounded but the character is not displayed and the cursor position 
remains unchanged. 

- Checks the ASCII character in ACC for a valid hex digit (O-F). If the 
character is hex, ACC is loaded with the hex equivalent of the ASCII 
character and the interpreter overflow flag (FLAG) is set. If the character 
is not hex, ACC retains the original ASCII character and the interpreter 
overflow flag is reset. 

- This subroutine has two entry points: 
- DISCUR: ACC is set equal to the cursor. The reverse video flag is 

checked and ACC is displayed accordingly. 
- DISCHR: The reverse video flag is checked and ACC is displayed 

accordingly. 
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Appendix E - VIS Operating-System Flowcharts 
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~:r---~--------------, 
- TURN OFF DISPLAY 
- SET SCREEN RESOLUTION TO 

40 X 24 CHAR. DISPL AY 
- OUTPUT COLOR/GRAY SCALE 

FORMAT INFORMATION 
- LOAD CHARACTER SET 
- INIT. CURSOR AS ASTERISK 
- CLEAR SCREEN AND HOME 

CURSOR 
- SUPPRESS DISPLAY OF CONTROL 

CHARACTERS AND SET 
CURSOR FOR NON- BLINK 

RESTRT: 

RUN PROGRAM 
ROUTINE 

Fig. E-1 - VIS Operating System flowchart - main program. 

CALL 4: 
CURSOR POSITION 

SUB 
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- STORE NEW CHAR. 
(TEMP,) 

- GET OLD MSD'S .AND 
SHIFT LEFT 1 DIGIT 

- GET OLD LSD'S AND 
SHIFT RIGHT I DIGIT 

- ASM WITH MSD'S AND 
STORE IN MMP, I 

- GET OLD LSD'S AND 
SHIFT LEFT I DIGIT 

- ASM WITH NEW CHAR. 
AND STORE IN MMP. 0 

GO TO RDI 

- STORE NEW CHAR. 
(TEMP.) 

- GET OLD MSD' SAND 
SHIFT LEFT I DIGIT 

- GET OLD LSD'S AND 
SHIFT RIGHT I DIGIT 

- ASM WITH MSD'S AND 
STORE IN BYTE 
CNT.I 

- GET OLD LSD'S AND 
SHIFT LEFT I DIGIT 

- ASM WITH NEW CHAR. 
AND STORE IN BYTE 
CNT,11l 

- OUTPUT UPPER 
ADDRESS (MMP. 11 AS 
HEX PAIR 

- OUTPUT LOWER 
ADDRESS (MMP, 111) AS 
HEX PAIR 

- OUTPUT EQUAL 
SIGN (=) 

- INIT. LINE LENGTH 
CNT TO LSD OF MMP, 11) 

- OUTPUT I DATA BYTE 
AS HEX PAiR 

- INC. MMP 

- INC. PMP 
- INC, LINE LENGTH 

CNT 
- DEC, DISPLAY CNT 

Fig. E-2 - Memory-Read routine. 
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GO TO DISCT I 

92CL-34278 
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-CALL INCHR 
-CALL AS2HEX 

N 

- ASM CHAR. WITH MSD 
liN V4) AND STORE AT 
LOCATION OF MMP 

-INC. MMP 
- CALL INCHR 
- CALL AS2HEX 

(I) GO TO ADDRESS DIGIT 
SECTION OF MEMORY 
READ ROUTINE 

(2) RETURNS HERE IF 
FOUR VALID INPUT 
CHARACTERS ARE RECEIVED 

92CM- 34266 

Fig. E-3 - Memory-Write routine. 

92CS-34254 

Fig. E-4 - Run routine. 

CLSRHM:r---------, 

-TURN OFF DISPLAY 
-INIT. PMP TO FC0111 
-IN IT. HOME TO FC0e 
-IN IT. ROW CNT TO 18 

LP2: 

92CS-34269 

Fig. E-5 - Clear Screen and Home subroutine. 



HOMEC,r----------, 

- GET LAST STORED 
SCREEN CHAR. 

- CALL DISCHR 
-HOME PMP 
- GET NEW SCREEN CHAR. 
- STORE IN V9 
- CALL DISCUR 

I 
I RETURN I 

92CS-342.68 

Fig. E-6 - Home-Cursor subroutine. 

- DO CR/LF 
- STORE NEW SCREEN 

CHAR. IN V9 
- CALL DISCUR 

92CS-34273 

Fig. E-7 - Carriage Return/Line Feed subroutine. 

CURSOR: - STORE DIRECTION CNTRL 
CHAR. 

- GET LAST STORED SCREEN 
CHAR. 

'-_____ --'B"'R"'S"':.., _ GET NEW SCREEN CHAR. 
-STORE IN V9 
-CALL DISCUR 

ICAN-7032 

92CS-34271 

Fig. E-8 - Cursor-Position subroutine. 

-SET SCREEN 
TO 40)(24 CHAR. 

-RETURN 

-SET SCREEN 
TO 20)(12 CHAR. 

-RETURN 

92CS-34251 

Fig. E-9 - Screen-Resolution subroutine. 
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92CS-84258 

Fig. E-10 - Control-Flag subroutine. 

SETCUR: 

- RESET 8LIN'K FLAG 
-RETURN 

-SET RV FLAG 
-RETURN' 

-RESET RV FLAG 
-RETURN 

8211S-84212 

Fig. E-11 - Set-Cursor subroutine. 

.. 

- ERASE CURSOR 

- DO CR/LF 
- PRINT I?I 

- INC, PMP 

- CALL DISCUR 

- INIT, MMPTOTONE3 
- OUTPUT TONE 

- GO TO R ESTRT 

92CS-84258 

Fig. E-1.2 - Error routine. 

LDCSET';--_~R~E~M~M~M~P------------' 

- INIT. MMP TO START OF 
CHAR. SET ROM 

- INIT. CMP TO START OF 
SECOND K OF CHAR. RAM 

- INIT. PMP TO START OF 
PAGE MEMORY 

-IN IT. MMP TO START OF 
STACK 

- STORE XOR CHAR, IN 
8 STACK LOCATIONS 

-INIT. MMP TO START OF 
STACK 

-IN IT. CMP TO START OF 
FIRST K OF CHAR. RAM 

-INIT. MMP TO START OF 
CHAR. SET ROM 

-XOR CHAR. IN FIRST K OF 
CHAR. RAM (REVERSE VIDEO) 

- RESTORE M MP 
-RETURN 

92CS-34270 

Fig. E-13 - Load Standard Character Set subroutine . 



- GET LAST STORED 
SCREEN CHAR. 

- CALL DISCHR 
-INIT. DELAY CNT 

92CS- 34253 

Fig. E-14 - Input Character subroutine. 

II) 

(I) CHAR. NOT 0-F 

(2) RESET FLAG 
(3) CHAR. IS 1)-9 

(4) CHAR. IS A-F 

VI·(/)F(5) 
ACC=ACC·AND·VI 

VI·VI-V2(6) 

ADD 9 TO CHAR. 

(5) STRIP OFF UPPER 4 BITS 
(6) SET FLAG 
(71 RETURNS WITH ACC = HEX 

EQU I VALENT OF ASCII CHAR. 
(0-F) AND FLAG SET, OR 
WITH ACC = ORIGINAL ASCII 
CHAR. AND FLAG RESET. 

ICAN-7032 

92CS-34277 

Fig. E-15 - ASCII to Hex subroutine. 

92CS-34255 

Fig. E-16 - Display subroutine. 
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Table E-1 - Tone Table 
TONE 1: 58 Divide by 88 

4F 88 kHz, Full Amp!. 1 kHz 
02 2 x 60th TONE ON 
00 
80 
01 Turn Tone OFF 
FF Stop 

TONE 2: 2C Divide by 44 2 kHz 
4F 88 kHz, Full Amp!. 
02 2 x 60th Tone ON 
00 
80 
01 Turn Tone OFF 
FF Stop 

TONE 3: 58 Divide by 88 0.250 kHz 
2F 22 kHz, FULL AMPL. 
06 6 x 60th Tone ON 
00 
80 
01 Turn Tone OFF 
FF Stop 
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!M 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 
0000 , 
0000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 
1000 FF; 
1001 63; 
1002 53; 
1003 OB; 
1004 00; 
1005 SF; 
1006 07; 
1007 1080; 
1009 OA; 
100A OF; 
100B 2A; 
100C 07; 
1000 1008; 
100F OA; 
1010 OC; 
1011 00; 
1012 07; 
1013 112A; 
lOIS 40; 
1016 3F; 
1017 11CB; 
1019 40; 
lOlA 21; 
101B 1290; 
1010 40; 
101E 52; 
101F 12FA; 
1021 40; 
1022 03; 
1023 1056; 
1025 40; 
1026 01 ; 
1027 105C; 
1029 40; 
102A 00; 
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Appendix F - VIS Operating System Listing 

0001 
0002 
0003 
0004 
0005 
0006 
0007 
0008 
0009 
0010 
0011 
0012 
0013 
0014 
0015 
0016 
0017 
0018 
0019 
0020 
0021 
0022 
0023 
0024 
0025 
0026 
0027 
0028 
0029 
0030 
0031 
0032 
0033 
0034 
0035 
0036 
0037 
0038 
0039 
0040 
0041 
0042 
0043 
0044 
0045 
0046 
0047 
0048 
0049 
0050 
0051 
0052 
0053 
0054 
0055 
0056 
0057 
0058 
0059 
0060 

.. ************************************************** 
VIS OPERATING SYSTEM USING 
THE ·VIS INTERPRETER (ASM4) 
PROGRAM IS FOR CDP1800-BASED 
VIDEO TERMINAL APPLICATION 

.. ************************************************** 

ORG #1000 
CURS=#OF 
USRAM=#1800 
COLOR=#OO 
CTRBLI<=#OC 

•• START OF OPERATING SYS 
•• VF HOLDS CURSOR CHAR 
•• START OF USER RAM 
•• COLOR/GRAYSCALE BYTE 
•• VC HOLDS CONTROL/BLINI</ 
•• REVERSE VIDEO FLAG 

•• V9 HOLDS DISPLAY CHAR 
•• FOR SCREEN CONTROL 

.. ************************************************** 
MAIN PROGRAM 

.. ************************************************** 

,#FF 
MAIN: ,DISOFF 

,SETFUL 
,LOAOAC 

,COLOR 
,COLFOR 
,INTCAL 

,A(LDCSET> 
,LOADVX 

,CURS 
,#2A 

,INTCAL 
,A (CLSRHM) 

,LOADVX 
,CTRBLK 
,#00 

RESTRT: ,INTCAL 
, A <I NCHR) 

,ACCEQI< 
,#3F 
,A(MEMRD) 

,ACCEQI< 
,#21 
,A(MEMWR) 

,ACCEQI< 
,#52 
,A(RUN) 

, ACCEQI< 
,#03 
,A(CALLl) 

, ACCEQI< 
,#01 
,A(CALL2) 

,ACCEQI< 
,#00 

•• IST BYTE MUST BE FF 
•• TURN OFF DISPLAY 
•• SET 40X24 RESOLUTION 

•• OUTPUT COLOR/GRAYSCALE 
•• FORMAT INFORMATION 
•• LOAD STANDARD 
•• CHARACTER SET 
•• INIT 
•• CURSOR AS 
•• ASTERISK 
•• CLEAR SCREEN 
•• AND HOME CURSOR 
•• SUPPRESS CONTROL 
• • CHARS AND SET 
• • NON-BLINK 

•• INPUT CHARACTER 
•• IF CHAR = ? 
• • GO TO MEMORY 
.• READ ROUTINE 
•• IF CHAR = I 

• • GO TO MEMORY 
• • WR ITE ROUT I NE 
•• IF CHAR = R 
• .GO TO RUN 
•• PROGRAM ROUTINE 
•• IF CHAR=CNTRL C 
•• (ETX) 
•• GO TO CALLI 
•• IF CHAR=CNTRL A 
• • (SOH) 
• .GO TO CALL2 

•• IF CHAR=CR 
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102B 1062; 0061 ,A(CALL3) • .60 TO CALL3 
1020 40; 0062 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL H 
102E 08; 0063 ,#08 •• (BACK SPACE) 
102F 1068; 0064 ,A(CALL4) • .GO TO CALL4 
1031 49; 0065 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL L 
lq32 OC; 0066 ,#OC •• (FORM FEED) 
1033 1068; 0067 ,A(CALL4) •• 60 TO CALL4 
1035 40; 0068 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL J 
1036 OA; 0069 ,#OA •• (LINE FEED) 
1037 1068; 007Q ,A(CALL4) • .GO TO CALL4 
1039 40; 0071 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL K 
103A OB; 0072 ,#OB •• (VERT TAB) 
103B 1068; 0073 ,A(CALL4) • .60 TO CALL4 
1030 40; 0074 ,ACCEQK 
103E IB; 0075 ,#lB • • IF CHAR=ESC 
i03F 1044; 0076 ,A(ESCK) • .GO TO ESCK 
1041 2B; 0077 ,MEMGO 
1042 1012; 0078 ,A (RESTRT> • .GO TO RESTRT 
1044 07; 0079 ESCK: ,INTCAL 
1045 112A; 0080 ,A <INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
1047 40; 0081 ,ACCEQK • • IF CHAR=CNTRL B 
1048 02; 0082 ,#02 •• (STX) 
1049 106E; 0083 ,A (CALLS) • .GO TO CALL5 
104B 40; 0084 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL F 
104C 06; 0085 ,#06 • • (ACK) 
1040 1074; 0086 ,A(CALL6) • .GO TO CALL6 
104F 40; 0087 ,ACCEQK •• IF CHAR=CNTRL E 
1050 05; 0088 ,#05 • • (ENQ) 
1051 107A; 0089 ,A(CALL7) • .60 TO CALL7 
1053 2B; 0090 ,MEMGO 
1054 1012; 0091 ,A (RESTRT> • • 60 TO RESTRT 
1056 07; 0092 CALL 1 : ,INTCAL •• CALL CLEAR SCREEN 
1057 1008; 0093 ,A(CLSRHM) •• AND HOME SUBROUTINE 
1059 28; 0094 ,MEMGO 
105A 1012; 0095 ,A (RESTRT> • • GO TO RESTRT 
105C 07; 0096 CALL2: ,INTCAL • • CALL HOME 
1050 131B; 0097 ,A(HOMEC) •• CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
105F 2B; 0098 ,MEMGO 
1060 1012; 0099 ,A (RESTRT> • • 60 TO RESTRT 
1062 07; 0100 CALL3: ,INTCAL •• CALL CR/LF 
1063 10FE; 0101 ,A (CRFEED) • • SUBROUTI NE 
1065 2B; 0102 ,MEMGO 
1066 1012; 0103 ,A (RESTRT> • • 60 TO RESTRT 
1068 07; 0104 CALL4: ,INTCAL • • CALL CURSOR 
1069 1344; 0105 ,A(CURSOR) •• POSITION SUBROUTINE 
106B 2B;. 0106 ,MEMGO 
106C 1012; 0107 ,A(RESTRT> • • 60 TO RESTRT 
106E 07; 0108 CALLS: ,INTCAL • • CALL CONTROL 
106F 1328; 0109 ,A(CTFLAG) •• FLAG SUBROUTINE 
1071 2B; 0110 ,MEMGO 
1072 1012; 0111 , A (RESTRT,) •• 60 TO RESTRT 
1074 07; 0112 CALL6: ,INTCAL •• CALL SCREEN 
1075 1377; 0113 ,A (RESOLN) •• RESOLUTION SUBROUTINE 
1077 2B; 0114 ,MEMGO I 

1078 1012; 0115 ,A (RESTRT> •• 60 TO RESTRT 
107A 07; 0116 CALL7: ,INTCAL • • CALL SET 
107B 1389; 0117 ,A(SETCUR) •• CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
1070 2B; 0118 ,MEMGO 
107E 1012; 0119 ,A(RESTRT> • • 60 TO RESTRT 
10aO 0120 
1080 ; 0121 
1080 0122 
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1080 0123 .. ************************************************** 
1080 0124 LOAD STANDARD CHARACTER SET 
1080 0125 SUBROUTINE (Vl,V2,VA,VB) 
1080 0126 .. ************************************************** 
1080 0127 
1080 ; 0128 
1080 25; 0129 LDCSET: ,MMPIVX 
1081 OA; 0130 , tWA 
1082 24; 0131 ,MMPOVX 
1083 OB; 0132 ,#OB · . REM MMP 
1064 OE; 0133 ,LDMMP •• INIT MMP 
1085 OCOO; 0134 ,#OCOO •• TO CHAR SET ROM 
1087 10; 0135 ,LDCMP .. INIT CPM TO 2D K 
1088 80; 0136 ,#80 · .OF CHAR RAM 
108.9 OA; 0137 ,LOADVX 
108A 01 ; 0138 ,#01 •• INIT 
108B 00; 0139 ,#00 •. WRTCHR VARIABLES 
108C 58; 0140 LPl : ,WRTCHR · • WRITE CHAR 
108D 01; 0141 ,#01 · • FROM PAGE TO 
108E 01; 0142 , #01 • • CHAR MEMORY 
108F 49; 0143 ,MMPINC 
1090 49; 0144 ,MMPINC 
1091 49; 0145 ,MMPINC 
1092 49; 0146 ,MMPINC 
1093 49; 0147 ,MMPINC 
1094 49; 0148 ,MMPINC 
1095 49; 0149 ,MMPINC 
1096 49; 0150 ,MMPINC •• INC MMP 8 TIMES 
1097 47; 0151 ,CMPINC •• INC CMP 
1098 IB; 0152 ,CMPAC 
1099 42; 0153 ,ACCGTK • • CHECK FOR END 
109A 80; 0154 ,#80 • .OF 2D K 
109B 108C; 0155 ,A(LP1) • .OF CHAR RAM 
109D 68; 0156 ,INIT •• INIT PMP 
109E OE; 0157 ,LDMMP •• INIT MMP 
109F IFCO; 0158 ,#lFCO •• TO STACK 
10Al OB; 0159 LPA: ,LOADAC • • STORE XOR 
10A2 3F; 0160 ,#3F • • CHAR ON STACK 
10A3 OD; 0161 ,ACCMEM 
10A4 49; 0162 ,MMPINC .• INC MMP 
10A5 13; 0163 ,MMPOAC • • CHECK MMP 
10A6 41 ; 0164 ,ACCLTK •• FOR 8 BYTES 
lOA7 C8; 0165 ,#C8 .• IF < #C8 
10A8 10Al ; 0166 ,A(LPA) • • LOOP 
10AA OE; 0167 ,LDMMP •• INIT MMP 
10AB IFCO; 0168 ,#lFCO •• TO STACK 
lOAD 10; 0169 ,LDCMP •• INIT CMP TO 1ST K 
10AE 00; 0170 ,#00 •• OF CHAR MEMORY 
lOAF 58; 0171 LPB: ,WRTCHR •• STORE XOR 
lOBO 01 ; 0172 , #01 • • CHAR 
10Bl 01; 0173 ,#01 •• IN CHAR RAM 
10B2 47; 0174 ,CMPINC •• INC CMP 
lOB3 IB; 0175 ,CMPAC •• CHECK FOR END OF 
10B4 41; 0176 ,ACCLTK •• 1ST K OF CHAR RAM 
10B5 80; (1177 ,#80 •• IF < #80 
10B6 lOAF; 0178 ,A(LPB) • • LOOP 
10B8 OE; 0179 ,LDMMP •• INIT MMP TO 
10B9 OCOO; 0180 ,#OCOO • . CHAR SET ROM 
10BB OA; 0181 ,LOADVX 
10BC 02; 0182 ,#02 
10BD 00; 0183 ,#00 •• INIT V2 
lOBE 06; 0184 LPC: ,VXACC •• SET C(PMP) 
10BF 02; 0185 ,#02 • • EQUAL TO V2 
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lOCO 40; 0186 ,DISAC 
10Cl 61 ; 0187 ,MOVBIT •• XOR CHARS IN 
10C2 01 ; 0188 ,#01 •• 1ST K OF 
10C3 01 ; 0189 ,#01 • • CHAR RAM 
10C4 49; 0190 ,MMPINC 
10C5 49; 0191 ,MMPINC 
10C6 49; 0192 ,MMPINC 
10C7 49; 0193 ,MMPINC 
10C8 49; 0194 ,MMPINC 
10C9 49; 0195 ,MMPINC 
10CA 49; 0196 ,MMPINC •• INC MMP 
10CB 49; 0197 ,MMPINC • .8 TIMES 
10CC 01 ; 0198 ,VXINC 
lOCO 02; 0199 ,#02 •• INC V2 
10CE 3E; 0200 ,VXLTK • • CHECK FOR END OF 
10CF 02; 0201 ,#02 •• 1ST K OF CHAR RAM 
1000 80; 0202 ,#80 •• IF < #80 
1001 lOBE; 0203 ,A(LPC) • • LOOP 
1003 2A; 0204 ,VXMMP1 
1004 OA; 0205 ,#OA 
1005 29; 0206 ,VXMMPO 
1(106 OB; 0207 ,#OB • • RESTORE MMP 
1007 08; 0208 ,INTRTN · • RETURN 
1008 0209 
1008 0210 
1008 0211 
1008 0212 .. ************************************************** 
1008 0213 CLEAR SCREEN AND HOME 
1008 0214 SUBROUTINE (Vl,V8,V9) 
1008 0215 .. ************************************************** 1008 0216 
1008 ; 0217 
1008 63; 0218 CLSRHM: ,DISOFF •• TURN OFF DISPLAY 
1009 68; 0219 ,INIT •• INIT PMP & HOME 
10DA OA; 0220 , LOADVX 
10DB 01; 0221 ,#01 
lODC 18; 0222 ,#18 •• INIT ROW CNT 
1000 OA; 0223 ,LOADVX 
lODE 08; 0224 ,#08 
10DF 20; 0225 ,#20 •• INIT V8 
10EO 2E; 0226 ,VXYAND •• STRIP OFF 
10El 08; 0227 ,#08 • . UNUSED 
10E2 OC; 0228 ,CTRBLK • .BITS OF CTRBLK 
10E3 3F; 0229 ,VXGTK 
10E4 08; 0230 ,#08 
lOE5 00; 0231 ,#00 • . CHECK REVERSE 
lOE6 10ED; 0232 ,A(LPRV) •• VIDEO FLAG 
10E8 OB; 0233 ,LOADAC 
10E9 80; 0234 ,#80 • • LOAD NULL CHAR 
10EA 2B; 0235 ,MEMGO 
lOEB lOEF; 0236 ,A(LP3} •• GO 1,"0 LP3 
10ED OB; 0237 LPRV: ,LOADAC •• LOAD RV 
10EE 00; 0238 ,#00 • . NULL CHAR 
10EF OS; 0239 LP3: ,ACCVX 
lOFO 09; 0240 ,#09 •• INIT V9 
10Fl 52; 0241 LP2: ,FLROWl • • WRITE 1 ROW 
10F2 02; 0242 ,VXDEC 
10F3 01; 0243 ~#Ol •• DEC ROW eTN 
10F4 3F; 0244 ,VXGTK • • IF ROW CTN 
10F5 01 ; 0245 ,#01 •• IS NOT 0 
10F6 00; 0246 ,#00 
10F7 10Fl ; 0247 ,A(LP2) •• GO TO LP2 
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10F9 62; 
10FA 07; 
10FB 13BB; 
10FD 08; 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE 
10FE ; 
10FE 06; 
10FF 09; 
1100 3A; 
1101 OF; 
1102 1122; 
1104 OA; 
1105 01; 
1106 7F; 
1107 34; 
1108 01; 
1109 3A; 
110A OF; 
110B 1122; 
110D 06; 
110E 09; 
110F 41; 
1110 80; 
1111 1117; 
1113 6B; 
1114 2B; 
1115 1118; 
1117 4D; 
1118 6A; 
1119 44; 
111A 01; 
I11B 10; 
lllC 05; 
I11D 09; 
l11E 07; 
111F 13BB; 
1121 08; 
1122 OB; 
1123 00; 
1124 07; 
1125 13BD; 
1127 2B; 
1128 1118; 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A 
112A ; 
112A OA; 
112B 02; 
112C 10; 
112D 2E; 

0248 
0249 
0250 
0251 
0252 
0253 
0254 

,DISON 
, INTCAL 

,A <DISCUR) 
,INTRTN 

•. TURN ON DISPLAY 
• • CALL DISPLAY 
• • CURSOR SUB 
•• RETURN 
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0255 •• ************************************************** 
0256 CARRIAGE RETURN/LINEFEED 
0257 SUBROUTINE (V1.V9,VF) 
0258 •• ************************************************** 
0259 
0260 
0261 CRFEED: 
0262 
0263 
0264 
0265 
0266 
0267 
0268 
0269 
0270 
(.271 
0272 
0273 
0274 
0275 
0276 
0277 
0278 
0279 
0280 
0281 
0282 BRO: 
0283 BR2: 
0284 
0285 
0286 
0287 
0288 
0289 
0290 
0291 
0292 BR1: 

,VXACC 
,#09 

,VXEQAC 
,CURS 
,A(BR1) 

, LlJADVX 
,#01 
,#7F 

, ACCAND 
,#01 

,VXEQAC 
,CURS 
,A <BR1) 

,VXACC 
,#09 

,ACCLTK 
,#80 
,A(BRO) 

,DISAWC 
,MEMGO 

,A (BR2) 
,DISAC 
,CRRET 
,ROWINC 

,#01 
,RDPMP 
,ACCVX 

,#09 
,INTCAL 

, A <DISCUR) 
.INTRTN 
, LOADAC 
,#00 

,INTCAL 
,A<DISCHR) 

,MEMGO 
,A(BR2) 

•• GET LAST STORED 
•• SCREEN CHAR 
•. CHECK FOR 
•• STANDARD 
• • CURSOR 

.o,INIT Vl 
,.SET MSB 
•• TO 0 
• • CHECK 
•• FOR RV 
•• CURSOR 
• • RELOAD OLD 
• • SCREEN CHAR 

• • CHECK MSB 
•• DISPLAY 
•• STANDARD CHAR 

• .GO TO BR2 
•• DISPLAV RV CHAR 

• .00 CR/LF 
•• GET NEW SCREEN 
• • CHAR AND 
•• STORE IN V9 
•• CALL DISPLAY 
• • CURSOR SUB 
•• RETURN 
•• LOAD NULL 
• • CHARACTER 
• • CALL DISPLAY 
• • CHAR SUB 

•• GO TO BR2 

0293 
6294 
0295 
0296 
0297 
0298 
0299 
0300 
0301 
0302 
0303 
0304 
0305 
0306 
0307 
0308 
0309 
0310 

.. ************************************************** 
INPUT CHARACTER SUBROUTINE 
(V2,V7,V9,VA,VB,VC,VD) 

.. ************************************************** 

INCHR: , LOADVX 
,#02 
,#10 

,VXVAND 
•• INIT V2 
• .STRIP OFF 
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112E 02; 0311 ,#02 • • UNUSED 
112F OC; 0312 ,CTRBLK • • BITS OF CTRBLK 
1130 3D; 0313 ,VXEQK 
1131 02; 0314 ,#02 
1132 00; 0315 ,#00 • • CHECK 
1133 115A; 0316 ,A(INCHR1) • • BLINK FLAG 
1135 07; 0317 BLK1: ,INTCAL •• CALL DISPLAY 
1136 13BB; 0318 ,A<DISCUR) • • CURSOR SUB 
1138 OA; 0319 ,LOADVX 
1139 07; 0320 ,#07 •• INIT 
113A FF; 0321 ,#FF • • DELAY COUNT 
113B 02; 0322 DLY1: ,VXDEC •• DEC 
113C 07; 0323 ,#07 •• DELAY COUNT 
113D 20; 0324 ,BRINP •• CHECK 
113E 115A; 0325 ,A <I NCHR1> •• KEYBOARD 
1140 3F; 0326 ,VXGTK 
1141 07; 0327 ,#07 
1142 00; 0328 ,#00 •• CHECK 
1143 113B; 0329 ,A <DLY1> • • DELAY COUNT 
1145 06; 0330 ,VXACC •• DISPLAY OLD 
1146 09; 0331 ,#09 •• SCREEN CHAR 
1147 07; 0332 ,INTCAL •• CALL DISPLAY 
1148 13BD; 0333 ,A <DISCHR) • • CHAR SUB 
114A OA; 0334 ,LOADVX 
114B 07; 0335 ,#07 •• INIT 
114G FF; 0336 ,#FF •• DELAY COUNT 
114D 02; 0337 DLY2: ,VXDEC •• DEC 
114E 07; 0338 ,#07 •• DELAY COUNT 
114F 20; 0339 ,BRINP • • CHECK 
1150 115A; 0340 ,A <I NCHR 1> · • KEYBOARD 
1152 3F; 0341 ,VXSTK 
1153 07; 0342 ,#07 
1154 00; 0343 ,#00 • • CHECK 
1155 114D; 0344 , A <DLY2) •• DELAY COUNT 
1157 28; 0345 ,MEMSO 
115B 1135; 0346 ,A(BLK1) • .SO TO BLKl 
115A 57; 0347 INCHRl : ,CHRIN • .WAIT FOR EF2; 
115B 25; 0348 ,MMPIVX • • CHAR INTO ACC 
115C OA; 0349 ,#OA 
115D 24; 0350 ,MMPOVX 
115E OB; 0351 ,#OB. • • REM MMP 
115F 41; 0352 ,ACCLTK 
1160 20; 0353 ,#20 • • CHECK FOR 
1161 1179; 0354 ,A(TN2) •• CONTROL CHAR 
1163 OE; 0355 ,LDMMP 
1164 13CC; 0356 ,A <TONE 1> 
1166 4C; 0357 ,TONE •• TURN ON TONEl 
1167 07; 0358 EXO: ,INTCAL • • CALL DISPLAY 
1168 13BD; 0359 ,A<DISCHR) • • CHAR SUB 
116A 05; 0360 ,ACCVX • • STORE ACC 
116B OD; 0361 ,#OD •• TEMP 
116C 43; 0362 ,PMPINC 
116D 01; 0363 ,#01 •• INC PMP 
116E ID; 0364 ,RDPMP • .GET NEXT SCREEN 
116F 05; 0365 ,ACCVX • • CHAR AND 
1170 09; 0366 ,#09 •• STORE IN V9 
1171 07; 0367 ,INTCAL •• CALL DISPLAY 
1172 13BB; 0368 ,A <DISCUR) •• CURSOR SUB 
1174 06; 0369 ,VXACC 
1175 OD; 0370 ,#OD • • RESTORE ACC 
1176 2B; 0371 ,MEMSO 
1177 I1B8; 0372 ,A (EXt> • .GO TO EXIT 
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1179 OE; 0373 TN2: ,LDMMP 
117A 13D3; 0374 ,A CTONE2) 
117C 4C; 0375 ,TONE •• TURN ON TONE2 
117D OA; 0376 ,LOADVX 
117E 02; 0377 ,tt02 
117F 01 ; 0378 ,ttOl •• INIT V2 
1180 2E; 0379 ,VXYAND •• STRIP OFF 
1181 02; 0380 ,#02 • • UNUSED 
1182 OC; 0381 ,CTRBLK •• BITS OF CTRBLK 
1183 3D; 0382 ,VXEQK 
1184 0"" ~, 0383 ,tt02 
1185 01; 0384 ,#01 •• CHECK 
1186 1167; 0385 ,A(EXO) •• CONTROL FLAG 
1188 2A; 0386 EX1: ,VXMMPl 
1189 OA; 0387 ,ttOA 
118A 29; 0388 ,VXMMPO •• RESTORE MMP 
118B OB; 0389 ,#OB •• RETURNS WITH 
118C 08; 0390 ,INTRTN • • CHAR IN ACC 
118D 0391 
118D 0392 
118D 0393 
118D 0394 .. ************************************************** 
118D 0395 ASCII TO HEX SUBROUTINE 
118D 0396 (Vl, V2) 
118D 0397 .. ************************************************** 
118D 0398 
118D 0399 
118D OA; 0400 AS2HEX: ,LOADVX 
118E 01 ; 0401 ,#01 
118F 09; 0402 ,#09 
1190 OA; 0403 ,LOADVX 
1191 02; 0404 ,#02 
1192 00; 0405 ,#00 •• INIT FLAG VARIABLES 
1193 41 ; 0406 ,ACCLTK 
1194 30; 0407 ,#30 •• IF CHAR IS NOT O-F 
1195 l1AE; 0408 ,A(LD2) • .GO TO LD2 
1197 41 ; 0409 ,ACCLTK 
1198 3A; 0410 ,#3A • • IF CHAR IS 0-9 
1199 llA5; 0411 ,A (LDU • .GO TO LDl 
119B 41 ; 0412 ,ACCLTK 
119C 41 ; 0413 ,tt41 
119D l1AE; 0414 ,A(LD2) 
119F 42; 0415 ,ACCGTK 
l1AO 46; 0416 ,#46 • • IF CHAR IS NOT 'A-F 
llA1 11AE; 0417 ,A(LD2) •• GO TO LD2 
l1A3 36; 0418 ,ACCADD •• IF CHAR IS A-F 
11A4 01 ; 0419 ,#01 • .ADD 9 TO ACC 
l1A5 OA; 0420 LDl : ,LDADVX 
llA6 01 ; 0421 ,#01 
llA7 OF; 0422 ,#OF 
l1A8 34; 0423 ,ACCAND • • STRIP OFF 
llA9 01 ; 0424 ,#01 ., UPPER 4 BITS 
l1AA 31 ; 0425 ,VXYSUB 
l1AB 01 ; 0426 ,#01 
11AC 02; 0427 ,tt02 •• SET FLAG 
11 AD 08; 0428 ,INTRTN •• RETURN 
l1AE 31 ; 0429 LD2: ,VXYSUB 
l1AF 02; 0430 ,#02 
I1BO 01 ; 0431 ,ttOl •• RESET FLAG 
IlBl 08; 0432 ,INTRTN •• RETURNS WITH ACC=HEX EQIV 
11B2 0433 •• OF ASCI I CHAR (o-F) AND 
I1B2 0434 •• FLAG SET OR WITH ORIG 
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1182 0435 • • CHAR IN ACC AND FLAG RESET 
1182 0436 
IlB2 0437 
1182 0438 
l1B2 0439 .. ************************************************** 
1182 0440 ERROR ROUTINE 
1182 0441 .. ************************************************** 
IlB2 0442 
1182 ; 0443 
1182 08; 0444 ERROR: ,LOADAC 
1183 00; 0445 ,#00 •• ERASE CURSOR 
1184 07; 0446 ,INTCAL • • CALL SCREEN 
1185 138D; 0447 ,A<DISCHR) • • CHAR SUB 
1187 6A; 0448 ,CRRET 
1188 44; 0449 ,ROWINC 
11B9 01; 0450 , #01 •• DO CR/LF 
118A 08; 0451 , LOADAC •• 7 INTO 
1188 3F; 0452 ,03F • .ACC 
118C 07; 0453 ,INTCAL •• CALL DISPLAY 
118D 138D; 0454 ,A(DISCHR) • • CHAR SUB 
l1BF 43; 0455 ,PMPINC 
11 CO 01; 0456 ,001 •• INC PMP 
11Cl 07; 0457 ,INTCAL •• CALL DISPLAY 
l1C2 13B8; 0458 , A <DISCUR) • • CURSOR SUB 
l1C4 OE; 0459 ,LDMMP 
l1C5 13DA; 0460 ,A <TONE3) 
11C7 4C; 0461 ,TONE •• TURN ON TONE3 
l1C8 2B; 0462 ,MEMGO 
11C9 1012; 0463 , A (RESTRT> • • DONE 
11C8 0464 
11CB 0465 
11C8 0466 
l1C8 0467 .. ************************************************** 
11C8 0468 MEMORY READ ROUTINE 
11C8 0469 (Vl,V2,V3,V4,V5,V6,VA,VB,VE) 
llCB 0470 .. ************************************************** 
11C8 0471 
11CB ; 0472 
1lC8 07; 0473 MEMRD: ,INTCAL 
11CC 112A; 0474 ,A( INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
11CE 40; 0475 ,ACCE!;!K 
11CF 4D; 0476 ,#40 
lIDO IlD5; 0477 ,A(RDO) • • CHECK FOR M 
11D2 28; 0478 ,MEMGO 
11D3 I1B2; 0479 ,A(ERROR) •• IF NOT GO TO ERROR 
11D5 OA; 0480 RDO: ,LOADVX 
I1D6 OE; 0481 ,#OE 
I1D7 01 ; 0482 ,#01 • • SET READ FLAG 
11D8 OE; 0483 RDADDR: ,LDMMP 
11D9 00; 0484 ,#00 
110A 00; 0485 ,#00 •• INIT MMP 
1108 OA; 0486 ,LOAOVX 
110C 03; 0487 ,#03 
1100 00; 0488 ,000 
110E OA; 0489 ,LOAOVX 
11 OF 04; 0490 ,004 
llEO 00; 0491 ,#00 •• INIT BYTE COUNT 
llEl 07; 0492 ROI : ,INTCAL 
llE2 112A; 0493 ,A(INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
llE4 40; 0494 ,ACCE!;!K 
llE5 00; 0495 ,#00 
llEa 120E; 0496 ,A(RDFLAG) •• CHECK FOR CR 
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11E8 07; 0497 ,INTCAL 
11E9 118D; 0498 ,A(AS2HEX) 
11EB 40; 0499 ,ACCEGlK 
11EC 20; 0500 ,#20 
llED 120E; 0501 ,A(RDFLAG) • • CHECK FOR SPACE 
11EF 66; 0502 ,BNFLAG 
llFO 11B2; 0503 ,A(ERROR) • • CHECK FOR HEX 
llF2 05; 0504 ,ACCVX • • STORE NEW 
llF3 05; 0505 ,#05 • • CHAR TEMP 
llF4 14; 0506 ,MMP1AC • .GET OLD MSD, 
11F5 39; 0507 ,ACCSHL 
llF6 39; 0508 ,ACCSHL 
llF7 39; 0509 , ACCSHL 
llF8 39; 0510 ,ACCSHL •• SHIFT LEFT,AND 
llF9 05; 0511 , ACCVX • • STORE 
11 FA 01 ; 0512 • #01 •• IN V1 
llFB 13; 0513 ,MMPOAC • • GET OLD LSD 
I1FC 38; 0514 , ACCSHR 
11FD 38; 0515 , ACCSHR 
11FE 38; 0516 , ACCSHR 
11FF 38; 0517 , ACCSHR • • SHIFT RIGHT,AND 
1200 33; 0518 ,ACCOR 
1201 01; 0519 ,#01 • • ASM WITH MSD 
1202 16; 0520 ,ACMMPl •• STORE IN MMP.l 
1203 13; 0521 ,MMPOAC "GET OLD LSD 
1204 39; 0522 ,ACCSHL 
1205 39; 0523 ,ACCSHL 
1206 39; 0524 , ACCSHL 
1207 39; 0525 ,ACCSHL • • SHIFT LEFT,AND 
1208 33; 0526 ,ACCOR 
1209 05; 0527 ,#05 •• ASM WITH NEW CHAR 
120A 15; 0528 ,ACMMPO •• STORE IN MMP.O 
120B 2B; 0529 ,MEMGO 
120C llEl; 0530 ,A(RD1> •• GO TO RDI 
120E 3D; 0531 RDFLAG: ,VXEGlK 
120F OE; 0532 ,#OE 
1210 00; 0533 ,#00 • • CHECK READ FLAG 
1211 12AD; 0534 ,A<INDATA) • .GO TO INDATA 
1213 40; 0535 ,ACCEGlK 
1214 00; 0536 ,#00 
1215 1245; 0537 ,A<OUTR) • • CHECK FOR CR 
1217 07; 0538 RD2: ,INTCAL 
1218 112A; 0539 ,A<INCHR) •• INPUT NEXT CHAR 
121A 40; 0540 ,ACCEGlK 
121B 00; 0541 ,#00 •• IF CR,GO TO 
121C 1245; 0542 ,A <OUTR) •• OUTPUT ROUTIMNE 
121E 07; 0543 ,INTCAL 
121F 118D; 0544 ,A(AS2HEX) 
1221 66; 0545 ,BNFLAG 
1222 I1B2; 0546 ,A(ERROR) • • CHECK FOR HEX 
1224 05; 0547 ,ACCVX •• STORE NEW 
1225 05; 0548 ,#05 •• CHAR TEMP 
1226 06; 0549 ,VXACC 
1227 03; 0550 ,#03 •• GET OLD MSD, 
1228 39; 0551 ,ACCSHL 
1229 39; 0552 ,ACCSHL 
122A 39; 0553 ,ACCSHL 
1228 39; 0554 ,ACCSHL •• SHIFT LEFT,AND 
122C 05; 0555 ,ACCVX •• STORE 
122D 03; 0556 ,#03 • • BACK IN V3 
122E 06; 0557 ,VXACC 
122F 04; 0558 ,#04 • • GET OLD LSD, 
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1230 38; 0559 ,ACCSHR 
1231 38; 0560 ,ACCSHR 
1232 38; 0561 ,ACCSHR 
1233 38; 0562 ,ACCSHR • • SHIFT RIGHT,AND 
1234 33; 0563 ,ACCOR 
1235 03; 0564 ,#03 •• ASM WITH MSD 
1236 05; 0565 ,ACCVX 
1237 03; 0566 ,#03 •. STORE IN V3 
1238 06; 0567 ,VXACC 
1239 04; 0568 ,#04 •• GET OLD LSD 
123A 39; 0569 ,ACCSHL 
123B 39; 0570 ,ACCSHL 
123C 39; 0571 ,ACCSHL 
123D 39; 0572 ,ACCSHL • .SHIFT LEFT,AND 
123E "T~. 

~'-', 0573 ,ACCOR · .ASM WITH 
123F 05; 0574 ,#05 • • NEW CHAR 
1240 05; 0575 ,ACCVX 
1241 04; 0576 ,#04 •• STORE IN V4 
1242 2B; 0577 ,MEMGO 
1243 1217; 0578 ,A(RD2) • . GO TO RD2 
1245 OB; 0579 OUTR: ,LOADAC 
1246 00; 0580 ,#00 · . ERASE CURSOR 
1247 07; 0581 ,INTCAL • • CALL DISPLAY 
1248 13BD; 0582 ,A <DISCHR) · • CHAR SUB 
124A 6A; 0583 LP4: ,CRRET 
124B 44; 05£;14 ,ROWINC 
124C 01 ; 0585 ,#01 • .DO CR/LF 
1240 14; 0586 ,MMP1AC .. OUTPUT UPPER ADDRESS 
124E 4E; 0587 ,OISACC .. AS HEX PAIR 
124F 43; 0588 ,PMPINC 
1250 01 ; 0589 ,#01 .. INC PMP 
1251 13; 0590 ,MMPOAC · • OUTPUT LOWER ADDRESS 
1252 4E; 0591 ,DISACC • .AS HEX PAIR 
1253 43; 0592 ,PMPINC 
1254 01 ; 0593 ,#01 .. INC PMP 
1255 OB; 0594 ,LOADAC 
1256 3D; 0595 ,#3D 
1257 6B; 0596 ,DISAWC •. OUTPUT SIGN 
1258 43; 0597 ,PMPINC 
1259 01 ; 0598 ,#01 •. INC PMP 
125A OA; 0599 ,LOADVX 
125B 06; 0600 ,#06 
125C OF; 0601 .#OF •. INIT V6 
125D 24; 0602 ,MMPOVX 
125E 01 ; 0603 ,#01 •• INIT LINE 
125F 2E; 0604 ,VXYAND • .LENGHT COUNT 
1260 01; 0605 ,#01 •• TO LSD 
1261 06; 0606 ,#06 • • OF MMP.O 
1262 OA; 0607 DISCT1: , LOADVX 
1263 02; 0608 ,#02 
1264 04; 0609 ,#04 •• INIT DISPLAY COUNT 
1265 OC; 0610 DISCT2: ,MEMACC • • OUTPUT 1 DATA BYTE 
1266 4E; 0611 ,DISACC • .AS HEX PAIR 
1267 49; 0612 ,MMPINC •• INC MMP 
1268 43; 0613 ,PMPINC 
1269 01; 0614 ,#01 •. INC PMP 
126A 01 ; 0615 ,VXINC •• INC 
126B 01 ; 0616 ,#01 • • LINE LENGHT COUNT 
126C 02; 0617 ,VXDEC •. DEC 
126D 02; 0618 ,#02 •• DISPLAY COUNT 
126E 3E; 0619 • VXLTK • • CHECK BYTE COUNT 
126F 04; 0620 ,#04 • . (LSD) 
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1270 02; 0621 ,#02 • .FOR 0 OR 1 
1271 128A; 0622 ,A (CKC1) •• GO TO CKC1 
1273 Q'" ... , 0623 ,VXDEC 
1274 04; 0624 ,#04 ., DEC LSD 
1275 3D; 0625 DISCT3: ,VXEQK 
1276 01 ; 0626 ,#01 • • CHECK 
1277 10; 0627 ,#10 • • LI NE LENGHT COUNT 
1278 124A; 0628 ,A(LP4) •• GO TO LP4 
127A 3D; 0629 ,VXEQK 
127B 02; 0630 ,#02 •. CHECK 
127C 00; 0631 ,#00 •• DISPLAY COUNT 
1270 1282; 0632 ,A(SP1) • .GO TO SP1 
127F 28; 0633 ,MEMGO • • IF NOT 0 
1280 1265; 0634 ,A<DISCT2) •• GO TO DISCT2 
1282 OB; 0635 SP1 : ,LOADAC 
1283 20; 0636 ,#20 
1284 6B; 0637 ,DISAWC • • OUTPUT SPACE 
1285 43; 0638 ,PMPINC 
1286 01 ; 0639 ,#01 •• INC PMP 
1287 2B; 0640 ,MEMGO 
1288 1262; 0641 , A <DISCTl> • .GO TO DISCT1 
128A 3D; 0642 CKC1: ,VXEQK 
128B 03; 0643 ,#03 • • CHECK BYTE 
128C 00; 0644 ,#00 · • COUNT (MSO) 
1280 1297; 0645 ,A <DONE) •• GO TO DONE 
128F 02; 0646 ,VXDEC • . DEC BYTE 
1290 03; 0647 ,#03 •• COUNT (MSD) 
1291 OA; 0648 ,LOADVX 
1292 04; 0649 ,#04 
1293 FF; 0650 ,#FF •• SET LSD 
1294 2B; 0651 ,MEMGO 
1295 1275; 0652 ,A<DISCT3) •• GO TO DISCT3 
1297 07; 0653 DONE: ,INTCAL • • CALL 
1298 10FE; 0654 ,A (CRFEED) • .CRFEED 
129A 2B; 0655 ,MEMGO 
129B 1012; 0656 , A (RESTRT> • • GO TO RESTRT 
129D 0657 
129D 0658 
129D 0659 
129D 0660 .. ************************************************** 
1290 0661 MEMORY WRITE ROUTINE 
1290 0662 (V4,VE) 
1290 0663 .. ************************************************** 
129D 0664 
129D ; 0665 
1290 07; 0666 MEMWR: ,INTCAL 
129E 112A; 0667 ,A <I NCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
12AO 40; 0668 ,ACCEQK 
12Al 4D; 0669 ,#4D 
12A2 12A7; 0670 ,A (NEWADR) •• CHECK FOR M 
12A4 2B; 0671 ,MEMGO •• IF NOT 
12A5 11B2; 0672 ,A(ERROR) • .GO TO ERROR 
12A7 OA; 0673 NEWADR: ,LOADVX 
12A8 OE; 0674 ,#OE 
12A9 00; 0675 ,#00 •• SET WRITE FLAG 
12AA 2B; 0676 ,MEMGO •• GO TO ADDR DIG INP SECT 
12AB 11D8; 0677 ,A(RDAODR) • .OF MEMORY READ ROUTINE 
12AD 40; 0678 INDATA: ,ACCEQK •• RETURNS HERE 
12AE 20; 0679 ,#20 
12AF 12B4; 0680 ,A (LP6) •• CHECK FOR SPACE 
12Bl 2B; 0681 ,MEMGO •• IF NOT 
12B2 11B2; 0682 ,A(ERROR) • .GO TO ERROR 
12B4 07; 0683 LP6: ,INTCAL 
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12B5 112A; 0.684 ,A (INCHR) 
12B7 07; 0685 ,INTCAL 
12B8 1180; 0686 ,A(AS2HEX) •• INPUT 1ST DATA CHAR 
12BA 66; 0687 ,BNFLAG 
12BB I1B2; 0688 ,A(ERROR) •• CHECK FOR HEX 
12BD 39; 0689 LP7: ,ACCSHL 
12BE 39; 0.690 ,ACCSHL 
12BF 39; 0691 ,ACCSHL 
12CO 39; 0692 ,ACCSHL • .ASM 1ST DATA DIGIT AND 
12C1 05; 0693 ,ACCVX 
12C2 04; 0694 ,#04 • • AND STORE IN V4 
12C3 07; 0695 ,INTCAL 
12C4 112A; 0696 ,A(INCHR) 
12C6 07; 0697 ,INTCAL 
12C7 1180; 0698 ,A(AS2HEX) •• INPUT 20 DATA DIGIT 
12C9 66; 0699 ,BNFLAG 
12CA 11B2; 0700 ,A (ERROR) • • CHECK FOR HEX 
12CC 33; 0701 ,ACCOR •• ASM 20 DATA DIGIT 
12CD 0.4; 0702 ,#04 • .WITH 1ST AND 
12CE 0.0; 0.70.3 ,ACCMEM •• STORE AT C(MMP) 
12CF 49; 0.70.4 ,MMPINC •• INC MMP 
1200 0.7; 0705 ,INTCAL 
1201 112A; 0706 ,A (INCHR) 
1203 07; 0.707 ,INTCAL 
1204 1180; 0.708 ,A(AS2HEX) •• INPUT NEXT CHAR 
1206 67; 070.9 ,BRFLAG 
1207 12BD; 0.710 ,A(LP7) • • CHECK FOR HEX 
1209 40; 0.711 ,ACCEQK 
12DA 0.0; 0.712 ,#00 
12DB 12E8; 0.713 ,A (CRt> • • CHECK FOR CR 
1200 40.; 0714 ,ACCEQK 
12DE 3B; 0.715 ,#3B 
12DF 12EE; 0.716 ,A(LD4) • • CHECK FOR SEMICOLON 
12El 40.; 0717 ,ACCEQK 
12E2 2C; 0.718 ,#2C 
12E3 12F4; 0.719 ,A(LD3) • • CHECK FOR COMMA 
12E5 2B; 0720 ,MEMGO 
12E6 12B4; 0.721 ,A(LP6) • .130 TO LP6 
12E~ 07; 0722 CR1: ,INTCAL • • CALL 
12E9 10FE; 0723 ,A (CRFEED) • .CR/LF SUBROUTINE 
12EB 2B; 0724 ,HEMGO 
12EC 1012; 0.725 ,A (RESTR"f> • .130 TO RESTRT 
12EE 07; 0.726 LD4: ,INTCAL • • CALL 
12EF 10.FE; 0727 ,A (CRFEED> • .CR/LF SUBROUTINE 
12Fl 2B; 0728 ,MEMGO 
12F2 12A7; 0.729 ,A (NEWADR) • .130 TO NEWADR 
12F4 0.7; 0.730. LD3: ,INTCAL • • CALL 
12F5 100FE; 0731 ,A (CRFEED) • .CR/LF SUBROUTINE 
12F7 2B; 0.732 ,MEMGO 
12F8 12B4; 0733 ,A(LP6) • .130 TO LP6 
12FA 0.734 
12FA 0.735 
12FA 0736 
12FA 0.737 .. ************************************************** 
12FA 0738 RUN ROUTINE 
12FA 0.739 .. ************************************************** 
12FA 0.741) 
12FA ; 0.741 
12FA 0.7; 0742 RUN: ,INTCAL 
12FB 112A; 0743 ,A (INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
12FD 40.; 0744 ,ACCEQK 
12FE 55; 0.745 ,#55 
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12FF 1304; 0746 ,A(CKN) • • CHECI< FOR U 
1301 2B; 0747 ,MEMGO • • IF NOT 
1302 1012; 0748 ,A (RESTRT> • • GO TO RESTRT 
1304 07; 0749 CKN: ,INTCAL 
1305 112A; 0750 ,A (INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
1307 40; 0751 ,ACCEQK 
1308 4E; 0752 ,#4E 
1309 130E; 0753 ,A(CKCR) • • CHECK FOR N 
130B 2B; 0754 ,MEMGO • • IF NOT 
130C 1012; 0755 ,A(RESTRT) • .GO TO RESTRT 
130E 07; 0756 CKCR: ,INTCAL 
130F 112A; 0757 ,A (INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
1311 40; 0758 ,ACCEQK 
1312 00; 0759 ,#00 
1313 1318; 0760 ,A (USER1) .• CHECK FOR CR 
1315 2B; 0761 ,MEMGO • . IF NOT 
1316 1012; 0762 ,A(RESTRT) • .GO TO RESTRT 
1318 2B; 0763 USER1 : ,MEMGO 
1319 1800; 0764 , A <USRAM) .. RUN USER PROGRAM 
131B 0765 
131B 0766 
131B 0767 
131B 0768 .. ************************************************** 
131B 0769 HOME CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
131B 0770 (V1,V9) 
131B 0771 .. ************************************************** 
131B 0772 
131B ; 0773 
131B 06; 0774 HOMEC: ,VXACC • • GET LAST STORED 
131C 09; 0775 , #09 .. SCREEN CHAR 
1310 07; 0776 ,INTCAL · • CALL DISPLAY 
131E 13Bo; 0777 ,A mISCHR) •. CHAR SUB 
1320 68; 0778 ,INIT • . HOME 
1321 10; 0779 ,RoPMP .• GET NEW SCREEN 
1322 05; 0780 , ACCVX • • CHAR AND 
1323 09; 0781 , #09 .• STORE IN V9 
1324 07; 0782 ,INTCAL • . CALL DISPLAY 
1325 13BB; 0783 ,A mISCUR) • • CURSOR SUB 
1327 08; 0784 ,INTRTN · • RETURN 
1328 0785 
1328 0786 
1328 0787 
1328 0788 .. ************************************************** 
1328 0789 CONTROL FLAG SUBROUTINE 
1328 0790 (V2,VC) 
1328 0791 .. ************************************************** 
1328 0792 
1328 ; 0793 
1328 07; 0794 CTFLAG: ,INTCAL 
1329 112A; 0795 , A (INCHR) .• INPUT CHAR 
132B 40; 0796 , ACCEQK 
132C 4E; 0797 ,#4E 
132D 1330; 0798 ,A(CTRRST) •• CHECK FOR N 
132F 40; 0799 ,ACCEQK 
1330 59; 0800 ,#59 
1331 1336; 0801 ,A(CTRSET) • • CHECK FOR Y 
1333 2B; 0802 ,MEMGO • • IF NOT 
1334 1328; 0803 ,A(CTFLAG) • . LOOP 
1336 OA; 0804 CTRSET: ,LOAoVX 
1337 02; 0805 ,#02 
1338 01 ; 0806 ,#01 •• INIT V2 
1339 2D; 0807 ,VXYOR 
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133A OC; 0808 ,CTRBLK •• SET 
133B 02; 08.09 ,#02 •• CONTROL FLAG 
133C 08; 0810 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
1330 OA; 0811 CTRRST: ,LOADVX 
133E 02; 0812 ,#02 
133F FE; 0813 ,#FE •• INIT V2 
1340 2E; 0814 ,VXYAND 
1341 OC; 0815 ,CTRBLK • • RESET 
1342 02; 0816 ,#02 • • CONTROL FLAG 
1343 08; 0817 ,INTRTN •• RET 
1344 0818 
1344 0819 
1344 0820 
1344 0821 .. ************************************************** 
1344 0822 CURSOR POSITION SUBROUTINE 
1344 0823 (V2,V9) 
1344 0824 .. ************************************************** 
1344 0825 
1344 ; 0826 
1344 05; 0827 CURSOR: ,ACCVX •• STORE DIRECTION 
1345 02; 0828 , #02 • .CNTRL CHAR 
1346 06; 0829 ,VXACC •• DISPLAY OLD 
1347 09; 0830 ,#09 •• STORED CHAR 
1348 41 ; 0831 ,ACCLTK 
1349 80; 0832 ,#80 
134A 1350; 0833 ,A(BR7) •• CHECK MSB 
134C 6B; 0834 ,DISAWC • • DISPLAY STAND CHAR 
1340 2B; 0835 ,MEMGO 
134E 1351; 0836 ,A (BR8) • • GO TO BR8 
1350 4D; 0837 BR7: ,DISAC • .DISPLAY RV CHAR 
1351 06; 0838 BR8: ,VXACC •• GET DIRECTION 
1352 02; 0839 ,#02 • .CNTRL CHAR 
1353 40; 0840 ,ACCEQK 
1354 08; 0841 ,#08 •• CHECK FOR BS 
1355 1372; 0842 ,A(BR3) 
1357 40; 0843 ,ACCEQK 
1358 OC; 0844 , #OC • • CHECK FOR FF 
1359 136D; 0845 ,A(BR4) 
135B 40; 0846 ,ACCEQK 
135C OA; 0847 ,#OA •• CHECK FOR LF 
1350 1368; 0848 ,A(BR5) 
135F 46; 0849 ,ROWDEC • • GO UP 
1360 01 ; 0850 ,#01 • • 1 ROW 
1361 1D; 0851 BR6: ,RDPMP •• GET SCREEN 
1362 05; 0852 ,ACCVX • • CHAR AND 
1363 09; 0853 ,#09 • • STORE IN V9 
1364 07; 0854 ,INTCAL • • CALL DISPLAY 
1365 13BB; 0855 ,A(DISCUR) • • CURSOR SUB 
1367 08; 0856 ,INTRTN •• RETURN 
1368 44; 0857 BR5: ,ROWINC • .GO DOWN 
1369 01; 0858 ,#01 • • 1 ROW 
136A 2B; 0859 ,MEMGO 
136B 1361 ; 0860 ,A(BR6) • • GO TO BR6 
136D 43; 0861 BR4: ,PMPINC • .GO RIGHT 
136E 01 ; 0862 ,#01 • • 1 CHAR 
136F 2B; 0863 ,MEMGO 
1370 1361 ; 0864 ,A(BR6) • .GO TO BR6 
1372 45; 0865 BR3: ,PMPDEC •• GO LEFT 
1373 01 ; 0866 , #01 • • 1 CHAR 
1374 2B; 0867 ,MEMGO 
1375 1361; 0868 ,A(BR6) •• GO TO BR6 
1377 0869 
1377 0870 
1377 0871 
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1377 0872 .. ************************************************** 
1377 0873 SCREEN RESOLUTION SUBROUTINE 
1377 0874 .. ************************************************** 
1377 0875 
1377 0876 
1377 07; 0877 RESOLN: ,INTCAL 
1378 112A; 0878 ,A (INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
137A 40; 0879 ,ACCEQK · . IF CHAR 
137B 46; 0880 ,#46 • • IS F 
137C 1387; 0881 ,A(ST2) · • GO TO ST2 
137E 40; 0882 • ACCEQK • • IF CHAR 
137F 48; 0883 ,#48 • • IS H 
1380 1385; 0884 ,A(ST1) • • GO TO STl 
1382 2B; 0885 ,MEMGO • • IF NOT 
1383 1377; 0886 ,A(RESOLN) • • LOOP 
1385 60; 0887 ST1: ,SETHAF • .20 X 12 
1386 08; 0888 ,INTRTN •• RETURN 
1387 53; 0889 ST2: ,SETFUL • .40 X 24 
1388 08; 0890 ,INTRTN •• RETURN 
1389 0891 
1389 0892 
1389 0893 
1389 0894 .. ************************************************** 
1389 0895 SET CURSOR SUBROUTINE 
1389 0896 (V2,VC,VF) 
1389 0897 .. ************************************************** 
1389 0898 
1389 ; 0899 
1389 07; 0900 SETCUR: ,INTCAL 
138A 112A; 0901 ,A (INCHR) •• INPUT CHAR 
138C 40; 0902 ,ACCEQK 
1380 4E; 0903 , #4E 
138E 13A6; 0904 ,A(BLKRST) • • CHECK FOR N 
1390 40; 0905 ,ACCEQK 
1391 59; 0906 , #59 
1392 139F; 0907 ,A(BLKSET) •• CHECK FOR y 

1394 40; 0908 ,ACCEQK 
1395 53; 0909 ,#53 
1396 13B4; 0910 ,A(RVRST) • • CHECK FOR S 
1398 40; 0911 ,ACCEQK 
1399 52; 0912 ,#52 
139A 13AO; 0913 ,A(RVSET) •• CHECK FOR R 
139C 05; 0914 ,ACCVX • .SET CURSOR EQUAL 
1390 OF; 0915 ,CURS .• TO NEW CHAR 
139E 08; 0916 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
139F (lA; 0917 BLKSET: ,LOAOVX 
13AO 02; 0918 , #02 
13A1 10; 0919 ,#10 •• INIT V2 
13A2 2D; 0920 ,VXYOR 
13A3 (lC; 0921 ,CTRBLK • .SET 
13A4 02; 0922 ,#02 • • BLINK FLAG 
13A5 08; 0923 ,INTRTN •• RETURN 
13A6 OA; 0924 BLKRST: ,LOAOVX 
13A7 02; 0925 ,#02 
13A8 EF; 0926 ,#EF •• INIT V2 
13A9 2E; 0927 ,VXYANO 
13AA (lC; 0928 ,CTRBLK • • RESET 
13AB 02; 0929 , #02 •• BLINK FLAG 
13AC 08; 0930 ,INTRTN • . RETURN 
13AO OA; 0931 RVSET: ,LOAOVX 
13AE 02; 0932 ,#02 
13AF 20; 0933 ,#20 •• INIT V2 
13BO 20; 0934 ,VXYOR • .SET 
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1381 OC; 0935 ,CTR8LK • • REVERSE 
1382 02; 093b ,#02 • • VIDEO FLAG 
1383 08; 0937 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
13B4 OA; 0938 RVRST: ,LOADVX 
1385 02; 0939 ,#02 
138b DF; 0940 ,#DF •• INIT V2 
1387 2E; 0941 ,VXYAND •• RESET 
13B8 OC; 0942 ,CTRBLK • • REVERSE 
13B9 02; 0943 ,#02 •• VIDEO FLAG 
13BA 08; 0944 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
13B8 0945 
1388 094b 
1388 0947 .. ************************************************** 
1388 0948 DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
13BB 0949 (V8,VC,VF) 
138B 0950 .. ************************************************** 
13BB 0951 
13B8 ; 0952 
1388 06; 0953 DISCUR: ,VXACC •• SET ACC EQUAL 
13BC OF; 0954 ,CURS •• TO CURSOR 
13BD OA; 0955 DISCHR: ,LOADVX 
13BE 08; 0956 ,#08 
138F 20; 0957 ,#20 •• INIT V8 
13CO 2E; 0958 ,VXYAND • .STRIP OFF 
13C1 08; 0959 ,#08 • • UNUSED 
13C2 OC; 0960 ,CTRBLK •• 8ITS OF CTR8LK 
13C3 3D; 09b1 ,VXEQK 
13C4 08; 0962 ,#08 
13C5 00; 0963 ,#00 • • CHECK REVERSE 
13C6 13CA; 0964 , A <DISSC) • . VIDEO FLAG 
13C8 40; 0965 ,DISAC •• DISPLAY REVERSE CHAR 
13C9 08; 09b6 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
13CA 68; 0967 DISSC: ,DISAWC • • DISPLAY STANDARD CHAR 
13CB 08; 0968 ,INTRTN • • RETURN 
13CC 0969 
13CC 0970 
13CC 0971 
13CC 0972 .. ************************************************** 
13CC 0973 START OF TONE TA8LE 
13CC 0974 .. ************************************************** 
13CC 0975 
13CC 0976 
13CC 58; 0977 TONE1: ,#58 •• DIVIDE 8Y 88 
13CD 4F; 0978 ,#4F •• 88KHZ,FULL AMPL 
13CE 02; 0979 ,#02 •• 2X60TH TONE ON 
13CF 00; 0980 ,#00 
13DO 80; 0981 ,#80 
13D1 01 ; 0982 ,#01 •• TURN TONE OFF 
13D2 FF; 0983 ,#FF • • STOP 
13D3 2C; 0984 TONE2: ,#2C •• DIVIDE 8Y 44 
1304 4F; 0985 ,#4F •• 88KHZ,FULL AMPL 
1305 02; 0986 ,#02 •• 2X60TH TONE ON 
1306 00; 0987 ,#00 
13D7 80; 0988 ,#80 
1308 01 ; 0989 ,#01 •• TURN TONE OFF 
13D9 FF; 0990 ,#FF • • STOP 
13DA 58; 0991 TONE3: ,#58 •• DIVIDE BY 88 
13D8 2F; 0992 ,#2F •• 22KHZ,FULL AMPL 
13DC Ob; 0993 ,#06 •• 6X60TH TONE ON 
1300 00; 0994 ,#00 
13DE 80; 0995 ,#80 
13DF 01 ; 099b ,#01 •• TURN OFF TONE 
13EO FF; 0997 ,#FF • • STOP 
13E1 0998 •• END OF PROGRAM 
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A CDP1800-Based CRT Controller 
by R. M. Vaccarella 

INTRODUCTION 

As t~e RCA CDP1800 series of CMOS microprocessors 
continues to grow and find application in new areas of 
design, so also does its line of peripheral support devices. 
The register-based architecture and variety of control 
signals ofthe CDP1800-series microprocessors, along with 
the large number of memory and I/O support devices 
presently available, offer the user system design flexibility 
and expandability. A recent addition to this widely accepted 
support line is the Video Interface System, VIS. The VIS is a 
two-chip video-controller system conSisting of the 
CDP1869 address and sound generator and the CDP1870/76 
color video generator. Block diagrams of these devices are 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2. When used with a CDP1800-series 
microprocessor, these LSI CMOS devices provide all the 
screen-refresh and color-monitor signals needed to imple
ment a raster-scan video display. 

'" i 
~ 
::E 

A 

As an I/O system, the VIS takes advantage ofthe CDP1800-
series microprocessor N-Ilne input/output capability and 
the specific instructions provided for I/O-mapped peri
pherals. Using the 3-bit I/O address bus, the VIS interfaces 
directly with the CPU, with very few additional parts 
required. 

VIS OPERATION 

Fi~. 3 shows a system diagram of a typical video system 
uSing the VIS. Those familiar with the older discrete-IC 
versions of CRT controller circuits will be impressed by the 
noticeably few components shown; the large number of 
features integrated on the VIS chips themselves is respons
ible for this advantage. 

Any CRT controller system can typically be divided into 
three functional sections: the CPU interface, the video 
interface, and the screen-refresh interface. A basic under-
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Fig. 1 - Block diagram ofthe CDP1869. 
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Fig. 2 - Block diagram of tha CDP1870/CDP1876. 
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Fig. 3 - System diagram of a typical video system employing the VIS. 

standing ot each of these areas is necessary in video
system design. Each area is examined below using the VIS 
as the model system, but the basics apply to all CRT 
controller circuits. 

CPU Interfacing 

The CPU provides overall system control in the CRT 
controller circuit. When the system Is turned on, the CPU 
Initializes the VIS from the program memory by loading the 
appropriate command registers. These registers control 
the screen format, video and color information, TV syn
chronization, and the sound output. The CPU also handles 
the general program flow of the systein by performing the 
tasks not associated with screen display control, such as 
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the keyboard interface. This job is especially simplified by 
the VIS since the CPU is not involved in the actual display
refresh procedure. Once initialized, the VIS handles all 
screen-related functions; the CPU is needed only to change 
formatting and to enter data in the page memory to update 
the display. . 

To simplify CPU interfacing, the VIS uses the I/O-oriented 
features of the CDP1S00-series microprocessor. Peripheral 
systems devices, such as the VIS, can be mapped in 1/0 
space using the 3-bit 1/0 address bus. Peripheral data 
transfer is accomplished by means of the INPUT and 
OUtPUT instructions and by use of a memory stack and 
the CPU Internal 4-bit X designator. 



Another method used in the VISto simplify CPU interfacing 
is the register-based output tech nique. This method makes 
use of the 8-bit multiplexed address bus to output sixteen 
bits of data with a single software instruction. A CPU 
register, which normally supplies the 16-bit memory
address information, is loaded with data to be sent to one of 
the four command registers within the CDP1869. An 
OUTPUT instruction is used to transfer the data; X desig
nates one of the sixteen 16-bit general-purpose CPU 
registers. The TPA pulse from the CPU is used to latch the 
eight higher-order data bits. Fig. 4 shows the timing for a 
CDP1800 CPU OUTPUT instruction. 

The 8-bit data bus from the CPU connects directly to the 
CDP1870 and provides data to its single command register 
and the character memory. The bus is also connected, 
through tristate buffers, to the page-memory data lines and 
directly to the keyboard interface circuitry. 

Video Interface 

The most widely used video-display device is the raster
scan CRT monitor, either black-and-white or color. The 
monitor is essentially a high performance version of the 
home TV receiver, and accepts either separate horizontal 
sync, vertical sync, and black-and-white or color video 
signals, or a single composite signal consisting of all three. 

Two on-board crystal oscillators in the CDP1870 generate 
all the necessary timing for a video monitor system. The 
5.67-MHz dot crystal frequency is divided down to produce 
the required TV and VIS synchronization timing and also to 
provide a CPU clock at one-half,the dot crystal frequency. 
The CPU may also run asynchronously at its own clock 
rate. The chrominance crystal runs at twice the color 
subcarrier frequency (7.159 MHz), and generates the 
necessary color timing. 

Since all of the video circuitry is included on-board the 
CDP1870, only three external passive components (two 
resistors and a capacitor) are required to produce a 
composite color video signal. 

CLOCK 
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Screen-Refresh Memory Interfacing 

Perhaps the least defined area in the system design is the 
screen-refresh memory-interfacing procedure. Many 
methods and configurations are possible, butthetwo basic 
methods are the bit-map approach and the character
generator approach. The bit-mllP approach is a technique 
in which each vertical pixel (picture element) on the screen 
is defined by a single location in RAM memory while each 
horizontal pixel is defined by the data bits within that RAM 
location. The screen, then, is a one-to-one "map" of the 
refresh memory. Since each pixel must be defined at every 
screen location at which it appears, the bit-map approach is 
most efficient in displays with a large amount of non
repeating graphics or characters. The bit-map memory is 
addressed as a single storage area. 

The character-generator approach, on the other hand, uses 
two types of memory storage areas. One, the page memory, 
defines the screen display in specific character blocks 
instead of individual pixels, and the other, the character 
memory, defines the actual character pixels within each 
block or matrix. In operation, the data outputs of the page 
memory become part of the address information of the 
character memory. The data outputs of the character 
memory are sent to a parallel-to-serial shift register and 
then to the CRT. Although two types of memories are 
required, the character generator approach is very efficient 
in displays with repeating graphics or characters, such as 
text displays. Each character block displayed, which is 
typically a 6x8 pixel matrix, requires only a single data byte 
in the page memory. 

The VIS was designed primarily for the character-generator 
approach, although bit-mapping is possible. The refresh
memory interfacing of the VIS will be treated in more detail 
below. 

COMMAND REGISTER OPERATION 

CDP1869 

As discussed above, the VIS uses the CDP1800 1/0 structure 

T~~~ __________________ r-l~ ____________________ _ 

TPB ____________________ ~r_l~ _____________________ r_l~ ____ _ 

MA ~L-_!A!I __ _L ______ ~A~O~ ______ ~ ___ A~I __ ~ ______ A~O~ ______ ~ ____ _ 

INSTRUCTION -' __________ !.F~ET~C:!!H'_.!(~SO:!!.I ________ _1 __________ ....:£::X::E:::.CU:.T:..:E;.,:(:::.S::.Il ______ ......L __ _ 

MRO -----,~ ________________ ~r___l~ ________________ _Jr____ 
NO-N2 ____________________________ 

J
I N- 1-7 '-----

ALLOWABLE MEMORY ACCESS 

~~IIII~~~~~~~~~~~II~~~~·~~~~~~~;·j[)l1I1I DATA BUS 

.. • VAUD DATA FROM MEMORY 

DATA STROBE* 
ALLOWABLE MEMORY ACCESS VALID OUTPUT rlL ____ __ 

CM"ifD. TPB' NI :"" .. _--------;;;!M~E~M~O~R~Y-;------.. .;il"'.t----A~M;;E;'M~O~R:;;Y 'F-----.... :: 
I READ CYCLE I READ CYCLE I 

*USER-GENERA~EO SIGNAL 

~ "DON'T CARE" OR INTERNAL DELAYS 
92CM-34252 - HIGH-IMPEDANCE STATE 

Fig. 4 - Timing diagram for the CDP1800-series CPU OUTPUT instruction. 
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Table I - VIS Command Register Functions 

CDP1869 

OUT4 Tone frequency and amplitude register 

OUT5 White noise (range and amplitude), 
screen format, character-memory 
access register 

OUT6 Page-memory address register 

OUT7 Home address register 

CDP1870176 

OUT3 Screen format, display on/off, color 
format, background color register 

Table 11- CDP1869 Command Register Codes 

CPU I/O 
Instruction MA1S MA14 MA13 MA12 

Tone Tone Tone Tone 
OUT4 O' -'-

26 25 ~ 

WN WN WN 
OUT5 WN Freq Freq Freq 

Off SEL2 SEL1 SELO 

OUT6 X X X X 

OUT7 X X X X 

X=Don't care. 
'=Must be programmed low. 

"=Always set low internally. 

MA11 MA10 MAe MAe 

Tone Tone Tone Tone 

23 22 21 20 

WN WN WN WN 
Amp Amp Amp Amp 
23 22 21 20 

X PMA10 PMA9 PMA8 
Reg Reg Reg 

X ~MA10 HMA9 HMA8 
Reg Reg Reg 

'''=Must be programmed low during 9-line operation. 

to simplify CPU interfacing. The 16-bit register-based 
output technique is used to load the four command 
registers within the CDP1869. Table I shows the function of 
each VIS command register and its associated CPU output 
instruction. Because the register sizes range from nine bits 
to sixteen bits, the 16-bit register-based outputtechnique is 
used rather than the 8-bit data bus method, which would 
require two consecutive instructions. Table II shows the 
individual bit assignments for each CDP1869 command 
register. 

The OUT 4 instruction uses 15 bits to control the tone 
output. 576 programmable tones covering eight octaves 
are available for sound effects, alarms, and audio feedback 
of system operations. The amplitude is also programmable 
from zero to 0.78 VDD in sixteen steps. 

The OUT 5 instruction uses eight of the sixteen available 
bits to control the white-noise output, in eight frequency 
ranges, for explosion-type sound effects. The tone and 
white noise are combined in a single output, but may be 
programmed and turned on and off individually. The 
remaining eight bits of this register are used for screen 
format and character-memory access control. The Full 
Resolution Vertical bit selects either twelve or twenty-four 
vertical rows of characters. The Double Page bit extends 
the addresing of the page memory to 2K bytes. The 16-Line 
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MA7 MA6 MAS MA4 MA3 MA2 MA1 MAO 

Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone Tone 'Tone Tone 
Off Freq Freq Freq Amp Amp Amp Amp 

SEL2 SEL1 SELO 23 22 21 20 

FRES Double 16 Line CMEM 
Vert Page Hi-Res X 9 Line X X Access ... ... Mode 

PMA7 PMA6 PMA5 PMA4 PMA3 PMA2 PMA1 PMAO 
Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg 

HMA7 HMA6 HMA5 HMA4 HMA3 HMA2 X" X" 
Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg Reg 

High-Resolution bit doubles the normal eight-line resolution 
of the 6x8 character matrix and allows individual pro
gramming of all sixteen lines. The 9-line bit allows operation 
with the European PAL TV standard, which requires a 
different oharacter aspect ratio than the U.S. NTSC 
standard. The Character Memory Access Mode bit is used 
to set up operations requiring reading or writing to the 
character memory. 

The OUT 6 instruction employs eleven bits to latch the 
page-memory addresses, and is used in cOnjunction with 
the Character Memory Access Mode bit for character
memory operations. 

The OUT 7 instruction uses eleven bits to set the home 
address, which defines the upper-left starting position of a 
row of characters on the screen. By programming this 
register in multiples of twenty, in the 20-characters/row 
mode, or in multiples of forty, in the 40-characters/row 
mode, various roll and scroll screen operations are possible. 
For example, a display window can be set up to search 
through multipie pages of text. 

CDP1870/76 

The CDP1870176 color video generator contains just one 
command register. Since this register has only eight bits, 
the more conventional CDP1800 1/0 technique is used for-
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Table III - CDP1870 Command Register Code 

CPU I/O 
Instruction Bus7 BusS Bus 5 

OUT 3 Fres COLB1 COLBO 
Horz 

the data transfer. The 8-bit CPU data bus supplies the 
command-register information for the screen-resolution 
and color-format control. Table III shows the bit assign
ments for the CDP1870176 command register. 

The OUT 3 instruction sets the eight bits required for this 
command register. The Red, Blue, and Green Background 
bits allow eight different background colors to be used, 
independent of the character dot colors. The Color Format 
Control bit, the Color Bit 0 and Color Bit 1, in combination 
with the page and character-memory color data bits, 
provide eight character dot colors. 

I n addition to providing the correct color subcarrier phase, 
the color information also affects the luminance (brightness) 
signal. Each color supplies a percentage of the luminance 
signal, from zero percent for black to 100 percent for white, 
so that in a black and white display, various brightness 
levels can be obtained to produce selective gray-scale 
shading of the displayed characters. The Chrom crystal is 
not required for a black and white display because it 
supplies only the chrominance phase information and not 
the luminance data. 

The Display Off bit is used to disable the CRT display. 
When the display is off, the video information is held at the 
background color, but the TV sync signals continue to 
operate, providing a stable blank raster. 

The Full Resolution Horizontal bit selects either 20-
characters/row or 4o-characters/row. This bit, in combin
ation with the Full Resolution Vertical and the 16-Line 
High-Resolution bits of the CDP1869, can produce eight 
different character formats, as shown in Fig. 5. 

The command registers within the CDP1869 and CDP1870 
are write-only registers and must be initialized by the 
system for proper operation. 

SCREEN-REFRESH MEMORY OPERATION 

As above mentioned, the VIS uses a character-generator 
approach for the CRT display, an approach requiring 
separate page and character memories. The character 
memory can be ROM or RAM; characters can be modified 
during operation when using RAM. To update the display 
or redefine a character, the CPU must be able to access 
either the page or character memories, but the VIS must 
have priority over the CPU to maintain a flicker-free 
display. This priority is assured by having the VIS provide 
internal decoding and multiplexing of the page and 
character memory address lines and the character memory 
data lines. Only a bus separator is required externally for 
the page-memory data lines to prevent bus contention with 
the CPU. Fig. 6 s.hows how the internal structure of the VIS 
is used to route the proper address source signal to the 
page and character memories. 

During display-refresh time, the addresses originate from 
the internal refresh counter of the CDP1869 and are 
multiplexed to the page and character memories. The bus 
separator is off at this time and the page-memory data 
outputs provide part of the character-memory addressing. 

Bus 4 Bus 3 Bus 2 Bus 1 Bus U 

Disp CFC Bkg Bkg Bkg 
Off Red Blue Green 

The character-memory data outputs are multiplexed, within 
the CDP1870, to the parallel-to-serial shift register and the 
chrominance/luminance logic to provide the screen video 
and color information. 

During nondisplay time, which includes the vertical retrace 
period and the blank display period at the top and bottom of 
the screen, the addresses originate from the CDP1869 
address latch and the CPU address bus. The eight higher
order addresses are latched by the CPU TPA pulse and are 
decoded by the CDP1869 for page and character-memory 
select signals. These same addresses are also multiplexed 
to the page and character-memory address inputs. The 
screen-refresh memory, then, functions as an extension of 
the CPU system memory. When the page memory is 
selected, the bus separator is active and the 8-bit data bus is 
directed to the page-memory data input/output lines. When 
the character memory is selected, the 8-bit data bus is 
multiplexed, within the CDP1870, to the character-memory 
data input/ou~ines. The memory-read (MRD) and 
memory-write (MWR) signals normally used with the CPU's 
system memory are also used during screen-refresh 
memory operations. To synchronize the system to the 
disPla~ and nondisplay periods, the VIS provides a 
PREDI PLAY signal, which is active one horizontal line 
before the start of the display time. The signal may be 
connected to either the interrupt or a flag input of the CPU. 

This method of access-sharing of the page and character 
memories simplifies interfacing through the use of on
board multiplexers, and significantly reduces the number 
of external devices required. 

APPLICATIONS 

The most obvious application for the VIS is in a video
terminal system used to input data from a keyboard and to 
display information on a CRT. Fig. 7 shows such a system,2 
some of whose features include: 

- Carriage Return 
- Line Feed 
- Clear Screen and Home 
- Home Cursor 
- Blinking Cursor 
- Reverse Video 
- Cursor Direction (up, down, forward, back) 

Because this system is based on the VIS, only fifteen IC's 
and a handful of passive components are needed. 

In applications where an RGB mqnitor is used, orwhen the 
CRT controller is part of the CRT chassis, the CDP1876 
bond-out option of the CDP1870 can be used to increase 
color resolution and simplify interfacing. The CDP1876 
replaces the LUM, PAL, CHROM, and NTSC CHROM 
outputs with RED, BLUE, and GREEN outputs, which are 
used to drive the CRT color amplifiers directly. In this mode 
of operation, the color subcarrier signal is not used and the 
CHROM crystal is not required. The overall system remains 
the same as with the composite output CDP1870, except for 
the video interfacing, as shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 5 - Character-display matrix size. 

In text-overlay applications in which graphics or text are 
electronically superimposed on an existing video display, 
the VIS provides external horizontal and vertical sync 
inputs. The external inputs become the main synchronizing 
signals, and the VIS is locked to these external frequencies. 
The dot crystal is replaced with a simple gated LC oscillator 
circuit, and the VIS video signal is combined with the 
existing external video source, Fig. 9. 

Other applications of the VIS include video games, low
power portable displays, low~cost industrial displays, and 
automotive displays and test equipment. In some of these 
areas, the classical advantages ofthe CMOS technology, 
such as high noise-immunity and wide operating tempera
ture and voltage ranges, could be important con
siderations. 

CONCLUSION 

The high level of integration and streamlined architecture 
of the VIS chip set will allow the system designer to easily 
implement a CRT controller design-a design that pre
viously required dozens of IC's and an intimate knowledge 
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of the video controller field. Areas of application that would 
have benefited from the use of a CRT display, but in which 
that display technology was not considered because of 
high cost or design difficulties, may now be re-examined. 

The advanced features of the VIS (summarized in Table IV) 
are intended to simplify the design process from a complete 
system point of view. Once the design is implemented, 
changes and new features are easily added to the system 
through software reprogramming. At the same time, the 
system-software development burden is eased by a unique 
VIS interpretive language containing easy to use screen
oriented instructions. The VIS Interpreter is a user
extens.ible language requiring 3K bytes of memory, and is 
compatible with RCA Development System Assembly 
programs (ASM4 and ASM8). 

These features, along with the availability of mature RCA 
CMOSCDP180o-series product-line support, and the fact 
that the VIS is already designed into many RCA system 
products, should·certainly be part of any CRT-controller
system design considerations. 
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CPUCLK 
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Fig. 8 - RGB monitor interface. 
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Table IV - Summary of VIS Featurea 

Standard CMOS 
Advantages - Low power, high noise 

immunity, etc. 

Asynchronous Operation - Independent screen-refresh 
operation 

Programmable Display 
Formats -

Low System Chip Count -

Color and Sound 
Oapability -

NTSC and PAL 
Compatible -

ROM or RAM Character 
Memory -

Teletext Compatible -

Simple CDP1800-Series 
Interfacing -

System Support -

Software Support -

More than adequate for 
industrial/commercial 
display applications and low
end video terminals 

On-board oscillator, sync 
outputs, etc. 

Eight dot, eight background 
colors, RGB-color option, 
tone and white-noise 
generators 

U.S.lEuropean market 

For nonstandard character 
sets 

Vand H Inputs available for 
picture overlays 

CDP1802; CDP1804, 
CDP1805, CDP1806 

VIS Microboard prototyping 
board 

VIS Interpreter language 
package 
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Understanding The CDP1851 Programmable I/O 
by G. Johnson 

Overview 
The CDP1851 is a general-purpose programmable 1/0 
device, having 20 I/O pins which may be used in several 
different modes of operation. (See Table II.) 

The 1/0 lines are grouped into two sections, A and B, each 
havi ng 10 lines; 8 data and 2 handshaking lines (ready and 
strobe). 

In essence, the CPU programs the PIO by asserting the 
proper address (if memory mapped) or the proper N-line 
code (if I/O mapped) on the PIO control lines, and outputs a 
sequence of control bytes on the data bus to the control 
register of the PIO. The control bytes contain information 
to define port mode, interrupt enable/disable, 1/0 bit 
assignment, bit masking, etc. (see Codes A-P, Table I). 

The CPU transfers data bytes to and from each port by 
asserting codes S, T, U or V, given in Table I. Modes may be 
combined so that their functional definition can betailored 
to almost any 1/0 requirement. 

Model of Operation 
a. Normal Input/Output Mode I 

Ports A and B can be separately programmed to be 
8-bit Input or output parts with handshaking control 
lines, ready and strobe. 

b. BI-Dlrectlonal Mode 
Port A can be programmed to be a bl-dlrectlonal port. 
This configuration provides a means for communicating 
with a peripheral device or structure on a single 8-bit 
bus for both transmitting and receiving data. Hand
shaking signals are provided to maintain proper bus 
flow discipline. The handshaking lines for Port A are 
used in the normal manner for input control. The 
handshaking lines for Port B are used by PortA for 
output control;consequently, Port B I/O iines must be 
in the bit-programmable mode where handshaking is 
not used. 

c. Bit-programmable Mode , 
Ports A and B can be separately bit programmed so 
that each individual line can be designated as an input 
or output line. 

An additional feature of the bit-programmable mode is 
that the four handshaking lines, A ROY, A STROBE, B 
ROY, and B STROBE can be individually programmed 
as input or output lines (see Code K, Table I). 

In the input, output, and bi-directional modes the 
STROBE lines give the PIO the trigger signals needed 
to generate interrupt requests. However, in the bit
programmable mode the handshake lines are not used 
to carry strobe and ready signals, but carry 1/0 data if 
programmed to do so. 

Interrupti 
Interrupt requests are generated differently depending on 
the port mode. 

a. Input and Output Model 
The falling edge of the strobe pulse from the peripheral 
device sets the IN't line, and the rising edge of TPB, 
during the requested read or write operation resets the 
1m signal. 

b. BI-dlrectlonal Mode (Port A only) 
Set and reset of interrupt requests are done as explained 
In the input and output modes. However, since the A 
INT line is used for both input and output interrupts, 
the CPU must read the status register to determine 
what condition caused the interrupt request. 

c. Bit-Programmable Mode 
Interrupt requests can be generated by programming 
the PIO to react to specified logic functions (AND, OR, 
NAND, or NOR) on selected 1/0 lines. The CPU must 
issue two control bytes; the first will select the logic 
condition, and the second will contain masking inform
ation indicating which bites) of eight the PIO will 
monitor for the logic condition. The TIiJT signal will 
exist while the logic condition is present. (See Codes I 
& J, Table I.) 

d. Interrupt Enable/Dlnble 
To enable or disable the I NT lines in all modes, the CPU 
must issue a control byte for each port (see Codes L, M, 
N & P, Appendix II). A and B interrupt status can be 
read from bit DO and 01 of the status register to 
determine which iN'Fline is causing the request if they 
are wired together (OR'd). 

Timing 
a. Input Data Tranlfer 

Refer to Input Port Sequential Timing diagram. Assume 
an 1/0 mapped I/O system similar to Fig. 1. The 
peripheral presents data to the 1/0 port and outputs a 
strobe pulse to the PIO. The strobe pulse causes three 
things to happen: 

1. The READY signal is reset inhibiting further 
transmission from the peripheral. 

2. The!!!I!!Jt data is latched in the buffer register. 
3. The IlIIT line is set low, signalling the CPU to read 

the data. 

The A and B INT lines of the PIO may be wired to the 
INT pin on the CPU to signal.E.!.0gram interrupts, or 
they can be wired to separate EF pins where periodiC 
polling of the EF pins is required to check for service 
requests. 

In either case, the program will branch to a subroutine 
and execute an input instruction (INP6 or INP7, see 
Codes S & T, Table I) which will assert the proper code 
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Input Port Sequential Tlmlng* 

I/O LINES 

STROBE 

READY 

BUFF. REG'S 

BUS 

TPB 

TPA 

READY 

DATA LATCHED IN BUFFERS 

(SERVICE REQUEST) 

RAG, RA1,CS LIN~E~S~~~~~~~~~~VA~L~ID~~~~F~~~~~~~ . STATE so FETCH SI EXEC. so FETCH 

(NORMAL PROG)( • READ PORT .)( NORMAL PROG -

'110 SPACE 110 

on the RAO, RA 1, and CS pins of the PIO. The PIO will 
place data onto the system bus so it can be used by the 
CPU andlor written into memory. 

The TPB pulse that occurs during the MWR pulse 
terminates the interrupt request and sets the READY 
line, indicating to the peripheral that the PIO is ready to 
accept a new data byte. 

Data will be read from memory and placed on the bus 
and latched into the port buffers on the trailing edge of 
the TPB. The READY line is also set at this time. The 
peripheral will transmit a strobe pulse indicating the 
reading process is completed. The rising edge of the 
strobe pulse causes the READY signal to reset, and the 
falling edge sets the interrupt request, signalling the 

b. Output Data Tranlfer 
CPU to output another data byte. 

c. Data Tranlfer, Blt·Programmable Mode 
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Aefer to Output Port Sequential Timing diagram. 
Assume an 1/0 mapped 1/0 system similar to Example 
1, A.strobe pulse from a previous output sequence or a 
dummy strobe causes the TNT to go low, signalling the 
CPU to output a data byte to the PIO. 

ThePIO rnTline can be wired to the CPU INT pin or an 
EF pin as explained in Input Data Transfer, above. The 
program will branch to a subroutine and execute an 
output instruction (OUTS or OUT7) which will assert 
the proper code on the RAO, RA 1, and CS pins of the 
PIO. 

The CPU loads a data byte to the S-bit port as in the 
normal output mode. 1/0 lines programmed as outputs 
will accept and latch data bits, however, 1/0 lines 
programmed as inputs will ignore the loaded data (see 
Code H, U, and V of Table I). 

The CPU reads the 8-bit port as in the normal input 
mode. 1/0 lines are non-latching and, therefore, input 
data must be stable while the CPU reads. All 8 1/0 lines 
are read whether they are programmed as input lines or 
output lines. Data read from the lines programmed as 
outputs will be data bits latched during the last output 
cycle (see Codes H, S, and T, Table I). 

Output Port Sequential Tlmlng* 

STROBE 

READY 

I/O LINES 

iNT 

BUS 

TPB 

TPA 

MRD 

MWR 

STROBE 

VALID DATA OUT 

(SERVICE REOUEST) 

RAG, RA1, CS LIN~S~~.E~~~~~I~V~A~LI~D~~C~O~D;E ~I~~~ij~~~~~~ STATE so FETCH SI EXEC. so FETCH 

NORM. PRDGlG. LOAD PORT ,)C NORMAL PROG 

'1/0 SPACE I/O 



EXAMPLES 

Example 1 • Simple Input/OutputMode 
Fig. 1 shows an I/O space I/O system involving the 1802 
CPU, the 1851 PIO, and two peripheral devices both with 
handshaking. The TNT Ii nes are individually connected to 
EF lines 1 and 2. Therefore, the CPU is not truly interrupted 
but must poll the flag lines periodically during the main 
program. 

- « -

• • CLEAR CLEAR 
NO RAO 
N1 RA1 ARDY 
N2 CS A STROB PERIPHERAL 

TPA CLOCK AO A 
MIiD ROME A7 

8-

TPB 

vaaL; 
WRIAE 
TPB 

1802 

,,,fi ,~ 1851 

B ROY 
B STROB PERIPHERAL 

BO B 
EF1 AINT 87 

8-

EF2 B INT 

BUS 0·7 

-,---J l SYSTEM OAT A BUS J J 
TO MEMORY 

Fig. 1 - Example 1. 

Step by Step - Refer to Flow Chart for E~ample 1. 
1. To begin using this system the device must be cleared 

which automatically programs both Port A and B to the 
input mode. 

2. Port B is set to the output mode by loading the control 
register with control byte given in Code D. 

3. Port A interrupt line is enabled by loading control byte 
given in Code L, Table I. 

Flow Chart for Example 1. 
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4. Dummy read Port A to raise the ready line. 
5. Port B interrupt line is enabled by loading control byte 

given in Code M, Table I. Now the main program can 
begin running. 

6. Sometime during or atthe end of the main program the 
EF1 flag is polled. If it is true the piogram will branch to 
a subroutine to read Port A. The CPU must output the 
proper N·line Codeto read A. (See Code S, Table I, and 
Input Port Timing diagram.) When this step is com
pleted the flag is again polled to check for more 
incoming data. 

7. If EF1 is false then EF2 is considered. If EF2 is true then 
the program will branch to a subroutine to load Port B 
with data. The CPU must output the proper N-linecode 
and place the 8-bit data word on the bus. (See Code V, 
Table I and Output Port Timing diagram.) When this 
step is completed the CPU returns to the main program. 

8. If EF2 is false the CPU returns to the main program. 

Example 2 
Fig. 2 shows an I/O space 110 system involving the 1802 
CPU, the 1851 PIO, and two peripheral devices. Peripheral 
A has a bi-directional bus with handshaking capability for 
transmit and receive. Peripheral B has a 4-bit receiver and a 
4-bit transmitter. 

Port A will be programmed for bi-directional mode with 
interrupt capability. 

Port B will be programmed for bit-programmable mode 
with interrupt capability for output data when a logic NOR 
(all O's) occurs on the 4 input lines. 

Priorities will be as follows: 
1. Port A input data, via interrupt and subroutine. 
2. Port A output data, via interwpt and subroutine. 
3. Port B output data, via interrupt and subroutine. 
4. Port B input data, part of main program. 

Port A is used to interface with a bi-directional device, 
therefore the handshaking lines A READY and A STROBE 
are used for control of inComing data (from peripheral to 
CPU). B READY and B STROBE handshaking lines are 
used for output control (from CPU to peripheral). 

Port B is used in the bit-programmable mode having bits 
BO, B1, B2, and B3 as outputs (data from CPU to peripheral) 
and Bits B4, B5, B6, and B7 asinputs (data from peripheral 
to CPU). 

<[ .. ~ 
CLEAR CLEAR 

NO RAO ARDY XMIT ENABLE 
N1 RA1 A STROB XMIT STROBE 

N2 CS 

A,ol8 ( ¢ --:-PERIPHERAL 
TPA CLOCK : A 

-
RDrWE 

DATA • 
MRD 
TPB 

4 
WRIAE A7 
TPB B ROY DATA READY 

B STROB SAMPLE AK 
VDD 

1802 9 1851 
BO 

} RECVR 
1 

10K 2 
3 

INT --
4 J PERIPHERAL A INT 

4- 81NT 5 XMITTER 
6 

BUS 0·7 BUS B7 

.c:~t SYSTEM DATA BUS ) 
TO MEMORY 

Fig. 2 - Example 2. 
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Flow Chart for Example 2. 

The proper coding of the CPU N-lines will select whether 9. Port 8 interrupt line is enabled by loading the control 
register with Code M control byte. Now the main 
program can begin running. 

the data will be read in, or written outto the PIO, orwhether 
the status register is to be read, or whether the control 
register is to be loaded with a control byte. (See Table J). 

Step by Step 
1. To begin using this system the device must be cleared 

which automatically programs both Port A and 8 to 
the input mode. 

2. Since Port A is going to be in the bi-directional mode, 
Port 8 must be programmed in the bit-programmable 
mode. Port 8 is set to the bit mode by loading control 
byte given in Code G, Table I. 

3. Code ':i contr.ol b~te must be loaded. This byte 
determines which bits are input/output. 

4. Code I control byte must be loaded which determines 
~he logical condition of bits required to generate an 
Interrupt request from Port 8 (in this case a NOR 
condition). 

5. Co?e J control .b~e must be loaded. This byte tells 
which of the 8 bits In Port 8 are monitored and which 
are masked for interrupt generation. (In this case all 
ofthe input lines 84, 85, 86and 87 will be monitored.) 

6. Now Port A is set to bi-directional mode by loading 
Code E control byte. 

7. Port A interrupt line is enabled by loading the control 
register with Code L control byte. 

8. A ROY is raised (input section of Port A handshaking 
line) by doing a dummy read. 
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10. Port 8 will be read periodically as the main program 
repeats its loop. 

11. ~hen an interrupt request is received by the CPU, it 
will branch to a subroutine, and automatically de
activate the interrupt enable to inhibit further inter
ruptions. 

12. T.he CPU must read the status register by outputting 
the proper N-line Code R. The status register will 
contain information describing which interrupt has 
occurred A and/or 8, and also indicated whether A 
1liJi' was caused by an input or an 0etrN+ demand 
from peripheral A. Note that A INTand lines are 
wired (OR'd together (see Fig. 2). 

13. Several decisions will be made based on the infor
mation contained in the status register. 

1;4. To read Port A the CPU must outputthe proper N-line 
Code S. 

15. To load Port A with data the CPU must output the 
proper N-line code, and place the 8-bit data word on 
the bus (see Table J). 

16. To load Port 8 (bits 80, 81, 82, and 83) with data the 
CPU must output the proper N-line code, and place 
the 4-bit data on the bus (see Table J). 

17. Once the interrupt subroutines are completed the 
CPU returns to the main program and the interrupt 
enable (CPU) is activated. . 
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Table I 

DATA BUS 
~ ______ ~A~ ______ ~ 

CODE DESIRED ACTION 

A SET PORT A TO INPUT MODE I 0 I 0 I 0 0 x 0 I X I I 

B SET PORT B TO INPUT MODE I 0 I 0 I 0 0 X I 0 X I I 

C SET PORT A TO OUTPUT MODE I 0 I 0 I 0 I X 0 I X I I 

,0 SET PORT B TO OUTPUT MODE I 0 I 0 I 0 I X I 0 X I I 

E SET PORT A TO BIDIRECTIONAL I 0 I 0 I I 0 X 0 I X I I 
(PORT'S MUST BE IN BIT MODE FIRST) 

F SET PORT A TO BIT· PROG MODE I 0 I 0 I I I X 0 I X I I 

G SET PORT B TO BIT· PROG MODE I 0 I 0 I I I X I 0 X I I 

H I/O BIT ASSIGNMENT (A OR B) 'I 0 I 0 I (0 = INPUT, I = OUTPUT) 

I SET LOGICAL CONDITION FOR I 0 I 0 I o Os 05 04 03 I 0 I 
INTERRUPT GENERATION (BIT· MODE) f t LOGICAL CONDITION 
(03) o = PORT A, I = PORT B 0 0 NAND 
(04) o = NO MASK, I = MASK BYTE 0 I OR 

FOLLOWS NEXT I 0 NOR 

~ I I AND 

J SET MASKING OF BITS I 0 I 0 I (0 = MONITORED, I = MASKED) 
(PRECEEDED BY CODE I) 

K SET ROY AND lOR STROBE LINES I 0 I 0 I I 07 Os 05 04 03 02 01 0 
TO I/O LINES (BIT· MODE ONLY) 

(01) o = PORT A, I = PORT B (05) STROBE LINE OUTPUT DATA TO BE LOADED 

(02) o = NO CHANGE TO ROY LINE (Os) ROY LINE USED AS 
FUNCTION, o = INPUT LINE 

I = CHANGE PER BIT Os I = OUTPUT LINE 

(03) o = NO CHANGE PER BIT 07 (07) STROBE LINE USED AS 
I = CHANGE PER BIT 07 o = INPUT LINE 

(04) ROY LINE OUTPUT DATA TO 
I = OUTPUT LINE 

BE LOADED 

L ENABLE A ffii'f OUTPUT I 0 I 0 I I X X X 0 0 0 I 

M ENABLE B INT OUTPUT I 0 I 0 I I X X X I 0 0 I 

N DISABLE A INT OUTPUT I 0 I 0 I 0 X X X 0 0 0 I 

P DISABLE B INT OUTPUT I 0 I 0 I 0 X X X I 0 0 I 

R READ STATUS REGISTER I 0 I I 0 07 Os 05 04 03 02 01 DO 

(DO) B INT STATUS (I MEANS SET)} ALL 

(01) A INT STATUS (I MEANS SET) MODES (04) A RDY '.'UT DATA } 

(02) I = A INT WAS CAUSED BY} BIDIRECT 
(05) A STROBE INPUT DATA BIT 

B ROY INPUT DATA PROGRAMMABLE B STROBE MODE (Os) 
MODE 

(03) I = A INT WAS CAUSED BY A ONL Y (07) B ROY INPUT DATA 
A STROBE 

S READ PORTA I I 0 I 0 (INPUT DATA BYTE) 

T READ PORTB I I I I 0 (INPUT DATA BYTE) 

U LOAD PORT A I I 0 0 I (OUTPUT DATA BYTE) 

V LOAD PORTB I I I 0 I (OUTPUT DATA BYTE) 
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Table II - CDP1851 Programming Modes 

(8) (2) (8) (2) 
PortA PortA Port B Port B 

Mode Data Pins Handshaking Pins Data Pins Handshaking Pins 

Input Accept Input data Ready Accept Input data Ready 
Strobe Strobe 

Output Output data Ready Output data Ready 
Strobe Strobe 

Bi-directional Transfer input/output Input Must be previously set Output 
(Port A only) data Handshaking for Port A obit-programmable Handshaking for Port A 

mode 

Bit-Programmable Programmed Indivi- Programmed indivi- Programmed indivi- Programmed indivi-
dually as inputs or dually as inputs or dually as inputs or dually as inputs or 
outputs outputs outputs outputs 
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VIS-A Commercially Competitive CRT Controller 
Chip Set 
by R. Vaccarella 

The CRT display has become very popular in the past few 
years for use in data terminals, personal computers, video 
games, graphics displays, and industrial instrumentation 
and display. In response to the increased demand for CRT 
controller electronics, much of the :liscrete control logic 
has become integrated into single-chip devices. These new 
devices interface easily to the popular microprocessors and 
provide increased 'intelligence' and simple operation. Since 
the majority of the CRT controllers available today are 
complex LSI circuits, the data sheets which describe their 
use are often difficult to interpret. Selecting the proper 
controller for a particular application may involve con
siderable time and expense for evaluation and prototyping. 

The industry CRT controller comparison chart (Table I) 
points out the variety of features offered. As a starting point 
in choosing a CRT controller, it may be helpful to relate the 
desired application to the available devices by using the 
CRT Controller Selection Guide (Table II) which shows the 
relative meritof each device for some common applications, 
based on cost, capability, and overall system chip-count. 
After the initial selections are made the comparison chart 
and individual data sheets could be used to further narrow 
the choices. 

Using the above method, it is evidentthat the RCA CDP1869, 
CDP1870176 two-chip Video Interface System provides an 

economical solution to a variety of CRT display applications. 
The flexibility and features offered by VIS are especially 
competitive since most are on-chip functions, contributing 
to a simplified application system with a very low chip-count. 

Summary of VIS CompetitIve Feature. 

• Standard CMOS advantages - Low power, high noise 
immunity, etc. 

• Asynchronous operation - Independent screen-refresh 
operation 

• Programmable display formats - More than adequate for 
industrial/commercial display applications and low-end 
video terminals 

• Low system chip count - On-board OSCillators, sync 
outputs, etc. 

• Color and sound capability - 8 dotl8 background colors, 
RGB-color option, tone and white-noise generators 

• NTSC and PAL compatible - U.S.lEuropean market 
• ROM or RAM character memory - For non-standard 

character sets 
• Teletext compatible - V and H inputs available for picture 

overlays 
• Simple CDP1800-series interfacing - CDP1802, CDP1804, 

CDP1805 
• Low system cost - Competitive system may require 

significant amount of support devices 

CLOCK TIMING AND CONTROL 

NO-NZ 
CPU CMAO-CMA 

CDPI80Z 

CONTROL ADDRESS SCREEN 
AND CMWR REFRESH 

SOUND MEMORY CDBO-COB 
GENERATOR PMWR CC80-CC81 COPle69 

PROGRAM MAO-MA7 PMAO-PMA9 

MEMORY 

SPEAKER 

Fig. 1 - System diagram of a typical video system employing the VIS. 

TO CRT 
.. MONITOR 

OR RF 
MODULATOR 

92CM-34284 
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Table I - Indu.try CRT Controller Comparleon 
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PROGRAMMABLE FU, TURES 

UNE",CH.R CH .. "ROW ROWS/FRAME CURSOR OTHER EXTERNAL PARTS REQUIRED CO .... ENT. 

"9,16 ..... 12.24 HOME ADDRESS (SCROLL) DATA 8US BUFFER/SEPARATOR f.-aITI TWO CHIP 8ET 

I BJ(G COLORS/GRAY SCALE VIDfO-SYNC MIXEA CIRCUIT NTIC/PAL COMPATIBLE, NON-INTERLACED SYNC 

• ~~~~f~L~~:I~~I~~ ~~LE IJP/I-'C EXTERNAL II AND H INPUTIITELETUT, OVERLA,.I) 
RaB BOND-OUT OPTION CDP1." 

UPTO 16 UPToaD UPT084 >E' HIGHLIGHT VIDEO OMA CONTROLLER CHIP '1275 (40 PIN) OBTAINS DI8PLA" OA'A FADM /Ie IVSTlM " ..... 

LOCATION REVERSE VIDEO DOTICHA" CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT VIA OMA TECHNIQUE 

BLINK UNDERLINE SYNC TIMING GEN. CIRCUIT NON-INTERLACED SYNC 

"ATE 11 NON·MEMOAY GRAPHICS PIS SHIFT R£G. (VIDEO OUTPUT) 
SPECIAL SCREEN CONTROL- VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT 

CODI"S, END-OF-liNE BLANK ETC. 

UPTO 16 UPT080 UP TO 64 HIGHLIGHT VIDEO DOT/CHAR CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT SIMIL",R TO 18215. BUT DOE' NOT USE DMA TECHNIQUE 

LOCATION "EVERSE VIDEO SYNC TIMING GEN CIRCUIT LOWER COlT OBTAINS DISPL ... Y DATA FRO'IpPl~ IYlTEM 

SLINK UNDERLINE PIS SHIFT REG. (VIDEO OUTPUT) RAM VIA "OW-BUFFER TECHNIOUE 

RATE 11 NON-MEMORY GRAPHICS VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT NON-INTERLACED SYNC 

SPECIAL SCREEN CONTRDL- UP/lrC 
(:1 DE!'! ENO-OF-LINE 8 "'NI( ETC, 

UPTO 16 5T0110 YES HOME ADDRESS (SCROLL) ADDRESS MUX (12·BIT) ALL PROGR ... MMABLE FEATURES EXCEPT CURIOR 

ALSO UP LOCATION HORZ AND VERT SYNC DATA BUS BUFFER/SEPARATOR (I-BIT) LOCATION AND HOME ADDRESS ARE MASK-PROGR"'MMABlE 

TO 1t HORZ SIZE BUS LATCtI 'I-BIT) ONLY 

DOTSICHA." piS StlifT REG (VIDEO OUTPUT) NON·INTERLACED SYNC 

~~~,~r:O-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT 

UPTO 32 UP TO 256 UPTO 128 YES HORZ AND VERT. S'fNC ADDRESS MUX (14-SIT) NON-INTERLACED AND INTERLACED SYNC AND YIDEO 

DOT RATE LOCATION H AND V DISPLAV WINDOW DATA BUS BUFFER/SEPARATOR (I-BIT) SYIS45_TRANSPARENT ADDRESSING, ROW. COL ADDRESSING 

LIMITED HOME ADDRESS (SCROLL) BUS LATCH (I-BIT) 

FIELD SYNC (NON-INTERLACED DOT/CHA" CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT 

RATE INTERLACED-SYNC_INT1:R- PIS SHIFT REG 

LACED-SYNC AND VIDEO) VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT 

uPl!,C 

" " ALPHA MODE 4 DOT COLORS ADDAESS MUX (12-BITI MCaN7 AND .11047 AAE FUNCTIONALLY THE SAME. 'UT 

NOT NOT NOT 4 BKG COLORS DATA BUo; BUFFEAISEPAAATOR (B-BIT) HAVE DIFFERENT PIN_OUTS 
PROGRAM- PROGRAM- PROGRAM SE""GRAPHICS MODE UP TO PIA (8820) INTERLACE OPTION AV ... ,L .... LE (SIIM7V) 

MABLE MABLE MABLE BCOLORS 4-BIT COUNTER (FOR EXT. CHAR ROM) CERTAIN MODES MAY BE CHANGED ON A CHARACTER BY 

GRAPHICS MODE UP TO VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT CHARACTER BASIS (MINOR-MODE SWITCHING) 

4 COLORS /JP'I'C HIGH DENSITY COLOR GRAPHICS CAPABILITY (2,. • 

112 ELEMENTS 
UPTO 18 UPT064 HOAZ AND VERT SYNC ADDRESS MUX (13-8IT) PROGRAMMAILE FEATURES ARE PROCESSOR. MASK. OR 

(8 PREDEFINED LOCATION HORZ AND VERT DISPL ... V- OAT ... BUS 3UFFER/SEPARATOR (&-eIT) PROM PROORAMM .... LE 
COMBINA- DOT/CHAR CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT SELF-LOAD MODE-(USES PAOM TO LO"'D REGIIT£AI) 

TlONSI LAST DISPLAYED DATA- PIS SHIFT "EG (VIDEO OUTPUT) BALANCED-BIAM CUARENT OPTION (5037) 
ROW (SCROLL) VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT LINE-lOCK OPTION (5027) 

I NTERLACE/NON-I NTE RLACE 0 !,P1uC PRE-PROGAAMMED OPTION OF THE 5037 (5047) 
COMPATIBLE CHARACTER GEN_ AVAILABLE (7004) 
COMPATIBLE CHAR GEN/WITH GRAPHICS AVAILABLE 1002 

UPTO 16 2-258 HORZ AND VERT SVNC ADDRESS MUX (1~1T) NON-INTERLACED AND INTERLACED SYNC AND VIDEO 
LOCATION DMA BURST MODE DATA BUS BUfFER/SEPARATO" MIT) VITAL SCREEN PARAMETERI MAIK-ROM VERSION "'VAILABLE 

INTERLACE MODES (2) DOT/CHAR CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT OMA OR ROW-8UfFER OPER ... TION 
HORZ SPLIT SCREEN PIS SHIFT REG (VIDEO OUTPUT) COMPATIBLE ROW-BUffER AVAILABLE (I00I) 

HOME REGISTER (SCROLL) VIDEO-S~NC MIXER CIRCUIT COMPAnlLE CHAR GEN.lWITH GRAPHICS AVAILAILE (1002) 
ROW-TABLE MODE J,JPIIJC 

INTERRUPT ENABLE .. PAGE ERASE AND HOME DATA GATE/BUFFER (NUT) SCREEN FORMAT NOT PROGRAMMABLE 
NOT NOT LOCATION END-Of-LINE ERASEIRETURN CHARACTER DATA LATCH (8-8ITI AUTOMATIC SCROLL CAPABILITY 

PROGRAM- PROGRAM- LINE fEED DOT/CHAR CLOCK GEN. CIRCUIT STAND-ALONE SYSTI!M CAP .... ,lITY 
MABLE MABLE MABLE LINE ERASE PIS SHIFT REG (VIDEO OUTPUT) COMPATIBl.E CHARACTER GEN. AVAILABLE (7004) 

CURSOR LEFT/RIGHT VIDEO-SYNC MIXER CIRCUIT COMPATIBLE CHAR GEN_ WITH GR ... PHICI AVAILABU (1002) 
NORMAL CHAR/ADVANCE CURSOR COMMAND-DECODE ROM/PROM 50-Hz VERSION AV .... LABLE (983I4A1 

!'P/jJC (OPTIONAL) 

" " MODES CONTROLlEA SElECT LOGIC ... UTO OYNAMIC RAM REFRESH 
NOT NOT NOT -PATTERN GRAPHICS !'PI/JC 31 VIDEO PL ... NES I3-D EFFECT) 

PROGRAM- PROGRAM- PROG"AM- 32 BLOCKS. 24 LINES BIT-M ... PPED GRAPHICS 
MABLE MABLE -MULTI COLOR GRAPHICS EXTERN ... L VIDEO-MIXING INPUT 

at BLOCKS. 48 LINES EXTERNAl. SYNC INPUT 
- TEXT GRAPHICS· EXTERNAL COleR PHASE·LOCKING (INTERLACED AND 
40 CHAAS • 24 LINES NON-INTERLACED !XT. 10URCEI) 

36 VIDEO PLANES (SPRITES) SEP ... RATE PATTERN AND COLOR TABl.EI 
EXT. VIDEO MIXING HIGH AISOLUTION COLOR GRAPHICS CAPABILITY 

COLOR, PATTERN. BASE-
ADDRESS AEGISTEAS 
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ICAN-7067 

RCA 

CDP1869, 
Display Application 70/76 
Low-Resolution 

F Dumb Terminal 

Low-Resolution 
G Smart Terminal 

High-Resolution 
P Smart Terminal 

High-Resolution 
F Video Games 

Broadcast TV 
E Text Overlays 

Low-Cost 
E Industrial Displays 

Low-Power 
Portable Displays G 
(External CRT) 

Automotive 
G Test Equipment 

E=Excelient G=Good 

VDD 

POR1 NO-N2 

4 CPU 

Intel 

18275 

F 

G 

G 

P 

P 

F 

P 

F 

Table II - CRT Controller Selection Guide 

Motorola Motorola 
Intel National AMI AMI TI, SMC SMC 

TMS9927 
18276 DP8350 MC6845 MC6847 CRT5027 CRT9007 

F P P P F P 

G F G G E G 

E G G P G G 

P P P G P F 

P P P F F P 

F P F F G P 

P P P P P P 

F F F F F F 

F=Fair P=Poor 

CLOCK TIMING AND CONTROL 

CMAO -CMA2 

CMWR 

2KX8 2KX8 
CDPI869 PMAO-PMA9 PAGE CHAR CD80-CDB5 CDPIB70 CONTROL CDPIB02 RAM PCB RAM CCBO-CCBI 

'--ADDRESS DECODING -----/ 
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PMWR 6116 6116 
TYPE 

PMDO-PMD6 
TYPE 

MAO -MA7 

'-----PROGRAM MEMORY-----' 

Fig. 2 - Block diagram of low-cost industrial display system 
employing the VIS. 

II Ii illI"lI 
liI""iliI!iI 
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TI 

TMS9918 
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E 

G 

P 

P 

F 
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Ferner Electronics AB IDAC Elettronica SpA a Radio Sandino, Managua Sweden 
Snormakarvagen 35, Via Turazza 32, Norway National Elektro A/S P,O. Box 125, I - 35100 Pad ova Ulvenveien 75, P,O, Box 53 S-161 26 Bromma Stockholm Tel: (049) 66.02.22 Okern, Oslo 5 Tel: 08/80 25 40 

LASI Elettronica SpA Tel: (472) 64 49 70 
Lagercrantz Elektronlk AB Viale Lombardia 6, Panama Sistelcom, S.A. Kanalvagen 5, I - 20092 Cinisello Ave. Mexico y Ave. Ecuador P.O. Box 48 Balsamo (MI) Edificio Albertina No, 3 S-19421 Upplands Vasby Tel: (02) 61.20.441-5 Panama 5 Tel: 0760-861 20 

Silverstar Ltd. Tropelco, S.A. Switzerland Baerlocher AG Via dei Gracchi 20, Via Espana 20-18, Panama 7- Forrlibuckstrasse 110 1- 20146 Milano MAIL ADDRESS: P,O. Box 8005 Zurich Tel: (02) 49.96 8465, Panama 7, Rep, of Tel: (01) 42.99.00 
DEDO Elettroni.a SpA Panama 

Hwa Sheng Electrl. Co., Ltd. Taiwan 
Strada Statale 16 Km 403-550 Peru Anen S.A. 5th Floor Pong Lai Building 
64019 Tortoreto Lido (Te) PSJ Adan Mejia 103, OF, 33 245 Min Chuan East Road 
Tel: 861/78.134 Lima II Taipei 

Deltron S.A. Delta Engineerina Ltd. 
Apartado Postal 1574 No. 42 Hsu Chang Street 
Lima 8th Floor, Taipei 
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Thailand 

Trinidad 

Turkey 

U.K. 

Uruguay 

U.S. 

Alahama 

Arizona 

California 

Anllo Thai Engineering Ltd. 
2160 Klongton-Bangkapi Hwy 
Hua Mark, Bangkok 

Kirpa"ni's Limited 
Kirpalani's Komplex 
Churchill Roosevelt Highway 
San Juan, Port-of-Spain 

Teknim Company Ltd. 
Riza Sah Pehlevi Caddesi 7 
Kavaklidere Ankara 
Tel: 27.58.00 

Crellon Electronics Ltd. 
380 Bath Road, Slough, 
Berks, SLI 6JE 
Tel: Burnham (06286) 4434 

I.T.T. Electronic Service. 
Edinburgh Way, Harlow 
Essex, CM20 2DE 
Tel: Harlow (0279) 26777 

Jermyn Distribution 
Vestry Industrial Estate 
Sevenoaks, Kent 
Tel: Sevenoak. (0732) 450144 

Macro Marketing Ltd. 
Burnham Lane, 
Slough, Berkshire SLI 6LN 
Tel: Burnham (06286) 4422 

Semicomps Northern Ltd. 
East Bowmont Street, Kelso, 
Roxburghshire, Scotland 
Tel: Kelso (05732) 2366 

VSI Electronics (U.K.) Ltd. 
Roydonbury Industrial Park 
Horsecroft Road, Harlow 
Essex CMI9 5 BY 
Tel: Harlow (0279) 29666 

ACCESS Electronic Components Ltd. 
Austin House, Bridge Street 
Hitchin, Hertfordshire SG5 2DE 
Tel: Hitchin (0462) 31 221 

American Products S.A. 
(APSA) 
Av. Italia 4230 
Montevideo 
Tel: 594210 

Hamilton A met Electronics 
4692 Commercial Drive, NW 
Huntsville, AL 35805 
Tel: (205) 837-7210 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
505 South Madison Drive 
Tempe, AZ 85281 
Tel: (602) 894-9600 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
4134 East Wood Street 
Phoenix, AZ 85040 
Tel: (602) 243-4101 

Sterling Electronics, Inc. 
200 I East University Drive, 
Phoenix, AZ 85034 
Tel: (602) 258-4531 

Wyle Distribution Group 
8155 North 24th Avenue 
Phoenix, AZ 85022 
Tel: (602) 249-2232 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
9511 Ridge Haven Court 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Tel: (714) 565-4800 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
521 Weddell 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Tel: (408) 739-3011 

Avnet Electronics 
350 McCormick Avenue 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Tel: (714) 754-6051 

Electronic Supply Corp. 
2486 Third Street 
Riverside, CA 92507 
Tel: (n4) 683-7300 

Elmo Semiconductor Corp. 
915 North Citrus Avenue 
Los Angeles, CA 90038 
Tel: (213) 465-2163 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
3170 Pullman Street 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 
Tel: (714) 522-11200 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
1175 Bordeaux Drive 
Sunnyvale, CA 94086 
Tel: (408) 743-3300 

Hamilton Avnet 
4545 Viewridge Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Tel: (714) 571-7510 

Hamilton Electro Sales 
10912 W. Washington Blvd 
Culver City, CA 90230 
Tel: (213) 558-2020 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
2585 Commerce Way 
Los Angeles, CA 90040 
Tel: (213) 725-0325 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
3969 E. Bayshore Road 
Palo Alto, CA 94303 
Tel: (415) 968-6292 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
8797 Balboa Avenue 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Tel: (714) 278-2112 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
14101 Franklin Avenue 
Tustin, CA 92680 
Tel: (714) 731-5311 

Marshall Industries 
9674 Telstar Avenue 
EI Monte, CA 91731 
Tel: (213) 686-0141 

Marshall Industries 
17321 Murphy Avenue 
Irvine, CA 92714 
Tel: (714) 556-6400 

RPS Electronics, Inc. 
6230 Descanso Avenue 
Buena Park, CA 90620 
Tel: (714) 521-5230 

Schweber Electronics Corp. 
11811 Gillette Avenue 
Irvine. CA 92714 
Tel: (714) 556-3880 

Schweber Electronic. Corp. 
3110 Patrick Henry Drive 
Santa Clara, CA 95050 
Tel: (408) 496-0200 

Wyle Distribution Group 
124 Maryland Avenue 
El Segundo. CA 90245 
Tel: (213) 322-8100 

Wyle Distribution Group 
9529 Chesapeake Drive 
San Diego, CA 92123 
Tel: (714) 565-9171 

Wyle Distribution Group 
3000 Bowers Avenue 
Santa Clara, CA 95052 
Tel: (408) 727-2500 

Colorado Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
8765 E. Orchard Road, Suite 
708, Englewood, CO 80111 
Tel: (303) 740-1000 

Arrow Electronics Inc. 
5465 E. Evans Place at Hudson 
Denver, CO 80222 
Tel: (303) 758-2100 

Kierulff Electronics, Inc. 
10890 East 47th Avenue 
Denver, CO 80239 
Tel: (303) 371-6500 

Wyle Distribution Group 
451 East 124th Avenue 
Thornton, CO 80241 
Tel: (303) 457-9953 

Connecticut Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
12 Beaumont Road 
Wallingford, CT 06492 
Tel: (203) 265-7741 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
Commerce Drive, Commerce 
Park, Danbury, CT 06810 
Tel: (203) 797-1100 

Schweber Electronic. Corp. 
Finance Drive, 
Commerce Industrial Park, 
Danbury, CT 06810 
Tel: (203) 792-3500 

Florida Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
1001 NW 62nd Street, Suite 
108, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33309 
Tel: (305) 776-7790 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
50 Woodlake Dr., West-Bldg.B 
Palm Bay, FL 32905 
Tel: (305) 725-1480 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
6801 NW 15th Way 
Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33068 
Tel: (305) 971-2900 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
3197 Tech Drive, No. 
St. Petersburg, FL 33702 
Tel: (813) 576-3930 

Schweber Electronics Corp. 
2830 North 28th Terrace 
Hollywood, FL 33020 
Tel: (305) 927-0511 

Georgia Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
2979 Pacific Drive 
Norcross, GA 30071 
Tel: (404) 449-8252 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
5825 Peach Tree Corners 
Norcross; GA 30071 
Tel: (404) 449-9170 

Schweber Electronics, Inc. 
4126 Pleasantdale Road 
Atlanta, GA 30340 
Tel: (404) 449-'H70 

Illinois Arrow Electronic., Inc. 
492 Lunt Avenue 
Schaumburg, IL 60193 
Tel: (31l) 893-9420 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
1130 Thorndale Avenue 
Bensenville, IL 60166 
Tel: (312) 678-6310 

Newark Electronics 
500 North Pulaski Road 
Chicago, IL 60624 
Tel: (312) 638-4411 
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Schweber Electronics Corp. Sterling Electronics. Inc. Marshall Industries 
1275 Brummel Avenue 411 Waverly Oaks Road 11II .Paulison Avenue 
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 Waltham, MA 02154 Clifton, NJ 01015 
Tel: (312) 364·37SO Tel: (617) 894·61OO Tel: (2i11) 340-1900 

Indiana Arrow Electronics. Inc. Michigan Arrow Electronics. Inc. Schweber Electronics Corp. 
2718 Rand Road 3810 Varsity Drive 18 Madison Road 
Indianapolis, IN 46241 Ann Arbor. MI48I04 Fairlield, NJ 07006 
TeI: (317) 143·9353 Tel: (313) 971-1110 Tel: (101) 227·7880 

Graham Electronics Supply. Hamilton Avnet Electronics New Mexico Arrow Electronics. Inc. 
Inc. 2215 29th Street ·2460 Alamo, SE 
133 S. Pennsylvania Street Grand Rapids, MI 49503 Albuquerque, NM 87106 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 Tel: (616) 143-1805 Tel: (50S) 243-4566 
Tel: (317) 634·8202 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics Hamilton Avnet Electronics 
Hamilton A vnet Electronics. 32487 Schoolcraft Road 2.524 Baylor SE 
Inc. Livonia, MI 48150 Albuquerque, NM 87106 
485 Gradle Drive Tel: (313) 522-4700 Tel: (SOS) 76S·1S00 
Carmel, IN 46032 

RS Electronics. Inc. Sterllnl Electroilks. Inc. Tel: (317) 844·9333 
34443 Schoolcraft Road 3540 Pan American 

Iowa Deeco.lnc. Livonia, MI48150 Fieeway,N.E. 
2500 16th Avenue, SW Tel: (313) 525·1155 Albuquerque, NM 87107 
Cedar Rapids, IA 52406 

Schweber Electronics Corp. 
Tel: (SOS) 884·1900 

Tel: (319) 365·7551 
33540 Schoolcraft Road New York Arrow Electronics, Inc. 

Kansas Hamilton Avnet Electronics Livonia, MI 48150 900 Broad Hollow Road 
9219 Quivira Road Tel: (313) 525·8100 Route 110, Farmingdale, L1, 
Overland Park, KS 66215 NY 11735 
Tel: (913) 888-1900 Minnesota Arrow Electronics. Ine. Tel: (516) 694-6800 

5230 West 73rd Street 
Louisiana Sterlln& Electronics. Inc. Edina, MN 55435 A now Electronics, Inc. 

4613 Fairfield Road Tel: (612) 830·1800 7705 Maltage Drive 
Metairie, LA 70002 Liverpool, NY 13008 
Tel: (504) 887·7610 Hamilton Avnet Electronics Tel: (315) 652·1000 

10300 Bren Road, East 
Maryland Arrow Electronics, Inc. Minnetonka, MN 55343 Arrow Electronics, Inc. 

4801 Benson Avenue 3000 South Winton Road 
Baltimore, MD 21227 Tel: (612) 932·0600 Rochester, NY 14623 
Tel: (301) 247·5200 Klerulff Electronics. Inc. Tel: (716) 275-0300 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics 5280 West 74th Street Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
6822 Oakhill Lane Edina, MN 55435 5 Hub Drive 
Columbia, MD 21045 Tel: (612) 835-4388 Melville, NY 11746 

Tel: (301) 995·3500 Schweber Electronic. Corp. Tel: (516) 454-6000 

Pyttionic Industries, Inc. 
7422 Washington Avenue, So. Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
Eden Prairie, MN 55344 333 Metro Park 

Baltimore/ Washington Tel: ~(12) 941·5280 Rochester, NY 14623 
Industrial Pk, 8220 Wellmoor 
Court, Savage, M 0 20863 Missouri Arrow Electronics, Inc. Tel: (71Ii) 475·9130 
Tel: (301) 792-8780 2380 Schultz Road 

St. Louis, MO 63141 Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
Schweber Electronics Corp. Tel: (314) 567-6888 16 Corporate Circle 
9218 Gaither Road East Syracuse, NY 13057 
Gaithersburg, MD 20760 Hamilton Avnet Electronics Tel: (315) 437·2641 
Tel: (301) 840·5900 13743 Shoreline Court East 

Earth City, MO 63045 Millray Electronics, Inc. 
Zebra Electronics. Inc. Tel: (314) 344·1200 191 Hanse Avenue 
2400 York Road Freeport, L1, NY 11520 
Timonium, MD 21093 New HiunpShire Arrow Electronics, Inc. Tel: (SUi) 546-6000 
Tel: (301) 252·6576 I Perimeter Drive 

Rochester RadIo Supply Co. Manchester, NH 03103 
Maasachusetts Arrow Electronics. Inc. Tel: (603) 668·6968 140 W. Main Street 

Arrow Drive Rochester, NY 14614 
Woburn, MA 01801 New Jersey Arrow Electronics. Inc. Tel: (716) 454·7800 
Tel: (617) 933·8130 Pleasant Valley Avenue 

Schweber Electronics Corp. Moorestown, NJ 08057 
Hamilton Avnet Electronics Tel: (609) 235·1900 2 Town Line Circle 
50 Tower Office Park Rochester, NY 14623 
Woburn, MA 01801 Arrow Electronics, Inc. Tel: (7111) 424-2112 
Tel: (617) 935-9700 285 Midland Avenue 

Schweber Electronics Corp. Saddlebrook, NJ 07662 
Kierulff Electronics, Inc. Tel: (201) 797·5800 Jericho Turnpike 
13 Fortune Drive Westbury, L1, NY 11590 
Billerica, MA 01821 Hamilton A vnet Electronics Tel: (516)334·7474 
Tel: (617) 667·8331 to Industrial Road 

Summit DistrIbutors, Inc. Fairlield, NJ 07006 
Marshall Industries Tel: (201) 575·3390 916 Main Street 
One Wilshire Road Buffalo, NY 14202 
Burlington, MA 01803 Hamilton A vnet Electronics .Tel: (716) 884·34SO 
Tel: (617) 272·8100 I Keystone Avenue 

North Carolina Arrow Electronics. Inc. Cherry Hill, NJ 08003 
A. W. Mayer Co. Tel: (609) 424-8100 938 Burke Street, 
38 Border Street Winston·Salem, NC 27101 
West Newton, MA 02165 KierulfJ Electronics, Inc. Tel: (919) 725·8711 
Tel: (617) 965·1111 3 Edison Place 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics Fairlield, NJ 07006 
Schweber Electronics Corp. Tel: (201) 575-67SO 2803 Industrial Drive 
2S Wiggins Avenue Raleigh. NC 27609 
Bedford, MA 01730 Tel: (919) 829·1030 
Tel: (617) 275·5100 
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Hammond Electronics of Texas Arrow Electronics, Inc. Wyle Distribution Group 
Carolina 13715 Gamma Road 1750 132nd Avenue, N.E. 
2923 Pacific Avenue Dallas, TX 75240 Bellevue, W A 98005 
Greensboro, NC 27406 Tel: (214) 386·7500 Tel: (206) 453·8300 
Tel: (919) 275·6391 

Arrow Electronics, Inc. Wisconsin Arrow Electronics, Inc. 
Ohio Arrow Electronics, Inc. 10700 Corporate Drive #100 430 West Rawson Avenue 

7620 McEwen Road Stafford, TX 77477 Oak Creek, WI 53154 
Centerville, OH 45459 Tel: (713) 491·4100 Tel: (414) 764·6600 
Tel: (SI3) 435·5S63 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics Hamilton A vnet Electronics 
Arrow Electronics, Inc. 240 I Rutland Drive 2975 South Moorland Road 
6238 Cochran Road Austin, TX 78758 New Berlin, WI 53151 
Solon, OH 44139 Tel: (S12) 837-8911 Tel: (414) 784-4510 
Tel: (216) 248·3990 

Hamilton Avnet Electronics Taylor Electric Company 
Hamilton A vnet Electronics 2111 West Walnut Hill Lane 1000 W. Donges Bay Road 
4588 Emery Industrial Parkway Irving, TX 75060 Mequon, WI 53092 
Cleveland, OH 44128 Tel: (214) 659·4111 Tel: (414) 241·4321 
Tel: (216) 831·3500 

Hamilton A vnet Electronics Venezuela Dinaradio, C.A. 
Hamilton Avnet Electronics 8750 Westpark Calle Madrid Entre Nueva 
954 Senate Drive Houston, TX 77063 York y Carolina, Quinta Tana 
Dayton, OH 45459 Tel: (713) 975·3515 Las Mercedes 107, Caracas 
Tel: (513) 433-0610 

Schweber Electronics Corp. Tele·Cuba, S,A, 
Hughes Peters, Inc. 4202 Beltway, Av. Este 0, No. 164, Ferrenquin 
481 East 11th A ven ue Dallas, TX 75234 a la Cruz, La Candelaria, 
Columbus, OH 43211 Tel: (1I4) 661·5010 Caracas 
Tel: (614) 294·5351 

Schweber Electronics Corp. P. Benavides, P., S.R.L. 
Schweber Electronics Corp. 10625 Richmond Ste. 100 Avilanes a Rio 
23880 Commerce Park Road Houston, TX 77042 Edificio Rio Caribe, Local 9 
Beachwood, OH 44122 Tel: (713) 784·3600 La Candelaria, Caracas 
Tel: (1I6) 464·2970 

Sterling Electronics, Inc. West Indies Da Costa and Musson Ltd. 
The Stotts Friedman Co. 2335A Kramer Lane, Suite A Post Office Box 103, General 
2600 East River Road Austin, TX 78758 Post Office, Barbados 
Dayton, OH 45439 Tel: (512) 836·1341 

West Germany Alfred Neye Tel: (513) 298·5555 
Sterling Electronics, Inc. Enatechnik GmbH 

Oklahoma Radio, Inc. 11090 Stemmons Freeway Schillerstrasse 14, 
1000 S. Main Street (Stemmons at Southwell) 2085 Quickborn 
Tulsa, OK 74119 Dallas, TX 75229 Tel: 04106/6121 
Tel: (918) 587·9123 Tel: (214) 243·1600 

ECS Hilmar Frehsdorf 
Oregon Hamilton Avnet Electronics Sterling Electronics, Inc. Electronic Components Service 

6024 SW Jean Road, Bldg B, 420 I Southwest Freeway Carl·Zeiss Strasse 3 Suite J, Lake Oswego, OR Hduston, TX 77027 2085 Quickborn 97034 Tel: (713) 627·9800 
Tel: (503) 635·8159 Tel: 04106/71058·59 

Trevino Electronics, Inc. BECK GmbH &: Co. Pennsylvania Arrow Electronics, Inc. 2874 Walnut Hill Lane 
650 Seco Road Dallas, TX 75229 Elektronic Baulemente KG 
Monroeville, PA 15146 Tel: (214) 358·2418 Eltersdorfer Strasse 7, 
Tel: (412) 856·7000 8500 N urnberg IS 

Utah Hamilton Avnet Electronics Tel: 0911/34961·66 
Herbach &: Rademan, Inc. 1585 West 2100 South 
40 I East Erie Avenue Salt Lake City, UT 84119 Elkose GmbH 
Philadelphia, P A 19134 Tel: (801) 972·2800 Bahnhofstrasse 44, 
Tel: (1I5) 426·1700 7141 Moglingen 

Washington Hamilton Avnet Electronics Tel: 07141/4871 
Schweber Electronics Corp. 14212 N.E. 21st Street 
101 Rock Road Bellevue, W A 98005 Sasco GmbH 
Horsham, PA 19044 Tel: (206) 746·8750 Hermann·Oberth·Strasse 16 
Tel: (1I5) 441·0600 8011 Put.brunn bei Munchen 

Robert E. Priebe Company Tel: 089/46111 
2211 5th Avenue 
Seattle, WA 98121 Spoerle Electronic KG 
Tel: (206) 682·8242 Otto·Hahn·Strasse 13, 

6072 Dreieich bei Frankfurt 
Tel: 06103/3041 

Yugoslavia Avtotehna 
P.O. Box 593, Titova 36·XI 
Ljubljana 61000 
Tel: 317 044 

RCA Manufacturers' Representatives 
u.s. 
Arizona Thom Luke Sales, Inc. Florida G. F. Bohman Associates Washington Western Technical Sales, Inc. 

2940 North 67th Place,Suite B 130 North Park Avenue P.O. Box 3923, Bellevue, WA 
Scottsdale, AZ 85251 Apopka, FL 32703 98009 

. Tel: (602) 941·1901 Tel: (30S) 886·1882 Tel: (206) 641·3900 
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